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The thesis was originally intended to be a study of, the relationship between the 
doctrines of the Logos and Spirit in'°Athanasius, Jbut even the most cursory analysis 
indicated. that Athanasius lived through one of the most revolutionary epochs in the 
history of. theology. '. Therefore, the question of the temporal development, if; any, , 
in-his theology became supremely important. For that. reason, the thesis had-to be, 
restricted to that field, any 'synoptic presentation of Athanasian theology beingin- 
cidental. I form' the, thesis is simply a commentary. on the wri gsý' in order, of'. 
Athanasinas 

. 
they occurred, with an occasional resume., 

The "Cantra`Gentes" ind "De Incarnations" are , examiined firsts since they are `readily ° 
proved to be the first' of'Athanasiua&a writings, ' and date before the Arian controversy. * 
The "Contra Gentes" is essentially apologetic, being based on what-we would now term 
natural theology in its'fwd3l ar modern 'form, The latter is far more Scriptural'in 
its 'outlook, 'Compared with traditional interpretations'of its its theology; is . based 
far more on the Cross than is usually recognised, the Incarnation'includfor 
Athanasiuss the whole human life of Christ, culminating in-the Cross and Resurrection: 
Any "incarnational" appearance in it is due to his tendency to describe things` , 

"` aetiologioully. The principal aims of, the Incarnation were, firstly, to pay the debt, 
that awn owed, to God, because'of sin -a fully developed cultic-forensic side of the 
Atonement '-. and, secondly, -to 'reveal, purely and simply the Deity of the Logos through,, 
the. H; tmanity as instrument:. The recreation, of a New Humanity in Christ in the Iman: 
of -God -which" has - been lost, -.. iä present but relatively subordinate, and the Humanity 
of Christ is considered instrumentally:.. Although- reference is made to our human path' 
ticipatian in the benefits of Christ, this. section of Athanasii*aIs theology is by -, 

_ .' comparisack, orude. eau] -undeveloped, ` there: being very little, ' if anything] 'about `tho 
Church, Ministry, or Sscramenta: 'This "indicates that, for Athanasius, the priority,, ` 
was to be. given to, Christ and Christ alone# and that much that is often assumed to be 
his "physician". is simply for this' reasons .., 

;, 

'Them an investigation was made of the order in-which the greet'anti-, Arian vrjtings, 
were written, the conclusion being "Do Sententia Dionyaii" o. 335; "In`i11ud QaUa 
mini, tradita aunt" ý. ä. 3,4O3 - 

"De Decretis" ' 3/4-350. "Contra Arians' I-III" 350-3561 
"De Syno+" ' 359# : 'followed soon by, the, Epistles, to Serapion on the-Holy Spirit: -, '_ 
The next stage was-a study of the Arian heresy,. which Fia7. ded the remarkable conclusion ' 
that it was. like nothing else in Church history#'and'that the only thing really like 
it is. classical Marxism; in faoty in ' one respect Marxism is what Athanasius himself , .-` 
saw as the final and proper'culmination of &rianism# and in another respects Marxiss, 
is related to Ariadiaa as: the Third Person is related to-the Second Person. 

, -The remainder of-the thesis 'was a study of the development' of Athanaäius's answer .' to this-heresy, that the Second Person of the Trinity both as Son of the Father'And as 
principle of governance of the universe# is-aoceature: '- It is traced through the whole 
anti Arian corpus of -Athanasiuai culminating in the "Contra Arians" 

, 
I-III: . '> '`.. 

were that the Logos is tobe correlated entirelywith'the' The great principle' 
.,, - Father, 

, and . that the passages. of Scripture that spoke in a oreaturely fashion, of Christ 
were 'to be expounded in'terms of his pout-incarnate Humanity. 'As tar, as, the basis 
of., his theology is oonoerned, 'Athanaaius is entirely scriptural' the only other, ma j or 
element being a type of ontological argument which shows that the Logos, etc. of God 
cannot be less than God. Authc64tarianisn and pragmatism are notably absent. The 
problem that remains is no`more. than the universal problem in all theology of the 
relation of Scripture to dogmatics, and a lot of it can be settled here in, terms 
simply of-. the idea that the Scriptural testimony to'Christ as God has absolute priority 
over-. that to Christ as a creature, 'and that the latter must be interpreted in terms 
of the former. While' still on the prolegomena to 

. 
theology,, we may note the great 

Use other side if necessary. 
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importance of the question of, analogy for Athanasiius, since Arianism gained mach 
plausibility by misuse of analogy. Athanasius develops a completely systematic 
doctrine of analog , that things can' be predicated of God and man only, analogically. 
Furthermore, he develops this doctrine furthers-that, e. g. fatherhood occurs properly 
only in'the Deity, and that it is our fatherhood that always breaks down into what 
it is not. Fina]ly# Athanasius concludes that analogy is not only-formally correct 
but works materially too; e. g. not only is the unity, we enjoy in, Christ analogical 
to the unity that the Father and; Son enjoy, -bat we could not enjoy it"unless we; were 
materially made to partake in the Divine unity' in a subordinate war, 

The, actual Trinitarian doctrine itself is still'in the main Binitarian. There are 
two aspects,, one, an almost physical side associated, with the old Logos°'v6d Wisdom, - . doctrine but interpreted supremely according to the Scriptural analogy pf: Light-. source 
and Radiance, and the-other a'definite Son-theology in the stricter sense: ö; in some 
ways$'"Athanasius has some difficulty in differentiating between Divine attributes and 
Persons of the Trinity, '. especially as regards the: former type of. theology, 

. 
Athan"ius. 

offet a very interesting interpretation ' of , 
the 

"Nicene 
Homoousion; the Ouaia ` or. - 

Essence-is what-the chromosome ' constitution: is in. modern genetics. ', Later, there was a 
slight change butt 

, not p as, is " often supposed i, farom constitutive oaf ' arit metic unity to 
generic unity; ', it is, merely that the, Homoouaion now stands for, the ultite difference. 
between God and creatures. ' 

Turn: ngto the effect of" 
4AA caotherdoctrines* we finds, first* a systematic, 

"' exposition of the difference en'God. and, the creatures, which can be sumaarised'as 
an amazingly thorough and complete pluralism, _ as the truth of creaturely life'as such 
and in distinction from God*,: The'other new-factor is a new doctrine of. the'Active - 
Humanity of Christ, together, with a well-developed exposition oftho way in. 'which we 
participate in this " active and glorified hum pity. ,. This , was necessitate; by the 
exegesis of, the Soriptural'passages which described Christ glorified,: tut still' a' 
creature, `. '_., 

Parallel with 'this, there 'are the first stirrings of the Doctrine-of"the Spirit:, 
It arose aftor, a1 etiod of . neglect because Athanasius had to account far `mea! a.. � participation`in-a"Logos`or-Son`that"waä, nov"completely cbrreläted_: with, the Pither-, and 
no longer" immanent in men. "' But this had the dangerous. result of r placing the Spirit ' 

': --in an excessively human or creaturely. 'contextp' and the apparent result, which happened 
'JjgW3ately, -was Tropicism, a sort of Arianism applied to the Spirit., In_ýthe "Iý #ors 

epics t tie~Ho irit*ý" G7Ctäan+iiii sub'stýnstially repeats -hic, anti . Arian" . argaasnts lathe new cont xts em couple" his Trinitarian theology, °.. 

One particularly'importantpoint now emerges. '. The Dootrine of. the Procession of 
= the"Spirit, fron the Father' alone. or from Father and Soap far from being a mere 

theologoumenoni""is -one of' the most important determinative: factor. in subsequent Church 
history", Athanasius, in spite of many_ Western interpreters� ii, definitely on the', 
Greek -a. tde1 procession fron' the Father only. '. The reason in. the importance, of . the, ' 
Light-souse (or Sun) and -Radiance analogy1 which he, extends to include Light (as 
it reaches others)' as « the Spirit. ; It' would -be ,, very difficult to ; imagine such a', 
Spirit proceeding is '. the seng" way' from the Sum`. $id ram -its radians. ' .: The: Latin 
Procession, from the'Father. and the Son,. vhichtis. theologically. correcto requires a 
more personalist" Trinitarian doctrine,. " '. . 

Finrally, the, great Athanasian achievement 'is 
discussed, and attention is given +to'°=: 

what, ought -to -be the 7 analogous refutation of Ma1ýdsm" '.. 'The answer, is "a real 'Christian 
"doctrine of history, undertaken with 'a good and 'not & *, bad conscience, , which historic al - devviopmat of Christian witness and Christian husranity would be related, to the Third 
Person as the human 'Jesus is related to the 'Second, 'so that, it' does not 'compromise 
God'a own Glory.., ' There are signs of this 'even in Athanasius� but in the main it- 
has been a very neglected doctriae. 

, 
It ' is the' most urgent': task for. the Churesh to' qy, in, its theology. '. >.:.. ,_.. 



PR EFAC:: 

The author, corning as he does from a Church (1) where, 

unusually in modern times, the Doctrine of the Trinity has been 

a matter of the keenest debate within the whole of his short life 

so far, has always had a special interest in that doctrine. 

Also, since his philosophical training was based on metaphysical 

atheism of a pluralistic variety and involved great emphasis 

on the study of the Greek classical tradition, he was led once 

again to the Logos doctrine in its philosophical form which 

, played euch an important part in the second and third century 

theology. In view of the notorious and universally-recognised 

inverse correlation between this form of the Logos doctrine and 

the doctrine of the Holy Spirit, the author welcomed the suggest- 

ion of Professor T. F. Torrance that he study this question in 

the context of the theology of Athanasius" It had been the 

author's first intention to produce a normal type of study in 

the course of which various subdivisions of the subject would be 

treated in the light of quotations from the writings of 

Athanaeiua without overmuch regard for their chronological order 

of writing. At that stage, however, Professor Torrance once 

again pointed out that with a man like Athanasius the chrono- 

logical development of his theology is supremely important, and 

a further examination of the material in this light completely 

altered the situation. It became evident, as it should be to 

anyone who does not accept the Roman Catholic theory of a 

constant corpus of doctrine, that the time of Athanasius was one 

of the most rev? buti ovary in Church history, in every way. The 

(1) Presbyterian Chureh of Austrelia, State of New South 
Wales. 



(ii) 

implications of this are most profound. (2) In the first place, 

every work of Athanasius should be studied separately, in 

principle; in particular, one must avoid reading his later 

theology into his earlier books, or interpreting and/or excus- 

ing any youthful aberrations by means of his mature judgement* 

above a11, perhaps, one must not interpret Athanasius in terms 

of his successors, even such close O successor as St. Basil. 

The rate of change was simply too great. The effects of this 

on the critical issues are just as profound. It has become 

even more important than ever to understand exactly when, and in 

what order, the various writings of Athanasius were set down, as 

well as the question of their authenticity, just as these matters 

have become more difficult than before. In the first place, it 

becomes almost invariably inadmissable to allow the doctrinal 

content any place at all in determining these questions. In 

the second place, all owanee must always be made for the way in 

which men's minds work, in such a period. Unfortunately, this 

is one thing with which the contemporary generation is all too 

familiar. The great German scholars of the latter half of the 

19th century show quite clearly that they had no sense of this 

at all - how could they have had any? Roman Catholic scholarship 

in almost all epochs is in an even less satisfactory case. nor 

this reason, it was virtually necessary to do all the critical 

work over aggain, and this applied in principle, regardless of any 

agreement or disagreement with former findings. 

All this meant that the amount or work became prohibit- 

ive, so that formally the thesis had to be restricted to the 

chronological development of the theology of Athanasius. What 

(2) See below pp. 19-; L, 3 



(iii) 

it ultimately became was a pure exegesis of the writings of 

Athana®ius: in order. This may not appear to be systematic 

or scientific, but it had eery a great advantage which may not 

meet the eye immediately; it meant that the author had to 

subject himself to the discipline of Athanasiue's own thought 

and its own logic of development, and, what is even more 

important to see various passages in their proper Athanasian 

context. will have occasion to notice many instances in 

which false Issues have arisen through neglect of this prin- 

ciple, and where its following through has thrown light on 

many things that were otherwise obscure. (3) The traditional 

method without the one that has been followed here is always 

dangerous and all too often sterile, since it is the perfect 

way to impose ane's own preconceived pattern on the raw 

material and to miss much that the author really intends. 

These dangers are trebly serious in the case of Western theo- 

logians studying Athanasius, who has not really been a traditional 

source of Western theology. The tradition of Athanasius as the 

supreme defender of Hicaea and his long peendepigruphi3 associ- 

ation with the "Athanasian Creed", the traditional touchstone of 

orthodox Trinitarianism, has made the matter even more serious. 

There is no worse way of understanding a great thinker of any 

sort -. and apparently in spite of the nature of theology this 

applies moot of all here - than to regard him as the essential 

and supreme representative of orthodoxy. This means simply that 

one finds what one expects and misses the whole point of what he is 

saying. 

The second limitation, or group of limitations, concern- 

(3) In particular, the dispute about the meaning of the Homo- 
ousian in the later works of Athanasius would not have arisen 
in its familiar form if more attention had been paid to the 
catitext of Athanasiue's reference to this principle. 



(iv) 
ed the amount of material. It was necessary to concentrate on 

the more strictly Trinitarian, and, to a less extent, Christo- 

logical, issues, and to neglect the soteriology, except insofar 

as it involved itself intimately with the above two topics - 

which was a great deal. The author was prepared to face the 

charge of arid intellectualism, since he was dealing with the 

more neglected half, anyway as far as Protestant theological 

study and tradition are concerned. For the same reason, it was 

necessary to make a rough chronological break at about the year 

362, which represents in general the great divide in Athanaslus 

and in theological history generally between the period of the 

Arian controversy and the periot duling which Christol ogy in the 

narrower sense was the main centre of interest; the issues of 

Chaleedmian orthodoxy, and the Nestorian, Eutychian and 

Apollinarian heresies; incidentally, as will be shown in the 

thesis, it will be in the interests of theological clarity to 

keep these periods distinct. (4) For the game reasons, the 

author found himself unable to pay any great attention to 

dubious works p like the "De Incarnations et Contru t. rianoe" and 

the "Oratio 1V Contra Arianos"s or even to such works as the 

"Quicunque dixerit" to which a date cannot be assigned; the 

amount of critical work would have been prohibitive. Even with 

these restrictions, it was irapoesible to avoid a great accumulat- 

ion of material, but in spite of all efforts it proved to be even 

less possible to achieve any further condensation. The reason 

for this is the quality in Athanasius that is so often mistaken 

for sheer verbosity. Athanasius is not verbose; in fact, it 

proved quite difficult to cut his or even to paraphrase him, and 

for all his length of writing he shows in full measure the 

(4) See below p. 11, t}38-9 , 



(v) 
wonderful economy and efficiency of language characteristic of 

all the best Greek writing, notably Plato. A summary of 

Athanasius is likely to prove as long as, and far lees lucid 

than, the original. No; Athanasius is prolix and repetit-- 

ious for the same reason that Hegel the philosopher; Barth the 

theologian and Wagner the music-dramatist are prolix; in all 

four cases it is because they have such an overwhelming sense 

of the unity of their subject that whenever part of it comes up, 

they are inexorably committed to expounding the whole every time, 

In relation to the part. Whatever we may think of Hegel and 

Wagner, this principle is the true basis of theology. There is 

One Lord, One Faith, Use Baptism, (6) and if theology is to be 

really Christian, it must in some way partake of the absolute 

unity of our Lord Jesus Christ. Whatever one may think of this, 

it was patently the method which Athanasius instinctively follow- 

ed, and failure to respect this procedure will mean the mutil- 

ation of Athanasian theology. This of course is the complete 

opposite to the principle of specialisati can in such fiivour to- 

day, which may be the real an for the neglect cf sr) : T; uch of the 

subject matter of this thesis, with the result that even some 

important individual questions are not widely knowwn. For 

instance, is it really appreciated that Athanasius is one of the 

most important theologians on analogy, and that in many respects 

he went further than anybody else? (6)That Athanasius gave a 

clearer account of the whole complex of issues involved in the 

contemporary dispute concerning the analogia ent .s than any 

other theologian, even its princii& protagonists, Karl Barth 

and Erich Przywara? (7) Or that Athanasius had a great deal 

1ph. IV. 5. 
See Co Are I. 22, which makes it clear wily the problem was 
so acute and see below p. 

_ 
(? ) See C. Ar. III. 10-25p and see below p" 



(vi) 
to say on metaphysical matters like monism, pluralism, 

relativism, etc., as theological issues? (8) The author would 

not have noticed these had he not followed through the whole 

text of the writings of Athanasius; the number of times that 

he thought that a passage could be dismissed easily and then 

found that it contained a most important issue that was unsus- 

pected by himself and even by the whole tradition of theology, 

was incredible. The normal method, allowing for easy sub- 

division if necessary, would have been simpler in the long run, 

but, like Martin Luther, the author could do none other. 

Following this method, the author gradually became 

convinced of two things which, even at this very late stage, 

radically altered his whole estimate of Athanasius; once 

again, he had no choice but to recognise and follow this change. 

First, the part played by sheer truth in AAthanasius. In this 

regard, he was simply following Greek tradition, both secular 

and theological, at its beet; did not his fellow-Hellenistic 

Alexandrian Clement, a century and a half before, say that he 

would honestly prefer not to believe in salvation if it were not 

true? (9) It is this quality in Athanasius that is often mis- 

taken for arid intellectualism, especially in the "Contra 

Arianos". Far too often, Western theologians, both Protestant 

and Roman Catholic, try to make Athanasiue out, in a very 

Western way, to be either a theological disciplinarian or a 

theological pragmatist; that is, that he taught Trinitarian 

orthodoxy either because Church tradition or other authority 

prescribed it, or because it was the condition of our deification 

(8) See C. Ar. II. 18-72, and see below pp. 
8)8-904 

. 
(9) see 



(vii) 

which, pragmatically, must be maintained. This tendency, it 

would not be too much to say, is universal in Western echolir- 

ship. Protestant theology and scholarship has become infected 

with the pragxatisI and - to be perfectly and brutally frunk - 

what often amounts to the misology (even in the Trinitarian 

sense :) of the school of Ritschl and larnack. Romcri Catholic 

theologifns, on the other hand, tend to be disciplinarians, but 

they do not appear to have recovered from the discovery, first, 

that Athanasius did not write the "Athanasian Creed", and 

second, that the technical terminology of later Trinitarian and 

Christological orthodoxy is largely missing in Athanasius; 

therefore, pragmatism is for them the obvious solution to the 

problem. (10) The whole experience of the author has shorn him 

that both principles, while W doubtedly present in Athanasius, 

are false, in the sense in which they are commonly assumed to 

be the basis of his whole theology. Athanasius fought and 

suffered for the doctrines of the Deity of Christ and the 

Spirit simply because he was overwhelmingly convinced that they 

were, in the most simple and direct sense as we: '_ i c, s the more 

profoundly theological sense, true. 

The other thing that the author noticed, to his great 

interest, was that the crisis ýr'hich the Christian faith faced 

in the Arian heresy was essentially the same as that which it is 

now facing in Marxism, (11) in spite of the apparent theism of 
C 

Arianism which has masked the basic resemblance, and which 

incidentally Athanaaius did not regard as at all significant 

beside its monstrous errors on the Second Person. Once this 

(10) See below pp. 5ý4- 539. 
(11) see below pp. 443-489 
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had been noticed, each heresy brought into sharp focus much 

about the other that is usually obscure, and as time went on, 

the evidence progressively accumulated. Here again one could 

see this only through following the Arian heresy out alit 

feared in Athanasius and Athanasius alone, since after all he 

was by far its greatest theological antagonist as well as the 

man who, par excellence, was committed to this struggle. The 

author particularly remembers the intense surprise with which he 

read again the "Essence of Christianity" by Feuerbach, the great 

and recognised predecessor of Marx , from whom the latter 

derived his fundamental atheism; even at the very late stage 

when the whole hypothesis had been worked out, the author was 

not prepared to find, as he did, that the book fitted the whole 

Christ ological section of the "Contra itrianos" (111: 26-58) like 

a glove, since, save only that its reference was general while the 

Arians spoke of the individual Second Person, it exactly dupli- 

cated the Arian reasoning which was being attacked in that part 

of the Orati ons ! The author, like a good scientist, must take 

what is coming to him if this hypothesis is, with reason, held 

to be no more than auto-suggestion, but at the moment he is 

firmly convinced that this is the true measure of what the Church 

has missed by reason of the basically false methods of Athan- 

asian study so far, and that, after the basic requirements of all 

Christian theology, the first thing that a theologian must do in 

order to give a theological answer to Marx is to study the "Contra 

Arianos" of Athanasius. 

One final word in explanation; the staple theological 

diet of the author has been Karl Barth, and he found no point 

in trying to conceal this in the thesis. The primary reason is 



(ix) 
that he intended and hoped to write from within the Reformed 

tradition; incidentally, there is, from its own point of 

views an urgent need for a genuine Reformed school of Patristic 

studies. But even apart from this, the choice of Barth is 

peculiarly appropriate. In the first place, there 18 the sheer 

thoroughness and comprehensiveness of Barth, and in particular, 

he is always most careful to explain not only why he believes a 

certain thing, but also why he rejects the alternatives. In 

this connection, the large number of historical and exegetical 

excursus are most useful. But the really important things for 

the purposes of . thanasiau study is that, if the Marxist hypo- 

thesis of the author is corrects Barth and i, thanasius are 

similarly situated with regard to what are fundamentally analog- 

ous crises, even if, as the author believes, Barth suffers 

through not quite appreciating Marx himself. (12) Therefore, 

the resemblances and differences between the two great theolog- 

lans are of the greatest interest. \\e have already commented 

on what they have in common methodologically, and what is even 

more significant is that the well known Christoc.; rAtricity of 

Barth has its exact equivalent in Athainasiue" In each cases the 

author believes that these theologians arc not only right in 

to of the necessities of the historical aituatica, but right 

in the absolute sense, and that the Arian and Communist crises 

are, theologically considered, judgments on the Church to bring 

it back to the truth. 

The text followed has normally been that of 1tigne, 

(12) See below pp. µ411 
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except where Opitx is available, and in any case citation is by 

the pagination and columnati on of Migne, which Opitz has incorp. 

orated into his text. This has been done even when the citat- 

ion has been in ngli®h. Unfortunately, the latter dote not 

t, ppear to extend to perhaps the three most important works, "De 

lnearnatione", "Contra Ariaiaos" and ",: piatolae ad derapionem de 

3piritu ; 3ancto". There are very few differencee between the 

two texts and hardly any of taese, if a. W at all, urike important 

alterations to the sense. For typographic reasons, the large 

citations necessary to establish things in their context, wasch 

is so important for the author's purpose, are in . lieh, with 

the Creek, where necessary, in footnotes or in brackets. 4 few 

recurrent Greek formulae, which 1.,.: vß ben t; ij -Lilt; do are 

after a certain stage left untranslated ea their meaning would 

by then be obvious. It is fortunate that all the important and 

undoubted works of Athanasius are in Xnglish, and that in 

general the Greek of Athanasius is of such a character as to go 

readily into 1glish without even much modification or para- 

phrase. The translation has normally been that of Newman and 

Robertson in the Library of the Nicene and Fort-Nicene Fathers, 

in general very satisfactory, except where the author himself 

has modified it in the following cases; where he has diverged 

from the Benedictine (Migne) Text, where the translation is out 

of date or not sharp enough or is unduly influenced by the Latin, 

or where it is necessary to adhere more closely to the syntax 

of the Greek. In the case of the Letters to Serapion on the 

Holy Spirit, which Newman and Robertson did not translate, the 

translation followed has been that of Shapland, whose critical 

notes on the Greek text have been largely accepted. The historic- 

al and theological notes of Newman and Shapland were of inestim- 



(xi) 
able value and constituted in each case the principle second- 

ary authority. (13) Other Patristic writings have, where 

necessary, been cited according to Migne, or, in translation, 

the Ante-Nicene Christian Library or the Library of the Nicene 

and Post-Nicene Fathers, except where indicated otheriviae. 

Plato has been cited according to the classical pagination of 

Stephanue, which is normally in the margin of all editions and 

translations. The great modern classics of theology, philosophy 

and psychology, including Marx and Freud, have normally been 

referred to in translation, and in some casest for example Freud, 

no citation in the usual sense is necessary, since the reference 

is really to what is universally agreed to be his basic principle 

which is exemplified in his ; 'orks, passim. 

--a. - 

The final form of the thesis h& s been, with 3owe 

interpolations, a critical exegesis of Athanasius's writings, 

together with a summary at the end of each book, with a final 

chapter on the significance, In general, of Athanasius, especial- 

ly for to-day. Since the centre of interest i ti'e D )ctrine of 

the Trinity, the form of these summaries has been standardised 

as follows; 1. How do we know that the ý, ogos aid/or Spirit is 

God? 2. 'ýihat is the positive Trinitarian doctrine expounded? 

39 ghat is the effect of this on other issues, in the first place 

(13) The author found that the great disadvantage with ldewman, 
from his point of view, was that, in regarding Athanaslus 
as the supreme representative of orthoaoxy, he tends to 
compare Athanasiua with his successors, rather than with 
his predecessors, which would have been more interesting 
for the author. Unfortunately, to give a full account of 
Athangsius in terms of all previous theology would have 
meant another prohibitive addition to the work required. 



(xii) 
Christology, and then soteriology and lastly, perhaps, any 

other doctrine? This scheme should give a full picture of 

Athanasian teaching at the various stages, and in addition con- 

vey very much better than usual the historical dynamic of 

Athanasius" 



INTRODUCTI0N 

CHRCLGICAL00TABL !1 

Before we start on the detailed study of the 

writings of Athanasius, we first of all must give a brief 

chronology of the period, for a reason which will become clear 

in the subsequent discussion. In a theological study like 

this, t1aere is no need to go into a lot of critical detail on 

these questions, many of which are in their own way difficult 

and contentious, as in fact the moat important thing is the 

general character of the period as is revealed by the chronology. 

A. D. 250-260 ieraecution of L'ecius and Valerian. 

Suffering and death (254) of Origen. 

Martyrdom of Cyprian(258). Gregory 

Thaumaturgus fl oruit. 

260f. Spread of abellianiem. Correap andence 

between Dionyeiue of Alexandria and 

Di onysius of Rome an the charge that the 

latter, in combat\ing Sabellianiem, had 

slipped into a heresy like the later 

Arianism. Piotinus the Ne o-Platonist 

floruit. 

c. 269 Synod of Antioch deposes their bishop, 

Paul of Samoseta, on the charge that he 

regarded Christ as personally or hype- 

statically purely man, in whom the wisdom 

of God, personally or bypoatatically 

indistinguishable from the Father, dwelt 

impersonally. In their judgement, the 

Synod condemn the term ö Jo0 61 
oS ae 



2. 

applied to the Second Person in reLat- 

ion to the Pirat-(1) 

270-300 Cne of the most obscure end. quiet 

periods of ctiriy Church history. No 

important persecutions. The prevail- 

ing theology in the ist has been gener- 

ally described as a degenerate Origenism 

which eI hasiaed the distinction between 

the Persons of the Trinity; it was this 

party that condemned Paul of Samosata. 

Lucian of Antioch (2) fi.. bethodius, 

who oppooý; d urigen in mony trays, fl.. 

Porphyry, the successor of Plotinus, f].. 

lie replaced the early z rsticism of 11eo- 

Plotonisia by a revival of claesical 

antiquity at its worst. 

. 295(3) iiGä: ät T }ý1. ,,. yý ." 

301(, ßr 306) Meletian schism conoaences at Alexandria. 

Feb. 303 Commencement , af the per: ecuti-m of 

Diocletian and his successors. 

311 diet of Galeriue, granting 
partial tol- 

erati can, but peraccuti c continued in the 

, aat, including Egypt, under Muxiucin Data. 

Martyrdom of Peter Bishop of Alexandria, 

ý1) For Curtner dieeuerioa or the critical questions 
on this matter, see below pp. 36t-bb. 

(E) For the critical questic concerning 1, ucian 
of f Antioch, see below pp. 331-361 

(3) According to a Coptic enco ium, Athanasius became 
Bishop in 328 at the age of 33. Cf. Kruger, 
"Jahrbuch fUr Protestantische Theologie" KVI: 339. 
344. The Maebiana firnt complained in 340 that 
Athanaeiue was below the canonical age of 30 at 
his appointment- 
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succeeded by Aohillae, who died a few 

uu the later. 

312 (Jan. 17) Martyrdom of Lucian of Antioch. 

312 Co menceznent of Donatist schism in 

Carthage. Alexander bishop of Alex- 

andria. Battle of the Milvian Bridges, 

the famous decisive victory of Constant- 

ine. 

313 Edict of Milan. Maxiurin Daza defeated 

at Adrianople by Licinius. 

314 Council of Arles. 

314ff Constantine follows pro-Christian policy, 

while minor sporadic persecution continues 

in the gast under Licinius. L'ueebius of 

Caesarea fl-. Lactantius ti.. Iamblichus 

the deo-Platonist fl.. Rise of Hcnasti- 

eiem and asceticism as a ccntinuing 

phenomenons, principally in Egypt and Syria. 

tint cny fl .. 

318(4) Commencement of Arian dispute at Alex- 
or 319 
or 320 andria. Alexander and Arius define their 
or 323 f 

poeitiorv' in a heated exchange. 

The question o the chronology of the Me. e ian sc em and the 
Arian heresy are linked in the following important passage 
from the "ip" ncycl " ad 'piecopos Aeg. et Lib. " 22: PG 
XXV 589B: "The former (se. Meletiane) became schismatics 
55 years ago, and it is 36 years eincq ,e latter (thq, 
Arians) were pronounced heretics (dý'E sº 1ýdv dfp Et i Ka t 
and they were rejected from the Church by the j. {dgement of 
the whole Ecumenical council"* Since (oh. 7: 553C-656A) 
the Letter was written when George was Arian Bishop desig- 
nate of Alexandria but had not yet arrived, and (5: 548C- 
549A) the great persecution of the Third Exile, at its 
height in 359 (see "Bist. &rianorum": passim) was only just 
beginning,, we can place this Letter before, or not long 
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321 Arius deposed by synod at Alexandria, 

and leaves to take shelter with 

eebtuB of Nicomedia. 

er, re"4, , the da V6 of arr val of George. 
Cn this basis, the Melettan seism would have stärted in 
301, and the c andeanat i on (dýo er ý r, r ) that took place 36 
years before would have been the preliminary condemnation 
by Alexander of Alexandria, which would have been in c. 
320. ! owevers if the condemnation is referred, following 
the next phrase, to the Council of Nicaea, this would 
bring the Meletian schism forward to 306, and the date of 
writing of the "Ep. Pr'ycl. " to 361, and would be consist- 
ent with the later dating of the origin of the Arian con- 
troversy. Already Baroniue (see Montfaucon's "Monitum" 
to the gip. ncyc1. ") wes i reparecl to do this, although it 
makes nonsense of the historical contents of the J piatle, 
and he is followed by Eduard Schwartz, "Gesammelte Schrift- 
en" ßd. III: 167 = "Nachrichten Gdttingen" 298-99; and 
B ardy, "St. Athaaa3e" 0296-373, is also prepared to accept 
the late origin of Arianism# following Schwartz. Schwartz's 
arguments are that 'usebius of Caesarea (Vita Conot. Book 
II) emphasised the rapidity of the onset of the heresy, and 
that the history of the heresy makeo no mention of the 
persecution of Licinius in 323 (ib. "ß. J. " 111 : 156-168 
"N. G. " 290-299). He also suggests that the thing that 
precipitated the intervention of Constantine was the 
involvement of the Colluthian schism in 7ýgypt, rho were 
ultra-orthodox and hostile to the 1nperor; also that 
the 7, ucianists in Syria were friendly with Helena, the 
mother of Constantine, who was therefore against the 
Eustathian party in Antioch, and that the :.. ucianists again- 
Schwartz accepts the Lucianie hypothesis in the main - 
were friendly with the Egyptian cuc tura element based on 
the former Catechetical School, which was still strong not 
only among the 'egyptian laity but also the prersbyterate, 
and against which the b'piacopate of Alexandria, which had 
by now turned anti-Origenist, had long been conducting a 
running fight. This lest concept, though interesting and 
perhaps important, libels what the author is convinced is 
the great intellectual powers in the academic sense, of 

_Athanast us (see"C. S': III : 176-18 
365-74, esp" "G. S. "176-180). To return to the main point, 
the author is not convinced that these arguments override 
the authority of the "f p" l rkcycl. ", and that the earlier 
dating Is accepted. Mähler, "Ath. der Grosse .. " 173 
(2nds ad*), accepts the suddenness of the outbreak of the 
Arian controversy without committing hims. cif ns to the 
date, and combines this with the opening lines of Arius's 
"Thalia", taken, circumstantially and not as a general 
boast, to prove the Lucianic hypothesis. Most other 
authorities, including sitz, accept that the _-. ri con- 
troversy started in 318. The point about the eviddence of 
i ebiue is that Constantine 'e dc: fcat of Licifliuc occupies 

chapters 17-61 of the books immediately followed by the 
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321ff. Arian dispute spreads throughout 

entire st. Asebius of Caesarea and 

w+j cri. ty of r stern blshapo plead with 

Aioxanc. er for tofert nce" 

v23 Final persecution under Lieiniue in East, 

his defeat, Cmutaxitine sole Emperor; 

(324) summons General Council for the 

sake of unity within the Church. 
/ý 

'Dec. 3Z4 . YeQý1 cf t"6, ýýlýOnNSpnh- 
, ---. 1 

bishop of /1A, 
4 I\ 

Jon 32f (5) Synod cf <. ntioch suspends (inters aiios) 

'ueebius of Caesarea cn suspicion of 

Arianism. 

` I& L)el-o*h sat -I-Ml eg eel -ýA. 
ýs 

325 June 19th ff. C =aci1 of 14icaea. Gives ruling against 

the ýIuart odecimans, attempts to settle 

JAeletian und Novatian acnisms" (wing to 

the blatancy of the i rinn party and the 

supr-, rior tact of their opponent3, Arius is 

lc; ft with almost no support ünd is expelled 

and his literature proscribed. 

rs mention of Arianism* lie against Map it can be 
fairly replied that all that this means is that this was 
the first time thatýýä heologically, this rejoinder is prob- 
ably well taken. 

(b) For the question of the Council of Antioch, in early 325, 
before the Council of Hicaea, see &1clh Seeberg, "Die iynode 
von Antiochen.. ", 1913; ) uard Schwartz, 11(3.5. " 111: 117- 
156; "N. G. '° 1905: 257-290; J. N. D. Kelly, : early Christ- 
ian Creeds", 208-226, esp. 208.211. It was apparently 
what later became the Zustathian party in Eanti och that took 
action against the ? -Arian (? -Neo-Origeniest, ? -Lucianic) 
opposition, and it is by no means unlikely that the olu fact- 
ion ficht in this region was exacerbated by the onset of Arian- 
ism. The precipitating cause was t%le death of the orthodox 
or, to use an oxymoron# rustathian, Bishop Philoganius, on Dec. 
20th, 324; he was succeeded by E'ustathius, the celebrated 
and definitive representative of the same party. 

ý4a) insert; 

ýNj 
K", 

ra'j, of 'I I'- 
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The-middle- of-the-road conservatives 

t: nä the 4qieror support the Alexandrian 

pnr=ty, in the former case not without 

ie rt-s eý rchirý The liüri ers 

out a new treed, to be accepted by the 

whole Church, and to replace local creeds, 

in which the Deity of Chri3t is main- 

tained b the introduction of many Christo- 

logical phrases, and A? rianism, in the shape 

of its chc: racteristie exrressi,. ms, anathema- 

Used. In particular, öýoo G1 
os 

was reinstated as a description of Christ. 

The only bishops who refused to sign were 

T'hecnas of armarica gild Sucuadus Of 

Ytoie ir, both r yptians, but usebius of 

Nicomeuia, Theogfus of Nicaea and Marie of 

Chalcedoa appear to have signed under protest. 

The text of the agreed Creed was as follows: 

(from Kelly :" ýar1y Christian Creeds. " - p. 

315-i() 

We beiieve in one G . -, d, 9 the Father almighty, Maker of all 
things visible and invisible; 

And in -Aie ;, ord, Jesus Cnriat the :;, n of God, begotten 
from the Father, Only-begotten, that is, from the substance of the 
Father, God 1'r u1 clod, flight from a: ignt, True God from True God, be- 
gotten not made, of one substance with the Father, through whom all 
things cri e 1Ji to being, things in heaven and things on earth, who 
because of u; men and because of our sa. lvati on came dwn and became 
incarnate, becoaing man, suffered and rose again on t-, e third day, 
ascended to t:: e heavens, and will come to judge the J i. ving and the 
dead. 

And in the Holy Spirit. 
But as for those who say, There was once when He was not, 

and, Before being born He was not, and, that He came into existence 
out of nothing, or who assert that the Son of God. is of different 
hynostasi+e or substance, or is created, or is subject to alteration 
or change . these the Catholic Church anathematises. 
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325ff. Triumph of Nicene party apparently com- 

plete, but the anti-Nicene reaction 

silently incubates, especially among 

conservatives and. In Court circles. 

June 8th 328 ATHANASIUS B 7CCMES BISHOP OF A1.: S NDRIA. 

330 (6) The first step of the anti-Nicene re- 

acri on : depoaiti on and exile of Met- 

athius, Bishop of Antioch, by the local 

Synod on the grounds of Sabellianis . 

bustathiua and his orthodox success ore 

continue as schismatic church for dec- 

ades. 

331-2 Complaints to Constantine by opponents 

of Athanasiue, including the Meletlana 

There are msnn historical difficaltif s about this p;: riod, which 
are still, and probably always will be, extra: nely controversial 
concerning the question of the extent to which the opposition 
to Athanaaius in this period was actually_ýtrian. The whole ques- 
ti-m will be farthc r discussed, ppV-W-O4'']l e author be-. 1eves that 
the earlier stages were bedevilled by the conflict over Eustath- 
ius and Unreel' us of Ancyra, which involved not only al Mg- 
standing feud in the patriarchate of Antioch, but also, quite 
probably, a nayionalietie revival of the `g at against Rome, for 
long associated with the Sabellian heresy in its various ramific- 
ations. However, there was alue. ys a genuine Arian party, whose 
nature and policy, at that time, was to disguise itself under 
various innocent movements. 
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of his arrogance, unjust fiscal exactions, 

and suspect political activities; and 

that his election in 328 was invalid on 

the ground that he was under the canon- 

ical age of 30 years at the time, that he 

had instigated a violent and sacrilegious 

attack on the dissident priest Iechyras in 

which his chalice was broken, and that he 

had murdered the Meletian Bishop Arsenius 

and procured his hand for purposes of 

magic. Constantine, under the influence 

of n sebiue of Nicomedia and the Court 

party, presses for the readmiesim of Arius, 

without success, but takes no action yet. 

335 The Arian party, now much stronger, 8UI1 n 

Athanasi us to Council of Tyre on the above 

charges, and send a commission of their 

supporters to Mareotis to investigate. 

Athanasius escapes and appeals to Constantine 

at Constantinople. Constantine hesitates at 

first, but on receipt of a fresh charge that 

he was cornering the Egyptian wheat harvest, 

banishes him to Treveri. Arrangements made 

for Arius to be formally readmitted at the 

dedication of the church on Mount Calvary on 

the occasion of Constantine's Tricennalia, 

but he dies suddenly the day before. 

Eusebius of Caesarea and Asterius the 

Sophist denounce Marcellus, Bishop of 

Ancyra, Athanasius's friend and ally, on 
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a proved charge of 5abellianiew, which 

revives the old euspicicm of the Homo- 

ouaian. Ab gut this time, . isabius of 

. Uicoweuia becories Bishop of C3astantinople. 

336 Marcellus of Ancyra depoßed by `3ynod of 

Constantinople. succeeded by Basil. 

22nd May 337 Death of Constantine; death-bed baptism 

by ixians. Empire shared by his three 

aone as Augusta; Constantin 11 (Gaul, 

Carthage and westward), Capstans (Italy 

and Illyricum}, Constantius (the East). , 

The former two sympathetic to Athanasius, 

as are the Bishops of the +1eat; the last 

although much lees sympathetic and in cloab, 

proximity to axsebius, late of Ni c omedi a, 

consents to a restoration of the deposed and 

banished bishops. Athane3ius returns to 

Alexandria in November by imperial per- 

mission. 

338 Arian party successfully pleads with Con- 

stantius for reversal of the restoration of 

the Nicene bishops. Both sides mace 

representations to Julius, Bishop of Rome" 

imti-Nicenes assemble at Antioch, declare 

See of : lexandria vacant, and call for 

nominations. Constantius replaces the pro- 

Athana. cian Prefect at Alexandria by an anti- 

Nicene. 

339 Athanaelue forcibly ejected and replaced by 
(Lent) 

Gregory. Scenes of outrage and violence. 
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Athanasius flees to Rome, where he meets 

harcellus of Ancyra, also exiled. 

, 4aisebius of Caesarea dies. 

340 Constans riefe t3 Constantine 11 and cý - 

trols two thirds of the E pire" Athanas- 

ius in kome, and supported by the Western 

bishops. Rival Synods in Rome and Antioch. 

341 Council of the Dedication at Antioch, 

attended by the anti-Athanasian &astern 

churchmen. Rejecting for this purpose the 

old Lueianic creed, the council makes four 

attempts to draw up a satisfactory creed, 

without final agreement. The conservatives 

and moderates wish to exclude both the ex- 

tremes of Arianism and Sabellianiem, but 

particularly the latter; The Arians wish 

to water down the anti-Arian elements so as 

to allow them a loophole, which in fact was 

the result. 

342 zsebius of Nieomedia dies. The last 

heard of 4Lsterius the Sophist. 

343 Both emperors together arrange a new 

Council at 3ardica (modern Sofia), just 

inside Constans's portion. The anti- 

Athanasian bishops come in a body and at 

Philippopolis issue the Macrostloht with 

its many anathemas directed almost entirely 

against Sebellianism in general and Mareellus 

of Ancyrn in particular. The council 

disperses, the Eastern (anti-Athanasian) 
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and '., 'cstern (. ýthnruaaic. n} gvcuFc ench 

i u, ifCst s, the Latter 

su ,: ýortinr, both 'tlianäsius ,: ria Marce lus. 

u4b W acts >n In fE=v: )uir jf A4h., c, üe: iü. s in the 

st, ý fter" the Arians overreached them- 

selves. (;, ee t: th nc^ýiue, "Hist. Ar. " 

XX). Gregory dies. 

äS46 0)1. thnnasius and other exiled 7ýers ans return. 
345 341 !l 

'fret Council of irmium. 'hot inus , extreme 

disciple of t4arceilus of Ancyra, deposed and 

re2udiated in the `e, 'ert. 

850 Murder of Constans. 

351-b New antiAthnnasian reaction incubates. 

Anti-Nicene party becomes divided into an 

extrem: wing, the Anomoeane, and the mod- 

erate Homoeans. Catechetical Lectures of 

Cjr11 of Jerusalem. Hilary of 1Toitiers fl- 

361-2 econd Council of Sirmium, during which the 

anti- Ti cenee i saue the "Fourth Creed of 

Antioch" with modifications. 

353 I. nccnclusi. ve Council of Arles. 

358 Council of Milan repeat© conc. emnation of 

Athunasius. Uneuccesstul effort to depose 

hits by force. Anomoean party definitely 

crystallises, led by ; ctius and later 

Lºznomius in the East, and apparently by 

347 is the usual is e" Gcric e, McFrceil von : icyra , accepts 
346. Sirmium is -r Mitrovica in Serbia. (Yugoslavia). 
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Valens in the , vest. The leading Horýa- 

cans were Acacias and T udoxius in the East 

and Ursacius in the , pmt- It is note- 

worti y that at this stage there is a strong 

Arian party in the Test, indicating that 

orthOdOxy had no special ', Nestern associations. 

Feb. 8th 356 Attempted arrest of Athanasius at the Church 

of 3t. Theo s; amid scones Dt violence, 

Athanasius escapes and goes into hiding, 

first in 'ilexanlria for two or three years, 

and afterwards in the gyptian desert. 

George of Cappadocia, an '. rians forcibly 

installed as bishop. 

387 Conference of Wostern ,. rion bishops at 

Sirniuuw. An openly Anomoean creed issued* 

known as the "Blasphemy of Sirmium". 

3158 Conservative "semi-. Ari &n" party alienated 

by the rise of extreme A. nomocanism. Synod 

of Conservative Eastern bishops at Ancyra 

ie! ues a statement against both Sabellianiem 

and Anomoeanism. Leading members of this 

party were Basil of Ancyra, iustathius of 

Sebaste, WI&cedonius of Constantinople, 

S'usebius of iesa, Cyril of Jerusalem. 

They secure tein x.. rary suspension of 

Anomoean leaders. 

3b9 Under Imperial directi cºn, a new aeueral 

Council called, in two divisions, the 

Weetern at Rimini, the Eastern at Seleucia 

in Ciliala. Basil of Ancyra, Valens and 
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others in each party, hold preliminary 

conference in 3irmium to synchronise and 

harmonise the t7o conferences, and issue 

"sated Creed" (4antec cst Eve, 22zid iuy ), which 

bane o v6'sd, and all its derivatives, cu'b- 

stituting ö7 oroS' Kot Tý 1Td. , ach council 

repudiates Anomoeaniam, Rimini for the 

W3cene Creed, 3eleucia for the Creed of the 

Dedication, but as there was technically 

a disagreement (October), managers proceed 

to continue negotiations in presence of 

Conatantius, who forces them to accept the 

Anomoean position, both divisions later 

following suit (Dec. 31st. ). 

360 Council of Constantinople issues new Arian 

creed. The Anomoeans make a few concessions, 

including their leader, Adtius, but depose the 

entire semi-. Arian party. Maaedoniue replaced 

by Eudoxius at Constantinople; and is 

replaced at Antioch by Meletius, who himself 

turns out to be not sufficiently Arian and is 

later replaced by zsoius. 

361 Julian, having lead a rebelT. i. ̂ n in Gaul the 

previous year, becomes undisputed : inperor 'm 

death of Constantlu3 in Novembers George 

of Alexandria lynched, Christmas Eve. 

362 Julian openly professes heathenism, withäraws 

all Imperial support for Christianity (in 

practice, for Its Arian side), and in token 

of bis disinterest# restores all exiled 
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Nicene bishops (Feb. 9th). Athaneeius 

returns to , ̀. lexazE. tria (Feb. 21Ut). 

Julian utten, pta a revival of classical 

Graeco-I; oIan literaturet ct ltur. e, ways of 

thought and religion; in this he is under 

the influence of iieo-Platonism, which is by 

now in an apparently incongruous and un- 

worthy aiiiunce with the forruer. ý'I thout 

res orti lg to drastic persecution, he tries 

to eui,, Aher Christianity by curtailing its 

educational activities, eapecialiy where 

they included a genoral liberal education; 

also by suspending the Church's privileges 

egal I wmuni ti es " 

Council at Alexandria receives back. the 

iriceaes as well an most of the oemi-Arian 

party, who now begin to lean towards the 

former. Ca the schism at Antioch, the 

council wisher to accept Meletius in con- 

sideration of his recent confession. How- 

ever, schism is reopened by Lucifer :f 

Caleri® (Cagliari )# who denounces Ueletius 
fy ppo rT 

and 1s the ruatathian rauliiius, whereat 

the former rejoins Acaciue, who has accepted 

the deity of Christ but rejected the deity 

of the Spirit. The Council makes a first 

pronuuncemeft against Apollinarian1s and 

for the deity of the spirit, and snloothe 

over the ounflict between the Westerns, who 

accepted the formula aý 0-, ro 
ýro6! 

r end deemed 
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F+S u 
-v6 t J' heretical, and the 

Htsterus, who took the reverse positsan; 

on the ground that no distinction could be 
d- 

drawn between ova and 
üToýý dmf'ýboth pos- 

itions admitted. Afraid of his great 

power in his diocese. Julian orders 

Athanasius's fourth exile. 

363 Julian killed in action against Sassanid 

Persia (26th June), thus ending Ccnietant- 

inc's dynasty. After a period of c onfuei aa, 

Jovian succeeds. He reverses the anti- 

Christian elements of Julian's policy, but 

remains neutral an theological issues. 

Return of Athanasiue" 

364 Jovian dies (Feb. 16th); succeeded by 

Valentinian in the west and his brother 

Valens in the East. The former remains 

neutral; the latter attempts a Homoean 

revival. Previ only, Council at Lampeacue 

deposes 1ud. oxius and completes restoration 

of the semi-Arians;; adopts formula nciov 

k AT, ovc s and comes to no definite con- 

clusion about the Spirit. 

365 Valens orders the re-expulsion of Nicene 

bishops expelled under C onetantius. Last 

exile of Athanaaius. 

366 Athanasius readmitted and returns (Feb. let). 

366.73 Athanasiua spends his last seven years in 

peace. In the remainder of the Last, Valens 

attempts to restore the Homoean supremacy 
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but his success is limited. The Cappa- 

docians, Basil of Caesarea, Gregory of 

23azianzus, fi. in this and succeeding 

period. Rise of controversy about the 

Holy Spirit pari passu with decline of 

Arianism in its Christological form. About 

this time there is the first unmistakeable 

evidence of of Pneumat ological heresies like 

the Macedonians, the Tropici and the Pneuma- 

tomachi, whose parties included the recalci- 

trant Old Arians and Anomoeans as well as the 

more anti-Alexandrian Conservatives and semi- 

Arians even when they accepted the Nicene 

Christology. Apollinarie, Bishop of Lao- 

dieea (362-378) fl., and his heresy is the 

other principle doctrinal problem for the 

Church. A thanasius and Basil try unaueceee- 

fully to heal schism of Antioch, but disagree 

about . L: arcellus, Basil (1p" 69 and 366) want- 

ing Athanasius to condemn him. Athanasius 

unwilling. Athanasius later accepts sub- 

scription of the Marcellt- party to almost 

all the rthodox Nicene faith in the nom 

Sabellisn'sen3e. 

373 Death of t3hannsius at ýUexendria (May dad). 

375 Gratian, the new Western )mpcror, rejects, 

for the first time, the pagan title of 

tcntifex Maximus, and pursues an energetic 

pro-Christian and anti-Pagan policy. 
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378ff" }dar with Goths in Balkan Peninsula. 

Valens killed in disastrous defeat at 

. Adrianople. Succeeded by Theodosius Is 

who pursues an energetically pro-orthodox 

policy, and after cae overture to the Arians 

in 383, turns all the machinery of government. 

against then. This is the end or Arianism 

among the original stocks of the Roman worl4i, 

although it holds a dominating positicn in 

the Gothic invaders until the conversion to 

Catholic Christianity of Clovis, King of the 

Franks (end of bth century). 

381 Council of Constantinople, the Second 

Oecumenical Council, which issues the 

Conetantinopolitan Creed (popularly mis- 

called the Nicene Creed). Deity of Christ 

ex, eessed more etroagly, and for the first 

time definitive expression given to the 

Deity of the spirit. 

381-431 Gradual suppression of paganism under 

succession of Christian Emperors, which 

also militates against classical culture 

generally. Last Olympic Games, 393" 

From this time on, the Eastern Empire be- 

comes "Byzantine" as distinct from Hellenic 

or Iiellenistic, and the Athenian and other 

philosophical schools languish long before 

their suppression a century later by 

Justinian. The Western Roman Empire dis- 

integrates under pressure of barbarian 
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invasi one; sack of' Rome by Alaric, 410. 

In the Church, asceticism reaches its 

height in the rest; :; iiaeon 5tylites rl. (? ) 

Among theologians and Church leaders, 

Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine, Donn Chryeoeton, 

Cyril of . 1exanaria, Theodore of Mopenestia 

and Theo . oret floruerunt; the troubleecope 

heresies were relagianiem and the antithetic- 

al Christological heresies of Eutychianiem 

(Christ had only ozic- Nature) and Nestorien 

(Christ had two Hypcetaees ). 

431 Council of Mphesus (Third Oecumenical 

Council) ccxdemna Nestorianism and pronounces 

the Virgin Mary as 19E-0% KOP under 

influence of Cyril of Alexandria. 

1 utychianism or Mouopbysitism is specially 

associated with Alexandrias Neeturianism 

with Syria. 

44 Cyril of Alexandria dies. Then the extreme 

Eutyehians gain the upper hani in Alexandria. 

451 C :, uncil of Chalcedon (Fourth Oecumenical 

Council) repents coadesuiation of Nestorianism 

but also condemns 2utycbianisru anc; issues 

definitive credal statement on reThti unship 

between the Deity and Humanity of Christ. 

Since then there have been dissident Nestor- 

ian Churches along the line from Syria to 

Central Asia and China, while the Coptic 

Church in Egypt and Ethiopia is Monophysite 

to this day. 
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The above table indicates the great difficulties which 

confront critical scholarship where Athanasius is concerned. If 

there was one characteristic of his lifetime it was that it was a 

period of extraordinarily rapid change in almost every relevant 

respect. Indeed, it is doubtful whether there has ever been another 

comparable period in Church history after the New Testament itself; 

there is no such time before, and the only age subsequently that one 

would be safe in admitting as even comparable is the Reformation (we 

cannot yet evaluate our own times 1) Athanasius was born with the 

Roman Empire as pagan as ever, during his boyhood the persecution of 

Diocletian raged; and he died with the militant orthodoxy of Gratian 

and Theodosius I jest around the corner, and the whole complex of the 

old Graeco-Roman heathen culture on its way out. In between, the 

Emperors had pursued almost every possible type of policy, sometimes 

with kaleidoscopic changes. And the first years of his maturity 

saw the pivotal change of his timet the decisive step in one of the 

great revolutions of history, which was begun" carried through and all 

but entirely completed during his lifetime, the revolution that has 

made "Conetantinianiom", for good or ill, a permanent feature of 

Church life. The great social collapse of the Roman world, as 

described by, for example, RostovtseZY, (8) occurred in the third 

century rather than the fourth, and the final military and adminte- 

trative decomposition of the Western Hmpire in particular was sub- 

sequent to the death of Athanaeius: but even here there was change enough 

during his actual lifetime. Almost as important as the change in 

relationship between Church and State were the changes in the internal 

® goolil a Rommel ne History of e Roman ere " Ford, 1926 
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life of the Church. The era saw the rise of monasticism and the 

Oscuumical Council. Above all, when Athanasius was a boy, theo- 

logy had been relatively quiescent for a generation. The Church's 

sufferings were at the hands of rank heathendom, and, notwithatand- 

Ing such eases as Paul of Samosata and the continuing effects of the 

Gnostic, Marclanite, Mcmtanist and Sabellian controversies, it is 

fair to say that the most serious disturbances to the fellowship of 

the Church were occasioned by the conflict between rigorism and 

leniency, especially as applied to one's behaviour under persecution. 

Suddenly, after 320 A. D., when the Church to all appearances was 

entering a time of well-earned rest, it was treated to the ironic, 

painful and novel spectacle of the rabies theologorun disrupting and 

torturing the Church as such as a-V persecutor. And the material con- 

tent of the issues raised underwent a marked change. Whatever our 

views on the antiquity of Arianism on the äne hand and Trinitarian 

orthodoxy on the other, it cannot be denied that the effect of the 

Arlan controversy was to make the Church face the issue of Christo- 

logy and the doctrine of God rig4ously, as it had never done 

before. Even Cardinal Newman, who is interested in maintaining 

that the Nicene theology in the full sense was the esoteric teaching 

of the Ante-fteene Church, has to admit that the controversy forced 

the Church to put its doctrine down in public. (9) The chaotic long- 

drawn-out character. of the history of the Arian controversy between 

Nigaea in 325 and Constantinople in 381 is a sure sign that the 

Church was not *epq d for it, and that Newman's position is un- 

tenable. Most serious of all, the theologians had to evolve short 

(9) "The Arima or the Fourth Century", 3rd" ed. 1871, esp. pp" 42- 
65. For a similar view, see Yöhler, Opo oit)TM esp. 193-198, 
and Leba'etaut Ristoire du Dogma de la Trinite , passim. All 
three are Roman Catholics. 
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concise statements which could function as credal tests by the use 

of a maddeningly unco-operative vocabulary, especially as regards 

the key issue of the Homooueian; this is one cause of the credal 

instability which Athanasiue describes in the "De 81ynodis". (10) 

Finally, Jesus Christ, Who forms the subject matter of the Arian 

controversy, in essentially mysterious, but the door was locked and 

bolted against the luxury of the Way of Silence. It ill becomes 

subsequent generations, including the present one, to regard with 

any complacent superiority the Christological and Trinitarian 

formulae of the First Four Councils and the controversies of Ve 

intervening periods; for all their handicaps, that age did at 

least as well as any succeeding age (with the exception of the 

Filioque issue). But the upshot of all this was that the age was 

characterised by sheer bewilderment as much as anything else, of 

which the ostentatious assurance of all parties was only a mask; 

indeed, notwithstanding the traditional (and, in the main, true) 

picture of Athanesius contra munduni, it is likely that even he him- 

self was not exempt from the general uncertainty. The worst prob- 

lea in, tact was cleared up only when the Cappedc>cians changed the 

meanings of the words by differentiating clearly, for the first 

time, between b i6 and The result of all this was a 

generation of change and contusion; the parties split and 

reunited; alliances were made and broken in a moment, and we have 

the spectacle of the Councils of Rimini and 5eleucia performing a 

feat which to any subsequent generation is a complete somersault, 

in a meaner which suggests that however great was the Imperial 

pressure, it was not the entire explanation. And last but not 

least, no sooner did Arianism pass its zenith. than the focus 

uýýýý -iýrr.. ý. rnrr. nar.. ý.. ýý ----- riwrr.. r... rrý. r r .. rý rrýýirr. a 

(10) Chapters 21-32. 
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shifted to other fields of heresy, in particular to the Humanity 

of Christ and to the Holy Spirit; these developments were in 

full owing during Athanasius's lifetime, although (yet another 

complication) not during his prime of life; there is no mean. 

of answering the question of whether Athanasiua, at the age of 64 

or more, was physiologically capable of attending to all his other 

duties and at the same time writing the "Later Treatises" attrib- 

uted to hiii. In any case, he began his theological life in a 

period of theological decline, when some form of Origenism is gen- 

erally presumed to have been the prevailing trend, and, having lived 

through a time of troubles and vicissitudes in which he was beyond 

any doubt the Mt. Everest of the theological world, he died with 

the Cappadoolanä in full flower. To conclude, Athanasius lived at 

a time of extraordinarily and, it is not too much to say, uniquely 

rapid change as well as confusion in theology, and as for nearly all 

his adult life he was the reading figure in the Church, there is a 

certain presumption that he would be deeply involved, either for or 

against, as regards any theological movement or principle that was 

in existence at the time. 

But that very circumstance which constitutes an obstacle 

to the critic also makes literary fraud much easier, and his repute as 

the orthodox theologian in ezcelsia would have been an added tempt- 

ation. For that reason, the critic cannot be absolved from his "tasks 

although he n*iet proceed with great caution. 

Unfortunately, even this is not the whole story. The 

revoluticnary character of the age confronts the critic with another 

factor which Is very difficult to evaluate precisely, but which 

mast never be neglected, and that is the psychology of man in a rev- 

olutionary age., This is aomethiug that, for better or worse, we 
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know in our age, which is revolutionary in ways which it is un- 

necessary to describe in detail here. Now the great Protestant 

scholars in the century or lees before 1914 had no idea of this 

at all; how could they? For all the activities of Bismarck and 

his policy of "Blood and Iron", the period was essentially stable, 

and continuous progress, which is what the Victorians expected, is 

a Very different thing from the revolutionary character of the 

fourth or twentieth centuries. Baren Marxism and Darwinism never 

acquired the obvious revolutionary menace of twentieth-century 

Communism. Roman Catholic scholarship was even less capable of 

appreciating the point at issue, because of the extraordinary pre- 

cautions inherent in the Romanist system against anyone feeling 

internally, as distinct from externally, the menace of revolution- 

Los. The psychological state in question is an intense but 

highly: h biralent. combinatian of mobility and expectancy, an the 

one hand, and inertia on the other. We all tend to go out to 

meet out destiny, whether in joyful expectation or great dread, 

long before it is within our range; we develop a hypersensitivity 

to the movement of history. Yet for all this we are all the time 

looking back to the past; we instinctively base our whole ways of 

thought and action on conditions that were once familiar but no 

longer exist; we continue to fight old enemies, and for all our 

expectancy fail miserably to recognise either new foes or friends. 

The critic may come to the same conclusions an his predecessors, 

but, unless he does his work with full understanding of issues such 

as these, he cannot, as we now understand, do even the literary 

criticism properly in the field of the fourth century. This applies 

supremely to Athanasius. With this in mind, we shall now proceed to 

examiDwRAkhe works of Athanasius, in order. 
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"E-SHI and the Di 1ACILRN' `FUV? R IDI 

There is no real doubt that the above two works are gen- 

nine and represent Athanasius's earliest thought. (1) we may sum- 

marise this position under five heads: (1) That these two are in 

some sense one work, or are at least very closely related to each 

other; (2) That they are genuine works oi Athaaaoi us ; (3) That 

they together constitute a species of apologetic literatures although 

it is a case of an apology "from positions of strength"; (4) That 

they were not written for any definite individual, but their dest- 

ination (or hypothetical destination, if they were written as an 

academic exercise) was mankind at large; and (5) that they were the 

first writings of Athanasias., the date being A. D. 318 or a little 

later, and in any case represent his earliest thought; (if they 

were an academic exercise, we sho: ld perhaps say, his earliest thought 

or the theology which he imbibed at the Cateehetical Institute). 

(1) See Hors, "Studien fiber das Zchrifte und die T11eoiogie des 
Athanasius auf Grund einer Achtheiteuntersuohung Athanasius 'Contra 
Gentes et De Incarnation'" which is a definitive study of t: ie quest- 
ion, r and the references to other authorities on pp. 1-2. See also 
for a similar study, Stdlcken, "Jthanasiana", pp. 1"-23, and Cross, 
"The Study of 8t. Athanastue", 11-14. Drtaeeke ("Studien Kritiken", 
1893, pp. 251.. 315, ) opposed the traditional authorshipp maintaining 
that Athanasius Could not have been the author, since hie style as ex- 
emplified In the Anti-Arian treatises does not correspond to that of 
Athenseins, being inter alia too long-Winded, that the bock display6d 
too Much knowledge of astronomy and ancient literature and philosophy, 
that the historical and other b4eoground is that of Palestine at a 
later period, and that theZp&K4pcc (C . ß. I. ) refers to Macarius of 
Jerusalem, an orthodox presbyter. Therefore, he puts the date at 
about 350, and suggests %usebius of Mesa as the author, whose hobby 
was astronomy. Stäloken's dry verdict is that all this represents 
the opposite of the truth with rare precision, while Hose, more pain- 
stakingly but as effectively, does what Cross, loco cit. describes as 
the hardly necessary operation of demolishing a weak case. Otherwise 
the facts that we are presenting are generally agreed, except for 
Eduard Schwartz (see below p. 31) and some of his successors. The imp- 
ortant point in our discussion is not that the works are genuine, but 
that they are the earliest works of Athanasius, and are in effect, 
ante-Nicene. 

Loofa, PRE (3rd ed. ), Pt. I Iv 199 and 202-5, toys with then iddea s 
and finde it consistent with the idea of single continuous develop- 
ment of the Homoousien. 3ee below p. 3S 

f silo1+. 
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On the first point, we have the external evidence of 

Jerome, who wrote, in "De Viris Illustribus LXXXIV": "Feruntur eius 

(i. e" Athanasii) adversum gentes libri duo", and in his edition of the 

works of Athanasius places these two works, described in this way, at 

the beginning. In the library of Photius, the first place is ooc- 

upied by the titles as they are known at present. Although the con- 

clusion is not free from all doubt, the statement of Jerome! in con- 

jusctiari with other evidence, can be accepted as supporting the con- 

tention which we are making. The internal evidence is strong. The 

very beginning of the "De Incarnations" is as follows: "Whereas in 

what precedes we have drawn out - choosing a few points from among 

many -a sufficient account of the error of the heathen concerning 

idols.... ", which can refer only to the "Contra Gentes", especially 

ohs. 8-26, and it is almost immediately succeeded, in chs" 2-6, by a 

fairly accurate resume of the whole contents of this former book. 

f Similar reminiscences occur in "De Inc. " 4. -rots 

-rtfavots U? (Pi v referring to men being the authors of -their own evil 

(Tide C. G. 2 (P. G. XXV 60) and ff") "De Inc. " 11 (P. G. Xxv i1.6C): wäp 
i^ ,ý 9� c/ 1/p /11 

ev ? °'s EI1TýEý EýPýral and w6 rp E'I 1'rc&4 -rrporE, ov, referring to 

devil-worship and its attendant wickedness (c. f. C. G. esp. 9 and 25). 

Athanasius's purpose in writing is to "set forth a few points of the 

faith of Christ; able though you are to find it out from the divine 

oracles, but yet generously desiring to hear from others as well". (C. a. 

1-P. G. XXV 4A); later in the first chapter, this Christian faith is 

described as being especially faith in the Cross as the mighty act and 

saving work of God, apparently in contradistinction to the naive view 

that it merely demonstrated Christ's mortality and fundamental insig- 

nifieanes. This promise was never fulfilled in the "Contra Gentes"; 

the reader waits for this till the "Be Incarnatione", the first chapter 

of which is an almost pointed reminiscence of "Contra Gentes" 1. 
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Again, the last chapter (47) of "Contra Gentee" does not end with a 

doxology, which indicates that it does not stared by itself. Of 

course* especially to a Reformed theologian, there is a perceptible 

break in the argument between the two books, as the former postulates 

a renewed vision of the Word by man, evidently by man's own agency, 

whereas the latter revolves round the fact that God and God only 

Could take the initiative in this regard.. This suggests the poss- 

ibility that in their original form the "Contra Gentee" was written 

without the "De Incarnation" in mind, and that when the latter was 

written, it was apparent that the former would be a fitting pro- 

logue, and it was modified accordingly. But on both views, the 
cor, cf iwston sfio-, als 44hc. F, --r hen 4-he- be rnce,, -n . aov'e ' was "-... -. tten, 
practical antithesis or orthodox Christian faith was idolatry and 

not Ariani8m$ 

The second point, that these two books are genuine writ- 

inge of Athanasius,, need not detain us here. The style is similar 

to that of the undoubted historical and dogmatic works, including 

the "Contra Arianos"" There is the same easy flowing sentence con- 

structions the same simplicity of accidence and syntax, the same 

natural rhetorical character, the same repetitiousness, the repetit- 

iousness of a Wagner or a Barth, the idea that a thing can be prop- 

erly understood only in relation to the whole, and that therefore 

the whole must be repeated in many contexts. The vocabulary, as 

regards unusual words, is similar; it would be prohibitively im- 

practicable to describe this aspect in detail, but there is a full 

table in Hose, op. cit, pp. 9-118. As regards comparison of the 

theology of these books with that of Athanasiue's other writings, 

this will be the subject of the thesis as a whole. While we can- 

not agree that both theologies are virtually identical, as Hose 

maintained, there is sufficient resemblance of the sort, that is 

appropriate between two groups of works composed at different times 

Of life and in different environments- 
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The third conclusion# that the two works together con- 

stitute an apology, is evident from an examination of the contents, 

which will be made later in this chapter, especially now that we 

have established that both works can be taken together. However, 

this statement needs qualification in our day. To use the contemp- 

orary cold-war vocabulary, we always consider an apology as some- 

thing done "from positions of weakness". In those days, an apology 

was primarily a speech for the defence, like the Apology of Socrates, 

and while in that sense the author would be in the weaker position, 

it is just as likely that, in another sense, he would be "in the pos- 

ition of strength"; that is there could be things on which his 

opponent would not have a leg to stand, and thus could be attacked 

unreservedly. This is the case even with, say, Justin's Apology, to 

a far greater extent than has usually been assumed, and also, the 

thing for which Justin was apologising is pretty well the entire 

Christian faith. Much more is this the case with Athanasiue. 

Cn the fourth statement, that the destination or hypothet- 

ical destination of the two books was mankind at large, there is not 

much argument. The references to wf40 66 ff in C"G. 1 (P. ß. XXV 4A) and 

to +EPE Ka ýxoxov8#v)dº«, 
ie 1<4%- 

rN 
1 Lxj s 

ý, ýöý(pºý-re in De Inc. i 

P. G. XXV 97A) have been taken by Tillemont (2) and Dräeeke to refer 

to the over-zealous Alexandrian Presbyter iacarius of the Ischyras 

case, or to the orthodox Presbyter Macarius of Jerusalem; the former 

(2) "Memoirs", Vol. VIII, p" 263" Tiliemont, loco cit. and Schwartz, "Der sogenannte 'Serino thajor de Fide' des Athanaeius", 41 fri., accept that the statement of Athanasius, C. G. 1: 4B, that "we 
have not at present in our hands the compositions of our teachers", 
presented as the ground, for writing the books, as indicating that both writer and recipient were In exile. This in its context is 
more likely to be a conventional polite apology for a new work. 
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suggests that the books were written to 14acarius by ^Athanacius from 

his exile in Rome in 339, the latter puts forward the semi-krian 

%Xsebius of iesa as author, a most unlikely surgei tion. However, 

even apart from the fact that the name ; 1acariua was very common 

among Christiane, the weight of evidence is against it being a proper 

name at all, but rather a common appellation of all true Christians; 

this is indicated by the form of the citation in the "De Incarnat- 

ione". Also, we know from the history of the tivie that Macariusle 

preoccupation, at any rate in and about 339 A"b", was with schism 

and heresy. (3) to the other hand, if we feel that the book is 

addressed to Christians in general, the reference to wct)41VCS' at 

the beginning of C. G. 21, and the continuance of the whole chapter 

in the second person plural, at first sight constitute a difficulty, 

as do various sections which are patently appeals to frank unbeliev- 

ers, at least inter allos, e. g. De Inc. 28 (P. G. XXV 144D) "... let 

him who is incredulous about the victory over death receive the 

faith of Christ.... " (let---receive . ý. k r0 e-ni), or De Inc. 55 

(P. ß. XXV 193A-B): "... behold how the Seviour's doctrine is every- 

where increasing,.... and, thus beholding, worship the Saviour,... ". 

The difficulties cease to give trouble if we remember two things. 

First, the form of these books Is at least influenced by the dia- 

tribe, in which it is characteristic formally to address different 

groups of peoples or even two opposed parties consecutively. (Cf. 

James g: lff. contrasted with vv. 18-21, avid compare also Athanasius 

co Ar"I-III passim, notably II9 37 init., 47 init., 48 init. ) 

(3) The translation in the "Library of the Nicene and Post-Nicene 
Fathers" Vol. 2, Athaziasius, p. 36, can only be the result of taking the coa after 44c instead of, with the Benedictine text, 
after 2Kokov 0i. Lv ; then the translation would be not "come now, Macarius (worthy of that narie)", but "come now, !., acariua (and let 
us do it faithfully)". 
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Still an the question of the destination of these works, (4) 

F. L. Cross points to the evidence of the recently discovered 

shorter Athens Text of the "Contra Gentes" and the "De Inearnat- 

ione" The variants are always of the type that do not materially 

affect the sense except in the case of De Inc. ch. 26, which seems 

to have been completely rewritten. In the Received Text, this 

chapter treats of various reasons wry Christ died the way He did, 

in order to die in the manner officially accursed under the Law, to 

symbolise the reunion of Jew and Gentile by the horizontal extene- 

ion of both hands, to be the Fult'ii4ment typified by the & erpent 

lifted in the wilderness, to be, in death, the Way that leads us 

to heaven, and to vanquish "the powers of the air" in their own 

element. In the short text, ch. 25 deals instead with the guest- 

ion of the relation, post-mortem and ante-Resurrectionem, between 

the Impassible Logos and the passible Body This was one of the 

great points at issue in the later stages of the Arian controversy. 

As these two forms of the text are of apparently equal authority, 

Cross suggests that they represent two drafts of the same work, and 

that it was probably an academic exercise. There is another, 

slightly different possibility, in view of the importance at a 

later time of the issue raised in eh. 25 in the shorter text; 

that is, that the Athens text. was a re--issue of the worklpLt a con- 

siderably later date when the Arian controversy was well and truly 

under way. But either way this indicates that the "Contra Gentes" 

and "Do Inaarnati one", as we now have them, form probably a single 

work, which was in its "received" form an exercise intended, or 

hypothetically intended, for everyone in general and nobody in 

(4) Lou. Q1t. Bee above footnote (i), p. tu 
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particular. (5) It might be objected that this sort of theory 

obscures the necec3ary distinction between apologetic literature 

and the dogmatic and/or devotional material appropriate for com- 

mitted Christians. But this is to put the distinction between 

Dogmatics and Apologetics in the wrong place. It is true that, 

for the edification of the Church, there must be an activity of 

pure dogmatics without any adulteration, and that when we apologise, 

it must be primarily in the old sense, for the faith, the whole 

faith, and nothing but the faith, but this does not alter the situ- 

ation of the Alexandrian believers, which patently resembles our 

own in so many ways. The believer was exposed in the market- 

place and elsewhere, to say nothing of the tribunal and the tort- 

ure chamber, to all the scepticism and worse of his fellow-men 

whose common life he shared, so that even if one were an Anselm, 

he could not help carrying a Boso in his mind, and, what is more, 

unless he deceived himself so that the truth was not in him, he 

knie it. Thus, for both purposes, that even the outsider should 

be confronted with the whole Gospel, and that even the most convinc- 

ed Christian be supplied with necessary material with a certain 

apologetic characters we should not be at all surprised to find the 

same material as direct reading matter for nor-Christians, "speakeret 

notes" for Christians in a non-Christian setting, and mutual comfort 

and consolation for and among Christians themselves. Thus In the 

(5) See Cross, op. cit., 11-14, esp. 14. Also the "De Inearnatione" 
of Athanasius: "The Short Recension", by R. P. Casey, 1946, (Studies 
and Document %N Pd o :'r pn T al .) and the "Athens Text of 
Athsnasius" ev%i'" The long teat, i. e" the old st'and- 
ard text, Is believed to be the original. Casey (H. Th. R. 1930, p. 
63) says, "In a period of such vigorous discussion and rapid develop- 
ment of Christol ogy, it is almost inconceivable that anyone but the 
original author or one closely associated with him could have revised 
the work without leaving any recognisable trace of later controvers- 
ies". 
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final anal3, sis, the problem of the destination of these writings 

is not as important as has been . aide out. 

Our f'invl statement, that the two books are to be t ated 

in or about A. D. 318, that is, during Athanasius's 23rd year approx- 

imately, has already been discussed above and partly vindicated, 

especially In our discussion of the Shorter Text, and of the quest- 

ion of r`acarius. It remains to say that the relative absence of 

polemic against Arianism indicates that the works are pre-Arian. 

It is significant that the only definite mention of heresy in the 

two books is in C. G. 6, on the question of evil, where the heretics 

mentioned are the Gnostics and Marcionitesº as if religious dualism 

was the typical heresy; this would have been inconceivable if the 

books were written with the Arian controversy in full swing. Nor 

can the concluding words of De Inc. 24, that Christ was crucified 

to preserve His Body undivided, that "no pretext be afforded to 

those who would divide the Church", be held to refer to Arianism. 

For if there is one thing (see below) that Athanasius said in 

season and out of season about the Arians and Arianism, it is not 

that they divided the Church, but that Arianism and the Church 

were mutually incompatible, that Arianism was "unkirchliche", (6), 

that by its very nature to speak of Arians dividing the Church was 

a solecism. The words are more likely to refer to the succession 

of Rigorist anti-latitudinarian schisms that plagued the early 

Church, particularly after persecutions. (There were four great 

schismatic groups of this type prevailing in 318 A. D. º the Novatians, 

Donatigte, Meletians, and in a aAghtly different sense, the Mantan- 

iata). The description of Christi's doctrine as (De Inc. 49: 184D) 

(6) In the exact sense in which Karl Barth called his magnum opus 
the "kirchliche Dogmstikn " 
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"one and the same, from one and of the earth to the other", is a 

hyperbole, but even as such it would have been impossible, for 

1s during the Arian cantroversy, at any rate without a spec- 

ific denial that the Arians were to be counted as Christians at all. 

The many references to Christ's triumph as virtually complete, along 

with those pointing to paganism and its immorslitieer persecution, 

deification of emperors, etc., as still going concerns or at least 

vivid recent memories, (7) suggest the period before the unpleasant 

surprise of the Arian controversy would have begun to monopolies the 

attention of men. In the same w . y, the people of the Alliance ag- 

ainst the Axis during World War II all felt, with good reasons that 

the war was as good as won after Stalingrad and Il Alamein, even 

though Nazi Germany survived for another 2i years during which such 

effort was still needed for bringing the victory home, and during 

which its bloody atrocities exceeded anything that had gone before; 

the latter half of the war was plainly no time for slackness; such 

would likewise have been the feeling after the Milvian Bridge. The 

reference to the Goths in De Inc. 61 (P. o. XXV 1880) in the list of 

barbarian peoples need not be taken as referring to Ulfilas the 

Arian about 880 A. D. (as Drttseke does; he also accepts this of 

course, as further evidence against Athanasian authorship); apart 

altogether from the possibility of'rhetorical exaggeration, there 

was a Gothic bishop at Nicaea, and in any case the point of the pass- 

age is not that there were necessarily fully established Christian 

Churches among all bisse peoples, but that missionary work could even 

begin to yield fruit among people who were impervious to anything 

else in the way of higher Graeco-Roman civilisation or ethics. Nor 

('r) Cf. "Da incarnatione", 30,46-55 paseim" with C. G. 9: 24D, where it is said that the Senate proclaimed the emperors gods "not long 
singe even if it be not still the case", E oü ýoaaw Irrp TEPov N dyý. Ka; 
IýE)(fI V VV } and especially with De Inc. 27-29" ` /' 
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can it be objected that a man of about 20 years of age could not 

have written in such an easy, flowing, developed style as we find 

in these books; a man with a thorough literary education, as it 

was at that tiiae, would have been able to do just that r and the rel- 

atively easier circumstances of the period about 318 would have been 

more conducive to this style than any other time of his life. Last 

of all, we cannot deny that a man of his age would be familiar with 

the immoralities of heathen worship as described in the "Contra 

Gentee". This can follow only if we assume that a "Victorian" up- 

bringing and physiology was the l.. ý)rnal thing in history, instead of 

the rare exception. An intelligent young an in 'Jlexandria as it 

was then would have been aware of the facts of life at an early age 

anyway; (8) if he were an educated man, his awareness would be inc- 

reased and not diminished, as is so often the case now, because the 

liberal (sic! ) education, with un-Bowdlerised texte, often dealt with 

very little other than the crimes and immoralities of classical myth- 

ology, drama and history. '_rul what i more, it must be remeLibered 

that the practice of systematic obscenity, as typified by the 

Dragoons of Louis XIV, the Nazi 3.8", etc., not only seems to be a 

permanent disease of fallen man, but inevitably runs riot whenever 

there is persecution-(9) So, whatever were the actual experiences 

of Athanasius and/or his clooeet friends during the persecution of 

Diocletian, we can be certain that evon in his boyhood ;. 1:, C. itact 

with sexual immorality was, by our own familiar standards, of an 

unusually pungent character. 

(8) Puberty in now apparently reverting to the age of 12-13, as in 
classical times, from 16-17 in Victorian society. 

(9) CP. also, for the Arian persecutions, the storical works of 
Jtthanaaius, passim, esp. Hist" Arian. 55. 
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Certain passages hf. vc" been held to be anti-;, rian pol- 

emic, e. g. C. G. 46: 93B: "And being the good Offspring of Him who 

is goods and True eon, He is the Puther's Power E: n, w 'Ari dom , Ä,. ' 

Logos, not being so by participatici, (i0) nor as if these qualities 

were imparted to Him from with:, ut, as they are to thot; e who partake 

of Him and are made wise by Him and receive power end resson in Hirm# 
1) /1 but He is the Father's own (ii) Avro64, A 

and again De Inc. 32: 152C: '... (the Resurrection proves that)-*. 

He is the true Son of God, being from Him, as from the Father, His 

OM (/d ý toj' "" no article) Logos and. Wisdom and Power... " and again, 

De Inc. 47: 1800: "... Christ has been recognised as True God, as 

God the Logos of Gods.. ", (12) and De Inc. 56: 193D: ".., it is clear 

... that he Who abides is God and the True Son of God, Cnly-Begotten 

Logos, "(13) appear to have a definite anti-Arian flavour at Arst 

sight. But ci the contrary, the very fact that these matters have 

been brought up without reference to any of the characteristic. Arian 

slogans, not to say jingled, like gv'rorE 
ort ovi< Iv (there was once 

when He was not )# is proof enough that 
. Arianism was not in the fore- 

front of his mind, even when he to discussing the absolute propriety 

of the Logos to the Father, and was therefore taking a line that was 

p)1 dBö. / E 
ýc,, ýd, 8 ov ýEýv d K-' dýºrý9ýv`iöf ünýp}(WV jig aM 

j, E6rº row 

d1L dö jKd 
io jU Kai /ý oÜ Ka , ýu C roX+1 v Td u^^«ra. v .. 

I 

(11 I bs "" We have ef't the following words untranslated; the 
simplest translation would be "7 i sdo n Itself" t etc- Logos we have 
always left untranslated se the title of the son, since its ersct 
meaning (%öýf rationality, or ýo o, f* word) is an open question. 

(13) Toi J 
u; 

i 
r1g, vý vo 'r`1 

T 
(accu2ative and inf- 

initive) 1 
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to bring him into collision with Arian doctrine from the outset. 

Ixen more significant is the other side of the matter, the complete 

absence of the Nicene terminology, the complete absence of overid. or 

any word or phrase derived fr: )w it to Indicate the relstion ef' the 

Logos to God the Father. Nr would Atbumnaeius after , Llicaca have 

i described God siiiply as being "bey:, nc: all substance (oäidi) and 

human conception", (14) (C. ß. 2: 5C), nor would he have been very happy 

about the later correcti : zio of it to "originate essence" 

ov ci j') C. a. 35: 69A and 40: 80C. 

While we are on these que8tione, it must be pointed out 

that for the reasons that we have been discussing above the hypoth- 

e81e of Loofe (16) concerning the chronology of AthaZUIsius's works 

ie moot unlikely. It depends on aseigming an eur1y datep about 338, 

to the "Orations Contra Arl ands" I-SITZ, and unreservedly accepting 

the authenticity of the "I: Scpositi o Fidei" and 11In illud, (Annia mihi 

tradita aunt" as among ftthanasius's earliest books. In these, aca- 

ording to i, oofav the eaphasis xus on Lhe triplicity of th- Trinity, 

with the phrase ' Eis 
Wro6'f E'f favoured. Then there is wuppoaed 

to have been a steady change towards emphasis an the unity of God, 

the Nicene Humoousi on, which becaie c oiaplete LI the later ati- 

Arian writings like the "De Lecretis", with the hypothetically early 

"Contra Arianos" occupying an intermediate position in which Ahan- 

aaius was not yet prepared to commit himself to the rioraoousion. 

Oft this hypothesis passages such as those quoted above would emph- 

asise the close connection of the Logos with the Father and therefore 

be admissible as evidence for a relatively late dating of the "Contra 

Gentee" and "De Incarnati cane", say, at the hypothetical date of the 

(14) An Crigenist expression. Cf" C. Cola. 7: 42" Do Yrin. I: 6. 
Prestige, "God in Patriotic Thougi t", p. 191, iuaintaina that in these 
Grigenist passages and here, the word ove'ýe. weans "intelligible 
reality", which meaning Celsus accepteds trig. C. Cels. 7: 45 
(ib) See below, fn* (1) of this chapter. 
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"Contra Arianos". The author does not accept this. hypothesis, 

and if any attempt is made to use :. t in support of a late date of 

the "Contra Creates - De Incarnations", the hypothesis fails. If 

the "Contra Arianoa" dates from 338, the "Contra Genteo - De Inc- 

arnatione" in Loof e' e hypothetical character would have also been 

explicitly anti-Arisen. Akewise, it is highly doubtful that a 

man whose main interest in the earlier life had been in the triplic- 

ity of the Trinity would have written such a strongly anti-Arian 

magnum opus as early as 338, much less would he have rendered himself 

liable to attack along with riiarceJ. lus of Ancyra and Metathiua of 

Antioch, for this was his position almost from the beginning of his 

episcopate; rather would he sympathise perhaps even with Eusebius 

of Caesarea, certainly with the later Semi-Arian Basil who was sub- 

stituted for the de-posed Mercellus. Athanaeius's failure to treat 

the Homoousion in the "Contra arianos" must be explained in another 

way. (16) This still leaves open the difficult question of the rel- 

ation between the ürigeniem of the, earlier writings cited by Loofa, 

and indeed of the tradition of ý. lexandria as classically exemplified 

by Dionysiua, with its emphasis on the triplicity of the Trinity, 

and the sort of Logocentric unity which we find in this pair of writ- 

ings* However, there is a much more plausible explanation, to which 

we shall return when we have reviewed the contents of the "Contra 

Gentes".. 

There are two difficult critica? _ matters to which we must 

turn our attention before we conclude this section, but fortunately 

they do not affect the inportaný conclusions to any great extent. 

Firstly, if the later date, 326, Vor the beginning of the ; rian 

(16) See Hoes, op* cit. 49-60, and Kelly, " arly Christian Creeds", 
267-261, where the position of Loofa is also criticised. 
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controversy is correct - wh ýe the E uthor feels to be r. ether ö. ubi- 

ous - it actually makes the Grit ccl problems asc, oeia. ted with the 

\ ritiug of the "Contra Gentes" . nu "Dc inearnatione" xauch 

since there w:. u: id be less ground for incredulity that one so young 

could write such a theological work. The other issue is that 

raised by Schwartz, (l7) Cross, (1£3) E7. nd Kefly, (19) of the relation 

between these books and the "De Theophania" of isebius of Caesarea, 

usually dated about 331". 2.3chwartz'e case, which is certainly 

true in the letter instance, is that both works belong to the class 

of official apologies which were published in large numbers in the 

Constantinian period for the large number of new converts from pagan- 

ism; these required the authority of a bishop or at least a pres- 

byter, and as Athanasius was elected a bi.! -top when he was still a 

deucon, this means that the date of writing must have been at the 

earliest after 328. This is by no means unlikely, since on ener- 

al grounds 328-330 is quite a possible date. Kelly accepts the gen- 

eral reasoning of Schwartz, and suggests that the books were written 

in reply, even if not expressly in reply, to the work of'%usebius, 

and would ut them as late as 335--337. The same objections apply 

here as to the theory of Loofah above, since, especially at the date 

suggested by Kelly, 4; usebiua had clearly lined himself up with the 

Arian party in their attack against arcellua of Ancyra. The strik- 

ing resemblance of soßte passages in both authors cannot be cited as 

evidence in favour of this last hypothesis, even if Athanasius was 

prepared to use the thoughts of a man who, though very much his sen- 

ior, was fast becoming his pero.. nal enemy, for a time. Tho realen 

(17) "Der sogenannte ºjeru; o :: iah or de Fide" des A? thanasiue; p. 41 fn. 

(18) up" cit. pp 14-15. 

(19) "early Christian Cre, ds", p. 257. 
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is that, ärß Croce points out, where the )assn es In ., ue ti ýn or, ý 

cur, there is no 'Literary join to be detected in Ahanasiue, where- 

; gis there is in 'urueeblas, and that thheref )re, either -'usebiu,, 

borrowed from 4. thanasius, which is .!. f anything less lively still 

under the contemporary eircuri. tances, or both were borrowing from 

a third source that preceded both. On the "wholcs the author 

finds the hypothesis of Cross, that the "Contra Centt: s3" and "De 

: incarnatione" constituted, in their ori. gina1. form, as academic ex- 

ercise, more p! ausible" To return to the difficult quosti:: n of 

the literary relationship between , 1tiiEaiaaiu3 and .: ueebius, the 

author has not been able to exaiai. ne the ratter in perfect detail, 

but feels that there is very little, if any, direct literary cvi- 

de"ce of acpying beyond what one would mathematically expect as 

the accidental c :? n63q. uexlces of the general properties at the books 

in question, in particular to the pointed general re3emblancea as 

regards content. Lf the older authorities, neither Migne no7" 
ý. del har. ý: * 

3. Lee, in his ? ig1i ah edition a, riý1 tralu iati c (20 c oinm: ýnt on any 

direct textual likenesses. w'e shall have something more to say 

about the fornep later, when we have considered the theology of 

the two books. As we shall show inter, (21) it is highly probable 

that any signs of literary dependence are most likely to be due to 

a coiim a relationship to an older tradition, which appears to be in 

fet two older traditions; on the one hand, philosophical natural 

theology, and on the other hand, the more dogmatic as-nects of the 

theology of Crigen and his successors. t:: aa what ive know of both 

4thax1asiuu and 'usebius, it can be assumed VLiat both mould . invo. 

been in sufficient contact with both eiernents, but that in each 

(20) CazMbridger 1843" 

(21) See below, pp. 99-1- 
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cafe, AthtnaS1uý "ouid have býýc: n in c'ossr : iri: i i! icre intf_^i to con- 

tact, being rx tl: ornuE; h : '. 1. Ex : xdrý.: 3n in back"rounc1.. F,, -, r the, -, aue 

r asm, en: also bt-cause :f hie greft ;r In'x ate r,. bility, -, t« nactus 

mould h& - h«c, fg: r more cultural scase lack F r-, r :: orc phi1n3fph- 

ica1. (in ti c: best enzr) end r; rd. eriy mind then . u. ̂cbiu. -3, for all 

hic great polymo. thy, cou: ici. ever attain to. Tra13 to Pufficicnt 

ryas ashy, 'h3tever the re1atim between the coinpo^iticn of the 

xorke, it is ; Ahanastus and not, in tr-, 11, ß.,! t, :, lzsebiu° F . h, -) 

&ppear ss the Definitive ex, -)c; ua er of the couwm^n tr;.: it i on, and 
&X ound Jt 

that Athanaaius, as Q: 18t1net fX' _ý. r, ýýz ? eblu^ h. }uid be h1 t^d 

and. even t c. draw on common sources, :; i th out tiny . lit, rary un v, nness 

or sign of join. The other fact that they are t' two ourviving 

cx6mples of this tradition will also be sufficiently exIJRfn'_d after 

we have considered the contents of the thanasian writings* 

`i ogether with the unanimous 1r; trr tel t.. imony as t,. -, the 

genuinoness of the "Contra "Tentes" and Incarnatione", the 

above argume. ta confirm that they are the firnt writingv of tthan- 

asins, and that they are his ante-Nicene theology, or his theology 

before his conflict with the AAriane. Cr course, no absolutely 

definite time can be set. F! oea, (22) accepting the troäiticr of 

chronology, considers that 318 is the most likely date, excludes 

all other dates before the Council cf NN'icaee cn the ground that in 

that case there would have been some sign of the "_rien ccntroverry, 

and afterwards postulates the period betv. een 325 and the ''ri.:. in re- 

vival about 330 as a secondary possibility; the fact that the 

Arian controversy completely tt, -k the place of paganisr, as the chief 

field of the Church's interest until the time of . Julian the Acostate 

would mean that the 360's would be the only other poseibility, how- 

ever remote, and in view of the general character of the work it is 

(22) Op" cit" 85-95. 
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very remote indeed. H owever, we cannot accept the whole of this 

reasoning, since it neglects the inertia of the human mind. The 

persecution of the Eastern co-inperor Licialus in 323 shows that 

paganism was still a force to be reckoned with, even mi -A. 
itarily, for 

long after 318, and its ahe^r presence would be important for long 

after that. Even more important, it is the standard experience of 

people with every revolution - and this would be true a fortiori in 

the case of euch sudden and revolutionary change as that from heath- 

en persecution to the Arian controversy - that it takes years to see 

with certainty whether it : is merely temporary or a permanent change 

in the course of history. Perhaps not till 330 or after was it 

perfectly clear that Arianism had passed the point of no return. 

An interesting confirmation is provided by the Festal Letters, as 

Hose again points out in this connection, in which the first refer- 

ence to the Arian controversy is in the Letter for 338, although in 

this case it to probable that Athanasiua would have preferred not to 

say anything more about a matter of this character in such a com- 

munication than he could avoid; it is remarkable how little direct 

reference to Arianism there is in any of the letters. This means 

that (an the traditional chronology of the Arian controversy) even 

a man like Athanasius could quite easily have been interested prim- 

arily in the subject-natter of the "Contra Gentee" and "De Incarnat- 

ions", at any rate for the purpose of public writing, even in the 

early stages of the Arian heresy before Nioaea. This would have 

been doubly likely If, as Cross suggests, the two works are best 

considered as an academic exerciser with the implication that Ath- 

anaslus was still a student. Thus, our preferred conclusion for 

the dating of these books, in their original form, whichever text 

it is, would be, 318, the most likely date, and then with an irreg- 

ularly and uncertainly decreasing probability until 330 or a little 
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later at the latest. If the year of Athanasius's birth be acc- 

epted as 298, we could perhaps put the tervdnusaauo even a year 

or two earlier. But the important point is, anywayt that these 

books are an ante-Nicene type of theology even though it is not 

quite certain that they were written before the Council of Nicaea, 

and even in the less likely event that they were written some years 

after it. 

A: CONTRA GENTES: Content. 

I The first chapter begins with a formal and polite apol- 

ogy, of the traditional type, for undertaking to write a book on 

Christian faith and doctrine; he mentions that the truth of Christ 

is self-witnessing and self-authenticating, that Scripture is enough 

in any cases and that if there is a place for anything else, there 

have been many other books written; yet, "as we have not at pres- 

ent in our hands the compositions of our teachers, we must commmi- 

cate in writing to you what we learned from them - the faitht namely 

of Christ'the Saviour, lest any should hold cheap the doctrine 

taught among us (1) or think faith in Christ irraticnal". (2) 

This faith in Christ is characterised primarily as faith 

in the Crone as the redeeming work of God, an distinct from the nat- 

ural man's interpretation of it as merely the failure of one's life- 

work. "For if after the Cross all idolatry was overthrown... and 

Christ alone is worshipped and the Father known through Eim... (how 

can we)". * regard the matter (3) as human, instead of confessing 

that He Who ascended the Cross is Logos of God and Saviour of the 

world? -.. (even ae one artet recognise the;. gpeatnees of the Sun even 

VOýd. 
ýKdý ý/. v 

Q oAo These two uses suggest the ordinary Greek senses of 
doctrine and "rationality", although there is more than a hint of 

Barth's "Word of God, preached"* (See esp. Ch. Dog. Vol. It Pt- 1-6 
Tp. 96. ýt1i }. 
(3) "I PöL JcL ; probably better, Deed* 
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When it is behind the clouds, so must we recognise that)... the Die- 

poser and Ruler of such an order is God and the 1, ord of God (4 )*. P*" 

,,,, 
It is evident at once that Athanasius accepts unreaervediy the Deity 

of Christ, and in particui. ar that Christ as a Personal Agent is God, 

and that the Atonement through the Crose is the supremely signifi- 

cant act of Christ. The only question that :,, ̂uld be asked here is 

whether Athanasius does not one-sidedly regard the Humanity of 

Christ as the veil or the concealment of t: &a: Deity, and on this 

point it is specially difficult to consider the former as something 

as unconnected in essence '. with the Deity as a cloud to the sun. 

This is the "plain mane view", and of course it is absolutely 

essential as alement in theology, (5) but the whole course of theo- 

logy is a vindication of the connection between the Humanity and 

the Deity, as can be seen when we follow the development of Athan.. 

asiue himself as a theologian. 

II In chapter 2, Athenasiua immediately begins to treat of 

trod, Man and Sin, following in form, Genesis 1-3, in the manner that 

has become traditional in classical theology. 

"In the beginning, wickedness did not exist. Nor indeed 

does it exist even now among those who are holy, nor does it in any 

way belong to their nature. (6) But Aren afterwards began to con- 

trive it, and to elaborate it to their own hurt. (7) For God, Maker 

oil ýK. t, XF µ6vä TOv -raA0ý roý 9rThlilig(4j; 
Jfs u` The translatiis mine, d (fers 

from Robertson's. 
(5) Otherwise, one would have to accept the Hegelian identification 
of human and divine natures. This is why Barth insists, passim, that 
ev'er(y tveiling of Cho s also a veiling. (6)V-rrýXEI 

--- Kdr'düTVV, p. bet --a4ver- 
., _ .r --- - -- - -- -- - -----. - --- ---- 

(7) voFýv' gdvra ý Ký'ý. º-rwv 
dVýý) I: ý The finite verb is a©riet, as are 

all others In this connection, suggesting a definite Fall. The Bene- 
diftine translation for'dvaf vom' 

, etc. is "adyorsus seipsos effingere" 
which may be the beet available, but it does not do justice to the 
Greek, with its implication of original sin, 
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of all and King of all, that has Hia Being beyond all substance 

and human dlseoveryr(8), inasmuch as He Is good and exceeding noble 

made, through His Own Logos our Saviour Jesus Christ, the human 

race after our own image, and constituted an able to see and know 

realities through the likeness to himself, (9),, giving him also a 

conception and knowlelge even of His own eter41. ty, in order that... 

he might not ever either depart from his idea of God4lO), nor recoil 

from communion with the holy: (11), but havlug... üod's own power from 

the Paternal Logos, he might rejoice and have fellowship with the 

Deity, living the life of immortality unharmed and truly blessed. 

For having nothing to hinder his knowledge of the Deity, he ever be- 

holds. -. the image of God, God the Logos, after whose Image he was 

made"(12). He is awestruck as he contemplates that Providence which 

through His (se. the 'fiord) extends to the Universe, being raised 

above things of sense and every bodily appearance: (13), but cleaving 

to the divine and thought-perceived things (14) in the heavens by 

the power of the mind,, (18). For when the mind of men does not hold 

converse with bodies, nor has mingled with it from without aught of 

(8) See above p" 3' " It is a Platonic description or clod or rather 
the Platonic monistic "Form of f is Gord". See Rep. ßk. VI: 509, quot- 
ed by juel1ýDiai" ¶ryph. 3. CP. - Sao orjgen Deb ýrinc..: 5 
(g) KA i -rwv vrwv d v-mv eEwP7'r1 v KA, 'Trýýrý1ua vd dd -47 S ýoJ dü rov' 

, 
Prj-ºAthanasian elegetes, especially Clement and Origen, 

regarded the go Kw v and i o( wcrS of Gen. 1-26, ß,. 0x as referring to dif- 
ferent levels, the latter being the higher level. Athanasius does 
not differentiate them in his mature work. Cf. Bernard, " . 

'iAnage de 
Dieu 4'aprde paint Athanase", cep. 25-31. 
(10) 4dv ý ý&f 
(11 )" wv dýwý , either holy men or holy things or even perhaps "the 

12 Týv A 
13 'rr.,; All -rw vii T1 z .. vj 1(4T1 K. 7s 4d 

vTAA-VA4 _ 
14 Tdc. " .ý 

. t, tad? vo r-. ./. The latter was the regular term 
in Plato for things which require intellectual activity, as distinct 
from eons, for their understanding. (15) To;, vo v^ - here and in general following. 
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their lust, but is wholly above them,..., then, transcending the 

things of sense and all things hin, it is raised on high; and 
CLA 

seeing the Logos, it sees s.. -: ( Adam in the 

G arden of ..; den) In Him also the Father of the Logos. -.. 
III Thus p then,. -. the Deniurge (16) ... fa3M o ic-, j tl. e va. ce of 

n""""But men... began to seek (17) in preference things nearer 

the elveu. (in practise ). "" tiie body and its senses (18)t so 

that... they began to regard themselves (19) ... (Such is the origin 

of Sint which is presented primarily as lust). (Adam).. Jas long 

as he kept his mind to God. and the contemplation of God (20), turned 

sway frola the contemplation of the body. But when, by the counsel 

of the serpent, he departed from the contemplation of God \'21)t and 

began to regard himself, then they not only fall to bodily lust, 

but knew that they were naked, and laid ina wire aehgmed. But they 

knew that they were naked r not so much of clothing .. e as of the 

contemplation of divine things ... " (thence men became habituated 

to a life of lust, and thence arose crime; fear of death is due to 

excessive attachment to the body). 

IV This chapter is a continuation of tho actio_ogy and devel- 

opment of evil, which is a continuing dynamic process because the 

(16) o/ 1/`41ový ýo 
\ Ir 

. Unfortunatelyp t. nis is a normal word for an 
interior artifice/as in Plato's "Timaeuet". The corresponding 
ererb i sually.: translated by Robertson as. "to fashion". 

17 ir cco v, ý, no)her aorist " 18 
?d 

Toro dt, 3 ý' " EGa, -d. 'V 1p fý-vT-o - another aoriet " 20) eewpt dv . In general (See Liddell and Scott) 0E wp' -refers to the intellectual form of ccu templat3 on, or being a spectator in 
the beAt or worst so so. c -, (21 "ýiý f'Prp oS Tov 

Jet 
Öi. 4"v o(d f, &UTov 

dE Kdlety o61v Pgdvro -ý yet "N 
I 

another adriat. 
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soul, even though it has turned away from its own proper activity, 

�does not lose her mobility", (ToZ Kv& D, u oo T &&- 9B). There 

is one paese. ge of interest, which -u as, to be at length (9c): 

But good is, while evil is not (C ') " By };; hat is, then, I lean 

what is good, in as much as it has its patterns fron the God '«ho 

is (23), but by what is not, I neon what is evil, in so far as it 

consists in a false imagination in the thoughts of men. For though 

the body has eyes to see the creation, and by its entirely harmcnioue 

construction (tr" inaccurate -öwýýgE, 1rp, ; e" discipline) to recog- 

ntse the Demiurge, and ear4 to listen to the divine oracle and laws 

of God, and hands both to perform works of necessity and to raise 

to God in prayer... " 

This passage shows the virtually conipletc 11: Zetonie. m of 

Athanaeiu® at this stage. We shall hsv"? occasion to deal with 

this matter more exhaustively when A. thanasius treats of the soul in 

greater detail. The point here is the analysis of the process of 

knowing God; it appears to be a faculty innate in man which is 

identioal to the Platonic 
0e4rNu 

with which the mind contemplates 

higher things, and whose opposite is the contemplation of lower 

thinges especially the things of the sense. This is so generally 

recognised as standard Platonism that there is no need to argue the 

point furthers, except that in the general resume of the work we 

shall sound a note of caution against the tendency to indulge in 

theological Philippics against Plato (24). Of courser it involves 

28 o 
v-r ýc -r-r Td Katýc 

ý oü ýC ,p es-rd, ceý eýüa. c (23ý K-rvv ovrof C. ýoý 7'ý -rrý"cäFýý oý-rd" ý. Of. Origen. 
C. Cels. Bk. IV: 66" Pell, "Die Libre des heiligen Athaaasi'U8 von der 
Stlnde Und 8rl139img", p. 69, says that for A-thnneaiuq, evil in "das 
Niehteein eines Sclnsol)enden", and settles for privatio a3 the 
deeoriptici of *yil. (24) See below p. $s-86. 



vriaa facie, a "eriou. s mil-ezeg8ie of Gen. 3. (25) What God has 

reserved to Himself and banned for Adam and Eve is not contemplation 

of the things of the world, but rather something in His own Mystery. 

Their action in eating the fruit of the tree was not dictated by the 

prospect of a pleasant taste, but it was, firstly, an arrogant 

grasping after what God has kept to Himselfs secondly, a pathological,; 

tascinati m with the evil which God has willed to exclude from man's 

contact altogether, for his (Mn goody and finally, a vote of ao con- 

fidenoe in God, It was to be a great privilege for Adam and Bare. 

not a wicked act, for then to enjc7 wader God created things, and 

this includes the full corporeal enjoyaent of each other(26)" The 

evil and perverted last after natural things is the curse which is 

the consequence of the Fall, not its cause. 

Thus, it appears that Athansolas is basing his apologatio 

on what sight be called the subjective form of natural theology, that 

is, the idea that the soul has (or should have) by its very nature, 

the capacity to know God. In the next chapter, oh" 4, a modifioat- 

ioa is made of the earlier extreme Platonism, in that it actually 

gives a place to the contemplation and understanding of things. 

Compared with the theology of chapter 3, it appears to be an admiss- 

ion of the relatively subordinate validity of what might be termed 

objective natural theology, that is# that the soul can deduce the 

existence of God by the contemplation of the created order. This 

conjunction is characteristic of the "Contra Gentes" as a whole. 

The notion of evil being ideatified with non-existence and good with 

_. , .., ., _.. A- .. _. - 
Me) Of- for what follows K. Berth# Oh. Dog* m Vol " III, Pt " x, pp-256- 

# and also the sections on sin is Yol. IY, Pte. I, II and III* The 
author has adopted the Barthian schema of sie with open eyes, since it is so apposite. (26) See Gen. $: 83""25, and K. Barth, Oh. Dog** 111 : 1: 299-315* 
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existence in its simpler form is rationalistic (27), but it cannot 

be discussed at all in this oonnectiont as it is probably the most 

intractable problem in theology. It must be added that in its 

simple fora it is specially plausible for Athanasius since the 

characteristic forms of sin, as the big central section of this 

book reveals, are bodily lusts and idolatry, which involves the wor- 

ship of fictitious entities. 

5 In the nest chapter, this theme is continued; the soul 

of a sinner is compared to a grossly inattentive driver of a chariot. 

6.9 Nena, Athanasius discusses false theories of the origin of 

elli, that lot that it exists 
Ev vTroA- Er ku K. B EEC-r1v(28 ), (P" G. XXV: 

18D); therefore, it would have to be created either by God Himself 

(impossible) or by another creator - hence a metapb7sical dualism 

between Good and Nils which was the choice of certain heretics, that 

is the Gnostics and Mardi canites; this position is contradicted by 

the Scriptural testimony of the Unity of God and also by the usual 

philosophical arguments against two opposed ultimates; they cannot 

Merges nor can one conquer the other, by definition, and as they are 

exhaustive and exclusi», there can be nothing also that can account 

for their division -a perfect summery of the metaphysical argument, 

whereby that which Is ultimate can of its very nature be numerically 

only one. This denial of the hypostatic independence of evil is 

rightly a classical part of Christian theology. 

rrrrrrrrr/r wýalri -- ^ýrýýrnýrrr"rý  ýrrrýrrý 

(ST) Unless one is, In modern terns, a Christian Scientist, (the 
modern equivalent of Gnosticism), one must accept that evil really 
exists. Yet the intractable paradox is that evil cannot have any 
"Al existence in the sense that it is what God wills, or that it 
plays any part in the eeanomq Of salnati oa. Sven Karl Barth had 
to describe the ultimate principle of evil as "Das Nichtige" (B. T. 
"NothiASR0ss") (©h. Dog. Vol. III, Pt- III 289-368) (See also the sections Doetrine of Sin In Vol. IT, pts. I, III III, and the reeun& in 
IV:!: 138.1«) 
(28) i. e. substantively and of itself. 
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Mad of 7& This lamg section, which need not detain us, is a 
8-26 

discussion, from all points of views, of the cruder fora of idolatry 

and its attendant isaaoralities" Naturally, there is great eaph 

geie cyan animal-worship: and the animals are repeatedly described as 
Aoyoº 

; (e. g. oh. 9 (P. G. XXY 80AAB); oh. 11, p. 25B; oh. 14, 

p. 82B;; oh. 19, p" 40A (tar) and 2 (bis);, oh. 20# p. 41. A; oh. 22 

P. 44B (quater); ah. 880 p" 89B; see also eh. E7, p. 520 (bin)-) 

oases where the gnesticfa arises of the idolatrous worship of Coen 

or of a theophai 7 (in the n m-Christian sense) in men, the doublet 
'k ý KAI ; o? Kos is some form or other is used (tee Ch, 9, p" BOB; 

ah. 20# p. 4tA; ah. 22, p. «B (bis)). Hunan sacrifice to such 

Sods is described, as sacrificing the higher to the lower. 1oß K-L 701, f 
i Kiv r°! J. All this is described as, inter she, a bT-product of 

the, of pleasure and passiaarx (oh. 19, p. 40A (bis)), and of 

the re j "eti as of Christ r ? 'o vov 
AjdV 

(eh. 8, p. 16D) or -ýav ý, ýºý &ýf 

Tom -111ýTPOT 1b. 
V (oh. 23, p. 48A)" It is evident that 

lß, 1 
and compounds refer to the rationality that in in Man in the Ari s- 

to telien sense, and that this play aas the Logos of God on the one 

hand, and týn -16 CA the other, is quite deliberate and, in 

tact, constitutes one of the main motifs of the "Contra Beates". 

2t-29 Hawing completed the discussion of the grosser form of 

idolatry, Athanssius now turns his attention to the more sophisti- 

oated forso nature-worship, and its followers. """"Creatica almost 

raises its voice against then, and points to God as its Maker and 

Dwdurge. ". even the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ; Whom the 

would-be philosophers turn from to worship and deify the creation 

which proceeded from Ein, and yet itself worships and confesses the 

Lord Whom they deny an its account. For if men are thus awestruck 

at the pwt of creation (29) and think that they are gods, they 

(29) phasis Iqº own - Author* 
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might well be rebuked by the mutual dependence of those parts, which 

moreover makes known and witnesses to the Father of the Logos, Who 

is Lord and Maker of these parts also, by the unbroken law of their 

obedience to ffia.. d(Pe. 19: 1, quoted)(ch. 87, p" 63MB)(30) The rest 

of these three chapters is taken up by an exhaustive analysis of the 

Wteal interaetiaa, mutual dependence, and mutual reciprocity of the 

parts of nature upon each other: including the classical four elements; 

thus no element and no part of nature can be God, by the Identical 

Criticism that is to be made of ]Lilesian Subatantialien (i. . if we 

chooser for instance, with Thales, water, it cannot be the Ultimate, 

or substance of all things, because there are some things that are 

obviously not water)* Nor can God be the arithmetical sum of the 

universes for "if He consists of parts, certainly it will follow that 

K. is unlike Himself and made up of unlike parts", (ch. 28,5TA)(31) 

Unfortunately, it is to be noticed that Athanasius Says nothing 

about God being the a, tut j3 2 as distinct from the ar tl=etiaaj 

stur of the universe, and his denunaiati on of this doctrine In app- 

ropriate only to Its latter form. At the end of oh. 29, having 

completed his discussion of anti--Christian doctrine, Athanasius calls 

upon as to "travel the way of truth, and behold the Ruler and Dead- 

urge of the Universe, the Logos of the Father (62) to order that 

through Him we may apprehend the Father .. " (29: 80B) 

50 Athanasius now proceeds to treat more ez . austively of what 

we have termed subjective natural theology, with special reference 

(30) Although Athanaeius followed the LXX psalms throughout, the 
thesis# including references to Athanasian citaticsie, will be accord. 
ing to the nnmtratiou of the i glieh Bible" 
(äi) Of. Plato, "Parmsaidee" , 138 ti'. esp" 146. This concept 
makes lt difficult to a*e how God would not be God unless He were 
Pathers Bon and Holy B irit" In this sense, each of the Perstats is 
really part of God, although all are utterly alike and each is in 
another $e the whole\'of Gods '% 1% (as) t4tº 

E 
wPýý. rµý� -My KA, Bvp, v , vý -fijv-r, )S, -2V rov 



to the soul. (As compared with the foregoing) ".. * the way of 

truth will ein at reaching the real and tree trod. But for its 

knowledge and accurate comrpriheneion (33), there is need of none 

other save of ourselves. Neither, as God Himself is above all, is 

the road to Bin afar off or outside ourselves, but it is in us, and 

it is possible to find it fron ourselves, in the first instance,.. 

(quotes lram Deut"30: i4 and Luke 17siß).... For having within our- 

selves faith and the kingdoa of God, we shall be able quickly to 

roe and peroeir" the lying of the tiaiter"e, the saying Logos of the 

Father.. (aria this mooed 1s) the nova (c uX1v) of each c as of uav and 

the intellect (vom) which resides there. For by it alms can God 

be contemplated and peseeiv*d (M). 011iess, as they have denied 

God, the iapiors assn will repudiate having a soul; which is indeed 

fors plausible than the rest of what they say, for it is unlike Rsa 

Possessed of as intellect to deny God, its )taker and Artificer. It 

is nsssssary ths*... to show briefly that each cote of mankind has a 

soul, and that ratioaat Kjv); especially as certain of the 

heretics deny this also, thinking that mm is nothiag acre than the 

vioiai. fad (88) of the bow... " 

31 "Them, the first aanfirmation that the soul of men is rat- 

i anal (36) is ftan its difference from irrational creatures ('r YA91) 
" 

par this is W comm use gives then that aase, because, naaely, the 

Pao* ( of) of a nkiaä to XoyKdv 
. Seocndly,.. "aan alone reasons of 

things extern l to himself, and cogitates about things not present, 

and again reflects and judges the better of alternative real *lings" 
For the irrational beings see only what is present, and are impelled 

safely by what aaste the eye. even if the ca msequenees to them are 
1,4Ur3's"+"" (Here follows an account of the relationship of the 

°o 1 11 pa s -r-liv t, ü. s ýv ý. raýv Kd I dýp KO1 Tiv For the 
espbýºe .e on Inc ledge 

Is 
The principle e'l daght of rea ciliation, see orl º co Cale : Ra 5' 

vF. vH'1 ö6 Mo 
s 

t'ý¢) Tý I vo, ý(EVov 
fie . 

ýºaö 
'4 ¬? v -trýv Twv d,, w/Tr,,, W Xv 

mllý 
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soul to the sensory and motor organs, which closely resembles the 

lodern principles of cerebral excita$ioa and inhibition, especially 

the latter, and# in general, cerebral dosllnencs. The soul is co*- 

pared with the player of a lyre in Its relation to the body)... "Bat 

this alone Is peculiar to mankind, and this In -ro 
%oj k°V in the 

soul of mod, by means of which it differs from irrational beings, 

and shows that it im truly other than what is apparent in the body... " 

(Dream are adduced, and takes� as usual in the ancient world, as 

ea see of E. 8. P")... "Bat to what can this be due save to the rat- 

iweal owl (37) in which sau thinks of and perceives things beyond 

hiasol ii 

32 *To add a further point to complete our de3anstratiari for 

the benefit of those who shaaelessly take refuge in irrationality- 

(Now can a mortal body even th, of iarortality? What can do this 

bust) the rataQaal and iaortal soul?... (After sore as the dominance 

of the soul and the occurrence of activities against the natural 

Keaente or the bo44)".. whyj, these thing. prove simply this. that 

the rational soul presider ('µ. ý over the body. For 

the body IS not even constituted to drive itself, but is carried on 

at the will of another, just as a horse does not yoke itself, but is 

driven by his master. Honest laws for human beings to practise 

what is good and to abstain from evil-doing, while to the irrational 

bei evil remains unthought of and undiscovered, because they lie 

outside raticaslity and the process of understanding (38). I think 

then that the existence of a rational soul in man is proved by what 

we have just said". 

33 (Here follow the traditi=ai arguments for the immortality 

of the scalp the Invalid negative argument from analogy compared with 
the body, the argument that the soul is the origin of the body's 

:, ý 

i 

and l1 XSV1 rs lair 
ýxKö-n1-ro. i Kdi '(11 Kclr. ' XO3vv J Svoidf 

. 
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natian and. not Vice Versa, and that it can think of divine things 

even in extreme bodily weakness: (in general. its transcendence) 

""#. For if even When coupled with the body it lives a life outside 

the body, much more shall its life continue after the death of the 

body, and live without ceasing by reason of God Who made It thus 

through His own Logos, our Lord Jesus Christ. For this io the 

MUM aas why the soul thinks of and bears in mind things isuort al and 

eternal, because it in Immortal. And just as, the body being aor- 

tal, its senses also have mortal things as their objects, so, since 

the soul contemplates and beholds immortal things, it follows that 

it is immortal and lives for evsr.... This then is why the soul has 

the Capacity for beholding God, and is its ovýi way thereto, reeeir- 

ing not fron without, but out of herself, the knowledge and appre- 

b ian of the Logos of G od"(39). 

34 "... Just as men denied God and worship ä(4UJ( (mboth soul- 

leaa things and lifeless things) " so also in thinking they have not 

the rat1c al "oul, they receive at cno« the pwtiehment for their 

folly, reii, 1 # to be reckoned ammg the irrational things: and "o, 

since as though from lack of soul they superstitiously worship soul- 

lees gods, they are worthy of pity and guidance. That if they olaia 

to have a soul and pride themselves an their rati ; morality. and that 

rightly, wirr do they.. * venture to go against reason (ii i/ ), 

and... make themselves out higher even than the Deity'? For having 

a soul that is immortal and Invisible to them* they make a likeness 

of God In things visible and mortale Or why... do they not betake 

themselves to ilia *Saint For they are abler as they turned away 

thstr VwAsrstandiug fr am God and teigmed as gods -rd ono ýrý. (40), 

in like M1ee to ascend With the intelligence of the soul (44L )t and 
turn back to God again. But turn basic tlsy cams If they lay aside 

A ö�V I K. 1 fokv ývAi. 2Sd. 'IV I -m Dd( 

it a hra®a till bo le uýºtranel 1 
s 

1 in future. 
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the filth of all lzºst which they have put aar and waah it persist- 

ently, until tbvy"""can show it in its simplicity (p yjV) 
as it was 

made, that they may be able by it to contemplate the Logos of the 

Fathers according to which they were also originally nade. For the 
/ 

soul is made after the 
A0vd, 

of God and comes to be after the 

O, oý cnv (42)... (quotes Gea. 1: 26)... Whanos also when it gets rid of 

all the filth of sin which covers it and retains only the purity aoo- 

ording to the images than surely this latter being thoroughly bright- 

saed, the soul beholds as in a mirror the image of the Fathers, the 

Togos, and in Him'ho6gc--r,;, ( (4 - can bring the Father into reckoning 

Auth. ) the Fathers Whose Image the Saviour also is. Carr if the 

soul's own teaching is insufficient º by reason of the external things 

which oload its intelligenee (Voýý) and prevent its seeing what is 

higher, yet it is further possible to attain to the knowledge (ecd6l �) 

of God from the things which are seen (ý-&I vfe,,,, �), since Creati an, 

as though in written characters declares in a loud voice, by its own 

order and baz yº, its own Lord and Creator. " 

This treatasnt of the wan soul is of great interest as 

being almost entirely Platonics which should not be disguised by the 

tact that the Maim 13As of O istian thought has followed the sans 

line. The soul is ratiasals in the ordinary philosophical asaning 

of the word (43) (age oh. 300 end; eh. 31, pass.; oh. U4, beg. ); 

the fact that this is the meaning of the word 
XOjwwoS 

, or at least a 

major portion of it, is acz%firmsd by the handling of it in the pre- 

ceding section, on idolatry, which has already been diacnased" It 

Zlse rvoWnO'Se cv), p" y-3 aoove" 
43 The soul in ratimal in the platmic sense, by Completely trens- 

aending the body and perhaps treating the body an its prioon We Plato 
"wed", P4841*) rath@r than in the Aristotelian sense, wrizereb the 
soul Is It sort of not c or ford i ýc" p! bodily a tiyitles) got 
Wittes oor . mb. trataa, oý N 11S Iv Ei +4' E3 or dký' o& 5 i4) ,o 

10 

&l-DKG i Evov ? )e Anima , 414a, the other ha ft, with this 
eý+ eP CIM , Athanasiae's doctrine reeeables that of Aristotle as well as 
Plato- Bee Seller, "Aristotle and the arlyy Peripatetic. " H. T. esp. Vol- 11: 92.. 94, and references to Aristotle's works there. 
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may be said that Athanasiuta is peaking no more than an apologetic 

pun, but his treatment of the matter is a little too strong for this 

interpretation, especially if we take the work us a whole, and be- 

eldest pess metaphors. 9nd analogies do affect case's basin theology, 

a fact which nobody was more aware of than the later Athanaeius" 

This rationality consists in the doo inane of the soul over the body 

(ch. 31, eep" P. G. XXY 64A); and this is the essential churacter- 

ietic of the soul For Plato, or rather perhaps the Platonic Socrates 

(Phaedot 79, WAS MB); oe aspect of this is that the void farces 

the body to act against its sensuous und corporeal nature (ch. 32, 

P"G. XXV, 640-66A Ond Plato, Phaedo, 808-5). It is of particular 

interest to note here Plato's passe (Phaedo 80A) where ovu1s are 

planed, along with the Platonic Ideas or Farms, above told uiviuing 

line separating hier from lower things, the latter Including bod- 
Jz*eflel 

ily aeneaticxts and sensa; the soul,, (44) "divine ana immortal and 

intellectual and º. utiform and indissoluble and unchangeable" the 

body on the other hand being like that which is "human and mortal 

and tellectnal and nUltiforn and dissoluble and changeable" (46)9 

(? oven's tx'arislation)s Atbuaaoiuv does not call the soul divins, 

as Plato does, nor does he talk so much about the simplicity and non- 

oc®positeness of the soul, but the resemblance is pointed in other 

respects. The self moving character of the soul, and its place as 

the souz'oe of the body's motion (ChB* 31"-33 pasaim) is renlniecent of 

the whole arguunsat of the Phaedo and also of ? haedrus miffe and Laws 

896-?; in the former passage (Phaedo 24iff") there is a lang and 

beautifii desoripticn of the soul "taking wings" from the body, (of. 

ah. 33" P" G. XXV 650--D) o The soul in its relation to the body an the 

PIN 

K{ý d'ic& v k""1" Vo1 Fýc VOEI d 64 
ýv ýrfty -fot v -rat, ° 
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player to the lyre, (eh. 31, P. G. XXV 64.1 corresponds to ()cratns'0 

reply to the ©bjectjen of 8immias in the : 'baedo (92A - 94: 7, c: up. 94$); 

3i iss has maintained# against Socrates, that the soul is in the 

same relattcn to the body as a harmony is to the lyrer and thus is 

presumably dissolved with it, and in more general and modern terms, the 

soul is a quality of the body, Socrates replies that the soul's relat- 

ionehip is quite different, being substantially distinct from the 

body and transcending it. This passage is important because it sug-- 

geiata that for Atbanacius the position of the soul in relaticui to the 

body was a su-0ficient sign of Its othurncas and transcendence con- 

pared with the body'. As a corollary, even if Athanasius did think 

in terms of psychological analogsy, l"e,, the idea that the .. ogoa is 

related to the material universe au the soul is to the body, that 

would be no Justification for 'the aäzarge that in his Logos doctrine, 

an it appears in the "Caatra Gentee", Athauasius eo. 'orc. inates the 

Lagoa and the world, i "e. the material world as a totality, after the 

fashion of Hegel. The fact that Athanaci us uses early Plat onisa 

safeguards the transcendenaV of the Logos over the world. This does 

not mean, however, that this whole way of thought is not vulnerable 

in other frs, and in other hands. The questions, finally, of whether 

Athanasius did think in term of the psychological analogy must be do- 

ferred until a later stages 

36 Proceeding on from the and of ch. 34, hthenesius ccntinuee 

with the Logos doctrine proper, and as is natural in this context the 

cLphaeis ie almost entirely on the cosmological ruucti ons of the Logos. 

"For God, ... eines He is bar, rtt'e . 
invisible and inccrosprehensible 

C dr ý+'jý"*ýý 
s having His beiss beyond all originate existence, for 

which reason the race cf mankind wes likely to idea the way to the 

knowledge of Him, sins, they are O&( v --rw � (46) while He is 

(46) ex niblly" out of nothing. This most important expression 
sill normally be left unt olated" 
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(47) ". for th e reesm God by Eis cvm Tcgce h. ac giv:: n the 

cDcUti on -3rder, In order that ". "fen might be eneä1od to know Aim at 

rnj rata by Hin WorkH. a. º' 

33-"ý6 Here follows the wnnl o. gj of the : trti at ; ý3. t ýý tau 'ye can. 
37'-38 
not know the sculptor P'hidiass ,! e can ! snow b. th by his artistic 

"creaticns" (the temptation to use this conteXporary :x re span is 

irresistible + authozw)" Then after quoting Rrni"1: 20 aid Acta 14: 

16-17 in a ipport of his awes Athananiuffi n niaiatea the clue 3ica1 

Inume: tt Design. to particulars ho Aulntainrs that tj: w tuiiverse 

consists (Ins ancea :n astroflo: tit t)J n i. ci, Aletcoi i,, logrr L1Li. si: '. i, etc. 

at*ppli, id) of nut a1]. opposing and self-cancelling forcQa, Erdich 

can give rise to no `. v. u crony and iven to no 3xirt nt un? voroo wiloae 

they are 1w. rmonieed by a Guano+usndont ddiatinGll P wer. T Us is pure 

nr. itural t; ieal ogy of the Jbjoat Lv, i kind, In fact the ph; si co -i.: e'leva- 

lojical argument, the , A: rt{u=lent : P: Loin Dxj. ignt, W id It ! 01AWt,:;, to all 

the I'allaclas and weal essoa cat ; hi+st A, - ent (4t ß). Har:: it L: 3 

: gut: Ginn to note thfet, once aguIng as in cl is. 3.4p :t IM. 1owa be- 

hind ti'e soul's tract vii m of Go in order of tre tm ut. ui-xk, uoo-- 

ordi ng to the passage that t? e have quoted above at the ens of ch. 34, 

rthanasiuo's corn axiological ; jw, gement of these two ar¬Ly i o--! " knovl edge 

I-e the eames since this sort of objective natural theology ie present- 

ed uo a stopgap .n ease the uirect vision of the r jul toe i ant suc- 

ceed. 

38»39 In the latter half of ch. 38 and ch. 39, Atlu irlus repeats 

(47) Anothar most, i ta1. t expressi: a, meaning (in its gerundival 
farm) "unoriginate". A fair rendering is asually "altimate". 
; 46) The great s aandai : )f the Dttzv, inian theory of Lvolut:. cn, 'an 
really that it undercut this argument by being a theory of how design 
arises by pur .y rr tural causes. A &ore phllvso; phicaJ. criticism rozld 
be that if design to to prove the existence of God an the Designers it 
"Met be perfectly gene al. Buz ii' it wem sop there woula bý uo msaas 
of distingsjslitng it, mince there would be no absence of design. An 
a7-1pr0xLA4%i cn to this cri ti of aw (although It Is part of Hume' s general 
attack on the possibility of generalieaticsl) Is in HMO's "Dialogues 
Concerning Natural Religion". especially section VIII. 
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tý1 r Fs r1 3. c r argntent8 &gafn+ t cwal: i eßt. t, a ti sr that only If tIE 

Puler end Diopoaer of the t, ̀niverEe postulated by the above ý. i 

fentE is numerically one can thee bc. in fucä: the abac,. ute order 

teat we ab&er've; ill ec1i1Itý cans it ants Fix at ýýý n. cipl e cam ' ýt; clf 

be the gz ound of the Un1ver: e, -qual F rst "riuciple vculd 

ba otiose (39: r6C). IP we ouraeives treat th world at t.. .. y, oo 

, oust the ( igin be wreated± (310; 77D) ''. "" AoOou OvTvj" T VoIKov iIT 

being a law of p sica) that what is one and complete is grautLr 

than %Iunga that are i. verzie" (4 9). T& ulina: c Of tuu XgL' 4A it 

expreesc d iu the #'o11 owing narrt once : (38; 76C, %., o 1,, hwu thi u order 

-)f i¬ xý rnent id the cc7nnwozAEuit. 7urmoxj of all th: ir4s shove 

t h. ut the Logonp its Rul. ar and Grovemor, .a ri:. t rt ur -' " Hare 

thu Ajuuoa s in spite of the capi ul : patt; 3r in tile Boxte .i ctine Text º 

Is chill liatently tits . ter&oo of Oreel pl . iouopbj. In ;: Pita of four 

referencee to tie Father of -;; hu .:, oog: )jr wu have been wi AIL.:: 1 r'e1 

L3li,, ujhout ehe whore bzr, ak, at ': LV rate : i:. nco the wnrI.. ejt ohüj, terse 

Up tß. 1:. ' in tk; r rn w, we iu.: ve o Son u. a u f* pure n urýi1 

Ula o ;, agy, and in a, c i to a '(Aw pj2armoe wtj the Father c; f site Logos(50) 

(49) rs per ec1' £1J. ttsstrtz»ion o, to arecýý: raýýonu eupro cý va.. uanavia va 
unity The best translation of -rd 41161 Ka is actually Natural Philosophy 
.n the old sense. The "Physlaa" of Ara. atot: La i. s roa. Lly a pni.. oaophical 
treatise on the origin and nature of Motion. 

týU x'he ra 'erana®s to 'tjlý S'eoo i Pax1son as du: uixi, Gnu.: '. -iii are (Melier): 
1. Logos Called Gods in the same some as the Father (some of 

-"hose are rather strainer In ;; h; ca; itaxt of "Ocni4rrx aontu, 6" j: i: 53r S: 8A 40 (L. is Image at the Father) s 8: 16D, 38: 681. 
'a. irigia of the L. of he at: i3r 3 :i . uº (also ýie 

Saviour of the Universe # gist ). 29: 60B, 34: 680. L. of God: 1: 8A (? id pos ) 
ä: ºi, º 33 :6 3A, 35 : 69B. 

Toý 
/s 

8. Logos at work with God jn creati oa: Cm . cý 9: 50t 
46: 68A (see sib aria 2). Creati cn -rtZ A (dative of instrument : 35: 691. 

4. Man **AS aaaordi*g to is Logos as i'age, &c.: 8a 6D (0ee 
above I)'# a4: 680 (see aove 2) . 

Go Same edxeatss as God the Creator applied to Logos (in can.. 
test thee* eire raid e the ciedueti; tee of oDjeotive natural t: ie: Alojt - auth. 
30: 600,38: 760. 

6" Jesus Ghriat the , cgos made flesh; 1: 5A. 
7. Sage Logos author of our reacneiliatiof (&/or our ideal or 

,: upralapaarian stab of graus - auth. ;: 1: b 3,2; 51) 3a. 
There is no reference to the Second Person as Son at all, the 

rei'vreuasa in ch. 3 ee. by oti ar titles being Chri at , Sava our, &c.. 
These appear to give the lie to the statement in the text, but both 

the lexicographical aethoa and its limitation and also# apparently the 
theel®arie - sýtr, ý gr, yý]. 1er aaýaQeratelk. the uniformity of Athen- 



tbi: re: ie not much. that is d.. t ttncti. vP-I. y ? cri r'ti uL. t. hta i age, 

-Io:; "Qvexý, AthP. nnStUB affti'ma rathez' than rue that thc. Logo hope 

axia sre. ace is proved by iiý; tuial t ileclogy ui ue as ne ns ý. he ýýsoq of 

C 'i 3tian t eologyp rý'lt: 3ec: jld i '3, ßn Of '11e 
.:: C'iil. ü' ýýtý 

" ý±"'ý® re- 

mining eight chapters eý V'-: 1e b :, oL_ deal with 1-1 pzurt the Pat(: ý: l al 

that has already been handled, but iz the aiairi tet.. ane «, 

list chapters i® wore di. atinctivsiy c; Iwijtia4 ; tht 'e is lc s em- 

phaals on man's self-achieved knowledge of dod, r: 1d more c; i kf A's 

grace ;v man. To begin at `; -, lie htigi.. ii. i, g of ch. `4 

.t ht thl e +lakel be `1 f. 3- t. il. Hieao . nt 1A.. )s 6 lasse aai ;rto rurikce 

plaiyi, lest".. a watt 3houju ijupjjo;; 3 i; _'-: vrraug er, , aui fall once 

-eiara Into he zzaiaa old g filet u array. Jut T tr;.: nk ao X1o !a really 

i. ri daiiut a7, b,:, ut t" or if our urdwnxz40 %X°ýoJ' j has proýrur1 Ln,,, t the 

iloa j 01 t;. ic: Gaeta F l9 rao dodo t LuuI has o xaviatecl of eý"ýýoý%lW who 

e 'oat . an.. "&o" ". ý. v t3 iix'7. G)"rl;; raýio rý : roa 4 1i- a .l of 

', '"1:: u:? that t; ho trwj ic ji on is w: th ua.. " ̀ j: io Bien i3 trte. s, iaxre the 

Fath, -,. - u1 Ch'i. `. 't, "" . \7ho... bü i: 3 '3! m J.. cto t :. xvia H i:. i wi: ., ogu , our 

,: rý zxic; : 3äviour t: tir:: 0t, fite. ýr : uk. ;;: e: ýarve cum ýaýü r. i :; ingý+ 

""" JI' . 
ý' 'l: ä1ß love ioni: of the creuti n IfurU rr *I : all. "1: ^Oý°f j""" 

'one olght fairly diabel. ic3ve whc wo say; but if it suujiL; ü :. n r©a-- 

-asius s the of ogy 
.t ou on uiL 1 ýýv ; ýi ice. ,: k Ida precise 

verbal agreement with later orthodoxy, and ainiaioe the effect of the 
C fltel: t of the mtt±m uhapte2 or boa's: ut»1 the ulegtif. -Lemiua JZ the 
necessarily shor+ e titcitg chosen. We have made cautionary comments 
even abnva. -, n this rr)gurde 
(51) ingWr "Atharnasius und Arius... ", pp o 91ff. , describes this 
trXasitiý us "ein Sprang, nor v0.;. lig unberachti. gt war- He 
ascribes this to the influence of the Alexandrian and Philmio type of 
:,:, 900 t; rt diti an, and al ßo to the uneartLinty in yt nufjius tu nd an to 
Whether creaticm was Immediately by Gods so" the Father, or mediately 
t. ir;. ugh the logos, a masst troubiesom® point in the Arian CHn, ruverey" He eottinnes s p. 95, "indem nur aber Athenasius auf the naivete Weise 
U(11 iWpc , taf irten Logo; sofort. wijuer . ia a igenuchul'tliohe i,, uulit und 
Weisheit den Vaters subetituirt, weiss er so den christlichen IÄonothe- 
: IOJI ganz leicht zu rettet ." 'e agree wit-4-1 thle criticii3r, See 
also below p. 556 -1 



39. 
son and wisdom and skill (82) and is perfectly ordered throughout, 

it follows that 8e that is over it and has ordered it is none other 

than the Logos of God (no def. art. In original). " 

This proof by exhaustion and exclusion of the doctrine of 

God previously discussed is the nears t t. at Athanasius gets to 

arguing his point as distinct from merely affirming it. However, 

it appears at once to Athanaeius that he has not yet properly ex- 

cluded the idea that the Logos is the constitutive or integral sum 

of the world. This was in fact the A ooS' 6' P/"dcri Kof(53) of the 

Stoics, to take the most recent manifestation of this theory, and so 

Athanasius digresses to plug this leak at once; (cotinuing at 

once after previous citation, at 81A beg. ) "But by Logos I mean, 

not that which is woven into and innate (54) In each originated 

thing, which some are wont to call dir 7-1 Kö , which is dýv)(oV, 
and 

has no power of reason or thought (55), but works only by external 

skill (56) according to the knowledge (517) of him who applies it, 

nor such a logos as belongs to the rational genus, which consists of 

VCi/ C. 1 0L i. Cc"I IýI vvýpI n.. " a- "I "- "" "' Z K£, 

AoýS andlJý ºj, arse the tlýlo B býical ea eil as philosophical terms 
far what is hei's both the supreme activity of God and the Seebad Per- 
son# which Athanasius preserves throughout his theology. Vrodr?,, ýA, 7 is 
the Platonic term for that knowledge of the Forms which is the highest 
human activity; it would be the Platonic equivalent of the Logos as ( man rationality, which does not figure in Platonic vocabulary. 

: "subsist" as an English word in the present state of 9ag- 
lish vdcabulary is quite unent1 'actory; "stand together" or "cohere" 
wrt 1d be euch better. All objective natural theology stresses the co- 
herence of what apparently has of itself no reason to cohere. (53) Seminal Logos, the technical Stoic term for the highest (unitary) 
reality. AS a ru19. thief Stock phrase will be untranslated. (54) erCi/- TrIcý' Evo� k&, avYurr ew rg. The author has varied from 
Robertecn to bring out the nhi! ooophical force of the Greek better. 

55 crýv EWwnE vovuv-ý 
56 vrý 
57 9; a, - 11-4-10 here "know-how". 
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syllables and is expressed by means of the sir - but I mean the 

living and rperative Logos Itself (58), which is clod and which is 

of Him who is good and the God of the universe, Who while different 

from originate things and from all the creation, is the Sole Proper 

Logos of the good Father, Who by His providence ordered and 

illumines this universe. For being the Good Logos of the good God 

He produced the order of all things... (Here follows a series of 

cosmological, astronomical and meteorological functions of the Logos 

of God, corresponding exactly to the functions postulated above, ehe. 

36-38)... And if a man were incredulously to asx.. o if there be a Logos 

of God at all, such a one would be mad to doubt concerning the Logos 

of God, but yet demonstration is possible from what is seen (59), 

because all things subsist by the Logos and kisdom of God, nor could 

any originated thing have had a fixed existence had it not been made 

by logos, and that logos the Logos of God (60), as we have said. " 

It would appear from this account# at first sightp that it 

does not do full justice to the Stoic doctrine of the Logos, or even 

to that of Heraclitus" The latter's doctrine, the first Logos doc- 

trine of which we have any knowledge, is plainly that the Logos is 

what all things have in common, and in the case of Stoicisa, as indeed 

in that of Heraclitue, Athanasius does do full justice to the way in 

which the argument for the Logos turned on the interactions among 

thi: ge rotier than anything interwoven with the things themselves. 

However, it is most interesting to notice the argument which Ath*'t- 

asium used, which is actually identical with the celebrated controv- 

ersy in post-Hegelian idealism as to whether the Absolute was personal. 

UQ I r%0" n eev . tow) Test 1$, in the sense or oo j ecxive naturai. 
theology. 

; jr 
(60) ý. 

'i 
: 

df: 

Al dZ \(b6 K£ Kd# 0 I( dd -rý. ýv o/`ý` �uýý/ 

ýýý, 
(Iw Of. above noe (52) 

P 
Nere by &VP cotat Logoa, tc:, both as God's activity and God's (Second) 

Perean. 
(61) See appendix p. 



6$. 
'ih t Athanasius is saying in effect is that the Locos acs conceived 

by the Stoics and other similar monists must be impersonal, and as 

such must actually be inferior to the least personal being. This 

question will be more fully discusega to our resume later. while 

on this point, Athanasius introduced, for a phrase or an, the issue 

of our word or logos being composed of syllables and being hampered 

by a physical medium as a necessary condition for its expression. 

In the next chapter Athanasiua returns to discuss this in greater de- 

tail* 

41 "But though He is Ilford (Logos )v He is not as we saidt 

after the likeness of human words, composed of syllables (62); but 

He is the unchanging Image of His own Father. For men, composed of 

parts and made EK1QLl v'r0J 
9 have their own Logos composite 

(d 1(erp"£rav )(63) and divided (J )+u Evov). But God possesses 

true existence and is not composite, wherefore His Logos also has 

Of oou ee, a was Zways a live Issue a hominess For example 
the Gnostic Marcus taught that the seif-existent Father uttered the 
Logos, totalling 30 letters, the ideal Gnostic number, in four separate 
groups consisting successively of 4,4,10 and 12 letters. None of these 
four knows itself or its Utterer, or the whole Word of which it is 
part, but each iss under the delusion that it is ultimate. Incidentally, 
Arius's statement that the Logos does not know His own generation from 
the Father is a striking echo of this sort of thing (see Thalia, spud 
be Sect. 1b). 
(63) The Greek desire for absolute simplicity in the Ultimate was 
greatly aided by their vocabulary. They did not have any word for com- 
plexity that did riot introouce undesirable associations. This is shown 
by the words Q-,, 6, csi cvoý`, 6jrse-mJ' ., synthetic, etc. These definitely 
suggest various pre-existent smaller parts which are put together to 
give rise to the complex or composite object, presumably by a pre-exist- 
ent entity that traaseanded everything in question. The same thing 
would apply in Latin. Cne of the peculiarities, almost, of the present 
English language, with its academic vocabulary borrowed from different 
rourcee from its primary and humble roots, is that secondary meanings 
can take over a word without any Interference from the primary etymology, 
which would be relatively obscure even to a Latin scholar, or at least 
would not be as vivid as the words on which he literally cut his teeth. 
Much of the difference between inglish (Leo the language group) and Ger- 
ran philooophy, which comes out clearly to a reader of Hegell. Is because 
German, to a much greater extent than English, retains the character of 
Latin and Greek (and Hebrew). It may be a positive advantage to mglish 
speakers as regards clarity of thoughts but it leads to many difficulties 
of understanding. For the Uncompoundedness of God, see Crigen, De Princ. 
I: 6. "si*plea intellectualis natura" 
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true 1etence and 1s not compooite, but irr the One and cti1y-Bcgot- 

ten trod, Who proceedn in His goodness from the Father as from a 

good Fountain, and orders all things and holds them together. " This 

is a difficult section in some ways. Prima facie, it is a reversion 

to the Philonia or Origenist concept -''; 'L'J Logos as primarily word 

rather than ultimate rationality, or even the Hebrew'vT T concept (64). 

It is generelly recognised that Athanasius was uncertain ae to which 

meaning of Logos to follow. At i°irst sight, it is not immediately 

obvious why something that proceeds from God must necessarily be abs- 

olutely singular in the sense postulated by Athanasius. After all, 

there is a sense in which God'2 creative acts proceed. from God (65), 

and it Is obvious that these must be regarded pluralistically rather 

than monistically, In the sense specified in this passage. The 

Arians were well aware of the confusion that results on this issue, 

and later in the controversy dy. d everything in their power to exploit 

this ambiguity. This could only be resolved in terms of Athanasiua'O 

later clarification of the Logos which is Co-essential with the Father, 

and co. -essential for reasons additional to those propounded by Athen- 

asius here, even though this argument is still used throughout the con- 

troversy; at the same time, the distinction between God's begetting 

of the Logos and His tct cr acts of creation would have to be drawn 

rigorously. In fact, we can see a, beginning of the later doctrine in 

(64) 
:. see Appendix., p" Lauchertr "Die gehre des heiligen Lthan- 

aeiusy.. ", p. 45, adults that Athanasius is uncertain whether Logos 
"word", or Logos = "rationality". 
(65) The 1: aetern orthodox doctrine of the Uncreated Divine IIiergies, 
which appear to be conceived as intermediate between pure acts of 
creation and the Persona of the Trinity, invite this sort of diffi- 
culty. See, for an. aatern exposition of the cuoctrine, e. g. uoseky, "The Mystical Theology of the +astern Church, " ch. 4, and for a Western 
criticism, K. Barth, Ch. Dogen., Vol. IT, Pt. It pp. 8531-2. 
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tics passage. however, in some ways it is even iore instructive 

to examine this questizn from the standpoint of the Logos as ration- 

ality. The argument woul then run like this: As man is a creature 

and thus a composite being (to a Chri8ti6n Hellenist like the than. 

asius of the "Contra Gentes" these two cL)ncepts imply each other) his 

rationality, which really ought to be one, is nevertheless inevitably 

corrupted by multiplicity and compoundness (this statement cannot be 

gainsaid), and hence can only be expressed by words which are multiple 

and compound, and which have as their necessary conditiono ractore like 

the transmission of sound through the air that are far below the ex- 

alted level of rationality, This has nothing at all to do vith the 

Logos of God. It is quite likely that Athanasius was thinking along 

these lines as well as on the more familiar and, for our generation, 

more obvious line in connection with Logos as simply word, and it is 

also likely that Athanasius's readers would have taken him, and would 

have been meant to take, him in this way. There are two things that 

we may observe in conclusion. Firstly, it is almost certain that 

this sort of argument actually precipitated the fall of such monistic 

Logos philosophies as Stoicism and their replacement by Neo-Platoziism 

with its more rigorous separation between the Absolute or Logos and 

the world (66). secondly, it is no accident that it is just at this 

point that Athanasius becomes more distinctively theological, and at 

once begins to discuss the great theological reality of the Incarnation 

and God's gracious purpose behind it, when he has been forcibly con- 

fronted with the ereaturely nature of the very thing in man which it is 

so tempting to take as a spark of the divine, that is, his rationality. 

Pll they same reason, it is at this stage that the notion of the Father 

of the Logos, so incomprehensible on the basis of pure natural theology, 

begins to take over and increase in prominence. We are from now on 

(60) See above p. 
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derinitely in the °teld of Biblical thec; lo- " 

Thus A. t1 n' p ue c'ntinuee (8ý ý) at once, "But the rý3ad 

(drr, L) 
why the Logos, the Logos of God, ha3 united HIi'u tsAf ; ritte 

things originated iss truly wonderful, and teaches us that ýe pros-' 

ent order of things is none otherwis: tLun what is fitting. For 

the nature (4iJ6i$) of originate things, inasmuch as it is br>ught 

into being ES ouK 
ovT)V, 

is something fluid and feeble and of it- 

self under sentence of death (67). But the God of all is good and ' 

exceedingly noble by nature, Therefore He is kind (ýýý"ýýPw ý°, ýj """, 

and desires all things to exist as objects of His kindness. Seeing 

then all originate n6ture, as far as its warn laws (A dj') are con- 
ý 

cerned, to be fluid and subject to dissolution (d/dh. T£"Iv}"""Ife 

made all things through His own :. ogos, and gave essential existence 
1) / 

to (du6w6df+ aoc. ) creation, &nd iaýox"eover did not leave it to be 

tossed in a tempest in the course of its own nature, lest it should 

once more risk dropping out of existence, but because He is good, Fie 

guides and settles the whole creation by His own Logos which is Him- 

self God, that by the governance and prov denee and ordering of the 

Logos, creation may have light and be enabled to abide eecureiy, 

participating in the Logos which ie actually from the Father*** 11(68)9 

Three things are worthy of attention here. First, Divine 

Love; as yet, the essential word for it is ýi1ýdý OtJir (69), which 

can only expreee '}od'e relation to man, and cannot indicate the 

mutual _ cave of Father and Son in the Spirit, let alone that (}od's 

love Par Men Is essentially cmly a participation by man in this intra- 

Trinitarian love. This relative lack of feeling for the Divine Love 

( 67-) pje/ 1j -17S Ka Sv7f is tgýt r lC4 ýduIv The 
Autlýorýhaa iver e from, rtcýý@ý' týon'sýtran- s]. aticuý. 

68 -r6 -njP 
Qövro1' 

EK /ldQf ; JdAuv ? 01A.:, K ý. Cvo v 6, -Z 
(69 See Clement of Alexandria, Co he ý(d Graed II, and caedagogue, 
I: 3. 
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in the proper sense is the inevitable concomitant of the rat"Rr ct e- 

siaed Logos theology., Later, ve the van concept as applies, to the 

wean Per5Gn comes into greeter p r:: ith ncc under the inf'iuc'acc of 

Llie 1-sieh c troversy. we $hc 11. "Jind ae . 
ter :: phia is on ts: iv- 

- intrýa-Trinit rinn Lowe, althrvgh in rather cii'tcrent v,;, from 

that in which we fire urýurlly accuetcmcd tce think ` it. ýc., c : xi: 3 r: 

AthaW2siuLp in being cr, fronted with the dictinc: tf in b-AvIccrr created 

reality and G d, begiriM to elaborate u tzoctrLaa- t A' t. ,c ýýt, t; ;ý oel 

(Ii! tinctfl¬ pß of crbated re ; 'lity from Goad, which is a ru, -zln. - ,. ýI . ry 

form of what was so brifl&tntly empleted in ^. .I ; 1.874 . Mere 

it is atate tluit cro& 'urea eire by nature c1: augeuuble arLEý ýý. it have 

sty permanence us regards their characteristics they 

come to be ex ji &W in the crdinzry course of ; vento are eub- 

ject to fUaBoxationt that is, they are tet nraLL j limited nt ' oth 

ends W- the same pointp tij? ir nature is we k, is. they arE subject 

to external action. We can udd to this, f"ro: the ý7cutzon on the dif- 

fereace between the b. ogoe of God eiul tl, e lo :e ^r of maxi* that 

4reatu e are composite ti nü vre infected by plural. i %" i: a geri rat way; 

also that they are reully incup ble c; f trtmsc r ii 
.: 

thEr cre4t; uree, 

which 3e a Justifiable lnft r°crce :. r: 4.:: ; ý. .. jsiu to ttatcccnt:. Lbout 

air coz ducticn bring necessary for the hu=. a 7OrdE, wnIch i6 the test 

casc6 for reu , cieut Greek Chi r. Thirdly to counteract ti; ias and 

to save mars Ircm its effects, God Lss given turn, and in fact : yrs. so= 

wey, the whole of o restl uus a. cup rnutural grace; t':, c c ntrc ¬; t be- 

tvd n this gift sinn the nature, "ýýý, ýý the det1c1 ncii e Ci dallsere of 

which ntc esstete the grace) c-; +ßal to &ccc?: t the interpret ticut 

tilt it is really sup rf, aturai (70). The z: of .. pr: dpri&ti vA of 

this g[ºaee Is describe;. by the i1ut . aic a« t : pk. vr i' varticil. 4ation; 

(10) Thie lo e point about which commentators disagree, but we 
'r. rni.. kuýýre tu PQStpoue CttEt, L zk: e: ". = : aN 1ý. e 

McarnatiMe", oh. aft. 
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AS this is the timt appearance of this concept, it will have to be 

examined. in full. 'rigirally, it wr c used for the way in wwrlich 

particulars participate in the P. i ton4. c Forms or ideas, end it was 

meent to do two things t firstly, to uet-i fy t h* categorical and tund- 

nmentnl transcendence, of the Porns over the pnrticuiarc, and secondly 

to nilow then, on this 1 serer plane, ; eure of reality over an: d 

against poopic : Like 11, rtrienidee who dented that they re .. A. Iy e: zicted at 

all" The basic verb 1s} if the nrccesn in acnEi. reg: uyiirz<<ºic; r..?. 1ys 

i 
NI vsIv. to take or resa®iVUp or e, ), rte simi)r-i. rr, verb; the c. >i"rcopMd1n9 

-7* 
, stit1ve verb wcald ucuall. y be £n6iV , :., : 3eve .i ut the i.; ý_; c rtcknt 

thing is that these verbs of other cognate parts of Speech ere always 
; IV prefixed with luE r; k a and thus, it verbs, govern the ; efli tine cue-e. and 

It is this linguistic element rhicn expressis the suboräiustion. The 

Bra tidal n zinative subject or t eae verucj is th:: thing 2. n aubord- 

inate relation, in Plato, the perticular; the genitive to in super- 

ordinate relati ün; in Pleto, the Creatioat in the laut 

sentence here cited# is said to participtite in the iaogoe /" 
F_ /I 

f(� 

+ gen. ). 

42 Chapter 42 is substantially a repetition cif týe previous 

material on the cosmological 'uncticne of t,: e . ogos. 

43 The next chapter, however, is much more interesting. It 

describes three soot important analogies used by Athau®eius for the 

relation between the Logos and the w©VLd, which are extremely import- 

ant although they feed not be quoted in detcU. Firstly, there is 

the conductor in relation to the chorus and its member, secondly, 

the well-known psychological analogy# the euui in relation to the 

body thirdly, a (r cnar jaca1) ruler Df a uiCy in reintun to all 

the seppurateY These Eire 611 parfiic my a ngerous unalogiee n a$ 

, thenaslux himself fog out later* the first and the last &rep in 
effect, polated: lY arl t. icleed by 1thaaaa$LU$ himself it riiU own tiand- 
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ling of the w-rö oK, S -rr 3 kr wSlater in the "Contrn ri : tos'" 

(71) the aeerAnd is a much mor+-. pluusib Le, a: iki for that retis.; n, 1n- 

sidi r'av en loagy, which had h_t. d a vonex'able history in th' very Plato 

i=rhi)m We h Jf2 aired -if Wh OM t^ be 3". ýý. t 'alt? At ý: n;: i us'N i' . vo rite 

writer, r nrng th"'» e of elt-inch anti-uity" %, e shall c nt'_nuie the 

question further in our gertern. l roaa7 ý; - ,A scuriei )n of the. ',;, ̀ontra 

+Gentc : 3". Thw author c%, n find no c3efin1te an. e in t', r evrl. i ;r 

'Rathern of the use of such an nioI fin, the ahoi e' "'. c -'oat of 

ýiýxt r: ý9ri of a "PRedngo 1" con be' c '., i^r ift a'+ ^: ' c-ch. 'r'; r ., A on is 

quite clear when we c one1tiar tim - wh : ; _, t:; '"nt';:: ti o1" the 

nnr logiee all belong to the sphere of objective natural theology, and 

the raý,, Aa n Thr their apparent absence ý. wouid be the res the r fson* 

whatever it is, for the relatively rudimentary state -)f 
the objective 

side of natural theology in the Patristic trz d1ti, )n ante. rJ, -, - t,. ') the 

fourth century. 

44»48-i Chapter 44 ia repetiti -in f trig: cosmological funct i one of 

the Logos; the bulk of ch" 45 anä t early part of eh" 46 are a 

oatene of E3oriptu ral quotation, -3 that bear on the sub. j ect. ' matter of the 

book. (72) ; '1' : beginning of cis:. 46, wh. ich introduces the cateiic: º is, 

e; apr:? px"istely for a Scriptural section, to clearest statement in the 

"Contra Gentes`' of the place of Grad the ? other* and the process of 

revelation that began with the world and has by natural theology reach- 

r: d the Logos is simply extrapolated to reach the Father. Unfortunate- 

ly, neither here nor at any other place in the book is there any roal 

theological ground for euch an extrapolation: '"For just an by look- 

ing up to the heavens a. i- ... eing its order and the light of the starer 

it is possible to infer the , logos 'too ordered these things, so, by be- 

holding (v(1o ü v-r-kf) the :. ogos of God it is necessary also to behold clod 

C01.17: -Ui in w cs heee we recurs was one o e- key e sin the grien controveecir, its definitive tre tmf, nf, im in r t. '. i "44-'44. (72, ) J ohn, 14 z9 Cn un . ty of og oe and Bather " Ec. 1ýO : 4. ?e . lib : 4-7. 
Dell *4: 19# 'i . 20: 3. Ike tt "6ý4, b, I3. an the unity of God and warning ag- 
aifet idolatry. ? e. 119: 90. No 147: 7.9. Ps. 148: 6. Gen. 1: 20 & 6.. li, on 
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i 

His Father, proceeding (7ToYm�)(73) from whom Hei rightly called 

the Father's Interpreter and Messenger. Nnd this one may see from 

our own experience; for if when a iv_)rc: proceeds from men we infer 

the mind as Its source, and by thinking about the worn we see with 

our reasc.. n (Xoo1? ) the mind which it reveals, by far greater evi- 

dence and incomparably more, seeing the pourer of the : Jogos, we re- 

ceive a7. so a knowledge cf the good Father... (John l4: 9)... ". There 

appears to be, if anything, a fusion of the two c ifs: j_c"_l ty s of 

, ogos doctrine, the Logos of creek philosophy any. natural t ;. t- )logy, 

which would be the relevant meaning in the trnnsiti,,; n from the Cosmos 

to the Logos, and the other types of Logos doctrine, of, Philo, prob- 

ably Oxigen, and the Hebrew Logos concept as it is generally taken to 

be, which would primarily concern the transition frn l the Lagos to 

the Father (74, )Unfortunately, since Athanacius is writing apD] 3 etic 

at the heathen and not undertaking the much ., ere cevsre test of defend- 

ing could doctrine against heresy, he never really :: how. 3 that these two 

concepts refer to the same using, beyond the chance verbal identity in 

the language which he used or, at the very beat, the argu; nent from ex- 

haustion above, ch., 40. 

Next follow the Scriptural c; u . fir.: t.. ors thefnselves, -,:; rich are 

the traditi cýaa1 testimonies against idolatry, and for the doctrine of 

Creation per Verbum. Inevitably he comes to the "let ue make", 

(To$ý 114£vß in Gen. 1: 26, and just as inevitably he takes this as a 

proof text of the Deity and Pre--exictenee and IM Pr race with God of 

the : Ijogos. However t his argument is of great iliterest : (ch. 46, 

commencing at 93A middle', "By which plod is sha�n to be epeaking... to 

(7 3) This is remArkably re7ý+iniecent of the 
Eý'ýý 

which later 
became the technical term for the f»ly Spirit wit' regard to the 
Father at least). Thicu is a Ftriking in ta.. jc: e c: f the Logos in taking 
over the Amotiona of the Spirit, to be as®imiiated to the Spirit. See 
L-80 t, ppeu iX pp. 
(74) See Appendix pp. 



someone at hand: it follows then that some one was with Him to 

Thom He spoke when He made all things. .. ho then could it be, save 

His Logos? For to whom could God be snid to speak, save tc Idle 

Logos? Or who vies with Him when He node all. created existence, ex- 

cept His 'ý`iedom... (Prow. 8: ý17 ..?... But being present with Him as 

Hie \'fisdcr rind His \? --rd, looking at the Pother He fashioned the Uni- 

verse... (John 6: 19}... ý. ad the holy disciples tes. ch thot all t:: 1nge 

were msde 'through Him and unto Him'... ' 

This is a most curious passage, which is prime f, -cie bi- 

n. iterian. Apparently there is for ^. thvnqcius ; nly (., ne oth-r to 

YJhom "God" (i. e" God the Fether) could speak before or during the 

creation of the world, the Logos or (3ecý)nd Person of the Trinity, and 

appareatly the question of the Holy Spirit c: oee not ,. rise. ; -. f course, 

this has always been a most difficult matter to deal with, and It is 

probable that the best solution would be t. hr t Athennstue was right 

after all. The argument would run that the word "Person" in Trini- 

tarian theology cfnnot have the modern meaning of "person" and less 

still of "personality", end that it could mean at the most what 

Boethive meant when he defined. Persona as "Naturue rationabilis in- 

dividua eubetantia"" Further. -. ̂  for :, ̂  the modern concept of per- 

sonality is concerned, in one sense it would be the supreme attribute 
Mi ') i 

of the IS. 0LJ61d. of God and in that nenne equally common to all Three 

Pers )ne, but in another sense would be shored by rather and Scn and 

not by the Spirit (without any prejudice whatever tn the Spirit's 

site: ), simply in the sense that the Father end Son are Nether and 

Son - personal words - Pnr9 t'e Spirit is Spirit -a non-personal word* 

ut the troubi e is that this explanation cannot apply to the ^_thanas- 

: Lua of the "Coritra Gentes'', since his normal form for the S? cr. nn: d Per- 

em i(3 .,,; t S-)n, but "; drd, rAnd if TTW /AJ- 1.; - rcors ýrý, ýl in thhc:, c -rise 

just desc3 ibeca 'p ýs s in ý. axnetly thr sa , way. ^l; f; tauthor 
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cannot see offhand what explanation can be kriveu that clues nZ'. ', t make 

cönfusion all the worse. '. s`ven if we c, 7, neider that t'iis ; vhoie dispute 

is anachronistic if applied to Athanacius, or that he was punning on 

(091" 8: >QQP 90A) w4th -repct -to- en:. in ; In tic active anti p::. g ive 

the lord sneaking and beim spoken to, ;. e should f nd it Yýirrc r and 

not easier to acquit "Ahanasius of instinctively working with & con- 

ception of God t;. -hich 1f, essentially a Fatn. er-:; on (or rather 'r; ther- 

lord) Binitarianism, in which the :; airit r; oe,, i not hriv, a rca ý , )lace. 

(This has been recognised cs an unfortuntite characteristic -J' pre- 

. i"ithanasian articulate theo. log, T; e( ._ : _AI-,, I. -in, c ii , tr c ac ti. %n to \th- 

anasius's Letters to Berapion on the Holy pp. 20 and 36, and 

leaven, . Apollinarianism, p. 3G). 

Finally, i+thanasius mikes it clear that the Lagos is On the 

Godwnrd side of the line dividing Creator from creature. 'Nice again 

the vocabulary used is the Platonic vocabulary of tja relation be- 

tween the ontologically superior _. 'oir-as : nd the onto-Logically inferior 

particulars. le have already seen how Athanasius has uned these con- 

cepts to describe( the relati anship of the creature to the Lo, ros. We 

novv see that it is t: iie very process which ý. thanasius, denies with ref- 

erence to the relation of t2ae Lc;.,:; s to -lather. 4e have already 

quoted above this important pasaago an apparently £oreshrzdow_Ing the 

latee Arian controversy (76), without the exact concu 'rence of vocab- 

ulary that would 3uggeet that it was directly rro,;. pted by the latter; 

here we note that the Logos lins his characteristics ov Kdr. ý p£roAly 

11: >m form of µEIsEXEIV J- not according to participation, and that 

the Logos ir deccribec ,.; :; n abstract nouns X11 with the prefix 
Avro 

_p poirtcliy reminiscent of the stanc,. ard acecription of a Form in 

the Platonic Svcratc:? ap e. g. "Jastiýe, '' the .L orm, is -ro dºK Gov (-(u- 

(75) Cli" 46: 93B-C " :, ue above p. 34-35 
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47 The final chapter is a conclusion mncl summary of the work, 

and here for the first ti., ie we find the euggestion made that our 

knowledge of God and participation in Effie; grace is primarily : rod's 

act, not man's; it would be fair to say that thlo is a trat: . tion 

to the realm of the "lie Ineernnti. ane", which ir. LriediateJ. y follows: 

ho then can reckon u;, the Father, so as to discover the oo7crs of 

HAS 
.! sog oºs? Por even <. ; He ts the Path r' e, L. ), joa end ',, 'i mclo, u, vo too, 

condescending to originate thinge, He eomee lI. ptýrt tlL. c; kiiýý-,; '; -edge 
and apprehension of Him 1,1, 'ho , gat H1L!, Düs Very ,, ancti fic t',.,:. -. and 

1! ery Life, anc; Door and the Steep? acrd , the th, '? n:, i and 

Ruler, and Saviour over oil, : nd L, i ; ht and Giver of Life, i"rov- 

idence )vcr all. Having then such a '-, on begottc, ýcl of ? Hiýýý.; e' f, good, 

and Creator, the Father did not hide tiiüi out of sight of the , Alings 

originate, but even day by day reveals Him to x; 11 by mAezn of the 
1-11 

organi: >ation (6výT £w. ýý ý"nd life of all things.. vt'hj. ch in, Hio v wk- 

But in and through Hirn He (rec. Fr their) r. eveal_s iýf'nsf if ^Ec... ! sTO2ZI 

14: 20)... so that it fol1owE: that the Lo- 8 i: -, in 'Lim t: )nt bcg--t Him 

and that He that is begotten lives eternally with the F tl.. er" " The 

chapter c^ncludes I! th a final arpeal to "recomis rod", and to 

'$ w: )rsh. lp ýIia Loj os" . 

This concludes our examination of the detailed contents of 

the "Curitra Gentes"s and it remains to -famine the work in {general ý'ror" 
in the main, the Trinitarian viewpoint. '; owever, to analyse 

the Arian controversy at F. 1 i .. ºithlut a study of the theoi rgica7_ doe- 

trip' ýf G-d in relation t' cre tcd. reality is , i. kF p, =rforriing Hamlet 

without the Prthc of `lrrrý` 'ý'rý altho17..: Th the nio, ot it p_, rtont 4, spects are 

t: ý;; ý that arc, in diccussions -' this que; ýtion. Nor 

can wc cvrr. ne ? sect t: z,; rýrcl. c crr, ezý t :) the o1 '> rý inc: l ud; _nr tlic ' tm]Sert- 

cri--; tar. f "yid trcdlti n .:. ýu: ̂ cý: :1 ogy, in ý,; Ij c--ispute 



that involves heresy (76) ; .. here it Is the caa . of a Protestant and 

Reformed author on a subject where the : ain werk Aas been done by 

`i -ve whn e, tradition disagrees with 'gis own in this point, h(; Y . je the 

this auecti, )n honestly. With this type of double duty of facing 

issue we must group Christocontricity as the Weis of all theology, 

since even a cursory glance sill Show that it determined the issue in 

the. fourth century to an extent u%Ique until Karl a. rth, with the 

possible exception of' the ý'efý. rimationn. This must be distinguished 

from Christolo¬:; y in the narrower senee, as t ze traditional locus 

theoi or; icus, but this is a most important question, since we shell 

show later that it played a large part in bringing back t; te Holy Spirit 

as a subject of dogma. Finally, it is I poeeible to neglect the 

Atonement, since not only did . Athanasiue devote his second. bock to it 

but also had to return to it late in his life In the great exegetical 

^r, ctione of the "Contra Arienoe" I-Ill (77), &, ad the differences and 

resemblances betreen these two treatmcnts are a instructive cum- 

meritsry on the effect of the Aran e : ntr, )ver©y that iatervelac: d" Thus 

it is elmo t impossible to neglect any major section of Atl'U"usj. ua's theo- 

(76) See K. Barth, Ch. Dog. \'o. I. W: 1216-38 for the proof that it 
is really heresy that imposes the necessity of dogmatic prolegoowena" 
P. ccording to Barth, this meant that they yr : re primarily u8sOCiuit¬d with 
Reformation (and Counter-Reformation) Dogmatics. Cie of the things 
that we have to investigate is the way in which this iv t. lso true of the 
Arian controversy, even though the lack of the method of loci tits o1 ogici 
has concealed it, even from Barth. Cau the other hand, as Svc: shall seep 
later Roman Catholics are alive to this problem as manifested in the 
Arian controversy. 
(77) I: 37-I1I: 58. 
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--l©Sys -A any rate, the secticnc to which he grove rare than i. rlci- 

dental attention. ; thanesius In the worst possible theologian to 

subdiVSds on the basis of the method of Joe l tbgoly c .« 
but oar main 

p70b1e* shall be the rinitarlan doctrine itself, a; 1d also the 

C2rittocentri© principle insofar as it coneerna the very nature of the 

Arien beareey und the measures that had to be taken against it theo- 

logically" For that reason, we shall append a leaioographicel anal. 

ysie of the prinaipQd titles of the Second Persons Logos end son, 

since a most significant issue 1s the relative importance of these two 

titles for the Second Pe rau. We stroll 6o the same with oV 

Essence end osteeie or Perscn, which later became the 

technical Trinttarian termst and also the o . osely related 
JS 

which 

later played a siailar part in Chri©tology. Here we shall toller the 

sebemata of the "Lexicon Athaaaeias m", by Guido Möllerr S. J" (19 2$. 

The "Qcatra (! tee" rigs usually been rogarded as a work of 

aeecfndery ixiportense end has Usually received little attentions being 

aorMlly hopelessly overshadowed tV its iMediate eueoese crr" This 

attitude to "r apis$ell w oug ! cxr t student of the de el c. pnent aid 

dMOO of Athaaaaiwrte thso1o . In this cases it to always vital 

to know the exact p4nt flea which the writer under started out. 

Therefore, what is generally recognised to be Athanasius' e firgi book 

should receive great attentic . There is another reason wr4ch may 

appear at firnst eight to ailitate against this eoaaideratian but 

actually supports it. The first book of a theologian, especially if 

written in his youth# will normally reflect not so auch his own char- 

actertatia view as the tradition in which he was brought up, in the 

ease way as in Me ;: arty music Mosart was just another baroque c pos- 

er, 3eethoven wrote his earliest wasie in the style of Mosart and 

8iyän, Wagner in the style of webers and Scheuberg in the post- Tag« 

genlau romantic style, rather than aeoording to their own mature 
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individuality. 
., %t any rate, all this becor s cigar wiieen Puccc'eding 

generations hnVe acc!. u: ulated sufficient hinder 3ht, lnat }uakc; this 
so ibrortant in this case is that than asius wrote the "Coýýtrt 
Gentes" at the eng. of ßY: ýt is by general aýfreern nt the most cure 

period in the history of theology srä of tine Gr: urch ; er: era: Liy, the 

Most poorly-documented and characterise period, Et any rato L' :. 'ter the 

eoudenztation of i'aui c' '> ºL3aata In 26v, tue A ý; ri; ýcý icy.: t äup-ý'Aed 

With great definitive literature. Nothing ea, id here ,., ziy .t Fiway 

the glory of the Church's endurance of the 

after 303, but Avon in this respeut the prc vi ýuý L. ýi r° ;ry ex'e 

u171ong the Church's quietest. The arrival of i: tha wsius n tnt scene 

as c . zieu, porunE. ýus vritr- the cnsý t of what 

is called the . rian Controversy but , vhich v. c, uld b: 1 ýoveri better called 

fý'ozu the point of view of the Church's ;;; zee Lo y, the -rinn i<<cvolution. 

The c; ue3ticn i . iae fatý; ly and i. r"stivcly arir3e: d i ,ra hi toriun, and 

U fortiori foä zr t: Iii t :.. tent was this change lricubat- 

in6 Ling the previous generation . )r so`, The "Oont, ra Gentes" is an 

alluost utlz'ivallcu source of uviLenc on this point, : since it Vas 

written by aS-, ung .:: an cf great intelligence anc ü 6ariioing ability, 

and for that reaecn is r; orthy of carefu. L u_. cA cJetailod study. ith 

t&l1 this i: i mind, We si, all nos; sui�u, Erise wiiat we have said Ihn the com- 

zncntary cn the book chapter by chapter. 

'Where is very littic ,f the uoctrine in this 

bcclt. the centre of intureou i. the üý cýnc: ý? eroon pureiy f-ýnc ßimply, 

c'ýjsý 4 er i.;. ;. ogod. In ana a ller cri. 40v there in reference to the 

the Fathe-, c. v i. L t as 4zote the trunsiticrn that 

L ik s p1 .e lit just tº a, 6 L; oiýZt in tiie book, L; ut the references to the 

ýathex" of the quitc 1'ý, z"ý: rýý. ili uhuracter" 1"c: is no 

ore tntul tiiut utüül, _ wn xu tr iii ci. u ., u6 uk t, uw that the 

ui,: a1li11, Of uLua IL kwei: trau L. ti uz B ua te hi onic trab üeei. Li opted. 
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On the other hand, there are references that show the 'ether to be 

the active agent, as for example Creati. o per Verbum, and the 

i 
Father's Love, which is 4AIAf^'Trra, Love ad. ex tre; al-so mc'i: ýted 

through the Logos- But there i; no""thiný ., b:: ut uvea this ., pro- 

Jection f the love of Father and Son; how could there bc? A 

father cý., n love His 3=u, but it Is e. very egocentric father 

loves his word. The i trs--Trin. 1tariýan love t'An -, 'coca 

theol -_,, rj of the Wecdnd Pers. ýn (78). 
.. s of ;; out dt return 

to th" matten in Y-and, t ac L -. os 1I3 th ictlv.: r) ;, ',.:, `. that 

as the, . ctivc: went are n -. t Orel1 i- ntc; *-r , tc c' 'rom 

EL11 these remurke the first chapter, which lp, iß. 1 F jcn. z introL'. uct- 

IlD Cry to the "Contra Gentts" -a ", tale AT E Ii1C: 
,inti 'inc" t?:; t3 i but 

with this exception, the Iýosit >xý of tho fi_not 39 chý-A-rtcrs is . vir- 

tura. 1 y catnpl. etc; ; T: n. o--none sip, . cc,, rdiii: r, tt) 1 ; (Ah ttýcc subjt: cti. ve anti ob- 

j : '. ct? ve natural ýr't1? of o, ü2]t the scC eti oa,,. -j. n Vie 1 !?: t c'r ght cliaptere 

in which the . ub, jc ct--rc; tter of tL . r'.; :r rt of the, vr(, -rk t 

repeetcc., t; re similnr" The real cl1 a11 this is I zAently v .n 

attempt to 1cconcile natural. r" pail: gisophica1 thec oý r :: gad. the eee 

ia7-s of the Chri tian Faith. in to co t' i: ', he mn: kc s an 

almost ir, q -erceptible but actually very, tran. -A. tion frort the trad- 

itl. on in which Logos meant rationality to tai"t ixt ?, hach meant 

wore-. Meanwhile, it is not surprising that there cu,: in o ffcct no 

references at all to the Holy ST, irit ; the L-! :: enti '. n add in 

7: i anc? 143ßB, purely tier Inc;;: ireII Uttcrcr of . CC ; ivu tc. s 7: 29 

r.. 44: 10-20 res pectiv ly. ich of tl. cce cit-ti ;ni from 

the 31. d Pasta rcnt , gin: ' efe ý:. t ý, ' od': 1. , "r1 c., l, c. and ledge 

_i iwnan si. n.. They -c . 1: r .. : -nt -1- most rdcr 3c sic fr. ctl. 7n , If the 

3cripturnl quototl r)n of the b: -: 'Dk, end the bc..:;; t thL t, c:. '_ seid is 

bt. " 
:ý1.. 0 c, '7. (78) iteoreritec . ita"sic, pre,. 1c,. Iy by r. 12 ll. J. 11 ; e, =t: 2''. '. 1" ), 
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' hnt 'ý !; iý. v ý! º 

1? 
ýl. tw't of the 

. 
ý'rc-)hct? C '. Ti? £? ̀i rf tt"ý, r' {; .0 Imp". 

ý3rýi i21ii i: 1 1ý't 7. `C'i7. c ý7C3ý 
" '? }7 '.. ti? stt321C! ýf' if }}ifs Ll (' j: Og. O8 

referr In t- the SPc inch °ere cn , -)f thA Tri. nlty in chs. 4.0-4.7 : pie 

Logos cnlled. t# ;in t}hi- same sense as ' ý. e P:. tbr r (r. 'r more 

correctly ca. tI God - autho): 

the Log^n), 44: 88, x,. 

41: 8411,42: 84,17 (refc. '. to God 

Ori Yin of th1 Logos: A"rov N'ýoe 

47: 93C. 

A. -rot 9&ou 
. 

40: 81, ' bie, 42: S4Af 

40: 8Ot)-81: 1 , 40: 81B ter, 

41: 81C bist 41: 84. A bis, 43: 881'k, ß+4: 88C bist 4: 5: 89A, 46: 9213,93A, 93B 

( f6ocýr, t. ,i. r. i. ýý 47: 9613" 

"cg^e es Divine ^bvoy (`'"T. sense). 46: 93,, (ref, to 

Gen. 1: 26). 

Yn c^' *ý erf,. crind. unchanging e qu !. it r to F; . 
tIr! r . 46: 93A 

(ret. to Jo. 14: 10). 
n\ 11\ 

'; crk of i: c ý°ca3 in creý*. tiOOn * dry, -ra0 oýu ; 47 hi:;. 
'A . 11 

40: 81B bis 
41: 84A. 

Logos 
Sr 

dlK06µ l 40: 80L & 81A, 43: 88A# 44; 88C, 46: 89A* 
iý£i 42: 843. 

ýýrýT"tT£1: 44: 881. 
VsüE : 4.4: 88 . 

ývEi i: 44: 880 bis. 
6IVEXeI : 4-4: 88C bis. 

42: 84C. 

AlAj ypes of r3tcrene to the Logos are far ; core numerous 

than in the rest of the book. By eontiast there <+re only three ref. - 

erefces to the Second Perscn as son, all at the very end: 46: 938 

ýdýý-n E IKw undietorted imagie , 47: 93C (4119'eS U IOS) and C (+jrt f 
Ireaaeue has never been given eux irient credit for his doctrine 

of the S3pi. rit" it being ueuallZ. ' dismissed as being simply m aoctrine of 
the inspiration of Scripture. (n the contrary, it is e: 3sentially con- 
cerned with the whole witness to Christ in its cc at-inuity between the 
forward-pointing witneae of the .d Testament and the witness of the 
New Testament mid-' the Church. See appxe pp. ^\ " It is not hi 
fault that the Doctrine of the Spirit came to be so neglected by A an- 
aeius' e youth. 
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oQ v of01/ )" c ( 4X90V i ii1 ör 

This shays thit we are still. In the pr ý re in vih1ch the 

definitive tern for the Second Perron it t, o oe. It is the rec? iv_ 

ed opi. ion that this is - chcrcct, risti. c 2 the t tr,.: ', ion 

of theolo. >, ys and that the 'Tian controverzy, cn both turned 

away from ti is truditi 1 to tho >, f: the d finitt mac: title. e an 

extrem eu=ary of this oopini:; n, ice T-7- r X11 zs3 "... ' :ý and ni in 

Crigen, ºriu; and . thtinasius " (30) anc, see alao ' wo. itkln, in 

Ar. i uiism", p., 4! 5# c. tnä ITFranck (who will b,; 2., tc r ). Jpparý 

eIil; evid('nce :i , or this J.: 'i the Lett, -" tsk ±. U6 

Church (81), in vihi. ch it ippettre tb it the cv-, cl ; ýrý . ýer.. tcýý? by ; 3ebiua 

at y'icaeti refcr^ to--the ? '-c. md Person . ris rily : -. p J1. c^'cr, c. d Lien as 

Son only after the titles 'Gcd frwii C1"-xi, lilý; ht from ';.. i.. Yit, 1Ife from 

Uie , in cl-: qtr ., ý; t to the cr. ncd finally the ýr. -nd Per.. 

con 1 1ý.; L eriýae. ý s on iv; 3 ^, 17all show 

dur3n the ; hol. f this thcsiss, tL nr, t c, -, t f th t the Son 
1ý 

theolo; y rc 1Qce the :. ogoo theo3ot.; y in t. th ; nastug, t ,. truth being 

rather that it did no Ttorc than r,,, ,, ich an equilibri gym with the ogoe 

the ology. Lia di 'i'ýrent :! ; yr, it is not tru , it °r to sey tlAt for 

the r. rians the primary notice 'war, we ! ý- ßw]1 show ]_, 'ter (82). 

Aflc. ° Lzain, Y, hiatsver" the p: tti on If Cvi en or °; 'usehius of Cnrf --_ , rea the 

creel theo'lo. g1an was, w tev- r even mey be th; -ý ca c with "De inoar- 

nati : ire", the trem n-dou, crap he is :., n the o°t .n 
tbiý! fir --it book of 

ýthci Zü31"üýi i- ssocir. teýi. .,! th tree' trcn r trLiditi, rn : ýf n', tuv. 1. theology 

re . atic? ' y suborain to is cn. . -re 13 kc. ly 1; º, iý. n riot r this 

is teD th r-. ý, ý ? ,"w... nf; : ý.;: o-; ý, compared 

0) 17t r oxf-st, ', n i-I 
.: 

la 793 ntr :3c7, : Q2 ̀ ýerc'. lcc, publish- 

ed in Friglish, in "Texte und Untersuchungen", Vol. l. XIV, 1967, pp. 282-- 
. 88. j ,.,,. ,, 1.1" a tairu4-3r; v;,.. hi" =pubýishcC (7. -ct. for , . A: cý Univ- t 
"rsity of St. Andrews 4, r 't tic, " ir, . radix to " (81; £tpud Theodore Ii. 
AthanaeluS "De Deeretis"" See Cpitz, "Urkunde. -""t No. y 32 - 

be- Wir: p. ß{-3Ö-X36. 
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fitte the uv'., llS* rectm: tse: ý ýe iti'n if 'ri.? r-ý"1; r ri 1turý-'_ '' "1-ýo- 

10"gy is 

hTf? 7LLf tfýýx'° ^re thy' Wird. wro'rr L6- fT"r5 D1/61-: ý- U Fil eis 

later beep-me the termini teehhOci of tl: Tri n. i t y. (cri. fr)" VJU t 

ti e, «fixr, in " atr: r, t ' 1'0l1 ^ Owt3 Prn 

The Crigeniet usage in to ist hefor r than Pius re ?ý 

-fpEif UV-06rdL6! Jinci 
,u 

cL 
006-1-L (83). IJS. ffictzlty 1 tL rt*!. _ _ per 

was the ex of eruivalent of the Latin suh? tgnt1t in Tortu: '. 7 "un's 

cl, %ssicel fiormuln, una eubst ntic tý ýaerý _ý1ee; it cvery- 

thing tho. t we mean by "substance" (84 ). (iv6'r nn t ýýf; at 1rý: ý, nd 

c ould be either the 1rfpw) oo6-rA. of ; ri c; t ot!. e , J,. r. an -ýn, lvidual per- 
i 

sonal entity, or the d rr, 
pj- ü6-1-1', 

or een once in the giere rjualitat- 

ive Renne (65). There runs, howevr: r, ný) great tenet icy t, ) , reek of 

7 Three ov6'+-' , although, sº the condewnnttc.; z of fß». 1 cj. ' ; =. ý.. f rte show, 

there was an undoubted Cri ftc) '. t; r felt hem. (aC, ý " Cr: tý: ±: h^r hand, 

there is efLricCt n thing about the Trinitarian w >s i-1 -thin 1', 0 017; in 

ä ay thin makes, it mori' v1 tlmb 
.. 

There t hr is of 

in the whole "Contr. ' 'Teealtes", 6: 12D A; 1.3:;. bis, ', l ri' which 

refer to the queen+? n -f evil hý: vi. n :r cc to thane us, 

not hRvin. r, ' subetinti. ve existence of its own. ova-td or arlei of its 

:: erivsýtiv . r, can ju^± be ureö, F: ný .v as ucýe :; x: > a paral- 

lei. . (J6-1-'- its Huch commoner (MIJi1 er) : 

one of the four e1 ement s, 9: 17D, 1: 33 7: B 55A, 
Ir oUÖiýs (i. e. sen- The four elements areýýdpXd, -rr1S ý3s, 'I -F 

cory reality): 4".: 84C" 
God traneeenda a11(originate) 01Ö 1. (1ntrAliBible reality): 

2: 5C, 35: 69A, 40: 80C. 
Uuý'i. ( arl" with c5+reýý'ýa 1$) oi' sin repuc: ipted: 6: 13;, 7: 16A" 

d our 
pA, 

of ci (stone., ýwat''r, Qrooa, st 5. ) : 26: 63C" 
God cyeateü all originate eaceuce 46: ßb1,. 
oü61#ow ¢ create ý givc reality to, L: ].: 8! A 

Patently here oý6' means, in the mofit gen(: ra). every- 

X33)., See Athanasiue ' wus ad fýntiochezio, "s ch. C. 
84' Especially elaborated in '*Adversus l? raxea º". 
35) 5eeý"I taphyeiea", Book 7, (? ) for u. r]_stot. l. ß's doctrine 7ýf. Sub- 

-Stance (O u6i d, ) . (S6; This will be tul1y c: Lecuseed below pp. 36i-36(0. 
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crýrt .y cýEV-rp&, 006 
A 

U) iy -M W r"ý 0., 6'i dd 
1' 1i ýýY+. 'l ti we ? '.. r; ITe :?: i'a 
LIo`It Q! /d'A, Fývý r. 

later Chri: ýtol; 7p; iý:,: 1_ trº ýý'S. 

book: 

T'. 1c Itr e: N 1; y c ".; w ": 11 1 '1. -, i".. 13 

T'iv n N3tu: e: G, -, a hr. , fättri buten -r? r 
ývar., / , res- 

pectively dative anf accusative; of respect : 
57i?., '3 5: 9, ' .1: Eii 5. 

4ý6i. P auali r'i ed by attribute as adjective: 
15: 611F, Iii: - . 

T. of hoathen gods. 
(simple use). 

)f mer_, 16: 3C, 17: 57 hi `. '7: 5'; x'. (in 
",:. 1 c: ý. Tl:. ple use) 

w Iýw 

N. c`. ' creF ý : ýý' rorild anr; ! or ^2: 57A, 1. -_ : ýý: ý_C ýJ"ß., 
(Simple use), 41: 84A (date of resp.;. 6: 13 
(nat y. rý 71T go -; ), 7: 1-6A (cc:. -! Tb ýerov 

d uýcf between good and evil )# 20: 41A 
(n itfire ', f 1i vf_nn t i. nc , Yi . ch ýr swd, ). 

C loll No of F 1eri? entq : 27: 52C (tb wo -r7#ucsvw iuoture of 
the moist principle). 

Principle whereby things naturally conflict (either "con- 
fli et in`- ntýt'lr " . lr c rºf i c"t nr try respect 
to nature"). 29: 60p 36-72A & ii -ý C, 37: 73 

. rý bi,,, 11B . 

. th% r user.: 9 : '2022 

13: T: 94, 
13: 29A 
19: 4OJA 

42: 858 
42: 85B 

(m-n x kc idois cut of ti. in; YB unlike in 
nature). (+ %\ dielt, ý V 

4,; 
i-Iv 

min ra i oiýa),. anctýeý 3oti. ea Kdrd ýýýý�). 
(i64'J. TwV u d-rzjv qf v6-rr = tue cu qu cat 1c realm# 
as home of life. 

rratl an ;. cre;; tur!. - are _o 
elements accäg. to own n tare i 
a: ll thing, c tI eye ?: eve ý f} 

"Nature" in rn ! arn colt? '): auial nie i. 1:? e : 10: ' 1D, 28: 57A 
31: 62B, 10: 21D (ou Ký , 40-671x) 

aS r, 7' 1e -; ý rrtii'iei^1 ýýctiv'. ty: 1,: 37: ?:. =., 00: 4.. 3 
27 : 56A, (no of b, -dies) 
26: 52A bio - natural serue. l. r. nd its 
oppmite. 

This Rhows that Athanaelus's use of the v: )rd 
ý#J(r-kf 

w just 

OUP use of the word "nature"and "naturai", etc.,, :. ti rxzr modern scien- 

tine sense, or "aeudo-ec jentifie sense. It would be the nr, tural use 

to one who knew Aristotle. The Important thing to remember as regards 
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the derivati an of the word is not at all csbvi ^uz hcrc ,, ret. . _ke all 

worda, literary or otharvli3e, deri. ca fror the -ýu. r17 r: c... t _. got 

its pr. A. mc. ry ,., eTerence is to the pr; oce33 

hure it refoi-: - t,,,, the cb:. riginL:? stutc :; ' t'. ý: EAG 

distinct frt. m what happumd to it r. 3t . r; in , tot1 ct,: f re to 

uctivitiaý )v m: ýt; iaub In the b ýd; ý that rrý: re therc tiý. ti: t. n from 

(external orcca, so iii: ':; incG ra its . iii . uenc® of 

: an extern ! orte. -'iie uuthor ýs cqu?. t,: cart in t 'L.,:. t Paul 

writes a ; uinat "the a 1, +u671K 
, 
') 3ýL. 12 as he 

is 1ýi. t'. l, ut t1::. 
.: ý-r A (i:. i' 3 vý s . '.:: 

ý.. 'C''' . C; w. 11 1ýC. c. 
..... " 

These c. -nsaderations, if a yti: ing, ;; t:,, ;;: I :;..: c ive iuci_ 1 rý ; ý. rongly 

in 
tine 

.ýC. i"ýJ"ý,, 1ý "". 
i. 

ýý. 
i. 41ý; 

or 
liý+ý<41iGl. 1.1.4tV i 

iu. iC. u 
ý3, 

tJ11i. Lý.. Vi ýlbý . aturen 

i}"ýd, xýý,. t. , peck of 1'is huiian chid not 

ov. 6- ldý ;; aI; ý ui uk,;. ted with- 

ut týý .t '1ty 2.4:. "e th reiei ,:. c:; iý to, 'T 4 time be- 

QTC, p1ete 

lit>>nity c: f C1ur. st, accepted °'nature" _n ü wcr: i. v. buy f' , ýi t :. x sense, 

an'. ', uc, wr : its v,: ay clear to t': e: well as 

the De 
. 

Výjr which v, -a; Is :: n: 1y ature cx. tA, this 

word. 

i -gte : ibcvc; Wo ccn- 

cerýs1ng the ncture of ow, lul, loogre of the `'r jit , L:, Li d: ic;:, euoh 

as t Is, Li ad :.. t: 3 ;o itývo ropre3Cntati cn, ouch it 's. '.. 3 far as 

tip rcEt of the doctr'-zee re 'rc: 1.1 and 
trLmoi ',.: a it in 

ý. 
ýa re. l , ýae 

to rricýýnation :i the Ee and i , ýu 

1111i "u- ̂: Lo1; t c. l Lri. 3; in its oe2' and 

un. L. nCi1tLi. 1 uensc its i L43 £; ). it. cý; t,:. e n oy ;, liv L: one1. Loy 1-mo., iem -ore 

Of n tu. 'cL. tý ýhct, to y. 
c, An PIat oni c: tý the turn- 

111 ti V: _. C` ý'iý. 1lC: il_ ,: '_l; ll makes 
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tlarm worthy of such aturatice (e7). The strongest Part of such a 

doctrine is that mal, as : sius auyc, has no independent or sub- 

"tuzttite caisteteai Bad its causes ine tar as cae can speek of any, to 

UA the will &ad activity of man (88); twin 1s a constant tactDr 

throughout A# ºaelea thsolc . to the other hand, this. and partie. 

ul as°ly the sense In which evil is nc u exi etent , is the most intraet*bis 

problea in ßho4log7p and me out of which *, ho author asks leave to aaa- 

tz'eot. wt hats aaLrssdy Aot, ioed hoer to 'F thmnas iua the quinteaoenor 

at *vil was i olstzyr and that lust "o orammarJ. y 4as:. ciated with its 

tt W tank say, pridd# and that idclats7 is lo 2rAM LAW the woz 

ship of tictitious entities. Corsºespo dingiy, the equivalent of the 

At a4euent is t soul's practice at natural theology which # except fas 

the trend initiated at the very and of the book, is presented as sotO" 

thing which the soul can apparently do unaided, with its own purity as 

the only really nedsssary o onditi c* (89)e Both of the great types of 

natural theology are presented,, the subjective and objeati? siv and to.. 

Bether with theme the earrespcnding oatologleal asssrtians about the 

nature of , salis, are =a** According to the former method, the soul* 

by rcaeca of its very nature, is able to see and know the Logos, which 

is due to a fundamental affinity, as if the soul was a spark trop the 

14 vine tiro (90). But, as we have shown in the section on the sc al 

and especially as our comparison between it and the Platonic Socrates 

At ins treated the soul as having attributes that worst to say the 

W1 - lm. . 3. r . 

88 see &boys# obs. 6-7. 
89 ties ab O TO t oft* 54. 
90 Voigt, "Die Lehms doe Ath nasias fon . ý:. 1exandrien... ". p"3g, oxajlw 

BOWat+a when he sayre, "Die Mbgliobksit der 'kenntaiae doe g5ttlichen 
Wesens tat nach Atrsnaeiua yon einer metapbyst2chen Vc, raureetzung ab. 
h gig, n6alioh vcu, der yeaewrgleielheit mit Gott"* Athanasiue apparent. 
17 intends this# but does not go ca far its to accept all is i. plioatiaoa. 
Voitt rightly Volute oat tu. 'fi'r talloaiag paw/ that the consequence of 
t711& later is tbut, f: )r kthaxtaeius. O U4 the Cr. ra can kr.:, w the ratcier 
{, eta ißt . 11 t wr ). ' The *oaaogoe*t pr ubl oa of the bus" knowledge of the lather 
tbenoe ariiees, and v. s vre ehr11 shags finally hei to be sclveä 1-º tosau of 
tbý lioly Spirit. But Athanasius to not at this stage yet, and the 
qnantics is still essentially obscure. It took the Arian controversy 

o force a aoluti O &D 
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1®ast, more than analogous to t: icse of the i'; go ]: tcýýif', -, nü Letuülly 

u ee the ipuychcl, Nie l &na: l_ oEy fur th rc1. uti un c' th LC; th¬ 

COSMOS. ; ven m,: -rye 1 , kortant, t1- scuI 
i., 

,, s t i_n,: virtually 
J 

Con3tituted by Its ratiýýnaiity" T1_i:: Li ýtrsi:; _t c ý'týr the !. ýý, ýca- 

tion a idolatry, wherein the characteristic of the idol zti_u, sirr of 

life is its irrationality. Thus it is plain t. it thunasi, a-- r, k; arded 

eomE; tic in ae a microcosm of the u tveroc, the un verzie us a wucroeoem 

of the body, and corre8pondingly, if "nc i., to irrvcrit a word, 

the soul i8 a microJ. ogi e of the Logcs anü the Ljö os 
ia xIF3cro. logue of 

the soul. The only respect in which . ttiruu elus eL. w E:; cuuLi,,. rl is that, 

in contradistinction to Plato, he does not refer to tie ecu. i ee divine. 

Corresponding to this, there is the objective tyL)o of nittural 

theology, aceur(ing to which the uuul is capü, bie L, i Lieauciag the exist- 

ence of Goa from the rationa: iity aria order f_if tnt vvorld. ' reit; corres- 

POUds to the physico-teleoligical argument, or the . rguneat ro:. h Design. 

It io presented res the second best tutt eautive to tie 4tAbJcctive natur- 

al theoio r, or the fiireet vision by tº: e ccoul of uod. Tiiiu ir, the 

classical presentz tion of tLLis argument is every wrty, frcL< <, ri+atozle to 

Aquinas and befoadt and is one of the few aspects oi' 4 thanasiuL'e thought 

in which he depends on a philosopher other than i-'J. ato (91). loth strande 

(91) For the importance of the objective natural theology, especially 
the by pica-teleýl c? eý ir ºt. ment, sic Vni; t, ," cit " n. "0 f. 

Ataberger, "Die wogoslehre des heiligen Etthanasiub... ", p. 38 ff., 
4ircusn, s, tYÄe relstivc im nrtn eý ^f' the cbj'cttve rnr' trr r'ibiective 
natural theology. He concludes that the is fA of kiod is Innate and 
i 

... äi. 
. 
te1y : recivcl by thr. ^u1, but ttF-ntý, nce I- (-'. i. ". tcly proved 

for Athanasiua bey the objective natural theology; on tllie other hand, he 
r, intains that t i^ n^t im--. rts. nt f-ýr Athpnas- 

ius. ¶Lhia does wt uu jus ýlce to the supremacy of the soul 'a natural 
cr. oe c- ^: riff: cu. lty ir, tY+:. t f ý. bert*er, P, n ratholia 

priest, wrote this in many ways excellent bwx the y, ýui" aftc; r the Vatican 
C: 1 : irl,? d. t1hc spec1 ;Ze t^f "^ ýf mi: ý", ?_ -A. n''. r " tim- ` st- t^, ment, op" 

cit. p. 34, that "Sie (ao* the . ºLexuc kian school of theo. Logy, and Athan- 
, ". Oiii, f,: '. 1O7*1;:,.. sucht < : r. ? -" - int 7J i 1- - .,, ,. -. r,, i".. (- a that 
Gc. 1Be - Authorl steht aber hinaicht.. ieh cicr Art uua Weise der . +laubens- 
ý: ; : ztrj. - ^ c-,; f ct; _r t while also the 
whole truth, is auch nearer the mark here. 
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of natural theology are brought to ether -. nfi c,,?. rs *ic, te In ch. 43, in 

the puych^1 of 1ca1 anal. oy fznýi the -', tý, er tvT, 
-) f... in 

this chapter. The psyoha1 ogicrul &wl. 1 r;, r 12 ý. - ;1.. _ ::: tý ':. I, ')1. y in 

(91; coot. -Th cl ; ij'i. ctiti : ßi1 f nztt. lrý, . ;: c ; _'. ý _.: l t : (? tive 
and ; ubj ctive i. o ttLr )ne tjaýi; ri, cs ri:. >t justice t, n the subject. The 
cloeslce1. V7 x'ee thciýtic proof.. ', the uzt:, i . ýk ici. i, c : A; i is ay pre- 
sented in ansein, ": ros? oglcu" 2-4, ucc:. -oi1 .g tu which Goc;, as being 
in nnti m the Being iah: 1L which i: rtý,.. - :' on., C; ii sir; !ý :ü,. 1. -, 11Bt @R 
Ist, because otherwise there w-.. uld be a gre4 ter Lei. ig. The t.:. uthor 
feela (ef" I,:. Brrth, "rides t'tz: '. r zi. i.. lt:, _-: '_ 
f elm and his Critico", p" 6 ff. ; th t t. ic Ansell., ic fý: rit ui' ttze onto- 
1o, aicnl argument f^ rc:. ý'. l ýr 't1r in t') 't -ntext of , '. thanasius the subjective natur: -1 i theology, ai. d that its real force 
is thrt if tl,,. plays round with _1".... 

f .; 'rod, 
1t - CWaaits it: olf. ' to worshipping acid :.. obeying this God, which. is the 
existentin1 ea! tivalent of r. ec, ' ni:; ýrý thEt i:., xý. _: tý" ; ýý:::. 's re- 
jection of the ontological argument in thin form, which he describes 
as v. rejccti'-i 1izeL tl'«'t i: %.: 1_f'-ý: v C3. C; iii; (ý: "iI ua 'I. 11:,:: logiCa" 

1 t. T, uost" 1T, Fart. 1, ) is r:: ¬zlly a demand that the proof be some- 
thing obj., ct vý_ ýxc in tibi: t nc _au; 1 _v: iýý_.: '_ it 
ot; j eCtive nz&turul theology. The other two proofs are really from the 
objective field; the 1 +', ýoý' s.. _°z'.;: r t. 1« f.. ri; that all 
reality is contingent and incomplete to the existence of e couplets nee. * li'ty (t*,. 

* An'u. trag! e Mil-rd "r-)f ); t"l': (; ' ";, ' ý' °, i.. 
.. l'ý, J_': 1 1t3 the 

argumcnt from Leslgn, that is to the Divine Designer (Aquinas's Fifth 
proof). Th^rm 

. _"a ä11 ("; urn ? Ei 'ýi3ý^n'1't:? ", . '; " i, J..! 1: " ii, Art. t3) 
adda three more to these, but they ors: really an extension of the gen- 
eral. I ine ; )f re ns offing in the t". io vb eve y ý>> ; :.. ý :z: crlt for c as the 
origin of Motion (the first argument), the argument to the Ultimate 
Cause (iccm: l, pcrhrro viii,. -at ., f the 

:, -1d the 
argument to 1erfections from Comparisons (fourth, perhaps also a var- 
iant of the C ̂ ßmoi orci cal ', rgu-cent). The ar a.;,:; nt:: ", q i: i., - are al- 
UL-')Bt identical with Aristotle's. See Metaphysics, Book 

I\ 
(12). 

Kant' criticism of the Th :i ot:. c 'ý,, .,. ̂ , .. -. -tempt to take the Ontological Argument as an objective argument In the same 
way PP-the others ore. (''ee "Crits.. _ue of : 'V--'^ n", Bonk Ii, Ch. III, 
sects. 6-O) o Hip argument is ttLa t the -4t of ogi c al argument 18 a soph- isms iuce existence is not -)redicc: tc in tn: 2^: no "y., : other 
perfect. "1s are, that the Cosmological argument formally depends on the 
Chit :' . nj ,o ol cal arg!. zýne , . 1ý. a-, ", lr _v ., he a rt 
of argumentation presupposed in the u'ntologiaal was true, and for the 
E3a71i rE c. .. '1i'1 tho . '.., 'i C -ý: Fý C"'_ ý r<_U.: 2, ý. 71. v ý; Iý: iý i.?, ýil)";,;.. .5 

ýi. c: ý; .: 191IIOý' 
logical r. 'gtu& nt; therefore all the arguments collapse. It is inter- 
F'1-it n« to *ýotc th-)r-,, -Y, ýi: ý:.. _.., nc', t- ..., .; ý' 12 1, sect. , takes the dia.. ectieal; ly antithetical line, pointing out that the Cnto- 
lo.? ical , trguurzent, ,,; ' re Y° 'lc: t, _.., .: ý;... -. r.. c: U ... wept in 
ter=ns Of the Cosmolugica. i argument, which is itself meaningless except in 
.; ýý: '_ ' of the 

. y2W.: 1 c : -tel ü: u. r; ̀ .;. i'. Ley agree that the Theistic £roofa co=llapse, leaving the Moral Argument as the 
p, lly 

, . _)Fnibility. '},. F, i S, Y of üegel 
repre¬ients a higher synthesis of both these positions. hen he in said to }hpiºe ° trive:! try: c z: ', ¬3cF' :r ; 1ý. tý: z 'ý :j":... xý ived is a 
8ýýrt of richoresis of all three arguments along the above lines, with th f'nt:, -. ý , c,. a. : '. r::: ;, _. -, , t, _r.: '_: the key- 
et': r e which clinches t1h3 perfect generality of the God (? ) of natural theology. On the other ian, i, we can see clearly in Athanasius (where 
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dioý. '1,; iiy, :"Veil rauf .ýt tu at, i ýl ý. r uvý: ., j. IL the 
FWt. 

ä. 
evs 3. it 

iV 
M. L 4n 

ýý 
J'4i 

yJOU. 
VLtV ", )1' I., -L" \/" Ail 

ti. 

.... ýýý. 
ado" 

the i3Ä :iý. L vlz its t JO l ý-)Y, i l Lui. l e ;... 

ýiý wcrül'Jguu lt iý Il c4 t: ý. ' _ ýIc: f ct i t. I ; : 1L-, .J Lt i': : ̀i ..... 1. L . L' i 
.... 

UZ' 3 r. ji (: i t: iw t '. i1.. U_ tU L1 4 .LLA4¬L: 
!tL(1. , il t hat 

ja the ritatoaie sr. )cr& Q: : Cut alogL )J he yid the 

J, ýýý'. ýÖ U ''.; Nýi iýý. 1 Ci äj ui- }ä. ý'. l`. ilr ý. wi j 1ý+tiv: i: '. '4. L1 1ývý. ýi3. 'i. ul ý.. .: i :i.. 
-..:.. 

ý: ý.. 
. "ý / and 

the other o tue S oul ur- w ý, ýýý ciýºý :,. y t ., ýc ., x` Zi_.:, 

ufCOUpoSIti(il, iXWi: as.: )iubility cuiu c;:, nýýtciiicy, ab 

cover sens: )ry I-oLijitýr t11Lit uv(: u. e ýlstý 
., üýii't:. i )i ýivv. iiil .. '" ýý. 1 _ i. C'ä. Lly tue 

. iOjos, to niorie wore At W1aeiUs. ; in tue K aubiic' , with its 

iaore mULLL sti c teuuenc j, t"iC p5syc LO. L JSi cai u: i. w ogy iuaU its v(. ry 

basis (: s2)* ad it is again s; ýcci L'icaa iy th výý i. n ' SLAW J, " k897)- Now 

as we shall explain Latexe, Biese unu. Loaie8 are :,. L,, rt&Jdj LLia ,;. v_, us iY 

Misused. untie it .a unucretc. Qd -Liiert ti, e 6ou1 is a crek-Uuv i. i exact- 

iy the saue aat * the bode (96), t1ie rusuit Ui` 

aflai0gjcs witacut proper a`. ialca,; üº3 Gi i Ts l iAi. t2:: v+"il 'rl. sUi J j, ura Arian- 

i3xu, e, nd the Same would apply to the oth r twrj. jP. I u tL fzanode does not 

stop here. Tu a i3tutý, xust, µ 'L uiag j rcu, is Artuo uv i1: ß parti- 

cipation in the (move generu .) V-,; rzi in 'vaicil it participu tcu" . There- 

(9: ) Cont. - sit there objF-. cti vc: argu ncnts are r)rcrent) fr mo ýý, k 
c.. cý, ir. ty than ja iicge1., trat the ev.: r; Tuuy c.., ii ; Qnt if tiuc; h &: U; ýUte . 'ý, be 
the Physico-te' eo o; 7i cal Lrgument. 

92) Book III368,, . here the t Ltnci tion Jz iwue freu the Gui,:.. ieration 
of justice in the mRn tr) justice in the r'tate, for the purpýte of see- 

On u :. urge SC . ic }di t jUS%iCc GG" ;! hc fact timt týizZus about 
7 of the "Republic" d, )ei not e titer ths_ fact that it '. c reedy a di- 
gression. Gf CQUZ' , the State is iot . la wiivcr:. _, all the 

lty that. P Plato treated.. 14jut It le big -,, at 
C ýritýi dýi'eci + (3 See Pemr: tr(pou1o3t f; nthropolomy of 't" trl? cif 7ueý rxn }'}reek) 
iý" ü'ý" f '; +it11 $'U'fex., Uices f; Dy. il "ir-cussi on Of vitl1Y in thin 
eo tile cti on . The place that J, thanasius ý, ives to i'rýc-ý cr nI ýx: is emph- 
u feed, but Lor itbuuasiuap cru: tioniüm is port cf thetruth. even in 
the fnrmer c . fie, the soul ýý quid be cý-ý -et 

1. y r creai, urc. 

c.. c rly than ja i1cgc1, tit the ev-r; T(, uy ,,. Ut if ; iac; h &' ýezi be 
the Phyai Co-tel er' oi ca Lrgumen. t. 

92) Brook II2368p : here the 'Ltnci %1 on J-o iw-ue 1'Ju i: he Gwt. Ji- eratiri011 

Of justice in the mRn t, ) justice in the r'tate, for the purpýce of see- 
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87º1 I]Ci iVf: t. ý'ýiýix'ILý71ý#? i:: " Al ýi1 . 
I# t. fLi. '3 J: 'ý; y'C 2ý: fý1 CU.. i; 1h 'tsv ZS a 

1E 8t dann er ý'; ý. l ;. - : ül'c 
.a 

"ý .{ ý5( 
this 

1 .. ;ý 
4ýcc 

1 �f 
all U. 

J {i Týlv' c ac 1 ä14 

^ tc an .. x$ent --,. "', ch .i na t, a x-a1tr c:.. y 7T ý 

str' fe. But F:: '; aunt 1; 'U. -t cir- 

cuakstwice;. " : 'lj. st au id ý' : 'reuoS , the rºi, ': ntru c nt,:. '::: üiter 

WCle taäniy be c. _i'_. cutiopº 

i1d Corr Ccti L 
.n 

by the "De ed itf 

" econdly, El Ilia] Jr C`r., idti JI] iilllýý i'e S iwTltl ýl C''. 1ý., 7 . "i. 
l : )i . 

`.. 
,3 "ý ."i 

1'). '. '1ä1 

1T Uouai1 týk t it i iate1- It is, ý. at. ÜniL-- i+ .Y 

l 'Ctuöiis i, but it 
.1 ,3--. D Sei bl I by JC. at 

'' ü 1Llý: l in Ijj2" FlýTl: of iýStOrn Y'1- -: s: -: O: La.; 

.i iai: C, 'ý l 
al_ ý1':: C: i lil C: .. Jl' " ýý)C3 

t)J U. L. 
hue Illay 

be 

a F: lc; ti.: oolaz or even erotic `vý. c. Lio: it n 'JaitD 1: 1lä I' at 2liiüLl that 

Vie 1)I'ý'<CtiCaj. # Zed r: f]_Eol1" It .a 

2 obabl ttt thin '". oto tnid hic £ttuni3t 3Uccus's )Y'S, :. 
-I: 

C Ud1IIb; 1äth- 

onasiuo, spoke of the virtue A the ccxrýýr: ýl.: z"ý,. C': ý]ý týF, ýPºýý :, f Jod and 

div1. n-, things, rind the evil: of cc'nte :: p Let un of the things of this 

-r . d, they weunt, nA priww. ri1 the iiitelL ctu.. ul _. Lttvit;; " t -A., t inost 

of us tend tc h4. ve in mini, but rather that i. u :. latry c c, irý i ct in enter- 

1n into ttc.; oti arýa1 re. il ttijn, ev , zl with 

th, 
_ thin6a of this ýTh"Ic'i oawa. be r+, ý, crvcýt fDr a Qao. ThO 

author has baren informed vl::. t no really adequate study of Platonism 



. ý;; itº. º ti 1ln :j biz giver been wad., qua d ýlü fec1 T ra lciuý 
ý;. 

T.. Y :1-f 
'L it at v 

.. atta. ýý'Zu" idx. Ytý. 'Jý ýiýb'ý. iqý ýýý 7 1"3c. '. ß"t,, ' Iii an tT: 'ýFtl ýo 37cf? Ci 1: ' : i1 *'"' 

quate t t, uc; y of tue plat-Alto trv. 4i, t ou, . L& at utth 

e, nc c:. r : i. reference tos so. j: C1cvient prlat- 

firi7. y not -A inta. l? ectuul, 4ý A; Turlt ýý ,, dit '; naºäl cr,. tºNSi. Bated rev 

i pr cnt, but º the oti oma e rye, a s.. 4rit=a i:. ý , #i Wkl S uc.. -. " .t7 Apr 

. cteCt QIiU which corresponds t: ý ti c; ;w!;; t, ru 

CI c whip (94). 

194) The 
Urao L"I 

i'ßä i' 
T 

11F, ':. '4 . 
i.. Anlä '77 :r4r1n 

he grobe of Platonism is far wore marke . emccg Rcnar n Ciithoz io 
scholars than euer OtOstente; at "tA rute this is true 1879. 
Äteberger, opo cit., 169; "Andererseits ist e ber auch wine .. &; steh.. 
ww des h8bern Lebo u rtes Xonenben su plstuu1scb gei'ttrbt. , Ain ; 3chMUsa 
des Obttlicbe ed 'assen des Geistigen und Himmlischen erinnert su 

da . latone. nobs cheuen3er LUees . (; ootutte: ýý;, ý, Bohr aa 
ýi, TJ%vö bis I(Ac+iý' 4J. V . 6ýý'ITEp' BFý�pýd. ? wý BEiwV k O. 0. t7 vvo bt rov 

f3F, oý , ra-' t diene awcnd pan c. isc:: or ugri ff s tü. ' rii e 
cbrletli r Let wo einen doppelten del mtr k*alge " Ftürc : ate be ' 
geSet u+ bei iba ein t be rer ºgel an Ausac ciauns; z. riachen nett 
Iid'ben und. Mwr=ttkr11cbAU Gaben Ues Menschen " .. (er) """f nest beides W&w 
Samoan suf unter ter (latcauiscUoa) Idee des Guten. Lu or aber doob 
held Uehe' deco 3st li e. bald wteb:, r des BberClLatlrliciie iii Uanaahen her*i 
V Whe' as wste, w so list er beetAnd .g Gsfebro dads na aux'' husten des 
Andern su betcineny veil er eben fUr lccinee vii beiden einen (+bpreAsten 

griff ad einet bestimten iu dru hatte. 
"Dior weite It s1 liegMt darin, doss Atbanasiuc nit del, musts 

der SOXWe nicht rvaUt st, so seehef scheint... "" 
r4. tert "Die ieeungslchre den heiligen ' tbrmvrAu&" , 2$-23 and 

to #$ art$ this anitioie x. .r- perhaps unjustly spucxnlly incrtnts. 
Ate " doctrine of Participation* rhich he d©scr1boe as me-sid*d" 
liable to s su e stn , t, ý ndefinite, OW in particulNr. gg vaI&Oilgo 
We have already pointed taut (owe above p. 55) that there are e_. ewsa s in 
the '. lato c doe$ajne a rtiaipetion that, it used properly, safeguard 
the et*tegoriesl tranuoenduA eo Gods t. {nd s nil return v, ) '14,701s at t 
earl of the thesis. ter latert p. 28# associates the errors of this 
PI utOILIC c ()ctz'ine Yr L th the a areft Athanaef. a.. n Iv sits on thJ' t the soul 

4100 dodo 
lee also goss: op.. ait. 34n. 9 for e sa m ar t )r AhwniHiUU fe ph il- 

+ , 
orreatly 

in i 
intimate Kfz rleýd$ aeop *sl knas'e . ntds quite 

ano tf 
Ms eyr* uTbe Clue to ilj. et ry"s is a of the few writers who Isýp 

ix' 

pared t C1 do Ustiae to the pr(t't played by emotion in t' i. a t cais1 and in 
the classica Qr*sk tradition generally, even when he critiuistsa this 
tru . tion severely. In spite of thxý dfutt, a form °, " Ltf a')UCClJ. yptto 
end his stmt unorthodox point of view# the book is in many gays c 
quite vaiuuble" See pp. 29-23P i; lxere thi; powerful uttaet" 
ientat the QWW* to 4110811 I is of society and Iris chip is esphesised. 
uq( p. 1,53, 'dier+ it Lb pointed Dut ti. º. vit this feature of the Greek ! led'. 
itic . ed to w SýW $Matsr OWbasis a eractiaft. in a developed iopa an 

et1i ct fr(w what 'x : atex. 'iere tttks to be its inevitable crudity, in 
ASSSOVA c adcaty. 
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ü.. L 
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ýiý. 
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ý See rtbcve, clue. 4G a1,, « 41. 
'f In addition to the Ffither ment. ý_ r'ue( from 

tlrýý uui. ty cr the caait ao to that cd, tiäe C. Ce S. i: 3, and emph 
&Bised that God is revealed in Nie works, Pe Princip. 2: 5--6, but these 
arger tiar LAU i ýcºc 'iýL z, ci r sic z cý : ere: with h nratural t. 1 aologr 
of the "Contra Gentee". / 
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to save a rmn in spite of lc-Zacr vXMings a, n6 :: elý>? lraý pen". 'Ries for 

sin - cf. "n+e Incarnstic}nC" 4-17. ric5c, III i era Je }as C::: ýt; aha. 

1. -58 conic ra the effects cf Clz- . ist': :, '_rk_ on tine warLu - cf'" 'DO incar- 

natione" 46-55; , t9-4C, t? e Triage anu E eve: _ati on : -,, i' tiod, 4i-6O, cc 

the Death of Christ - cif. 'Ue Incaxuatione" Ei-45; 61-8U# the affect 

of Christ's work an meil -' c '" "De Incar! lati cn(3't ; i'-"ü Ue trt; r1sceA - 

eAta3. proof of the 1 e: 3t. urrecti Book IV is an z, c: cs: lurlt of the Syn- 

optic Jeau3, and Book V on material renini Bent rather 4' (r ., en "C. 

Celeum" " ',! e ht. ve aireucý b oect ai . rx to touch on the cquof ti c1 of 

the literary dependence of th one ca the other. Apart #7_;: the tact 

that the relative disorder of the "De Theophania" throws into sharper 

relief the superb organising ability of Athaaisius, the only firm aOn- 

clusi. on is the.:: they were both probably dr8Wix,. onn a cowmn apologetic 

tradition, If anything, the "De Theophania" is related to the "De 

Incarnatione" as the Synoptic Jesus is related to the Pauline Christ 

(or Pauline and Johannine Christ). In any case, the exanpie of F- 

ebius shows that the tradition of objective natural theolofr was gan- 

erally developed, that it was already mingled with a traditi t of apoi. º 

ogetic concerning the Incarnation, and with :: usebius as a much older 

zmai it suggests that in come; Porn this tradition goes back about half 

a century but no further as a mnture :. nd indepen lent element, however 

Implicit it might have been in the older apologetic and Logos doctrine. 

It is most important to unterstand tbi., because for every 

Athaaasius who would emp1o th: io natural tleologº and just manage to 

avoid its pitfalls there would be thousands who would walk right into 

thleja; for instance they ruigat misaae the payvhologicel analogy in 

the Wey that Lae been juggeeted above, or they might tall for the dan- 

gerous c; orrelati. cup between the Logos and the world and hence render 

th'.; selvee acutely vulnerable to Arianism in the sane gay that the o- 

la, icf, l liberalism and Hegelianlem were vulnerable to Feuerbachs Diarz, 
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Freud: etc. If our ccncluffi cno from our o Ludy ý_f tiw(° r))c T? l:. ,., phania" 

are correct, tsiey would allow for a development of the tr lc`tt; _tLý)n suf- 

ficiently early for Ari . nism at :. to ou'".: 3et to be a ra_ i i.:; cnt reacti o 

to it. 

In concluaiont there ire two inciueritai. but inpcrtt ut pointo 

that, Aced to be cleared up- In the first pla-ce, - have tiii ä . f; ogo 

centric tradition of natural thc., )loQr which ne lc ;ý tue r ý, and 

which i3 conn¬cted with the apologetic fc, r the Incfirnati: )n; in the 

"De Iucarnatione";, there is not even the very inoäent att ntiooi to the 

: spirit that there is in the "[: cAutra Gentes". ihn the otbE.. r hrand, there 

is, side by side with this# a clear tradition that was Trinitarian in 

the strictest sense, which we find not only in isolated -passoges in 

theologians like Justin, but in works that arc definitely TrInitarian 

In form, like the "Demonstration of the Apostolic reaching" of Iren-- 

aeua, "De Trlnitate" of Nov'atian, ant. "De ? rincipiis" of c. rrigen. 

There is also the "Adversus t'raxean" of Tertulliau, the earliest elses- 

leal preuentat: icat of Trinitarianism. Athanasius'$ ¬election of the 

cor? espvadence between the Iionyeii in the middle of the third century 

may have been biassed, (98) but from what we know it appears to have 

resulted in a final theology not so very remote from the mature Trini- 

ta +1+ßn . am of At auaaiur himself us a result of the Arian c jntr overly: 

and it is really Trixitariaaisra, with the Spirit having a place, even 
�f 

it is f rmal and the doctrine of the b pirit is undeveloped. Thus 

it al tiQat a ppeare thk+t there were two parallel streams of doctrine. 

(brie would be ecclesiastical &ad credair in which the Trinitarian doc- 

trine of God was predominant. There are sections in Athenasius in 

which he seems to c. rt ue that the Trinitarian crea. al coafeasi on has a 

status of. its own which even the sAriaas did not wish to disturb; this 

shows that it was traditionally established from time immemorial R so 

(ß8 a.. "Do tte*tla 10'.: n eii". 164$" end "De De®rotie", 25-96. 
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that no c, i : knew the time when it w first established. The other 

wou. i. a be the latei1e; ctualist ý; tr<?: m, b:: c ,n tl, ^-r, ek for? ^f the 

Lo dos doetr. ne, in which the took ever thh. exýat nnrý of the 

This apirit. reachek. its c u: jnd. ",, iticn in tie *rr? oitiE, rz iii: tiroc; rs. 

tIectec in the "Co. trv, Geat '0"s Inc uJ F. ýýt that no 

theo1ogic: Ci work negicct-, the 3r4ri t rn e thj:. n the rnt(, 9" and 

"De Tncarn, ticone"; h: r"T Vhe f' ' _rlt 1ýjz ctn. ce 'gloctedo 

but ais"J farraa11y and in theory too. cn&. c° th that rill be 

demons rutQd later in the hen! 
-n 

is 
Vh ý.! 

.c4 
of the 

J'r 
! i'i r'a co trOYSy $y 

on these two sträams of th,; ughtº a shown er peeif. lly in "t* rnasine" 

The other question conce, rxi: the -lost Interesting abc entee 

from the list of pid! osophies c mde, nnect or criticised in the "Contra 

Gentee", Neo- iataniem. Atfiariauius might hr_: v : : jr j Too-P1'itcnio syn- 

pathies (99) 9 and ¬a stronger case czuld be ra3.: c - ut f, r him then for 

Auguatiue, for whom thie claim is sc often Modo. '? ut the nr: bable 

r¬agcn is th¢tt slresiy Neo-Pistonis n had pas: ed its zenith. ,, lready 

with lorpbyry and particularly 1ariu1iehus, it Lad bcl i(, d its -nrlier 

Waticisa by allying its°At with he flechly ir_, iiioruiiti;.: ý of the e* 

lent literary and heathen triidition in its ncoul,: _ -,, ment of the class- 

ical reviVuul, apparent. f oil the v.,! surupti-_, 1 that ý; homld 

a terapi. ate the bsolute, th rl° hau to be týoixiE. s ºpluc(r f, )r the 7 caller 

realities, and if they were s_i'i eoubily rem: )te from it one m _ýTht as 

well chooe the most fami: tlp. r. O the otl-ierý 114n4', it is probable 

that i eo. '. Platonism h,. cu critic_i e6 =; toicigw to fauch , ). d': jjr. c that Cbri 

etian apologists did not fetal it as atz affet. ve rival, nor M4 they 

know it Ezecurately, while on t.:, a of:. er ha 7d they ý, t i1 fni. t t'hat they 

could and should eccjpt a measure of its at 

least; hence the acceptance Of F_ m uistic objective c cctrine, 

but hence also tue fact taut w plc u r_ uk; ,. ci. rýo rc 'rt nn 

W Especially his emp"a ul E: oil tLe äi. Lip_i ci `, y rif " '70 igenp 
De Prins. 1: 6; God is si'anlex intellectualis natura. 
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as ; )ects 3i' it he ce;: sc without cu. pletely underst iri0ifl it " We can 

see what tie pi ubab1e critici&. : r. es; very lixt: Ly ta¬ crime a:: Aha n- 

98ius' s in ''Contra Gexrt c n" , 40, t1<. t i, t iat t, , ', e canny a° ty ; ýzz :.,. i ty 

that we know, whether it icy the objeetive, rat,. ona. tity . iri 
the cesadi 

or the v tior Lit. y in : an, nuat 1ai1I., of t itsel. i and 

theref-)re any real wid, vutanci;. x o' the; ,. re ;vsrf . -yýº true 

philoIophice1 One, r tzs;, : ýývýýt ýý ýý r iiäi" ý... uci; e: rri ;' w-: -it t1i,: week 

Would c4lsl. der irrational piurali-fu r" In i'üct, th, re Lr pr cedent 

for this cri ticisin; it i3 si Ott csr-t: ln: i. y the ri± aniýýg o. 1' v. ý appar- 

ently enigmatic part 11 off r'1 : to's "Purnrnide " (100); V -w T'lataaie 

Parmenidea has refuted the Theory of For-me of the i2atoiüc ocratea, 

showing that 2-sto rlo"ýr respects the criticie .s of the ! 5'. e : tic :; choolr 

but he i$ now made yo refute his own we ism on the basis Of his awn 

superior uial. ectic technique (101)- If our k pothe91s 13 correct find 

a similar criticisja waa made of ; 3tcic mori s-m by the Neo-Platuni. 3te (it r 

could be made even gore cagily of a stoic type of raaaiaLi, Which after 

all was concerned with the other plural things, in the 1ntc: ieste of an 

abstract Unity of the Nec. -Platanie type, than of the Pari+'. niuern'or Neo- 

i-'1&tOnic type of unity, in the interests of a re-. urn t. plurelism), 

Vila would be tie bt..; ie for the acct ptec picture of non- Chr: wti an intel 

lectue.: i aoclety at the ti: " (t: at ist it had lost all conf°i.:.: once in a 

rational unitary coin 

given it4: ci over to 

thou it has ß. 0: t all 

literary elasaiae of 

"last to come, it 

3ti ucti C: r e t: c1ety on the 3t uic model, find had 

the r-sticism of t- he early cia8sic81 tNc; o--i1*t'On"*O; 

corifiaencis 13 41 $! ýid had not yin tef4 but the 

ancient Greece; a clear case of the pr ZCip1e of 

to go"* This woul. d correspon entirely to the 

economic and social cxeterioraticn of the Ronon Empire in the third eem- 

tUX7a This picture of the iut&. t'ctual state of to tiýuýs is abundant- 

iuo) From 136 cawarde. 101 `: hf, wn by the f 
. ct th,. Ht ? rtrmeniäec ir the prinC1pa1 speaker in 

® part of the Dialogue. 
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ly co, firn;. c. 'oy the "Contra ^cntoc", in w1 ich, osr , "ry =°�?, the 

1)ij. l -: Lthnnaciuo 1of 

thy; . iatenic Socr tes, timt gis, the 
.: r. lý. ct no ! nc t it: 7. pry dia- 

ry oQJu; s of l l;;: ýj >ýe r r"'*s re1<ý. tf vely little direct frni iiiarity with 

other hie , : it i. )uiril they in u an-, - casea canI-Xibuted , rcotly to 
. pi 

his Point of vi:; 7.11n chort, the final. picture of so-niety ". 116 its 

intelligentsia at that time is or a -society that h: ßä l`, st u:: ý 'i. dences in 

its ability tDD Zo forward, arla was turning back to ti: c o: iter ; _. o1T of its 

earliest tradition, Irrich -, -as liter`si. ) xný rvr: ý fers have actually 

claimed that there was a revival of paganism in tue 1i t 3f ? ai -ase elan 

as early as V ,c end of the second Cent. u.,, r, t: ýe ýpi1 Lo: ophy and 

scepticism än i rata oniýJism that had till than been at- 

mosphere. Corrospondin, g to the catacti"ophic decline '%f the city during 

the third. century, and therefore also of the 1 spire-wide tr: de and eO 

merce, St of ciuni would have been tue worst suffer-, r; Indeed it is an 

interesting possibility that Christian apologetic reucu. d mucii of this 

truiitior., including objective jictural theology, at the very ý-7ment that 

it becai: e inv_i_ablc in the outer world. Leo-'la-:. onism or mystical m(M- 

is ould have been in a much better position, but it was none too prom- 

pe ous (102). There is indepcnd.: =nt evidence for all til_i. e, but as we 

have seen above the 110ontra Gentee" is the: best possible evidence for 

the intellectual state of what must ' ý, ve boen the iatellectual capital 

(L02) oe, 1'-ßr C, '. l': 3Ii i3, Zoborýcs:. n, Z; 1tl'D uct1oIl to "Contra ! ente&". 
For a fu11nr. end detailed account, see Henn, "The Greek ihiioeophers 
Book 11) es; )ecially ohs. II (The tl icurcalaa), : [V ('! he rei. igicus Revis- 
vol, Is. the revival of 1 cn. -forgotten cults by the end. of, P_ay, the 
sec nd e ritury zt the cNp.: nse or the , iore cultured an(ý sce 't"cal philo- 
soPhr) 

sand 
V (on Neo-Platonism and its appallingly swift degeneriiioa). 

lie points out that there was an earlier casualty still ,t ze - A-curean- 
ii of Lucretius, whose famous poem, "lie Reruia Natura" foreshadow. 

ar. vin, aaa thus i., a ivory seri c=us criticiura : )f the from Des- 
it; i that Athenasius eprarently did not have to reckon with. Beim 'a 
. a)Ok iE iaterestIng in t:: c. t hi S, }rkQLýt 1 . C'. i are y/Lc 4vilN ýý' 1_ u. t ! ild. 1y 

-theistic humanism. 
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of the worldr and abundant confirmGLtion of '; hfit h= ±. r.. tly 

been constructed as the general picture. 

We have had to give Lueh more ý:; t : nth Fn to e "CTntra 

Gentes" than Is ueus1 in stu;; y of !, than. 
__ . 

iuy, f r. r. Fit+s^ýia ; brich ark , 

obvious, and which are inhý-r°nt in the rit turc ::. )f t; ' iii, {study, ,.: t h its 

emphasis on the dynamic of Athanatian thao1 ogy. ýth. lnasi. u: -ir-v turns 

to consider the Incarnation i: l ýL. e re : uid rte.. "ii oi' ýc This 

iss R n, --a ure of his faithfulness to ChS. "iet rathc , tr: < .. t-. - )!:: _L , )scphict 

theological traditione. But it *ii=_y' rt E. lc ý bl-; z: l9. d thF: t, evcrl for 

nh11osoph1co-thec'! ogical rcascn, Ah. -: att; "iu. o wouý . t.:. v; - UC confronted 

with the Incarnation and. the ncerd. to :: xplein it, If only bcc,: uUe of 

the greater 'trength, even in his of the zrwrctical :: o- i 
. 
coni, t 

tradition compared with StoicieiL, to « ýicli "ýi, e In ., in, ti ý1 ý, cu d have 

not been so specially difficult, sand 4hicli yia 3ati11 j)r(3d: )minunt at the 

time of the second. -century the cil o, rzi pans " Th flnc s-2ul , ); r the "Do 

Incarriatione" is in who might be caJ. led the oc: ti-olo icti.. :, .c Li cns, Cho. 

1-20, the remainder not having the inteliectUa1 vi our" 01' the jir1ier 

part; the atme xe probably true c9ý' ; usebiur ' i'hcc>ý; hW1i , as f6ý 

as one can see in view of the disorderly $uggeete 

that for Athanasius the question upperzacat in his rnirnü we wily such an 

extraordinary proeei? ure as the. Lic, rn of Chi Y, 'L. a tEüc; ppteci by avd. 

B- Verui Dtýi- 

The seccnc - �, Dko or re. t ir the sec, lice half of trJ w-rk 1: 

of suite c Iffcrert cl? s, izý ctc r, ý. Li, ýý:: uff,; ':, the title Indic ,, tüa, its 

e^ &enti .l euphasi8 is still Chr J_; ;; title, accorcß. ng to 

the PencMctine ''ext, 1,9: '0 ro. -rrE Pl TIC'. 
ANOP 11 -TT- HEllTOY /ý olOYKAT 1-12- 
QIA : En MATO1 TVPOý. H MAI ETTi JAN EI RT 

IQ Y TOY. a' inter - 
et ho týxý. ' ' ;i ;T the -; suusory 
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i "ýtiýJý 
li. iu]: 1 1c 'It t-ake. f-1, -x. h c<ilu c'ý1"i ,..: Cc1_. `ý'i üu 'ijai)' Y'" i. 1 the 

it, Ana ýý :iv.. I G ý"j +l _: ýi'. l til rti +. v, . 
L1! ''al1i: C: .vv -Vr, : 1,8$ý " 

but it i`, 3 jilcV. A tab! tiiuy th(C re wliouli(j oc ri?. ii1y triff rcaco' ; ootac,, ea the 

'.. Jý: Jý, ý" 110 
IlE: V., 11v: l4 .. 

ttl?. t't tit. lt, l. a In 83t" 

rhasis ]. i tie "Cv;. rcl ra la, atos'l even J+". i: 7GvE; i the earlier 1: Aapt rs -, -ad 
this 

end, °: n, "; thi't tLat l n; e Ccinci des ýý try tn.. po. i. nko at z : nttaitlS 

confronted vith the arcaturel: iness of mal, :: ld )arLicularl. 7 

the erý; uyuýcelinc s of hu ea ratio''lality. At that atü e, cälc; : -abject 

begins to ie treatcü ill a 4"ucil äiiore soferioio&icai wa , ara, to the ex- 

te11t tht. t fvr. ial referelicee tu the "Father of the JJUs ' oegiri to be 

iaý. ae, in a rn'irc 1 "rini tariaa wray. Iti ntuj. n, these ctlanges are very 

auch m:: re 1; ý, rce, rJ.; l rk evidence in this bo,, )k" oteriology is, of 

ouxºse, its haart and aoul; of this of ier point, there is muc1i less 

E: uvaace than olle v: oulc expect, -'aiu in fact the spucific<, i:! y intrL1- 

Trinitaricn qucstione did not U come of supreme i portaace till the 

Arisn cý: ntroversy* had started. lt is significant that the qu:: etion of 

why th- Logos slioul. d have ccmc in the flesh at u Definite point ii-1 time 

receiveQ an ails -, vor that is absolutely deciaivcly sotzrio. iogiea3., so 

that this buck is aue of the first, and greeteEt, of the classical 

treatises 'n this subject; it I. 
\as, 

in fact, the first which was sole- 

ly and -xi)licitly on the work ýL' ;; Irrist. "iili3 it: -aria that the prcblem 

in ws treated at !. i ucl uef; lc; vel th.. in the ''Contra Dente 'r 

and that the probieia of Chr-ist: A3gy abtrug?. - th`iºsýAvc3, uL- 

za3ot thejx' : 'irrt t:.., u iri Whe hi, Lorj uY' cjiý, logy; ua the other hand, 

there is much lESS 
tha 

i YYe ohvaid r. ý,, poct cci the quee$ti: ')f ; nap's 

aý prýpx"i _. Li cka ýr tha rz,, Ce A; t: ained by Uhri; -t " Ileuriy every �tudy of 

Atha: 1&sius dec, 1:; :: Lt: z tile Chiristology anu s)tcri. Diogy of the "lie Incar- 

. Ga t. i one" La full, but ai try jugh oui" prime interest i!, i. ri ýiie r-ýiiitý+rian 

)f fW aiuss w,. ca n. t ß+. L1OwW uux'seives the luxury or relying 

Ca s received interpretatiour rirstly because in many respects it in 
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4xý- unzatiat'actory, anc. secondly becuuce it is 

stazd the exact cäange proaucec, by the . . "i c. ztx"L`vc: Iý;,, ; a; ý:. -1 than- 

r.. ius rcturneä to the3c matters in the '-F-Ater -T the ' contra 

Ariancs", I-III" 

'm ýýýýý 410 ý 

1 In the, first chit,.: -er" Athanasiua iatroouce6 t; Xi eu bj.: ct, e1- 

ong pith ra retrospect of the `Contra Jentes" . -, abt; ireab in wl t pre- 

eeaee we have drawn out.. "a sufficient cý: uuat of the error of the 

heathen concerning idols. ". anü wnereas we Lave by Uod's gar ce noted 

s cmethin also ccnoerning the Go ahead (ýEc rod of the "id of 

His universal providence and power, and that the Gooß. Pather through 

Him orders all things& and all things are moved by Him and vivified in 

Him (Evd, ty/ 
'wo7roi T. t; ): Come... let u89". SGt iortli '-, &dt r3ý. ates to 

the Logos Is becoming man (1) and His Divine appearance (E'' I d.. \161CJ. X 

alºWg us, in order that your piety towarasa iii, u may be and 

multiplied, all the more for the seeming low eetute (2j of tine -, ogos. 

For the more He is mocked among the unbelievers, the more t.. -itness ; ices 

He give of His own Godhead; inasmuaig as de not imly 1ij.,; CJf deren-- 

Btrates to be parosible what men wrongly believe to be iai ocsibl. e, but 

what mer. ieride as unseemly, this by ilia own goodness Iii: cloths with 

seemlineiae, and what men... laugh at as merely human he by His own 

power demonstrates to be divines subduing the pretences of idols by 

irivisibl y His euppo3ed (vo1u,, SoýuEv 
lý1) 

humiliation « by the Cross - ai4 

wiruaing over those who mock and disbelieve to reco, pise His divinity 

and power. But to treat this subject it is necenoary to recall what 

has been said, in order that you may not fail to know the cause of the 
i appearQaCe { v6rc. Sd " in a body of the Father's Logos, so high and qevzý 

aftud6o 

iT. Tr) pE vJ v Gp w-rr äwwJ rb3 oý. $) -r1r So Ca c -r E Idýt. ? ba /[ v. 
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ncr tl:. +J the S. -. iv. our borg ure (3) 

bum 
(4) He t. >l:., IJ : -! Lie- c ýI'.. ) l: T x%11 oi ure n. k. (i"! )ý3 =ri: t ý; ý! F3 he ' i' i'" il , ý. 1- 

has yet c- tie loving-i. iudLess 
¢Iiý�ýw, 

r4ý f1! t ooir1 ý0 o!. :: iÜ ,n 

Father been ttaniieatcü ('R týrcyE ra(e} to u3 in a hu. m. in body (E�1�90w-M�w 

4W ri) for our .; ü1vati : i" rt Ic tiie-a 
. pi' ; per .u: cL; rL `, ne t 'eat- 

ment of thi subject bZ ýý.; c cin± : j1 LLi,:, er'eat'_ )n 

ct that Go. ý tr. ý, artificer ºou l pý° 

ir its rcn 'wý:! {d�elKotºvº6'ýS ; hui th.:; t: ').. t mad! 

it in the be , iniii. aj. i'or it i1z, ppý. r; ;ti:;: ý the 

F 
. 
ýih r ti Jý av. ý r; r Ju ht it ä oF:: ý V'. 'ý i on iri Hiu (Yd. JTbIý j; ý: ' ')U '.; N3 

made it". '1'h1ä is important sie a general o miry of the (in 

the narrower : tense) of the probik. lu. th tauius un. ̂ e: Psrv«dly -. cceptz 

L'fli`ie Deity of t1::: Lo ~o$ ; in fact , thi c chapt c <; u ý: i- ý: o: ne )f the 

m-)ßt unaii; bi; ucue ctv. -Lcments in hie Writings oit ±hi s -L: Ant. 1,,.: leedt 

ref i©n or thezlot; y ;;. .t is u the ugt'. 4 b . eeri rý: ý 

tine theology of the "Contra : entec", raust be unz.,,. biguouc h-. re. This 

makes L c. ülpýýet3 contrast to he ; iX'1'ýTlCij who were a16! ß 

but a:. 'firinc(1 thut t.: he L o&; oe 'ace a (: -1't :! 
u. p " CW fing m `at 

aýie uýýt : sly c-, ffir: red th7. s, scus etrai ; h1, ! r-t4, '; 'rye cerl oils 

Problem 01 the 1ncam: ktiun. an(. ' "ne wýAc: l n iu a Ivrs proý" c, "; ý'. =t Ulf- 

ficu. it ;: I, IC 
_ntruCto. 

bie, iZ li-l" oL-. t. n -Q713, 'týit can iJý roV <i 
ed, 

-. 
r cc m 

actually w;; rk, in. the humbic t, Ac il! ürie eau crucifie. i fig in 

it i y. x: ýnatus's crci t ! 0h<: 'tie =; eec tuiý+ : 3rrai ;t ýu. ºay w (10ee 

n of :;.: I e the f1. i t;. G", Lit. at t ii i :; Luge etilli: iiot '1. V ul uco; ii: Itc. r LL ing CU 

roc ;a the ter; "r. inclogy in r1 ch tx; is reiuti, ýn . 4. e ýýacribeu, :;::; peei, 311y 

irn view of th¬: c;; utrast with the aurLA itive teýýninc. Lo y ý' l:: tic: ' theo-ý 

1 Ogy. he close j u, ctupo3itl cn cc;. 
20-9ý4rvr 

aaC I; jos u titles of the 

(ýý eiQF, ý, �S' 'd(, KuS. ev ýj MdL-ýT�ýe. t+ öpýº KE� it ý'FV" �T �+ ...,, ,.,... r rl rOI I Owe 
arate one w: DU1d be "thRt it Rein�ts -n in L. i4. P. hd'd'°. A &E 1 b1y more 

Wsr not b-r obedience t- rntwrf:? 1 thf t !; Ye 
na. kirsg it gei ral of parli; u. L ar " 

ydTb1' WV 111 udr4 ý ýýs ,, f' uýýp XI-j%/ 
ýI U1` 
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ý ä ixt .: 
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01. 

v rb«. t xtiu i7. ß 

vii, 

(5;, th et the larv a., i : ý'. ._.. 
i. ;. 

inc)r-oreu 
. 

(6). Y gis is eonfirmec, by tie : eniu; ' tj18 i; tie 1cw 'natiat 
was in c 11sf, quelice of 21ý; i; ýLI'F_'. Ch --v, 2 

f'.; r tL; V- IAS; I lO 

ti i ..:; a noe- 

itivu ill ne sense, iri ti. 4, ý -u- t-, , j.: r. r much 

ri: )re Pa, dly thy; ;, ri ; zi ;; egesi:, of ;; cri. ; tuz , but it ca. 1 it... . lcViIed 

that Ch. ", C1 risto oý; jº i3 it 3ý ,r ern 1-d13 ^T:. d"'.: it of 

Cheleedcn. Ccz'rcýcjp uidi. rig to thi3, there iý :1 tý; nde'icy tu c:; ri ixte 

the lftngua c of appeazanc3 with tiv-, huwaani4 j of Chri;; t. At ri:: glus 

wrrv : -`" t, 1e which does rifer, at the begJ.: ming, t3 t, it 
EVCAvIT ý 

of c lw ,ea ;1 3t c rr,,; ct ar., Ii1ObJ ». tlc. )nsh. L able tc. rla 

aboa tt., -, E1rf otVEk(, W. ti.: ý: ";. Dili.. 1: 1T1ý7G iýr>cý ,n .ý,. _ "ýt'týs 

W} ')3e artecec cn4La ýýLýC sa atiawZf llebzcw a: Lt ý; -ich :; ".: r: c? t: tßß rylý- 

: ima tc; rriolo ; ka,, i'ic ý+l3(; 1C 1 C1 lT!: (l" i3ut 1vo hive to the 

OOkOV6ý, i1G. 4; VQpISoµGGv7 bu&i1intiQfl :f --;, C V: c 

(5 } "A H (s4'or 
/. 
/ df Western ', ý#loSorikj, ýp. 8%o. 

understood. The principal e ceptirn was ? 'Leto (and the Pi. ät-^tc Soc- 
rNtes) the least raa+: eria int is fiel of rýrli?. c ý; nhy ýýýfs the 

., c, c; c, s 
dactrine where it occurred, in general, once. the 1o icei Vtd ? -taphys. 
icai yfAy. psi taii rl the <. t . er iiwýnei, t E-rc : i.:; an ex- 
centi cn t) this except.. rn; thn Stoics appenr tc have tre-tea in their 
Iti.; t 

, x'je&ilsti i3 bvC. t: ti t; 1. C1 . ic; .3r Y'1[ß f. ý ýý': iw fxXl a1t(, i°I: z; ýJ. t' form of 
matter. ^dwyn Pevan, "St c1 c^ and certi. c ", r.,. 40 f°. C the 
other hand, the Fatiierü of c: ; urat ire that God is 
coxºpore&I. See Pre! tqe G. P. Thought, ch. I. 
(7) the c. bcve, ýý" 19-8o. 
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.l r^_ Ü)': ý 'FU. 29. j. 'ty 
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h r' r. -) rFSej vccr, IJU.. C1r1r ! I' c'C Ite. - cr" üD be its Hebnýý-f 
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.; {: K X. A/ OU EU 6'Kf-ro 
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It3elf r eforr; t reve, '_ati. on .,,; tIi r then exi3t(ac: s, -L, shown in 

Ex. 3.14, vh, rca : xca F, ý1-v: ýr 1. '1lZ -1 WK i1 ? j]11 O'1LV 0 

in spit cri the :: C, 13 re Ei 11 y ^n ;, nPwwc: r. to 'ono tau , ti nir; ýr h 1I we 

ýC21ow ýil'1ý: 1. it is `.: ' : k-"L 3'. '. ü Ü'; C: ý : 1rýfl TAO u t! 1 aýJ! ili'iiliý :? ýý OT'/ 

t , -t put '' '° t'S, ie r th 

criterion ;fn ; cr rc : i-L t). t; t ,;, )d hae 
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bu. i ,; : der _. 
frc T^ Iitlc'r?.? ! '. C r1. ct7 he X1ý' but 

v c, Tý i'S', in & V' ^ý tc "'Ir. L st " ,, u ,.; ti c)ns of : }. . c... 

ro re]at _uri 
in rrI ti': ui to ")r". . c. i. c v ait to the 1. &ter the ). 'Logy 

of Athanasius than J-, -; uvuua-Iiy uuz: itted. 3t=_t for ire pry. sent, Athanasiud 

gives wý evidei. cv of `«ýa. ý. g .:. ý; direct c(ýx tzuct wi i; n "u., - ib -: i. u rw trugt- 

it i eve; uciou; for exaiiplc, in tie exe ; eis of rrove is : 22 and 

Ai"-z 4: 1ý 
. i: m uofjýi ri. oi, apjJtttA to -Lll r brew, af3 i:.. -Le c caittiv. ýýz'ür i seblvA 
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iius : i_ 1. j,, ý-.. 3t'i y J1 th, -: ý 
"c.! 

_-1: "Z'11fi! t? C: ri " :(u4 : '. 'C'1L t, tLOUgb I 

: as La the 'Ver'y r*v 1V!:. ß_ '_ f4 Iii C'T';. !,!, cde It 

LI. i. the er Ir ent t :. Ce,,, Unt fcr the ; 'J. e of 

401: E- t: t rr ,, w back 

ý- ,s cr ptur4 But th' re ac: c'ý^±ve break 7. f view 

ycý }ik. i_ y ttAuii ß1c.: :. ý^i"ý s "'ýýý ý?. 1ý.. 
... :E .1 c' .. ý^t ý.: ý of +. rlt., -(O. t of 

Li: "c ý. av"i ¢' "1 I" . 1L 4ý2. ýý ý? lit 7ý7'e irk V. l. i't , ! ~l the 

4ý (6v4urc' SLaiov»IEITý, ) rý'rl iru, : `ýý-t 

tV I )lice 

1 

iler4 is tIlf: t this its u I7V To bt Vif; CO: AKI. -il of 

C onstantin op e, defi.,. itive1y tot cý piri it " notice 

other inUtWl. cea of t111310 z: t : 4i::. jpr in cori: 1jaxisun 'Aitth j_ a. c:. lihr 

(8) Sc c-- Burnet, " rt y rer. eek PP" 1f? Q-`=: 06. 
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(9) gee "T i naeue "ý , at'f. t, _. ý ri . ', 
Jr 

.. _ ,ý.. ýý rer. t .vro TI ® 
is a tradition that 'this i" P1. nto's & etrine" Taylor, "Plato..., " 
44-c". -444p ý:. _. ti 'n of 
ordre out cP chaos, rater than nerhap the r. rigina2 mntoýr1r l, and Goat.. 
ý'p'rry7 "t7. edir Tý� III (a -pp 7, '36cj. i c- äJ'ß`,. 1 

Aý'B. 
.., ý' . 

ý`2ý. nk'. t 

Put Te. ylcr, i. cc., cit. maintains, rightly that P1nto Ivery much inure am- 
bL uous t, ilfýii has , ii. itin 1u tri ti t t, .. '. 1 aý C £ti:, be 

interrrt*ted in q manner ecnpipte .t wIth erepti nn Ir nih 10. The Athan- 
£ßlüu cc etrinc 13 dßscribeut Fis 'ýä, chº'ýý, i'tLZ , tný smu. s'r, _ý C1rr f r, op. cit. 
ý. ý üf. With ; I-ieh h '; hc VI. crr t1-),: "t cr, -- Zr# E as ideas 



lose 

3 The next chapter begine vita the true doctrine, that Creatioa 

is e2c . nihi1o,, 
�er 

Verbim, and essentially an act of t uu's gram.. To 

eup'aort this, he quotes Gen. 1: 3., Heb. 11: 3 and the --. e tebrateo. naeoages 

from Hermes Mand. I and Plato's "Tim eue'" 19... There now fo. Li. ows an 

irxportant pnseage in which the gift of the Logos to men is more fully 

defined: (bOiB) "... having taken especial pity, above -1J. things m 

earth, u-. on the race of men, as it would hive been incapab. ie uuf endur- 

ing eternally in virtue of the principle of its own orit7in (1(,, )* He 

gave them a ftirther gifts and He did not merely create Man as He created 

Oil the irrational beings on the earth, but made them afttr his own Im- 

age, giving them a portion even of the power of His own .L r)goe , so that 

having ?s it were a kind of reflection of the j., ogoa, they might be able 

to nbido ever in blessedness (11), living the true life which belongs 

to the saints in pared is. But knowing that the will of man could away 

fron; side to el, e, He secured in antieipetion the grace given them by a 

l ±Yr inch by P place. For He brought them into his own garden und nave 

them R? ru, go ttat if they kept the grace and renamed goc they might 

still keep the life in peradise without morrow or pain or care, besides 

h: 'ving the nromiee of ineorruption (JB64pW k('} in henven; but if the? 

trnnsgresce d and tarred beck and became evil they might know themselves 

to be trc? lrr. in,, thPt corruption In death which is theirs by natura ( 2). 

no Longer to ll? e in Y)Pre9ise but cast out from it from that time forth 

to die end abiete in der: th and corruption" (18). Athanaeius concludes 

the chanter b7 jnf, tinr Gen. 2: 16-17, interpreting . IJXX Bdv nycftroO Vf 

'! -T-n-IYJIj t0, as "not dying merely, but nioo abiding ever in the 
T 

c npt i Of de. th (Ti'ýiDv Volýr+ou of j'" 
1 

This passage is most important as indicating the lneaa ng of 

10 ' Kd ei TÖv c 
ýt rýej rö eJ Eöý. J f' 

\-,. ^^ 'driý öv 
a 

ýiCd ra. r ýdw -rDv FiFo ýýº du? Di f' K, ýti f 1Du 
looo -rz 

kA) F voýu. Evor of Korn 
on dvv Iý. / d ýýl ýfrý y aý r000 

av 1S µ výrv g'. lvýrw K. c ý£ -r 7ýf8 
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ýºoýPKoý 
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Lo, rzsFrý, r;, ý, ., ý$ 9 
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i-, `. tß: 3 " ti ý; .ie ac üvli , i. z-ati " Er 
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c t.. ýG 
u L)jsý 

case ii 1riaClt 
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i. `a not juetl1.! 1!. ux. tIýý.;. C' the li%' 

$ýý ý. a kiýil 1 : 7f tia. lEi grace i -j i. c a or . 'Vef a 

' :.. » acý, L . is 1 ýci (:.. }. 
. ýý s, º : J. ti,.. n tie: bear$ 

it is J . 't ý i. ty in. be ttiti; aie, 6=if. etürl«1 civil:; ý'L: u1: t ci fe in 

rýi. p .ý 3vý. s1 ýr <; ýr " r. ý << iýtuº: x City" of 

uc a. dt: let a1 ý. ie i; ýiýty ý; ý. t].:. ý etcrna: L L da= OA 

about au Mr e. a uosuIb1 'ram erholet 

-: )ncUpt i 4ott'i 1et e. LJ Ci:: ü«. 81" IL 
_r. äa. _.;. 
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IJ 11 /y 1'I ' ýýý Ieet %. 4. ýA . 
%... 1 J Vha V 
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t U. U -,. so the i 

1nUY'd for 
,. i 

i. ý. j u: i" J!. ' ;li: .: 1 a. ilk ii;: 

that is wart by of tll, ý lz': -k h vt .: thi ý1� ". ; :.. ý w: i __ 
th at 

gift ir, 3 ý? iý i. CFi. l.! % Jt: -tit '2'.. ß . 
`. L cý :. x : il in that 

C. T"- Wesen des Chr sty "`' ) 
p" 2328, 
1. s 106! f . 16 The qu+rs13. as of wä Cher Atha*arlss SOW this original aal, in the 

ßr7 some* nalow º1* s$st of am # as sasething supezflatual or not' 
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to mir rata oeýºi (l ogleal) because it partake s 
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ext 1041#04 t to cal in than apologetic ez'guae rt e of the trestles 

~41400 " that ,% il and its eousequenee appear as teasing 
a doss eleawtg... p. ;?; I it is not to be we n Bred at that the 
6104Mssioa of ao in cos tion With oreat± n and the natural eMtdoua fts 
of º only reesltdd.. «ih tract of i+ýtýt.... (ate dt allmal sl leredly Prag the 

ogi. s1 "Coat" Art om ss" ). L'S Robertson (IMpod. to this book, Z"M. Pwt. l. 9e35), earn 1MWh 
the 0-110 wits ost the questionable over =es. 

Iaht,, "Die tee bl. AtArtsiz e... ", p. 10!, agrees that the 
e to a dam a additaº. 

AUMS' ee 
rtes 

1066 denies this, (Studien f A-62): "M die 
pole i9 (pro Q. ß.. De .s whose authenticity be is trying to pro" bfr eo piton with the r adar of Athawalms) und Atls eine Bird Ar*dr 

Mid Wider 1s i fie. Die breatärlte Tosenrbeetnxicº der Dings 
dem er verda sesiat stir dez' sp e13 ale)(e. p g beselWnete Teilt1n11st 
es *1l4 4e Loos ist im t ee Natur, der= die Qesrmhbpte k0mm uIi'ie sie 
gap *icht beet q". 

erititiaa of Ueraaek has a.. so been aide by the Rosen Cat ctie Agars, in the rao op. Oita p. 1890 that we have already aerated st 1046th (ýº above p. S(ýj " and 1A *i@h he ineriMnates list orsisa as the Causift tad" tl o ah. hurnsrd, "L` de Dieu dOapr a 8t. Alb- 
41140"" r (in e)# in %be Asst halt, M$ GeV. eýº7 ,o oom to rather sure 

arfýenet ly, bet msboa esseng the oat er1ae1m, except that 
he an$ Irr g put ispreetet en of the Speak t inoio rtbw thm 

X1 0t tally. SU04W# "igle MPISO gslehre 60s h$111 9W A eise", 11 4184 114N mat A atu+s to vagae on the d ;. at. zha t cat boo 
ýº natural and e zpernatupsl for the sane vote= as r\twberger'so P1staß- 

. WAS denies that Atbansaias regarded %I%* Zaage as a dcezam swpers4º iUM las the rear aesni o! the e %* Pall, "Die Lehre des helle- 100 AtlmM. töa van dew BÖsde and 6W W 0819"9 22l. deZ4 es that Athen. ' *0**5 l1atjle to e the diatta4 res, end sot's ently, BCAW4w, "L0I1sch iiaa 04 L' Agri du Christ dane IS, Theologie e 801st Atbanaee" 
1$ and 0whaattimuy hates p. eye the oar"*% view, that 

ý" r t"A rc $ of o 18tH M XIV" God rmd not a barwit! tr 0 is efti efty ap 
ý 

pe tap 4o God. De w, "Le Rcle do kerbs 



I*1. 
ao$Abkg. Nowo in the field of %h* eause of the Incarnation, In the 

- f*eld, that is# that Is now generally tern" God in Creation, lien and 

KA# it was alb cognised that SeriptU re spoke plainly, and in one 

att*tta 1oMaiW1. cu (1 '). It is in what might be called the 1i 

Of the Incarnation or th What-it-was of the Incarnation, where Serip- 

tR't is not so iaaediatelyr plain, that Athanaeius is not so certain of 
j Maselts and that be had to elaborate the definitive doctrine in his 

later Conflict with the Ariai . 

4 The being of chapter 4 is a conclusion of the above seo- 

ttc and at itica to the following cue: "You are xandering# per- 

UpsO for what possible reasoftr having proposed to speak of the Inoar- 

notion or the Logar (1$), 
. 
We are at present treating of the origin of 

mind. But this tos^iproperly belaags to the aim of our treaties. 

Twa". the reasQa for Ile eooing down was beeanse of us (19), and... oar 

, ý. 
- ý_ 

o, ý 
For of bee *ing incarnate we were tvanevetslaw rill "k law; 

" tT' 
the abjeet (IO)) esxtd on aseount of our salvation did He exercise Hie 

Plti1. nthsopia in being born and in appearing even in a huaan body"* In 

spite of Rar n (Apoilia. riaaisn, ppe i2$, ), this is 

vl at be rille the "ArM ochaao" riew, r and in which the 

is rejected. Raves writes, *... in it (i. e. the last 

is re is L. o tins ), Dioden definitely claims that the 

'altiiaately dne to asaItiads cute, if there had been n 

sasstraiaing cause of Christ's coating would have been 

a plain case of 

"Alexandrian" view 

extract of D10- 

Incarnation is 

o Fall of Yen, the 

lacking. It is an 

yao, conj. " äanl# 1 `URUrre ae la ureat]. an et la UancsirioavioU a"aprea 
Saint Atbanaae'", AngMllou= 1939, pp. 201-238, cares to the unsatisfactory 
Conclusion that there are two Imager, a natural image, which is created, 
and, a-sU)isaatUral n. which is a participation in the Logos* be, * 

ie nit ýý above aonclUSIVelr that as distinct from earlier 
-ira f AUema$i known only one I e. 

17 The reference is to the Ipietle to the Raoene" 
if r6Pw, r rýC 

-rvu 
''ý le (C£ºvoV 

ýW; 
at rwUf'. w fv v' 
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SAMUsio that can be paralleled in Irenaeus (e. g. Adv. Baer. 111: 21), 

' perhaps from no other early writer. Certainly, all the Plat mists 

'fir sake Crigen and Apoll: inaris, tried to represent the Incarnation as 

* flifeetation in time of an sternal inclination of the divine nature 

t ºe ds Otat would unhesitatingly have rejected it. " This 1s quite 

aet Ikea. The View of Diodors the Anti ochene would be a perfect para- 

ee of Athanasiusip whom Raven correctly and unhesitatingly classifies 

ate a Platonist and *h h Isee correctly*ý considers to be a sort of Apoll- 

"ism before Apollinuiue. Platmisa is a auch more complicated thing 

!º Raven real, ses r and the element in theology which he considers as 

1ºlet+ ei, while it say be an eleasnt in Plato, In better considered as a 

&M% of proto«gegeliasiest ands if we confine ourselves to ancient phil- 

0 epy, r was more at hoes azcmg the Stoics and with Heraclitue (21) than 

AS Plato# and certainly would have run right against the Platonic Seerat- 

st the Socratic Dialogues 4C. F1atov which as we have already seen was 

the g e3 pal pd osophi#al i atluenoe as Athsnssius" ( this basis" an 

OOPMI pz' d apeei' t east to Iuesimati aat in the fullest Christian sense was 

the 41M VWLag W W% the Lvg<w could have# and therefore this needs a 

's ial explanation 4w he Ss as Atbanasios says, the need for a spec- 

iii ' ftataent of the origin of s" af4d also of sin and perdition) or 

"W"s sseh a special explaa4ation, which is necessarily absolutely Bib- 

11eaä10 i vtteb1 puts a great etrai* at Platonism or any rationalist pos. 

i CNA" For the tage beings then. Atbanasiaa ie, is the later terainolo , 
º b4ftalaps*14=& if limy hi*g because of bis Platonism rather than in 

yr' --------------. ý.,. 
$* of it; there Is still a teadenoy to throb of the coa*ologieal 

xýsre ýr of the Logos as xepraatMting His normal nature, and the Inaarn- 

airtcS as suaething that needs special ezplanatiaa and that was specially 

**used In the in! `relapearian een®e" Athenasits later does return to the 

(a) In View of their Mcnietic I. ogon doctrine. 
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soli 3g la$a Ian positici with reference to the 

$ill a fairly late stage of the Arlan controversy, 

IIs76tt+ ohs cxe sfs of Provo 8: 22 Ihr ß. Are 

Incarnations but not 

that ist the end of 

The next eeetiasts from 4: 104A to 6: 105D, is a full consider- 

ipn of the doctrine of sins and the nature of corruption. This will 

not be examined in such great detail, but cannot be entirely neglected, 

So two reasons, 2'! �ßs s because it has often been seriously misrepres- 

ented, and secondly, because ate-usf., the main issues is the difference in 

t#*pbasis between the "De Incarnatioae" and the "Contra Arianos". "ThUE 

then, God has made man and willed that he should abide in Inc orrupti apt 

tý VLP6' ), brat men having despised the contemplation of God (28), 

sad devised and contrived (ýo mr' vos Kai) Eirrivori v'ß) evil for them- 

$elTes... rea*tved the death sentence with which they were threatened; 

Ät ýlýth they no i cger re mined as they were made, but were corrupted 

OVM m* they devi s ed# *ad death reigned over them as a king. For trans- 

lesion of the cosýaxýänent was turning them back to their natural 

ats (23), so that just as ovK ö s' xfx 
vo'ýv, 

so also, as might be 

bated, they sight look for c orrupti onUE$ -r EIVJO in the course of 

U. 1 (241 'or if, out of a former state of non-existence (25), they 

Were Balled into being by the presence and l oving-. kindness (f r% �ý 

4' the logos� it followed naturally that when seen were bereft of the 

k*owledge (? vrot ') and were turned back c j'-raj o 
is for what is 

l is not, but what is good is (26), since they have come to be from 

0+0 t}*t ist they should be everlaati. ngly beten even of being, in other 

' ioat aß te$", but suet an 0, Platoýiaý 
W' P& 'f 'PIS £rýroi f si, s' -re 

J. d-r v ý. 'w,, I oýý 

'$&) Does 6IS' -rb E vs. 
j mean "in eo quod aunt" - Migne, that is, even in 

109080 very matters in which they exist, or, is an od or Quittedip as lobe, fawn, I,. N. P-N. F., saggt®4. 
'ýß 4416-Tv o ýIEd 

ýp sih KdK 
övTx 

Tx Kýt%a(. a repetition of the 
*am re$srk iu t eºt! a Gentee" 

Verdes that they shculd be disintegrated and abide in death and corsupticaI. 
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! man to by nature {Kolrý 4V) 
saortal Inasmuch as He is made ex 

*#bilo (27). ]st by reason of his likeness to Him that Is (and if he 

&$iII preserved this likeness by keeping Him In his knowledge, he would 

resist his natural eoe, upti aI (28) and remain Incorrupt ( 7P-ý 

( 
. sd. 8s1ß)... Dad live heneetorth as God (pg. 82: 6)... 

"Far God has not only made us EJ OUK öv, 
but He gave as 

Feely, by the grass or the Le: g*O, a lire corresponding to aodr (Kd-r 

ýfový. But men, having rejected things eternal and by counsel of the 

steil tried to the things of corruption have become the causes of their 

8; ) 002 Corruption in death, being-.. by nature corruptible (/ m'rA-c. 
iudiv 

but destined by the Spaeo following from partaking in the Logos (89)(-t'jf 

Tbc to have escaped their natural state, if they had re- ^r ' seined good. For through the Logos which co-, existed with then# even 7c 

I(AT. JuMv tp80 pd, cLi, d, not cone near then.. " bat when this was c one to pass r 
ý MOU 

ý%1 Pvr)6KoV (laperf. r? began to die), while Corruption henceforth 

prevailed (aorist) againet them, gaining even more than its natural pov- 

W over the whole teaser owing to the transgression of the commandment, 

ald the threat of the Deity as a further factor against them. For even 

in their miadeedo sm had not stopped short at any bounds, but gradually 
(K'"ý"°I'jýOv )pressing forward, have passed on beyond all measure. "" (F©ll- 

ors a description of sin along the lines of Ron* 1: 25ff; vy. 26-7 quoted). 
6 "For this cause them, death having gained its hold over men 

and Oorruption abiding upon them, the race of men was perishing, the rat- 
ioal maa made in God's image was disappearing (30). For-death. -. gained 

At legal hold over ups (31), and it was impossible to evade the lax, sinne 
it had been laid down by tied because of the transgression, and the result 
w*$ in truth most monstrous and unseemly. " 

il 
Cnv 

ýZO 
am ¢Corru ti on, through, 

-,, t . The onic pt bt sharing" 
again, 

pointedly reminiscent of ar language about the spirit; ei. In Athanasiue, C. ýr. 1: 47-32 and Ad 3erap. 1: 27, 
ýº, iwg64t tý e Qaeh times. 

w o! *r*V '1 iC )4(N'ºawn�_ 
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logo 

These extracts confirm what we have noticed in the preceding 

r$tian, that the principal concrete benefit to the individual of fell- 

I *h1p with the Logos is +gAMd, immortality with beatitudo. The aan- 

r 4QUOL an of eh. 4 indicates that, when Atiuanasiuts uses the word 
jcrLr 

ä": kw Is thinking predominantly of this gift (in fact the principal 

4NAISUc attribute in classical literature). B nt it is even more i 

an$ to notice that, correspondingly, the opposite of the state of 

US ýºoýKo, ̀ is no lov4erýdý%ºo6(A, s irrationality in the ordinary sense. 
9 f? Zd'''J (death. ) and #"r- (corruption). Now it appears for a tins 

Oh* 4 that AthMasiue to falling into an ambiguity, which is the other 

*Ad* of the aboy*-tentianed mcertainty as to whether the Image is naL.. 

tl or supernatural# tbst lot of not adequately distinguishing between 

the i crrlialese of Mn as a aimer and the lowliness and mortality of asn 

ale a creature, This is much more dangerous than the former ambiguity(32). 
l 0 cruse r in saying that san and everything else created £g OvK 0 v-Ywv de- 

VOU" on the snstainiAg grace of God for his continued existence, Athen 

ý. ue to In agreement with the whole history of theology. AW it Is 

ttiuult to avoid the oanclueion that there is a real anti-creative pow- 

4-OW oo pting e (of. Earth's "Das Nichtige" of K. D. Vol. III: III). 

Ott the Very point of the doctrine of creation 0W 01/ dv as distinct 

fto* EK 
,1 

ovYwv, is a denial that this power is identical with that out 

A! 't h God and* wins, as if matter or materies were itself essentially 

This error would be the most natural thing in the world for a 
$e01+ .n under the influence of the platonic Socrates. This is to 

nothing of Athanasius'$ possibly suspect use of the notion of Being 

40 that which is essentially present in God and present by participation 

I^ creatures# the perfect setting for a doctrine a the ýngiogta sortie in 

Aefse denounced by Barth. The natter is even more sup pact when we 

Omi Atbarasiua'e Uee of Of a" The word is unfortunately used 

gso above, tor a d" aes various c oments on 
ýß ßic*. 
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ice in oh. 4 and once t rly in eh. 5 for the natural state, KITA. 
6 

etc., of man. Nov, if there is one thing that corruption is 

"fit, it is natural in this sense (33). 11mever univeroal it is in the 

-empirical eense, it is Jess natur9l to tauen man than blessed inmort- 

»ity to untau. en man. These questions are of importance in relation 

$0 the question of whether the soteriology of Athanasius consists eis- 

VCäy jr, the supplying to man of a top layer of being which ie simply laoh" 

=lag in sinful man., as distinct from the radical recon truction of even 

to layers of being that are left to the sinner. This in turn is re- 

leted to the charge of 6Sttiekex1: Hoas and Raven that the Christology 

it Athanasius is virtually Apollinarian; the Logos, that ie, is placed 

'top of the lower husma* corporeal layers of being, in place c%f the human 

soul (84). As against this must be set the fact that for Athanasius 

I. e. In the sense of being absolutely aboriginal, as well as the 
Miore familiar sense. It would be right in the Pauline senge of "URA 

thout Christ". See above P, 11-80 it) Shapland's Note 8 on ! p. II ad Serap* ch. 9 is the best brief 
teary aas the vexed question of the Apollinarian tendencies in Athanasius. 
w,. rlier students of Atbanasius based their estimate of bis Christology 
On the two books against Apollinariue, naw admitted to be spurious. See 

example, Pell, "Lehrt des hie Athanelus", p. 125. Harnaek, H. D. IV# 
'ff, led the way in questioning whether Athanaatus had any real appreei"" 

ait-= of Christ's bmiani. ty, and has been followed by Stdlekea, "Athemaai" 
", pp +r 94ff, and Soss, "Studien", pp. 77ff, who suggest that for Athaa- 

ias the manhood in nothing more that a series of qualities and attributes 
a* abstract nature borne by a person who is never really human. The crit- 
Islam has been pressed even further by Raven, "Apollinarianism", pp. 79ft 
004 il$ff. But on the other hand see Robertson. Introd" lxxvii, Prestige, 
'! 'ethers and Hereties", p"2i8, and R. V. Sellers, "Two Ancient Christolog- 
5*$'" pp" 83Dt* Athanaesius was certainly no docetiet, if docetism be 
ifte ºVeted. to be what both its adherents and critics in the . arly Chorreh 
V"OVOOod it to be. If we find it hard to discover the human Jesus in 
his presentation of Christ, it is because be is preoccupied with the dft. 
t$1 Of the Trinity and never comes to grips with the problem of the 
)m n eoneelousness in Christ, partly, too, because his psychology 1s wk- 

to us, inasmuch as it was possible for him to talk of knowledge and V041 
ae and mind and will as though they were material or physical 

To have quoted this note almost complete, even though the last son- 
*c applies to the presentation in the "Contra Arianori" ': 1126-58, and 
Ad 8erap. 11: 9 rather than the "De Incarnatione". He h. ver, we can make 
it apply here by substituting the aetiology of salvation inetta of the 
Trinity. We shall critically discuss this whole way ct thinking later. 
However, a few Witt *al observations are necessary. Although the example 
48440a , by 8i laM is a Rc n Catholic, the earlier interpretation was 
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ebvionsly mesne something far awe earl ons than any merely natural 
+90? j"' 

State of man. For e ple, # the use of this word and its relatives in 

the section on the Cross and Resurrectiont e. g. ch. " : 1i30,1-2: 136B, 

flu*, 26-: 143A and i41B, v indicates clearly that it has two possible 

ergs, either what later Christians referred to as eternal death and 

the 'wrathful eternity of itr or, in the biological sons e, to the patre . 
t* stiva changes which make death completely and hopelessly irreversible 

in this sense. Although there is nothing in Liddell and Scott to aug- 

t this emphatically: it highly probable that the latter was the primary 

meaning, or at any rate the prior of these two. 

On this basis, it is etident that, In spite of occasional 

]. apses f Athanasius toots the gravest possible view of the state of lallen 

. dlº conto ". absolutely universal both among Ronan Catholics and Prot- 
estants until about 1874, of. for a Protestant example, Voigt, "Die Lehre 
don Athanaalus You Alezandrien" " . ", 1561, pp., 122-146. This was kept up 
a ch later, till about 1914, by Roman Catholic scholars, cf. Ataberger, op. 
sit. 198-247 (18 0), and especially and supremely Weig1, "UntersuciutWen 

Christologie des heiligen Athanasius, " (1914) bases his whole Chrieto"- 
legiea. l interpretation of Athanasius an the books against the Apollinartanse 
wl*ah he recognieee as having been written either directly or indirectly at 
very little remove by Athanaslue in his final years (pp. 87-141). However, 
beginning with Bardenhewerr "Geeohichte der altkirchlichen Literatur", Vol* 
III (1.923), in the appropriate place, Rcuaa Catholic echolarehip now aecepts 
that these books are spurious" and tos is now the general opinion in Oath- 
alte . yel opaediaer etc. Rc son Catholics now defend Athanasius against 
the Charge of Apol]. iaarisuiam by arguments that refer primarily to the C. 
AP. III, and will have to be considered later. Ga the other side, there is 

the frank etaterregt of M. Richard, "Saint Athaaase et la Psychologie du 
Christ salon lea Arlene", (Lilie, Faoult&s catholiques, 1947), says quite 
bluntly, p. 6: "avant 362".. on ne trouve pas, daue les 6crits euthentiques de ae Docteur, la moindre mention de Paine humaine du Sauveur" " (as dis- 

sot freu Tcm ad Antioch 7. )o its far as liberal or radical Troteetaniiisa 
is cozeerned, Hernes was antedated by F. 0. Boars, "Die christliche Lehre 
T GU der Dreieinigkeit"s 1841, ppa 574ff, and oapparently by B5hringer, 
"AthMuius anti Arius... ", t$74; pp* 114ff. 0 ° Severely criticises what 
he describes as Athe*aaiua's pure Logos-flesh Chrietology of the "De Ineas- 
natiBec sad repeata t gis criticism with reference to the "Contra Arianas" 
later, 234""248; his criticism is particularly interesting on account of 
it. great severity and because it goes with a such higher and more ortho- 
doK estimate of fie, Worth of Athanasius's anti-Arian theology. He does 
not aaention the books against the b, pollinarinna, for good or ill, at all. 
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fit. RubeT"taoa's statement that Athanasiuc "makes no such vast differ- 

Otoe between the condition of f +ll. en Rnd unfallen mßn as has covjL:, -nl. y 

been aseured to exist" (T.. N. P-N. F. ) introd. lxxi) represents with rare 

sx*ctitude the Opposite of the truth (35). The revoi. t.. ng character of 

both in and of the consequent state of man, its sheer outrage to God and 

too Man himself, is eoiaething of which . tthanesius was pungently aware. 

WnCe this? In the middle of ch. 5, iºthanasius cow es out with the eol- 

uticei; the state. of falieij reale is f3o much worse since it directly invol- 

yd the wrath of Gudº being vs it Wwo e trän =gresei on at' Hei s Jaw, which 

Man cal of escape anti which God. c, ýu.. Ld not and w')uld not rbr., )gate. For 

Athanasius, as for ? s. ul, the strength vin wao the --raw. This passage 

eeemas to be strangely ignored by those who, like Robeiotsai, (º. -N*P6-I3. F., 

tntrod. lxxi) and Aulen (C9hrt. stur, Victor, T: ng" ed. pn. 59-GO), wieh to 

use Athanaslue as a stick to bet ;t tI)e mediaeval 'rieeterners like t~neelm 

and the Refnrmers" He hmd eim-et as well develane1 a sense of the wrath 

of G"xi : end It3 decisive signific-rote for ýteriolý,.:; j Jnee hin, 
"'R 3.16 

And iar more than any of his poet-. Nc w Testament pre. j. ac uro " 

Finally, we must make ß o: le fort i !r remnrk i about tL cl ý : c: trlns 

of ein" It is nansense to maintain that for Athhnaeiue uuan suffers only 

a gradual deterioration along a continuous line from beatitude to damnat- 

Ion. The point o: i the imperfect tenses that we hagre noted in the texten 

' 
and Kdr oýºýýoV (6: 105B), is that f: Ue~i man was engaged. in a whole series 

(35) Unfortunately, this view is tci-. ocd by Shap. L nd., n. 1i (, r. .. 6 Serape 
X; 23, which spoils an otherwiee s, )und note on the rUffi. c(zlty in f{thanaaiue 
of determining what is nature and what is aboriginal grace. of 
writers whose =appreciation is on the right lines are; Hoes, op- cite, pp" 
64-6, and týtr{tter, 'Die : SrltSaung-s! ehre de he:. ligen Athanasiue", p. 48 
(R. C. ). bern. ard, op. ; it. 67-9, take, an intervteddinte position, suggest- 
Jag that in his earlier writings : ýthanasius leant more to a Fall, 
and in his later writings to a rae. ical one, a position in which thI 
author ceanot find anything goo(!, apart from, the fact th-t .e , iaee is 

y given to the letter lnterýpretetion. But in the main, it i:, i. xlr to Bay 
?nt . is matter that of one critic has ever de cri bed A. thonee1us' sýl 

properly. The 1c; Hat is. probably Harnac :,. it. ci his emphasis 
On the legal ind -penal $ic! e of Athrnasiusls poteriology looter s Sq, ýn loo. 
this Chapter). 
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of actions, all of which were thoroughly bad. Athanssiua here does not 

allow to fallen man even the relative goodness that iuguatlne and Calvin, 

aormall7 conde*ned as misanthropists, find in heathen classical lifi. (66) 

fln4eed. It is &A ODOR question whether AthaAaeius does not Paint too dark 

º picture of hiawi life# which could be criticised as unreeiietic, an4 
hiah would not allow him to point out that our very virtues were corrupt. 

Oat the point is that there is not one trace of any principle in fallen 

mart that can yield gocod fruit or even moderately good fruit. The 81, f- 

iaanCe of the inperfeo$s and the I4T'0> 
pv 

is rather that evil in fall4n 

A" is dy aic" Men invent evil for themselves, and in that very Arai 

trap the welves ixt a vicious circle that bridge them more u d. worse eviý" 
` The K. 4-r'ö1ºi316V really makes things worao, since roan is dented even the 

poor consolation that he has reached his nadir. To talk about J\thanastlZ 

as teaching that an suffers no more than a gradual deterioration is the 

same kind of soleataa as one would commit in sayin that S wkespeare's 

N&cbeth was a good meta in Act II when be : nurdere4 Duncan, compared with 

hie state in pct IF, when he butchered . acduff'e family. 

swiua does full justio" to sin an an activity of iw as distinct from a 

TFAO, u)- or passivity. He is even prepared to allow that six& in fallen man,, 

OoCupiaa the plae" that rightfully belongs to his nobleet eemenee, and in 

fact is even a corrupt dysfunction of that essence. Men are 
ýoadd EvoJ 

I<4 ' EVI OIY Sýyý$ EAuTO! r KrCK 
dV 

even their rationality Is 

involved. However, there is one thing that can be questioned. thanas- 

1UIB ad dttedly speaks of the sinner tranagreeeiug the law, or:, in other 

Words, bireakin God's bounds, and to that extent he does treat sin as be- 

IRS pride, and pathological doubt, as well as - to put it p¬rfectiy 
tYeAkly -" damned foolery. The author is adopting the Barth. id 3aheu*atio 
r roeentation of ein with his eyes open, ae it zo iwcýjwi) irab. Ly fits the 

Eli See, for ex"ple, De Civ. Del, Books 17-19, and especially Calvin, 
t", Book II, Ch. II, sections 15"-16 

, pq ann, AthaA- 
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u¬eeesiti. ej of the case. : hut even hi man's very trrfnsgres--ion the 

thing that interests Athanasius most io iaan'e foo:. ý-, ry, his pFithoi. ogical 

greuceupC, ticn with wha.. 18 not (37). In ids treatment of this aspect of 

Bin, share iss no real *VideUae that he has gone far beyond his PlatcZLietia 

treata& nt of the Issue in the "Contra Gentee", whereby "what is, not" i8 a 

characteristic of created things as such, rather than the evil which God 

has spared the world. He never quite makes the mistake of the "Contra 

(enter", where h all but takes the view that :. darn and toot the for- 

bidden fruit because it tasted gow. but this view is still influential. 

It uu3t be admitted that Athana3: Lus ta&es a uiuoh more serious vi aw of 

"preoccupation with what is not; " than in the "Contra Gentes" (38). In 

the former it leuaa essentially to idolatry, or worship: of n: an-existent 

entities in the sense in which a round square or a "god" in the form of 

an idolatrous image is a nein-existent entity. here the penalty is lit- 

erally annihilation. fat this proves that in the : Hain the into-rest Of 

Athaiiaaiua a3 in what we nvw call i3alictifieation rather than in jueti- 

ricati ozl and vocation. 

The renainder 3f ch. 6 aid the first Bent;; r, c( of ch. 7 ax wer 
the question, What was GO. to do in this situstion? This chapter almost 

dup1icat"O the account in the Cur Zeus aorao of Axne1n; Goo could not 
lave 

man to his fvte, but could : lot abx'ogute His law of sin and death; 
Shereforsf aQ ieth. zzg E. CtraQrulawry iit: ii to be cc (3ro). riowevers the 

aý} See the eecti on cu sin in : 6rthi 011, L og" , In eý ch oz V, -,. LE;. 1V, " t8 
I. and . 

III. Foolery (in YV: TI) is the opposite of the exaltati opt and 
Banctit1cati n of humAnity in Christ, Pride (in IV; *I) le the oppjoite of 
4od'e humiliation in the Incarnation, and its annulment is Justifications 
M5'acioug doubt (in IV. -III) is the opposite of Ciuist c8 the ru&; =aator 
thst the Whole process of reeoneiii tion will go to Its completion, and its 
snuu. Lment is our ealliug in hupe. 

S. ýF ch. 4, and e11 follojswing ch ptcre uF to `. 9. 
39 :; ce, : A. or . tn el, a, ''Cur Deus Homo", i: 12-13 (Sancti ^ rý: f ýr . i. ;; r. ra 

is" ý od " F. `ý. Sci mitt, Q . S. B. or an analy'siss see. t" 
Anaelm und his Critics')s p. 96ff. " 
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rem inner of chapter 7 is worthy : cf fuller exuiaiflaticul t: iiidicate the 

G; Yact difference between ;. thaaaeius and. sn eln. . A: h: jnas iuc c gin, with 

ec . eider ti nn, and rFýd ý the po; : ýibility that Lie - repentance 

would be enough, and then goes ui to conaider what would really be nec- 

essary: "... For one l1ght proziounc© this worthy of Qcici, n -if, just as 

fron transgression man have bacons set towards corr'apti, ýn, so from rep- 

entance they might : nce iiore be eßt towards incorruption. But repent- 

ance would, firstly,, fair Loc pres=erve the consistency . 1' Gcd... n )r, 

sec-ndly, does repentance call men back from what 18 according to nature 

(KArc1 it merely stays them from acta or sin 

Nc-s if there were merely a mladeiiieauour in question, : td not a consequ- 

4ntýr. crrupti on, repentance would 

troas masst n hacl once gained a 

rupti;, n IGdrL 
4 

ud1V, and wert dc:; 

in the Triage (40), wh, -. t further 

for such g; raca a}ld such recall, 

have bec: n well euoui3h" But LL', when 

c : ý"t s en because inv->Iv(«d in that cor- 

)rlvt; d of the grace which they hmd, being 

step era;, wceded? ýz wn&t wus required 

but the LQgos of G. iü, ', no had, also made 
-V fý the ünivaroe at the beginnirr ; £K1Vü1 u1 ovr, 

- rj P or it w& c His wnce more 

to bring the corruptible to Inc orruzpti. on, uuid to in i nntuin intrict the just 

claim of the Father corer a13. For being Lugos of the Father w'id above 

all, He alone was of natural f to ý;; both able to recreate everyt1. ing and 

worthy to suffer (- E'v) : inn behalf of i-12.1, und be ar, bassador ( Eeý(3£ 
6dJ 

for all with the Father? '. (In t. lo lust u: ntei, c , A%thanasius cores very 

Close to the true doctrine that -niy .. pia rho is God (Athtanas uu , -3E: ys : Logo. 

of üod) cen really suffer on our be, z. if. it iý:; iio acelden, ". tiLit ti. ie 

paco, <ge is by far the moot sWsfc. etory doctrine of God the Patner in the 

who? e Of the "Contra Gentes" and "De Incarnuticne" ") :. t: nanasius riuea to 

thl¬ langurige because he is introeucing a topic which is, forced 

on him by Scriptural . itneass but for which he has yet Äi: ýc ;y tut l tools 

ý40 } -r1v "Tb u K°dr E1 ºCoVolý ýý"QIV 
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to expr am end ane. 3. yse " Zn generals the rationalistic doctrine of the 

4AMOL IJl, (4i) of God hindered him, and this shown in he remainder of the 

book. This is related to tb i point which we are going to maka on the 

rnl lt . on between Athanasius and Amseln. The point of Aºnselm's hamartt. 

01o9y is that sin, being an affront to the infinite majesty of dod, par- 

takes in a<uae inverse sense of the. very infinity of . God xii: nsel, f; there 

fore, the debt that must be paid must also partake of the infinity of 

God. What is often criticised as Aºnselm's "feudalism" is no more than 

his attempt to establish this (42). Thus, the suffering that is nec- 

essary for reconciliation must a- Leo partake of the infinity of Gods and 

this is the reasca for Christ having to be wholly God. Athanasius 

ckn- 6II of (od. Y or him, ein would have been debarred frm this by the 
i/ 

'is 
infinite relative to anything that one man can do, or evon to any 

collective integration of humanity, since it is a corrupt-on of the 

whole of man's mature (this is the strong point about the use of f 

ti 
as being basically involved in corruption); but It does not partake of 

the infinity of C'°d. Gn the, ether hauls the infinity of' nin Find cor- 

ruption with respect to humanity is ßo 'cat that what is net+. c. t d is 

nothing less tklart an act which partakes of the imueneity of creatim 

itself. Whe13 Ne have said all this, we must ad-rit that what has often 

been dcnouneed In ikthanaaluef his "physiciam", icy his strongest point. 

We dare not h. ve #4 purelY ethice-L doctrine or reconciliation, as if the 

soul was all-1*1'041ait and the body of no importance at all. Nor is it 

safe to ign-Ire tot 
Y, x. oblen of the relation of sinful or reconciled man 

to creation a *hole, Or even to his Qn fellows. even at the level 

of tine indivic ''1' soul, man not only has a pact Pod present; he also 

has a future; 
he 

must not only be cleared from past and present guilt, 

(461) his i+ých . otJZ'oe. the famous 3toi. c word for the bo ýr vý zur of the 

(42) 
r. seeý®lm'pop. d®itbeI=220-22 

andtMcto 
exult 

Intyre, op. 
l 

eLA) tt. ýeh. ieb" X56.117). 
11 



I$1" 
he mutt lave the -. sower to live the life of a pardoned. 1, i911 who Rine no 

*Qra0 It is the fact that all the: e necessities cf reconc: i. l. ietion have 

aU iversality about theca, which far tril: Zäcc ld3 any efltc of 

San, thrat mtikas the denunciation of "pbgsicism" a very bad business (43)0 

a After w, Mat might be called the aetiology of the Incernaticn, 

Athanasius considers the Inoarnati , an itself, that is, ih: vw it ha? -. pent,. -d, 

though without losing his basic aetiological interest. In the next 

three chapters, the subject irºupe. rceptibly chenges to h.:. v the Tneernation 

and its sequelae were able to satisfy the above need.; the annulment of 

the legal curse of sin and death that hung over men: "For this purroee 

then the incorporeal and incorruptible and iu z aterie1 Logen -. f God (44) 

*Ones to our realms howbeit He was not fair from ho before. For no part 

O creation Is left void of Him; Re ha3 filled all things everywhere, 

remaining present with lite ern Fathers F.: r He com&a In condescension to 
i 

show lovi. g--kindness (4AJYBPw, rria. ) e: nd tO nanife^t Htirme:! f. ". (For 3'easons 

which are a summary of the above )... H3 taken unto rilmsr if a body, aid that 

of n) different s'"t fr im ours (45)" For He did not ainpiy Ni;. a. to app- 

eaz' to beoo: e= odied 
/ 

", (E'vcwpe(r) ),. Cr will morelX u,,, ) appear. or if He 

had wi11, ýd Simply to appear, He rar ul have been able t: effect Miau 

appeirance by some other and greater means as well. But Re takee e body 

from our own stind, and not merely a, -, but from a epotie` r, Hnd chinless 

Virgin. -. Nor being himself high am mighty and -Tra; uer of everything, He 
. or 

SWepares (Kc&rd 6 . SE, ) the, b oder . ia the Virgin as a teuaple (vaöV) for 

oM user, Pe ergo angele e des At nasius tuid : Johannes Dem' 
&®ceaus "" "", severely criticises the whole position of Horneck triat the 
theology of "the Greeks" is primsrily physical in its orientation; see 
references in introduction. In genere. l, he rebuts this char&ep in the 
eass of Athanaeiu i, by quotation from the last chapters of the "De Inear- 
natione, With their euphaeiLi on faith and on the importance of the kerr- 

tto pre--ch_ing (and herring) of the äord; also frLn thz lb7tei writings including C. A. III: 17-25 and the �,, N, uicunque dixerit" . On tae other end, he does not quite feel the full strenZth. of whit "phystoi .,. "there is 
in Athaniisius. y far the beet c , umený ry on this matt-r -LK. 3ni-th, Ch. 
Dog. Vol. I Pt. II, Pp. 1e6.. 13i. 
f44) dsG/µ dro ; "" 

iºý, c, ý 
ý1 . 

1' K. ý 7'ýJ' Kd i düý1 os ?Dv 'ov uý'(°j A. 
/ 'ýd'vE r aýrw aw 1. Kd To u-n Oü KA 

7P 
I o� -}ä 0 TE'ra u. 
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IL*elf, and makes it His very own as an instrument, being man1fested 
in it, and duelling in it I §M. Anci thus, taking f'rc-m o. our. 7w:: sphere 

" C. 001 a body like our own (-rn o to�), because n 1l were under the penalty 
( vouVovr+ gene) pf. the corruption of death He gave it cvex to death 

imatead of all (48), and offered it to the Pother - cuing it moreover of 

It. loving-kindness (ýº 8 *r1. fý, so that, firstly, all being held to 

have died in Him (47), the law involving the ruin of man night be un- 

aaie - inaomneh as its panier (£, 70v6'ß f) 
had been fully spent in the Lord's 

( P'-WW) body, and no longer ht? d any place against men like ijims and 

that, secondly, whereas men had turned towards corruption, :e might turn 

t back towards incorruption and quicken them from ueath bfr the approp.. 

: cation of the body (48) and the grace of the Resurrection... "- 

9 "For the Logos, perceiving that the corruption of man could be 

*Rdone in no other way than by death as a necessary eonaitim (49), 

While it was impossible for the i1ogoa to die, since He was in aortal and 

Soak, of the Father - for this end He takes to Himself a body capable of 

Fý dato (oo), that it, by partihipating (51) in the Lagos " h_: i.; -" ubove all, 

night beecne worti1w to die in the stead of all, and , ui ght, Uect,. Ue of the 

beg©e which uwelt in it, retrain inccriuptible, anti th, t henceforth corrup- 

tiQA , sight be stayed for all by the grace of the R¬- urrecti on. ; hence, 

by offering unto death the body zle Himeeif had taken, e-. an offer i. ng or 

raaritice free fra stain (52), straightway He nut wry de^. th frcia those 

'ý °tvr 1 v'iwv derb Bdvdrw ýä, ýýf . r' tue 1r,. 3t v,, oru ; gee K* Barth 
Ch. ? Jag. v i. Ii, : t. II: 461' an , ̂ß'1f" ''Or bm., atartl: in; '., b; -ý, r1º!; t'r. n that 
it is the cord for both Judas's 1)etraya1. i n. OL the hnntring , -, n cat' the Apoetol- 
ic_, r2acriing. 7 
#4 wý' 1; a. 'v v Iv d i-- d-rr ßd v 

"ni� ýA Tý-eaý i &. (o iýröTroi li- Yant"laucon: corpcre quod aibi Rseumpeerat" ýobertm gin: "by the iapronri ti cr. -, f ? [is body"ie much. , uope The 
any reference, -. -Dlt --1 In t1 c)rce? ý ar.: explicit in the (i. n ppite at t1Mp'Cation to push 'Wren subs tanti. ý. t. an. ) :? r.; npt On (SUI' approp:, ýt. '; ýfi of Christ 

but Uli i.. g..;; talon; tho bot ;J Lrj, a making 1t : ile, te. t 1:. c-. ration 
as a whole. 

,., / (49). J ro^v rrd. ýýrc. ý dý 8atvs, Vý . (50) Tu vl µvov drrA. LV ', 
nY Ed u rä, vE, `ý6ý. ) FTd, 9ov . This Wduld again be Platonistic ar- 6,0, ýf 
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6I, r: and makes it his very am as an instrument, being manifested 
tu it, and dwelling in it " And thtxe, taking from our wri &phere 

" V1.1 *- body like oar own (i oo-ioV), because all were under the pew iltyr 
( vac 

vov, 
4 gen. ) y-orn; tiý, e corruptic . of death He gave it r:. ver to death 

13Mtead of all (48), and offered it to the Father - c: oing it moreover of 

äi$ loving udneaa (ý)AVOPW IrVI), so that, firstly, all being held to 

arr+e died In Him (47), the law involving the ruin of man might be un-- 

4LeU®- inaamach an its power had been fully spent in the Lord9e 

boddy, and no longer had any place against men like Iiim, and 

t Mt, setond. iyo whereas men had turned towards corruption, he might turn 

thea back towards tnoorruption and quicken them from death by the approp- 

Iiati cn of the body (48) and the grace of the Resurrection--e",, 

9 "For the Logoss perceiving that the corruption of man could be 

**done in no othsr way than by death as a necessary condition (49), 

while it was iaaposaible for the Logos to die, since He was imiortal and 

*aa of the Pathep - for this end He takes to Himself a body Capable of 

l tip (öO), that it, by partit tpating (51) in the Logos whz) ir, above a11, 

might beeoae worthy to die in the stead of all, and iidghtr becituee of the 

1egns which dwelt in it, remain inecr uptible, and that henceforth oorrup. ' 

Lion eight be stayed for all by the grace of the Resurrection. Whence, 

by offering unto death the body fie Himself had taken, as ar. offering or 

sacrifice frei trat stain (8£), straightway He nut away de'th A'oja those 

dý-r 
v1. Jv darb 

7 
Býlvd-rw 7ý " j' , st x ora see K. firth 

Ch dog. 
fJo 

For the 1 f; 
" i+'ýý"1 " IX , Wit. I1: 461 and 481f. for the ©tar. t11n1ý ýb ýrv tn that 

it In the word for both Judas's betrayal und the handing <An of the Apoetol- 
Ic r-r2ach1ng. 7 ,ý "> 

(4cvý' 
Tývýz.. v Lv, atürý dý9at, "ý �, -w, / 49 T9 rsZ mw%cdº-rop IP, -0. cc- Mcuttauccn: corpcre qucki eibi aseuzpeerat. P®bei'teon: "b9 the aopronriktIcn of His body"is much wore r; 7ýiuiý; u: ýue" The 

reference, implied in the reek end explicit in the 1,, ýtin (try mite of any týP=et3(M to push nssubstantiat; on) is nQt on our approp: i; ýt. iun of Christ but au the i, ýjgos taking the bait' : n,,, making it His, le. to IrcLýr. -Iation as a whole. 
_> r (49)d'A ro 7rý, \"rc. ý dýeAvs#v .) -raio d' µ vEw CA 'ý Irl, ýi 

" `6a. ß FTOc ov " Thie wduld again be Platoniatic er- 
. 100, ev P I`mo' Týv-M (' FýºEývýär,,.. v 
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like 

iiiia by _; fferjn an cquivalent (Kdrý)ºýº'ý}ýoý }. For being over all, 

offering its own teirrp .e und eor, )týý-cal { the : oho, cf GW.. 9 fittingly, by 

Laetz'u nt (53) for the life of all, nýatisfted the dent (64) by is 

Uath. And thus Her the Iýncorruatlble Sun of Clod, being ct)nj oirned with 

Sal by a like . atu e, fittingly clothed all with the incOrruptI. -)n 
by the 

o 3e of the Resurrectio . For the actual c: )rruption in death no long- 

," 
has place against men, by reason of the Loguep which by Hi i Inc body 

has came to dwell among tree.; (55)... (even an a visit from a powerful king 

epi Marauders nwuj)... For new that He has come rote;. our re lia and. 

taken up his abode in one body aiTu fl3 Him peere, henceforth the whole cc - 
Lpiracy of the enemy against mankind : ta checked, and the corruption of 

**&th which before prevailed against then to done array... 

ILO ... (, gºen as a ling must defend one of his citi¬. -Tý from Httaekers 

*veu in the event of the inhabitants' negligence ). " . much more did the 

Logos of the A11--C"ood Father not neglect the race of men, fits Rork, as it 

gras UU4scexndin, to corruption; but, while He blotted out the deeth which 

hay. ensued by the offering of His own body: He corrected their neglect by 

Hie ; jam teachln. j, restoring E111 that wav narret by iil s cwn crrr=; Y ... (II Cor. 

5: 14 .d H elf). 2: 9 quoted)-.. Then lie also points out wk y it vtzs fleceeeßry 

for ri : zie oth_ r than the Logos of God Ifimuei f to becone ti tan (E"ýýW OT5 i) 

".. 
((so ieR. . deb. 2: 10),. in saying this he means that it belonged to Wane 

other to bring back Linn from the corruption which had begun, than the 

.. 
(Logge of God, Who had made them fr. --m the beginning. ) i nd to the Not 

that it Wa4 in or. ier to eaerif1ce for bou. 1es such as His arrn (56) that 

the ýu os t- it qje1f 6: 1_eo Hsaumed (£ý )a body, they also r"eft r in these 

ut V1, (ÖV., K J TO d'Lý/ TI KöV tjp Nr V. 
64 errýp ov -rjj eil. u vo� , ie" fully paid the debt. Tr!: word 

eXLºetiy c1p7. icates the Anselmic "}-ti fnctio" even in etym. ^l c, . nd the 
Latte ha the : zemc re: irtiofi to one, -1m'* "c pitun" = dý'ht. 

z$ 4,14 
ýbV t v0/ K 

1ýV-rd. 
j/ zY T 'i-otr d' 4re vd ßZ�ý`a7p f. 

`84v Oc 
IIWI/ 

6ý//ý 
c 

IWN 'Irlf7 r, 611 



iILO" 
ýro: Qs... {Heb " 2: 14,15)*. * For by t hQ sacrifice of His own body, Fie 

both put in cad to the 1.0--tw which w: w agai: ist us, uo". a 

ning. f^r us, by t:,, e hope- "f the . t:; GrrL; Ctii.: 1 '4i.. Ch ;: L given 

ad " 
(cr 

Hulce it was fror.: man that der; t}i ý; ý. c'ý ilc c ý"f: r , n, t 

fore convers4iy by the Logos of God being made man (57) it c, -)me about the 

1 destruction of death E. na the rQ' urrect,. on of -Li-C9.. 
(I cur. iu. J'1-22)... 

? or ne) longer do we the ae subject to cor demnation, but Late me" wri. ) arias 

from the dead do -wfo await the gc: lcra: i reeurrectian of 31i... " 

Th s is the ccncluslc: i of rhat 1; tlaAlaaiub i&cvr caiie the first 

reason f'r. " the Incarnation, rind it is c. )ncerneu mainly with what was 

later called Justifications the centre of ir, tcrebt being the Crass. We 

have already called attention to the recemblances and diffc rexiees between 

his treatment of the issue and Ance? m'e, tc; the edvantage of' the latter* 

and these chapters confirm there. The position of Athanasius is quite 

defitttlir-punz1, insofar as the notion can be applit: a at all* lean has 

Ginned and lot (; -irruption gain access to him; the penalty is - : ors and 

Rome ein and corruption, culminating inexorably in death in the most 

resinous sense (58). It was the purpose and the glorious work of the 

Logas to some among us and deliver us from this fate by taking the peä- 

"lty himself (69). But in relation to this, it is unfortunate that, 

S u-r Jdi4 'FJS tv4Wt Af rfwý�, f' rb ü Cyi oiý /(sau 
, (b8 Failure to understand this i f.. r ti: '.. r. traturaoat of Ats- 

berger, op* cit. p. 159, ".. -dass Athan. asius mit der Strafe der 3Uzuie nicht 
recht &nat zu machen ; scheint", which he ettribut - t:: Iý1ý, t: ni t influence. 
Fell, op. cit. 74-5, criticising this very atateae: it of At&berger, says the 
truth, that it neglects the fact "pess of-ch (: 'er GE ý E, t ut'^. n; ytur:,; , i-gin Athan. 
Uius das 'fiesen der 9 n1e ouch schon . iaa Yeso: i der Strafe Ar die Sunde sei" 

U il being seperrtion fror. G, --d, which ie ly'-iat s 1r1tu: 1 C_:; ih for Ath- 
anaeius. 
(59) j. thr ltsi us taught a repreryentattve death of Ch7i -tt, "t :.. ý -teliver- tretenden Tad Christi"., Mier, ":. thsnasiue der Grosse uud die Kirche seiner 
Zeit. +" 1°, p. 161. The wisest re)n rk@ of ! hrn! ick ,. n ? z-fa on this 
subject. ý(3e Hist. Dorm. (;,. T. Voi Ill, p. 308) on the iI p, artc, rice of the 
pena.. aspect or Athanaeiua's doctrine. w: en Uscu39i.,; - :, (. ý,. cit. 
Vol. VI: p. Sb) he says thst, previ auBly "only Athura. asius spoke with note- 
worthy cle. ^rness of the -? 'n±il a�YP'r1flP which Cýir! rt t ,. ok ; ! -rid laid 
upon Himself". n the other hazed, the alleged contrast which. op. cit. VI: 
73, he makes between the subject of Fittb, , An;; !'., ("i 1!. .' thanaeiue 
and Man (ie. the Humanity of Christ) in Ansein, is quite wrong; see McIntyre 
OP" cit. passers: pnrtiaularly on thc "a ni ty" of. fled, t'::: t ir, the fact that 
OOd is escoritially the self-acting Agent, and its importance throughout the 
whole of Aose]a's "Car Done Fi: lo". See espo the last paragraph of the book, 
ass also, by contrasto nu. 197.099. 
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words... (Heb. 2: 14.. 18)... For by tý: -.: : äaorlfice of His own body, He 
b'th put 

yin i. ºC 1iß:: i! 16 ]-! 
-w 'V1U, cli w: l`_i 

'by t: ' c: . ý, f tý, .. " sc 'cý. _.. .: . _c7: .. ý . w. _ given 

Us* +'',; ý : i111Cf: it :Y fi'C1i: L'ib? 7: tl ti 1:.; 4ý: : i'i-v. i.. ýý.,. ý' i :y ý_.. 
"'8ý 

fore CO nvei c lay by the Legos of Ooc being rude w i,. (57) ii., s c; ý. cºe Fwout the 

destruction c; rýr. ý; th . nc the r; c: a r: c; U:,: ü , )' .c 
x`r; "". 1 c, -r, i . ý: l- ; 2).. " 

For n, % longer do we die a oubject o coinderanaticn, but _: i3 mau w-ti., arise 

"j lyr . resurr c t-iuz `' '' P'i'ßr3 *he d(. ai do : 'ý r'1e'.. 1t tii¬ S..: ý ; iii. ". ' 

TYIi P.. 11i fl 'c (; Q? 1Cý1Iý`i :. 'I i: " That 'AlAw aElub 1taL 1' cans the first 

reason I')3' the TncaPnFIt )fl, and It i C: nCerleL u&ix iy with witut wus 

lato r caLIcd Justification, the centre of ii, tcrt t buiiLg the Criss- We 

have aircrxciy caIJ. e. 6 itt6ntiOn to the reccnb; _aiices and ulffr=renter between 

hie taccatrent of the Issue and AvinetN'c, tc, the aüvg. ntage üf' the latter, 

and tý; cfe chapters conflrn there. The p elticr. of J thaiAasius is quite 

defiUttciy-rG n 1, insofFm as the not 1 cn can be aypiiLü at a. Man has 

sinned .; rid lot _, -rruption gain access t,, him; the pcn t.. tY is - : ore and 

Worse aiii rand corruption, ouirainating incxurably in death in the moat 

ruinous sense (bä). It was the purpose and. the g. Lorious work of the 

Logos to co; ue among us and deliver us fron this fate by taking tue )e4- 

alty Himself (ö9). But in rslatiou to this, it is unfortunate thazp 

07 dld. 11; j tvdvýýDw ,. d71bu CýF, pü 
58 r`ailure to unc. craitnc: týi'_ c: r tl nl: of Ats- 

berger, op. cit. P. i59, "" . "daszi 1'. "than. asiiis .. 2i-t der 6traie der 3iuiue nicht 
recht slrnot zu machen Scb_'int", Influence. 

Pell, oo. cit. 74-5, critlcisirig this very ^tate. ae-at of Atzbeizger, bays the 
truth, thryt it neglectc the fact ", -ý zit ý', ý'c; Gt 

.:,, 
t . aý'^:; ä: -":, ' n Athan-- 

aaIue das Wesen der ýinle auch schon dua dor 2tra1'e 1'ihr die SU22d sei". 
each being sch arrtion f`r^T ! 'r^ , , r'ý3 ch ic «r'lat e,;: i i. tu J C.;:: ;'az: - for Ath- 
anasi`a . (59; tu inQsi us taught a rerr - rte t ivy= Cie: th :f Ch'3 = ', L ''*. ellver- 
tr9te'iden Tid ^hri, 3ti", J1 er, th : ýrs ue der Grosue uu(i die ltirche seiner 
`lit'?. t.,. i7, }y. :Li. Ptl' wi. s ^t r I: irkCý "i , r7'lcii : *. 1 on this 
subject. 33an iist" too. I11, c,. 368) un the of the 
pena:. aspect or . 

tth&nr-.! us's doetri. nc. r" cu3si: a - ,n:, .,. Cit" 
Vol. VI; p. 56) he, says that, Previ. m. ->i. y ": ou: i. y ithunabiuLi Witil note- 
worthy Cl r-rness o the n &nql eL? "ý'ýr "' > 7ýýi e1 ýi1»i rt t :y '', ', laid 
upart Himself". tf the car'i? r . it-inct, the alleged contract rýhich op. cit. VI: 
7: 3 ya' Li. ak aet"Jr; e l the :a lb je ct )f rec'. ýnei b- t : i:: '.. ''. i i '. . ": 

ranaeiue 
and !,! en (ie. tho Humanity of Ch iL; t) in A. uae. Lm, is quite wroilg; see McIntyre 
on. ci. t - passim s ! )f'rti cu]. ýJ. rly an thr, ll,, s ., i tr" t1 feet that 
God. 1a eý cr tial. ly the self-acting regent, and its importance t roughout the 
whole of Anseim` s "tour Done Fi, tºo". See esp. the last paragraph of the book, 
and also, by contrast, pp. 197-Y9" 
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10M, ough his inability to make sense of the notion of the Logos suffer- 

i ill any way that would not be blasphemous, or to see any aeti of og. - 

ieal *roun . why the Logos u t, ae euch, suffer, in the Anselmia way, 

Athaiaeius declines from the level reached at the end of eh. 7, where, 

directly confronted with Scriptural truthp he says in so many worca that 

the L©goe must suffer on our behalf (60). In these chapters, he has to 

04e. language which rightly exeites the euspieic of Hose., StUlcken and 

W tea, that his Chrietology is virtually Apollinarian. This is the 

moteriolog1cal equivalent of the. tendency that we have noticed earlier, 

or Correlating the Body with Appearance and the Pure Logos with Reality 

a Platonic sense. Here, Athanasine definitely says that the Logos 

Could neither the nor suffer at all, and therefore the dying and suffer- 

lag had to be endured by the body, which He "gives over" to death. Ad- 

mittedly, he "makes it His own", but it is an a "temple", and something 

which He "takes"; Athenasius appears to baulk at the exact language of 

, loh 1 : 14: a 
Aoýoý' 

Thaa, in this fields there appears 

to be. an almost 1009 correlation between the Logos and actions and the 

body and passion, respectively, 
(And 

once again we notice that . +thanas- 

ius Was evidently not ready for the lull Ohaloedonian Christologys in 

that the Logos, and action, appear to be entirely correlated with what 

the hhalcedonians later termed the v d, 1 f of Christ, and the body, 

and passion, with what they later termed the 4 6s, 
as distinct from the 

an* Of that Cheek word in ah. is There are at least three serious 

1. difficulties here. In the first places if suffering is to mean anything 

at all, it must in s me way penetrate to and involve the very heart of the 

personal being of the sufferer. Athaftaeiue does notice this difficulty - 

and later, in ehe. 18-19, tries to get around it, without complete suc- 

; ý'ewes. The second, difficulty is one which Western theology has always 

felt much more str-)ngay than the aast, that ist that no human suffering 

(00) See above� footnote (34). 
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. !n the long rm, any redemptive possibility at all. Of course, 

Cite moy answer that this is just the point at issue with ; ithanasius. 

3 
. 

Bat the third danger to in some reo pests the Pi oret of all. ;. n this 

b*eie, if the penal aspect of the Atonement means anything at all, it 

Means that the Logos treated the body of Christ in the way that the "Law" 

'41*eete a criminal who is capitally sentenced, which is what Athanasius 

meant when be says that the Logos "gave the body over to death". The 

ºlek Church, with its non-juridical outlook, was protected fror the tj: +: 

wopot results of this soteriology. But what would be the result of 

transplanting this sort of soteriology into the testern Chnroh, which 

bus always given far more place to forensic concepts, and where the 

"onc ption of Christian life as an "imitatlo Christi" was, again in con- 

trust to the Bast, strongly established? The answer is, patently, 

aeesticiem in its most extreme, dualistic forme, up to and including 

the nedtaeval flagellant sects. It is true, again, that Athanaaius 

himself wes protected fpo n, the worst results of thi 3 theology by the fact 

that all his subsequent works wq,, virc about Trinitarian and Chrictological 

iee, eee, and, in the Ooontra Arianoe", where he treats of the 2ü4e mat- 

e tai again, the basis of hie theology has already somewhat changed, with 
! /ýe 

e emphaele on the active, as distinct fraau the paesive, suffering, 

p ity of Christ. Perhaps, too, the older concept of the 86p-*-b rryrºf 

of Man, at its nave worst, for that very reason was an additional pro. - 
tection. But what If Athaussius hrd actually written a work entitled 
"The life of the Christian Man in Christ"? Cur c irect knowledge Is very 

scanty, but perhaps we can see In the Cbrietology of the "De Incurniltione" 

cue factor in the rise of the ascetic movement in T ypt card : 3yria, so 

nearly contemporexy. 

Thus# for Anaelm, it is in ®aase sense both as God and Dian that 

Christ dlea and le raised again. He, In order to unawcr the quc; --L_4ou of 
her a debt Is to be repaid that is not Only infinite but to e sense co- 
iAt'iaito with God, º has to allow, horstrtr, OMirtain4, for a suffering of 
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OWd which Is not externally caused but teleologically directed by clod 

Hi=Delf,. AthenasiUa Could not reach this concepti m yet. hon, what 

pew did the presence of the Logos play in the theology of i-thuz ;; sae? 

Oft reason which was undoubtedly in the mind of Athanasiua, but waicsh 

Is not quite explicitly expressed, was that the Logos rarad oxercise His 

CPS ative activity in a close, and intimate way* But the loin explicit 

@Son is eo as to sanctity the body and render it suitable for its 

s iticia1 functions in the sense that the priest sees that the sacri- 

t1411&1 sAiaal is tires from blemishes. The Person of the Trinity most 

43*e0t1y aaeoof. etb4 with *aui tification has always been the Holy Spirit, 

and In one sense this may be regarded as another ea ecof a 2; lmoti t-. f . ýý 

= ,: 5 . oteL. hy the Lagoa in default. But vag the other 

hand t14 is beat regard" as another save" of sanctifioatiaa which we 

'ý`'' at our peril, The idly Spirits and therefore all lt. - ý)pdrutlaMls 

proceeds not only fro* the Father but from the Son- Ciar eanctifißatiaa 

in the Spirit is only valid and efficacious insofar us we share in the 

sanctification of the Ehlzeni ty of Christ Which was first ands by the pre- 

. 5*0. o the Logos junselt" This does show the extreme significance of 

U tioa for Athaaasiues and for Areek theology as a whole, and the 

fiat that it gbtrudea itself ixe fieldo which, for the average Westerner# 

are exclusively concerned with j usti; i oati on. The third reason for the 

actual presence of the Logos was to keep corn apti on, at its worst, away, 

by a simple repulsive effect. This corresponue to salvation as being by 

" eighty act, the traditiceral kingL, Y offi. ee of Christ; the above has, 
If) 4 hebt 

12 the main, been concerned with the Priestly office. The classicalA off- 

iee of Christ is not fret stressed; it comes up in the next sectf art, 
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Vft" the revelatory activity of Christ to treated (61). But already 

Athanasius aloes mention the likeness of men to the IncPrnate Christ. 

mod this is a beginning of a revival of the old doctrine of Paul and 

nenneue that Christ in His Hu pity is thep(vdKýýý1ýýwsýf, Recapital- 

alkl. er 8wmation of the New Humanity (6%). It iF surprining in n wuy 

'tbat Athenaßiue at this stage given much less emphasis to this doctrine 

tbf* Bays Irenaeuar but the reason is that the first effect of the re- 

'1º"1*d sense of the distinction between Creator and creature was to 

inhibit the sense of the active as distinct from the passive humanity of 

gnat. It was not Until the Arian controversy that Athanasius began 

i. develop pace asain a doctrine of the active huweanity of Christ. 

As far as the huaan appropriation of grace is concerned, the 

p i*eipai field is justification, but sanctification plays an important 

perl, too. The third element, the calling in hope of the Christian, 

Is not nearly so strong; in fact, it never is in Athanasius" It is 

iintioned at the end of ch. 10, the bow of resurrections and also at 

the sad of eh. 0, the grace of the resurrection. This element is Other 

s4asetbing that suffuses the whole of theology in Athanasius; if it is 

ae*ticned in any nays systematic and regular way, it is as a sort of 

&"*Ad * at the exA. As such* once again it tends to be associated 

(61) Atsberger, while usually very shrewd, is in general too committed 
to Latin theology to understand fully, and - most important of all - to 
obtain full value Eton, a Greek theologian who to nevertheless prepared to 
do fall justice to what later became the characteristic western interests, 
f? O* his own different point of view. This, to be fair to Atzberger, is 
a very common failing, and it makes for staleness in theology. However, 
this feature eaves his from the worst tendency of all, to treat Athanasiua 
purely as the supreme orthodox theologian, and his criticism of Athanas- 
iue's tendency to subsume all the aspects of the work or office of Christ 
under the sheer Mighty Act of God is worth noting with respect: (op. cit. 
p. 229) "In dem Werke Christi selbst tritt seine Lehramtliche Thdtigkeit 
sit wenig ale eine selbstat*Mige hervor, indem sie am sehr auf seine eigent- 
lich kt' igliche zurdckgeffhrt wird... (ie" especially in the earlier writings 
She later writings are better. ) "" . Das Gleiche gilt insofern für Christi 
hoheupriesterliehe Thätigkeit, als er die Kraft seines Opfers zu sehr sein- 
er gbttlichen Yacht und $n wenig seines leidenden Gehöreau zaschreibt". 

Of course, one reason for this 1$ that Athanaeius is throughout this 
whole seatiorº considering the Incarnation aetiofogisally, and therefore as 
the Ast or prospective Act, and as such, it is God's; this is intended in 
thA Seae Sense exactly as the Anhypostasia of the Person of Christ. u6i) I Cor. 1 8: 22. gee Iren. Adv. Baffeses, esp. Book V. 
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With the general eenetlfic«ticn, the d*ttrnetion of the toroe of aor- 

tion, rather then anything speeifteally e®ehatological in the usual 

E4me" Admittedly, it appears to be normal in theology to adopt one 

tom' Other method or a ©oabinatlon of both, but the author is not happy 

bout this. 

One last point must be mentioned; the Person of the Trinity 

Was the Agent in creating the Body of Christ was the Logos and the 

Lcgoe alone. This in In pointed contrast with the formulae of the 

"Apostles'" and the Nieaeano-Constantinopolitan Creeds, with their "oonp 

001ved by the Holy Ghost*$. This is also In eontrast with Ireneeu ,, who 

harºever is concerned to rebut Gnostic errors. In this respect, . \thenas- 

ias follows the Apologists, especially Justin, who maintained that the 

Scriptural references to the part played by the Spirit in the conception 

Of the man Jesus really referred to the Logos (83)" As Juptin is the 

classical exponent par excellence of the so. -called Logos-Christology, 

his is the most obvious case of all of a work of the spirit being att- 

'ibuted to the Logos under the influence of the Loggas OhristolcBy. 

In this and the following chapters. Athanasius discusses what 

*ay be called the aecond reason for the Incarnation, Revelation of Div- 

ine truth and the correction of error. This corresponds closely to the 

classical Prophetin ftnetion of Christ; of the three classical modes 

reconciUetion# the chief emphasis is probably again on .; LLnctificati( , 

although it does not fit very well into an,,, oof the three. The Lt. l ioephere 

bore is mtich closer to that of the "Contra Gentee", and it is inevitably 

1488 criptcural# with greater loopholes for natural theology. "G; ad, Who 

Y*s the power over eis t.. ings, when He was making the human race throve 

'Ile His own Logos, seeing the weakness of their nature ((v om, '), . hat it was 

not Sufficient of itself to know its Maker, nor to get aciy idea (t' volk/ 

(63) Ct. Justin# Apol. Isoh" 33, and by coatrr-st Ireriaeua, 
.. dv. Hear. 

Book III: 17: 1. 



i 
at all of God, because while He is Unoriginate (dbEvjrvv ), the creatures 

have been made ex nihilo, and while He was incorporeal, men had been 

fashioned in a lower way in the body (64), end because in every way the 

things made fell short of being able to c _n, prehemi and knc,, y the ., '. r Maker, - 

taking pity, I say, on the human race".. He did not leave them destitute 

of the knowledge of Himaelf".. For what profit to the creatures if they 

know not their Maker? Or how could they be rational (66) without knew- 

1, U9 the Logos of the Farther, in *hom they received their very being (66)? 

For there would be nothing to divtinguish them even from brutes (SA v) 

It they had nothing but kncoledgt of earthly things. " . 'Whence. "" He gives 

them a share in His own Imaget our Lord Jesus Christ, and makes them after 

Rio own Image and likeness (67), so that, by grace perceiving the Image, 

that is* the Logos of the Father, they ay be able to get an idea (rvvo1dV ) 

Of the Father through Him, and, knowing their Maker, live the happy and 

truly blessed. life... But, men once more in their perversity having set at 

nought, in spite of this, the grace given them (68),... (they fell into 

min and idolatry as described in the "Contra Gentes").. "Thus... everything 

was full of irreligion and lawlessness, and God alone and His Logos were 

unknown, albeit He had not hidden Himself out of men's sight, nor given 

the knowledge of Himself in one way only, but had, on the contrary, un- 

folded it to them in many forms and by many ways (69). 

e4 1<41 -W , rcu a4ý44T, 
8S 020 Kit "º, 9aoe again the pun on rationality, and the Logos Himself* 
66 va *1 
®'r Tf1ij ovOJ' dWTV1 "ra, ý; you rýuwv , ßDu ýTOU ýl6ra(diýrr6'ý K. ýS*ov1, 

Kýrý. -t / dv`Tö cýi v_ý IGjh Ký9 ö/ý`'° w 
Kd'ýýUArn ý 6ýýýT+ S Kdl., ovTWý''jf 69 O uäß L ýv j -ývrvvwýly d3 mý -E 

ýo ýc 

This pointedly poises the issue of a Multiplicity cf grays of knowing God. 
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"For Whereas the grace of the Divine Image was in itilelf 

enf teient to make known Got the Logos, and through Him the Patiier, 

Still Godd, knowing the weakness of men, made provision even for their 

Q*Teleesnese, so that, if they did not care to know God for themselves$ 

#hsy Haight be enabled through the works of creation to avoid ignorance 

Of their Maker. But since hen's carelessness little by little descends 

to lower things, God made provision, once6, more, even for this weakness 

Of their., by sending a Law, and prophets, men auch as they knew, so 'that 

even it they were not ready to look up to heaven and know their Creato', b: 
ý 

they might have instruction from those near at hand. For men are ' ablj, `N. 

to learn froa^more directly about higher things. So it was open to thý; #, 

b' looking Into the height of heaven and understanding the harmcy of 
.^ 

"a'eation, to knew Its Rohem the Lagoa of God, ' ho, by His own provider" 

over all things, makes known the Father to ail, and to this end novae all 

thiaga, that through Him all might know God. Or, if this were too much 

for them, it was possible for them to meet at least the holy men, and 

through them to learn of God, the Maker of all things, the F'ther of 

Christ, and to learn that the worship of idols is godlcasnecz and all im- 

-pety. Or it was open to them, by ? owing the 'Law even, to tense from 

all lawlepenees and live a virtuous life... (The Law was not for tine Jews 

alone# but they were).. " for all the world a holy sohool of the knowledge 

Of God and the conduct of the soul (40)... (but)... men nevertheleus, over- 

come by the pleasures of the moment, . and by the illusions aiid deceits 

cent by demcna, did not raise their heads towards the truth, but loaded 

themselves the more with evils and eines so as no longer to seei rational 

but from their weys to be reckoned irrational (. o o 
13 "So then, men having thus become brutalized (71)... what was God 

to do4... And what was the use of men having been made originally in God's 

(71) 
eCýo 'RSV 
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C 
Mgit For it would love been better for him to have been m-. de wf 

eo/ than# ones aisrrationalr for him to live the life of brutes (72)". 

VMS is the astiologieali and as auch, the most significant part of the 

keVelational eestim, 
LThe 

argument ist that Ran, being created in the 

nage of God, can, or should be able to, see God simply in virtue of this 

t" There is t t17 one 7aage" there being no dlfferentiz: ti:; n between 

4 -ElK 
v 

and the J""#-o ci j'(Stmilitude) (75). It is significant that 

v6fAevov isi f TrýV TCýJV V %S/o A' 
. 

'3 For an exhaustive study o the question of the Image of God in Ath- 
i psius, see R. Bernard, "L'Image de Dieu d'spree . eint Atiu2nase". 
slier writers before AthenasiUe, in particular Clement of Alexandtia 
`$d Orig f, differentiated between the )wo terms in (Ion. 1: 26 LXX, treating 

Eý kwv üs a lower level and the as a higher supernatural level tbe 
TUah is liable to be lost (pp. 5-31 and retces" )" Athanasius did not 
make this distinction. His doctrine is intimately related to Particip- 

m kce, in the Logos (pp* 31.39), the state of being Xo we!, (39-42), and 
sMace 43-47). ca the Image in relation to sin, fail, rind redemption 

-66), he comes to a oonvegti9lal conclusion, (61-2: Considers comme 
le don de is grace, le Ka-r ¬: ko"cce$t perdu; envisage cowmen inhbrent l 

Oaae, ii West uobseurei, recouvert d'6iCments ttran ers" Ii ya uns 
pr4oiei on de l'anthropb +ogie de Saint Athanase "". " 

(Gri 
gfzn t; n the con- 

Wary said that the Image could be obscured but not lost; Po t. rch. IV :4 : 9. 
lion. In Gen. XIII: 4). 

The main contention of the whole work cited here above is that 
there is a clear differentiation between the "Contra Gentes" and "De Incar- 

tions", in which the image is considered from the point of view of man, 
that is, in an upward direction, and the anti-Arian writings, in w'. dch 
the Image is considered from the point of view of God, c, ad t:: ý:, i only of 
$ßn" It is true that the downward direction is much more universal and 
predominant In the latter writings r but the fact that Gthaanaeius h;; rc says 
U co. Lnpromisingly that the Image of God I3 in the most literal sense Christ 
or rather the Logos indicates that the downward direction of thought is 
TOry pronounced here. In third regard the "De Incarnat& one" is midway be- 
*ween the "Contra Gentes* and the anti-Arian writings. 

J. B. Berohem "Le Role du Verbs dens LtOeuvre de is Creation et is 
ganctifieation d'aprd Saint Athanese", Angelicum 1938 pp. 201-232, is 
mainly on the Image öt' God, and gives a similar account, but accepts too 

*Critically the idea that there is a clear division as yet between a net- 
1041 image, represeALva the crc. i fed, catate as God made man, and th- super- 
Us Ural Image, whit ea participcition in the Logos. 

For a histori4lal study i of the question of the Imago, sý: o Barth, Ch. 
gm. 111: I, esp. pp. 192 -WA. Incidentally it is not true that L&rth 

denies any regnant at all of the Image of God. The i'inal proof is that in 
C. Dogm. Vol. 1'ßi he can only give his account of man the sinner in terms of 
taking Christ and negativing it, and in this sense there is a remnant of 
the Image in the most fallen man. The author ccmplete:. y and unreservedly 
aacePts this as the solution to what has been a difficult and acrimonious 
problem. 
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the Image of God has Its chief context to the field of natural tali^logy, 

or t=`l knowledge of God; it is clear that for Athnnasi1! s the. cr,, _oactty 

to know and see God depended Wa fundas-, entzjl anal agy betw;. en God and 

awl; alsoo v1ce versa, that tine characteristic effect of the Iýu: ýge 1e 

the fLeid of Divine knowledge and conter&-,. 16ti01'(742). j ilxvf if 

Oughvnt this section a vex? close para1.. Le1. i13with the f4CCtion on 

VW judicial wrath of God; cre ition in the Image corresponds t! ) the 

11W that God gave man which he broke in the (}arden of -,.; Lion, ecj1ton- 

plattoD of God in virtue of the I ge corresponc. s to life in peace and 

atitud®; man's misuse of His own soul: which is the 'variety of sin 

ýn Which the "Contra Qantas" is principally interested correspünd' to 

the Fall of Man in Gen. 3, as correctly interpreted; maxi's loss : )f 

" ticnality" and his inability to see God. in pfrticu1Br the 

QQP? esponde to men', subjection to the Law of sin and death. Much of 

Ie ban been already discussed in the "Contra Gentau"; what has ac- 

tna11y happe4&i is that what in the earlier book is thu, o o1 ef ! ). rra irr min 

In which Interest is taken (78), now appears lag one of tiit0 two main 

aspects of it. In terAae of the Barthian scheua of sin, it is Still 

eaßentially Barth's second for, sin as fooiery" However, there is one 

aspect that dem nda further attentioa, since it is here treated more 

thoroughly, and that in natural theology. ( the face of its Athanamius 

®ppearts to repeat the contention of the " Contra Gentee" on the matter, 

treated rather more full' in the Scriptural coutcat" There appear to be 

(74) Bee for exaw, le (Liberal Prot. ) Harnack, H. to n. (: -'. T. ) `1: 1. III, 
PP" 289-296, and (R. Ct) Bouyer, "LVIncaruation et l'Eglise-Corps du Christ, 
dare la Th4olog1e do Saint Athanase", p. 37, for the irnportnnea of this 
right knowledge as a com*unication of grace. However.. Harntck, loc. cit. 
294-5* sounds a caution against interpreting knowledge In a too intellect- 
ual Way, although he interprets it according to his own theory of the Greek 
theologians believing in the avast-medicinal impartation of the ": vine Nature. 
(75) See "Contra Gentee, virtually paeeim. 
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four rays of knowing God, or rather three ways apart fron the Incr, rnatton 

and its Direct consequences. (T'-'icy are, in order, the (erect vir; ion of 

the human soul, certain deduction irrem the nature cre., ted reality, 

revelation through auch rºctbods «c the ;, ayr and tie i'roiprietEe, then lind 

only then the Incurnationf) They appr-ür to be in a 1,, urrt cf 

dc& ccnding order of, if one may say s^. a delicacy; the beat way, c! hleh 

works with man In his pcrfection, is dli'cct visl. orn, and the others cor- 

respond to increasing Mites of c cgene3'f, tion and the sort of measures 

which this condition progressively impozcs. The incarnvtt lon, by impli- 

cation, is at the end of this series, corresponding to th fact that none 

of the other methods could work. Incidentally, the statement of &than- 

asiua that the Law and Prophets were a sacred school meant for the whole 

world i L,. * in a way, better than t:: e famous 3tste lent of Clemeilt of AlIY" 

andria that Greek philosophy and Hebrew Scripture were botli, for th it 

own people, schoolmasters unto Cl. rist (76), but in another wvaf it is 

inferior, since the vld Testament is not explicitly rol., ited to Christ in 

Athanasius, but for the moment steAs to have indepen, t nt v- lidity. `It 

appears, then, that he is sanctifying a number of inte^ior ways of Dialint 

knowledge, including, natural theology in its nori°, al sense. 

It must not be ignored th.. it n is a curl Abe said in deftmae of Ath- 

aAnasius against this charge, especially if we compare these chapters with 

the corresponding sections of the "Contra Gentes", com2cred to Widehl they 

are much more strictly Scripturally orientated. He affirms that, as a 

matter of brute facts all the apparently better means failed, and in fact 

the Inearnatron Is the only way left. And, now that the notion of the 

soul's direct vision, intellection, and stneing of God is presented in 

this more Scriptural context and especially in the context of the aeoom- 

pliahed Fall of Man, it could be rightly rejoined that this was the Bib- 

lica= state of the unfallen Adam, and that even though we now see through 

(76) Str iat , Book It Ch. 5, near beginning, and almost passia" 
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t SIMS darkly, the day will aftbelf same when, than and for all eternity, 

wo O U11 see lace to fees* 
(aiu, the very ability of the eoul to see 

004 depends on the ereation of mm in the image of God; this i Wage of 

Mod lie stated categorically to be the Logost that is, the Pre'-Inoarnate 

piton Persaass or in enotheo place. Christ# which wouiLI rei'er to the 

parnate Christ, so that in some sense the Christocaentric basis of all 

tight theology is *sIntained even hers. 
) It is maintained in this sense 

in the weakest part of this section, the Argument fron Deign, to the 

extent that it refers to the Second Person of the Trinity, however He 

1*7 have been conceived in this ease. Finally, there is a significant 

tbsd for the better In the treatment of eta; turning aside from God 

1* presented as sinful, not so much in itself# as a contemptuous defiance 

Of grace which He has offered. 

However, the tact remains that Aths-inesiues even if he did so in 

an eitensive *ad goodly company, took insufficient precautiDas against 

natural theology. in the first place, the Bible knows notntng of the 

Argument from Design as a g$,, inct pa3 means of knowing God, nlorigaide the 

Law and P"phete, the Ineernation, and the initial and final state of 

beatitnde" At most* it plays only a very small parts and the uld Test- 

emeat goes almost straight from the Pall to the 0ovenantes expiioitly 

those of Noah and Abraham. It is easy enough for us to see that anyone 

VUW rev the world and had no independent knowledge of Goal would have no 

tii moon for belief in God, and the fact that this argument ocuure 

whe t does in the chapters in question, and as part of the Serie' in 

queen , even throws a certain suspicion on the way in which ,. Chvnaaiua 

even nvwº e eiyea the soul's direct sensing of God* But there is an 

oven more dangero a aspect, which is in fact the kernel of the natural 

theology gaeation, and whieh has probably never been expressed quite 

clearly, even by Karl Barth (77)t S'trery respectable Chrieitic:. n i 1 ieologian 

or is reset! be eor ea eaen ts cow y na e, ego 
B ehM* o *cit"p, aQÖ, that only a Christian coin make sense of the natural 
theology' of the xgtra ß®nti: r, ", is dangerously beside the point. 
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trl to a that the unred+ieasd 6iß is incapable or knowing God of 

*islf, in amir masks º vc tº or the nao. The real question is. Can 

s rag, know God to this way? to other words, does the 

Of ßhrist girre as an aaliattod lifer e to practise natural theology? 

'bte is the almost i*stinoti s view,, it eeemer of most of the critics of 
? a'3 JkkM# especially is the lish; 'epeating world; they feel that to 

a Caen this right would deny the efficacy of his salvation. What 

tgth is really saying in that not steel a sawed man has any each right is 

$us a"I In, the world to cones natural theolog7 will be meoessa y 

eher we look at the satter in this lightp we cannot avoid the 

ortuaate aeneinsion that At3 sies has left himself open here; while 
I1S does not draw say rush e aolws i on in so a any words, it would be natur- 

0417 drewa macaw what Atha asiuB did say* especially as it has not been ex- 

plieltly ezcllxded. 

The ultiaatt reasons of course, for this wavering is the contin- 

ag inflne*ie or the older Logos doetrinev (with its tendency to equate 
[a. seso Peerselt of the Trinity with the rationality that is allegedly 

' differentia of mgt, and/or the rationality that is empirically obser- 

vable or ratioaily intelligible In the universe; ; this is also linked 

UP with the combluatiaa of the noti apt of "deiri. eati on" as a description 

'' the Atme mat @add the iastrusentelfst doetrine of the Humnity of 
O1 t which Is eswntiai1y passive in character. Later, in the "Contra 

Ari oe", all these positions are reversed; the Logos is definitely 

ee elated with the Father in fact and not merely in theorys, and we find 

4e again a doctrine of the 
. 
1132 sanity os Christ; this is not to 

a *tton the aWW warnings of the Arian controversy itself. The result 
is that we begin to find natural theology attacked (78), or at any rate 
a , itaksable signs of a change in this direction. But a really systen- 
altie and con lusl. re attack on natasral theology is the product of yet 

% IF*) M W# eg. C. Ar. 11141: 9=3 begt ing, and below p f. X56-% for ezpian- 
&tlon or hoar It appxi ee " 
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further theological developments; an adequate doctrine of the Holy 

Spirit, the Procession of the Holy Spirit from both the Father and the 

Son, so that all the works of the Spirit are rigorously conformed to 

those of the Soa, the Holy Spirit an playing the primary role in this 

age between the fro Advente, an understanding that in this age man is 

still in measure tried by evil and still has to walk by faith and bot by 

sight, and finally a full sense of the iniiddiioua character of sin. Under 

these circumstances we are still absolutely debarred from natural theo- 

l, ogyi for the overwhelming reason that any attempt would inevitably adul- 

terate. Christian truth with our own human sin* Atbananius was the 

pioneer in the fourth century revival of the Doctrine of the Spirits. but 

the other factors that we have just mentioned are, and remain, the weak- 

est points in his theology; in fact they have always been essentially 

Western rather than gestern. It is no accident either that the Reform- 

ers and Barthians are Westerners, since the Scripture principle is. in 

one view, the proper form of the "Filioque"; conversely, the idea that 

the Christian has the right to practise natural theology and that the 

work of Christ has its essential goal in releasing him from these and sim- 

ilar inhibitions., exactly corresponds to the procession of the Spirit from 

the Father alone, W 
, iugh the Son but not ftt the Son. Wow, it to now 

rightly. a4Repted as a coaaonplaee of theological history that the old 

L©gos doctrine, that is the Logos in general, the Logos apart from what 

specially eomerned the Incarnation, attributed the functions of the 

Spirit to the Logos. /Thus the Logos outside the Incarnation was the 

®aaot systematic equivalent, defacto, of the Holy Spirit, and therefore 

necessarily the Spirit as proceeding fron the Father al ciu«J We shall 

have occasion to show that Athanasius remained in the circle formed by 

this sort of outlook for the whole of his theological life, so that his 

position in this matter is not surprising here (T9), The most serious 

(v9) Be* below, p. I34ýj- s6 . 
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results were again masked by the fact that Athanasius never wrote a 

work which was specifically about the appropriation of grace or the 

life of the Christian man. 

Having discussed the parlous state of aan through lose of the 

fieion of God, Athanaeiue once adtn atfirmo (oh. 13: 117C- 120A) that 

cad had to take exieptioal aeasures to safeguard both His goodness and 

His consisteney, which would be affronted by any other response; this 

section to exactly analogous with the corresponding section on the law 

of sin and death. Raving said this, he continues (at 120B) that what //In 
necessary is nothing less than the reconstruction of man according 

t© the Isage of Qodi "that then was God to dot Or what was to be daue, 

sere the renewing of that which was in God's Balge (80), so that by it 

men might ones more be able to know Hint But how could this come to 

Pass unless the Image of God, our Saviour Jesus Christ� was present? 

POP lt was impossible through men, since they are but made KT' Ei k -6 v dý, 

nor by angeln either, since not even they are God's images. Whence the 

Logos of God came in Hie own Person so that, an He was the 

Image of the Father, Be might be able to recreate man after the image. 

But again it oonid not have taken plane had not death and corruption 

been done away. Thence-, "-He took a mortal body that, while death 

might in it be once and for all done away, sen made after the Image 

might once more be renewed. None other was sufficient then for this 

need, sate the Iwage of the Father"f, 
f 

14 (in the aeme way, when a portrai t In defaced, it can be renew- 

ed only in the presence surd proxinity of the original. 

Here we have final coffirnaticft at the Image of God is esaen- 
tially' Christ and nothing else. As for aßen being "made in the Image" º 
At'basasi'As has neither the time narr the inclination for a scholastic 
tbsologioal disquisition on the exact meaning of this phrase and especially 

(8©) -r' J J: r eKv. 4 -rrdl\w 
ýYdv 

6d 1 
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the preposition; it Is a stock phrase, established in Scriptures and 

that is all, One thing strongly suggested* however, is that "in the 

Image" means "in Christ", in the Pauline sense, or at any rate "in the 

Logos". OM the basis of this, it would be obviously necessary for 

Christ to comet so as to draw all men into Him (to change the preposit- 

ion)* ( the other handy there is still the suggestion of the metaphor 

of Image, in its ordinary meaning. Ih this case, it might appear at 

first sight purely that there is less error involved, all told. in ask- 

ing a copy if the original itself is present, than if the copy is made 

from something that is itself a copy' 
(But 

it 

appears 
that, for Athan- 

asiss, there is not only a relative but an absolute impossibility of 

remaking man in the Image of God without the direct-presence of the Logos. ) 

This makes it likely that Atheneins is using the analogy, not of an 

artist making a copy of a picture on a surface that may be continuous 

with the picture copied, but of the process of stamping a coin, seal, 

gramophone record or other similar impression. This involves the 

making of the original; from this is stamped the matrix which cannot be 

considered as the original, since it is negative with regard to the 

original, that is, depressions on the original are elevations on the 

matrix, and vice versa, and is the other dimensions the matrix is the 

mirror image of the original. However, when the matrix is used to stamp 

the final pr©duotsr they are in the same way negative with regard to the 

matrix, and therefore genuine duplicates with regard to the original. 

This process was certainly completely familiar to Athanasims" Of course, 
he could not use the analogy in any way so as to introduce the idea that 

the Logos or Christ, an the "Image of God", is "negative" with regard to 

that Futher an one handy and the Christian sau on the other, and in his 

later theology, of course, this would conflict with the necessity of 
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stating that the Logoe In the "ý 
ýý. Kro ff /Kwý (61) of the Father 

bitt it is to be note that this staapiag awAiealing analogy retires into 

the background. But it in not too auch to ehest that Athunaaius had 

'this property of Image-reversal Ißt *i1 , and went it to be recognised 

by his rea&ere, at least as an analogy of the fact that there was nec- 

eeearily a Mediator between God and Man, and that there was an absolute 

and not a relative impossibility for the refashioning of man to be 

carried out without this intermediate stage. Finally, this metaphor of 

sealing was revived in the Epistles to Serapion, this time with reference 

to the Spirit (88). In one sense, this is simply a return to the usage 

of the earlier Church (83), but, in another sense, as we shall ace, it 

,, 
represents the fruit of Atbsnasinstd new emphasis on the Humanity of 

Christ. Here, patently Christ is the positive original, the Spirit is 

the intermediate stage, and the Christian is the final stage. This will 

be further eon idered when the time ecmes. But in general, it to high- 

ly probable that Atbanasius did regard the stamping and image metaphors 

in this way. and besides# this would have the advantage of analogically 

pointing to the nee"ssity or a Mediator in such a way as to avoid the 

1f TJ 
argaaent ($4). 

Athanasine now (at 14: 121A) returns again to the inadequacy of 

aeon in his fallen state to recognise t True God in the harmony of 

creation. Here again# Atlezpsirts in effect excludes natural theology as 

a possibility for lallen man, without being quite rigorous enough with 

4 ex14 "O re by so ex es s on *N wus pop ar 
anong the centre tles during the controversy and enshrined in the 
iucienic Creed. Bee N` notes on Do Dear. 80, De 87n. 23 and also 
De OYA- 3$; also wader' n gXadK-rv�in Vol I of Nexman`s "Select Treat- 
1808 of St. Athansaitte in d troversy with the Ari ane" , 1881 (pp. 370-373) 
19 any alteration or distortion analogous eg" to the change in the propor- 
tions of a ehadonr as the sun changes position. Cf" James, 1: 17, and our 
expression, "parallax error;. 4821 1: 83.4. 
t$3) See G. T. H. Lupe, "The seal of the Spirit" for a historical account 
of the Spirit as the 8ea1. 
(S4) Fcr a resognition of the inporta ee of the difference betwesý, 

Tro, Christ as the Iaage, and men a8 I: L? 'thc vdG see Denetropoulos, H 7ANýP-1 
f or tA TOY ME1A ADr AOAºJAZiOY'p. 60. 
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regard to natural theology for the redeemed man. In addition, there is 

a passage (121B, beg. ), which suggests that, for Athanaeiusº the primary 

activity of the Logos was what has been called "general revelation" 

rather than special revelations, general revelation, that is, as not mere- 

ly potential, but actually occurring; "For He Who, by His own provi- 

dence and ordering of all things was teaching men concerning the Father, 

Be it was Who could renew this same teaching well". 

The above sections, being revelational, does not fit in very 

well with any of the three classical divieions of Reconciliation, Justi- 

fication, Sanctification and Calling, in one sense. Cn the other band, 

for Athanaslue, revelation is very closely related to what is patently 

the total reconstruction and restoration of man according to the right 

pattern, and to this extent ! anctificationjis a very strong interest, and 

overwhelmingly predominates over the other two. 

Having established the necessity for the Logos Himself to be 

present as the essential Agent of revelation, Athenalus now coneidere 

the nature of this revelation, or concretely, the works of Christ. In- 

eiitably, the cardinal question in the relationship between Christ's deeds 

on earth, in the flesh, and the Deity and Humanity of Christ, as a whole. 

even more to the point, it is the question of how the human deeds reveal 

the Deity of Christ, which to the same fok Athanasius as how the corporeal 

can reveal ©o*pletely the incorporeal God. dontinuing ch. 14, at 121B 

end: " oe" " "He sojoume here as man, taking to Himself a body like 

the gthere i "end from the earthJ: y things, that i e, by the works of the 

body... (Ne teaches them).. "eo that they who do not know Him from His provi. 

dence and rule over all things may even from the works done through His 

body itself know the Logos of God which is in the body (85), and through 

Rim ' i? s thes" 

1$ "For as a kind teacher who cares for his pupils, and if some 
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eeýteit profit from higher subjects Daces down to their level and teaches 

tiara entirely by simpler material# so also did the Logos of God,., +(I Cor" 

1121 quoted)... For seeing that men, having rejected the Cantemp1ation 

(P -Av)ot God... snd were seeking God in nature (86) and in sensory 

things.... the loving and general saviour of all @ the Logos of God, takes 
C ,I 

a body to Himself , and as man (MCP downwp) walks among men, and meets 

half way (po4 j 
Es) 

the senses of all, so that those who think that 

God is corporeal may from what the Lord effects through the works of the 

body perceive the truth, and through Hin recognise the Father". "if they 

looked with awe esncreati on, yet they saw how she confessed Christ as 

Lord; or if their mind was swayed towards memo, so as to think them 

gode, "". the Saviour alone among men appeared as Son of God, for there 

were no euch works done in the aase of the rest as had been done by God 

the Logos (IF). Or if they were even biassed towards evil spirits, yet, 

seeing them oast out by the Lord, they were able to know that He alone, 

the Logos of God, was such, and not the demons. Cr if their mind had 

sank even to the dead, to worship heroes and the gods spoken of in the 

poets, yet, seeing the saviour's resurrection, they were to confess them 

as false gods, and that the Lord alone le true, the Logos of the Father, 

that was Lord even of death... 

16 For mm's misch baring fallen already to things of sense, 

v*E Sv 
Fdvrövc 

IC& 6 d. TDf )J vývdI ö hX 
ßg j. that He night, as aan, 

transfer sea to and centre their senses on Eiasslf, and. son seeing His 

heao. t h as (cif) awn, persuade them through the works He executed that 

Be is not only mow, but also God and the True Logos and Wiedca of God*.. 

(Sph. 8; 1Th.. ia quoted ) ... For by the Logos clariijring (UkAý, A-v'roS) Himself 

everywhere, both above and beneath, in the depth and breadths above in 

Sß s is. the sphere of originate things. 
87 lTýd, gin. 
88 For the trana1 ti on of this portion, see below. 
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creation (89), beneath in becoming emn (90), in the depths in Hades, and 

is the breadth, in the world (91), all things have been filled with the 

knowledge of God" Now for this cause He also did not immediately upon 

His aoaimg accomplish His sacrifice on behalf of all, by offering up His 

body to death and raising it again, for by this means He would have ren- 

dared Himself invisible. But He made Himself visible enough by what He 

did,... aaking Himself known no longer as man but as God the Logos (92). 

For by His becoming man the Saviour was to accomplish both works of love; 

firsts in putting away death from us and renewing us again; secondly, 

being unseen and invisible, in manifesting and making Himself known by 

His works to be the Logos of the Father# and Ruler and King of the uni. 

verse". 

This passage is the first thorough and systematic account in 

Greek thecaogy of the miracles of Christ in relation to His Person. 

C*'igea, of course, had had to discuss this matter, in C. Celsum, passiv, 

and incidentally omelnded that Christ had a human soul which was ao 

intimately fused with the Logos as to form one entity (De Prin. II: YI and 

Co Cels. V1 : 4T--48)# in contrast with Atbenaeius, who so far completely 

correlates the humanity of Christ with the body. But in other respects 

Caigents treatment lacks definition compared with that of Atbanasius, 

possibly because the latterts interest was more concentrated tim that of 

(Vigen, who had to answer a systematic attack on the whole of Christianity. 

Sites he is dealing with the miracles in the special context of revelation, 

he cones down definit y on the side of miracles an Crr Fe 4, signs, rather 

than as works of servtee or the first-fruits of the Messianic Kingdom. 

Although these last two aspects were not entirely out of 5thenaoius'6 mind, 

one would wish that they were mare closely connected with the account of 

X38 Et S'ýv KriQ , 
94 F -i vE v&v6ý... rýan-e and so burl ©n also. 
99. E? S 'v 
92 1cE-rý ýN9ýtýrrw öcýº\ ýöv /ýe /r 
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the airaeles. Then this has been said, it must be admitted that this 

Method of treatment has the advantage or keeping all these miracles-In- 

detail in their proper subordination to the Great Miracle or Christ, which 

was the giving or Sis life a"a ransom for many, and the inauguration of 

the Kingdom. 

More unfortunate in a related tendency of Athenasiue, to treat 

the miracles as revelations of the simple Godhead of Christ, without then 

also being, to the same extent, revelations of God's reconeilifiparpose, 

that is, without they being regärdsd as showing that the Godhead of Christ 

has a character consistent with the iacarnation and proper to it. As 

Karl Barth has always maintained, even the Godhead Itself must be consider- 

ed Ohristoosntrically (93). Cä the other hand, Athanasius is still in 

the stage of his more metaphysical predecessors in regarding the cosmolog- 

ical and creative activity of the Logos as the essential form of His Deity* 

This is the only meaning that can be attached to the catena in oh. 16, 

where the Logos is known as God in various ways in various spheres; the 

way corresponding to "above", that is, in heaven, is "in creation". This 

must refer to the act or function of creation, since it is differentiated 

from EIS 7rý 
Tof 

(Cc ciS Tov K0494" , the fourth member. The Incarnation in 

cat"Wpcndimglg correlated with "beneath", lee the earthly realm. we 

shall ehest below that this =e-sided cosmological emphasis in the doctrine 

of the Logos was a most dangerous factor in promoting Arianism. In any 

ease,, the miracles are treated vegy much as cosmological and creative 

miracles, both here and especially below in eh. 1$, where they are dis- 

cussed in detail. (and it is the Deity of Christ, so regarded, that is re- 

Tooled rather than the whole of the gyrpostatie Union of Ood and Man, as 

enoh To shall retoza to this when we consider ohs. 18 and 19. 

There are two lesser points that merit a little attentiaa. At 

the bsgiw*iug of eh. I&$ it is said that the Logos came in the flesh to 

(93) 600 The Dogs* Vol. II, Pt. I, pa®aim. 
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acteoaodate to hwa*n prejudiee, or more literally to meet it half way* 

All well and. good, but It shows how tar the Ohurch at the time had moved 

t'ron its original Jewish environnment; if there was one group or hn nity 

which did not hagre a prejudice in favour of God manifesting Himself an man, 

it was the Jews of the Old Taetaaent! At the beginning of ch. 16, the 
i 

tree of Sn'oß4'hffrV deserves notice. This verb almost always hae a pejor- 

ative meaning, and L. N P-N. F. translntee it "disguised Himself by appearing 
in a body". It Is not by any means certain that this is the correct Mean- 

ing; it may mean "subordinated Himself" (that ie, in appearing through a 

body, .vj . Li - epexcgetia infinitive), the same meaning as the famous 

c £4urov £KEvwcv of Philipp. 2: 7. But the former meaning is in nceordenee 

with much else that Athanaslus wrote, and along with his statements about 

the Body being an accommodation to human prejudice, it does sugge0t, once 

again, a primarily Instrumentalist doctrine of the Humanity of our Lord* 

is The next chapter, eh. 17, is a digreeeion, albeit a very Import- 

ant one, on the relation between the general cnuipresenee or the Logo® and 

His presence in the incarnate Christa In oh. 18, sxthanaalus returns to 

the issues discussed above; for that reason we shall treat it now, and 

return to ©h" 17 later. Chapter 18 is the final solution of the problem 

of the Impassibility and i teriality of the Logos, in view of the enf- 

feringe Undoubtedly endured by the incarnate Christ. At the end of ch. 17 

he had pointed out that the Sun is not contaminated through its illumin-- 

ation of otherwise dark objects; with this analogy Athanaeius Says, at 

the beginning of ch. 18: "Accordingly, when the inepired writers 

o0 (06Aon this matter speak (AEbw6r) of Him as eating and being born 

(preso participles only, no wf eta ""), know that the body, ae bodv (wP Op. 
L) 

was born, and sustained with food corresponding to its nature (94), while 

God the Logos Himself to be oüK But these 

. Ole things are seid ( -rl() about Rim because the actual body which ate, 

(94) K-t72ýKX; ýv 
0£ P4 DCucitf. 
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was born and suffered was of nobody else but the Lord; and because, 

havi ag become man, it was proper for these things to be said (1EöE'd&1) 

of Hiss as man (95), that it should be plain that He had ti body in truth 

(4ý0004 ) and not in appearance But just as from these 

things he was known to be bodily present, so from His works which Re did 

lA (96) the body He made äineelf known to be don. of God. -**(John 10: 37-8 

quotob)... For just as, though invisible, lie is kncwn through the works of 

creation, 600 having become Man, and being in the body unseen, lt may be 

known from Hie works that He Who can do this is not mangy but the Power 

and Logos of God (97)" For HiS calling to order the evil epirite, and 

their being driven forth, is not a human deed (d&Owrri vov) , but Divine o 

Or Rho that saw .m healing the diseases to which the human race is sub- 

ject can still think His 
dYoow, 

rov .' oü 
ý 

4... " 

18 & 19 Then follows # in the remainder of ch. 18 and ch. 19, a whole 

eerles of the Mighty Acts of Christ; His healing mirec"eL, x, itth epeciel 

reference to congenital diseases; His forming of a body in the Virgin 

Mary: the transformation of water into wine, the walking on the eea, the 

feeding of the 5#000; the reaction of the created universe to the cruel- 
fixion. All these miracles are treated as revealing the cosILologiaal and 

creative activity of the Logos; this is still the case even where auch 
things as the forgiveness of sins are also mentioned in the scriptural 

account, such other issues being not mentic ed by Athanasine. In this 

section, as well as Logos, the titles "Son, Wisdom and Power of Gcd" 

(19: 12 B), tad "Son of God and Saviour of all" (19: 129B), are also used to 

express the Deity of ()hrist. This eection is finally summarieed in ch. 19: 

19A & C, which now follows, with, the oi*jssion of intervening material on 

some detailed miracles : "But all this it seemed well for the Siva our to 

J99 4). 
r 

TIt i¬ (VOPwýir-oý). - 
g6ý Lcf; . gt3fl. s4Ar A {97) Ov k 'dw&D 

4. Tr oS 
Zxx% (-av 
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do; that since men had failed to know Hieß providence, revealed in the 

Universe, and had failed to perceive Hie Godhead shown in creation, they 

Might at any rate from the works of the body recover their eight, end 

through Him to receive knowledge of the Father, inferring... frce°. zartic- 

Uhar cases His providence over the whole".. Thus, then, God the Logos showed 

Himself to men by His works. ". 

20 ",,, *(the cause of His bodily appearing was) ... that It was in the 

power of none other to turn the corruptible to incorruption, except the 

Saviour Himself, Who had at the beginning made all things £f 00K ovm, �r 

that none other could anew create the likeness of God's Image (98) for 

men, save the Image of the Father; and that none other could render the 

mortal immortal, save our Lord Jesus Christ, being the Life Itself 

and that none other could teach men of the Father and destroy 

the worship of the idols, save the Logos, that orders all things and is 

alone the true Only-Begotten Son of the Father". 

This section Confirms that for Athanasiue the chief interest in 

he miracles was their revelation of the cosmological Eapect of the Deity 

`' Christ. Further, it can be said fairly that there iF virtually a 1006 

correlation between this Deity of Christ and action; cc, rrespondingly 

the "body'", or humanity of Christ, is the instrument of this action. 

This corresponds to the correlation that we have n-ted befcre, with refer- 

ence to Christ's work of justification, between humanity -nd passion. Un- 

fortunately, this is a very natural way to look at this matter, ond Athana- 

eeius did not change his position until, tinder the stress of the Arian eon- 

trovereyr, he developed or rediscovered the doctrine of the active humanity 

of Chriet" (ge1n, this is not as yet the full Cheleedontan Chrittology. 

Athanaeine certainly preserves the enyo8, taeia, and. if anything over- 

preserves it7 In ch. 16: 1240, Christ is "not only man, but God", but 

]. Stet, In eh. 162.. 124D, He is "no luriger man, but God the Logos" (that ist 

(98) Tb )4r dK 
vd, 
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is no longer to be regarded as an, but (hod. ) Once explicitly, and 

virtuaJ. ly twice in three sentences, in 18: 128B, he says, much iiiore ex- 

licitly, still that Christ is not uatn, but God---P and in the "tarvening 

sentence, the expulsion of demons is described as a pure. L r Divine work 

and not Inman. There is no doubt where Athanasius st aW. a on what Chal- 

cedon later called the 
ünö-rc&6'i, f . It is in the field of the Chaicedcm- 

ian ýv"6-ig 
that one is a little, rudre doubtful. from 

one point of view, 

the Athanasian position appeare to be a sort of huger- oaophysiti$m, with 

with Christ, or what mattere of Hirn, being entirely Gud both iu 4uglij and 
ööTdd1f 

s aud nothing but Gods and the bow on4ly__. 1__i4etrument at the 

God-Christ or the minimum mechanism whereby He might suffer for us) in 

the came way, a man can do an Immense number of things with a riot or-car 

which : would be; uttprly.. i pable of doing without it, but the wotor- 

car is never (or should never be: ) part of the man's human qualities: let 

alcaie his innermost natures In favour of thi[i interpretation are Athen- 

eeiwa I4 ezaphaeia, in season or out of seas, -: n, on the Lotion, of our 

Ip which presumably weans sharing in the Divine ; 4ature, and also 

his emphasis an the Acts of CLriet not only being acts of God, as a brute 

fact, but being also recto revealing Cod, which again prosumtºbiy revealing 

the Divine Nature. And there is also the historical fact that o ophye- 

itiam, as a heresy, was later sseciaily associated with Aleaanuria; the 

Coptic Church 1o Mono lWsite to this day (99). La the other hand, although 

Athanaeius ofen-. t8, tke this way, thie interpretation may not do justice to 

the, closeness of the association of the body with Chriat. From another 

point of vie,, the A. timitualaa positio: i could be coneiderca as a 1(X* Cor- 

relation between the aLty Of Chriet anü the bighea level, or the 

c states men a of liaraa , 
Est. ogm. 1r! onop e- itie*... ie without doubt the legitimate heir of the theology of Athanasius, 

"d the fittIUM expression of Greek Christianity", @ýd tJlakon, "Athan- 
ti a", *" s p" 11T.. "FUr Cyrill bildet er die di reRit stufe" o are 
probably very unfix- to the mature anti-, '. riau theology of Athanasius, But 
they are absolutely right for the "De Incarnations" alone. 
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utar0G' f, and also between the Kwaanity and some lower level, presum- 

1-1 ably the 
4ve-kf. 

This interpretation would very closely resemble Tr=iuat. 

Substantiation as applied to the Eucharistie elements, although its phil- 

oeophieal vocabulary is different, besides being originally satin. 'e 

have already noted that the Chaleedonign use of 
6 

is quite different 

lrrm its use in, say, "De Ihcarnationei'Verbi Dei, " ch. 1. 

The last point to notice is Athanasius'6 final solution of' the 

problem of hoar human attributes are to be predicated of Christ, 'Who is 

G d, and as auch impaaaible, etc. Previously, Athanasius has said that 

the Logos gave the body over to death, etc- Now, he remembers the way 

that Scripture describes the matter, and at least suggests that tree orig-- 

inal description may not be entirely satisfactory, since it is here af- 

firmed beyond all 'uestion that Christ, ie" Christ as a whole being, 

suffered, was crucified, was tempted, was hungry, and in other ways was 

the subject of these all too human predicates. Athenasius's solution 

leeven the problem open rather than solves it (oh. 18, beg. ), that is, he 

131178 that, as these things were endured by the body, aua the bony was 

really His, it Is therefore right to gay that the sufferings were HIie. 

Unfortunately, the atmosphere of "it may be said", as distinct fr, ýua "it 

is ectuelly the ease"hange around all Athanasius's discussions of the 

question-6 In fact, the question cc ea up in a tar more acute form bf 

th+' "O mtra Arienos", where the issue is raised of the sense in which it 

to right, if at all, to call Christ "a creature" or to use the correspond- 

i119 VePbal forms. Newman, in his notes on Co Ar. I1: 47 and II1; 31 

settles the aroblem too easily by invoking the principle of tit. cow 

i Oet 1° 1di ometm, and the type of predication whereby we say that a man 
is bnldv Chat is, man as a whole, whereas the predicate bald properly 
r are 0111 '. 7 to the atr. No admits, following Thomas Aquinas trugt this 

''rinci +le epr1iee In the case of certain predicates which moat by their 

wem Mutre refer Only to certain part of the body and not the whale of 
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it; on this: anderetand! ng the admittedly loose ascription of such pre- 

dicatea to the man ac a whole is unambiguous and is admitted in common 

speech. The sort of case where one cannot speak in this way are, for 

exa alo,, that we must not call a white-haired negro "white" (an example 

actually used by Aquiuna), but oust specifically restrict the application 

o the predicate to the hair. Similarly, In this case, there are cer- 

tain predicates which, by their very nature, so intimately concern the 

whole centre of Christ's Person that they cannot be applied to Christ 

as a whole simply on the basis if their connection with the bodyy# if they 

contradict some other feature of what was later described as Sir 

such inadmissible predicates are "creature" as a noun, 0and"adopted son". 

But such verbs as "suffered", since they apply essentially to the body 

and to the body alone, can be pppli. eß in this way to the whole Person of 

Cku'jet. with due respect to Newman, this solution is not adequate. It 

is almost certain th. ot such predleatee as "bald", "blind", etc., are only 

used ix: this way, i e- loosely applied to the person as a whole, when they 

have soie overriding relevance to the whole per« mality" When we say 

that aia is bald, we do not only think of his lack of hair; we think 

as 'tell of all the other changes of maturity or senescence which are 

associated with the lose of hair on the heads changes both physiological 

std psychological. When we t°lk of a "blind" sang we think of his blind. 

ness not only as a total lack of the sense of sight, but also as a disabil- 

ity that radically affects hi. vz whole way of life and him whole personality. 

The author of this thesis remembers being Informed by his medical friends 

that doctors normall deecribe a patient as "tuberculous" or e "cripple", 

etc., only Vhrn a certain eti7, mä i, involved; otherwise they say that he 

'; has" the disease in quast i on, or they greeif r the exact organ of the body 

invotvJ(i. This an unfair way of putting it, but if, for "stigs", we 

rend "a tundauc nta1 change involving the whole way of life of the patient", 

it is coaapletely correct. Thue, " it is wroaag, and probably always has 
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bees Wrong is principle, to invoke this form of predication to solve 
theme lesson* But even if it were right in nrincinl e, it arg t ýý ^^rtain- 

ly be wrong in this particular case. If there is annthin7 that by its 

vent nature must apply to the whole person, it is eufferinZ; t}ziE) is so 

psychologically, pbyeiblogically and in every other WR " Tý`or th; Dee who 

did not have our modern knowledge, the VÖrds from the Cross should have 

been sufficient warning on this point. Thus, it is no ºmclution of the 

problem to say that Athanseius was using the idea of the cow. MM: ic 

dieat, 
ý 

a, and in fact elaborating it for the first time. T1-de is so, 

as a plain fact, but it does not meet the cane. Umfortuntitely, c'e can- 

not yet interpret Athansalue In n li orem part . nntl, riai ntcl. n that his 

doctrine is that Christ took our body go ae tc, take our rufferi. n;; z, " that 

is, maintain that, for Athanasius, the cast Ale.. o id. i ompttaM w, s rn Mt. 

Ological fact, not a descriptive principle. As hap been r id cbcve, 

when Athanasiue introduces the subject, under the direct influence of 

Scripture, he does speak in this way, but when he enzlyses the issue in 

details he speaks in the lees satisfactory gray which w-- nave d-scribed 

above, saying that the suffering is entirely of the b 4}dy, ; n(3 when he 

returns to the problems posed by the Scriptural way of speaking, giere is 

too much talk about "what is said" to make his exculpation entirely con- 

vinoing" The fact is that so far Athanasiue has not the intellnctual 

system to describe the unity between the Deity and the Humanity . )f Christ 

which we find in Scriptures whieh is far closer than anything that could 
be described according to the system available to him- Later, in the 

"Contra Arianoe", Athanasius sometimes asots language )f the 

"Do Incarnatione"; at other times he cars irndicete a rtoý^ s ct. -sfactory 
line of approach. 

We can now return to eh. 17, wMMieh we have left on ie : side for 

the moment,. In it, Athanesiue taken pains to ehaw that the Incernaticet 

did not limit the omnipresence of the i, rgoe rbi. ch Was YZF 'by natures 
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This emphasis is chareeteristically associated in Pstriatic theolcgy with 

Jahn of Damascus (100), , -, C1 in later cir_)ys ;; ith Cc-, ivir , rhea it `: )cý ;j 

known as the "Ertra Calvinisticum". "For He vas not.. ezcl 

(TEP1KEKXC-otQof) in the body, nc": vYh1Z_ proc¬ut in tb Üody, we He 

ab6ent elo. zW'aOre; nor, while He ncve.. the b.,; dy, wr Via univer. -. c "Left 

Void of His working and Hin providence, but L i-. -st eel thing, 

Logos as Ile was, He was not c oritaint; d (6uv& xE ro ) by L.: ythLnL , but 

ralwher did He contain (6uVk6%X£) all thinngs; uni Just as vh:. ie p, esent 

in the whole of creation He is at once Liistinc, t in beer. fr^rn the univ- 

erse and is present in all things by It" s own power 02 ), giving order to 

all things, und over all and in all i ve 'ls ing iii ucz1 prova cnec, und 

giving life to each thing and aß. 1 thiný; c,, iuc: k, ýir. g t)-, e 'holc; wit.., Ctt 
b ; ir, g included (102), but being in His x in Father ýý1 rme v, hc_1y aria in 

every respect - true, even while prc oent in u huxA&n 

quickening it, He was... quickening thc, universe v try; il ". " (ý': 1uman soul 

caruiot act z:. t a distance, but only think zb:, ut than , Lt dietf, nce)""" 

But the . Logos of God in His nrnlr, naturo (iC3) wao nc, t li,, e tIi t; Ior 

lie ': as not bound to the body p b,;. t He ; ýütl er over it, 

but was actually in everything, und while external to the universe (7.04) 

He abode in the Father alone, "". He at ca c;; lived t1it. co. -. nun life a,,, man 
(105) and se logos continueJ, to quicken ( warf&I) all things, LJnL, as 
yon co-existed with the Father. So, not even when the Virgin bore Him 

did He suffer change (106) nor by being in the b, r, d' yr o lie tLrniahe 1, but 

on the contrery He sanctified the bd ý also. For nct even by being in 

the ttniterse does He share in its nature (107), cut all th ni; Es : gin ýj1e 
100 TV- 

01 EK-'b v C_ To o ýr 
�-ýý ýý Fý To(I j' SýwE of Kdr 0V61 dý/, £^ 

E 
äiv r, 5-, (instrumental dative; not q, uuli; cd it1r -er, - ýi 1 -rj, K-k' s 7 T(ýp Eýo CVs. 3t? S £V T, &VQ/ý wjrw the first üse o this vw ord in such -ai unqualified "ray 0 den"gt. C, H vat" a Ruse ni ty " +ý rio rryrºf (1Cý8) cv, ( ý�� wTrn f' -ý v ý, -z, 3.07 v 

ýý' ýýBFi rvv T/Cýo 6)) f, £ Ev d.. TO f'. 
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contrary, eire quickened and nourished by film---(In the same way, the 

Sun to not defiled by Its i. llualtnati. an ; )f terre trig'. 

lese ir- the Logos derile&e.. }... " 

This is a statement of the princir1e trfrt the -r, "e11 

as being In the body of ChriRt, coati-ýr. cd His pre4cnCe in the 1*ý{v^ree 

oute'± de the bod p ; just es bef",. Pe (108). Tr-t. ̂  - , ir_tz. -ned 

not ")niy with reference to th;; qju üicT prescenc V ,f the "; jut z.. ). so 

with reference to Hie power; Me on: of crcnti:: rI ad ýýrov ýcnce in 

general ecntinuec without city diminution vhut: cover. r: its= the p, -bible 

exception of Zuther8 ir the 
-ma 

whole c: : i' the clo a hu:: &-ccc tca it UL du 

absolute necees ty of faith, cv Cie tl: r c ri cr 'y this is 

n 't the place to argue In c. ete3.1 about ;tr be; >nd the ý-tc: er ct ýý that it 

YFCs the first really thorough e: pociticsn of this irOu which 

the other later cccounte tc'. 1ored. . -,. thr ocius in i'urticu sr &C; t: bsol- 

ute:. 'y committed tv this doctrine bec u:: e the thCn_lc'cy vthieh he hhu 

inherited cu the intellectual Side, an the "C. ntrc. Gente: " shows, Greatly 

empheeieed the Second Person ne Logos, anc, in the ccsrao]. c&iccl too. 

Cie 
of the constant features in iE t'la t- it is abeol 

utely ýogocemtrie (Logos in the Renee cf the eccnd T'ýýsarn}, o en if not 

quite Christ acentric, with Christ referring to the Incarnate c: e'nd Per- 

ace. C2ne thing that is too often forgotten is that this is the charaa- 

teri? tlc which Äth A1un eharce with hir gr at -ne*^ics ', hc E. riws- 

Thus, the denim. of the "Extra C'liviniStieum" rcui uvý: ýýe: iIt 1ieot- 

Lally and theologically inc onceiveble and ronsen: 3ic:. l for .. than¬sius; 

it would have implied the disc'rganleaticn and c .. llap36 or tte univ.,: ser 

an ultimate and conclusive form of the "üarJnezs ever all th, ý; Bald" which 

Atbanastus himself stresses as the re°cti cn of the created WCrid tu the 

CroSa A little exaa , nst1c7 shows that he is r:. ght " The denial of the 

(3-08) Par a good sumuery ofthe w ol,; c ua0 _ on see Barth, Chh. Dog. Vol* 
Is, Pt" II 0 PP. 166. "I70 " TMs chapter is here quoted, top of po 169, ae 
th first and deft iti., e expre65icm of *ýv&, jz d:: ctrino in the Fathers. 
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"Satre-Calvinietieu*" is intimately bound up with the Kenotio thEor3 

In its most extremes form; in feet the latter is simply the dynaLic 

form of the former, and arcre in tbt eeme Lutheran ni. 1; e; u as the former. 

Bitt in that case, the revelation in the 7netirnrte Christ hrtz: nsthing to 

do with His eternal and Divine Majesty. Therefore, sith-sr this can be 

knom by natural theology alone, or it is sbe^lute º. y un'mww ble. Insofar 

as the latter is the answer intended, n: ry n--t these d -ctrines be the sign 

of a bidden Yaroionite strain? T 
-be groat strength of th-, .1 

doctrine is that it affirms that the Rave? n. ti on of the l.,. carriL, to Christ, 

and the Divine Majesty in general. Find in et. erne+. 4, arc ::;: o ; lute. ". 7 conais- 

tents whatever reseryatione we may he7e about ilia tenc<er_Ciea iii the 

direction of natural theology, cr about hip tendenc"ý t tank üciog-" 

ioally rather than eoteri_o)op, 11. ca]. 1. y- 
(This- 

c. pl: tice both ontolobically and 

locally# and also dynamically; the nirncJ. eo of Christ on LLrth are con.. 

cd. ý sistent with, end truly reveal, the ctcrn ' I. oa'er 1+ns l c-ýry of 

However, Athenesi. ta ernnciato: s his doctrine rý:. tt1-r ti, an )roves 

it in any sense. It may be that it it imr, eesible tc: ; ive ,. perfectly 

satisfactory account of it, as it is the supreme pn. re. d. cx of the Ifl aVnat- 

iot. Bat, although his enunciation is excellent, A. thanae Lus, -i. - ýiea he 

COMB to give a further account of it, uses n ao. ilogy . vhich is i. 1esding 

and eyes irrelevant, the analo! ty of the sun illuminating giving life 

to the Otherwise dark and lifeless earth, without (ýr rýr'ontý >ý bi ýg 

quenehe$ thereby. We cannot discuss the ihyni ce, an c; 1 rant r. ii ;u ax orn, of 

this analogy* But it is relevant eric. correct to point out trat t(-, bring 

in the UR some bringing in the prob? ern of aeti'zn fit F d3 st lce, ti thing 

which Athaa"ius himself recoana. ses when he indicates the way in . 'rich 

the SUS is to be considered different from ounselvec. lip, this whale 

issue will he later shown to be supremely concerae,. t with the theology of 

the Spirit, and Athanasine's final form of thi e met sphor 9 i: tl:.. rte Scrap. 

It shows that he ban reccgniseco this; the Father is #S' 
or the Sun 
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(43f= ! -light source), the S iadT '$ 4? 4A # radiancep these both 

after Neb. 1: 3 and also exploited in the anti-Arian wri zings, ? >4sSi 

the Spirit is "the light in which we are illuminated". Here w have 

i another and most pointed case of something being taken over by the :, ogoe 

which essentially belongs to the Spirit, and this is confirmed by tip 

fact that the whole atmosphere of this metaphor iss one of sanctification, 

which in all theological traditions is chiefly associated with the third 

Person., ) Again, in all the later Sun or sight metaphors, the Fý, urca of 

light is undoubtedly the First Person, and rightly so. riex"a, the : iource 

le apparently the Second Person. But the most serious ir, sdaqubQy ý; f 

this metaphor Is that it has nothing whatever to say to us about what has 

been called the scandal of particularity, alnuat certain iy the grew t ast 

continuing weakness in Athanaeian theology, and perhaps even in Üi eek 

theology as a whole; that le, the fact that the Logos traue to our world 

at one tine and Gate place. NYea worse, it does a grave injustice to the 

tact that the Logos came so intimately into our world that iie WCis, in one 

sense, teagibler S(I Bolus 1: 1) . Surely even the most 3' na uu: 3c: ijntific 

inhabitant of the Roman 19upire, let alone the leading in. tellectuai of 

Alexandpia, the astronomical capital of the worla, Knew that tie Sul kept 

some sort of distance from the Earths and, as the legen of DueQLaiwa 

testified, remained intangible ! These remarks are to the point ii- . than. 

asius In speaking about the world of man in general, and the tact .. Xiat he 

talke in earlier chapters about the necessity for the , ugoe l tº prcu4uce 

within mankind in general is evidence that he thinks along th sa :,. irres. 

It Athanauiua in thinking here solely or principally u Uha re Alut:. m 3f 

the Logos to the cage and only Body of (hriet, it soives ºý-jatv ýý tue Pro- 

blems that we hatte raised here, at the expense of wekiug :: tiler z, fur more 

acute, for example, that of contiguity. 

lowever, there in one sound feature of thin analogy, and that ie 

that it disposes of the charge of ilarnaok and others, iuciuaing it&. vear 
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that Atrnnasius's d'trlnc if reccnct1latj_on, and speclal"Ly of sanctifiv- 

at1. on, 1c physict1, eher- cei nr evcn p] rz, ̂ý. c.: ý aý ea1, that "'. c, that it 

Involves the in; ýt1I1ation of a ei. 1nc, ei: bstcýncF . The ciýtphacis of Athan- 

OBI. U. s Cn action ;; t a (31st" -- Lpr 

One thirLg thet ho is trying tc convey by this xc t ý_rýh cr 1$ the upr. a- 

rsterip? charecter cf Qcd, cs bein anýzý. c r cEi7. '-3f ,, u : geF! tne by . ho ^tatue 

of the Sun comp. nreO :d th the :,,! rth, which n it : cI udc - . hyticleri e)r, 

chcrmdstr in ftarrneck's een. re- 

T'. tids chapter Is vignifiewit 

L. doctrlne of the mutual 7flX d'jjP- l"thanwsjur Qtart« (:, ff -. frith the trad.. 

iti 7nß:? ecrt of stetem nt, i: hc t the I. o£; cts je In the U iv-eree, in trhe 

otcic Wanner (rend perhaps ccrre. er, rdir. to the tristoteli. rn st? teT"Pnt about 

Forms being in i .: ter, he begins to reverse the r'. F: ý: eriptien 

nM tr lk About the Logos rn eont..; ning Cl th'n ; c, or -perhaps the universe 

eolleetive y. "'hc=rc¬! v by His peer the Loaoc hre the cr. pscity to be, and 

eetL1t ! iy ie, tnr1do P. i7. tbInre (1CM1: JT;, ts, rather to f? 1c osnencý (K"tr-I 

O'61d /) eut ide e. 1 thjr-gs) or the ur_iverse. TSB., c: phn i^ that he places 

On incl. mi cn., etc., ýu c etc that Atherae 
. u. e brns In rl. nc?. t th "cg#. c or 

c1 ý rel. vtlon in connection rr±th ;; redlcetjcn, hut, In vies: of whet, we 

have n?. rendy noted of hi F3 ;; mann. rh1? az? ophic, 97. interc^t , be >rcrPbly 

er bt of thir e mg the lins. ^ of the i'lat cn! nr: : rP t'he ^-cr«ti. c'. loguee. 

to trnuld 0 1! ̂  bann to ouch crIpturgi : jsregee is J, %n 14: 10 In mindp 

but it is notrb?. e that ha dc-s not deduce the Rymnetri4 rin' . xuttý^7. 

1 Ep1X416 j' , Xºhich tc 'I-r ndeý by this "verr=e, and . Yhlc i 1a in fret ite 

eubweet-r the tai? urv tc ýraw ccnc'ýz`11^ 

the *ý ºc vtr'se after citi. ng 4t in 0. ^en, 47. Ne , ý",, c'rdiri$ 

to ordinary In te, the j: red4ce. te of sxt A the ubjýect, 

but in) in 02: zi. iera1 not included by thi,: vul-, j ect, s, id to that extent cnn b" 

(109) Of. A, rlstotle'e doctrine that the Forme are IN Particulars. Cf" 
Yellers op, cit. 111: 219-220, and Aristotelian references- 
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earn to be "ou of dc" th'' CUNP et . in tb ! same sense the subject 
the predicate. '! 'hl e is naf. tJ su4r ;t that ; ýºth3zzýzsius rs ýx'do t? ze r ogos 

as e kind of 923juzzt 4enu. of reality, t1. lzeu thij ay ;, o, ki. rz vt the 

m ttcýr naturally follows Pro m cýrtai:, f: ýlºi.:;, of d: eVT n3" 
'tat iv 141, -'r-ever ccrtvi n. 'y of ntcrczt t, ) the fact trat, ace- 

r he" P"atori sm of th- SJcratjc D. il, 

a P'orfia or Iden, and :. >ach it ?dý: ý. -i; ý ;ý; r" vex°_ : ib ý ýn t ý? ,ý LeC. 

seii. ri or: 'tZ , ovc t_ 1. ý -. e cubjtuci. <L_Thz: s the tatem..; nt that t', -c :;. rc: LUdes 

all thiixas, and i; '.., A-110. rol&to:. i Stato eA. -te, :; 1t ni. fy f', -, r £. G:; rr1 5. ü the 

euD renacy of the L oý;.; e over th crcr. turesý, ;; c; rt; ^: z ., u: c _: 4" :. s, in 

the srz::; e ccn3L, "in" thy: Futher" "hc Jact t;: s1 i. th rz.. u r>as ,: is form 

cf Ply t ýriis in mind .c ehov. n by the tuet that the b: 'in ý, au'ýviüen 

. 01 all think io tbl:, uo t i' ", C 
..::., : 1. -4, hEt Hf. -rw,,, TraLvT %1 ýkeT-l. 

% 
V_" 

The verb ic inwa fa,. , c-1+ by "char, -, w ýcýzct.. ly t.. ýz. Uc: ý in izi . sture 
ot'""""" T-icv perua'; ive Y) rt :T t'. --C: Y": rl. +`u the ; "eý'i t,. l11 rl mac, 

.. 44 

the P1vtonict rt: ý .. at... n of , º' _ .x..; c.. paL_ .: ýn" : 'he: výrrý thu- 
In the F?. at:; ni t re? ti cr-" , :.; tc , in he "C: ýnj. r:: . <r, <_c ", :: thr.: ioai us 
has to dorclop t l; sin ý: tr. icfx ürz; 1 rit tuti, -1 lrEp Xw19I6-, f the i. In 

., i t: n for 
the -'c; futvt1 can :, f i'trSuni. m << , (11.0)" It is ýf frztNrest tý-; +ý, E: t, in t xe 
E; i atIca t ') Sere4,1 on, A: thaaas, ii:. s 

' 
_ciy E? Xt, l'6mG E;:. Ah i: - :,.. ii:. 1&, 17 

ý 
FY 11 ý'i^ý?. ly sýn. zy th, 'A .. ý 1 t; l- nco ýk is=z fý tl_e thy °rp t ü-°ona»h 

the rxn, th,. 2 pf rit (111'i h Yr ,. Y1. Eý"t s 
ýrc i. n tht, thl is yet t, nother case of a prä:. ci ýýc that . ýtr, 4n.: r; iae 

(ortThcnY 
¬icceptcd with ? ºefrgrercc to the out ch 1. Wf: , ter trFnie- 

ferred to the t p:: i t. 

Another point hat r: u _t. be ný: tLccc i;:. the ;. º: z, t i, 
.: 

t 'i' e 
in the n{ dd e oI' the chspter whore s;, p ray ýýxý<Le 
that t. i;. L3. t-, ý ; oeoe ihh: s the saue relation to thr: ;_ ýewoI , iý I at4Lua of 
the rceond Y'ýý1acrý 4s t2ze titi, Son to jiis ,q the 

111 Passas, esp. 131. 
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eitle Ilan to His incarnate life an earth. This confirms that, as regards 

his favourite title for the Second Person, that Athanasius was still is the 

milk operating, in his more intellectual aoaente, with the Greek Logos 

doatrine. Cand that in this doctrine Logos was a cosmological term. ) To 

shall see later how dangerous this was as an inducement to Arianism, and 

how one of itöaaarius'e great tasks in refuting Arianism was to break this 

Host aiiabis oua aorrelati am. 

Finally, we erst note the first use of 
ö dv8pcýmtJ', 

as distinct 

frost the naflowsr 6wjeuto denote the humanity of Christ as a singular 

eltity. Atbkaasius always Uses expressions such as £vs/ýý but 

this does not exactly correspond as it lads the element of singularity. 

This does show that this is an undoubted Athanasian usage, and its OCCUP. 

rence in doubtful tracts is not automatically a sign of their Nestorian 

or Apollinarian provenance. It represents Athanasius's first move away 

from the proto-Apofliaarian Obristology associated with the as* of Crltd 

for the humanity of Chriets and a move in the direction of Chaloedon. 

The fact that the Apollinariens exploited such expressions as 
öK 

'&6<0T 

'reif' ( if it Is true - the Patristic evidence on Ap. llinarianiea Is 

very coufteed) is an indication of how tai theology as a whole moved be- 

tween the "Ds Incarnation Verb; Del" and the height of the Apollinarian 

c trov. re'; the background of the Poraer was the Greek Logos theology; 

the background at the latter was Cappadocian Trinitarianiaas. 

This aoaeludes our section on what might be called the Second 

ý. ý Ground of the Incarnation. There are two gain aspects, the recreation of 

can in the image of God, and the revelation tS mankind, once again, of 

right Worship of, and right conduct towards, the True God. This is much 

closer to the ooesologiosl istereste of the older Logos doctrine than the 

First around of the Incarnation, and therefore this section is auch closer 
In spirit to the "Contra Goatee". The body or the section is the Vest 

aosount of the miracles of Christ in relation to His Person and work. 
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Here, corresponding to the earlier tendency to consider the Humanity of 

Cbrist as the body# and the body as the means whereby the penal part of 

Christ's work Might be done, the body is co eldered an the means whereby 

the r*velatary portion of the work might be done. Thus, the distinction 

Detweea Deit& and Humanity of Christ is again correlated with that between 

Agsnay and Instrumentality corresponding to the earlier distinction be- 

t*N& Astion and Passich. 

This concludes what we have called the aeti of ogioal seoti opts 

of the "De Inca nation" as a whole; at this stage# the work changes 

"haraeter somewhat# so that here would be a good point to break off and 

Carry out a lexicographic survey of theme chapters- 
Guido Miler's elassi4iestici, modified, iss I. Logos called 

God in the same sense an the Father (normally ¬f A01 
etc") s 7: 10ßD 

(work in and at aroation)s 10: 1188 (had to be Himself Incarnate). 

1.042.130 (7m=" of), 16: 124, and 18: 128A (Christ God the Logos rather 
than man). 18: 128 (coo--exists with the body). 19: 129W (showed Himself 

t1wog1 the works). ( these seven, me Peters altogether to before the 

1no± atioa, =e to the Ineamation oonaidered prospectively or aetiolog. 
ioallY, oee to the Incarnatio* ae an actual event, and four to what for 

a' eßt ewe best caceidered ae what Ohalcedon meant by the oTr'o6-r. (6(fof 

the Ioamate Christ. 

Be Origin; Logos of the lather: 1; 97A (introduot ory chap. 
ter, Godhead of. is narrow sense), 7: 109A (Creator and prospective Reecm- 

oiler thromh the Ihm. ) 10: 118) ("Conciled man through In= *) " 11 t116A 
(stnt*1 #e* e ould not know Him) " 11: 116B (The Isage to be seen by aen 
for their enlightenment). 18: i2B (the Victor over death). 16: 125A 
(Christ known by works to be Logos of the Father). Then* seven references 
are rather aore complicated; the last is the Hypostasis of Christ, and 
16 *1242 is also best grouped here. Three plainly refer to the Logos Xvcar' 

nand+. "' Logos to bt 1lQ"'nate" and one relere to the Inearflati cap itself, 

While the first does not fit any present olassifloatiau well. 
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3. Origin: Logos of God: 8: 109A (1r0 into our 

"alm) 9: 118A (Agent of the Inoarnsti(n). 16: 124A (works show L. of 

I. to be God, and not the dsaaas)" 16: 1240 (Christ not an only but God 

and the Logos and Wisdom of the True God)* 17: 1250 (can operate at die- 

taaoe unlike bVMMA soul). 17z188D (defiled by body even less than the 

sum by the Barth). 16s12$B (Christ not mm# but 1. of Go and Power)* 

80: 138B (body preserved through the Logos that indtelt). Of these eight 

eases, me (17: 1280) in spite of its context (the xtra Calvinistioum), 

seist be considered as subsumed under the pre-Incarnate Logos of Creation, 

the first two refer to the Logos as the Agent of the Incarnation, and the 

other five to the Hypostasis of the Incarnate Christ., 

46 Co®acn perfecticuts and höaoure with God: Not aircamsarib- 

ed in the Body: 17: 125A (probably beat classified as Pre- i. stent Logos, 

but any elassIfiaation is ditfi©nlt). Creation d ud7D5/foý. ) s 3: 101A 
1/ 

3: 10130.11: 113D Creation SY -a (actually a pronoun): 11: 116A. Logos 

C11 1A 1: 1: 970 (all roter to the pro-Incarnate Logos in His capacity 

as Creator). 

Logos 
£vd�BPwTrc 

i; 101113Bý 
\� ýOý� 

)" Evýº 
KFM etc. 

0 *112As B bis, 20: 182). & k' F? s 14: 121B (S! 2013-29D 

(subject not sxpresssd as Logos in last two)* y+vfºa, of the Logos: 

3: 97A, $; 1Q9rA. 
9dLvpe 

rirof Logos: 1: 97B (in body). Logos ýýe/ as� 

TDV 
ýrý. 

azvo(ýf ( VV)vus 16: 1941B. Logos 'frfýrºv£rdr(igitta our lit'e 

sts. ) s0 siQOA" Logos took (to 81arssl! ) a body (44 is all cases) s 

6: 1.09B and 0 biss 9: 112A bis- 10: 113B. 13: 120B. 20: 132A (body Ind- 

looted), Dod1 ý, tei Mýc 
v. 

or 'fig 
ý ý°ý= 

9: 112A" All 21 oases refer 

to the I caznstica as an sat. 

6. It M*lier describes in the interests of doom and uni- 

fO ±ty as the Perfection of man and Divine Natures, but which is 

erraeIow :r "o deoexibsd (with retersnoe to the Human Natare; an cases 

cited here properly refer to the Divine Nature or what was later described 

as such: i: g. 1.6: 124C (not only man but God, and Logos and Tied= 
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of the 'rue God). 1611pAD (no longer man but God), 17: 125A (spot air- 

eUaseribed by Body). 17: 1 . 17s126 alterus (as Logos was quieken- 

IRS all thissgs)" 18: 128A (co-existing with the body)- 18: 128A (not 

11* but God the Logos)-, 18: 128B (not maan, but the Power and Logos of 

God). 19: 1290 (manifested Himself to man through the (bodily) works). 

All these refer to what was later described as the Hypostasis of the 

Incarnate Christ, except 17: 1880 alt., which refers to the pre-existent 

Logogo, 

GOP Same Logos is Author or our Reconciliation: 1s9VA. 

3*1 B big (is. the g ral grace B. C.; "giving them a portion even of 

the power of His own Logos; so that, having as it were a kind of shad- 

OW Of the , Was) a3104D and 106A (by the grace of the Logoe is ereatici). 
5: 105A (Ren Preserved befase the Fall d rd -mV avvö tea,. 

- 
up 

A 
V). 

6: 106A (partaking of the Logos as created before Fall )o 9: 118A (Body of 
Christ ineoreupt through the indwelling Logos). 9: 1123 (beoause of the 

meng or the Lagos# corruption has lost its hold over men generally). 
PIT* of these eight referenoss refer to the Logos as the Pre-Incarnate 

COOMA03PP is spite of *ßiler's heading (which does not fit in this ease); 
the other typ to the Logos as the Agent of the Incarnation as an Act. 

Of a total of 67 eases of the Logos as title of the Second Per- 

soaO 14 rem to the work of the Pre--existent Logos in creation or the 

creative work of the Logos Independent of the Incarnation, 4 refer to the 
Incarnation as an event that is to take places 28 to the Logos as Agent 
111 the As ti on as an net that actually took plaeeo and 20 to what 
Chal do'u later Called the Hypostasis of the Incarnate Christ. One has 
been left ft One side. This appears at first eight to contradict our 
deeaription or this section as fundamentally aetiological, but this is 
not eo. beams 

of the very high prevalence of statements of the fora; 
the huo" Prell *t was euch and auch; therefore the Logos did such and 
"uuh. 

c"o, Oý'e are only 6 ifstaneee, by contrast, Of the use Of 1o!. 
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84m, as the title of the Second Person: 9: 112B (incorruptible Son of 

God; refers to the work of the Incarnation). 14: 1200 (Son of the 

Father: Agent of the Incarnation). 18: 184 (Son of God: alone 

appeared among men). 18: 128A (known as Son of God by the works done is 

the body). 19: 1298 (of trod a Tlsdcea and Power; known by works as 

Jesus). 19: 1293 alterum (of Gods and Saviour of all, recognised as euch 

by creation at the ßruoifizicD). Three refer to the Second Person as 

the Agent of the Incarnation, three to the $ypostasis of the Incarnate 

©hrist" It is to be noted that this title is very uncommaoa in this sec- 

tion stille and all the references involve the Incarnation as having ac- 

tually taken place, although these references are so rare compared with 

those to Logos that it is doubtful how significant the difference is. 

We shells with the "De Inaarnatioue"i also follow some of the 

other titles of the Seooud Person# since it is interesting to notice 
their relatively greater predominance in the later portions of the book. 
YN-f 

16ro \ Chri, st, is not very common and will not be followed in detail, 

except to note that it is auch co®aaer in the later chapters; Its first 

reference in isolation in the earlier part is 19: 129B, in which it refers 

to Christ on the Cross. According to Itlier it always refers to the Inc- 

arnate Second person, and rightly so. Jesus,, is always used in 

embination; there are tour cases of Our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ: 

1: 1000 (her iea postulate a creator other than the Father of ----) 
3; 1OIB (God, made ever? #hlts# through His Own Logos, fteus Christ our Lord) 

Yl s11ýiA (o*r Lord deeuts Christ is God's Image )" 20: 129D (none other could 

reider the mortal immortal, saw* our Lord Jeeue Christ, the Aý'rogw/j" 
1 

The first reference doee not fit into our cxm categories, the last refers 
to the Inaarnatica as proepective, and the other two to the general pre 

Incarnate work of the Logosts which is specifically placed in parallel to 

it in a t101B (for that reason the emphasis may be rather on the personal 
identity of the Imamate Christ and the Logos); the third case lt: 116AP 

the context Perhaps deale rather with the restoration of the Image in the 
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Isearnnetion. The sage applies to 1321£OB, in which the Image of God 

our Saviour Jesus Christ; this szhausts the references to the name 

Jeöue+ 

. 
4wr 

8at1oare in addition to the above, is Used in the foll- 

c* ing iaetanaes: 11970 (the Saviour bore a body, not according to Nat.. 

we), 4: 104A (the I'D E'ý 
of the S*)* 10: 113A (reference to Bib- 

lical witnesses to S. ), 10t1130 (£v-&v 9ýwrý6if of the S. ). 15: 124A bis 

(from the 8. !a works... aalt' the S. aaong mien appeared as the Boa of God). 

19$129A (all this it seemed well for the 8+ to do)* 19: 129B (the suffer- 

1n4 ß . st not merely man, but gen of God and Saviour of all)* 20: 1290 

(it was in the power of none other to turn the corruptible to incorruption 

Save the Saviour Iineelf, that had at the beginning also made all things 

ex nihilo). of these eight references, two refer to the Second Person 

prospectively incarnate, three refer to the Second Person as the Active 

Agent of the Incarnation, and one to the Hypostasis of the Incarnate Christ. 

CA the other band, two of these references obviously refer to Jesus in 

the optic sense, which differentiates it from Logos and Son, as used so 

far here. 

K P1 f'. Lord, resembles 8aIrlour: 2: 1000 (the Lord eaya" (Matt. 

W46-6)). 4 : 104A (the L. made haste 'to help us and appear among aen a 

Logos) 16: 121D (Le wo*s through the body). 16: 124A (creation con- 

based Christ as L. at crucii'ixica). 16: 184A alterum (as incarnate, 

puts spirits to flight). 18: 1248 (only id" is true and Logos of Father, 

shaft by Reeurr. eti m). 17: 1250 (arch lese In the all-holy Logos of God, 

Maker and L. of the Sun defiled by the body le 18 a188A (the body was the 

Lard*s ). la s128C (the congenital miracles prove Christ L. of huaaa 

beug). 18: 188D (g1ailarly the Virgin Birth). 18: 128D alteram 

(miracle at CkMa Shags Rim L. of eceenee of all waters )" 18: 129A (fs4" 

Ing of 6000 shown Ittm Lord whose providence is over all). 19: 129B 

(L" Of evil spirits). Of these 13 references, the firnt refers to the 
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Synoptic Jesus, the next two to the Second Person as the Agens of till 

Iasarnation, and the last ten require special obserrvation. They all 

come fray the Revelatory aseti car saht rater to the general creative ma ju 

esty of the geaa4d Person as Gods but in every case it is as revealed by 

the works of the Incarnate Christ. In each of these, incidentally, 

"Lord" io a airaw®atafltially detailed tunotion and not merely a title. 

'rcaa thing, it appears that the term of choice for the SecoM 

Person is undoubtedly Logos, and that this supiesaey is at its plainest 

as regards the pre-. Iaearnato Second Persons or Second Person destined to 

be insareate. The more the Second Person is regarded as incarnate, the 

greater the tendency to use another title; the instances grouped wider 

the title Lord are instructive in this regard precisely because they are 

so umasual. 

The analyea s of 
4v6? f# 1--, 12 Ole O L'614 aW 

J-r-i3[ 
can be deterred, 

mince they are not very oo ac and do not Ye" greatly throughout the 

book, but the terms for the amity or Christ merit imaediate attention. 

The following scheas will be superimposed as M ller: s: The huasnity as 

subject both gra to®e117 and aetually, the humnity as graaatisally sub- 

jestf but the verb to which it is subject denotes &. 111-04 f# the huasnity 

as the object both graaatieally and aetual, y cW external action (including 

* inativo subject of an expressly passive verb). Then, the Second Per- 

sea being subject with the hoaaaity as object, the Second Person doing 

sasrethi*g in, or by. etc. the body, and finally and most inportant, the 

Second Person or the Person of Christ doing or suffering cif 
4) 

17m1' , etc. 

The following is Miller's classification, with our own after-' 

wards. 
: ý+''ý`' 

. ody s Christ's own : 8: 1491) (Death exhausted its rights 

ri Kvpýa v ýstr n), The body is the object of external action. 

Oreaturely features : Gen erati oil: 18 : 128A bis Wý 

64% was born, nourished, etc. ). 181128 tart. (the Logos, Go-existing 

With the body). 10SISS quart. (the body ate, was born, suffered). 
18: 128D (the b. proceeding from the Virgin alone, ie. Virgin Birth). 
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9Q: 132A (bis own b" displayed incorruptible). 20: 132A alterum (same as 

6: 109D)- Of these Seven cases, the iin nity is never actually subject, 

is one (i$1188D) it it formally subject but actually on the passirre side, 

in three cases the body is the object of external action, and in the other 

two (inc l. 18 : 180" torte) It In the object of the action of the Second Per- 

son as subject. In the remaining aase, the humanity is the subject of 

one ge uinelp active verb and object of two other verbs. 

Passions; 10s1130 (by the sacrifice of His own Body)(object of 

the action of the Logos), TrAl-rbV, K"-rA,. 19: 129B (He is recognised and 

suffers 
Fv 

le-Lo cwýdrv ). Died: 16: 124D (Having given over the b. to 

dsath)(B. the object of the IRogoa's action). 19: 129C (thee 
. death of the bod 

(iu" sub- gen. actually passive). 

Appearance in the body (emphasis on the Incarnation as an Aot): 

4110" ( Lv jvd I bwj 
i 

T(). 8: 109C 
i 
rErlr Er 61? d, Ti 

dos dwells in boxy (and/or not. enclosed in it) : 8: 1090. 

I. 'FilWýA and S and 0 (last six all classified au action of Logos in or by 

the body). 

Logos takes body (unless verb Is stated to be otherwise) etc* 
18: 128A (be was the Lord's)- 8: 1090 (tpropares, our body), 8: 109B 

(car's, asd not otherwise),. 9: 112A (+ loading It to death)* 20: 132A 

(. Mortal)* g: 112 (+ mortal)- 10: 113B. 13ä120A (+ mort. l) " 14: ä21B 

(Ilk* aen's) " 1bä : 121D. Forts body : 18: 128c, L. boars body : 1-: 970. 

G11y not dulled by the body: 11: 1230 (probably best olassifled as an 
implied contrast with the body being passive to external ageaoy). *th 

tilt esoeptlornI of the last, all these 13 cases represent the Logos as sub- 

je. t and the body as object. 
) 

Logos works, or IS Manifested, through ( 'al * gen*), in (6'v ), or 
bs (. t*tiv. of txstrua nt) the bocij: 1: 97e(in). 9: 112H(thr©ugh). 
142123,0 (fron the worker throujº tIw body), 10: 121D (through the works of 

tb" be). 162124B(tbrough). 17: 1253 (cW = ia: trumental ), 17: 12VD(: m). 
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l®: IUA(tn). 18: i88A altapun (by works through the b. ) 18: 1288 (not 

seen in the b. 3 is. Bartb'a principle that every relation is a veiling. 
) 

i9: 129A (seen through the works of th.. b. ). 19: 129B (ins knWn and 

narr. ring). IS instanoes all of the same taps. 

The mly other aase in 8: 109D (we are glorified T1-mu 6jAN 

Id'o _Iro "rýý j: here patently the Logaa is the virtual subject and 

the body the object of the act of incarnation itself. 
eN 

There a" 43 simple cases of 031Md. all told for the Hnsenity 

or Christ; Christ never acts, as a body/, and the Humanity as Body to 

OnlY 5*b j ect in on vase not included in the 43 in which there are two 

other verbs which Show it an the' object. Otherwise, there are two cases 

In Which the body is formally sabjeat but of a Verb that represents a 

passive state, five in Which it is the object of external action in the 

ordisiary sensse, 17 In which it is the direct object of the Logos as Sub- 

jeats usually in the act at the Incarnation, utd 19 in which it is the 

iaet'rea mt of the Logos. 

There er. certain other expressions which do not give a very 
n 

different picture in the few instances in which they are used: d'wrdTi 1f 

I%fw%(: 18118QA, the only adverbial fora of the sort that beeoees so 
elt important in the 'O ontra An ia oa" s 20: 1290# the reason of His o wr A- r- i s 

v£ 
Lf, 

both Implicitly referring to tief action of the Logos with the 

bad, 7 as inetPumnt" LA 
º flesh, is, strange to sayº not used; it is 

eärprisijgl' rare in the genuine writings of Athanesius. 'vom fr temple 

ftnd Poll, inatrementº are used in the following aasest all of which 

ret'esl tO the ümaanity as object of the acti cn of the Logoe : 8: 109C 

(Prepared fair Aiseself Vdb kJ. i' 6V 
C.., eve 

and made it His vrrrº WýFP äP6. va%/ )v 

offering HIS MM V-wv i'2 64 -n kvo 1), 204132A (gare His cep 

to death for to)* Theme foran1ati os do not change the picture 
that We hale elread7 forced of AtAanaeius's Chriato1og ; in fact, the$ 

exaWrate it if e*rthiasg. 
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Nowewer. the pietw% becomes rather different when we consider 

Meg of the wosd dvBrw'o-4/', aast sines they are rather different : 

. Logos becowes (6£dfti) SmAt lGil$8A and B. OWv&pwTm, p +vtj: 

#1$Iß" Then there is the classification that Müller describes as 
A-al4kPh19k4 ws eV 9pw . ta 

vine": l$: 194ßý(ndt only man, but... ) 17: 1 50 
icy ib (# Logos of God -w AvTw trat not like that). 18: 12 * and B bis 

{malst is not man (1) but God) these we suet note, and exclude fron 

smW f*rther relerenoe or alasaititaticn)s The remaining exanpies of 

lli ' srs s 18: 188A fit Was proper for these things to be said or Hin 

imp I efother ezssple that it $=$What difficult to claosr- S 

1l º'i" 1Tas" (w1 d.. Er»ýºir. fu -rß j. 14: 1218 (Ne so3 ou ed 
1isýº8LD ($e walks among sen ws dv 

ýJj" 
In:. dditix*s dvw, rIva� 

iT i$ßBº 9baolatslp 
re ar so of its Süd -�ý 

ON 

tom: the Itearnatiop,. 1197As 4: 104At 102113ß bis, 16: 124C and D. or 
1/ the 18 Pony oases at dkvPpw"Di, Sour could not be Classified# being 

. m$ tssawts, and, cse, 16; 1.240, we have a-100 to leave aside because or 

Ilk* exesmive ! cans it not material resemblance to the diftivtlt usages. 

CW1Ws other sight, one raters to the Logos being in the body, which is 

ilassat to our iastramenta. 1 alaesiticaticoat and n© less than seven, with 

Whiff We iasluds the first three listed* are of the type that we have 

t1*IM *aapletely wanting in the other words # the Logos acting or being 

N1 "r or *yea being ßea*inely k= MM in th* seaee of John 1114. it 

WW, W mV not be si gaii cant that all these instances eons in the Rev- 

eiS*OP! seet1cs ; this wculd be the reverse of the Anseiaie Christology. 

tit VW dher haM, it Ia still trite that these instances are definitely 

sttU 0abordiaate to the insts antauet Christ©logy as initaaeed is the 

other words * 
The reason f or this is obvious. man, In inevitably 

a ssah more pereateº1 word than any of the o rs, and it suit never be 

torget$QRo to bahnnot the picture, that there were instances, embedded 
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with the true type of Christ of ogy that we are now welcoming, in which, 

undoubtedly for the same reason, Athanasius had to deny that Christ was 

man at all. Thus it might fairly be said that the instrumentalist 

Christology was not enough when this word was used, and its very use 

would have forced a decision, either to an extreme Monophysite Christ- 

ology or to Chalcedon. We can see Athanasius here wavering in embarr- 

assment between these two alternatives, and we shall follow the outcome 

of this in the later Arian controversy. But in the main, the Christol- 

ogy of Athanasius is still instrumentalist. 

The next 20 chapters, the remainder of ch. 20 - ch. 25 on the 

Death of Christ, chs. 26 - 32 on the Resurrection, and chs. 33 - 40 on 

the Refutation of the Jews, will be discussed relatively cursorily. 

For one thing, they do not concern the Trinitarian theology of Athanasius 

so directly, or the Christology, and besides, they have not the same 

solidity as, the earlier material; this applies even to the soteriology. 

Athanasius put his most solid work into the first half of the "De Incur- 

natione", what might be called the aetiological section. This is another 

proof that for him the aetiological problem was uppermost; for what 

reason did the Logos, possessing as it did the character described in the 

"Contra Gentes", become incarnate, with all the sequelae thereto? (112) 

We shall do no more than summarise these sections, note a few general 

features of interest, and make more detailed references where there are 

any major agreements or disagreements with what has gone before. 

20: 129D fin Athanasius introduces his treatment on the Death of Christ 
- 25 
by a summary of the principles that have been already enunciated (20: 120-D - 
21: 132D), that is, that Christ save His body to death for three reasons, 

(112) Lyren so, the position of J. B. Berchem, Le Christ Sanctificateur 
d'apr6s Saint Athanase", Angelicum 1938: 515-57, that the real substance 
of Athanasius's theology is in the Cross and Resurrection is not real-1,7r in- 
correct. Much that is often attributed to Athanasius's "Incarnational" 
theology is an artefact due to the great strength of Athanasius's 
aetiological thinking in this work. 
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to pay the debt ('f\ ý 

rýºoýý'CvoV the Anselmic "debitum") that men had 

contracted by their sin, to manifest His own superiority over death in 

the Resurrection, and to keep corruption away from His body by His Mrn 

presence as Logos, even in the presence of organic death. Athanasius 

here makes a strict distinction between these two; all men must under- 
/ 

go the latter, but if corruption, 
ý90Od,, is kept away, it no longer par- 

takes of an eternal and irreversible loss and damnation of man. In a 

way that is not further specified, but only mentioned briefly, all this 

is efficacious for all men, now that it has been performed in Christ. 

Then, the question is raised whgt He did not die, quite 'literally, in bed. 

The reasons given are, that the Logos by its very nature excludes death, 

but He had to accept it from others "to perfect His sacrifice", (21: 133B), 

since a sacrifice can be killed only by another. Again, any such pro- 

cedure would be either essentially suicidal or a, manifestation of weakness 

(22: 133D f. ). In 22: 136A, Athanasius maintains that as the death was on 

behalf of others, it had to be accepted from others - an obscure argument; 

perhaps it illustrates a tendency to verbigeration which is probably due 

to the fact that technical circumstances at that time imposed compression 

and hindered exposition of arguments at great length. He then returns 
(22: 136A - 23 end) to solid ground when he points out that Christ had to 

die so as to bring about a real resurrection in which we could share, and 

something that would not only be a real resurrection but also a1 poar to be 

a real resurrection; therefore the death had to have maximum publicity, 
For the same reason (ch. 24) Christ could not choose His mode of death, s--, 

as to avoid all suspicion of stage-management, and in fact it had to be 

the most disgraceful form of death conceivable, so as to demonstrate that 

the triumph is complete. The following chapter, 25, i` the only one that 

is substantially different in the two versions. In the ucual, or lcn-er 

text, it deals in detail with the reasons for the Cross, of all death:: 
Christ died thus, so as to the the accursed death, to di:: with His hcndc 
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outspread, symbolically with one hand towards the Jow, wo and the other 

towards the Genti. les, reconciling the two; to fulfil the typology of the 

serpent reing lifted up, to complete the conquest of the Devil in His own 

medium, the air; as the first stage of His exaltation to heaven, where 

we are to follow Him. In the shorter Athens text, this chapter is 

devoted to -what the Logos was doing while the body was in the tomb; He 

was preaching to the spirits in the underworld, according to I Peter 3: 1g. 

There is not a great deal that has to be cited in detail. In 

this section which deals with the life of Christ historically rather than 

aeti of ocrically , Athanasius is less inclined to use Logs as a title of the 

Sec. Dnd Person; here, Lord, Saviour, Christ and evena O-mj pure and 

si. pie, are much more in evidence. This shows that, for him, the term 

Logos ryas the term of choice to refer to the Second Person not yet incarn- 

ate, or to the Second Person to be incarnate; in a sense, if we could 

say so withnttt blasphemy, the first 20 chapters consider the Incarnati cn 

ýrcr., the point of vices of the pre-incarnate Christ. ;; here the ti tic 

Lo; ns is used, it refers either to the pre-incarnate Second ? ersen in this 

sense , or to the Deity of the Incarnate Christ, especially in its 

Üiö!, ity and immortality; the instances are 20: 132B quater, 21: 1333, 

22: 133D, 22: 136. A and B, 23: 136D, 25: 140C. There are three individual 

points that require attention. Athanasius's denial that the Lo; -o0 c:: ul; i 

himself inflict death, and that death consequently had to be at the hand 

of others is a welcome advance on the sort of statement actually rude 

earlier that the Logos virtually inflicted death on the body. C: i the 

other hand, it is itself open to the objection that, if the Logos v. "co 

immune to all internal causes of death, He should a fort ; ri repel oil 

external r; ode$ of it (113). Possibly this is a sign that Athanasius i 

not really at home in venal substitution, and. in ch. 11 hc; s reverted t 

vihat 10 cenerall; r regarded or, the more tj, ici11y Grack point of viel, 
11;, It is not url)risin, r that this confused Passage is cinitted in the 

,; ho to text. 
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Probably the problem cannot be solved until it is remembered that 

Christ, as part of His identification with sinners, was slain^by 

evil men, but by those who were legally and religiously the 

accredited servants of God, but the history of Christian anti- 

Judaism shows how little this has ever been understood. Secondly, 

at the end of ch. 22(136B) , the separation of the Logos from the 

body is accepted as synonymous with death. This is all well and 

good, but the matter would have to have been treated much more 

carefully if it ' had been made after the Apollinarian controversy 

had broken out, since to the Greeks, it was the (which means 

both soul and life) the separation of which from the body meant 
(114) 

death Confusion at this point was later systematised by 

Apollinari'ä into the heresy that bears his name. Especially in 

view of the great emphasis of Athanasius on the Logos as the 

principle of life itself, it would have been the easiest thing in 

the m rld , even on the basis of the De Incarnat ions , to fall into 

the Anollinarian heresy that the Logos in Christ : rep laced the soul, 

Finally, and more happily, Athanasius quotes, at the end of ch. 25, 

from Ps. 24: 7, in reference to the exaltation of Christ, and refers 

it to His humanity, and therefore indirectly to Christian men 

generally, since it waild be comparatively pointless as a 

reference to the Deity of Christ. However far-fetched this exegesis 

may appear, it is the first sign of the method later adopted 

generally in the anti-Arian writings. 

26 Chapter 28 treats of the Resurrection. The only issues raised 

are the fact of its occurrence, and that it had to occur just when 

114) See Plato "Phaedo" 106ff. 
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it did, since a shorter interval would throw doubt on the reality of 

Christ's death, and a longer interval would allow the disciples and 

others to grow away from Him and also make more credible the charge 

of fraud. At first sight, this is not much to say about the 

Resurrection, but its place in the earlier sections fully compensates 

for this. Indeed, one of the main reasons for the Cross was 

precisely that there should follow a real Resurrection, of the type 

which we would need by reason of our creaturely mortality, and not 

a mere continuance of existence, which would not do us men any 

good at all. 

The next six chapters deal with the consequences of Christ's 

Resurrection and victory over death, and they are adduced in the 

first place as visible and tangible evidence of the reality of the 

Resurrection. These fruits are: the complete calmness and 

intrepidity of martyrs in fqoe of death, normally their ultimate 

enemy, shown even by the weaker sex; the power of Christ over the 

ethical behaviour of men; the expulsion of demons, etc. by the 

Name of Christ and the sign of the Cross; the reduction of heathenism 

to impotence. The continuance of these works of Christ's power show 

that He is not dead but alive, and are a standing challenge to believe. 

For better or wcrose, we Western Christians and post-Christians, 

espe cially since Freud, cannot resist wondering whether this 

intrepidity was not occasionally due to the tendency of all persecuted 

groups to attract people who are subconsciously suicidal. In any 

case, Westerners have always had a much stronger sense of the 

insidious character of sin than Easterners, including Athanesius 

himself. Occasionally this degenerates into a form of morbid 

unbelief, but it cannot be denied that Athanasius treated this 
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question far too simply. The Resurrection occurred; Christ won 

the victory over death, and the consequences followed at once; There 

is not a word about the Holy Spirit and His sanctifying and testifying 

work in men; in fact, the Holy Spirit is not mentioned from the 

beginning of the De Incarnations to the and, and it is here in 

particular that we notice its absence. 
. 

Nor is there anything about 

the mission of the Church, or about the continued struggle with 
, 
what 

is left of evil, except insofar as the facture brutum of martyrdom 

can be held to come under this head. One of the most 'curious 

features of theology almost throughout its history, if it is not 

impertinent to make this sort of comme nt , is that the kerygmatic 

mission of the Church, and the attendant risk or certainty of martyr- 

dom, especially in relation to eschatology, have played very little 

part in the intellectually articulated structure-of theology. 
(115) 

Ignatius (not unnaturally considering the occasion of his 
(116) 

writings) and Irenaeus were the great exceptions in the ancient 

world; as far as regular dogmatics is concerned, Karl Barth is 

almost unique in-later ages in his attempts to remedy this defect, 

Unfortunately, Athanasius is not in this select group. At the 

moment he has nothing to say about these two points. It is not 

that they were, as they would be on, say, the theory of Newman, too 

esoteric for public discussion, as they are discussed by Irenaeus, 
(117) 

Hippolytus , and even to a certain extent in Justin's Apology to 
(lie) 

the Senate It is a plain case of a gap in the theology of the 

time. Indeed, there is not even any account of man's participation 

115 Cf. for example Romans 2ßZ and 615 
116) Cf. Adv. Heer. Book III: ch. l and Book V 

(117) ER. De Christo et Antichristo 
(118) ER. Ap. I: oh. 20 for the most dangerous and "hottest" 

Doint of all, the and of the world. 
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in the rationality of the Logos, which one would have expected in 

the oircu utances, as the natural contemporary substitute for the 
{119) 

work of the Spirit Greek theology in general has always. 

been more inclined to take these things for granted than Latin 

and Western theology, which has always given intensive study to 

everything connected with the individual Christian. In this case, 

too, it is likely that Athanasius was expressing the general feeling 

of relief and euphoria following ' the end of the age of heathen 

persecution - in which case the later life of Athanasius was one of 

the supreme ironies of history. He himself testifies all through 

his writings what a painful shock it was to find the old intrigues 

and persecutions being duplicated during the Arian controversy. 

The strongest feature of these chapters is that, by bringing the 

human results of the Resurrection into close contact with the 

Resurrection as a whole, Athanasius takes another step towards the 

doctrine of the exalted humanity of Christ as the anecephalaiosis 

of v& at ours is to be, but as yet it is nothing like as well- 

develoDed as it was in Irenaeus, as it later became in the Contra 

Arianos, or as the other aspects of the Atonement were in this very 

book. 

This is the and of the main body of the De Incarnatione. There 

are two passages, at the end of chs. 31 and 32 respectively, which are 

fair summaries of the above chapters, and of the work as a whole. 

(119) Böhringer, ov. cit. 123-42, complains in a way quite rightly 
that Athanasius has no doctrine of how the reconciliation in Christ 
becomes general for every man. Roman Catholics have also remarked 
on the inadequacy of this section. Bernard, op. cit. 81, comments 
on the lack of any treatment of either faith, hope or love. Gross 
"La Divinisation du Chretien d'anres lea Peres grecs" (Athanasius 
pp. 201-218) points out, '. 210, that owing to the undeveloped state 
of the theology of "person" "nature" etc. Athanasius cannot yet see 
clearly that the divinisation of the nature of man does not yet 
automatically entail the divinisation of each human person. 

!. 

`ý 
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Ch. 31 end: "But he who is incredulous of the Resurrection of the 

Md'rv j') 
, vould seem to be ignorant Lord's body (r"(7u KUPºd1Ov 67^t 

of the power of the Word and Wisdom of God. For if He took 

to Himself a body at all, and appropriated it as His own 

(id roýfoi 
ýýdro) 

- in reasonable consistency, as our argument 

has &own - what was the Lord to do with it? Or what was to 

be done with the body, when the Logos had once descended upon 

it? For it could not but die, inasmuch as it was mortal, and 

so that it could be offered unto death on behalf of all; ... 

But it was impossible for it to ranain dead, because it had been 

made the temple of life. ,. While it died as mortal, it came 

to life again by reason of the Life in it: end of its Resurrec- 

tion the works are a sign. " 

The passage at the and of ch. 32, summarising the whole work: "As 

then the demons confess Him, and His works bear witness day by 

day, it must be evident ... both that the Saviour raised His 

own body, being from Him, that is, from the Father, His own Logos 

and Wisdom and Power, Who in later ages took a body for the 

salvation of all, and taught the world concerning the Father and 

brought death to nought, and bestowed incorruption on all by the 

promise of the Resurrection, having raised His own body as first 

fruits of this, and having displayed it by the sign of the Cross 

as a monument of victory over death and its corruption. " 

There are zany striking differences in the terminology for the 

Second Parson in these twelve chapters (Migne, ý times 20 cols. ) 

compared with the first twenty (Migne i times 36 cola. ). Logos: 

L. of God (Tom (Eod etc. ) : 21: 133B (Lord not weak, but d. A. 

uý d YQY IS ). 21: 133B alterum: (He was 
(9. A. and Life , 
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therefore implicitly Immortal). 23: 136D (id. to be believed to be 
A-0-through, 

miracles), 31: 1490 (disbeliever in Resurrection 

ignorant of power of 
A. 

and Wisdom of God. Origin of Logos; 
11 10, EK 10 

FA 
32: 1ä2C (to be believed as such owing to Resurreotion). 

L. dwells (in men, in body, eta. ): 26: 1410. Perfections of the 

Logos's human and divine natures (actually only Divine),: 22: 135D 

(Life, so immortal) 22: 136A (Death did not show weakness of the Lb) 

261141A (L. waited a day before Resurrection. 25: 140C (The Id. being 

Logos did not need opening of gates. ) -The total number of uses is 

only nine, as against 67 in the first part of the book, one quarter 

of the former density. Of these, trio refer to the Incarnation as an 

event (including the actual raising of the Body) with the ; Ago* as 

subjeet, and seven to the Logos as Hypostasis of the Incarnate Christ; 

those are the changes that tauld be expected %ben the treatment of the 

issue is purely factual and no longer aetiologioal. 

There are only tour references to the title bon: 28: 1410 (on the 

third day showed His body) 30: 149A (spirits' confession of Christ as 

Son of God) , 31: 1490 (continuation of work of the on in our era. ) 

3$: l52C (known as ou r by raising His own body). 31: 1490 is in a 

separate group, as it raises the question of the continuance of the 

work of the Son in our day, and the present leak of a doctrine of the 

Spirit; two refer to the Incarnation (actually Resurrection) as ein 

sets I. ono to the Hypostasis of the Incarnate Christ. 

L* r*: iqual to . Father- in nature: 21: 135B (Lord not 

week but Logo# of God and Power, ). 25: 14O0 (for the & an* reason did 

not require the getae of Kesven to be opened incarnate Christ: 

21: 1380(not fitting that the . Ld. fall sick). 21: 133C elterum (body 
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did not perish becaise of the Ld. that bore it), 22: 156A (aim of 

Ld. wee Resurrection of the body), 25: 140A (Ld. lC-(XwS endured for 

our sake). 25: 140A Alterum (Ld'e death). 28: 140A tertiuM (it was 

fitting that the Ld. endured .. .) 25: 140B (Ld. came down to 

overthrow the Devil). 25: 1400 (Ld. suffered this death). 5l04149C 

(what was the Ld, to do? - i. e. with His body). 24: l: 57C (Our iA. Z. 

Cht. did not devise a de-Ah for His own body). There are twelve 

references hare, as against thirteen in the first 20 chapters; here, 

none refer to the function of Lordship or the general majesty of cod, 

as is the cage invariably in the earlier section, but here it is always 

a title. In five instances it refers to the Incarnate Christ in tbs 

Synoptic sense, in two to the :; eoond Person as Agent of the Incarnation 

with-sequelae, in two more to the Incarnation as considered perspestively 

end in three to the Hypostasis of the Incarnate lord. 

Saviour: 21: 132C (the common ; saviour of all has died on 

our behalf). 21: 132D (death having been brought to nought kdrý v -rbv 

-Mpof>x ºv) . 21: 133A (what was done by () the H. is truly 

divine). E2: 136A (the Croon showed Him to be S. and Life). 22: 156A 

elterum (S. came to ... ebolich the death of ran). 24: 1: 51B (whatever 

death others offered to the S. ). 26: 141A (S. waited e day after Cross). 

26: 141C (that death might be done away by the power of the S. ) 27: 141D 
vv d� E'ýrýýilýc dY 

ýv" 27: 141D (S. resurrected His body). 

27: 144A (Reaurreotion - gen. abs. - -bpd 
i 

, lo-uf-. iv7Aeve7J' ). 27: 144B 

(death 
... oonquered 

ST ýü on ., the Cross). ß8: 144C (viotory won 

over death U 7-ou 7bg .. 
29: 145B (after the aourn of the S. ). 29: 145C 

(the saving ETr+o 
VrtoL 

in the body of the S. ). 29: 145C elterum (b. 

appeared 
ý� 

rf) . 50: 1488 (Rssurreotion eoooßplished by the oornon 

B. Of all). 30: 148C (now that the S. works such great things in men), 

31: 149B (S. does daily so mmy works - i. e. nos). 51: 149D (S. prepared 

e body for Himsej. l_ 32! is2r. (S_ rAiged His awn body). Twenty 
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references, or four times the density of the f orme, r pert. Of theses, 

two refer to the work of the &Seviour in men in this age, aril therefore 

are to be laid on one side, two to the : >econd Person prospectively 

Incarnate (incl. 21: 132A, ) 12 to the : eoond Person es Agent of the 

Incarnation and its sequelse, two to the Second Person as the Hypostasis 

of the Incarnate Christ and two to the Incarnate Christ in the 6ynoptio 

sense. 

The differences between the terminology for the : second Person as 

euch in the two sections so fax are of great interest. The distribution 

according to our own more formal adheme is undoubtedly due to the 

difference in subject matter, but 
. of greater interest I& the fact that 

in this seotion, (irhiob refers to the work of Christ considered cis 

straightforward event, especially the Crucifixion and Resurrection, 

and not considered aetiologioally, : xgos recedes into the background, 

although there is no tendency for it to be replaced by the. title Son; 

the titles of preference are Jesucw, Christ, i. ard, 6aviour. 

On the otter hand, the.. Chrietologi cal ussees concerning the 

Humanity of Christ are not so markedly different, body, is still 

the mein term. On }tiller's classification (approx. ); "Christ's own 

b.: 21: 133C (b. is of the very Life). 22: 133D (not fitting that 

Christ should have given His own b. to death). 23: 136C (hypothetical 

possibility of biding the b. rejected. 26: 140C (Chr, carried us up 

through His cwn b. ). Creaturely features: 2l: lJBC bis (natural 
1, , 

Ir 
weakness not to be manifested), 21: 133C (Chr. hungered did. -rv id, o� 

n/ 
-rav 51 44Taf) . : Mortal: 21: 132C. Affections etc.: 22: 133D 

(Possibility rejected of keeping the b. altogether fror death. ) 

22: 136A bis (did not lay aside His bo(b).. 22: 138B (hypothetical 

possibility of b. succumbing to disease rejected). 31: 1490 (what 

'would be the end of the body? - i. e. both mortal and destined for 
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immortality). Second Pers. gives b. to death: 21: 133x. math of 

body: 29: 145ß. 21: 133A (hypothetical possibility rejected that it 

would be more fitting to lay it aside honourably). 21: 1333 (- -- 

and also to die in bed). 22: 136A (He meets death in his own body). 

22s134A (tbe Ld's body having suoh an end). 24: 1378 (death cane to 

b. from hostile oo'.. nsels). 24: 139C (death did not come from Hirnelf, 

but .. . ). 26: 141B (shows real death of the b. ) 26; 1410 (dies not 

through any natural weakness). 26: 141C (showed immortal and 

-rb V£KPöv aw1. cd,, 26: 141C (b. died not through 

any natural weakness). 26: 141B (witness of the death 1bii K p'dL ou 

13"T4rof). 26: 141A (show that the b. is really dead). Seoond leers, 
I 

has body: 21: 133C, takes ( .1 4/cv£MV) b. 31: 149C, 32; 132C bears 61 ) 

b. s 26: 1410 (excludes bearing of another b. ) 
, 

Glorification of b.. - 

21; 133B. 22: 136A and B. 23: 137A (incorruption of). 26: 141A (could 

harre raised it at once but waited), 26: 141A altertua (bearing -n v ev, 7 u 

o rt -ivr 
VvtV 4nVI( A 1A146 I°W) , 27: 141) (Ch. resurrects 

body). 30: 1488 quater (2 acre. 2 gone,; in one case Kvedi<oV 5i . 

31: 1490 bis (R6a' n of body, both -gone.; in one case KaPiac Kö ý" 
, 

32: 1520 ter (incl. one instances in first sentence of oh. 33 which belongs 

in this section) (2 erne. one gen. ). 

The total number of instances is 44 a much greater density than in 

thi earlier portion of the nark,, which is probably niturLl oonaiderirg 

that the subjeot mattor here is Death and Resurrection. In seven cases 

the Mord is subject of e verb (or is the equivalent subjective genitive 

wbiob is votive in form, but materially passive, denoting external 

sotivityiin six cesea, it is the object, linguistically of external 

aotivity; is 88 oases it is the direct object of the activity of the 

Logos in the Incarnetion end its sequelae, particularly in t. is case 

the Cross and Resurrection; in two cases the Second Person noted through, 
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in, or by, the body (in one case it was a passion and not an action 

hunger), and in one case the Body is the body of Christ, i. e. of 
C 

the Life, which we can by courtesy olassi fy with the wf 
ö(0BPcJrrvf' 

activities of the Logos. This does not show a great difference 

except that due to the nature of the subjeot matter. 

There are only three other references to the Humanity of Christ, 

0k/pt. body, enjoying the overwhelminj predominance; temple, 

26: 141A and 31: 149D, and Of 6"&V , organ or instrument, 22: 136B. 

33 Athanesius has now concluded the expository part of the book, 
4'0 and now turns to refuting the arguments of the Jews and the Greeks 

against the Incarnation, beginning in the next eight chapters with 

the Jews. The Jews are entirely refuted out of the Old Testament 

and its traditional testimonies; the Greeks by arguments which are 

often prima facie metaphysical, cosmological, and rational, where 

they are not simply an appeal to the sheer facts of Church history, 

but which often bear a striking resemblance to the aetiological 

seotions in ohs. l-20. This is of course in accord with the general 

character of the two groups of adversaries, but the young Athenasius 

virtually stylizes them. In this regard, he is in an even more 

extreme ease then. Justin, who is often held to make an exoessi ve 

division between the material with which he refutes the Jews and that 
(120) 

addressed to the Greeks In s tßß jeot matter, the Jewish section 

is less integrated with the rest of the work, and less consonant with 

it, then the section on the Refutation of the Greeks, since the far., r 

is the only section in the whole of Athanasius in which the argument 

(120) Cf. the Argument fror Jewish prophesy in Apol. I: 38-53, 
addressed to the Gentiles. 
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from prophecy plays a major part, or any part at all. The usual title 

for Christ is as the subject, understood, of a verb. The title i ogos 

is again fairly important, but there is no cosmological reference; 

the lack of the use of the terms "Messiah" and its Greek equivalent 

"Christ" is noteworthy even on superficial e xa. nination . The picture 

is of a stylized refutation of the Jews which does not really penetrate 

into the heart of the Jewish position, or of the Jewish aspect of 

Christianity. On the other hand, we reust observe with pleasure that 

is 38: 1618, Isaiah 45: 1-2 must refer to the logos described as such, 

but this logos, though incorporeal by nature, appeared in a body and 

suffered on our behalf. This shows that Athanasius, when 

oonfronted with yoripture, is prepared to speak of the real suffering 

of the Logos in the ordinary way. But there is another deficiency 

here in this section; there is not one reference still, to the Holy 

pirit, which is actually a declension from the traditional role of 

the Spirit as the Inspirer of Scripture, especially Old Testament 

testimony to Christ 

The lexicographic analysis of theue sections is an follows: 

6econd Person: Logoet called God in the same sense as Father: 37: 16UC 

(only God the L. fulfilled Scriptural prophecy of Christ). 39: 164B 

(Jews deny oý 
Aa 

v ©fov -MI XFýL výýV, 1) " 40: 165A (Fall of 
V tU V 

Jerusale*n sign of the'Tro Jod., 1M'u 19A. (1-6. Incarnate presence)). 
1_ I 

Origin: Logos of God: 38: 161B (plus having appeared Gryvw dLr, and 
-- i/ 

having suffered .). 38: 164A (plus £v 01044-n -r r((Vv£) " 40: 1650 

(121) Cf, especially Tustin, Apo1. I 3e-83 and Dial. c. Trypho Judaea, 
passim; also Irenaeue. Adv. Heer. esp. Book IV: 20, and also Book 111.1 
for Holy Spirit as inspirer of the Apostolic 'Witness. 
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J/ C. 
. (God) 

... Whose Logos the Jews dishonoured). l�dvOpwYr"º1Cj 

'r' (aou ooov : 33: 152]). Descends from Heaven: 37: 160C. Jesus 

Christ Logos made flesh: 40: 169B (Gentiles converted 
öd-rov 

our Lord Jesus Christ). Same Logos author of our reconciliation: 

34: 153D (marvel at the 
ýIXdQv9pw,,, 

t-jL of the Logos), Of these ten 

instances, one refers to the work of the Logos after the Incarnation 

40: 165D is beat classified as the Person of the Incarnate Logos, and 

the other eight all refer to the woe as the Agent of the Aot of 

znoarnation, or its sequelee. 

There is actually no reference at all to the title Son. 

As for the other terms: Saviour: 33: 153A £''d vP 
Ir? 

d-rf 

of). 35: 156C (sojourn of). 37: 160C (no one can expound the 

Y'A'r, L 6dtoic. 6GvCd of). 38: 131D (the miracle tr"ýa. -rod"" ., 
i. e. the 

restoration of a person to his original s tote). 40: 1698 (says, 

"ibtt. 11: 13). Three refer to the Synoptio Christ, and two to the 

Second Person as Agent of the Incarnation as an Act. "Lord and 

Seviour Jesus Christ" appears in catenne, 37: 1800 and 40: 188ß, see 

above, and the only other instances of 
Kip-pof, Lord, are 33: 153H, 

where "the Lord" is He Who should come according to Is. 19: 1, and in 

57: 161A and 40: 165C, where "the Lord" works in this day to stop 

idolatry. These are not statistically significant examples. 

As for the Christology, the prevailing word is again, as usual, 

6W , body, for the Humanity of Christ: 37: 161A (gave His own body 

. - to death). 37: 161A (came down -r 6ýý4dri ). 38: 161B (manifested 

in body). Origin of Body: 37: 160C (indicated by Star). 37: 160C 

and 35: 156D (each from Virgin). 40: 165C (appeared 64/4T1 Kwf) . 
Thes® are not statistically significant, but do not greatly differ 

from the usual pattern. As for the other words, Organ, Temple, House 
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are renting; of man: 33: 133C *I 
c-ru 

d-�BpwrroJ'), and 

37: 160C (ipoeX ®c v i«' d� ýrbf), and in the classification of 

M Uller, Truly human and divine, the expression ouX dAc)S dvBPw 

(but rather Divine) occurs twioe`(37: 160B end 39: 164C). This is a 

pointed reminiseenoe of the oocurrences of this word in the first 
I 

twenty chapters. FVAVeew, 6-focours twice, 33: 152D and 153A. 

"tore interestir, º, perhaps is the first occurrence of the word 
ýy2 

ý 

flesh, but only in the phrase Kdrd q Kd applied to Christ "s 

generation, that is, His pe trilineal descent (37: 160C ter, 40: 165C). 

With the next section, the Refutation of the Greeks, we shall 

return toe more detailed examination, for tw reasons; first, it 

once allein treats the Incarnation as a problem requiring detailed 

description and argument, as distinct from a faotum brutuM, no was the 

tendency in the last eight chapters; secondly, in this section 

Athanesius makes contact with the Greek Logos philosophy, which is 

a matter of great interest. This results in a for greater density 

of references to the Second Person as Logos, and to a further treat- 

ment of auch important issues as the cosmological status of the Logos 

and its relation to the Body of Christ. For the last twenty chapters, 

these issues have been in abeyance, or have been brought up in a 

summary way without the introduction, properly, of new arguments. 

In following through these chapters, we shn U examine any new material 

in detail, and note, in lees detail, agreements and disagreements with 

the earlier parts of the book. 

or ý The next tmo chapters are the most i iportnnt in the Refutation of 

the Greeks, since Athenesius considers the philosophical objections to 

the Logos being incarnate in the man Jesus. After pointing out that 

it would be pointless bo continue the argument if the very existence 
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of a Logos were denied, he continues (at 168C): "But if they confess 

that there is a Logos of God, and He Ruler of the Universe, and 

that in Him (Ev - note the preposition; of. the language of 

the spirit in Bps. ad Serap. passim) the Father bee produced the 

creation, "., so that from the works of providence he is known, 

and through Him the Father .., (they have no case) ... The 
» 123) 

philosophers of the Greeks say that the universe is a-&. 

and rightly no, For we see it and its ports as 

4cram n'-"-V vrd- (: subsumed under the senses, i. e. as sense). 

If then the Logos of God is in the universe, wh ich is a body, 

and has united Himself with the whole and all its parts, what 

is there surprising or absurd if we say that He has united Himself 

(pert of E'rr' , 
F, 

� in each case) with (£v + dat. ) an also? 

For If it were absurd for Him to have been in a body at all, it 

would be absurd for Him to be united with (FTrrý£ý)wek r )the whole 

Wither . For the whole is also a body. But if it is fitting 

for Him to unite Himself (Eir (/ IY'ly ) with the universe, and to 

be made known in the whole, it must also be fitting for Hirn to 

appear in a human body, and that by Him it should be illuminated 

and enlightened. For mankind is part of the whole as well as 

w"rything else. And if it be unseemly for a part to have been 

adopted as His inetru=nt to teach men of His Godhead, it must 

be most absurd that He should be made known even by the whole 

universe. 

47- For just as, while the whole body in quiokened and illuminated 

ü*ro 
-*tiºv dlv8pr, 

ý, 
re, ý (i. e. by the soul or person of the man) , one 

(128) Great Body "ý i. e. a maorooosz of the body (as microcosm) 
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would be thought foolish if he said that it was absurd that the 

power of man should be found even in the too, ... thus he who 

grants that the Logos of God is in the whole, and that the whole 

is illuminated and moved by Him, should not think it absurd that 

a single human body should also receive movement and light from 

Him. But if it is because the human race is a thing created out 

of nothing that they regard the manifestation of the beviour in 

man, ... as unseemly, it is high tine for theme to eject Him 

from creation also; for it too has been brought into existence 

through the Iroýoe EK Gov 
öv 

b$, But if. ever though creation 

originates it is not absurd that the Logos is in it, then neither 

is it absurd for Him to be in man. For whatever idea they form 

of the whole, they must necessarily apply the like idea to the 

part. ... So, then, what is there to ridicule in what we say, 

if the Logos used that in which the Logos was as an instrument 

for manifestation? ... (Although, since He was in everything, 

He could have used anything) ... He used as His instrument a 

human body to manifest the truth and knowledge of the Father. 

For humanity,. too, is an actual part of the whole. And as mind 
C. (0 YovS'), pervading man all tZaough, is indicated by a part of 

the body, that is, the tongue, without anyone saying that the 

essence of mind is on that account lowered, so if the Logos, 

pervading all things, used a human instrument, this cannot appeal 

unseemly .. ." 

To be perfectly frank, Athanasius does not prove his case at al l7 

if he is considered in the light of Greek philosophy at its best. 

Thew do chapters are in fact the weakest that he ever wrote, and in 

then he has missed the most i: portant point, even if it is one 

concerntr, 8 w1 ch Greek philoßOPhy has nearly always been 

�ý 
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(124) 

misrepresented Even though the idea of radioal progress was 

beyond it, Greek philosophy was, in spite of the line taken by its 

oriti os b seed on a 
ýet 

a O, view D. I. ra&1ity. This applies at the 

very beginning of philosophy, with Thales; the very reason why Thales 

chose water as the universal substentialist substrate of all things 

was precisely because water froze and melted, evaporated and Condensed, 

that is, because water muld enable him to give sow account of change 

and difference. The oriti oiarna of Anaximander and Anaximenea 

(replacing water by, respectively, The Unlimited and Air) were due 

to the feat that many changes and differences among things had 

obviously nothing to do with water at all. The other pre-: ocretic 

pbi losopbies were all attempts to answer the some questions now that 

Substentialism in its original `? ilesien torn was rightly discredited. 

This applies specially to the Logos doctrine of Heraclitus, which was 

notoriously an attempt to account for the very universality of cbenF°e 

which made P'ilesianiem impossible. The same applies, in a left- 

handed way, even to Parmenides (and the modern Bradley), who 

postulated his One Entity precisely because to his own aatibtaction 

he had been unable to account for motion, change, difference, and - 

most important, - the contiguity of distinct things. owing to a 

week spot in the logic of that time (actually, the lack of a doctrine 

of negation), Parmsdides's arguments largely carried the day, and, 

seen against this background, the Doctrine of Forms of the Platonic 

Socrates, which has been so often criticised because of its "static" 

character, was really an attempt to do what it alei. ^*d to do, 

6v ýV 'rd, 
rf'v. 

G, the phenomena of change and difference vtioh 

Parmenidee had dismissed as totally unreal. The struggle against 

1241 rt. for tho rre-: ocrntics. Burnet "Early Greek Philosophy" 
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Parmen4ea and the Eleatics wes in the forefront of the post -bocratic 

writings of Plato. Aristotle's great interests were description, 

that is, generic relationship and differentiation, casuality, and 

"physics", that is, a dynamic account of motion and change. 'lost 

important of all, the Stoical decisive nrgur ent for the l1 of fýdr ! Kof 

is precisely the universal interaction of all retter and all things, 

so that the number of ultimate or oo-ulti-: ate powers cannot be greeter 

than one. The real question for Athemasius, then, is not whether the 

Logos, so understood, can be incarnate at all, but whether it raust not 

be "incarnate" in everything in the carne way, since it represents the 

highest level of generality, CIn other words, the scandal of the 

", 
ncarnation would be its particularity and not its poesibility. 

j A 

Logos that was peculiarly incarnate in the man Jesus would on this 

argument not have the maximum generality, and in fact would need a 

higher Logos to account for its relations and interactions with the 

rest of the universe. Possibly, some people were letter attracted into 

Arianism by this argument, which seems to be reflected in the doctrine 

of Asterius the Souhiat of the other üoeos - Wisdorl - behind the 
(125) 

Christian Logos - Wisdom - although for the Arians in general the 

Logos that was called -t creature was in fact the universal cosmological 

Logos. Be that as it -any, it is not altogether obvious that a Logos 

that can manifest itself through creation no a whole can also be 

incarnate in the sense and in the manner essential to Christian faith. 

What these two chapters show is the degeneration of Greek philosophy 

in Athanasius's day; the forms in which non-Christian learning would 

have confronted Atbenasius were Neo-Platonism and a revival of the 

(125) Cr. C. Ar. I: 31-32 and 11: 37-40. 
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Platonic : Socrates, especially, both of which, in the form that they 

took, Mould 'have obscured the points raised above and deflected 

interest towards the direction followed in the above extract. For 

a long time the Church Uraa not completely aware of the danger to 

which wehave alluded. But the full extent of the danger became 

evident as soon as there was a' revival of the Greek Logos-philosophy, 

, - wbi ob took plaoe in Hegel. , The oo nsequenoes were imiediate -a 

denial of the uniqueness of the Incarnation, in Hegel and among 

extreme Liberal tbeologiena alike. 

Other points of interest in this chapter are; Athenasius'a 

partiality for body, 6LJ)cacº and inetrurýent, o VoLvoV as descriptions 

of the humanity of Christ, and his admission of the validity of the 

psychological analogy. What is if anything more important, he shows 

that it was still an important and extant principle of Greek thought. 

4-3 Ath esius now asks why He did not appear no one of the nobler 

parts of the universe, e. g. one of the heavenly bodies. The answer 

In that Christ came to save, not to dazzle irren with glory. The 

further reason Is introduced, that "nothing in creation had gone astray, 

Bev* men alone ... Fittingly, then, since it was unworthy of 

the Divine goodness to overlook so grave a matter, while yet men 

are not able to recognise Him as ordering and guiding the whole 

He takes to Himself Be an instrument a port of the whole, His 

human body, and unites Himself with that, in order that since Moen 

could not recognise Him in the whole, they should not fail to 

recognise Him in the part; and since they could not look upon 

His invisible power, might be able at any rate fror what 

resembled themselves to deduce (ýº0 A4Aikº) and oontenp1. to Hine. 

For non as they are, they will be able to know His Father more 
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quickly and directly through a body of like nature and by 

the Divine works wrought through It,, judging by comparison that 

they are not human, but the works of God,, which are done by Him. 

And it it were absurd ... for the Logos to be known through 

the works of the body, it would be likewise absurd for Hirn to be 

known through the works of the whole. For just as He is in 

creation and yet does not partake (p£r. L\ti 4# 
er) 

at all of it 

but rauer all things partake (rf-r£X£ I) of ne power, even so, 

while using the body as an instrument, partook of no corporeal 
(127) 

property but rather sanctified the body ... " (in view 

of Plato, Polit. 273D, what is incredible about the Logos coming among 

His own to save them? ) 

" This ilteresting chapter confirms whet has gone before, notably 

he tendency of Athanasius to use instrumentalist language about the 

Body of Christ, especially when he is writing with Greek concepts in 
mind. 

There is also his equivocal position with regard to natural 

theology, and more than a hint is again given that it is more correct 

to know the Logos through the whole, that is, virtually philosophically, 

than by the Incarnation. The conclusion of the chapter indicates the 

difficulties that be would have had in expressing the later Chaloedonian 

Christology. The reason is his use of the Platonic concept of "partici- 

pation", which we have already discussed above. Unfortunately, it is 

the normal equivalent, in the Platonic 6ocrateu, of predication, and 

thus, if Athenasius were to enunciate the Chaloedonian Chriatology 

using this vocabulary, he would be virtually saying that Christ were 

inferior to the Form or Notion of Humanity. That is why Athanasius 

(126) d, ýfý, Tbv K. Lm1 ý\/. ov aý"� 
(1 27) oü dEvös -rov 6w aýrnf /ý` -rC i ý(£v. 
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must snake statements *ich ranke it appear to us that he is denying the 

real humanity of Christ. on the other hand, if we defend Athenesius 

fron this imputation, we should also have to doubt Athannsius's state- 
(128) 

ments about the Logos being in nature yet not participating in it 

or at any rate doubt whether they were an adequate denial of natural 

theology, say, as understood by Karl Barth, (since "participating in 

`creation" would mean that the Logos was actually inferior to creation, 
') 

The statement that the Logos, or Reason, was in nature but not of it, 

but rather vice versa, is one that can be made not only by Athanasiue 

but also by Hegel, or even Aristotle. 

The'poeitive interest in this chapter is that here Athanesius, 

more strongly than anywhere in the book, described the aspect of 

redemption which has been described as the equivalent of the Old 

Teetsmentel Redemption by the 5) 1, or kinsmen 
(129) 

This principle 

has already been used but, to a large extent, only in the context of 

punishment. It has already been emphasised that Christ had to come 

as mein so that the Death of Christ could stand sun-vrily for the deserved 

death of all men. The other side of this principle, that Christ had to 

come an man because, as the later Fathers always seid, what He did not 
Jtake 

He could not redeen is evident here, but in general in the De 

Incarnations, it does not play the part in Athanasian theology as yet 

that has been often supposed. About the use of the same principle 

with reference to the reveletional work of Christ nothing more need 

be Seid, except that Athenesius here explicitly states what was 

implicit in his former view, that the humanity of Christ has an 

(128) See above De Inc. 17 
(129) As in, e. g. Ruth ah. 4 
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essentially n-egatiye function in this respect, that is, the function 

of offeettinp the works of Christ, of providing, a contrasting and not 

a harmonious beckground. 

k-q. The next ehapter is important in that it helps us to fix the 

ieening of the word "Logos" for Athanasiua. lie considers the question 

whether "God, if He wished to save and re-form men, shcu ld have done so 
1-1 by ai re fiat (VEv/µdrr), without Ilia Logos taking a body, 

as ... when He produced them ex lfihilo. (The answer is that) 

. forsterly, nothing being in existence at ell, what was needed 

to make the universe was a fiat and the bare will (ýociXý p) to 

do so. But when men had been made and neceasnrily demanded a 

cure, "not for things that were not, but for things thst had oorne 

to be, it naturally followed that the Physician and : saviour should 

appear in what had already come to be in order to cure the things 
1; 1-10 7110, that were. Eja£ of, 

\ dY b f, therefore he used his body as a 

human instrument. For if this were not the right way, how was 
(130) 

the Logos, desiring to use an instrument, to appear? Or 

whence was He to take it, save from those already in being, and 

in need'if His Godhead through one like themselves? For it was 

not things without being that needed salvation, that it might be 

merely a case of a commend (1Poýre 1 i) , but mm, already in 

existence, was going to corruption tmd ruin. It was then 

natural and right that the Logos should use a human instrument, 

and reveal Himself everywhere. Secondly, ... the corruption 

which had set in wes not external to the body, but had become 

attached to it; and it was required that, instead of corruption, 

(130) cirri. 1b TO K. J1, i dA w i1IJw 
0 evw }LO rLi -ay (Sru p d. T 1. 

The Benedictine Latin for the three wordls left untrnýelated "At /qui faotuv 
Brat (Soy Logos) homo", followed by Robertson, is almost certainly wrong 
The eonte? l indicates that the meaning is. "Now. man had come to be". 
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life should cleave to it; so that, just as death had been 

engendered in the body, so life may be engendered in it also 

(Athenasius concludes by saying thst the body must be virtually 

death-proofed by putting on the Incorporeal Logos after the 

fashion of I Cor. 15: 54, even as asbestos is fire-proof. ) 

Besides repeating and sumiarising various aspects of the Inceriia- 

tion and the Atonement, including the ontological reserablance between 

Christ end our humanity, Atbennaiub emphasises that roan cannot be set 

right by e mere fiat, by vc-Z? 0, , which is thus estsblishecl as having 

e meaning quite different from that of 
AO 

This is significant, 

beoeuse When most theologians think of creation as being through the 
r % 

Word, per Verbum, d ld, 'rný 
i Aoyv 

, they automatically think of it as 

Va ii na U fist, V ludTV . This is f course a most esaentinl e le-lent 

in the doctrine of God the Creator, which Atheneeius is the first to 

acknowledge; in fact, it is an immediate corollary of the crentio ex 

nihilo. But this is evidently not what Athanasius cleans by creation 

o6oru Th e :, ogos in this case must be either the old 
£rv 

d, 
A 

Alexandrian cosmic intermediary, hypostatioally distinct, and/or the 
r\ 

Greek rational principle behind the universe. on this basis, N/evýcd. 

and Incarnation appear as two rays of working of this : Togos, with the 

pre-lepsarian grace of the Logos occupying an inter*iediate position. 

The f cr*aer of these two extra-* ways was ne cessnry and c ; propriate for 

creation, the latter for reconciliation. The position is, epperently, 

that a fault in a thing that has already come to be cannot be corrected 

by fiat, but requires more drastic measures. This is cost inadequate. 

It is e curious inversion of the incorrect view that all Christian 

theology has rejected, that God is competent only to modify pre- 

existent matter. Of course, Athanasius says that God hi=s the power to 

make such modifications, but the point is that His creative power is 
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insufficient to remedy a weakness or even a perverse functioning-of 

man, different powers being necessary It would appear that the 

power of God to create out of nothing would, a fortiori, be 

sufficient for NO to make any necessary modifications and improve- 

ments, and if He could create by fiat, He would also have an 

unlimited power of changing created things by fiat. After all, the 

power of changing and inproving other things is something relatively 

within the power of men as such, in n way that creetio ex nihilo is 

utterly beyond us. Unfortunately, the only answer that is given to 

this problem is the old one that sin &id corruption involved the whole 

of humanity as euch, an explanation which overvalues humanity as a sort 

of concrete universal, or even matter ne a whole. It is as if the 

very look of "physician" in creetio ex nihilo made it too easy to 

accept this sort or physical explanation as applied to reconciliation, 

at the very point where the objections are strongest. It is clear 

bore, as nowhere else, th t the only possible sort of solution is that 

of Aneelm, that the reason for the extreme measures that God took was 

the foot that sin, as an affront to His Divine lajesty, in that sense 

partakes of the very infinity of God Hiisse if . Athen asiue' L talk 

about corruption is admittedly an attempt to carry the matter as far 

as possible, but it would be seriously stretching the evidence to say 

that he had arrived at a perfectly adequate solution 

'tc This chapter is a recapitulation of what has gone before, 

especially about God taking a human body as His instrument, wherewith 

Christ appeared everywhere and in every type of circumstance, so that 

those who could not see the logos in creation in general would see 

His Deity on being confronted with His works. 
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lam` These eight chapters are largely a repetition and amplification 
53 

of chapters 29-3Z, and they deal with the effects of the Incarnation. 

The chief topics are the suppression of demons, magicians, and of 

idolatry, and the ethical results, especially chastity as opposed to 

immorality, and war as opposed to peace and public order. For a 

Church that was never so ethically individualist as later Western 

Churches, the ethics are fairly adequate. There is rather more 

emphasis on asceticism than Yooet or us would consider desirable, but 

the alternative was probably not the wholesome enjoyment of God's 

gifts but the gross immoralities and callous cruelties of contemporary 

heathen society. However, we must observe once again that things seem 

to be too simple. 
[There 

is still no mention wh1+tever of the work of 

the Holy Spirit. These miraculous results in human life as a mole, 

along with the miracles of Christ's own incarnate life, are in general 

treated as direct results of the inonrnate presence of the Logos, and 

of course are stated, with the greatest emphasis, to be not human but 

divine works. 
] There is very little about the way in which the power 

of God is mediated in the world. Demons, eta., are suppressed by 

making the Sign of the cross (47: 1800,48: 181B9 50: 185C) or by taking 

the Name of Christ (48: 184A. 50: 1888-C). The spread of the influence 

of the Logos throughout the world is by preeohing. This is so 

important that the relevant passages will be cited in full: (47: 181A) 

(in contrast to the p etentious but unoonvinoing Greek sophists) ... 

Christ alone, by ordinary l auguege , and by (ö1') men not clever with 

the tongue, has throughout all the world persuaded whole churches full 

of na n to despise death ... " (4a: 184D-185A) Or ... what men's 

dootrino that ever was has prevailed everywhere ...? Or why ... 
is His worship not prevented by the gods they Neve fror passing into 

the lerne lend where they are? or why on the contrary does the Logos 
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Himself, in His sojourn, stop their worship and put their deception to 

shame by Bis own teaching? (5O: 185B) But the Logos of God ... 
teaching in meaner language (rr, ýwxor¬pdý is Tz J' Mai), put the choice 

sophists in the shade ... etc. ..., (51: 188A-B) (In contrast 

with the empty and ineffective moralising of everybody else, Christ) 

... not only preached through Rib over; disciples but also carried 

persuasion to men's minds ... (51: 188C) But when they (sc. 

erstwhile fighters an'. idolaters) have cone over to the school 

(cýIoA <d t6 ) of Christ ... (they have really changed their life) 

. 
(52: 189A) But when they hear the teaching of Christ .. 

(the barbarians cease from their barbarous war). .. Now this is at 

once a proof of the divinity of the Saviour, since %hat man could not 

ý, ý learn in idols they learnt from Him ... It is evident from the 

above that the essential means by which the grace and per of Christ 

reaches men is His own self-proclamation, acid that the essential mediate 
ý-- (131) 

moons is the preaching of the word by Christians. Hornhauser is right 

in pointing.. out that these passages are decisive against the idea that 

the Atharnesien soteriology was physiological and pharmacological, within 

the meaning attached by Harnack to these terms. However, it is by no 

means certain how this is to be interpreted, an issue which will be 

considered later. Even here it is in order to notice the absence of 

-many sacramental emphasis. Incidentally, the references to the Cecond 

Person as Logos (46: 177C and D bis, 47: 180C bis and D bis, 48: 184B, 

49: 184C and 185A bis, 50: 185B, 53: 189C and 192A) all refer, on usual, 

specially either to their fundamental Deity as distinct from His 

appearance in a human body, or to His work as regards the supersession 

of idols and demons. 

(131) "Die Vergottungslehre des Athenasius und Johennes Damasoenue 
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{ The next two chapters are a sun^: ary of the whole Work, the former 

of the early aetiological section, and the latter of the effects of the 

Incarnation in-the world. The former will again be cited, since a 

euiriery is an excellent indication of what the author feels to be most 

important: "Ps, then, if a an should wish to see God, Who is 

invisible by nature and not seen at all, he inay know and apprehend 

Him by His works: so let him who fails to see Christ with his 

understanding (il drý. vo 
d) 

, at least apprehend Him by the vorks 

of the body, end test whether they be human works or God's works 

. (if, as is, the answer is the latter) ... let him mcrvel 

that by so ordinary a means things divine have been manifested to 

us, and that by death immortality has renohed to all, and that by 

the Logos becoming man the universal Providence has been known, 

and its Giver and Artifioer. 

_ýj 
became man so that we might 

the very Logos of God. For He 
(132) 

be mode and He manifested 

(132) AUýsý p s; ý4 
The most celebrated sentence in the book, perhaps in all Greek Patriatics. 
The Euphuietio style was very popular in this field; the most famous 
instances of it being in the "Homily on the Passion" by 'felito of -Sardis, 
where however the antitheses are between the privileges of the Bon by 
nature and the death He endured for us. 

On Deification, see Harneok, Hist. Dogm. (L. T. ): Vol. 111: p. 164, n.: 
After Theophilus, Ireneeus, Hippolytus and Origen, it is found in all 
the Fathers of the ancient Church, and that in a primary position. " 
Detailed Petristio references are also given here. 

Shapland's footnote, on Ad Sera. 1: 24,18 of interest: ". .. G. W. 
Butterworth, 'The Deification of Tan in Clement a, ' Alexandria', in J. Th. 
S. XVII v. 15? *to., argues strongly that 8C4*ro, EIV should always be trans- 
lated, 'make ... a god', not 'make divine'. The latter rendering is 
undoubtedly philologically inexact, and loses something of the force of 
the original. But the alternative carries with it to modern ears a 
auggestlon of polytheism which was certainly not appreciated by the 
Christian writers who use the expression. If it owes something of its 
currency in the Church to the practice of deifying the emperors, it 
pro'beblr owes still more to popular pantheistic philosophy which reduced 
the godi either to symbols of an impersonal divine life, or else to beings 
not essentielly different from men. But it is to its prevalence in the 
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'/ Himself by a body that we might receive the idea (1�v'OIAV ) 

of the unseen Father, and He endured the insolence of men that 

we might inherit immortality. For while He himself was in no 
`i 

way injured being impassible and incorruptible And/º fýl)ýr A jvf 

of God, He maintained and preserved in His own impassibility 

men who were suffering, and for whose sakes He endured all 

this ... (His works are too numerous to mention, but in fine) 

. wherever a man turns his glance, he may behold on that 

side the Divinity of the Logos, and be struck with exceeding 

great awe". There is a certain tendency to Euphuism which was 

traditional in Greek theological writing, and this makes it more 

diffi cult , 
than usual to interpret this chapter, (but it confirms the 

suspicions that we have formed about natural theology, and the 

instrumentalist interpretation of the humanity of Christ. Within it 

is the famous sentence that He became man, so that we might be deified. ' 

end this is the right place to discuss this in full. We can observe 

at the outset how naturally it falls into the Euphuistic pattern, end 

also how it mocks the deficiencies of Athanasius's approach, at that 

time, to the Humanity of Christ, since that doctrine would not have 

the same urgency as it would normally have for Christims, if they 

believed that their destiny wes to be literally divinised. But on 

the other hand, it comes from an earlier time when the distinction 

between God and oreeturely reality was not nearly as sharp as it 

later became under the influence of the Arian controversy, even if, 

an Shapland says, its uses in the `, iya tery Religions would have made 

Mystery Religions that we must finally look for its prevalence in 
Christian terminology. (The evidence is set forth by s. Angus, 'The 
Mystery Religions and Christianity', pp. 108-112. ) The Church dared 
not ola, mýL less for the grace of God in Christ than the initiates 
olnimedVfie was careful to maintain the 'otherness of God and the personal relation between Him and the souls that partake His nature. The Arian 
oontro! ersy is itself the most eloquent testimony to this fact. it ocuJc 
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it impossible for Christianity to claim less. °; e have noticed how 

this idea of deifioation would have saved AthnnasiuB from the worst 

consequences of the idea that the humanity of Christ was essentially 

pessiVe, but for this very reason it would have helped to preserve 

this error, 'es well as obscuring the distinction between God and man. 

There appears to be a close relation between these two errors; it is 

no accident that the Arian controversy, with its renewed emphasis on 

the gulf involved in the oreeturely relation, compelled Athanesius to 

elaborate the active humanity of Christ. When we have said all this 

in criticism of'the concept, it remains a most important and useful 

one in theology, as long as it is not taken too literally. After all, 

by fi AA Fig. l Cyllogism, anyone who acquires a privilege that is 

peculiar to God thereby becomes literally deified, and whatever flaw 

there may be in this reasoning, the term eEroiqVs at least conveys 

the fulness of the grace and the privileges that are given in Christ. 

The last two Chapters are the peroration, being an appeal to 
Sleocept the benefits of Christ and live accordingly,, in the light of the 

Last Judgment. This is the most direct reference to esobetology in 

the writings of Athanasius, and it is unfortunate and significant that 

it occurs in the peroration, after the summary of the body of the work. 

This is a legitimate criticism, even though the second Coning is 

formally presented as a subject for one's further study in the Faith. 

After all, even the Chrietologioal sections of the Creeds end not with 

the Resurrection but with the isst Judgment and the 'Eternal Reign. 

Also, the triumph of goodness would not have been such a simple matter 

in oha . 27-32 and 46-53 if they had been written with the Second Advent 

in mind. Athanasius may be erring in an extremely extensive company, 

but evidently eschatology is not fully integrated in his theological 
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mind. Such an it is, his esohetology is the normal and proper one 

of the Second Advent being a sort of negation of the negation of the 

First, the son coming in glory instead of humiliation, to dispense 

the fulfilled benefits of incorruption and eternal life, instead of 

suffering death, to judge instead of being judged. The concluding 

doxology, at the end of o. 57, is Trinitarian, and is. literally the 

only reference to the Third Person in the book: ". .. 
(Jesus Christ - 

ý the Lord) tvs l<hi µ '7w, " 
,v 

Tdº-rý i 
crvv otV, ti;, 

dr, be honour and light and glory for ever and ever, Amen. " 

This retains some trace of subordination of the Spirit, though none 

whatever of the Son,, as the Father and Son are glorified in the Spirit, 

without the Spirit being glorified with (OvV ) the other Persons, as 

in the Nioaeano-Conatentino-politen Creed. It gives some indication 

of the later formula, IVU too 
EV 1LUT'44'ar7 

stock formula later in the Lpistlea to berapion; 

familiar in his youth and even earlier. 

As for the lexicographical analysis of these 

they appear to be substantially an average cross- 

remainder of the book. First, the terms for the 

which was such a 

it was probably 

last 17 chapters, 

section of the 

second Person: 

Logos: L. called God in the same sense as the rather: 45: 177A (He 

along among man i+e v 46: 177C (men deserted idols since 

the True ToZ At 
oj' came among men). 47: 1800 (Only Christ among 

men known as 
044 A\1O1voJ7 &D a0s 

49: 184D (hypothesis 

rejected that He is only men and not 
&oS ItEc D/') . 53: 192A (works 

ýi 
of Christ not human but of the Saviour of all, TU&o. i ). 

55: 193B (beholding His power in the world we are, called to worship the 

Saviour 1W Gtýv ). 55: 1938: 4d/ElL 
of IC 0. A_ 55: 193C 

(men turning their eyes to the True V'` _of 
the Father). 55: 193D 

(T ermeaenas of Christianity proof that Christ is O-Aend Power of God). 
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55: 193D alterum (for the same reason fie is clod end True son of God 

and Only begotten L) . 57: 196C (call to learn about To', IS). A4. 

Of these eleven references, none refer to the Logos in His creative 

capacity, apart from the Incarnation, or to the inoarnet ion considered 

prospectively or. setiologieally. One definitely refers to the mrk 

after the Incarnation of Christ in the world, and ti doubtful ones 

(55: 193D and 57: l96C) and beet under the same classification. In three 

cases the Logos is the Agent of the Incarnation considered ss a definite 

tot, and in five the best approximation is definitely the Hypostasis of 

the Incarnate Christ. 

Godhead 8) 
of the 48: 177B (unfolded on every side). 

54: 193A (to be seen as a result of the works of Christ), origin: L. 

of Father: 48: 184B (superiority of doctrine proves that He is truly 

Son of G. being L, and Wisdom and Power of the F. ) and see also above. 

L. of God: 41: 1680 bis (existence of hypothetically denied by certain 

people: context largely Greek philosophy). 48: 176C (L. of G. took body). 

44: 1760 (body puts on the incorporeality of L. of G. ) 45: 177B (from 

works in nature we may find the true ,. of G. ) 50: 185B (teaching in 

meaner language the L. of G. cast Sophists into the shade). 531189C 

(L. of G. known by works among men since A. n. ) 54: 192 (L. of G. is 

ohorue"meeter and Artificer of the world). Work with God in creation: 
/7 r" 48: 1693 (W1u Äob0) 

. 41: 168C (¬V d7 oýw the Logos). bare 

predicates as for0 the Creator applied to L. 43: 172C (natural things 

obey L. perfeotly). In the world as clod : 42: 169B and 169C bis 

(therefor., why not in man? ) Of this rather lese homogeneous group 

of 16 Qeeee, two refer to the later works after the time of Christ, 

nine to the general cosmological and creative functions of the Logos, 

three to the Logos as Agent in the Incarnation and two to the Logos as 

the Hypostasis of the Incarnate Christ. 
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Lo! oe takes body, eta.: 44: 173B (hypothesis rejected that L. did 

not need to tale 'body). v 44: 176A (similar hypothesis rejected that He 

came outside body). 46: 177C 46: 177D (i 9& 
O 1d Tbý; kA6v ovEv 

OVAvtzýrl �w, is) . 6: 54: 192B, Zffýf 
V: 

47: 180D 6vý "I -**" 6- 101- 4 
and 49: 188A. 42: 1690 (L, uses b. as instrument). C74c(. it 'wo- 

A. 

47: 180A. týpoJ6ý d# 160' 
/_(s 

incarnate presence) : 47: 180D. L. is 

is men :4 : 1890. £ 
Wýv Ch-, dº�BP 

-r ci 
dlv 

ogg 
*; 

v, 

43: 177A. -ffWeLy (8Mj(by taking body) 44: 175CO reveals Himself + 

uses human instrument: 44: 173C" appeared in body: 41: 16800 known 

by works of b.: 45.173A. Of these sixteen cases that specially refer 

to the Incarnation, two, the first two, probably refer to the Incarnation 

considered prospectively, and the reT. ninder to the Logos es Agent of the 

Incarnation eis an act. There are tvo other references uncounted in 

this list: 46: 17'FC (Logos, Power of God, muster of demons, cane down 

among men) and 48: 184B (failure of pagnnisn shows thnt He is true S. of 

G. even L. and Wisdom and Power of the F. ) (The former being Logos as 

subject of, the Incarnation and the latter referring to the continuous 

activity of the Logos after Pentecost). 

Of the 45 references, in these 17 chapters, or j times 29 cols. in 

Migne, nine refer to the general functions of the Logos expert from the 

Incarnation, tic to the Incarnation considered Retiologi cal y or 

prospectively, E1 to the Logos as the Agent of the Inoarnstion considered 

an an act, seven to the Logos as Hypostasis of the Incarnate Christ; six 

refer to the-work of the Logos as continuing after the Ascension and 

Pentecost, although these events are not rentioned. 

Again, there eire only six references to the title : ion, including 

the doxology at the end of the avorh. The others are: 55: 189D (crucified 

Saviour now gsnerally confessed as S. of G. ) (The other faur ere all 

proofs that the title S. of G. applies to Christ). 48: 1848 (failure of 
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paganism) 50: 1185D (Reaurreotion). 52: 188C (aohievementa sinne Ufa 

of Christ). 55: 193D (perranenoe of Christianity). 
/ : 

wl-l p Saviour. 42: 169B (Tw Er d1V Yrw Tpv L E-R-7 di AVE (av) 

44: 1? 3C (+ phyai aian; appears in w hat exists)* 44: 176A (L. put on 

body). 45: 17ßD (8. did this - i. e, the act of the Incarnation). 

46: 177 (manifested Himself). 47: 1800 (appeared among men). 48: 181D 

(not a magician since He drives away demons). 48: 184A (14. and bav. 

Beaus Christ not a demon, ainoe Name repels deriona. ) 49: 184C (restores 

men to their nature). 49: 184C alterum (S. + W, of all; teaches 

teiperanoe). 50: 185A (now bringe in over from idols). 52: 189A 

(Godhead of . 
3. indioated by our ability to learn from Him). 53: 1891) 

(the S. crucified). 53: 192A (the works of : 6. are those of God). 

54: 192C (&'8. eohi®ve: aents immutable). 55: 193A ('*oüS. CTrr19) C" rIJ . 

55: 193A (S'S. teaching now increasing). 51: 1.08A (S's. teaching 

strengthens even children to virginity). 52: 188C (only the beloved on 

. of the. Father, the common saviour of all. J. Cit. could have done this 

55: 193B (S. to be tnorshipped; + 
äu 

vj 
öv (E 

o, v 
A 

,k 
More are 21 

instances in all, a density inter eniate between that of the. 1-2ü and 

21-32. Of these eight refer to the Second Person as Agent of the 

Incarnation as an sot, seven to the Second Person as Hypostasis of the 

Incarnate Christ, five refer to the later work of the second Person, 

whioh probably ought to be attributed to the Spirit, and the re raining 

one to the Synoptic Saviour. 
V "I'll o f, Lord : as Son is the equal of the Father in nature; 

48: 184B (mho cured auch diseases, but the ooraion . d. of all? ) Incarnate 

Christ: 43: 1? 2B (came ... to cure and teach). 44: 1768 (proved to be 

Lite by the Resurrection of His own Body). 45: 177A (Creator, shown by 

Christa park) . 45: 177B (Resurrection proves Christ true Nord and God). 

45: 177B (Ld. touched all parts of creation). 46: 1770 (Ld. effected His 
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conquest of death). 48: 1808 (evokes worship of the entire world). 

49: 184C (+ Say. teaches terrersn ce) . 49: 184C (Ld. und Kav. T. Cht. 

not demonic; since Name repels deione). 51: 188A (Ld. of all, Power 

of God, our Ld. J. Cht. has real power to inculcate virtue). 53: 189C 

(Our IA. true Logos of God,, has power to check demons, etc. ) Doxology 

57: 197A. Of these twelve instances, six refer to the : second Person 

as the Agent in the Incarnation end sequelne, considered as an Act, 

two (although this is doubtful here) to the second Person as Hypostasis 

of the Inoernete Christ, and four to the later work in this age, of 

Christ. 

The Chriatologieal voaebulnry of the Hui pity of Christ is also 

approximately the same ea in the previous actions no a whole :w 

body: 44s196A (bypothesif, rejected that the Logos could come outside 

the b. ) 411169A ()iv(rj . Ev, 6'. ) . 43: 172C (takes b. of mit as 
U 

instrument). 48: 176C (2v%' E6). 46: 177C ( "")ýO 49: 184B 

(formed b. from Virgin). 41: 168C (manifested in body). 41: 169A 

(manifested in human b. ) 42: 172A (used b. of men Re instrument). 

42: 1928 (used b. as instrument). 43: 173A (through works of the b. ) 

44: 173C (used b. as hums n instrument). 43: 172D (dº, &'mu Kdrýý ou 
c1 

4S31S). 43: 173A (used b. as instrument). 44: 178A and B (each 

case, Sav. gut pn body). 44: 176B (aimed to find death in His own b, ) 
A 

49: 184D (deeds L5 5 and also 53: 192h. 54: 192B (ro rks of b. ) 

54: 19! B elterum (manifested Himself through b. ) 54: 192C (aohievernente 

of Christ in b. ) 54: 193C (appeared in b. ) Glorification of b. L 

45: 176C (vivification). 49: 184D and 50: 185C (Cht's. Resurrection). 

HyDotheais that union between God and body is impossible is rejected: 

44: 176A. Of these 97 instances, 14 refer to the Second Person as 

Subject with the body as direct object (even though not always in the 

accusPtive in Greek), and the other 13 to the : second Person e oting 
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through, with. or by (instrumental) the body. flesh; Vdo( 
i n, 

temple; rund 
AoS 

, house, are all lacking. OAOýd'Ya� 
, instrument, is 

used eight times, four of which (where the Second Person uses the body 

as an instrument) have been already cited, 42: 172A, 43: 192C and 273A. 

44: 1730, In 45: 172B, the question is Asked, end rejected, ahy the 

Second Persons did not use a nobler instrument then the human body, in 

42: l69A, the Gentile doctrine is rejected that it is unworthy of God 

to use such ein instrument for * anifestation and in 45: 176C, He dV&f w" 1 

KExp")i (; and in 42: 172A, the carne expression is used except 
'T 

that instead of the adjective there is the genitive 
dvtpwri fr. All 

these refer to the Second Person considered as Agent of the Incarnation, 

with the Humanity of Christ as the (virtual) direct object (usually 

dative after r) . 
ýA Opc. i rrý f man: 43: 173A 

1000, . 00, 

42: 1693 (the 
1ý 

evpearanee of the S. 
EV 

wrrrur ). 41: 169A (& ý6º EV d. ) 

48: 184A (not simply man). 42: 172A (used the instrument of mein). 
7/ 

43: 172 (aPP. ared. dGi 40 , Ucyvc�, as distinct fron use of sow higher 

loe means). 45: 1760 (worked 17144. Of these seven uses, the last 

six refer to the Second Person as Agent of the Incarnation an an Act, 
i 

and the first, as one might hope, is classified with the c�S dLW0Y 

group. The expTeasi on "human instrument" is found three times, 42: 172A 

44: 173C, 45: 196C, "Hurten body" # elso three times, 41: 169A, 42: 169b, 

4$: 19EC, b 
t�" 

pýrjmJ` for the Incarnation occurs twice, 54.1fl H and C. 
I 

All this reveals no change in the basically instrui entelist 

approach to the Hum, uanity of Chriat. 

In Lying this resume of the theology of Athanaeiua as in this 

book, we shall, according to our method, commence with the way in which 

the Perna of the Trinity in question are known to be God, or its 
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equivalent in the book in question. But the conditions are rather 

different here, since there is again virtually only one Person of the 

Trinity mentioned, the Logof, ani the argument concerning the actual 

Deity of the Person concerned is at a ninirium here. Insofar as it 

in in evidence at all, it is mainly a repetition of the natural theology 

of the "Contra Gentee", brought to a higher pitch of development (see 

ohs. 11-12). As we have seen there are four ways of men knowing God, 

which apparently range continuously from the best and original way at 

the beginning to the ultima ratio at the end; these are: Ltha soul's 

direst vision of God in virtue of its being created in the inage of 

God, objective natural theology, direct revelation as by the Old 

Testamt Prophets and Patriarchs, and finally, because man was too 

wicked and lost for even this, the final expedient of the Incarnation 

Parallel to. th%s, there is another elerient. which J is beet seen. in the 
`I 

opening chapter of the "Contra (lentes", w*iioh in sortie sense stands as 

en introduction to both works; "the sacred and inspired scriptures 

are sufficient to declare the truth", but if one wished to object to 

this, on-the basis, any, of Roman Catholic theology, it would be quite 

fair to point out that it is contextually pert of a traditional polite 

apologia for the writing of yet another work on doggy tics. All in all, 

there. is very little new material on this topic. Vie have already 

discussed the difficulties in the final position of Athanesius on the 

relation of natural theology to the Incarnation an elaborated in ohs. 

11-12. 

An for the Persons of the Trinity, there is quite literally jnQ-. /` 

reference at all to the Spirit in the "De Incernatione", even in the 

most important. sootione on the way in wbioh the work of Christ spreeds 

out from Himself and his own time to other people End later times. 

The only reference is, in fact, in the doxology. In fact, the gravest 
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instance in al theology of the traditional iciniraisntion of the 

Spirit end the transfer of itB functions to the Logos is actually the 

"De Incarnatione" of Athannsius itself. On the theory of Cross that 
fi 

the first two works togsther constitute an academia apology, this 

indicates that there was no tradition of the Spirit in the aoaderio 

theology of Alexandria, Other exRr ple5 of the oorplete defioiency 

in the da ©trine of the 3pii-5. t in fields In which it should have been 

present - all of which have been already noticed - are : no ne ntion 

of the Spirit- in connection with the Incarnation, the invariable type 

of expression being that the Logos "took" or "forrsd" a body from the 
(133) 

Virgin , the general emphasis on the Logos as the Giver of Life, 

as compared with the Spirit's title of 'rö Sore ouv 
in the Nieaeano- 

Constentinopolitan Creed of 581, in which the life-giving function of 

the Lo64s' ü not described at all in so many viorde; the statements 

that the world is included f�'ý'ý apparently in the sense of the 
ý- (134) 

stock formula FV 
v IIV atrt of the "Epistles to berapion" 

related to this there is the notion of men especially and other things 

an well participating in (the P1atonio µ£rr$ iw * gen. ) the Logos 

directly, as distinct from mediate participation through the Spirit; 

the metaphor of sealing with the Image of God being directly associated 

with the Logos ir$tead of directly with the Spirit and with the ; Togos 

nediately through the, spirit, as is the case not only in the Epistles 
(135) 

to Serapion but also in the earlier Fathers generally; finally, 

(133) Be* especially ohs. 8 and 9, also ', tüller's references under 
; e" O-5, "Logos" and also see above 

(134) See ch. I7 and above p. 14144. Compare Bp. I ad Serap. passim 
eap. oh. 31. 

(135) Bee eh, 14 and above p, 1311-(O. Compare Ep. ad 6erap. I : 23-25. 
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a complete silence on the spirit as the Inspirer of : >oripture or 

prophetic testimony, in spite of its great prominence in earlier 
(136) 

tradition of course, one cannot criticise Athenssius too 

much here. For instance, on the 'netter of life, there is after 

all John 1: 4, in which the life-bearing and life-piving quality 

is specifically attributed to the Logos. But it would be impossible 

to solve this difficulty without a rigorous analysis of the relations 

both ontological and operational between Lon and Spirit. 

As to the Person of the Father, there is more than there is with 

the Spirit, and far pore than there is in the "Contra Gentes" with 

the possible exception of the last eight chapters. But in general 

Athanasius'e treatment justifies the statement of 'Rolntyre that he 

finds the Greek Fathers (that is, fror Athanesiuu inclusive onwards) 

to be at their weakest in the doctrine of God the Father, rather 

than in reconciliation (through the Son) where they heive been so 
(137) 

often criticised (Incidentally, is there any system of 

theology at ell so far in which the Doctrine of the Father is really 

satisfactory? ) In the "De Incarnations", Athanasius does repeatedly 

refer to the Logos of the Father in a rather stylized and off-hand 

way, and also to the Logos, in His own revelation in one way or 
(138) 

another, revealing the Father The most satisfactory account 

of the theology of the Father, fittingly enough, is contained in ch. 7, 

(136) See above p. %ý, and references noted there. 
(137) Paper presented at the "Society for the Study of Theology" 

1953. The paper is published in the Scottish Journal of Theology, ) f3cq)353. 
(188) See I iller'a references. On the other hand in oh. 17, 

! 9c 
3TJ. 

Athenasius, in saying that the Logos is in the Father whereas the world 
is in the Logos, appears to express a certain subordination of the 
Logos to the Father. 
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e complete silence on the : pirit as the Inspirer of L; cripture or 

prophetic testimony, in spite of its great prominence in earlier 
(136) 

tradition Of course, one cannot criticise Athenesius too 

much here. For instance, on the Twitter of life, there is after 

all John 1: 4, in which the life-bearing and life-giving, quality 

is specifically attributed to the .. ogos. But it would be impossible 

to solve this difficulty without a rigorous analysis of the relations 

both ontological and operational between : on and spirit. 

As to the Person of the Father, there is more than there is with 

the bpirit, and far pore than there is in the "Contra Gentes" with 

the possible exception of the last eight chapters. But in general 

Athanesius's treatment justifies the statement of `, Sclntyre that he 

finds the Greek Fathers (that is, frort Athnnesius inclusive onwards) 

to be at their weakest in the doctrine of God the Father, rather 

than in reconciliation (through the : ion) where they helve been so 
(137) 

often criticised (Incidentally, is there any system of 

theology at all so far in which the Doctrine of the Father is really 

satisfactory? ) In the "De Incarnatione", Athimasius does repeatedly 

refer to the Logos of the Father in e rather stylized and off-hand 

way, and also to the Logos, in His own revelation in one way or 
(138) 

another, revealing the Father The most satisfactory account 

of the theology of the Father, fittingly enough, is contained in oh. 7, 

(136) See above and references noted there. 
(137) Paper presented at the "Society for the Study of Theology" 

1953. The paper is published in the Scottish Journal of Theology, Ir" 15q)3s3-319, 
(138) See 4iller's references. On the other hand in ch. 17, . ýeeß3sq 

Athenesius, in saying that the :. ogos is in the Father whereas the world 
is in the Logos, appears to express a certain subordination of the 
Logos to the Father. 
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wbere Athennsius is Scripturally confronted with the real suffering 

of the Second Person and the real wrath of God in relation to His 

love, which do not easily reduce themselves to e rational system. 

On the other hand, these passages are definitely outweighed by the 

passages that describe (passim) the Logos as self-originating His 
(139) 

own activity, perhaps even in the sense denied in the Fourth Gospel 

It is this indefiniteness which makes it almost impossible to determine 

the exact sense in which the Logos is Logos of the Father. 

The result of this could, for lnrge ports of the "De Incarnations" 

be described as a sort of Sebellinnisn of the Logos or second Person, 

in the way that Sabellianism itself was of the First Person or all 

three Persona co-ordinately. This is a problem of oonaiderable 

historico-critical importance. There is e tendency to consider that r 

Atbaneaiua began his theological career as a aubordinationist of the 

later Origeniat type, nd that he was not really a leading figure at 

Nioses, where the principals in the struggle for the Homoousion were 
(140) 

really Hosius of Cordova and Eustathius of Antioch Of these 

(139) See ? dfller's references 

(140) See Loofs, PRB (3rd ed. ) Pt. II: 202-205 for the theory of the 
late development of the Homoousion in the theology of Athanaaius. For 
the argument that Athenesius did not play a major part at Nioaea but that 
it was rather lustathius and Hosius, see Berdy,. ": )eint Athanase", 18f. 
and see also references to Theodoret there, and Cavallera, "Saint Athenesel 
29-30. But see also the introduction of both Newman and Robertson to the 
"Depoeitio Arii" of Alexander, included in each case with the works of 
Athanaeigp, and also the annotations in Robertson. Newman presents an 
exhaustive case involving both literary style and theological terminology. 

For Athanasius's estimate, most eminently favourable, of $ustathius 
of Antioch, see Ad Rp. Aeg. at Lib. 8, Apol. de Fuga 3, Hist Ar. 4. For 
the more sceptical modern judgment, see Sellers, "Eustathius of Antioch", 
pp, 82-120p and Loofs, "Paulus von 5ar osata", 293.310. On the other band, 
the statement of F. W. Green ("Essays on the Trinity and Incarnation", 257 
that "Pail and Marcellus had two powerful friends, Athanasius and the See 
of Rome" is unusually stupid as it applies to nthanasius, since in his 
anti-Arien writings Athanasius invariably speaks of Paul of : iamosate with 
an exceptional aversion which rivals that for Ariua (see below, pp. 366"ý(0 
however much it might have apDlied to Athpnasius and : saroellus or even to 

$ft I& it f-ý I1 AyL r i- "AMOSA-'A 
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two parties, the West was always more sympathetic to : Ionerchianism 

than the Origenist last, and the Eustathians in Antioch were more 

than a little tainted with the Sabellian portion of the theology of 

the hereeiar©h Paul of Samoeate. On this argument, it was Ahvebeg his 

exile in Rome and Trier and his meeting with °darcellus of Ancyre that 

wes really responsible for the emphasis in his nature writings on the 

unity of the Trinity end was the source of any Abellianizing 

tendencies in his theology. It might he true technically that 

Athanesius could not have played a lending port at Nicaen; he could 

not have, being only a deacon. But it is inconceivable that his 

superior and Bishop, Alexander, did not play a leading part, even if 

the suggestion that Athenasius wrote or "ghosted" Alexander's letter 

on the Deposition of Arius is mere romanticism. Even more significantly 

Athenasius would never have been exiled in the first place on this theory 

unless he had been already, that is before 335, a principal antagonist of 

the Arians and a principal supporter of Moses in the iost uncompromising 

sense. The sort of Athanasius who is postulated by Loofs' theory, for 

example, would have been one with the very Basil whom the anti-Niaenes 

forcibly substituted, for '2arcellua of 1nncyre. fortunately, we have a 

better explanation for the Monistic tendencies in Athanasius, that they 

were derived from the rational aide of Athanasius, the natural theology, 

which is inevitably Logo-monist, which we find in these earliest books. 

It is -perfectly consistent with Athenasius being a passionate supporter 

of the Nicene faith from the outset, however difficult it is to reconcile 

with the Origeniat type of Trinitarianiwn traditional at Alexandria; 

we have already suggested that it represents a genuine division in the 

theology of in particular Alexandria. But it is also consistent with 

the fact that the later writings of Athanasius were more and more careful 

with what later theology described eis the hypostatic distinction between 
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the Father and the Son, Loofa' contention being the reverse of the 

truth. It is to be noted in this connection that we have here under- 

out the contention that Rome played an important part in the develop- 

ment of Atheneeian theology; it is likely that this rejected hypothesis 

was exaggerated by Westerners, not only Romanists, for reasons not 

really connected with disinterested scholarship. 

For theme reasons, the Deity of the Logos is not so much strongly 

maintained as treated as the basic implicit assumption. It is 

probably still fair to say that the supreme attribute of the logos is 

still the cosmological and creative relation of supremacy with regard 

to the world. As we have said, the very importance of the aetiological 

aspect of the Incarnation and Atonerrnt is a sign of this; it is as if 

this step, involving the humiliation of the Logos, is so unusual and, 

in Athanasiue's present sense, unnatural that it has to have a great 

deal of separate explanation. But there is very little fresh notarial 

on this point, except for the important oh. 44, where Athanasius, in 

excluding the possibility of the :, ogos operating to reconcile man by 

fiat, Vev ot; ri , although He created man in this way, implicitly 

distinguishes the concept of fiat, from that of Logos. featio 

per Verbum in traditional and also in contemporary theology has tended 

to mean something like this, creation by the commanding, spoken word 

of God. This is quite correct, but it is evidently not what is meant 

by 
AA, 

ro 
av 

, through the Logos. This suggests that for Atbanasius 

the meaning of Logos was either the 
. cosmological Greek philosophical 

meaning according to which it is the supreme power of the world, or the 

Origeni-st (or ßrigenist-Philonic) sense of the Logos of God, which is 

a subordinate emanation from God which resembles the word of man, but 

is really hyp4istatic&lly distinot Or it might bee oo-ibinstion of these 
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meanings. 

As tar an the terms for the : eoond Person ere concerned, Logos 

is overwhelmingly the principal term. We shall below summarise the 

results that we have obtained below from our lexicographical analyses: 

LOGOS: Chapters: 
Genemirat work independent -20 91-32 33-40 41-5? TUT AL L 
of the Incarnation 14 .... 9 23 

Subject of the Incarna- 
tion considered prospec- 
tively 4 2 2 8 

Sub jest of the Incarnation 
considered as an actual 
deed. 28 8 .. 21 57 

Logos as Hypostesis of 
the Incarnate Christ 20 717 35 

67 9 10 45 131 

In oh. 1 there is one reference to the Deity of the Logos which is 

too general for any classification, and there is one reference in 33-40 

and 5 in 41-57 which refers to the m rk of the Logos since the IncarnStioz 

The references to the title Son are too few to be statistically 

significant in any of the sub-seotions, but the total is only 16 in the 

whole "De Incarnations", of which five refer to the on as the Agent of 

the Incarnation as an Act, nine to the bon as the Hypostasis of the 

Incarnate Christ, one refers to the post-incarnate work of the Second 

Person, and one is in the Doxology. 

On the other hand, Saviour and Lord, fw f' of , are interesting 

and instructive: Saviour: Chs. l-20 21-32 33-40 41-5? Total 
Gen. wk. independent of Inon. .... 0... 00 

Subj. of Inon. prospectively 

subj. of Inca. as actual Act 

Hypostasis of Ino. n. Christ 

Synoptio Christ 

Poat-Inoernete work 

2 E . . .. 4 

5 3,2 2 8 25 

1 2 . . 7 lu 

2 2 3 1 8 

2 5 7 

8 20 5 21 54 
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Lord, Chs. 1-20 21 33-40 41-57 Total 

Gen. wk. ind. of Inc. 

Subj. Inen. Prospectively .. 2.. 2 

Subj. Inon. actual Act 2216 11 

Hypostasis Inst. Cht. .. 3.. 25 

Synoptic Cht. 155.. 9 

Poet-Incarnate Work .... 145 

13 12 S 12 42'K 

There are ten instances in chs. 1-20 where the term is used to 

denote what could be taken as the general creative majesty of the 

Second Person, but with the difference that the evidence is invariably 

the deeds of Christ, and also that the terns is a functional term 

standing for Lordship, and not a title in the usual way. 

__-the deductions that can be made from this table are that Logos is 

overwhelmingly the term of choice for the Second Person of the Trinity, 

and it is the only one that is used in the regular way for the general 

cosmological activity of the Person in creation (with the exception 

nntioned in the last sentence of the preceding paragraph). To put it 

another way, the more cosmological and "Greek" Athanaeius'8 treatment 

of the Second Person, the greater the predominance of the term ogoe, 

and the exception specified is the exception that manifestly proves the 

rule. There is very little use of the title Son at all, and when 

Athanesius wishes to use another title, it is normally Jesus, Christ, 

Lord or Saviour. This is quite distinct fron the later anti-Arian 

writings, in which Logos sad Son are overwhelmingly the principal titles 

of the Second Person, and the point will be to compare their incidence; 

all other titles, including wisdom and Power, are much rarer and normally 

directly provoked by the context, and will not c lain our attention; 

this is a regular feature, as is evident even on superficial ejamination 
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of all sections of these later works, and it will vimplify the task 

considerably. 

It is evident that with such e, complete leek of Trinitarian 

doctrine, the technical terms of later Triniterianism will have no 

relation to their later, technical use, and the following is a summary 
1-1 (we have bore grouped the Christological term +�i j' with these, on 

account of its close relation to pcd-, ) .C ºTý ýj' 
is completely 

lacking. occurs only five tines: 42: 172A (hypothetical 
1 

diminution of the o. or mind by the necessity of communication through 

the tongue as analogical argument against Incarnation). 17: 125A (Logos 

outside the Universe K4r'o dºdV 
as distinct from in the universe T"cý 

L vvd, /ýF6i) . 18: 128D (Christ at Cane changed the 
o. 

of water into 

wine). 18: 
/128D 

alterum (this miracle shows that lie is 14 and Creator 

of the ö. 
of all waters). 20: 132A (common essence of the body of 

Christ with creatures) . All these meanings concern essence in the usual 

Aristotelian dense, but the only one that definitely refers to essence 

in God is 17: 125A, in which the distinction is between whet God, or 

rather the Lo¬os, in or does Kdrý okl6td�, or by His own powers; the 

distinction being between what God is eternally in Himself and that He 

does, non-eternally, in His own temporal eats. 
F%; ý 

i Sin commoner and more interesting. 44: 176A ý6-1 K, Prkra 

superlative adverb = ezaotly, Eng, 

54: 192A (God invisible Tq da 

(eaoh Logos 
. 
inoorporeel c'. ). 

4v6E: 
w, f of the . 

indwelling Logos). 

"most naturally". Divine Nature: 

t. of respect). 1: 97C and 38: 161B 

86; 141C (the body did not die "ý(O jot, 
ý£n^ 

34: 158A (Christ unlike us ý. r 
4 

614-1- gen. of respeot. ) True (! ltller) human nature: 4: 1048 

( transgression turned non ¬ (f -rä JCdJr-z'ý1ýi.. al �) . 4: 104B alterurn 

((creatures) +uTh/ i)oV-rF 
-Tb v/ 5: 105A (by pertioipa" 

4ion in the Logos men escaped 'ice K" 4 .). 5: 106A elterum (corruption 
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prevailed more 7, *v I. C. 
4. 

- gen. of comparison). 11: 113D (the L. 

seeing the weakness of their nature). 14: 121A (neither did they have 

strength i 
#l+ 

to run that far). 21: 133B (death oomes to men 

according to the weakness of their nature). 21: 133Balteru: n (L. suffered 

rlv Is 4ü Ewe e4ý0evrºvi . 28: 144C (man fears death K" ý. ). 

29: 145C (man week 37: 160B (as distinct from Christ, prophets, 

eta. were men /,, CAT-jL -rev-^ýf c/, a. (c öp, pO. Natural Order: 1: 97B 

(Christ did not bear a body #v6v.., vfdKoX ovGtj, ). 5: 105B (crimes 7# .L 
ý61". homosexuality as in'Roci. 1: 26 ff. ) 51: 168A (men were super- 

stitious 
` 

-7 Natural corruption 3: 101C lrr 

en 'n and 4: 104C and 5: 105A and 7: 108D. 49: 184C (Aesoulapius worked - o: nf 

Ile 4ivoi. 
#j' EnriýTloor 

, i. e. by natural scientific knowledge). Nature 

a genus, or class: 45: 177A (of water) 57: 196C (es for as it is 

accessible -r1 
niN 4 ito 

learn about the Logos of God. ) Sven 

a cursory glance is sufficient to reveal the significance of the word 

'/6lf here. At times it denotes "e nature" in the ti niliar sense, 

but the prevailing use, by a long way, is K4rcº 
ývý 

�, or the word in 

an acousative, dative or genitive of respect, again to indicate what 

aboriginally belongs to the thing in question as distinct from what 

cones later; on this basis, there cannot be a human nature of Christ. 

21: 133B elterum, which is a clear Chelcedonian use for the human nature 

of Christ, is so striking precisely beoauae it is so exceptional. 

Of course, there are major theological difficulties in Athanesius'e use 

of 
4&i5' here, applied to the sinfulness and corruption of man, which 

we have already discussed above, but this Is probably a difficulty of 

theological anthropology as a whole. 

Since this thesis is primarily on the Trinitarian theology of 

Athanesius, we cannot treat the soteriologioal and Christologloal issues 

as fully, but we must indicate how his treatment of these issues is 
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connected with the issues which are our imnediate concern; the more so 

as Athenesius is an abnoriielly coherent theologian. The Logos doctrine 

with *ich Athenesius finally ended was one which emphasised the 

transcendence of the Logos over the material world, but considered this 

transcendence in a sonewhet rationalistic fashion. This hrýd the virtue, 

as a matter of fact, of forcing Athannaiua to face the issue of why the 

Logos bad to adopt the drastic plan of the Incarnation, and thus to 

empbeeise fully the gravity of the hu'uin situation. But in other ways 

it prevents him from taking the full 'jeasure Cz theue issues. Nor. i ly 

we should begin with the Christology, but in V is ease it is better to 

handle the issues in the order in which they were raised by nthanasius. 

In the first. place, there is the doctrine of Lin. The author of this 

thesis maces no apology whatever for eceepting the soheru of iiarl l rth 
(141) 

of the norm , nor is apology needed. According to this, Vera are 

three types of gin; euch is in one senge a species of sin, in thft ants 

of sin can be assigned primarily to one group rather than either of the 

other two, and in another sense they are aunina genera of sin, in that 

all three are in sore way present in e. 11 acts of sin. These tire sin 

as pride, which is Christoeentricnlly the negation of the kenosis, sin 

as damned-foolery (there is no other possible tern for it) the 

Christologi aal negation of the exalted huuenity of Christ and sin as 

unbelief, the negation of the victorious Christ. On this basis 

Athenesius is mainly interested in the second variety of sin, which is 

countered by the operation of sanctification, an the first is by 

justification and the third by the Christian's calling in hope. c: in, 

for him, is essentially due to e! perverse fascination with what is not. 

In the Contra Gentee, this is largely restricted to idolatry, that is, 

the false ascription of deity to what is not God, and in that sense the 

(141 4ee 8eotion8 on Ein in Ch. Dogr. Vol. IV: Pts. I. ZI. Iii. 
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worship of a non-existent entity. But in the De Incarnatione, it 

takes on a wider import, so^iething very close to Das Nichtige, le 

neant, of Barth and the existentialists. This is the effect of 

adhering auch rnoreý losely to the Genesis account. The result of 

this is not error and idolatry pure and simple, but an obscene and 

progressive oorruption, 
4POPI, 

of r nkind which if unchecked must 

lead to his complete annihilation; this corruption pervades the whole 

nature of humanity. Now there care certain criticiarac that are often 

'node which are quite unjustified. To parody Harntick, Athanesius's 

doctrine of sin is not a toxicology; he gives full expression to sin 

as a series of human notions in every sense, which are the result of 
ev 

man 's trensgressionf, ir 1J, and which he conceives, &rrvoFsv 
' (142) 

And works out, Xo5t rts, with what should be his hiphest faculty 

For the same reason, it is a preposterous perversion of the truth to say 

that Athanesius thought of a smooth transition through intermediate 

conditions to complete corruption; what he was sayinFnthHt even when 

man had completely fallen he bad no escape frort the dynamism of sin and 

its consequences. Perhaps least of all have we the right to cavil at 

the "physioism" of his position, especially when it is not the sort 

of physiciem that Hernaek had in mind. in must be recognised as 

involving the whole of man's physis or nature. And again, Athanasius 

far more than any of his predecessors and not for short even of Anselm, 

knows the force of the LAW of sin and death; incidentally, it is God's 

law of sin and death that heb man in its power, and which has pre: eribed 

the debt, debitum, -11b 
öýEtiýopývov, that man must pay, a concept used 

impartially and in exactly the same words both by ilthenvaius and Anselri. 

(142) See aha. 4-5 and above p. 10q for comment on them. 
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There is no place whatever for the allegedly "Patristic" notion of a 

ransom to the Devil; if the question Arose to whorl the debt is being, 

paid, Athenesius end Anselm mu1d alike, have to answer, to God's own 

'rejesty, because, as Athanesius specifically said, by God's very 

nature, His laws are to be kept and not to be set (aide. But a 

criticism that can be validly made is that even when Atheneaiue appears 

to be talking of sin as pride, arrogance, etc., and sin as doubt or 

unbelief, we find that in feet the other notion is f-till Predominant. 

Thus, even when man transgresses the bounds that God has set for hi*i, 

he does not do so after the fashion of Adam and Eve in their desire 

to be as God, or the builders of the Tower of Bnbel, or Prometheus 

and . other similar figures of Greek mythology, which we mention for the 

sole purpose of showing that this idea was quite fn! iliar apart from 

80ripture. It is rather the pathological fascination with whet Berth 

describes as the things that God hits excluded from roan for his own 

mod -a most necessary element in any doctrine of sin but not the 

4019 one. Similarly, Athanesius does not give quite the right 

atmosphere of sin na unbelief. Later, in his scandalously neglected 
143) 

°xeaesie of the Blasphemy against the Holy Ghost 
(, 

he gives the 
best 

account of this trat in all theology, with the sole exception of 
88rthls Dog atice IV: III. He never quite got the m. er. sure of sin as 
pride to the same degree of assurance. This is all the natural result 
or the old form of Logos doctrine, which always left hi- with an 
4 'esolved tendency to consider sin as a deficiency of the highest level 
O :r humanity, and Reconciliation se the supplying of that missing layer. 
**tý1e1188i48 

'transcends this more then is often eeaumed, but not completely. 

(143) "4uiOU q. dixerit", appended, as ohs. 8-23 to "Ad Ssrapione n iy 
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There is another way in which this heu affected bis concept of sin; 

theta is in that, although he introduces sin eis an affront to the 

M jesty of God, be does not carry this idea to completion, as Anselm 

does, and thus does not give quite the full measure of sin necessary 

to explain the penal and substitutionary aspect inevitably interwoven 

with the Cross. For Anselm sin, as an affront to the infinite 

majesty of God, partook in a sense of the infinity of God Himself, 

and therefore so did the price which lwd to be paid - hence only God 

Himself oould pay it. Athanasius was inhibited fron this oonoluaion 

not only by the relics of the deficiency theory of sin but also , even 

more important, by the somewhat rationalistic doctrine of the 

impossibility of the Logos. The beat way in which he could state the 

full gravity and pervasiveness of sin was as an all-pervasive corruption 

of human nature. In the last analysis this cannot fully account for 

the drastic measure of the Incarnation, although it is perfectly true 

of itself and also a perfectly adequate account of why man of himself 
(144) 

is-'Completely helpless What is more, Athanasiua, in trying to 

(144) In this sense, Böhringer's statement (op. cit. p. 100) that 
"in dieser zweiten Schrift, könnte man somit sagen, lasse Athenaeius der 

aufsteigenden Linie in der Logosoffenbgrung, die den Hauptinhalt der 

ersten bildete, eine absteigende oorreapondiren. " is quite correct, even 
though there is also a sense in which Bernar. d, op. oit. passim, maintains 
correctly that the fundamental contrast between the Irrege of God in these 
two books on the one hand, end the anti-Arian writings on the other, is 
that in the former the emphasis is on the mannend aide and in the letter 

on the C, odward side. 

Voigt, op, oit. p. 116ff. and 8tr'dter, op. cit. p. 46, both point out 
rightly that Athenesius is absolutely anti-Pelagian, except that Voigt 

makes needless difftoulties for himself by, in a somewhat rationalistic 
way, describing Pelagianism as an abstract separation between the 
intelleotuel and ethical sides of men, and quoting only from the later 
writings (De Deor. l, Ad Serap. I: 17,20,23, and the "cuiounque dixerit". 
The effect of this is to prevent him cppreoiating the criticism that 
Athenesius's soteriology in the "De Incarnations" is physical and non- 
ethical in the pejorative sense, or, better still, appreciating the 
strength of Athanasius's position. This is what comes of trying to 
present Athenasius as an orthodox protestant. 
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make this a perfectly adequate explanation for the Incarnation, would 

be ultimately driven to one of two errors; either God's normal creative 

and sustaining power is essentially incapable of remedying a dysfunction 

of something that already exists in virtue of its actual existence, 

which proves far too much, or the Incarnation becorles nothing more than 

a special case of the general providence and eompreaence of the :. ogos 
(14; c ) 

in the world in general The former gives too much power both to 

evil and is a curious inversion of the Demiurpe view that the Fathers 

always so rightly attacked; the latter compromises the uniqueness of 

the Incarnation, and is particularly dangerous in view of the natural 

theology that still remains in Athanasius. To the author of this thesis 

there is no alternative to Anseim to account fully for the Incarnation. 

Corresponding to the above, the detiaieuay in the Revelatory section 

is the equivocation with regard to natural theology. This has been 

already discussed in principle. But there is one point that has been 

mentioned in the teat, but which raust be repeated here, since it is so 

often misunderstood. Athanfrsius denies the possibility of sinful rann 

practising natural theology. It is probably correct to interpret his 

remarks about natural theology before Christ and beyond Him as purely 

hypothetical and its practitioners as a null-class. But this is not 

the real point at issue. The question is, even if a fallen unredeemed 

man cannot practise natural theology, what about a redeeried ran? Doea 

the work of Christ give us this right, in the same way that the knowledge 

of, say, Boyle's law in physics gives one the power of understanding more 

complicated and more accurate gas laws like Van der Weal's ., aw which 

transcends the original crude principle -a story repeated constantly 

in the history of scientific and technical progress? The reason for 

(145) An Athanasius tends to do (in both respects) in ohs. 41-44. 
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the resentment aroused by Karl Barth's attacks on natural theology is 

really this false but understandable feeling that he has doubted the 

efficiency of our salvation. Athzvnesius does not say anything 

specific along these lines, and it would be anachronistic to expect hi. _ 

to see the difficulty as acutely as our own generation to which ideas 

of development and progress are so fa^lilier, but this criticism is not 

entirely unfair, and he has rendered hinseif suspect. To treat this 

subject convincingly and exhaustively, it w(uld be necessary to introduce 

eschatology and the Holy Spirit. We live now in the Spirit, between the 

Advents, by faith still end not by sight, with our mission to be 

accomplished in the face of the world and the Last Judgment before evil 

and death are finally done away. objective natural theology under these 

circumstances would inevitably adulterate the Faith with the residual 

evil of the world; it is either dangerous or, as in the consummsted 

Kingdom, superfluous as a principal met7, od of knowing God. Nor can we 

Westerners at any rate plead the Holy Spirit as an excuse, since, 

proceeding from Father and son, He cannot go beyond the revelation of 

Christ. Unfortunately, this whole side of theology, including the ell- 

important Filioque, is the weakest point in Athanasius, and so it 

remained to a large extent throughout his whole life, which is universally 

agreed to be due to the after-effects of the older form of iogos doctrine. 

Turning now to the Christology, we also find signs of the influence 

of his Logos doctrine. He certainly shows no sign of what Raven 

wrongly described as "Platonism", that the Incarnation was the result 

end expression of a natural affinity of the Logos for lesser humanity 
(146) 

in its corporeal character This would be probably Stoic in its 

(146) See above p. 105-6. 
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ontologically incorporeal and impassible, takes or fashions, a body 

which is to be His instrument, Öj . vov , or even His teriple (which of 

course is a Scriptural metaphor). This is a declension from the 

Johennine n yJ 
r pJ FffvTTO and falls below the level later reached 

by the Cheleedonien 
`Christology. 

It is this body, as a body, which 

suffered; Athenesius even says at titles that the Logos gave the body 

over to death to fulfil our punishment. This is, as we have already 

«rede clear, a very dangerous way of looking at the matter. Of course, 

Athanesius was saved from the worst dangers of this approach by the 

very lack of the notion of the i-litntio Christi in its later highly- 

develop66 Mustern form, and also by the early Patristic idea that our 

reconciliation is a process of 9EQwo1107J' 
, deification, with its 

implied half-suggestion that not only the corruption of our hunanity 

but also in some sense our very humanity itself, will be abolished - 

an idea which later of course fell into disfavour. But in the context 

of later theology, especially 'western theology which was always more 

at hone with ideas of punishment, it is obvious that this way of 

thinking would be the root of e ceticiari in its most extreme forms, and 

it quite likely played its part even in the contemporary Near Eastern 

developments in this direction. Even tore generally, there is a 

substantially complete correlation between the distinction between 

Deity and Humanity on the one hand, and that between action and passion 

respectively on the other, a correlation which is again made, mutetis 

mutandis, in the Revelatory section. 

These considerations have Induced a school of nineteenth and early 

twentieth century theologians, including Hernack, Hose, Stülcken and 

Raven, to maintain that the Chriatology and also the soteriology of 
(148) 

Athenesius were really proto-Apollinerinn in character. To a certain' 

148) 5eß+ e bove D. /ID-IL toot note 34 
_ 
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extent, this is true, insofar as we can blgr *a man very much for 

being tainted with a heresy which was not yet topical and had not yet 

provoked its own formal condemnation. But two qualifications must 

be made. Firstly, when Athanasius is directly confronted by Scripture 

he is prepared to speak Scripturally of the sufferings on our behalf of 

Christ as a whole. In fact, this its the only form of suffering that 

is worthy of being so called, much ire is it the only f orir with any 

redemptive significance. It is when be is sneaking aetiologioally 

systematically, and intellectually that Athanesius speaks of suffering 

as being essentially of the body, as opposed to the impassible Logos. 

The evaluation of this is a -rtter of taste on which disputation is not 

to take place, except that we can remark an unresolved tension in 

Athanasius's thought; incidentally it is remarkable how accurately his 

way of speaking correlates with whether his im^Zedinte sub jeot- +tter 

is directly and narrowly Scriptural or otherwise. From this, it is 

evident that much of the "Apollinarian" appearance of Athanasius's 

Christology here is due to the strength of the aetiological element 

in his thinking. Secondly, it is probable that in his systematic 

way of speaking Athanasius was trying to represent what the Council of 

Cheloedon later fixed as the enhypostasi6Aof the Humanity of Christ. 

It would be prohibitively difficult to discuss this in greater detail 

here, but one of the things that it does mean is that, although we 

cannot deny that there is real human activity, eas well as human passivity 

in Christ, he very centre of His ? ersoh, which originates all His 

activity, is not human et all, but entirely Divine. 
-" 

The Contra Arianos 

with their greater emphasis on the dative humanity, represent a far 

closer approximation. But it is true that the De Incarnation does 

represent a first crude approximation to Chaloedon, and after all, eu 

its title shows, the book is about the Incarnation as the Act of God. 
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The fact that Athenasius was virtually beginning ab ovo in circum- 

stances which made previous favoured solutions unacceptable, is shown 

by the fact that he makes no use whatever of the Origenist solution 

of the human soul of Christ ! used with the Logos. Probably the 

Psychological analogy, as has been pointed out above, a well-known 

doctrine vhioh Athenasius himself admitted to be both valid and 
(149 ) 

extent , would have inhibited him from following Origen's doctrine 
(150) 

of the human soul of Christ fused with the Logos If the 

relation between the Logos and the world was analogous to that between 

the bisher and lower parts of a man, soul end body, the Origenist 

position would imply an obliteration of the distinction between Creator 

and Creature. 

When we remeTnber the second qualification and the difficulties in 

connection therewith that Athanssius would have experienced, the defects 

of the approach mentioned above become evident. This is especially 80 

In Raven, Anollinerienism (see esp. pp. 25.40,67,302-308 for the tell- 

tale signs), where the thesis is adopted in the most extreme form and 

where the deficiencies are most in evidence. By his whole treatment 

of the issue, especially his partiality for the heretical Antioohene 

Theodore of RMopsuestie, Raven shows that what he is really against is 

not Apollinarienism but the Chalcedo nian Christology, and he is attacking 

it in the interests of Hestorianie , where he is not contending for a 

Hegelian synthesis between God and rEin, or an illogical eo bination of 

these two heresies. The critic of the Athenneun Christology raust 

dissociate himself from such fellows. Once their mistakes have been 

corrected, we can make their critiois'au with more care and more sympathy. 

(149) C. G. 43. :; ee a 1so Do. Inc. 41 
(150) C. Ce1s. III: 41; the relation in &, 

J Sf I(Jt d%vdK(9IJS 
P, 
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The following tables, for the Christological vocabulary will 

indicate that the Christology of Ath©nBBsius is fundamentally 

instrumentalist, but that this is due to the tremendous emphasis in 

the work as a whole on aetiology and on the Incarnation as God's sot. 

i__Body_ Chs. l-20 21-32 33-40 41-57 Total 

1. As subject in all 
senses ----- 

2. Subject of a verb 
which stands for 
a passive state 27--a 

3. Grammatically and 
actually object of 
external action 56-- 11 

4. Logos subject, 
humanity object 17 28 4 14 63 

5. Logos acts through 
or by humanity etc 19 22 13 36 

6. Logos acts 
% UUMBni by ! - 1- - 1 

44 44 6 27 121 

There is one instance (ohe. l-20 and total) %tioh has three verbs, 

on e of which puts it in Group 1 and two in Group 3. 

. Man Cha. 1 20 21-32 33-40 41-57 Total 

1. As subject in all 
senses - -- - - 

2. Subject of a verb 
which stands for 
a passive state - _- - 

3. Grammatically and 
actually object of 
external action - -- - - 

4. Logos subject 
humanity object - -- 8 8 

5. Logos note through 
or by humanity eto 1 -- - 1 

6. Logos note 
(humanity) 7-21 10 

I`' 9d 
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Seven cases, five in 1-20 and two in 33-40, have not been 

classified, since they either any thst Christ is "not man", in four 

oases, or "not merely men" in threi. 

Little more need be said about the operation of the Atonement 

which bee not been already said, except to stumarise. There are two 

major parts, and a third aspect Which emerges in the course of the 

discussion. The primary aims of the incarnation were, to pay the 

otherwise unpayeble debt, by the death of Christ, that we had 

contracted to the Law; and by the direct presence of the ., ogos to 

reveal the truth about God and religion and to recreate men in the lost 

Iuage of God. During the exposition of these, it is rede evident that 

the Logos has also cone to`d irectly; repulse the corruption that had men 

in its grip. In terms of the classical Triplex 1unus, these are very 

good representations of, respectively, the Priestly, the Prophetic, And 

the Royal Functions, although ideally the riddle one should say more 

about the eschatological aspects of the Revelatory function and our 

corresponding calling. In terms of the traditional threefold operation 

of grace, they again correspond very well to, respectively, Justification 

Vocation (with the above qualification) and üanotifiontion (which also 

corresponds to the recreation of men in the Image). It is noteworthy 

that, contrary to many accounts of Athanesian theology, there is great 

emphasis on Justification, for reasons that have been outlined above, 

as well as on legal and cultic-forensic concepts. Here Athanesius goes 

as far as Ansein except that the ultimate seriousness of sin is not 

derived from its being an affront to the Infinite God, but from its 

being an all-pervasive corruption of the whole of hu*anity vhich in 

that way leaves man helpless. Since the infinity of the scandal of 

sin does not partake in any way of the infinity of God Himself, as it 

does in a certain sense with Anselm, but is rather derived from a sort 
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of infinite projection of hurannity, thiiu fits in nicely with the 

tenriency to think in ter- of the price being not God but the infinitely 

sanctified humanity of Christ. The Anselraic conception would have been 

impossible for Athanasius, since it would have contradicted his doctrine 

of the Impassibility of God. The ex; )c; sition given above in this pare- 

graph does not give quite the full significance of sanctification: 

this is in one sense the ieriber of the trio thtit exercises the control- 

ling influence all round; this iss shown even in Justification by the 

importance attached to the ides of the _ogos sandifyi: fir, the body as a 

sacrifice is sanctified. 

One further aspect of the Atonement which does not. cone very well 

Into any of the classical theological cleeaifientionu must be dieeuaeed 

here; Christ's Humanity an the ). Yd-Kr+kX- rw6'rf , sump ry, recapitulation 

of ours. This ie often erroneously held to be it ohnructaristicnily 

Athenesian doctrine. This is not yet true, am for Hei the De lncsrnatione 

is concerned, as distinct from the Contra nrianos. The resaons are 

obvious; the doctrine of the deification of man, eine the peacive doctrine 

of the Humanity or Christ. We E hall observe how, in the Contra ý'srienos, 
these eire corrected. On the other bend, we find even now this ideH re- 

e'aergin4* little by little. This first happens in a form consonnnt with 

the passive hunanity of Christ, the Idea of Chriut's º3ody, given over to 

Seetb, being eo sanctified that it it the SumDx. ry, and therefore the vr: lid 

and efficacious equivalent, of the death t2, Ht we would otherwise hsvc to 
(151) 

suffer Tan, certain scattered references creep in, as veli as 

the more decisive treatment at a late stage, in the Refutation of the 
Greeks, indicating thrit Athantrsius is beginning to think e1orn the lines 

(152) 
of the later Fathers, thnt vtit Christ did not trdce He mull not redeeri, 

(151) See oh. 8 ff. 
(152) Fee esp. eh. 43. 
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But none of this is recapitulation in the fullest sense, although it 

is all an essential Dart of the concept. The for-jer rather refers to 

Christ's being the recapitulation of what Christian humanity is to be 

not; the letter refers to Christ as being like humanity in general at 

its broadest. The idea of Christ as creeting in Hi-zelf the New 

Humanity in which we are to share emerges only on the edge of the 

theologically most significant first twenty chapters. However, this 

does begin to come to the fore in the context of the Resurrection and 

the glorification of Christ, where he treats them as essentially the 
(153) 

originals of our own exaltation in Christ , in the manner that 

later became so prominent in the Contra Arienos. But es yet it is 

nothing like as prominent as it became later; in fact nothing like as 

prominent as it was in Irenaeus. An incidental point worth noticing 

is that Athanesius'# correlation of the Godhead with action and the 

"! an*ood with passion, as in the )e Incernatione, is in a curious way the 

exact opposite of the procedure of Barth, who methodologically treats 

the humiliation and suffering together with the Deity and the exaltation 
(154) 

together with the Humanity Unfortunately it would again be 

prohibitive to comment on this, except to note that the Athenasian 

correlation is the more "natural" one, as Barth feels, perhaps 

deceptively natural. We have already noted, and shall study at greater 

length, how the Arian controversy compelled the adoption by Athanasius 

of the letter half of the Barthian correlation, the exaltation of the 

humanity, without him ever really arriving at the forger half. 

The Cross and the Resurrection, as actual facts, are amply enough 

treated, although the section on these topics has not quite the weight 

(153) See esp. and of ch. 25 (Long Text) 
(154) See Christolo? ical sections of Ch. Dog. Vol. IV Pte. I and 11 

and for its justification IV: I: 128-135. 
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of the eetiolopicel sections. One reAoon is that they are really 

considered in the foriºer seotions, F:, Y-q that in one sense they control 

them.. The title of the book does not refer so much to the InonrnetAon 

as the event liturgically core eMorated fit Christmas, as to the whole 

economy of salvation. When it has already been said that the Logos 

carne into the world and took a body so es to pay the mortal punisil-zient 

due to roan, eta., And when similer Eorts of statement have been made 

about tb e Resurrection, little remains, after chapter 20, but to tidy 

up certain lesser matters. Whet we can notice is that the Crucifixion 

and the Resurrection are of approxi"^ately equal importance. In one 

sense it is questionable that so much of the discussion of the 

Resurrection should concern the effects of it on the lives of in (i. e. 

only ch. 26 is devoted to the Resurrection pure and simple, and 27-32 

to the changes in the human situation), but this hne the edventage of 

! raking it clear that it was the Resurrection that really gave man the 

power to live the Christian life. 

The defioieneies of the D Inoernntione really show when ttºe8e last 

sections are studied in detail. We have not quoted in extenso from 

the relevant chapters, but an exa iinetion of the text will indicate quite 

clearly that Athenasius treated the operation of the grape of the 

Incarnation in far too imrnanental a fashion. This is certainly to be 

correlated primarily with the complete leck of the holy 6nir. it in the 

theology of this book, but the situation may be even more serious. 

One of the things that is relssi ng, apart from a routine reference at the 

very end after the main material has been coripl-Le tely presented, is the 

whole question of the Second Coming. It is not often enough realised 

by theologians in general that this is primarily a Christological 

deficiency, if the uniform tradition of the Creeds, to say nothing of 

Scripture, means anything et all. The Second Coding;, which is to core, 
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is just es much P pert of the Second Article of the Creed es the First 

Coming, and that applies equally to such creeds of Athenasius's youth 

as the Creed finally agreed at Niceee and the Creed of Ceesarea 

presented by Eusebius at that Council. The natural conclusion from 

this is that there must have been hone inhibition affecting this subject 

that was over and above a failure in the Doctrine of the spirit. In 

the same way, nothing appears to be rtede of the Ascension of Christ, 

except in a most general way as the Exaltation of Christ, and the remarks 

that we have made about the one topic apply to the other. In general, 

there is nothing particularly to show that this is the title vhen Christ 

is away from the earth for a season, and that, in the colloquial phrase, 

"this is where we come in". The close juxtaposition, in Acts 1 and 2, 

of the Ascension, the promise of the second Coming, the ca . land of mission 

and witness, and the promise end gift of the Holy :. pirit, indicate that it 

is no accident that these things go together, whether in their presence 

or in their deficiency. It is possible in this connection that 

Atbenesius might have been effected by the general striosphere of 

premature euphoria on the and of the long centuries of persecution and 

the promise of the dawn of a new clay under Constantine. It is possible, 

although there is no evidence whatever either for or against it, that 

Pthenasius shared the view of Busebius of Cseaere' that Constantine 

himself was an eschatological fipure, a harbinger of the end, since the 

conversion of the ruler of the far-flung Homan 1mpire would carry the 

Christian witness to the ends of the earth, thus fulfilling the 

eschatological requirement. The feiet that later, in the Contra Ariinos, 

he describes Arianism as the forerunner of Antichrist 
(155) 

indicates 

that there was more eschatologioal expectation at that time than people 

(155) Orat. I: 1 
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hRve normally assuried. But the feet is that this was not really 

integrated into the whole structure of theology, ns his treatment shows. 

It is true that this is a common failing. The great exception is 
(156) (157) 

Irenseus among the early Fathers, and perhaps Karl Barth today ; 

but the theology that puts everybody else to shame is not a theology at 

all but the great modern Para-theology - '. iarxinrt. 

These deficiencies on the ruestion of the Christian's reception of 
the grace of Christ even extends to cover issues which, to the mind of 

the average modern Westerner, ere purely Christological and do not involve 

the Spirit directly at all. We refer specially to the oo: aplete lack of 

any mention of either of the two seorements (or, for the benefit of 

"Catholics", the two principal sacraments) of Baptism and the Lord's 

Supper. At first sight, any discussion of the fruits of the Atonement 

imperatively demands a ntion of our baptiana into the Death of Christ, 

and our partaking of His body and blood. But there is nothing. The 

whole approach of Athenesius is the reverse of sacranentalist. It can 

be seid with some measure of truth, but not with entire truth, that he 

is essentially Protestant on this issue. Certainly, in chs. 46-53, the 

principal mode of transmission of the grace of Christ, indeed the only 

way that is mentioned, is the teaching and preaching of the I'Jord, and in 

fact insofar as these are carried on by ordinary nen, they eire no more 

then a participation in the teaching and proeleraation of the : ogos 

Hi-self. Another way of putting the matter is to say that ProtestentiaL, 

at the Reformation itself and in its contemporary revival (as distinct 

from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries) is a reversion from the 

Roman Catholic point of view to the objectivism characteristic of the 

(156) Esp. Adv. Haer. Bok. V 
(157) Ch. Dog. Vol. IV Pt. III 
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Greek Fathers and supremely of the De Incernatione of Athanasius - 

with the difference that the subjective issues had to be feaed this 

time. It would be quite out of place to any anything more about the 

theology of the Reformation, most of all on the question of whether its 

objectivism is adequate, but speaking as a Protestant one must, however, 

reluctantly, note the omissions in Athanasius's account, and be duly 

surprised by them. 

Whet is the reason for this? Before we discuss this further, it 

is necessary to dispose of the Romanist thesis of Cardinal Newman, which 

was propounded expressly with reference to the Trinitarian doctrine, 

but which if anything would if in the least defensible, apply even more 

pointedly here. The. -thesis is that the- matters concerned were, esoteric 

doctrines which could be mentioned, so to speak, in Church, and which 

theologians were not willing to put on paper. Unfortunately, this is 

one of the most indefensible hypotheses that has ever been proposed, 

and it is one concerning which the proverbial ren. ark is literally true, 

that if You believe this, you believe anything. However much they 

might have fallen short of Scripture and later doctrine, a whole 

selection of ante-Nicene theologians, Irenaeus, Justin, Origen, 

Tertu. lien (of whoa Justin is particularly significant both on account 

of the wide range of topics and the f not that he was writing, in an 

Apology to thq senate of Rome! ), all had enough to say, and publicly, 

on both the Trinity and the matters that we are discussing now, to 

disprove Newman's thesis, while the long-standing chaos on the Trinity 

in the fourth century additionally disproves it in the sphere in which 

it was propounded. The probable truth was that, in the first place, 

there was a genuine division in the Church between tha types of theology, 

the intellectual type which was Logocentric with the . 1. ogos taking the 
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sense of rationality, and correspondingly week on the Holy 6pirit; the 

eschatology, and the ecclesiastical and liturgical and credal type, 

which was the dialectical antithesis of the other type and did not have 

its deficiencies, but was relatively undeveloped. The prime interest 

of Athanasius, at that early time, was in the first type, as befitting 

a pair of works which, as we now see, were to a degree apologetic and 

perhaps even academic. Of course Athanasius eras far too intelligent 

and far too faithful to Scripture to stick to one type of theology; 

the other type came in too, but the Logooentricity and the lack of a 

doctrine of the Spirit, eta., were almost certainly due to the fact 

that Athanasius started an intellectual. besides, what with his 

doctrine of any attempt by Athanasius to ascribe grace 

essentially to the elements would be an illegitimate divinisation of 

them, and was in fact repudiated in the Quicunque Dixerit ("Ad berap 

It is probably true that the subjective aspect of Christianity 

could not develop theologically until there was an adequate doctrine of 

the Spirit, which, in the earlier days of Athanasius would have been 

masked by the idea of rationality of the l:. ogos in juxtaposition with 

rationality as a human and mental quiity and activity. It is certainly 

incorrect to consider the Christooentrio sacranentalism (hovvever 

erroneous in detail) of Trans-substantiation as falsifying this rule; 

the reverse is the case, since the condition for this doctrine would be 

not only the doctrine of the Spirit, but the Fulioque as well. This 

is recognised by Greek Orthodox theologians. As to its historical 

truth, it is no coincidence that it is a Western Roman Catholic dogma 

defined at the Lateran Council of 1215, and thus, at the rate at which 

things happened in those days, just after the promulgation of the Filioque 

in 1014 and the final split of 1054, and contemporaneous with other 
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changes which, as vie shall see later, were unmistakeable signs of the 
(158) 

''[astern Procession 

It would be prohibitively difficult to analyse the "Do Inoarnatione" 

in relation to his theological predecessors, but a few remarks are 
(159) 

necessary here Christologicelly, we have already observed the 

difference between the teaching of Urigen concerning the human soul of 

Christ and the relative lack of development of the corresponding 
(160) 

Athanasian teaching On the other ha=nd, there is, with the 
(161) 

exception of Ignatius of Antioch and the well-known Euphusitie 

formulations of ''elito of Sardis in the« Homily on the Pascha", no 

Chriatology in this sense which is definite enough to stand comparison 

in the same way. The reason why Uriren had to affirm a humanity of 

Christ, even a human soul, which was fused with the Logos, but that 

Athenesius did not commit himself to anything definite beyond the 

instrumentalist character of the Humanity of Christ, is usually agreed 

to be that Origen was helped by his doctrine of pre-existent rational 

natures which had a special status in theology below God but above the 
(162) 

rest of creation , whereas no such doctrine is discernible even in 

the earliest theology of Athanesius, and in the later t, eology it would 
(163) 

have been most offensive Again,, the tremendous strength of 

(158) For a full discussion of this, see below, p. 1162-J155_ 
(159) Eee, for these questions, the original sources of the approp- 

riate Fathers, end also the bibliographies in any ^iodern theological 
dictionary, and general histories of doctrine, especially of Reconciliation 
for a ready comparison, btre"ter, op. cit. 1-15, on the comparison of 
Athenasius with Irenaeus and Oripen, needs to be taken with a grain of 
salt, because, as an interested Roman Catholic, he has too greet an 
interest in, and a tendency to, assimilate the three doctrines. 

(160) C. Cels. 111: 41. 
(161) Ign. ad Eph. 7. 
(162) De Princ. Book I, Ch. 5. 
(163) For the obvious reason that there had to be a sharp differen- 

tiation between God and the creatures. 
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Athanasius's aetiological interest and also bis interest in the 

Incarnation as the sheer act of God would have inhibited any tendency 

to discuss in too ! euch detail the Humanity of Christ even in the 

Origenist way, whereas Origen's interests were fror more diffuse, 

unhurried, and in a sense academic, so that all topics claimed his 
(164) 

attention. Dorner rede the most balanced summary, when he said 

that Athenasius's theory "supplied no occasion for more carefully 

considering the question of the human soul of Christ ... the man Jesus 

was simply and solely the Logos, walking among men in the human nature 

which He bore. Athenesius thus verged towards the old representation 

of the body of Christ as a garment or a temple which excludes the full 

idea of the Incarnation. It is remarkable however that precisely here 

Athenesiue made a decided effort to rise beyond that meagre notion .., 
(towards the conclusion) ... that He should beeorbe really one of us 

. ." /'An for the Doctrine of Reconciliation, Ath*nabius is quite 

peculiar a*nong the principal theologians of the early centuries in his 

emphasis on the wrath dnd judgment of God and on the penal aspect of the 

Atonement., / On the other hand, the second half of Athansaius's soterio- 

logy, the Revelational and enlightening function of the )Togos, is the 

normal and principal position of the earlier Alexendriane, Clenent, and 
(1sä) 

of % 
Origen 

kith 
?. ýethodius, Athenesius's irrnediete predecessor, ^is a 

much more difficult matter to determine the connection, if cony; "In 

11'ethodius we hear much about salvation by faith. And yet his principal 

writing is sn extravagRnt laudation of virginity. Even the efficacy of 
(166) 

Christ's conquest over the ')evil is largely the efficacy of His virginity" 

(iM) "History of the Development of the Doctrine of the Person of 
Christ (R. T. ) Div. I. Yoi. II: 259-60. 

(165) See Tollinton "Clement of itlexandria" Vol. 11: p. 21, for a 
oo. erison of Clement with Athannaius. 

166) Resbdell "The idea of Atonement in Christian Theology" p. 293. 
See also iethodius, Conviv. 10: 1. 
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There is far less resemblance between Athanasius and Irenaeua then is 

usually assumed. Western theologians of all kinds, especially in the 

last hundred years, have been far too prone to talk diffusely and 
(167) 

inaccurately of the Asia-°'inor"type doctrine of physical redemption 

Undoubtedly, this is a reaction from the prevalent Western theology of 

both kinds, Protestant and Roman Catholic each in its different way, 

which has laid too much emphasis on the individual in its ideas of the 

working of the Atonement in praoticdk; whether it is the individual's own 

ethical self-consciousness or the individual as on the receiving and of 

the Church's sacramental and penitential system. If once we reooFniae, 

so-we should, that these things must be considered generally - that is, 
(158) 

from Him in Whom all things oo nsist and a true confrontation with 

scientific thought should make the individualistic way of thinking less 

and lese feasible -, we should be then in e position to recognise both 

Athanesius and Ireneeus for what they are really worth, but also to see 

the greet differences between there. There is, of course, 11 relative 

leck of the juridical end penal element in lrenaeus, as has been usually 

recognised, nor in he outstandingly utrong on the enlightennent of the 

soul, of Athanealus Is. But he is for stronger than Athenaeiuu, at any 

rate the Athenesius of the "De inoornatione", on the Recapitulation, and 

also, even More so, on the continuity of Christian work and witness and 

of the growth of mankind unto the stature of the -censure of the Culnees (169) 

of Christ , and, most of all, on eoolesiology and eschatology. 

This all 001tparea pointedly with the relatively naive, alriost euphoric 

treatment of these matters in the oonoluding portions of "De Incarnations". 

.. 
(167) S* Loofs, art. "Arianism" p. 18 in P. R. R. (3rd ed. ) Pt. Lt. 

stulokefl, oi). oit. 81-89. Streiter, op. cit. 1-18. (168) Col. 1: 17 
(169) EPA. 4: 13 
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Part of this may be due to the different interests of the writers, since 

Irenaeue did not have the same aetiological interest as Athanasius, but 

had to write hie work to refute the Gnostic heresies, and ultiL tely 

and supremely, "faroion. The topics in which he was mainly interested 

are the natural topics for a theologian with auch interests. Indeed, 

where Irenaeus exaggerates his recapitulations and typologies and fulfil- 

rnents, it is certainly in the interests of further demonstrating, so 

against '-! eroion, the unity of the two Testatents. But the ultimate 

effect of this is tYat the doctrines of reconciliation of Athanasius and 

Irenasus are, within the general "physicist" basis, virtually dialectical 

antitheses. Indeed, the "Da Incarnation" show no very great 

resemblances to any other earlier writing of a sufficient scale, 

complexity, and preservation to be comparable. Its closest analogy is 
(190) 

not in fact, a patristic book at all , but Paul's Lpistle to the 

Romans, or rather, what this Epistle would be if there were no discussion 

of the Jewish question. 

Finally, when one studies an important book like this, it is 

traditional to evaluate the various critioie*na of other writers. On the 

other hand, in this context this procedure would involve needless 
(171) 

repetition, since all ariticisris that ? eve ever been raede of the 

Doctrine of Reoonoilietion of Athanasius involve issues that have been 

(170) For a comparison of the "Contra Gentes" and "De Incarnations" 
together with the "De Theophania" of Susebius of Caesarea, see above, 
P. 51-33 

(171) In addition to the literature cited in the text, see, for 
example, Rashdall, "The Idea of Atonement in Christian Theology", 294-300, 
Moberly, "Atonement and Personality", 349-365, Denney, "The Christian 
Doctrine of Reconciliation" 36-44 -a severe criticism of Athanasius 
from the point of view of pietism at its beet, and Brunner, "The "Mediater" ; 
see also indices under the name "Athanasius" especially for Brunner, whose 
praise for Athanaaius rivals that of Barth cited above. 
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fully discussed in the text of this chapter of our thesis; its 

"physicist" end "unethical" chaDeoter, and, very closely related to it, 

the apparent vagueness and scrappiness with which Athanasius treats 

the question of how the Atonement becomes real for the individual. The 

question of the sense in which Athanesius'i concern was with "Redemption" 

as the basis of his theology is better left till a later stage. But 

one thing can well be said now, which applies to all these issues. 

Athenasius's "physicisnm" is simply a manifestation of his concentration 

o. the thing of ultimate importance, the One Thing on which everything 

else depends, Christ Himself. Only when that is understood correctly 

can we go to any other issue, most of all the issue of the individual's 

appropriation of salvation. Without Athanasius; or rather without the 

witness to Christ that he gave, there would have been no mystics, no 

Christian moralists, no pietiats in the best sense; they would have all 

been lost in the ocean of paganism and idolatry. This unswerving 

concentration on the one thing that really matters was, by the providence 

of God, the great contribution of the Greek way of thinking to the witness 

of the Gospel. If it is true that, and if a reason is required why, 

Christianity survived best in a Greek environment, this is the reason. 

Dogmatic theology may usurp faith or even Christ Himself, but all too 

often the real alternative in the situation in question is not these 

things, but myth and legend, or what is worse, arbitrary and moralistic 

rules and regulations. When the Greek spirit usurps Christ Himself, 

it falls further than anything else, but when it is In full submission 

and conformity to its Lord, it truly keeps before its devotees the First 

Commandment., "Thou shalt have no other gods before 14e". It is in this 

glorious sense that Athanesiue -is a Greek 
. 
Christian, the greatest of his 

kind. The One Thing that counted was Christ, and his "physieism" is 
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simply a manifestation of this great truth. It is legitimate to 

criticise him for not having worked out matters in detail that had 

ectually been studied by pest generations, but the basis of his theology 
(172) 

we reject at our peril - most of till in this generation with its 

background of scientific determinism and uniteriness. 

This oonoludea our detailed study of the theology of Athanusius's 

De Inoernetione, unquestionably his developed pre-Arian theology. We 

have spent much time, more than we anticipated, on this work not only 

on the grounds of its inherent complexity, in the good sense, but because 

it is simpler to discuss problems when they appear first. Almost as 

soon as it wes written, the storm of the Arien controversy burst over 

Athanesius, and he did not return to the more distinctively Christologloel 

and soteriologioal themes until e late stage in the controversy, in the 

"Contra Arianoi. One of the problems that we shall have to face is the 

differences in the soteriology and Christology and their relation to the 

intervention of the Arian controversy; at that stage, we shell be able 

to treat these matters at not such a great length. This brings us to 

the other reason why we have had to discuss his theology at ouch great 

length, the unity of theology, as is shown with particular clarity in 

Athenas ius . It is one of the truisms of theology that when we treat of 

one subject we are committed to treating every other subject in relation 

to it, and so in a sense treating everything in connection with every topic. 

Atheneeius's repetitiousness, which is a well-recognised and self-confessed 

(172) The last word mey fairly go to Hornhäuser, op. cit. p. 94: 
(in spite of any deficiencies in Athenasius's theology of the 

Cross) ... Dennoch scheint es uns, dass die Theologie unserer Tage 
(80.1903 - author) tielfath zu geringschlitzig auf den griechischen Vater 
herab fiehlt und ihnen nicht ihr Recht ungesohmdlert zu teil werden 
least ... to the impoveriehient of all theology) .. ." 
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characteristic, is due to the fact that he does just this; in this 

way he pointedly resembles the modern Karl Barth. In any case, now 

that we have expounded the early theology of Athanavius, with its 

unreserved commitment to the Deity of the Logos, we mu8t now see how 

he faced those who denied this first principle. 
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CHAPTER 11 

CAL PROBLEMS CONNECTED WITH THE FIRST 

Before we can go further, we must analyse certain critical problems 

concerning the Orations against the Arians, for several reasons: 

First, they are the magnum opus of Athanasius, second, there is no 

indubitable evidence for their dating, there being prima facie evidence 

for every date between 338 and 358, third, the former date, championed 

by Loofs, would make them the earliest of the major dogmatic works, 

after the De Incarnations, and finally the dating of these works 

materially affects the dating of other dogmatic works. 

Evsn the most cursory of preliminary examinations shows that, 

prima facie The Fourth Oration, whether it is by Athanaslue or not, is 

not the fourth member of a materially consecutive aeries of four chose 

first three members are Orations I- III. Therefore seeing that it 

is obviously not what it claims to be, critical and other questions 

concerning it will have to be treated separately and it oaruot be used 

for a study of the development of Athenasien theology. 

1. Dothese constitute a ai ne wo a what is the t al 

relation between them? 

USS evidence is unanimous that these works are three separate 

nOTo I. The best translation mould be simply "books"; the Latin 

"orations" is a great exaggeration; on the other hand, there is a 

certain rhetorical character about the style which we have already 

noticed, and whioh is important to remember in the critical evaluation 

of them. The commencement of Orat. IX: 47 and 48, where Athanasius slips 

into the aeoond person in his references to the Arians, as compared with 

the commencement of other chapters, notably II: 37,38,44, indicates a 

certain affinity to the diatribe. While we are dieoueeing the literary 
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character it is important to remember that, in view of this, and in 

view of the even flow of the language and the well-known "repetitiousness" 

of Athanastus, here at its maximum, we cannot automatically assume that, 

where a shorter version of an extract from the Orations appears in 

another work, this other work is later and more mature; Athanasius may 

have added certain apparently superfluous words to harmonise with the 

style of the Orations, for the sake of what can only be termed "prose 

scansion". To return from this lengthy but important digression, the 

MSS divisions between one 
Aoro.. 

and another all agree, and, as the first 

chapters of each of the three are reoepitulatory and/or introductory 

there is no doubt that they are in one sense three separate books. 

On the other hand, they fit tightly together in the way in which 

a single opus is expected to cohere internally (and ocoasionally does 

not'. ). The architectural pattern is very firmly integrated. Newman 

in his Notes on Orat. II: l8, suggests that Athanasiue nay be writing 

a systematic reply to an Arian work. Firstly, the fundamental basis 

and practice of Arian theology is discussed and refuted (Or. I: till 

ch. 35). From then till the last ten chapters of Or. III, Athanesius 

expounds, in terms of the orthodox doetrine, the passages of Scripture 

on which the Arians relied for their case, and in an order that is 

not haphazard, but quite deliberate. He begins with the verses where 

the question at issue is simply the use of iTotew , to make, or similar 

word applied to Christ as the direct object, or other expression 

implying that Christ is a more oreature, according to the Arians; here 

Athanasius for the first time fixes the distinction between Christ 

as man and Christ God. This culminates in the famous passage 

Prov. 8: 28, LIZ; in a most extended exposition of this passage, 

Athanasius makes one of the two great expositions in theological 

history of Predestination, as being God's predestination of Himself 
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in Christ, and in the Economy of Salvation, as the God of Grace. 

The preceding exegesis clears the ground for this. Finally come the 

passages concerned with the Incarnate Christ Himself, in which the 

working out in detail of the economy of salvation is expounded. The 

last ten chapters of Or. III begin a new section dealing with the 

various evasive actions of the Arien party, and the tricks by which 

they tried to insinuate Arianism Into the Church, once it had found 

open Arianism repulsive. This section is patently incomplete; 

this will bs diaoussed llater,. and nothing can be said now, except that, 

whatever was masst to follow Or. III, ch. 87, it was not Or. IV. The 

structural unity of the exegetical sections is confirmed by the tact 

that in Or. I, 53 and III*1, brief sumaries of the passages mis-expounded 

by the Arians Include, in -each ease,, passages whose orthodox exposition 
(1) 

is contained in each of the Orations Is II and III. 

For this reason, we oannot accept the oomnsnoeaent of Orat. II and 

III, in whioh (explicitly in II, lese so in III) Athanssius expresses 

his disappointment in being eompelled to produce new material because 

his previous books had not oonwinoed the# as evidence that his 
(a) 

intentions were over restrioted to Orat. I or Orat. I and IS. This 
is more likely to be a halt-polite, halt ronia apology for an unusually 

large quantity of material, of the sort that is consistent with Greek 

(1) gee StVlokan, "Athanaaiana", Texte Und Untersuehnagen, 1899, 
Neue Volle IT, Soft II. This important work will be cited throughout 
this ohspter as "op Oit" " 

(I) The suggestion here rejected was made by monttauoon, Migne P. G. 
XXV, o=zsriil B left ool.; Robertson, L. N, P-N. F, p. 303, tentatively 
accepts the be inning of Orat, Zls 1 as evidence that the orations were 
composes at different times. 
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literary manners; it may also be, in part, something like the hope 

of any plt"respeeting general that the oomplex plan that he has 

just devised will be made unnecessary by the enemy's surrender at 

the first blow. Of course, it may be still true that, as we shall 

see later, the exegetical section is mach longer then what was 

originally envisaged, Inoidontelly, Athenastus further "llud{ss, to 

the Arians' imperviousness in the middle of the Second Oration. 

Thus in general it is evident that from the outset the intentions 

of Athansaius extended to Orat. III: d7, at least. On the other hand, 

the genmal prosumption# justified by the traditional division, would 

be that they more issued at di! larent times $ though probably in rapid 

succession, without a real break. As a matter of fact, we cannot be 

absolutely sure that there was not a quits substantial break in time 

betwoon one and the other, during which Athanasius might even have 

ooiiposed other works. There is the famous ease of Wagner's "Der Ring 

dss Nibelungen", In which, having written all four poeue and the musio 

of "Du 8bsinsol4", "Die Walküre", and about halt of ": 3iegfried", in 

l857,, aid said. Albe emusie for 12 fears, during which he began and 

completed two unrelated sumo dramas in which he developed tremendously, 

and soused, in 186S, the sumo of the rsnainder of "Siegfried" and of 

"Die Obtte erung", in such a way that such a sensitive critic as 

8rneat Pkw Mn staff that the break cannot be detected. Although 

there on& be few eases of a writer or artist having a sufficient 

intelleotasl and moral grasp of his subject, the' Contra Arianoi' is 

(5) 
i 

Ihl4tl9~0 ff. *. Sdillakon, op. cit. p. 45 also quotes I; E9: 72A l n this oonnßion, but the relevetoe Is relative y tenuous. 
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certainly one such. Of course, this alternative hypothesis would 

give the Oontre Arians even more of the character of a magnum, or 

rather masimua, opus than e*o . In general, it is more probable 

that the three Orations were issued consecutively, but it means that 

in establishing the da to of writing, we shell have to be careful 

to consider evidence from the various sections of the three Orations. 

Thus, although the Orations I- III were probably published 

separately, they eye in the etrongeet sense a unity; they were probably 

though not eerteinly issued in suoceIeion. 

The Data of os of t Oantre as I- III. 

In spite of the traditional opinion that they date from the Third 

and zile t 5; . 
ä58, the most cogent disousolon is that of Stiilokon 

(4) 

Loofa who maintain that they were written at a seich earlier date, 

Loofa supporting 388. Therefore, our study will be, in the grain, an 
(6) 

exposition and criticism of the views of these scholars 

The dating of 358 is traditionally based on the position of 

4) op. cit.. p. 45-50. 
S) in PR 3rd ed. ) Pt. II: p. EO0. Bse also pp. 17»19 of same 

part 
(d) This sort of view is also supported by Gurus, "Die hommS- 

usianisohe Partei Ibis sun Tode den äonstantiue, l85-146 and also, 
tentatiwly, "by 0piti,, notes on "de Deoretie" 5, apud fin.. 

(9) Originally the Henediotine dating; of. 14igne P. O. XUV: ozxurii - 
ozs*ri114 and XV1: 9-lo eto. This Is followed by virtually all Roman 
Catholic and Anglican seholarship, up to and inoluding, in the latter 
ease, Kelly, "1sr+y Christian Creed", 257-261. Most German Protestants 
have tended to support the earlier dating, except Hose, "Studies .. ." 51. The o: tiy Rost Catholic which the author knows to have disagreed 
with the traditional, dating is Cavaliers "Saint Atbanase", p. 20, where 
he suggests 547-350, which would agree with Loots and Stocken in putting 
them tefvwe the "De Dso is". The author has in virtually every 

1sepeot found hissOlf'in remarkably oomplete, agreement with Anton Stegmann 
"Zur Datierung der drei ersten Reden des heiligen Athenasius gegen den 
Arisnern", Theologische Quartalsohrift (Tübingen), 1914: 423-450; he is 
the most independent of the Roman Catholics. 
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the Orations in several ! 4SS immediately after the Rp. Snogol. ad 

F. piso. Aeg. et Lib., and a postulated identification of then with the 

work referred to in Bp. ad Serap. de L[orte Arii 1 (Migne P. G. XLV 685A), 

1p. ed Vonaoboo 1 (fLY 692A) and peeaia*, Bp. I ad Serap. de S. a. 2 

(XXVI 831l8), bp. Il ad Serap. de u. a. 1 (608C-609A); sie, also Ep. III 

ad Serap. de S. a. 1 (684C. 625A). On the former issue the evidence 

in favour of this view is that in Codex Seguer the Sp. Enoycl. ad Spisc. 

Aeg,, and Lib. is styled the First Logos against the Arians, on the 

authority according to a marginal note, of Theodore of Pharan, ano 

orthodox or$tie of the contention of L everus the : 6onopbyaite in his 

claim that it was really the Fourth Oration. In many other oases 

this Epistle figures as the Fourth Oration, in others as the Thirr;, 

with the Do 8ententia Dionysii, divided in two as the first two 

(6) 
. 
Cf. for what follows, Stüloken, op . ýoit. 

pp, 51-E, Newman, Fýelect 
Treatises against the Arians, p. 499, in "Library of the Fathers", 
Oxford, Mine,, P. G, WI; 9-10. Also thg modern study of the U539 
evidenoe in Opits, "Untersuchungen sur Vberlieferung der Schritten des 
Athanasius" eh, l. 

(9) The sit ion in the It S used by Opitz is as follows: 
W CO1 "t 

ex a siaous A4 dembr. a X) : 1. C. G. 2. De Inc. 3. Ps-Ath. 
Utaputatio sum Arlo (Migae P, G. X[YIII: 440 f. ) 4. Sp. ad Spiso. 
Aea. et Lib, deeoribed as lot Oration against the Arians. 
5. Orat. I CZAr. (here described as End). d.. 0rat. II C. Ar. (here 
d. s ez tbed as 3rd) e 

(*z. Qeawnsis): 1. (end of Ds Ina. ) 2. Disp. oum Arlo. 3. Bp. 
Ad Zpiso. Asg "t Lib.. 

U (Cz. Pstºaiseus A3 membr. ): 8. Disp. oua Arlo. 9. . nd ý. Aeg 
st Lib. ("Orat. 1"). 10. C. Ar. I ("E"). 119 C. Ar. 

ý 
("S"). 

120 0. *r. III (*4"), 

x (ex. X*eoianna g=aeo: u 50) : 18. De Inc. et C. Ar. 81. Diep. aum 
Bio. U. gý . ad Ip. AAg. et Lib ("Orat. 1"). 83. C. Ar. I ("3"). 
84. C. Ar. ii (w3"). 85. C. Ar. Iii ("4"). 

1Y (. Cz. dtbe» Fabopedi9 7 meeMbr. ): 16. Diap. oum Ario. 17, Ep. ed Ep 
Aes. et Lib. 18. C. Ar. I ("1"). 19. C. Ar. II ("E"). 80. C. Ar 
III ("ä"). 81. De Ino et C. Ar. 
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Now it is quite oertein, from the mention of the historical events 

V (Qz. Karoianw greeaua 49): 5. Disp, aum Ario. 4. Ep. ad 
Ip. Aeg. et Lib. 5. C. Ar. I("1"). 6. C. Aa. II("8"). 
7. C. Ar. III(113"). Be De Ina. et C. Ar, 

L (Cs. Hurnaianaa 46); S. Diop. oum Ario. 4. Bp. ad Zp. Mg. ot 
Lib. 5. C. Ar. I("1"). d. C. Ar. II("2"). 7. C. Ar. III("3"). 
S. Do Ina. "t C. ar. 

Q (COs. Biocardianus): 3. Disp. ous Arlo. 4. Rp. ad Bp. Aeg, et Lib. 
("0rat. 1"). ä. C. Ar. I("ß"). 6. C. Ar. II("3"). 7. C. Ar. III 
("4"). 8, Do Iao. ot C. Ar. 

DOa0PATKR Co_l "otion: 
ut ena i)(A III 4 chart p"1111): 3. Disp. vuX Ario. 

4. lp. ed Xp. Air«. At Ltb" 5. C*Ar. I("1"). 6" C. Ar. IZ4"2"). 
!. C. Ar. I2 ("5"). S. De Ina. et 0. Ar. 22. C. Ar. 1V("5"). 

K (C=. Athous Vatapedi Y& VI scab. ): 3. Zp. ad Bp. Aeg. et Lib. 
4. C. Ar. I ("1") . 5. C. Ar, II ("t" l. 6. C. As. III (O 

, 
304 N 

to De Iae. et C. Ar. 50. C. Ar. IV(Unnuslbered: TD) AV-rou KA1 cL )peiAvciv )" 

A (Cz. Asbrosianus 464): 3. =p. ad ltp. /ýg. et Lib. 4. C. Ar. I("1"). 
S. C. AriII("E"). 6. C. Ar. III("3"). 7. Ds Ino. et C. Ar. 
$0. C. Ai. IV("5"). 

T (C=. ftsqusssis Us): See A above, but no C. Ar. IY. 

ä (Cs. liore*tinus greeoue (Son uareo): 3. Disp. ani* Ario. 
d. t. &d ý. Aes. et Lib. Bo C. Ar. I("l"). 6. C. Ar. II ("2"). 
7. ß. Ar. III ("5"). 8. ISO Ino. et C. Ar. 31. C. Ar. IV("ä"). 

d (Cz Yatiosnus , 6arseons) : 

ß us , of 
... : 

? ho only relevant 
10. Dfsp, oo* Arlo. ll. 

1, D3ep. oun Arlo. 2. C. Ar. III. 

m aber is (cz, ) sdio1anris): 
Q. Ar. III(«3"g. 

R 
ICzool; 

b 
.8 

ýI t 

&s s nus raeeua 494, onllsd Regius by lbntteuoon)s (The 
first 20 writings are missing, an the first Gre k dumber is K-L ). 
21. C. Ar, III (unnumbered). ß8. C. Ar. IV (? o0 Aurot, .. 0). 

6 (Cz. Paiioinus Coialinianua graeoue 45, oal led Seguerianua by 
! lontteuoon): 4. De Ino. et C, Ar. 18. Ep. ad Bp. Asg. et Lib. 
("Orat.! "). 19.80. C. Ar. Il("5"). 8l. C. Ar. III 
($49). 22. C. Ar. IV("6"). 

B (Cý. Soorielenais ý? }s8. Ep. ad Ap. Aeg. et Lib. ("Orat.! " ). 
9. C. Ar. IV("a"). 

P (Cz. Permeneis greeoue 10): 1. C. Ar. III("4"). 2. C. Ar. IV("8"). 

0 (C=. Soorialeneia )< ): 10, Bp. nd Ep. Aeg. et Lib. ("Oret. I"). 
11. C. Ar. I("2")f 12. C. Ar. II("3"). 13. C. Ar. IV("S"). 
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of 356, including the nomination of George as bishop, that the 

UbroaadMSS: 
t. t1 "niinsie) : 1. C. Ar. I ("1". ). S. C. Ar. II ("2") . 3. C. Ar. 

Iii(030) . 4, äp. ad älp. Asg. st Lib. ("Crat. 4") . 
0 (Cz. Lattrenttanus 4. £5 memo. ): 16, The Ino, et O. Ar. 

(Cs. Vatioenue grnesus 1451): S. De. Ino. et C. Ar. 

D (Cx. Astbro. ianue p55): 21, De Ine. et C. Ar. 

1I (Qs. f t onus graeous 400) t 1. C. Ar. IV 0 d'TDV ýý Ke. Tý £ýývw 
ý1irv 60 oý). 2. Disp. oum Ario. 

b (Cz. 0sneyenais graeous 29): (aeoonä soribe): 1, E . ad gp. Aego 
it Lib. ("Orat. t"). ' 2. Q. Ar. I("2"). S. C. Ar. II("3"). 
4. C. Ar. III("4"). b. De Ino. et C. Ar. ("oret. ß"). 6. Sp. 
Eneyol. ("oret. 6")" 

Only the portions or the order of the books directly relevant to 
the "Contra Arianos" I-III has been #&ren here. Where all three 
Orations are present, the order is always the sorge, and Opits notices 
no difference in the position of the divisions between the Orations, 
except in the case of the first and the lest 1ASS in this list, where 
folia have been lost or lased out of order. The table certainly 
shows the class association of the Orations with the Lp. ad Bp. Aeg. et 
Lib., and to a lese extent, with the De Incest C. Ar., in each case 
mob closer than with the so-causa Fourth Oration. But on the 
other bend, reference do the full table - as is evident even from 
the sslefrtion bore - indicates that there in almost no correlation 
at all between the place in the MS and the time of writing, except 
that the "Q. Olntes" and "De Incarnations" are normally first. 
This look of correlation is evident whatever dating is adopted for 
the Orations, end in spite of the MS evidence, we ave still in 
a position to discount these connections on other grounds. The 
general t"ndenoyº to put the Orations early thus probably mans 
no sore than that the collectors arranged the works frequently on 
the basis of the most important or characteristic marks coming 
first, after the indubitably earliest works. It is signif oast 
that the thsr anti-Arien writings are quite irregular. t.,., 
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Ep. Rnoyel. ad Xpiso. Aeg. et Lib. was written at or just after that date, 

and the plain is that therefore, by reason of their close association 

either Just before or just after, the Orations I-III shoul3 be deemed 

to have been written about the same tine, However, it is at least 

as certain that this Rpistle is, again not av ber, in any plane 

whetever,. of my series mhtoh includes Orations I-III, for these two 

reasons: firstly, it is a mixture of history and pure dogmatics, 

while the Orations are as close an approach to pure dogmatics as we 

find in Atbanasius, at any rate in the anti-Arien writings, the 

historical material being kept down to a bare minimum; secondly, the 

dogmatie and exegetical seetions of the $p. lnoyol. ad Spiso. Aeg. et Lib. 

ohs. 13f 1q, iaeluds usterial from all three orations. Thu the 

presumption is that the Spietle is not part of the same work es the 

Orations, eines otherwise the tightly organised plan of the latter 

would be disrupted. '. 1ontfauoon admits this, although he dose except 

the abotimentioned 3S order as representing an approxian is 

ohronolegteal order of writing. 

TO tarn to the. orosa"refereneee in other works of the Third 

zile enurwºrated above, we shall follow in the main Stuloken"s 

refutation of the traditional position. The important references 

are in the Rp. ad ! loziaohos, as follows, starting at the beginning: 

(the missive mentioned form virtually the entire subject of the 

letter) : 

1. "In compliance with your affectionate request, I have written 

a short account (E, ý4 di 0\ t'V) of the sufferings which 

ourselves and the Church have undergone, refuting, soooriing to 

my ability, the accursed heresy of the Arian madmen, and 

proving how entirely it is alien 'b the truth. ..... (after 

a statement of the extreme diffi oulty be had in writing about 
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2. the subjeot, due to itw own inherent majesty). .... But lest 

I should be found to disappoint you or by my. silenoe to lead into 

impiety those who have made. Inquiry of you, and are given to 

disputation, I constrained myself to write briefly (o)ºi d- dý: j 

(UT d43A), which I have now sent to your Piety. ..... (there 

follows a statement that although we are reduced to negative 
theology, that is enough to refute and denounce Arianism) ... 

3. Aseordingly 4 have written as well as I was able; and you, dearly 

beloved, receive these oommunioations not as containing a perfect 

exposition of the Godhead of the Word, but as being merely a 

refutation of the impiety of the. enemies of Christ, and as 

eontaining and affording to those who desire it suggestions for 

arriving at a pious and sound faith in Christ. ..... And 

ise ediatoly send it back to as, and suffer no-one whatever to take 

a eopy of it, nor transcribe it for yourselves. ..... Vor it 

is not safe that the writings of us babblers and private persons 

should fall into the hands of them who shall come after. ..... 
(follows eonelusion and doxology), 

Muah of this is s iaple Greek and Christian modesty, and it In by no 

Mates out of the treiben that the same may apply to the two 

references to the shortness of the treatise mentioned; in a senes, 

and, in the sosse referred to here, even t) Orations I-III would be 

short compared with their subjeot, in all its majesty. 

The Ep. ad Serap. de `forte Aril patently refers to the same book 

or books (starting from the beginning) 

". .. (salutation) ,.. you have requested me to make known 

to you the events of my times relating to myself, and also 

concerning that most impious heresy of the Arlene, ..., and 

also of the manner of the death of Arius t With two out of your 
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three demands I have readily undertaken to comply, and have sent 

to your Piety what I wrote to the monks; from which you will be 

able to learn -r i <LA JdS Y4A iL I<L 1ý1Vk IV (Let. corn 

roe nostraa, tum see quer ad haeresim attinent. In spite of 

L. N. P-N. F., not necessarily "the history of the horsey"). .... 
(There follows a description c the death of Arius, to settle the 

point that, assertions to the contrary notwithetanding, he died 

suddenly and spectacularly before his restoration to communion with 

the Chursh, just as he was about to be restored, to clinch t1e 

argument) .... (Finally the admonition addressed to the monks 

against publication is repeated and for the same reason )... ." 

From these two references combined deductions can be made. In the 

first place, it is obvious that no one work at present extant iota 

the case, with the possible exception of the Ep. ad ! pisc. Aeg. & Lib., 

and the "Ds Synodis". However, the "Contra Arianos 1-111"0 in 

combination with the so-called "Hilt, Arianoruni ad 'toaaohos", 

traditionally associated with the &p. ad 'lonaohos, will fill the bill, 

although the combination would be exceedingly long, as both the 

historical and dogmatic elements would be present as required. The 

former reference suggests that it was one work, but the letter 

definitely shows that there were two, which leaves the above hypothesis 

as a possibility, that the orations were at least part of what was 

written to the monks. But the evidence in not at all strong. 

Secondly, these letters, which are evidently very close together, 

were written during the Third Exile. Sines the latter was written 

to enable Serapion to give an authoritative refutation of rumours that 

Arius had died in full communion, 3erapion was evidently a bishop, and 

although we do not know a great deal about his career the earliest 

time consistent with the above and also with the extreme sufferings of 
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Ate anasius which he mentions (if they do refer to a specific present 

or recent state of affairs), is the Third Exile. Even here, the 

evidence is not conclusive, and the combination of factors, although 

a point in favour of the traditional dating, is far from conclusive. 

The reference in the Epistolae ad Serap. de u. s. have been 

cited, but do not really help. The Epistles were written during the 

Third Exile (Bp. I, first sentence). In ch. 2 of Ep. I, Athanasius, in 

a brief reference to the Arians as being like the Tropici, says of 

the former, -rdiö -mom' FýpýµCY4against them is sufficient", 
(P. G. IIYI 532B). As Shapland says in his footnote, this may refer, 

not only to the Contra Arian., but also to the whole corpus of anti- 

Arian writings, and in any case there is no clue as to whether the 

writings in question are recent or not. The passage at the very 

opening of 1P. II is an follows: 

"I was of the opinion that even as it was, I have written briefly 
11 // 

(Alp, rUHTVGLI 
- that is, as this extract undoubtedly refers 

to Bp. I ad6erap. de S. s., 80 cols, of Latin and Greek combined 
in Migne's Patrologis Graeca, as against 457 for Cont. Ar. I-III); 

indeed, I taxed Myself with great weakness in not being able to 

put into writing all that it was humanly possible to say against 
those who are g4ilty of impiety toward the Holy spirit. But 

einoe, as you Write, some of the brethren have actually asked 

Nn4 
that it be abridged 

0..... I am oomnposing this as well """". 
4gain, at the re) beginning of Rp. III. l: 

"Perhaps you will 
Wonder why, when I was charged to abridge and 

briefly to *xple, iit the letter I had written concerning the Holy 
Spirit (unquestionably 

Bp. I ad Serep. ), you find me, as though 
I bad laid aside 

av work on that subject, writing al, ainst those 
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And a- ia ot, Cbe *err boalm4as of Rp VZZZV. I.. - 

1.6ý a 'r ad so 

tbes Wo are guilty of impiety toward t be bon. of God and who 

osll him a erratum .... ." (also refers unmistakably to the 

contents of äp. 11). 

This confiri that the letter. which the brethren, presumably the monks, 

wanted abridged, was p. I ei 8erap. de S. s., and the corollary of 

Stillohen 
(10) 

that, a fortiori, Athanasiue would not have replied to the 

request by writing the much longer Contra Arians I-III, is plausible, 
But there is an alternative explanation that the monks desired an 

abridgment of both the Contra Arians I-III and Sp. I ad berape de S. a, 

combined; although it has little support from the text it would be an 

explanation of the purely anti-Arien oharaoter of Spietle II. In 

conclusion, although the evidence is strongly against any direct 

reference to Contra Arians I- III, at any rate as having recently 

been Writ, in the Bpietolae ad Serap de S. a., the evidence is again 

not oonelusive. Thus the aase for the traditional arguments for 

dating the Oont. Arianoe i-III in o, 318 is at least doubtful. 
(ii) 

Robertson acoepte the postulate, of a late date without 

approving of the traditional grounds; he gales the rather less 

(10) Op. ott. P, 46 (11) L. N. P-N. P. p. 303 
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definite case that the absence of almost all reference to the 

is a sign that Athanasius was attempting to conciliate the conservative 

Homoeana, and that it was only about $5? that the theological issue 

was clearly formulated for the first tile.,, the quarrel up till now 

being conducted on personal and historical lines. The latter is a 

remarkably arbitrary statement; can a basically non-theological 

stage of the Arien controversy be eveh imagined? The former is an 

important point which will be examined fully at a later stage, with 

conclusion unfavourable to the hypothesis in question. 

laving disposed, then, of the traditional arguments in favour of 

the Benedictine dating, we must now consider those in favour of an 
(12) 

early date, beginning with those of Loots some of which are 
(13) 

accepted and others not, by gtuloken . 

1. They were written after the death of Arius $ that log the 

Urminus a quo is 335. That Aria is diad. is stated oatogorioally 

inC. Ar. I: 3tl? B. 

2, They wore written is the reign of Conetantius (337.61). 

(I: 10: P. Q. XXYI 3$C and III; E8: 384A); in the two referenoea aited, 

Conatantius is mentioned quite naturally as, the civil power with whom 

the Arians harps to deal. We cannot differentiate, it must be 

added, between, bis sole emperorship and other tiles, as at all times 

he was supreme over Athanosius' a home and see, ss well as the di striota 

in the last *ere Arianism was strongest; so we cannot say that the 

in 351. But we Orations were written after he became sole Xmp oT 

Cannot ý aoseptstatement of Shapland 
14 

that thews two 

4lz Leo. oit. (13) Op, oit. 45-50 
(14; Footnote on p. 19 of his edition of "Letters to serepion 

on the Holy Spirit". 
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references indicate a date after 358, either for the composition or 

for any reediting in their present form. They are quite neutral 

in character, altogether different from the bitter language of the 

Rist. Arian. passim. esp. ohs. 68-? 7 passim, which, if anything, 

suggests that the Orations were written before the irreversible 

oatastr©phe of 556-7 and not after. The referenoes are: (I: 10: 32B-C) 

"Wherefore .... they bide it (so. their light) under the bushel of 

their hypocrisy, and make a different profession, and boast of 

patronage of friends and authority of Constantius, that what with their 

hypocrisy and their professions, those who come to them mqr be kept 

from seeing bow foul their heresy is. " 

And again: (III: 28: 384A) "or if they fear to judaise openly and be 

circumcised, fror servility towards Constentius and for their asks 

whom they hah beguiled (these last two olauses are e! very bad 

translation; 
£cp' k 

v6-r y-r7 oV If e 'e/V 
t 

-m of okc ý Oý r&r 

14 '21 J Let: tun ut Conetentio non displiosant, tun illorurn gratis 
l 

quo* dooeperunt. There is no question of "gratis"; the point is 

that the Arians are in feet servile towards the rest too, because they 

are trapped in the position of having to continue the deception), then 

let then not soy what the Jews say. " Oonetantius does not appear in 

the least as an open persecutor, but rather an a man %bo accepts, or 

appears, to accept. orthodoxy, - The Arian claim of Imperial patronage 

is not a plain -statessnt of fact or a realistic corollary to 

Constantius'e of position; it is hypocritical and andaoioue, and 

is for the purpose of disguising their own character. Constantius 

has his heart in the right place, along with their other allies of 

the saris party; there wau ld be grave oo nsequenoee on the Arians if 

be fbund out the inner truth about them, that they were virtually 

Jews. The atmosphere is admittedly omsistent with that of the 
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Apologia ad Conetantium, written early 357, when Athanasius still had 

some hope from that quarter though he was even now in exile. But it 

is important evidence against the sort of association between the 

Contra Arians I-III and the Hint Arianoru that has been hypothetically 

mentioned above. This at once brings the terminus ad quem down to the 

very beginning of the Third W le,, making the traditional exile dating 

relatively improbable (it is to be noted that the two passages in 

question are concordant and near the beginning and enö of the Orations), 

Also, although this is not quite no certain, it makes dates before 

Athana ius's restoration (with the oonaent of Constantius) in 346 much 

less likely, as Constantius was in the thick of the persecutions of the 

previous nine years 

3. The protection of the Arians by the temporal power had just 

begun, that is, the date would be the late thirties. Loots quotas 

Or. II: 43: 240A; "Then, whereas their doctrine is nauseous to all men, 

forthwith, as a support against its fall, they prop (výfoTºee&6'i) it 

up by human patronage, that the simple, at the sight or even the fear 

of it, rugr overlook the ntieobief of their perversity. " An the tense 

of the important verb is present, there is no clue to whether the 

patronage has only just begun or not, or even how it worked in praotioe; 

the point that is being lade is that their prosperity is utterly 

dependent on such expedients instead of on the inherent truth of their 

doctrine end life. This of itself gives no further indication 
(18). 

whatever of the data of composition, an bttdloken admits 

4. The fourth criterion of Loots is that the time is one when 

Athanasius had no experience of present or past persecutions. He 

(15) The'oonaluaions in this paragraph of course are the 
author's own not $tifloken's. 

(16) Op. alt. p. 46 
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does not comment on this, but the argument In evidently that there is 

no i ntion of auch events in the Orations. $tüloken does not socept 

this argument, rightly maintaining that the "Contra Ariaaos" is an 
(17) 

essentially son-historical work as we hove already seen 

5. That As teriuo the Sophist was still alive (1:: 50932,1 11: 28, 

37,40,111: 2060)0 ; taloken fully eoeepts this argument and 
(18) 

elaborates it at greater length .. This issue will also be 

discussed in full below. 

Go The standard representatives of the Arian wreuent are Arius 

himsalt, ausebiui, praaumbly of Niooasdia (sines no writings are 

asntionad in oonnootion with him) and Astsrius the : >ophiat. 

The e teed erd Arian Lt tiraturs, Is the Thalia of Arius and the 

Syatag ation of Asterl. ue i&4 other writings. This is aocspted by 

StUloken, and will be discussed below at greater length . 

7. The orations were. written at a time ten Atbo®saius did 

not think of - bimse if as the standard-bear*r of orthodoxy. Two 

passages are oitsd, II: lä s 1778, "This, IG m ýe'Rý� v oü eýýý ýýý , 
is the meaning of this passage ... o "s and 11: 78: ß01k "*, o .. 

1-11 (the above will afford material)roip \oowr¢Pod) to tram more ample 

refutation* of the Arian heresy .,. . ". 6t LLoken points out that 

analogous s=prsasions odour in works of Athaaasiue unquestionably 

written in 368 or later (BZp, ad Serap. de ,, orte Aria 5: 689C. Sp. ad 
(80) 

Monsaho" paasiao Bp, ad, Xpiot. 12: 1049B) ; he aigbt well have 

added that it was Impossible at any time for Athaaasius to make 

17) Op. Olt, p. 46 
18) Op. oit pp. 46-7 
19) Op. oit pp. 46-7 

($0) Op. oit. yj. 
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any such claia as Loots expects since 

arrogant statements of Arius at the b 

Athanasias quotes end castigates with 

Oration I: 5: 20C-21A. and which, sine, s 

regarded as pathognomonio of heresy. 

anyway. 

it would have duplicated the 

Beginning of the Thalia, utiich 

unaeaa urea contempt in 

the Gnostics, had been 

It is quite un-Ohrietian, 

e. The Orations. were written -at a tine *ban the origin of the 

heresy in the time of Bishop Alexander of Alexandria was still 

dominant in the aenory of man. The extraets quoted in rapport of 

this hypothesis are: 1122: 570, a reference to the propaganda of 

Arius himself and bis entourage among the proletariat in the early 

days of Arianism, and 11: 19: 1859-c. the" celebrated answer to 

Alexander that the Word was 0a creature, but not as one of the 

creatures*, etc. Apart from the fact that the context in each 

case indicates that the emphasis is on the theological points raised, 

and that these are such as to justify attention at any time, the 

mention of events at the very onset of the heresy, even at a 

relatively late stage , would be just as natural as a Ladern man 

referring to the activities of Marx and Engels in a discussion of 
(El) 

Commaism. In supporting loots on this-issue, St'loken also 

Sites C. Ar. I: St1mis 6rVvf t' T e% 7Y d+Povw� F, 17'ci. P as the final 

Qorreboralion or the early dating of the orations. But this is not 

relevant either, since the context of this citation is the 

DOBeibility that Arienism will be the nrsoursor of Antichrist. 

8tfi]. eken rt, eots sost" of these grounds, but admits those that 

iftwOlrs histrtoel or personal referenoss, and adds others, oosparing 

(21) OD. eit 49 
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as between the "Contra Arteries" and other anti-Arian works, the last 

ten chapters of O. Ar. III (i. e. with the opposed Arianising Creeds in 

"De 3ynodis") , the exegesis of Prov. 8: 22 LXX, sad. the treatment of 

the 
Vvj 

rnV . Incidentally, Loots ad? its the genuineness of 

C. Ar. IV, dates it at 538, and uses this as further evidence for his 
(22) 

early dating of the first three Orations; 3tüloken rejects the 

Fourth Oration, rightly, in the author's opinion but this does not 

affect his eonolusions. 

At this stage, we lust examine the relation of the Contra Arianos 

I"III to historical-personalities and facts, analysing all the 

historical c 
with selected relevant ones from other works as a 

comparison, The number of historical and personal references is very 

small.; some have been discussed already; the b elanoe4 are z 1: 3: 17B*, 

"Thus, though Arius be dead and many of his party have succeeded 

bieg, yet those that think with him .... are called Arians. " 

This is embedded in a chapter which is a general discussion of the 

eoientifie law, as Atbanaeius sees it, that all heretics ore named 

epony sly after their earthly founders instead of by the name of 

Christ. The following -chapter (4), is a description of the scandal 

of Arius's Thalia and his public dancing. In oh. 5-6, the Thalia is 

examined In detail. During these chapters, verbs of saying, with 

Arius es . the expressed or understood nominative, are frequent; they 

are: (ß: ElA) the cookeries I( oto I4 by hic £ýT'IV 
. (ibid) 07 

as again in 11-bis and a. (6: 2lD) Ef 'V 61V 

(24A) týKfv iv-jQ4VrA ($4B )- r ýi . Note the number of present 

tenses although Arius is dead. In 7: 25B9 it is stated that these 

(28) O'n. eit d0f 
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Dronounoements were the grounds for his exoonznuniaation at Nioaea. 

(I: 22: 57B) "Ranking Him among these (i. e. Christ among the creatures) 

... Di p 
Aj£io" £" 

£Ii 
siC4I pE roc) revolted (ohr'ý`R ) 

l 
from the truth, and, having (aor. part. ) concocted deceitful phrases, 

-rr p114/«ový-o kacr; --r1V 
ýr)� (then follows a description of their 

activities among the proletariat in the market, etc., in the present 

tense). I: 30-34 is a study of the concept d�17-bd , which will be 

discussed in full later. Here, it may be noted that it is not 

surprising that Asterius should be very prominent, since this is his 

speciality. The verbs of saying, with Asteriue in the nominative, are: 

(30: 76A)ipo( kE (i. e. added another meaning). 32: 77A "However, I 

suppose that even they will be unwilling to proceed to such great 

lengths, if they follow (T BwVTýt 
* dc. t .) Asterius the sophist. 

For he, k. tirrý, o G-ºrovdý&wV 6W? 1ýS0,0 � the Arian heresy, and 
/xwV 

that 
Ilk '000, loo, the Unoriginate- is one, -ro a -�d. �Tf-u -rd v ro (r l �'ri f5 roc, % �al so 

that the Wisdom ... . ". The corresponding pesaeges of the De Deoretis 

(28-32 and Do Synodic (46-47) have no reference to Aeteriu8. In 

I: 3?: 88th-ß9, i, we find, with reference to the Arian exegesis of Phil. 

Z ld(trJ oý 
Va 

ý/ 
ýEý' F. v 

' 
o( 

e\. ý FGA & )I ? alb vy/ 
K. 

c6ýý/ 
rü4ýioý/ 

and the reference to this in Theodoret, H. L. 1: 5, 

indicate. that it Is Eueebius of Hioomedia. II: 24: 200A (with reference 

to the idea that the created world cannot take the direct activity of 
/ 

the full Deity)? Ido l, oü voV Sy# K -«iV, a(! Ai ýI S1ti ( -r 07I4, v7Kd rIv 

ývýß 
ºof 1 arc º 

A004 
qP, Kd ý'ýcJ iTp J. (11: 28-. 2050) Asterius 

the sophist d ý.. º -rET"y4v)I('. . (IX: 39: 228B) "buts Arius in his 

Thalia 6vV Kt'�end the sophist Asterius dýiý 
.... In 11: 40, 

Aeteriue is again quoted at length on the question of the Second 

Person being wise by partioipation in another wisdom; the verbs of 
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saying in which he is the nominative are : (232A) ä%ýýý xPwV 
e, oe 

"ý. P (232B) 
xcý 

i. In 111: 2 (beg. ) we find a mare sustained 

attack on Asterius. (Beg. 111: 2) "But now let us also look at the 

statements of Asterius, the retained pleader (ýýýý 
ö)) 

for the ö°P 
heresy; .... he nr+ as follows: '.... (Christ is 

subordinate because his wisdom and power was not his own but the 

Father's) .... ' Now, if he had been a child, this utterance 

would have had an excuse for being there (E( P'') Cof) on account of 

his age, but dien the men who wrote it (ö 619d+LJ) is (ECT (�) one 

who beers the title of (0 d)'D /tVo, P) sophist and who professes 

V4 0 OVOT) to ow everything, whet a serious condemnation 

does he deserve (d ¬o, /' + understood copula) ! And does be not 

show (d¬' 
K�U6-7� 

himself stranger to the Apostles, .... and 
w 

(Following ohresen include two present pertioiples and two present 

tenses in subordinate clauses, Asterius being grammatical subject in all 

cases. ) This passage is accepted by 5tülcken an the strongest evidence 

that Asterius was still alive; certainly, the contrast between Asterius 

having in the past written (ö VA, 4A-) a book, and now being known as 

(KaCxO E 
jr c/vDY. 

.., 6-r ý) a sophist and professing to know everything, 

is at first sight suggestive, but even here there is another side. 

Present continuous forms, as in English or aiishneio Hebrew, are not 

Common even in Patriatio Greek, and there is normally a rather different 

explanation; in this case, it is by no means impossible, especially 7 

in a work of this character, that the C, "Y''lts to be considered by 

itself, and therefore an the logical copula, and therefore timeless (as 

distinct from present tense: on the basis that temporality is logically 

a qualification of the logical terms and not a modification of the 

copula. ). and therefore that the two present participles in question 
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could refer to his post-mortem reputation - apart altogether from the 

fact that the date of his death is not known for certain. The 

translation that we are suggesting is ". ... (Asterius is )... a 

an with a reputation of being a sophist and a self-professed know-all. " 

The final personal reference is again to Asterius (following on a 

reference to heretics of past ages who professed the same doctrine), on 

the question of whether the Son came to be at the will of the Father, in 

III: 60: 449B-C: "And Aeteriue, the for the heresy, acquiescing 
100, in this, writes (WP eI ) thus: '... .' In spite of the sophist 

having introduced (6t 1, ' ) abundant irreligion into his 'cords, .... / 
he ended with the conclusion (c 4S 7°"r" C V�6 K" that .. ." 

The reference in 111: 2 to Aeterius is the strongest evidence, although 

far from conclusive, that he was alive. But in general, there is very 

little difference between the tenses of the verbs applied to Asterius, 

Susebius, or Arius, the lastnamed being explicitly stated to have died, 

and no statement of this obaraoter having been made about the first 

two. Unfortunately, we oRunot come to the conclusion that either 
(2g) 

Busebius of Nicomedia or Asterius had not died , because the context 

of the statement about the death of Arius, in 1a5: 17B, indicates that 

it was made to emphasise the fact that the Arians still took his name ; 

ipso facto, this question could not have arisen about either of the 

other two men. 

(83) The date of the death of Asteriue Is uncertain. Stegmann, 
"Zur datiereng .. . ", p. 431, suggeatp that he may have died as late 
as 370, citing Jülioher, Realenoyclopedie für klassische Altertumawi8aensoha 
Pauly-Missoval 1896. On the other hand, the author is convinced, as will 
be explained below that this far-fetched hypothesis is not necessary for 
Stegunn to . ateblieh his ease, and that Athenesius's treatment offewrius 
in the Orations is most likely on tbs basis that he was actually dead at 
the tiMM. 
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Now we must consider, by way of comparison, the corresponding 

r 
references in other dogmatic works. To begin, Do Deoretis Nioaeanae 

Synodi. It may be observed at the very outset that the very title, 

insofar as it refers directly to an ecclesiastical event, shows that 

there will be a different angle concerning the historical and personal 

references; there will naturally be more direct evidence of history 

and historical sequence than in the Contra Arien os. Ch. l, beg. 

"Thou hast done well in signifying to me the discussion thou hast 
13% .1 

11> bad with the advocates of Arianism, EV OFJ 16-JA/ k , Al TwV E 9, ö0 
weJ 

A"ºidently this took wes-written to a friend who was having controversy 

with the Arians. Ch. 2: 47D 
(24) 

"Yet wonder if they now behave thus (i. e. use the arguments of 

Caisphas); for in no long time ( -r'0ht ) they will turn to 

outrage, and next they will threaten 'the band and captain'". 

Ch. 2, last sentence: 

"Now it happened thus, in the Council of Niosea 't'oLf v1oý (I 
ý, 

0V 

(Follows ah. 3, a description of the blatantly and outrageously 

Arian statements, as made by Nusebius of Nioomedia, and on the 

disgust and condemnation of the Council) .... (428C) 'as all 
"ýý 

signed it, Oi l itU FD% signed it also in those very words, of 

which they are now complaining, .... (i. e. the Homousion, etc. ) 

.... And what is strenge indeed, Susebius of Cnesarea in 

Palestine, who had denied the defy before, but afterwards signed, 

went to his Church a letter, saying that this was the Church's faith, 

(p4) In this and in every oitation from the "De Deoretis", we are 
following the eorreoted pagination and columnation of &igne. For 
explanation of the error, see below, introduotory remarks to the study 
of this book. 
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and the tradition of the Fathers; and made a public profession 

that they were before in error, and were rashly contending against 

the truth ... And Aeeoius is aware of this, too, though he too 

through fear may pretend otherwise .... Accordingly I have 

appended at the end the letter of Busebius, that thou meyeat know 

from it the disrespect shown by Christ's enemies towards their own 

doctors, and. singularly by Aoaoius hinself. " 

This is an interesting extract, because it clearly differentiates 

between Eusebius of Nioomedie and Rusebius of Caesarea,, of which more 

below. In Ch. 4: 42B, there is another intensely hostile reference to 

the Arlan party as of 7rýPº koaii 
o� , which description is repeated in 

oh. 5: 424B and C. Ch. 8: 429A, with reference to the idea that God 

created the Son who created the earld: Kd' rvý err 10 l0e 6a 
'Ole N ýEv- o d& Ar 

o), c &Ixrd d-EdwKS 1DIJ id-off'. In Ch. 9: 432B, the 

doctrine that the son alone partakes of the Father even es we partake of 

the son, is described as a doctrine rev cri lý41 TWV 77 1 
FL41- 

suggesting that Suseblue of Nioonedia was already dead (he died in 342). 

In Ch. 14: 441D-444A, with reference to the Arian problem of the unity 

and multiplicity of the Word of God: "However, when they are beaten 
ma , 

hence, and like-ruu! oo 
Lv4ýCf 

Ioj/ are in these great straits 

(Ares. parts. in each case) s then they have ( 100, 
o %P cs l) this 

remaining plea, *ioh Arius too jn his ballads, and in his own 

Thalia, v&0ýo 
^ 

as a new difficulty: 'rdany words speaketh God 

Etc.... 

Ch. 18; 445D: VZW ov 71YPº 
£u'4i 

w, O' ilif Igcrs SerA ToTY 
(` ýn did i1%1), ý 

./, and convicting themselves, as I said above, they signed 

.. . ", a direct reference to the Council of Nicaea, which is thus 
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of no direct. help in the critical problem. Chapters 19-20 are 

concerned with a description of the Council of rTioaoa. The 

heretical party is again oSff? f31°ß/, 
20: 449D; on the notion 

that the word is but one of n plurality of powers: (20: 452A-B). 

Indeed Asterius, AV 'cjodýºr, K. &r 
(ý, ý Cl/ f 

C, düTV Üc C1 EA 01 D! vo-, , /týd- P ýPýTJv 
a statement disapproved 

by the Bishops at Moses. Apart from another reference to the Arian 

party as of Tr T, 01 
Eý 

: dd in oh. 3E. 47ßA, this ooncludes the relevant 

references. Chs. 25-27 are citations from Theognostus, Dionysius of 

Alexandria, Dionyeiua of Rome, and Origen, in support of the Nicene 

theology; ohs. 28-31 are the section on the almost identical 

to C. Ar I: 30-34; one of the problems is that in the former, as 

distinct from the latter, there is no personal reference, even to 

Asterius. 

The teeporal and personal referenoes (the latter, among those 

relevant, bed. ng to Arius, alone) In the De 3ent"ntia Dionysii are so 

slight that they cannot be brought up here. 

To turn to the Enoyclioel Lotter to the Bishops of Egypt and 

Libya : Atbanasius is oertainly in the desert, during the Third xzi le : 

ch. 5 beg.: 

"I heard 0nri ng my sojourn in these parts .... (that the Arians 

wer preparing a creed as ,a teat for office) .... They indeed 

are already beginning (^ 'ov rd') to molest the bishops of these 

parts. ' 

Chapter 7 is a denunciation of the Churchmfmab ip of the Ariun party: 
i 

(553A) : in rho have been promoted by the Buaebinna (TPoýX vTýf' ýºýPa, 
ýý 

-yv Irfp 
E 

by 
t) tcar advocating this anti-Chrietien hereby. 

. venture to define artioles of faith .... They compose 
rN ( 1Throuai - note tense - 20 years after death of Arius) a Thalia 
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... ." (Here follows a list of contemporary Arian . leaders, 

including Ursaoius and Valens, Aoaoiue, snail or Ancyra, and George, 

the Arian noisineec for the See of Alexandria, described as having been 

already praaoted, which dates this letter in 356 or 357. ) Ch. llf. . is 

en account of the first breach between Arius and Alexander, Bishop of 

Alexandria - the prominence of this episode in this letter is an 

argument against the contention of Loots (No. 8 above) concerning the 

Contra Arians. Che. 18-19 tell the story of the death of Arius, who, 

throughout the letter is the major opponent, and he is even at this 

date, still referred to at timed by the present tense (see above). 

In eh. EU: 5890 comes the pesaage which states that the Meletians became 

sahisnatios 55 years before, and as for the Arians, "it is 38 years 

al no* they were pronounced heretics, KA JI jS Kýý 1j d7rfºj I alv by 

the judfmant of the 4iole Ecumenical Council". Even if we take the 

36 years referring to the original oondeenation by Alexander, this still 

indioetaa that this letter wes written in 556 at the earliest. 

The Epistles to : 3erapion contain very few definite references of the 

relevant sort: they were written later in the Third lixi Is. The only 

references are in 1. IV. In 5: P. G. XXVI: 64äd, the opponents are the 

"gunomiehe and ludozisns and Eusebians". In 7: 648B, the argument 

that the Father is the Spirit "o grandfather is presented by ö Ev 44r. 
I& 

Kdi 
ö £r JýKV &oTroKAEr (Agee; Rag. and 3eguer. i Eüdwß'ov 

TTO 
Ab 

); the individuals are, respectively, Aoaoius and 

Patrophilus. 

The De Bynedis, en account of the Councils of Arininum and 

Seleueis, and the oonoiliar history of Arianism in general, of course, 

tee«s with ref'ereneee to contemporary. Church (or Church (t)) leaders, 

and therefore it will be only possible to note the references made, 
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in e work certainly written so late as 360, to the three villsine of 

the Contra Arienoe I-III, Arius, Bueebius and Aeterius. Ch. 13: Y. G. 

XXVI: 7040 (referring to the Arians at Ariminum): "and especially what 

can Aaaaiuc say of his own master, Kueebiue (of Caesarea, who not 

only gave his own signature in the Nicene Council, but even in a 

letter stated to his flock that it was the true faith which the 

Council had declared? .... " 

Chapters 15-16 are a description of Arianism in its origins in the days 

of Arius and Alexander hir L elt; it is in general in the aorist, exoept 

that the long quotation from the Thalia in oh. 18 is introduced by r+Ft 

Chapters 17 to 19 are 3ovoted to the other supporters of At'ieni$m 

before and during the Counoil of Nioaea. Again, the normal ten s is 

the eorist. The referonoes to the Eusob: i must be noted (712A-B): 

"And Susebius of Nicomedia wrote lid PI fTO 11 to Arius ... 

And Susebius of Caesarea in Palestine .... did not scruple to 

aal plainly that Christ was not true God ,.. ." (end 00 on. 

oonoerning other personalities). (Ch. 18 beg. ) "On the ehole, then, 

such were their statements, that it was as it they wars all in 

competition with each other na to who should : make the heresy more 

-cSC impious, aaýd display it more nakedly 
P 

from Cappadocia, a nary-heeded Sophist, S wv ? uºv'º? I 
Eü [-?, 

ov 9 

whom they could not advance into the clergy, as he had sacrificed 
AIN 

. lIDl fit (note present tons* Ems. ý1/ý�/ý �V ''4 V Fp 
F�61ov ovvTa(ýpA-rfoV' .... 
In the remainder or eh. 18 and in oh, ls the noriat is generally used for 

the personal activities of Asteriue, but the present for hic writings. 
.. 

(8ä) / 
ütuloken belts ss that the A6'VPjof... 

-rtS and the reference to his 

life history is et sign that he was at that time almost forgotten, as 
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compared with the age of the Contra /! ri enos , when he was one of the 

three supreme representatives of Urianis!. This will not do; on 

Sttiloken'a own hypctheeis, the denunciations of him by Athenesius in 

the latter works (written, according to tüleken, in or about 338) 

would have militated against his oblivion. On the oontrary, it is 

patent that the lengur. ge of Athenasius, besides being influenced by 

the historical oberroter of the work, is essentially a rhetorical 

device to draw nttention to Asterius or his work as being a sort of 

climax in depravity (apart, of course, from Arius himself). And 

many people were already rwnt3 onet. in oh. 16, without the rs and 

witbout reference to their biographical details, who would have been 

: Huch more liable to be forgotten by 360 than Asterius. In fact, 

the -r if is the exact liguietio equivalent of the "t4fb" of the (26) 

Catalogue Aria in "Don Giovanni" This interpretation is 

absolutely confirmed by the fact that this pertioular section of the 

'De Synodic", which deals with the development of the heresy from its 

origins to its climactic and mature fort, in f not closes with Asterius 

and his statements. There is one further reference that is relevant 

for our purpose, 36: 757B. where the typical Arian s ocusation is nede 

to rebound back on its authors, to the effect that at the Dedication 

of - Pi . 
'XkiOv K, (341) ) 

Evß4 
Gov used non-Scriptural expressions. 

This is more likely to be a reference to Kusebius of 111oonedia than 

a charge against * continuing policy of the Caesarean Episcopate. 

(26) In Italia, eel canto e quarante, 
In Almagna, due canto a trent'una, 
Canto in Franoia, in Turohie noYant'una, 
Na, aa, ma, in Ispagna, 
Me in Iepagna, son gis mills e tre, 
Mills a tre 
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As s preliminary to the formulation of definite conclusions from 

all this, it is necessary to make it quite olear what was the position 

of Athanasius with regard to Susebius of Caesarea, sine* for other 

reasons as well this has to be done at some stage of this study. To 

begin, there are four bitterly hostile referenoes in the "Apologia 

Contra Arians", an aooount of the early history of the Arien heresy, 

concerned ohiefly with events about 340 whioh were dominated by the 

varoellan controversy and Atheneaius'a involvement in it. 8: Pß iUV 

6610: "Did not of ? rooi inflict their Ariomanie upon us? 

Did they not urge on the others of their narty? Have we not 

always written against them as professing the dootrines of the 

Arians? Was not Susebius or Caesarea in Palestine eaoused by 

our oont*asors or ssorittoing to idols? .. ." (The lost 

sentenos is s tu quoque, to the charges meds against Athanasiua. ) 

This reference is from the gnoyolioel letter of the Church of Egypt 

in defence of Athanaaius. Again, in 47: 332a, from the Inoyclical of 

tb" Council of Serdioa: "The book of our fallow-sinister : laroellua was 
eN ` -.., 

/ 

also read, by whi oh the fraud ývýp1 l_ucP'ov was discovered 

000. (Follows an exculpation of 
'daroellus 

of. Anoyra) .... 
Our follow- minister Aeolepias also produoed reports rbiab had 

been -drawn up in Antioch, -rd vrR V- ni <. Cr40ýr fw� 14, 
//1 

T- ü Ld16ýpg'd f,... (14e# in the presence of his accuser., led 

by E. of C. ) 77: 389C, ooneluding the submission of the orthodox 

bishops to the Council of Tyres ", . beware ... of taking 

pert in the designs Ii/ ' 'ji 
Li ý. 

oý . For you know. as we 

bays said before . that they are our enemies , end " re aware why 

Bussbius of Caesarea became an enemy last year. " (i. e. 

Athaussius refused an invitation to the Synod at Caesars& - 
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Thoodoret, Ecol. Hist. 1: 20). In 07: 405A, in the courbe of the 

letter of the 1 nperor Constantine to the Council of Tyre, he 

tells hon, after the Arians had earned their first rebuff, 

"Having learnt this , o1 pi 
ýü 

Gov prevented the rest 

of the bishops from going up, and only went themselves, that is, 

Susebius Theogniu , Patrophilus, the other Busebius, Ursacius 

and Valens .., (and presented the acousetion that Athunaeius 

ran a corner in wheat) ... . 11 

These four references, none of which, incidentally, was written directly 

and primarily by Athanssius himself, suggest tat i usebius of Caesarea 

had wantonly associated himself with the Arians in the late thirties 

and generated intense bitterns-so thereby. On the other hand, it 

appeared to many, end, certainly to husablits of Caesarea, that the 

principal e oandel was that of liaroollue of Ancyra, which was undoubtedly 

what dictated Lueebiue's activities; even his beat friends cannot deny 

that his dislike of Maroellus and his theology blinded him to virtually 

everything else. But in ell the anti-Arian do&z itie writinf; e we get 

a rather clitferent view. In the first place, let us expend a little 

the reference in De Decr. 3. After presenting his Letter to his Church 

in a very favourable light, Athenasius continues, "And in thin way he 

got into difficulty; for while he was exaueinP hii. aelf , he went 

on to attack the Arians on the ground that, in stating that 'the 

Son was rußt before His generation', they thereby re j eotp4 His 
(L7) 

existence before His birth in the flesh. " 

This pet"ntly refers to the penultimate paregruph of the better of 

Eueebiue of O ssrea, which AthanaBius quotes in full as an Appendix 

(27) Ycre)f 0 tfigne. C-wsar, S , 
Qpitz. 

U 
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to the "De Deoretls", and which is also quoted by Theodoret, Bocl. 

Hlst. I: 12: 1, and Socrates, Bool. liiet. I: 8s38 
(28) 

The inoriminsting 

paragraph, omitted by Socrates ich is generally the tust friendly 

towards ]Susebius, r ppe ars to allow it as admissible that the Son had 

a pre-incarnate and eternal existence only in tae plan of God or only 
(29) 

in potentiality, and is thus extremely euspeot indeed But 

since our prime interest is not in what Nuaebiua of Caesarea actually 

believed, but in how he appeared to Athanesius, and from this point 

of view the corresponding statement in "De :? ynodis" ib of the greatest 

interest (15: 704C); ". .. 
(ho) even charged it upon the Arians, that 

their position that the Lon weo not before His generation was not 

even eonslatent with üiee beine before Mary. " 

That is, bowever, oonttteed Bue. bius eatueg1Ay was, Athenaaiua could 

aetually see in bim hie own later arguiment of C. Ar. I: 37". 38 and following 

(see also Mo me n" e- notes on oh, 38) , being the exegesis of Philip. 2: 5-119 

that the plausible Arien- ergumente, cannot UproVo Arianism, but hi 
(30) 

bores,,, of Paul of 5a eta There is a sinilnr argument later in 

"Ad Alroiy" 6: P. G. 1 VI 1O40C (written 359).. "And lsueebiua knew thic, 

, who boom os Bishop of Caesarea. He was first a fellow-traveller 

(Cruv1rpExwv) with the Arlan heresy, but later he signed at the 

Council of Nicees- end wrote to his own people, affirming, 'We 

know that certain eloquent and distingt: ithed bishops and writers 

even of ancient date used the title of Howousios concerning the 

Godhead. of the Father end Son. '" 

This picture-, er presented by these citations ! 'norm Athem as ius , eh i oh 

(28) Cutts. Urkunde 22. 
(29) Admittedly it wes presented as a oomo ntary by Constantine. 
(30) So* below pp. 3681oand 
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on any chronology of his m+o rks cover his whole nature theological 

lifer ie confirmed by the theology of Euaebius of Caesarea in his 

own writings; it would be impossible too o -yins this now, althougb 
(31) 

we shell seq more about it later The pioture is or a man tainted 

with the general atmosphere of Arianism,, but who recoiled at Nioaea 

from the excesses of. its- leaders, and erbose letter tu his Church is 

evidenee of his - orn. revulsion and of the justice of. Athanasiue's 

denuncietions of that party; as far na possible fron being a leader 

of the heretical ýv'e ent. The last epithet that can be applied to 

this man 2s ' r1otaaniao" . Find z y, all this is evidence that the 

numerous hostile refereneen to "Buaebius" refer to $usabiue of 

Moomedi8, as 8nIlie3 always-in the Urationeb Contra Arians I-III; 

11 )i 
the seine would apply to the phrRse ono 

F, 
lov . 

It is true that, ee : +Glokerr any*, there is a greater tendency 

to talk in the pest tone about Arius, -Rusebius of Nicorediti, and 

sterius in the other dogmatic- works than in Contra Ari epos I-III, 

but this diffar*n©e is not great, and is fully accounted for by the 

different eharaoter- of the lettfr barks, which Stuloken has not really 

taken into "eooimt er ugh. It is also true that the only historical 

eheractera i*wtioned in the Contra Asiens eire Heterius, ýRusebius of 

Nioomedis, and ! nius himself; this: oontrests with the frequent mention 

of other peoplt by name in , the other works. But this should not be 

simply ta}, on fie, evidezroa for t early dating of the Contra Ariaao" I-III, 

as stäleken does, All the other dogmstio- works mntioned. bei. historical 

and/or eeaeleetaetioal elements. The Do Deoretis points bank explioitly 

to the Counc of incase.; tbs" 1p,. $nctycl. ed Kpieo. Aeg, et Lib. is 

e aptly whet ite neue iv*)liee; the Da Synodis is, with an appendix on 

(31 See below 
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certain dogmatic questions, specifically a conciliar history of 

Arianism; in the last work, the chief dogmatic subject is in the 

nature of an exception that manifestly proves the rule, 3inoo it is 

the Homoousion, which wes the great disputed point about the Council 

of Niceee. Now, in this sort of book, it is essential to mention 

people who were, at their time, the ecclesiastical and practical 

leaders of the opposing party. on the other hand, the Contra Arians 

I-III is totally different in character in that it concerns itself with 

the basic theological end exe etioal issues; and that there Is the bare 

minimum of bietorioal, perennnl anc1 eooleitnatioal data. It was meant 

to show the thoolo *toa1 raw material of the conciliar decisions at 

fioeea, in a w, J' that mould male it. relevant to äerusalea in the first 

century and Edinburgh end Sydney in the twentieth, in the some way as 

it was rol, vant to Alexandria in the fourth. The f sot that Athanasius 

wes so reticent about conciliar decisions in his thoologioRl zagnun opus 

is the best possible refutation of the position of Newaan, that Athanesius 

regarded the authority of the Churohr in the "Catholic" senlie, ®a an 
(32 

essential determinant of theology -" Now,, in auch a mrk, the 

oriterie that -ogorern vbether 

iitferent. There is no poi: 

leader of the Arien feotion; 

intelleotusl 1_ee4ers or oet 

the question even of whether 

secondary ispartanoe. Now, 

arg individual i8 mentioned or not are quite 

at in mentioning overy little pro tempore 

the people mho will be mentioned are the 

typical represontntiveo of : krianis , and 

they ire still alive at the tirah assumes 

it is true that the only characters mentioned 

(32) or the -uu ous inetanoe8 that o be oitad, use for example 
the major note on "Tradition"; 9e1eet Treatises of bt. Athanasius in 
OontroveraT with the Arlen*, Vol. 11 (Appendices eta. )'1881), pp. 311-314. 
be* also Mohler, "Athenesius der Grosse ... .' 111-18, and indeed 
almost all Rom Catholic Athaaesian study. 
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as Arit: na in the Co: itre. Arir_nos I-III Pre f, xius Li elf, Eucebius of 

Nicotaedie, and ; '. st6riu6 the c.. ophiLt. ? rius died in 1375, ELLebiue of 

Nioomedis died in ', 9E, and, although we dc not know the date of death 

of Asteriue, the 1pt.. t we hear of him ma stout the enº: e tie, and he 

must then beve been at least riddle e fze. But the rep:. critical question 

is not - when were thee people dead? but rat:, r- when did they cease 

to be the outbtc: r_dj. ng leadere or typlcc: l representetivee of Prýesniem; 

thet is, when did they cease to be upperroGt in the mind of their 

opponents, in the way the t I't=. rx and Lenin are still up1 erclost in the 
(ag) 

mind of anti-Co . unista, or fiitler in the 11Indb of enti-Gernurb ? 

Now, the first th{. r to renecber in this connection, end in the 

situstim as it viae in the fourth century, is the inertin of even the 

: oat ective and 'ez itive minds. The wo rat defect or Oerraen scholars 

in their golden ego wia that they had no -idea of how rwn's minds work 

in a revolutionary age. It is tie fi rat gennoreti. on of revolutiofary 

leedere thet : okec the overT41el: aing inpre 1 iorz, cmd after that it taker 

quite , while for the second generntionn to*establish iteeif in. the 

general «neciouenesc for whut it really. Is, ae distinot from a re- 

incarnation or pale reflection of the first generation. The whole 

(33) The e 1thor being an Australian, vividly remembers as another 
ezannple the "Communist Party Dissolution Aot, 1950" of the Comeeonwealth 
of Australia (Federal Government), which was fc tnd -ultra viree the 
Delenee Power of the Coomnonwealt ; the constitutional referendum 
necessary to Tclidnte it failed by a -narrow riarg3n. In it Co! nufism 
wes defined with reference to Marx and Lsnin, who had been dead for 
69 and 26 years respectively, even though L Stalin was at the height of 
his reputation as a Communist theorist. If it is answered that the 
analogy did not apply because of Stalin's position, being still olive, 
in a State with which Australia wee legally in normal relations, 
Athenasiue we, uld have had an even more ýcoielling motive for defining 
Arientem in termsof dead men if possible. In an ad boo, polemical 
treatise, it aa+uld- be permissible to castigate living Arian leaders, but 
in a work that seeks to expound the inner theological significance - or 
rather, for Atheneaius, diabolical significance-of Arianism* a for more 
serious matter, he would have bad to confine himself to dead men for two 
reasons, one very mundane, and the other most solemnly religious; men 
still Clive need more time normally before they can be evaluated, and 

- 
! ilty mau Vat isan nt_ 
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(34) 

history of human fnetion provides countloas examples The becond 

generetion rust do something, fairly -u'restic to compete sucaý: befully 

egtinet the remory of the first generation. how, when we examine the 

situation et thFt tine, we Pied that, not only did the three men 

concerned heve the rdvantepe of beim; the first generation, but their 

start was inereraed by other fectore which would make it very difficult 

for the next ger. eretion to catch up. ;, riun, 8'usebius of Niaomedia, 

end t. sterius the Sophist each typified one particularly serious aspect 

of the friar pf. rty irº a way that it wet virtually impoeeible for there 

to be a later rival. Cf Arius, the eponymous founder of the p arty, 
(35) 

nothing. Tore is necessary , but, even apart from this, Arius typifies 

(34) Ivan in the 1eronology of the most fanatical anti-Communists, 
Stalin (see also previous note) never even began to rival Marx and Lsnin 
until the Ltgaidation of the Kulake and the kfantastic Purge of 1935-38, 
almost a decade after he exercised de facto supreme power in the Soviet 
Union. Tndeei, it is doubtful whether even now (1982), after seven years, 
it is genmrally appreciated with sufficient exactitude how Khrushchev 
resembles an4 differs fron his predsoessore, a:. ong with the oorresponding 
changes in Coxnunism. Now long was it before it was understood, either 
in aountriee liko. Britain or in Gurmnny itself for that matter, how Hitler 
differed from the former Prussian militarism? To take a definitely 
authenticated nil : locunentud e, rlier example, the . tort' of Heetlween's 
dedication of the Third Symphony ("Broice") to Napoleon and his tearing up 
of the pare when he heard that Napoleon had had bi elf proolei ad 2mperor 
on June 18th, 1804, indicates that for a long time napoleon was simply 
thought to be another and more efficient old-style French Revolutionary hero 
like Merit Denton, and Robespierre. 

(: 3S) gew'ten's state'ent, for which t here is no parallel in any other 
writer that the author knows, that Arius was probably only a tool in the 
hands of quieter and more onpesble men ("Arianu of the Fourth Qeutury" , 
pp. 40-41 and 208), presumably the Rusebians, am only be understood as an 
attempt to bolster up his favourite huolenic hypothesis on the origin of 
Arianism. The passages that he Bites from Attºannsius to prove that he 
holds this opinion, (De 1)eor. 8 and 90, üiet. Arianorum 66, Do Syn. 22) do 
not prove it at all. Even the reference in Do Deor. 8, which we have 
already cited in another connection, that Ariw transcribed from 4+steriua 
the doctrine that the Son as a creature was a cosmologically necessary 
intermediery does not prove the case, since this was arg cmphasis which we 
know on other grounds to be characteristic of Asterius rather than Arius 
himself. 
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one particularly unpleasant aspect of Arianism in a way that nobody 

else does - in his addiction to the profanum vulgus (in every sense) 

and his descending to propaganda among them in their own terms. 

Proletarianism and its relation to Christianity is a most fascinating 

subject, on whoch more will be said later; Now we find it also in 

Arianism in a peculiarly virulent Porn, and Arius'p combination of 

extreme intellectual sophistication and proletarianism is equalled or 

surpassed in history only by Karl z arx. (Incidentally, there are 

too many resemblances between Arianism and Communism for. it to be pure 

coinoidence ). I usebius of Nioornedia was a rather different problen. 

For one thing, be was a bishop, and was bolder than most others in 

putting down in black and white what others would may more evasively 

and privately (C. Ar. I: 37: 88C"89A and II: 24s200A), He was also 

as suspect in bis attitude to Nioaee as anybody who did not actually 

feil to sign the creed as well as being the floor leader of the Arians 

in that Council. But the main point wes that he was a notorious 

political intriguer in high places, both with Constantine and 

Constantius. It was this that converted Arianism from an apparently d 

defeated, non-viable , "dfffbranoh into a dangerous menace to the peace 

of the Church; it was to his intrigues, ultimately, that Atbanasius 

owed his own five exiles; these, along with Arius's propaganda among 

the proletariat, constituted the political pincers movement that all 

but squeezed the Niaenea to death. Auteriue was the intellectual of 

this trip the philosophical brain of the movement, and, in spite of 156) 
Robertson , his system will stand intellectual comparison with any 

(36) L. N. P-N. J. Introd. XXV11i f. For a fuller discussion 
of Asterius, see below, p. 350-58. 
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heretic's. Also, he was a rank outsider, since having sacrificed to 

idols during the persecution, he was excluded from the clergy, and, 

as long, as the Arians took him as their intellectual leader, he was 

a living proof to the Plicenes that Ariatiiem was an "unkiroh lohe 
(37) 

Dogmatik" 

Thus Arius, the founder of the heresy end the supreme example 

of the slummer, Susebiue of Nieomedie, the very type of the political 

prelate at his worst, and Asteriue, the obviously alien intellectual 
(38) 

per excellence, made a most outstanding and notorious trio 

And V^ere wes present, too, the one additional factor that could bring 

them into further relief; each was the first of his kind, since 

persecution end look of statue had previously precluded these spe nies 

from existing. Finally, probably nobody in the second generation 

of Arians, except possibly Bunomius and the lr*peror Constantius 

hi- self, would have been intellectually or otherwise capable of 

rivalling these three except under the most favourable circumstances. 

The upshot of all this in that the -second generation of Arians would 

have had tobe fairly drastic to rate a mention in a mrk such as 

the Contra Arians. Almost certainly, nothing less then the explosive 

outbreak of me would have been sufficient. Can we say, conversely, 

that if they had been written after. 356, there would have been 

references to the second generation? Probably yes, although the 

answer is uncertain. The references quoted above in the Ad Serap. IV 

(37) For this issue and the reason for Berth's change from 
"Christliebe Dogmatik" [Vol. I ist ed. 1927) to "Kirchliche Dogmatik" 
(Vol.! Pt. I Ind ad. 1932 - the only edition translated into B lieh - 
and following volumes) see Introduction to Vol. I Pt. I (2nd ed. 

). 
On 

D. II (I. 4. ) he maintains rightly that dogmatics is not "free" but 
bound to the Church as its prover field. 

(38) This argument has been put fb rwerd by Stegmann "Zur 
Datierung" p. 434. 
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do not help us imiob, as they " 11 refer to Pneuraetio heresies; if the 

reterenee to the "Nueebii" retera to Nuaebiua of Nioomedia, end not to 

Susebius of Ceeserea in his capacity as the preouraor of the Pneumatic 

heretic Aoeoius, this is of the indelible infamy of Luaebius of 

Nicomedie. The diatribal apostrophe to Aoaoius and Eudozius in the 

dogmatic portion of the De eynodie, oh. 38, in a better sign, although 

the historical and conciliar character of the pork as a whole would 

be not without Influence. On the whole, we can admit that the total 

lack of reference to the second generation of Arians, along with the 

character of the references to Conatentius, suggests that the terminus 

ad quen for the composition of Cont. Arians I-III is Athanaeius's 

expulsion on 8th February, 356, or, at the latest, very early in the 

Third ]f=ile. Owing to the scale of the Kork, this just excludes the 

traditional dating, but it leaves any earlier date open, as well as 

all dates up to A. D. 3ä6. 

The ne=t argument is that the anathema of the by-nod of 

Phi lippopolis (545)1, repeated in the Iieorosti ah (345), against those 

who deny that the Son name to be at the will of the Father, and thus 

allegedly iintain that it was by external neoessity, was aimed at 

Athanasius Contra Arians III: 58o69 (a position also accepted by 

Herneft, Bist Dogm. (3rd ed. ) Vol. II, p. 239, note 4 (Ger®. ed. ), which 

was therefore written before that date. The ground is that, in these 

ohApters, Athanasiua never referred to the doctrine which he contested 

as an actual formula of a Synod, but rather merely as a tenet of 

the relatively-anonymous "Arien". On the other hand, this is more 

or less fully explained by the general character of the Contra Arians; 

as we have said above, the aim of Atbenesius is patently to present 

(I 
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the theology. of the Arian controversy, on the principle of (with 

apologies to Anaelm) remotia oonoiliis aotiaque eorum omnibus; there 

is no ezplioit reference even to Nioaea. On the contrary, there are 

some grounda at least as cogent for doming to the reverse conclusion. 

The formulae of these anathemas are as follows: (Counoil of 

Pbilippopolis, 343; let Confession of Sirnium, 351, Anathema XXV; 

see ynodis, oh. 27: 26th or penultimate anathema: "Whosoever Shall say 

that the Son has been generated, the Father not willing it, be 

he anathema. For it was not by compulsion, led on by physical 

neoeesity as if He did not wish it, that the Father generated 
(3b) the Son ... ." 

and the Aaorostioh, De Syn, 2E, final anathema: "And at the same tine, 

those who irreverently say that the son bas been generated not by 

choice or will, thus encompassing God with a necessity that 
(40) 

excludes choice or purpose, so thtt He begat the on unwillingly 

we aooount as most irreligious raid alien to the church ... ." 

Now, in each case the dilemma is clearly being postulated: HIT)! R 

The Son's generation was an act of the Divine Will, OR it was formerly 

and/or efficiently caused, either causation compromising the Fatber's 

Deity; ons of these must be accepted, not both. But this is the 

very point that Atbanasius so convincingly denied in o. Ar. III: 62; 

the dilemma is not really exhaustive, as there is a third possibility, 

which is, actually the correct one. God the Father's generation of 
I'll the Son is in the very nature ( u6, $) of God so that the dilemne is 

nugatory, Thus, it is by no means self-evident that Athanesius would 

ýý£1ºf v Er 
`Ö 

ýý jpý üý a�d, 
Jr 

1#vý. K, J. ä, X9 i' wl ou f< 
V ýE'vYý ý£ 'Tbv ov ... nIf ,c 

ýº 
vv 

i 
(40 Tovou oo>P1dr, 

dovde 
40 Tarv'-lfov C IPP7Ksro(ýJ' 

JVE w 
ý'd j dý K pl J ýiº ` oft `dý uý 'roV (i ä"ý' aA. 

l 
Sýff V Tlýýol Ty r Kv T'ýCf 
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ever have exposed himself so crassly to these anathemas. Even if 

they were directed against Athanaaius, they need not hive referred 

to the Contra Arians, or indeed to any writings of Athanasius; 

after all, he aas a responsible and active Bishop of one of the two 

or three principal sees of Christendom, who could not have kept to 

his study even if he wanted to; such a men would not need writings 

to make his doctrine clear to his contemporaries. Finally, the 

anathemas need not have been directed against any statement of any 

person at all; the normal way of enforcing a doctrine is to 

anathematize its contradictory, or those who contradict it. These 

considerations rake it rather more likely that Athanaaius, in C. Ar. 

III: 88-67, was answering these enathemas; at any rate, he 

conclusively demolished their argument. Of course, we rest remember 

tb t it would have been very difficult to answer the argument of 

A. th anasius in o. Ar. III; 63 without blowii%e gafffe, which the Synods 

in question did not wish to do. A Athanasius C. Ar. III : g8-67 would 

have to be much more drastic than these two anathemas. The least 

that would be required would be a wholesale condemnation of the whole 

notion of 
4ä'. s as applied to God-or any of His acts oT attributes, 

which in this context would include the generation of the "Son". 

Since this was the word that Athanasius used in the section virtually 

passion, a lot more would have been required than one participial 

phrase involving an adjectival derivative of the word. We have 

already shown above, in our review of the use of the word in the 

"Contra Gentes" that therp was enough ai ult in the traditional 

lrhe reasoning in the enethe e as we have them, and this 

sort of blanket ban on the whole word or concept was the step actually 
-, / 

taken in 359 by the Arienizers with regard to o v61d (De üyn. 30) . 
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When Athane. siue has based his whole argument on the ultimacy of God's 

nature compared with God's will, nothing less than this drastic step 

would have been necessary on Stülcken's theory. 

Of course, it is true that the doctrines in these two Anathemas 

were actually Arian teaching from the earliest stages, e. g. Arius, 
(41) 

Thalia (De Syn. 15: ". .. for He existed at the will. ot tho Father 
(42) 

Wisdom existed as Wisdom by the will of the wise God ." (43) 
And in the Letter of Arius to Busebius of Nioomedia : ". .. but 

by will (BEX,. cr( ) and counsel (j�oij' ) He has subsisted before 

times and before ages .. ." (44) 
And in Letter of Susebius of Nioomedia to Yaulinus of Tyre : ". .. 

the existence of the Son depends ? 
Trr Iv 

ýoýý`ý� 
"''Da 

If this is taken as a determining factor in the critical judgment, it 
(45) 

simply mikes any positive chronological estimate impossible 

although Stiilaken's argument r)uld be affected, if anything, the worse. 

But this simply increases the significance of another argument against 

Stülcken, and that is the way in *i oh Athanasius intro du oee, and 

subsequently handles, these chapters. Adriittedly, Newman (notes on 

Or. III: S8) ha. pointed out that the style and vocabulary of this section 

are more closely allied to C. Ar. I and XI than to the remainder of 

C. Ar. III, almost as if it wes a misplaced section of one of the earlier 

Orations. On the other hand, we shall give reasons for maintaining 

(42) "H 1 Vm-ý Pgý 'v aE0 eFi1 '. 
c-r, , (43) $piphaniua, Ha&. d9: 6(I). Theod. Bool. Hist. 1: 5. Opitz 

Urkunden .. I Urk. I. 
44) 'S'hod. Bool. Hist. I: 5. Opitz., Urk. 8 
45) Steg nn, "Zur Datierung .. ."p. 435, makes this point 

against St f1oken. 
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that this seotion, although a reversion to the type of material 

handled earlier, is in its oorreot plaoe, and once we have accepted 

this it is not altogether unreasonable to postulate that the 

oarrespondenoe, in subjeot matter to the earlier Orations would have 

generated a corresponding correspondence in vocabulary and style. 

Now, this section Is introduced an follows: (III: 58,445C) (Now 

that we have discussed the basso tenets of Arianism, and shown at 

great length that their oleime to be boriptural are invalid) "But, 

.... a heretic is e wicked thing in truth, ... For behold, 

though they are oonvioted on all points ... they, ... like 

hydras, ... invent for themselves other questions Judtio and 

foolish, and new expedients, ... (Oh-59) After so teeny 

proofs against thee ,... they sy$ 'Be it so, interpret these 

refersnose thus, and gain the viotory in reasonings and proofs; 

still, you gust admit that th. Son has received being from the 

Pathar et His will said plaaaura" 99. ". Attienaalus points out 

at once that "will" is a wrong way of talking about the matter, for 

reasons whi-ob hew" been already disousaed and which are briefly 

reoepitulated.. Then, he , comes to -the nein iesus, and (ob. 62 boa. ) 

introduoee , for refutetion, the argument about neaeeatty: "It then 

there is Mother Word of God, then let the on be originated by 

a word, but If there, be not, as is the oaae, ... ' does not 

thine s oae the ma ýp ay-heeded craftiness (1*1&V0vP6i",, ) of these 

went in that,, feeling ab n. at saying 'work' ... . to. ... 

yet in another way they aoaert that be is a creature, putting 

!b sward 'will' ... ". It is. evident from tkw ae passage$ that, 

following on his disoussion of the fundamentals of Arianism and his 

detailed refutation of their -scriptural claims, Athanasius is now 
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discussing the trick statements whereby the Arians tried to introduce 

their beliefs by the back door, statements superficially plausible but 

which nevertheless really imply Arianism. What would be a more 

natured piece to propound such statements than an Arian or arypto-Arian 

Synod? Thus this is another factor that makes it more likely that 

c, Ar, III: 58-67 is a refutation of the anathemas in question than vice 
(46) 

versa 
The tue=t argument of ütüloken 

(47) 
is that Athanasius is far leas 

Bure in his explanation of Prov. 8: 22 LXXC, espeoially the notorious 
., / 

(48) 
4Z K-f1 " in e"Ar. II: (18)44-8E than in other plaoee, i. e. De Deor. 13f., 

De Sent, Dion lb, 8pist. Snoyol. ed Bpiso. Aeg. and Lib. 17, Sp. II ad berap. de 

sp. Sanot. 9. ". ... dort eine allgemeine Unsicherheit: des 

soll auf die ? Iensobwerdiung gehen und vom Logos ausgesagt werden, 
i (49) 

weil er einen geschaffenen Leib hat; es soll - º. d 6Trýý sein; 

en soll endlich rational gedeutet werden, weil Gott allen Aenschen 

seine gbttliahen «oc IL eirgesahaffen hat. In De Dear, u. a. w. tritt 

(46) Of course, the argument can conceivably be brought forward that 
Athanasius had simply forgotten to discuss the issue in the earlier 
portion of the Orations, 1. ** 1: 1-56, but the eut$or feels, no doubt 
subjectively, that this does not really sffeat the issue. In the context 
of the general refutation of Arian principles in the first half of 
C. Ar. I, Athenasius might well have not felt the need to give this any 
special attention, since it mould have been merely an intension of the 
basic statement that the son-Logos is a creature. Nor would it have 
quite the gross scandal of the statement that the Son is -rPý, r-rbS . Where statements about the son coming to be at the will of the Father are 
so supremely dangerous is to the context of Arianizing creeds which are 
apparently, and in fact, completely orthodox everywhere except at this 
one point, which is precisely the context in which Athenasius in treating 
this sort of statement here. They belong, in other words, to the 
deceptive propaganda rather than the ruthless and blatant enunciation of 
basic principle, and this particular statement would be supremely dangerous 
and deceptive because it would imply that the orthodox theologians were at 
onne with, for instance, such a notorious and hated heresy as tarcionitism. 

(49) op. cit. P. 48. /^ '> ^)\ (46) created. kJp1oS 2& 
of, u c -rev ädwi aL ro elS'r cP 11,1 (49) established. / 
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dagegen mit absoluter Sicherheit die eine Erk l'ärung aus, dass 

es auf die Menschwerdung zu deuten sei; .. ." The latter half 

of Stülcksn's statement, that in the other four vrorks Athanasius is 

in,.. ebsolut, ly no doubt about his exegesis, is true, but, pace Stüleken 

there is no "uncertainty" in the Contra Arianos either. Admittedly, 

there is a greater complexity, but hardly greeter than would be 

warranted by the greater length of the relevant section. In fact, we 

shall show, in our detailed study, that the very complexity of the 

Contra Arians is the exact opposite of primeval chaos; it is a genuine 

development along, in the strictest sense, the line followed in the 

other four places, which is also beyond question the whole basis of 

e. Ar. II: 44-8E. Unfortunately, Stüloken does not give detailed 

references for his analysis of c. Ar. II: 44-82, but apparently the Zornirr 

of this two alleged alternative interpretations is based on 53: 257C-260A: 
,/ ,/ 1ý1 101, ýö 

'k aýDd,, e <'il oT- , Kok -ro S ºC . l, SE Kal I l» Kdl r£ý-rr) -, ýv' 
ii- 

v 2(ovT'd. 

vlAVO.. v' 
, (of. Is. 49: 5, Ps. 8: 7 & E: 6, all IX) Ou -1\1VI 

ýV 
-rvu of �o I AU-M / 

Ou -r dCvo u6'r -t. %/ dvro u KT crý vEr Kvu6-1 Vý ý. ý.. c -M) V, 
n)> 'I /(60) 

cýIITOv Khi FVC x vº, V c(,, dv&., 6, v/, It is hard to see what 

passages Stillaken had in mind by his second alternative, but it 

evidently refers to the doctrine elaborated later in this section, 

passim, that our predotination is in Christ, and that this is the 

primary sense in which we are created "in wisdom". Athenasius already 
I/ 

applies the ¬K-rI6 to the Incarnation of the Word in creeturely flesh 

for our sakes. What Athenesius is doing tore is going on to say that, 

(50) "So, 'He crested', and 'He formed"; and 'He set', have the 
same meaning and do not denote the beginning of His being, or His 
essence as a created essence, but His beneficent renovation which 
came to pass for us". 
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when we think of the Incarnation, we must always go on forward to think 

of the establishment of Christ's Kingdom, and, further, of our gracious 

privilege of participation in it. What is more, we must needs look 

backwards, to see all this as our Predestination in Christ, the very 

purpose for which we were created. And it shall be shown that this 

full understanding of 'the Incarnation is the true climax of all the 

theology of Athanasius. Thus another argument of &tülcken recoils on 

its own author. 

.. The next argument of Stulcken 
(51) 

oonoerns the lsok of mention in 

o. Ar. I-III of the Homoousion, an compared with both De De oretis, De 

Synodis, and Sp. II ad Serapionern de Spiritu Sanoto. This in a critical 

problem of considerable difficulty, and so will be deferred for a time, 
(82) 

The final argument of Stülcken is his study of the relation 

between o. Ar. I: 30ff, and De Deor. 08ft., in eeoh of which the question 

or the äý �ýro`ý is treated, and between which there is in pleoea elmoat 

verbal agreement. This to apeoially marked between o.. Ar. I: 33: P. G. XXVI 

80C oh. 34, end of lest sentenos but one; and De Deor. 30: P. G. WI 472D 

to 31: 473C (' .. 1 
ýO 

v). He rightly does not stress the omission 

from the De Decretis of tlae examples given in the Contra Arianos of the 

di 6V�ý't'V3, or on the difference between the more various meanings of 

popular but less accurate dE AVJ7 joV 
-rºvLTrdr5p4(o. Ar. I: 76A) 

and 
?º ýov 

rov ETVac, Tp. 1 0(IT(bV (Do Dscr. 29: 469D); attributing this 

difference to the wider audience for the formr work. The next argument 

(81) op. oit p. 48 
(52) op. oit pp. 48-50 
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that Athenesius must have omitted the name of Asterius (see above) 

because it was no longer topical, as compared with Contra Arians, is 

a stronger argument; the alternative, that Athanasius, at the date 

at which this was written, did not know or ignored Asterius"s 

responsibility for these a rguzms nts, is of itself, rather harder to 

accept. But on the other hand, the more fact of the larger scale of 

the "Contra Arianas" could have compelled Athanasius to give more 

attention to the "Two Wisdoms" argument of Asterius. Also, in the 

major sections mentioned above, which almost duplicate each other, the 

section in the De Door. is the shorter, owing to the omission of 

"superfluous" words, euch as o. Ar. I: 33: 80C " Do Dear. 30: 472D: it 

would have been 
P6Io/ [iAipSi ý VJ for them to acknowledge and call 

God Father, 80C and 473A: For in calling God Unoriginate, they ere, 

as I seid before, calling Him F, 1<JUv YEV vw� 
Rr]. 

C. Ar. 34 beg.: 

ouKovJ 06f 6'rrDa/ KAI dýV£ý 

Z 

ya-) I�ý to indicate 
r 

and describe God from the Son as Father ... and De Deer. 31 beg.: 
0v< 

� 

K'k I µos/ 
%1\ Cc (1 d" 

.' oGiºº1 96T' I/ 
. OOý &V r 'l �ý et o. 81B-473B 

/ 
sý 

the term J-ýq? Thas a variable sense, 
Cwr- 

-E v wn�ý" °ý ý' ý(' 
"It ý.. ýi-roý &? S'rroý ,i veJrd oiýc�ýýý¢rpa (In all oases, the words in 

square brackets are included in t 
/he 

Oontra Arianos; omitted in Do Dec. ) 

Although it can be maintained that Athanasius lengthened his material 

in the Contra Arians to conform with the rhetorical character of the 

work, for the sake of that very reel entity that can only be called 
(83) 

prose scansion, this argument of Stuloken is substantial 0 

(55) Opitz. (notes on De Deor. 28)agreee with Stüloken on this 
point. 
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However, when we turn to the lest argument of tüloken, we find 

once again that his material really emphatically disproves his case 
(54) 

di �ýTd -t, rý E(ý 1 ýo ý. tý vor/ He maintains that the substitution of 
P& ý0 / 

dºi -? a. r (a. Ar. I: 34: ®1B) by Tv 
d6 Tbv ºf of ovD d. To 

7 

19t)io EK 

qj' oU6tdf Aun ývc. ýp 
ýerý 

i (De Decr. 31: 473A-B) , is 
1 

eornprehensible on the grounds of Atbanesius's great interest in the 

Nicene formula &K-n-j-j%r oumd f -mL; ' l Tpp., as far as the "De Deoretis 

is concerned, but that there is no reason for raking the reverse 

substitution. The some relation is said to hold between the FK 
-Too 

ou 1-0 ro! AWE( of e. Ar. I: 33: 81A (i. e. the title Father indicates 

Him in relation to the son, as against the title d6EvqT P, whose users 
'Oe EK 112V Oý` &vwd a(J-mv -rrcý i V. ., 

i 
. mot v, as compared with 

o/ / 
the corresponding &. 1' -ýV aWTw I6Ai röV 

"iov 7A(Vol of De Deor. 30: 475A, 

the reason for this substitution being possibly the influence of almost 

the identical clause in Dionysius of Alexandria, quoted in De Dent. Dion 

17HP. O. '; Athannasius, in De Deor. 25: 461A, has already quoted Dionysius 

of Alexandria eis an authority in support of the Honoousion, in its true 

sense. Now, these argwi me are plausible, but they do ras rk either way, 

provided that we can see a reason for making the reverse substitution. 

And Bush a reason is available in terms of the context of the passages. 

However, at this stage we shall have to postpone any further considera- 

tion of this question, since it has become a matter of the greatest 

importance to see what exactly was the argument of Athanasius. 

Normally, it is necessary to carry out such investigations with no 

reference at all to the doctrinal content of the works being studied, 

but here it is a ease of the N ho]. e formal structure of Athanasius's 

(54) op. oit p. 49 
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argument becoming the point of issue. When we examine this, we find 

that, once again, this argument of Stü]. cken rebounds on its author, 

and uncover another ist important argument in favour of a later date 

for the "Contra Arianos". For this purpose it will be necessary to 

quote the entire parallel extracts togetle r, De De ore tis 28-31 on 

the left and C. Ar. I: 30-34 on the right. As for the technique of 

quotation, both passages are complete and co pletely consecutive, and 

the occurrence of a spane means that there is nothing, corresponding 

to the materiel being handled in the other extreat. 

(sa) 
De Dearetis 

"This in feat is the reason 

Arien os I C. 

"These considerations enoouraa e 

when th" unsound nature of their 

phrases had been exposed at that 

time, and they were henceforth 

open to the oherge of irreligion 

(WS wv) , thet they proceeded 

to borrow from the Greeks the term 

Tbc J. Y Tou , that, under shelter 

of it, ' they any reckon among the 

things originate and the creatures 

that Logöe of God, through Whom 

these very things came to be; so 

unblushing are they in their 

irreligion, so obstinate in their 

the faithful, and distress the 

heretical, perceiving, as they do, 

their heresy overthrown thereby. 

'Soreover, their further question, 

'whether the Unoriginate be one or 

two', shows how false their views 

are, boa treaoherous and full of 

guile. Not for the Father's honour 

do they rsk this, but for the dis- 

honour of the Logos. Accordingly, 

should anyone, not aware of their 

craft, answer 'The Unoriginate 

is one', forthwith they spit out 

"rr. r. r r"  'r uý  "rr rýý. r r"r r" "r -- i rrý.. ý"r 

(55) Ch. 26 of "De Decretis" (56) The previous chapters of 
follows an account of the Council C. Ar. I are a systesatio refutation 
of Niese., a justification of the of Arianism. 
Homoousion, end a oitetion of 
Origen Theognoetus, and the 
Dionreti in support of the Nicene 
position. 
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blasphemies against the Lord. If 

then their went of shame arises 

from ignorance of the term, they 

ought to have learned of those 

who gave it to then, and who have 

not scrupled to say that even in- 

telleot (Vovf), which they eey is 

from the Good, and the soul 

Which is from the intellect, 

their on venom, saying, 'Therefore 

the Son is anong things originate, 

and well have we said, "He was not 

before his generation. "' Thus they 

make all kinds of disturbance and 

oonfusion, if only they can separate 

the on from the Father, and reckon 

the Framer of all among His works. 

though their respective origins be 

known, ere nevertheless Unori inate, 

(1 1ral - here as always) 
for they understand that by so saying 

they do not disparage the first 

Origin from which the others come. 

This being the case, let them any 

the like themselves, or else not 

speak at all of what they do not 

know. 

But if they consider that they 

are acquainted with the subject, then 

they must be interrogated; for the 

expression is not from divine borip- 

turs, but they are contentious, as 

elsewhere, for un-Soriptural 

positions. Just an I have related 

Now first they may be eonvictec 

on this soore, that, while blaming 

the Nicene Bishops for their use of 

phrases not In 6orlpturog even 

though they are not injurious but 

subversive of their irreligion 

(dl £I o4S ), they let themselves 

tlfýi Here, following both Uigne 
and Opitz, we aocept the spelling 
with one y throughout. 
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the reason why, and the sense with 

which the Council and the Fathers 

before it defined and published the 

£K 1 0061-4-S and the Homoousion, 

agreeably to what the scripture says 

about the Saviour, so now let them, 

if they can, answer on their part what 

has led them to this un-Scriptural 

phrase, and in what sense they call 

God Unoriginete. 

In truth, I am told, that the 

term has different senses; philo- 

sophers say that it means, first, 

'whet is not yet, but may, ooze to 

be; ' next, 'what neither exists, 

nor can cane to be; ' and thirdly, 

'what exists indeed, but neither 

was originated nor had origin of 

being, but is everlasting and 

indestructible. ' Now, perhaps they 

will wish to pass over the first t*, 

senses, from the absurdity which 

follows; for according to the first 

sense, things that are already 
(ä8) 

coming to be, and things that are 

(5R. edjng IL- rp-voAi 

fall under the same charge by using 

words not in Loripture, and those 

in contumely of the Lord, knowing 

'neither what they say nor whereof 

they affirm'. For instance, let 

them ask the Greeks (for it is a 

word of their invention, not 

boripture), and when they have been 

instructed in its virious significa 

tione, they will then discover that 

they cannot even carry out a proper 

inquiry into the subject about whic 

they sneak. 

For they heve led me to asoer. 

tain that by 'unoriginate' is neant 

what hes not yet come to be, but 

can possibly be, as wood that has 

not yet beoorie a ship but can become 

one; and again what neither has, 

nor ever can, cone to be, like a 

quadrangular triangle or an odd 

even number. For a triangle 

neither heb become nor can ever 

become quadrangular, nor bas the 

even ever become, nor can it become 

odd. 4oreover, by 'unoriginate' 

is meant, what exists, but has not 

cone into being from anything, not 

(Units) in 
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expected to cone to be are having a father st all. Further, 

unoripinate, and the second is n, ýre 

absurd still; accordingly they will 

proceed to the third sense, and use 

the term in it; though here, in 

this sense too, they are no leas 

impious (dsf c? s) . For if by 

Unoriginate they mean what has no 

origin of being, nor is originated 

or created, but eternal, and say 

that the Logos of clod is contrary to 

this, who comprehends not the 

Draftiness of those foes of God - 

Who but would stone these madmen 

For, when they ere eshe-ned to 

being forward again those first 

phrases which they fabled and 

which were condemned, the wretches 

have taken another way to signify 

then, by means of what they call 

Unoriginets. For is the on be 

of things originate, it follows 

that He too come to be il Ovr-OV J 

and if He has an origin of being, 

then he was not before His genera- 

tion (euK 'ýv'rpýý r'"? )ý and if 

He is not sternal, there was once 
(89) 

when He wee not (IV7r-a7'E öt 
o3, C IV ). 

(59) These are, of course, the regular stock phrases of Arianism that 
were formally condemned in the Nicene anathemas. This section oorrespor 

----- -- .oc. Ar2: 34 , Sno/, 
_ 
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2I If these are their sentiments 

they ought to signify the heterodoxy 

in their own phrases and not to hide 

their own perversity under the cloak 

of the unoriginate. But instead 

of this the evil-minded men do all 

things with craftiness, like their 

father, the Devil; for as he 

attempts to deceive in the guise of 

others, so these have broached the 

term Unoriginate, that they might 

pretend to speak piously (of God), 

yet might cherish a concealed 

blasphemy against the Lord, and 

under a veil might teach it to others. 

However, on the detection of this 

Asterius the unprincipled sophist, 

the patron too of this heresy, has 

added in his own treatise, that 

what is not made, but is ever, is 

'unoriginate'. They ought then, 

when they ask this question, to add 

the sense in which they take the 

term Unoriginate, and then the 

parties concerned will be able to 
(60) 

answer the point 

31 But if they are still satisfied 

with asking, 'Is the Unoriginate one 

or two? ' they must be told first of 

all, as ill-educated men, that many 

are such and nothing is such; many, 

which eire capable of origination, 

and nothing, which is not capable, 

as has been said. 

(60) This corresponds to the 
most significant deficiency in the 
"I)e Decretis"; there are only a 
couple of sentences at Do Door. 
29: C-D. 
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sophism, what remains to them? 

'We have found another', say the evil- 

doers, and then proceed to add to 

what they have said already, that 

Unoriginate means what has no author 

of being, but stands itself in this 
(61) 

relation to things originate But if they ask aooordingly to 

what Asterius ruled it, as it 'whet 

in not a work but was always' were 

unoriginate, then they must 

constantly be told that the on 

as well as the Father saust in this 

sense be called Unoriginate. For 

He is neither among things 

originate, nor a thing made, but 

was ever with the Father, as has 

already been shown, in spite of 

their many variations for the 

sole purpose of speaking against 

the word, "He In OLK V-YIJV 

and of K JVTrp'l'V f V1 
8I 

. when 

then, after failing at every turn, 

they betake themselves to the 

other sense of the question, 'exist 

nn I-PN N\ 1/ n 4/ \% 

el)'ro eýdv -r0D £, vc(i Týv ot Irrovf. z»4 )<, A, TDI f vv)TO (' dý, -oy 
ýi ov zf f'- ý, S, I T' vvv-v, ý The last sentence Is all that 
Corresponds to the letter third of C. Ar. I13O* 
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Unthankful, and in truth deaf to 

the Soriptures; who do everything, 

and say everything, not to honour 

God, but to dishonour the Son, 

ignorant that be who dishonours the 

Son, dishonours the Father. For 

first, even though they denote God 

in this way, still the Logos is not 

proved to be of things originate. 

For again, as Offspring of the 

Essence of the Father, He is 

consequently with Hin eternally. 

but not generated (ffvvq REV) 
of 

anything nor having a father, ' we 

shall tell then that the 

Unoriginate in this sense is only 

one, namely the Father; and they 
(62) 

will gain nothing by their question. 

For to say that God is in 

this sense Unori ginate , does not 

show that the Son is a thing 

originate (xrvvp v), it being 

evident from the above proofs that 

the Logos is such as is He Who 

beget Him. Therefore, if God 

be unoriginete, His Image is not 

originate, but an offspring, whiob 

Is His Logos and Wisdom. For whet 

likeness bas the originate with 

the unoriginete? (One must not 

be weary of using repetition), for 

if they have it that the one is 

like the other, so that he who sees I 

the one beholds the other, they 

are liable to say that the 

Unoriginate is the iikege of 

creatures; the end of whioh is a 

confusion of the whole sub jeot, 

ao co-ordination of things 

(8E) Nothing in the "De Decreti 
corresponds to this section. 
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originate with the Unoriginate, 

and a denial of the Unoriginete 

by measuring Him with the works ; 

and all so as to reduce the on 

to their number. 

32 However, I suppose that even 

they will be unwilling to proceed 

to such lengths, if they follow 

Asterius the Sophist. For he, 

earnest as he is in his advocacy 

of the Arian heresy, and 

maintaining that the Unoriginate 

is one, runs counter to them in 

saying that the Wisdom of God is 

unoriginete and without beginning 

(dv')(ov ) also. .. 
(Here follows 

his exegesis of I Cor. 1: 24, which 

we shall quote in full later; 

Athenaeius'a oovornte are so 

closely duplicated later in Orat. 

11: 38, that we shall leave the 
(63) 

passage aside .)... If then 

they agree with Asteriue, let them 

never ask again, 'is the Unoriginate j 

one or two? ' or they will have to 

(63) Athenaeiue maintains that 
Abterius virtually duplioated the 
Unoriginate. So below p. ýS! -s4 
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oontest the point with him; if, 

on the other hand, they differ even 

from him, let them not rely upon 

his treatise, but, 'biting one 

another, let them be oonsumed one 
(64) 

of another' (Gal. 5: 15) 

So much on the point of their 

ignorance; but who can say enough 

on their craftiness? Who but 

would justly hate them while 

possessed of such e madness? For 

when they were no longer allowed 
-j/ to say' Fg ovK o v7w%1 and ovic jv 

IT; V vvv , they hit upon the 

word Unorliginate, that, by saying 

among the simple that the on was 

Originate, they might, imply the 

very same phrases JýovK ovmV 

and 
1v 

-rº0Tt 
0 77 1 ava 1� 

; for in 

such phrases things originate and 

creatures are implied. 

33 If they have- confidence in 

their own positions, they should 

stand to them and not change them 

about so variously; but this they 

(64) There is no equivalent 
in the section in "De Deoretia" of 
this section on Aeteriua'e 
doctrine. 
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For the name of Offspring does 

not detract fron the nature of the 

Logo®, nor does the Unoriginete 

take its sense from contrast. with 

the Son, but with the things that 

come to be through the Son; and as 

he who addresses an architect, and 

Dells him framer of a house or city, 

does not under this designation 

allude to the son who is begotten 

from him, but calls him artificer 

on account of the art and soienoe 

(-ri)(ver K4' ý`ýýö p7v) direoted to 

bim works, signifying thereby that 

he is not the seine sort of thing 

an the things made by him; and, in 

knowing the nature of the maker, 

knows also that he who is begotten 

from his is different fror bis works. 

And it is on aoaount of his son that 

will not, on the idea that they oan 

readily succeed in anything, if 

they but shelter their heresy 
X88) 

under Dover of the 'Unoriginete' 

Yet after all the term is not 

used in contrast with the son, 

c lariour as they may , but with 

things originate; and the like 

may be found in the terms 

'Almighty* and 'Lord of the Powers'. 

For if we any that the Father has 

power and mastery over all things 

through the Logos, and the Son ruleal 

the Father's kingdom, and has power I 

over all, as the Father's Logos, 

and as the Image of the Father, it 

is quite plain that here the on is 

not reckoned among the 'everything' ,i 

nor is God called Alriighty and Lord j 

on account of Him, but on aoaount 

of those things which through the 

Son came to be, and over which He 

exerotees power end rnaatery through I 

the Logos, And therefore the 

(65) Corresponds to Do Door. 
28 and. 
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he calls him father; and on account Unoriginete is specified, not in 

of his works, creator and maker; in contrast to the on but in contrast 

like manner he who says in this sense to the things which came to be 

that God is Unoriginate, names Him 

from His works, signifying not only 

that He is not originate, but that 

He is Maker of the things which are 

so; yet is aware withal that the 

through the :: on. And excellently, 

since God is not as things 

originate, but is their Creator 

and Framer through the bon. And 

as the word 'Unoriginato' in 

Logos is other then things originate, speoified relatively to things 

and alone is a proper Offspring of originate, so the word 'Father' 

11.1 the Father ('id'oV t'°ü 17--A f vv at) is indioative of the bon. And he 

through Whom all things oame to be and. who names God Maker and Framer and 

oonsist. 

3o In like manner, when the 

Prophets spoke of God as All-ruling, 

they did not so name Him as if the 

Logos were included in that All; 

(for they know that the Son was 

other than things originate, and 

Sovereign over them Himself, 

according to His likeness to the 

Father3; but because He is Ruler 

over all things which through the 

Son He has made, mad has given the 

authority over all things to the 

Son, and having given it, is Hirseelf 

onoe more the Lord of all things 

through the Logos. Again when 

Unorigineto, regards and apprehends 

things created and rede; and he 

who calls God Father, thereby 

conceives and contemplates the bon, 

And hence one night marvel at the 

obstinacy which is added to their 

irreligion, that whereas the term 

Unoriginate has the aforesaid good 

sense, and admits of being used 

religiously they, 

in their own heresy, bring it 

forward for the dishonour of the 

bon, not having read that he who 

honoureth the Lon honoureth the 

Father, and he mho dishonoureth 

the 'on dishonoureth the Father. 
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tb 1 called God, 'Lord of the Powers'. 

they said this not as if the Logos 

were one of those powers, but because, 

while He is Father of the Son, He is 

Lord of the powers which through the 

Son have come to be. For again, the 

Logos too, as being in the Father, is 

Lord over them all, and Sovereign over 

all; for all things whatsoever the 

Father bath, are the Son's. This then 

being the force of such titles, in like 

Winner lot a man call God Unoriginete, 

if it so please him; not however as if 

the Logos were smang things originate, 

but beeausej as I have said before God 

not only is not originate, but through 

His pfo1er Logos go Is the Maker of 

things which, are so. For though the 

Father be sailed such, still the Logos 

is the Father's Image, and one in 

essence (0to"6+op ) with Him; end being C 

His Image, He must be distinct from 

things originate, end fron everything; 

for He kath the property and likeness 

of Him. Whose Image He is, so that He 

Who calls the Father Unoriginete and 

Almighty, perceives in the Unor igi hate 

and Almighty, His Logos and His Wisdom 
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which is the Son. But th*se wondaoue 

men, prompt for irreligion, hit upon 

the term Unoriginate, not as oaring 

for God's honour, but from malevolence 

towards the saviour; 

At this stage, the texts of the two works become almost identical 

with the exception of the minor alterations that 8tüloken has sited, and 

which we hove noted above. The passage concerned is D! Deor. 30: 472D-31: 

473C, rd: ioh is followed by a further sentence which brings in the Spirit; 

corresponding to C. Ar. I: 33: 800.34, except the last sentence, which has 

peroratory function only. We shell cite from the letter, since it is 

the longer text: "It they have-any oonoern at all for reverent speaking 

and the honour due to the Father, it would become tls« rather, and 

this would be better and higher, to acknowledge and call God Father, 

than to give Him this name. For in oallint God Unoriginate, they 

are, as I said betbre, calling Hin from His works, and as taker only 

and ! 'reiner, -supposing that hence they may signify that the Logos is 

a work after their own pleasure. But he who calls God Father, 

signifies His from the Bon, being well aware that if there be a Son, 

of necessity all things originate were created through that bon. 

And they, when they call His Unoriginate, name Him only from His 

works, and know not the eon any more than the Greeks, but he who 

sells God leather, names Him from the, Logos; and knowing the Logos, 

he understands His to be Framer of all, and understands that through 

Him all things beers been made. 

De Daor,, 3l Therefore, it is more pious and more accurate to signify 

C. Ar. I: 34 God from the Son and call Him Father, than to name Him from 

the works only and call Him Unoriginate. For the latter title, as 
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I have said,. does nothing more then signify all the works, 

individually and collectively, which have come to be at the will of 

God through the Logos; but the title Father has its significance 

and bearing only from the son. And, whereas the Logos surpasses 

things originate, by so much and more doth calling God Father 

surpass calling His Unariginate. For the latter is un"Soriptural 

and suspicious, because it has various senses; so that, when a men 

is asked concerning it, his mind is carried about to zany ideas; 

but the term Father is simple and scriptural, and more accurate, and 

only implies the son. And 'Unoriginete' is a term of the Greeks, 

who know not the son; but 'Father' has been acknowledged and vouch- 

safed by Our Lord, For He, knowing Himself Whose Son He wes, seid, 

'I an in the Father and the Father is in "e' , end, 'He that bath 

seen Me hath seen the Father', and #1 and the Father are one #, but 

nowhere is He found to call the Father Unoriginate. 4doreover when 
(86) He teaches us to pray, He says not, 'When ye pray, say "God 

Unoriginate"' but rather 'When ye pray, say "Our Father, which art 

in Heavon"' . And it was His will that the sum ry of our faith 

should have the same bearing, in bidding us to be baptized, not 

into the news of Unoriginate and Orriginate,. nor into the name of 

Creator and Creature, but into the nar of the Father, bon, and 

Holy Ghost, For with such an initiation we too, being numbered 

among works, are made sons, and using the name of Father, acknowledge 

from that neues the Logos also in the Father Himself. " In De Decr. 3l, 

there are then a few sentences which indicate, for the first time, that 

in spite of being adopted sons, there still remains all the difference 

(66) Nominative, as in Opita, The Door., as distinct from : digne's 
vocative. 
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possible between the Son by nature and us as sons by adoption, and, 

most significant of all, Athenasius points out, quoting Gal. 4: 6, that 

it is the Holy Spirit that enables us to own God as our lather. These 

sentences are omitted fron C. Ar. 1: 34 probably because Athensaius was 

about to treat the whole sub, eot (and in-tact did, C. Ar. IIIclO-25) in a 

far more exhaustive and definitive fashion later. 

The rough general examination that should always precede any 

detailed study indicates that, even though the text in the final, oorr on 

section is shorter in "De Deoretis" , in general, it is the "Contra 

Arienoe" that is the terser account, and that its greeter length in due 

to its insertion of new matter and its greater concentration on certain 

argunonts. The clearest case of the former in an extended study of 

the question of the Wisdom of God, especially with regard to the doctrine 

of Asterius, whoa Athenesius feels to have succeeded in pulling his own 

doctrine apart. The whole "Two Wisdoms" tissue will have to be discussed 
(67) (68) 

later , ;. beat Sass 1. quite right to point out, as against bt7ulcken, 

that Atha asius, once having noticed that Asterius had after all virtually 

talked about t unoriginateo, would hardly have failed to rntion this 

self-refutation of Arianism in the later writing. There is no point in 
(hfl) 

Stüleken and Guminerus trying to maintain that Aeterius bad lost his 

notoriety by about 361-386; Athenasiua's treatmrnt of him in "Ds synodic" 
(70) 

is proof that he was still a scandal-in 359 An obvious instance of 

the letter to the far, greater er phasic in C. Ar. I: 30-34 on the argument 

that if God Himeolf, that is, the Father, is unoriginste or ultimate, so 

(67) see below, pp. '?, 6 . 68) "Studien" p. 51. 
69) "Die hont'usiamiSbhe Partei'. .. " pp . l8ä-146. 
70) For a full discussion, see above, p. 263-4.. 
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rust His Image, that is, the Son, be; therefore, the real result in 

the long run of Arian theology is not unitarianism, that is, the denial 

of the Father in the sense of denim, of the Father's Paternity, but the 

denial of the Father in the sense of the denial of the Father's Deity, 

that is, atheism in the strictest and most modern sense; on the other 

band, this argument, though lese pervasive than in C. Ar. Is30-34, is given 

full weight in he Deor. 30. On the other hand, the sections of De Dear. 

28-31 to which there is nothing fully corresponding in C. Ar. 30-34 are the 

introductory sections of ch. 28 and the illustration of the pe terfamilies 

who is a builder in ch. 29. The former may be a rhetorical exaggeration, 

but if it has any relation to the truth at all, it means that the argument 

on the ß vvjrnV came into prominence only after the decisions of Nioaea 

had made the earlier blatant proclamation of Arian principles canonically 

illegal. The important point here is that- Athanesius remembers when this 

argument took the place of the others, not as the only argument or even in 

a sense the supreme argument, but as the Arians' most conspicuous one. 

The fact that at the beginning of C. Ar. I: 30 there is no corresponding 

seetion and that this argument is introduced naturally as it if is now 

completely domiciled in Arianism, is as good11n indication of the later 

date of the "Contra Arianos I-III" as anything ever cited to the oontrary. 

The absence from C. Ar. I: 30-34 of the illustration of the builder is 

neither here nor theme, since Athanasius has just been covering almost 

the same ground in C. Ar. I=28 ft. 

A gerrlel examination also confirms that the general argumsntation 

of the extreets from C. Ar. I is more mature then in the "be Deoretis". 

It is t tits beside the point for ßur *rus to maintain that the . polemic 
(71) 

is sharper in theletter-nrntconed work ; it would be much more 

accurate to say that the polsmio was blunter, in the sense in which the 

(711 "niw hemeusinninahw P. wt. 1 
-- -" nn_lAR., OA_ 
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author, in his medical days, remembers the professor in charge of the 

diseoting roo'n telling the class that it is the blunt scalpel that 

cuts everywhere whereas the sharp scalpel outs exactly where its user 

wants it to out, no more,, and no less. In "De Deoretia", Athenasius 

is certainly more abusive ad hon nea, but there is no doubt that the 

polemic in the "Contra Arianos" shows far more precision to the 

intellectual sense, and perhaps even in the polemical sense too. 

This is actually another argument for the late dating of the "Contra 

Arienos" I-III. 

Now that we have dealt with these introductory points, it is 

necessary to analyse in full the formal character of the argument of 

these sections and especially of the sort of reply that Is necessary 

to meet the case of the Arlene, nd perhaps above all of such doubters 
(72) 

as Eusebius of Caesarea as he was vten he wrote to Euphration 

It must be explained at once that we have followed Robertson's emenda- 

tipn of Newman's translation in translating ý 1ro� and ýcvr7iv by words 

derived from "origin" rather than from "generation" y since the accepted 

tent invariably has one Valthough oertain W% have two (for details see 

tig; ne and Opita), We have additionally oorrected Robertson by 

substituting . uniformly the g-erundivel forms "unoriglnate" and "originate" 

respectively where Robertson, not quite accurately, uses the passive 

participial forms "unoriginated". "originated", einoe the Greek terms are 

properly gerundival. When this, has been properly understood, it can be 
i 

seen that the best translation of whet the Greeks meant by rb d5Er7Tw 

is "The Ultimate" in certain senses, inoluding the naost important neta- 

physical sense. Thus, the difficulties that arose in connection with 

t GE) ßitad above, p. 63. 
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the Unoriginate in theology do concern, in the last analysis, the 

rational idea that there cannot be more than one ultimate and its 

relation to Biblical monotheism. But in its concrete manifestation, 

the issue concerned another category altogether, that is, causality; 

we should expect, under the circumstances, that it would be causality 

in the sort of ultimate sense in which it is found in natural theology, 

but in fact the issues of the controversy are best illuninsted by a 

study of this -category in its ordinary sense. Now, causality, and the 
I/, 

word d<<T'Ma' 
, cause, is a concept which neither Athanasius nor Asterius 

(73) 
had any hesitation in applying to the Godhead On the other hand 

there iss a -certain prejudice in modern theology against ep+eking in this 

way, and apparently not only- because to speak of God as the cause of 

our goodness, and the graaoe in us Depps are to deny the role of but an 

freedom. The most serious difficulties are formal and categorial. 

It happens that a study of these difficulties is the beat way of 

illuminating the point that Athaneaius had to make against Asterius and 

the other Arians.. This study will be in -a sense rather modern, but it 

will be by no , means anachronistic, since it will be essentially based 

on Aristotelian logic and incidental developments later on its basis. 

The modern difficulty with causality began when Huse pointed out that 

we cannot really observe cause in action in the older modern sense of 

sheer power, and that the-only things that we can really observe are 

the eonjunotion " or the constant oonjunvtion, which was sufficient 

justification for his, scepticism - of cause and effect, and the temporal 
(74) 

priority of sause compared with effect The only way out of this 

(73) Ss, eg. Do Ina. 4 beginning, where the di -rt d.. of the Atonement 
(a fortiori, ') is the sin of mim. 

(74) Treatise, Book I. Part III. 
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conundrum is to follow Huene in easence, but to apply two further 

principles, which express the element of universality or generality that 

Hume found it impossible to socept. Firstly, a cause can only be 

acuepte4 as a cause, if it is a particular case of a general causal law. 

This Is in fact identical with the experimental principle in modern 

science Otherwise, how do we know that, for example, the Wer of 

1914-18 was not caused by some other entirely disconnected thing, and 

that the es. aa*netion of Arohduke Franoia Ferdinand hed `nothing to do 

with it, appearenoes to the oontrary being an artafaoirof a Cartesian 

(75) It is hardly ever understood that not only is modern scientific 
method as a whole best represented in terms of traditional logic, but 
that this is really the only possible representation of it. The very 
point of the experimental method is that the entities with which science 
deals are those which are, to parody Aquinas's classical statement about 
God, "in genere aliquo", and therefore are logically subject to proposit- 
ional treatment. This is necessarily one of the basic postulates of 
science; otherwise the Humian sceptical principle would bring it to a 
full stop far more effectively then religion. The postulate which 
scientists add to enable them to start investigation is, in fact, the 
uniformity of nature .- which Hume actually postulated in order to refute 
miracles ('Lo sry coº+carn: �s NNm&*, Un + d»y'' eý). but nowhere else. 
Propositionelly, this would be, hither %aY or XaY. But in a number 
of instances (onewould be enough if nature were absolutely uniform), 
things are seen experimentally to be both X and Y. Therefore, by AAI 
Fig. 3 syllogism, XIY. Therefore. XeY is false, being the 
contradictory of XIY. Therefore XaY is true, Q. $. D. This exposi- 
tion also gives the best account of the basic uncertainty of scientific 
knowledp. - Whig which is often attributed in modern philosophy to 
logical difficulties in a positivist principle of verification - which 
is Use enough on its own terms - is actually better regarded as simply 
the uncertainty in the postulate of the uniformity of nature, and whether 
ißt applies is this"tuetenoe in the way postulated. Hence the popularity 
of statistical p siple and analysis. But after all it would stop 
seientif o p3togveso and investigation completely if scientists were 
satisfied with a statement that a law was true in 80 per cent., or even 
99.99 per Bent. of oases. Progress consists in investigating further 
F tie law is not true in the renaining oases; that is, in a progress 

As a supra-statistical knowledge, no wetter how unattainable in 
practice. 

This shows clearly the real complaint of science in its strictest 
sense against religion. God, as Aquinas said, "non east in genera 
aliquo". Whatever the contemporary complications inherent in, for 
example, the revival of monistic and often rationalistic cosmology and 
even cosmogony, it is in the main as simple as that. 
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malignant demon? The other is that this constant conjunction must 

apply negatively as well as positively; that is, that absence of the 

cause is regularly associated with absence of the effect. Again, this 

is identbnl with the other great principle of modern scientific 'r thod, 

the principle of the control-group as a necessary part of every 

experiment. Thus the causal law is as follows in propositional form: 

ACC a Y, X non-0 a non-Y, where X is the field in which the law applies, 

C is the cause, which is usually a relation to another interacting body, 

and Y is the effect, and by the application of AAA Fig. 1 syllogisms to 

both the positive and negative halves of the causal law, the particular 

instance ein be seen to be truly caused by the cause concerned. In the 

above propositional analysis, X is the field, C the efficient cause, and 

Y is the offset. In terms of the traditional differentiation of causes, 

the material cause is actually the field, the formal cause is simply the 

middle term of an AAA Fig. 1 syllogism which may, or may not, be related 

to a causal law as here defined, and the final cause is actually the 

effect, with the additional feature that the effect was demanded by a 

personal agency. 

One thing is lacking in this analysis; it is symmetrical as between 

cause and effect, since, within the field IC, both propositions of the 

causal law can be obverted and oontraposed so that the cause becomes the 

effect and the effect the cause. Thus, to give a complete account of 

causality, it is necessary to invoke the other principle of flume, the 

fact that- the cause always temporally precedes the effect - and, for that 

-mutter, ti - field precedes both. It In this temporal priority that was 

the real issue in the question of the" er 170v 

This study makes obvious. tb w difficulties of the notion of causality 

as applied in any way to God. Vot only the effect but also the cause and 
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the field must be "in genera aliquo". On the other hand, there is a 

real analogical sense in which the category of causality can apply to 

Opd. In fact, in this sense, causality applies supremely to God. 

Ne instinctively feel that, in spite of Hume and the logical structure 

built on him, there is something more to causality than the sort of 

extended principle of constant conjunction that we have postulated as 

the only possible analysis that can be given. It is in this sense 

that causality not only applies to God, but applies supremely Lo God. 

It is human causality, not God's, that is always breaking down to 

something less than it, and which can only be described, in terms of 
(76) 

lower concepts With these provisions, causality can be really 

applied to God, and there is no doubt that Athanasius and other 

theologians saw it in this way. 

This leaves the question of temporal priority, and this was the 

problem that really caused the trouble. The difficulty was to see how, 

if the Son bad his origin in the Father, they could be both co-eternal. 

Now this is a reel difficulty, and until it is solved no progress can 

be made. The only thing to do 3a to sithply affirm that in God this 

difficulty does not apply, since no category can be said to apply to 

God in the um. way as among creatures. That is, it is necessary to 

divide the elements of origin and temporal or qugai-temporal priority, 

which are inseparable in the oreaturely sphere, and say that although, 

the Son has, in a genuine and theologically significant way, His origin 

in the Father, not to s-my sause, so. that the Fatter is Unoriginate even 

with reeplet t©ý the Bon, in the qi' sense, the Father and on 

(96) Aa we shall see below (pp. bab-qb ), this was the supreme 
and final doctrine of analogy in Athenasius, which he develops with special 
reference to the Paternity of the Father, C. Ar. I: 20-22, and the Unity of 
God C. Ar. III: 10.25. 
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are both co-eternal, and thus in that sense both e quglly oo-unoriginate. 

Only when this is out of the way vu ld one be justified in going on to 

say that this is, after all, not the beat way of describing God, in this 

sort of nets bysicel term, and that this is the reason why its 

difficulties have loomed so portentously. This is the second, final, 

and culminating point thct Athanasius makes, that Unoriginete is after 

all a term that has its correlative opposite in the field of oreaturely 

reality, es generally understood by the Greeks, and that even after the 

confusion described above has been cleared, it still remains a dangerous 
(77) 

term to use for that very reason This is actually one of the most 

significant passages in all theology, which constitutes an advance 

warning against all theology of oorreletlonism, that is, of God and the 

world, and one which, of modern writers, Paul Tillich in particular would 

do well to heed. Athenasius, In Da Decr. 31 " C. Ar. I: 34, expresses this 

point so perfectly and so lucidly that any attempt to paraphrase it w uld 

be an insult. There are only two things that can conceivably be added. 

The first is that the theology that is based on a correlation of God with 
(78) 

the cosmos received its final death blow from Feuerbach , and how any 

one can revive it passes the author's comprehension. Secondly, the fact 

that Atbeneeiue wes so pungently aware of this issue suggests that he 

felt, instinctively that here was one of the roots of krisn1se}, end that 

the whole theolopy of oorrelation., had to be extirpeted. tseefarth, all 

the : terser for, God bad to be tbhersa which bad their eorrelatea only within 

(79) ftt''th4h does mot, pace, AasIMMs, "Die ho uEusien is. är Partei .. .' 
p. 1U, indicate that it was the sapr+tss arg u ut in the sense of being the 
only argrnt that counts. If Hose, "Studien .. ." had, iss oited by 

taus., ever made such on admission against his asp aase, he should not 
have done so. 

(7$) See olassi**ilr, son des Christente s", S. T. 0Ylhat is Christ. 
isnity, passier. This subject is fully discussed later, pp. a u& 
AppI. pp. 
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God Himself, that is, supremely, Father and Ron, And the realisation 

of this is e greet step in the development of Trinitarian theology. 

But this does not alter the fact that, in a sense, the way is not 

clear for this final argument until the former argument is settled. 

Now, the former argument is completely absent in Da Decr. 28.31. In 

feot, Athennalue had not yet even noticed, except in a very hazy way, 

the distinction in the Arien argu: aent and the exact way in which it 

wes used to deceive others. This,, to the author, is incontrovertible 
(79) 

evidence that the "Contra Arians" is later than the "De Deorotie" 

The final Domirritation is that when Athenedius, for the third time, and 

at less length, returns to treat the matter, in De *yn. 46-47, the 

differences from ! )e Leor. 28.31 that are evident in C. Ar. I: 30-34, are 

again in evidence, only more so. Here, the two first - eanings of the 

d%F. vv)'r0V are not mentioned, since they are irrelevant anyway, and the 

whole passage concerns the third and the fourth: (48: 778A) Uthanesius 
X 110 is bringing up the d ffvlTW as another illustration, in the context of 

the Howoueion, of the correct use of a non-: scriptural term)c "As for 
(80) (81) 

the word 'Unoriginate' , we have not derived this word from 

(79) Roman Catholic scholarship always recognises this; see Newraen's 
notes to all relevant passages, and also Stegmann, "Zur Datierung .. . ", 
p. 439. 

(80) See Newman's note on this passage and the one substituted by 
Robertson, mbioh as distinct from Mew , accepts the assumptioji that 
there is a real 

distinction 
-between v rav , unoriginate, and dyevvvj ro , 

ingenerate and the corresponding pos tines. The U BS evidence is very 
confused (see Migne end Opits), -but both these authorities accept the 
latter in all lns-tanoes in oh. 46 and the forger in all instances in oh. 47, 
including thhe quototiona from Ignatius end the other unknown authority. 
Whet makes eenfusion worse is that both 

. 
Lightfoot, "Ignatius of Antioch", 

in "A4osteliio retbsra", I'1, Seot. I, pp. 90-94, and Zahn, Patr. Apost. 119 
p. 33g affirm that the true regäi ng of the celebrated extract fron Zgn. 
Eph. ¶, quoted in ch. 47, isý vv. )rnf ' etc., and that as there is 
obviously one nsýaning intenda'd in these oh pte e from "De Synodis" it is 
the same reeding. On the other hand, Robertson, in spite of his general 
support of Lightfoot cannot but nai n3, ain that Athanasius, however, 
mistaken, read Ignatius as saying darv7 , and that this rust be 
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Scripture (for nowhere does Scripture cell God Unoriginate), yet, 

since it has many authorities in its favour, I was curious about 

the terra, and found that it too has different senses. Some, for 

instanoe, call what is but is neither generated, nor has any 
(82) (83) 

personal cause at all , unoriginate, end others, the unoreate 

As then. a person baving in view the former of these senses, viz., 

'that which has no personal oauee', might say that the Son was not 

unoriginete, yet would not blame anyone whoa he perceived to have 

in view the, other r eening, 'not a work or a creature but an eternal 

offspring, ' and to affirm ecoordingly that the Son was unoriginate 

... (let us take the , same attitude to the Hornoousion) ... (Ch. 47, 

beg. ) Ignatius, for instance, who was appointed Bishop in Antiooh 

after the Apostles, and beoeme a =rtyr of Christ, writes oonoerning 

the Lord thus, 'There is one physician, originate, and unoriginate, 
(84) 

God in man, true life in death, both from 1ary and from God; ' 

whereas ß_oge teachers, who follow Ignatius, write in their turn, 

'One Is the Unoriginete, the Father, and one the genuine Son from 
(85) 

film, true "Otfspr. ink;, logos nd Wisdom of the Father' If 

therefore we have hostile feelings, towards the ee writers. then we 

have a right to quarrel with the Councils (so. -author-Antioob in 

aoetpted se the reeding, since, the argument is an exact duplicate of the 
important part of the argument in C. Ar. I: 30 ff., and that the distinction 
that Athanasiui not only *akea himee-2t; but also ettf4butes to Ignatius, 
that Christ is originate-or-generate according to the flesh, but 
unoriginete-or-ingenerat. "acoording to His deity, while not being exactly 
his own mature argument as in C. Ar. I: 51 and De Syn. 48, is still meaningless 
on the reading h cvvqrM or v 'r 

, that Leg, if a distinction was m+de. (81 Rota w th pitz e before in gnE . 88) 'Tö evV14'rr arEvvi Nv' 
/ ? -c -j 

ýj, 
wv i ov 

188 

-ro 'dt rýýfaV . (84) Prom Ign. 10.70 and see above, fn. a0. 
(85) Unknown; Robertson cites from Cl. Alex. Strom. VI: 7. 
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269 and Moses, in 325), but if, knowing their faith in Christ, we 

are persuaded that the blessed Ignatius was right in writing that 

Christ was originate after the flesh (for He beoeme flesh), yet 

unoriginate, because He is not of things made or originate, but 

Son from the Father; and if we are aware too that those who have 

said that the Unoriginate is one, meaning the Father, did not mean 

to lay down that the logos was originate and made, but that the 

Father has no personal cause, but rather is Himself Father of Wisdom, 

and in Wisdom has made all things originate ... 
(let us adopt the 

same methods in evaluating Antioch and Nionea on the Uomoousion .. ." 

Howdver uncertain Athanasiue might be - with good reason - in his handling 

of the citation from Ignatius, it is evident that the brief exposition in 

ob. 46 is the clearest exposition possible of the two meanings of the 

drrr�that gave rise to the confusion, even ale arer than C. Ar. I: 30-31, 

and Newman is right in regarding these three extracts as forming an 

ascending series in clarity, beginning with De Deor. 28-2c, which is 

evidently the earliest. Athanesiua always knew the importance of 

refuting the correlation between the Logos and the world, but it was 

apparently only at a. somewhat later stage that he saw, with sufficient 

clarity, wbataes the real mental block that enabled the Arlene to trap 

their innocent brethren in barony. It is noteworthy that Ath anasius, in 

treating this matter, is quite temperate, as if he knew that it was a 

serious problem even to the most faithful Christian theologian, and one 

to which not enough attention had been given in the past. Perhaps, one 

thing that helped his to understand the matter is the greater development 

and clarity of Athsnasius'a whole doctrine of theological analogy in the 

"Contra Arians", compared with any other work before - or, it is fair 
(86) 

to add, sines 

DD. 6%b-CI(O 
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To return, at lest, to 5tüloken's last argument, which we have 

(89) 
cited above ; our analysis of the argument shows that there is a 

valid reason for making the substitution in question, that is, that 

Athenesius in just about to clinch the argument against correlation 

between the Logos. er1d the world, maintaining that all correlations 

must be between the Persons of the Godhead. When this is remembered, 

it will be seen that the interpretation of Stüloken is really cogent 

only if one accepts in advance the Loofs hypothesis that Athanasius 

bad a gradual and continuous transition between not caring for the 

Homooueion in his earlier years and enthusiastic noceptance in the 

late 340$ and afterwards, so that to that extent the argument is 

circular. 

This conclude& our detai le4 investigation of the relation between 
(88) 

De Decr. 28-31 and C. Ar. 30-34 , and the evidence, although not quite 

(S') Be* mies pJz%: 5 
, bv (86) On the atrengtb of these accounts of the , eto., the 

author is hereby taking the very serious step of rejecting on bloc the 
entire very-considerable corpus of literature, mainly Protestant, 
including Anglican, which flows from Lightfoot's exouraus on this term, 
Apost. Feths. II, Seot. I p. 90-94 (Ignatius), whi, ph is based o9. an attempt 
to f. ifferentiate- ejeerly between either ý v�ý Tf and 5Cv, )T6J' or 'dýj9W. 1ý. P and 1tv")rof. After all, f'n whbt was his de! nitive treat- 
"ent of the issue, and intended to be such, Athenasius did no ry to 
make euch a distinction at all, lit alone base Trinitarian-theology on it. 
The only issue was origination, &aJr in the widest possible sense 
and even the relation of Father and Son Is discussed in this way, This 
I. the final confirmation of the original position of Newnan (Select 
Treatises of St. Atbenesius in Controversy with the Arians, 1844 ed. note 
on C. Ar. I: Sd; 1881 *d. note in Vol. II, 347-349) , that the distinction 
was not miede at any stage of the Arian oontrovervy; certainly not in 
Atbanasius. The '43S evidence, of which we have just noted a sample, has 
a random character which is statistically almost useless. Admittedly, 
AthenasJus twice makes a similar differentiation: II: 20: 189A: "For ye 
(so,, Arians) say that Of! p; ing 4aCýý y) is the sanee°thing so-made, 
(hl : 56: 129B: "The v T, c (t ngs originate), cannot be oalled v 7rJ. , (things begotten) as 

they 
^e 11 ! 

mss 
handiwork, except insofar as they subsequently partake -ram ii"1rß )Viý.. 

In the first case, it is fair to note the di fferenoe in the words 
used; in the seeond, although in a sense it is true that Athanasius is 
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uniform, is overwhelmingly in favour of the conclusion that the "Contra 

Arianos" 1-1II were written after "De Decretis". What is more 

important still, the evidence as a whole covers both the first, and third 

Orations, and thus shows that all three were probably written after "lle 

Deoretis", and were thus virtually consecutive. There are only two 

other matters which claim any further attention. The first is the vexed 

question of the Homoousion, or rather the reason for its absence in the 

"Contra Arianos" I-III. We have deliberately avoided discussion of this 

matter as much as possible in this context, as, if we try to use the 

order of writing of the various works of Athanasius as evidence for the 

development of his theology, it would be circular to use an arbitrary 

picture or the development of Athanasius's doctrine of the Homoousion 

is here establishing the differentiation in question, in another sense 
is really well beyond even his own definitive treatment of the issue at 
this point and is already deeply in his fresh examination of the Doetrine 
of Reoonciiiation, which, one might almost say, went beyond the Arian 
controversy itself,, It is a tribute to Athanesius's theological realidm 
perhaps, that he did not adopt this somewhat too easy solution to the 
problea in bis definitive treatment, since it would still leave the minds 
of many uneasy on the issue of causality in the widest sense that we have 
discussed above. 

The main reason for this difficulty is undoubtedly the very simple 
reason that auditory association meant much more than visual association 
in those days, especially in a controversy (see C. Ar. I; 22, *to. ) so much 
of which was conducted in the market place. Probably not until the days 
of the monastic copyists did the written word even begin to assume an 
importance even comparable with its importance today (Allowance must be 
-Wade for this when we study, say, Trenneue on Scripture and tradition). 
One may legitimately wonder, too, at the theological competence of the 
early copyists. Still, the whole question is the main sign of the most 
dangerous tendencies of the ante-I7ioene tradition, a failure t make 
properly the distinction between becoming - almost in the sense of 
creation - and generation in the true, quasi-biological sense. The 
position that we are finally adopting is that the Arians, whatever the 
MSS reading nn almost any given case, argued from origination and not 
generation,, * erever they might have genuinely used the vocabulary of the 
letter concept, they did it for obfuscatory purposes only, and that 
Athenasius in this regard fought them entirely on their own ground. 

For examples of literature on this subject, see literature cited above 
in this note and in note 80 above, and also Prestige "God in Patriotic 
Thought", 36-54 and 151-158; "Journal of Theological Studies", XCIV: 486 ff 
and ZUXV: 358 ff. 0 Zahn, "ataroellue von Anoyra 40,104,223. Jules Lebret S_ a_ _ NAi atat r" dm ne. ri. e In Tri njts .,. " t r. original): 11: 835-94,7 
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as evidence for the chronological order of his writings. This is 

distinct from what has been done above on the dIbrvvTVv 
, since we have 

only incidentally, and for the sake of completeness, elaborated 

Athanasius's doctrine; our criterion for chronology has been the 

formal clarity with whi. ch the issue has been presented. The best 

thing to do would be to lay asidi the critical question of the absence 

of the Homoousion in C, Ar. I-III to a later date, apart from making it 

quite Clear that the reason, in view of the evidence to the contrary, 

must be something other then Loofs's hypothesis that Athanasius only 

became Convinced of the importance of it after the putative date of 
(89) 

writing the Orations in' 338 Another point that might well be 

made here is that the statement of 8tulokon 
(90) 

that Athanasius did not 

mention the Homoousion because it was not raised by the Arians about 338, 

is most suspect. It is inconceivable that the Homoousion was ever far 

from the minds, or even the mouths, of the Arien party, even if at that 

stage, and right up to the "Blasphemy of Sirmiua", 357 A. D., they were 

not ready to formulate a Creed which speoittoally attacked it. After 

all, in the period about 388, Maroellus of Anoyra had made the liormoousion 

suspect enough,. snd if, as the author accepts, the "De 6ententia Dionsii" 

is best allocated to the period around 338, this, ie-further evidence that 

the Arians attacked the Homoousion at this date, and not merely before 

Nice** and than in the-3509.. Besides, there are the specific statements 
(91) (92) 

of Sosommn and Socrates that the Homoauion was always a point at 

issue. The other matter is raised by 0pite in his notes on Do Dsor. 5, 
(93) 

end. where Atbanesius says, ". .. therefore, though in my former letter 

(89) P, It I (82d .4) Pt. II: 19 t. and 200 f. 
(90) Op. tit 48 t. 
(91) Bool. Hiat. IZX: I9. 
(92) Ego1. Filat. Ij23 gjid 38 11: 2. 
(93) child r? 1s ý9 O repo 4`rýý6c4 
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(94) 
written to thee, t have already argued at length against then .. ." 

Opits suggests that this former letter may be C. Ar. I-III. But against 

this is the simple faot that, unlike the "De Deorstis", the Orations 

are not, as regards literary fora, letters to anybody, but - and this 

is the measure of truth behind their traditional Latin title - highly 

kerygmatio treatises written for men at large. 

Thus, the position that we eooept is th't the Orations were 

written after the "De Deoretis". What is the terminus ad quell? 

Traditional Catholie scholarship puts them about 55R, after the Sp. ad 

Bpiso. Aeß. et Lib.., end before the "Do-Synodis", and this finding is 

normally based on the 1s& or other internal relation to the f oruer book, 
(9ß) 

and, to a less extent, the Rist. Arienorum, written about 559 Ys 

this really plausible? Are they really products of the Third Mile?. 

Under modern conditions, and to a less extent under post-Renaissance 

Conditions generally, it is not so difficult to write letters from a 

biding place, or even to print, or transmit from a secret radio station, 

if ona is-prepared to-tolerate an enormous decline in traditional 

standards of production, transmission, eta.; this is quite spart from 

the problem of -eroidingr deteotton. In Athenas ue's days, there was 

probably auch Iss* margin of-safety. In comparison, modern exiles 

like Lenin, 'pretsky, and Otto Strasser have had aeaess0 in some measure 

to modern facilities in foreign-countries, which were utterly denied to 

Athenssius. The solution to the problem depends on the extent to which 

literary facilities were available in the-monasteries of Egypt, which 

wee* presumably the mein biding places of Athanesius. It is very 

14) 'R dv r£PCAI 1J K4rrd0rwd r Wir K£)(P ̀ `' f'(£ rani' . l9ä) 
Stegmann "Zur Datierung .. ." accepts the traditional 

dating. This is the only respect in which the author disagrees with him. 
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misleading to think of this in terms of the mediaeval Western European 

situation, with a barbarous and illiterate population outside and the 

Monasteries under the Benedictine rule. In the early days, thinge were 

different; even Antony was not literate in the sense required here, 

whatever his gentral competence. Although the very dispersion of the 

orthodox during this period of p ereeoution would have itself partially 

oorreeted this defieienoy, a}theuh- the sudden ecounuletion of large 

quantities of papyrus, e scarce co*rýodity, against the (overnaient in 

what has elways been one of the most completely oentralised countries 

in the. world, would have been most difficult. In all probability, 

Athanasius would have found- it more difficult to write during the exile 

then during his residence in Alexandria, with full access to the great 

literary and cultural facilities of what after all was the cultural 

capital or the Graeco-Roman world, even if allowance is made for his 

freedom(; ) from other duties. There is a great deal of literature that 

undoubtedly dates fron the Third Exile, the Apologia Do Fuge, Apologia 

ad Constentiu! o, Epistola-ad Episoopos Aegypti at Libyee, Historie 

Arienorum, De Synod-in, and ! pistolae ad : erapionem de Spiritu Sanoto. 

Much of it shows, in comparison with the Orations against the Arians, 

signs of oomposition during such a period of greet stress, such as a 

certain (relative) lack of tidiness and asperity in polenio. It would 

be too much to add to all this the relatively leisurely and technically 

pertset Orations. We have already seen, by our study of the references 

to Constantius, that the latest possible date would be about a year after 

the beginning of the Third Exile. It is probable that the date can 

aetually be brought town to the beginning of the Third Exile itself, 

February 8th, 3U, and if the Orations are incomplete, Athanesius's 

forcible expulsion from Alexandria on that date suggests itself as the 

cause of their non-completion. 
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It is now necessary to examine the problem from the other side. 

On the evidence that we have accepted, the terminus a quo for the 

writing of "Contra Arianos" I-III is whatever is the latest of: the 

Council of Philippopolis (395) or the Macroetioh (345), the return of 

Athenesius in 546, or the writing of the Do Deoretis. As the evidence 

concerns all sections of the Contra Arianos 1-III, we can say that all 

sections of these Orations were written consecutively, without the 

intervention of such a work as the Do Deoretia. When was this work 

written? There is general agreement on this point. To quote 

Robertson (introd. to Do Deoretia, p. 148): "This letter must have been 

written in the interval between the return of Athanasius in 348 and 

his flight in 556. Aoeoius was already (oh. 3) Bishop of Caesarea 

(339): Busebius of Nioomedie is not referred to as though still 

living (he died 342). Moreover the language of oh. 2 (for in no 

long time they will return to outrage eta. ) implies a period of 

actual peace, but with a prospect of the repetition of the scenes 

of the year 339. This actually occurred in 356. Accordingly, we 

must probably plea* the treat under the sole reign of Constantius 

between 351 and 35ö. " This conclusion would make our previous 

conclusion about the date or Contra Arians I-III a little difficult, 

but, fortunately, Robertson's conclusion can be modified. The fact 

that Athanasius says ". in no lone time ( per o A' ov) they wi 11 .. ." 
toes not justify one in ea-susing that Atbaneatus was clairvoyant, and 

that sea wes in -aetual feet only a very few years away. Consider this 

statements "The Oermans are on the way back; in no long time they will 

try agein to overthrow us. " Any Briton or Frenchmen who was to anti- 

German as Athenasius was anti-Arien would almost certainly make this bort 
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of statement fron the moment-that Hitler came to power in January, 1933, 

if not for many years before that-nearly seven years before the aotual 

resumption of war in September, 1939. In. the same way, the Third 

world war, from which God preserve us,. has in a very real sense, been 

"imminent" for over twelve years although it has not broken out yet and 

there are grounds for believing that it never will, in the generally 

accepted sense; at any rate, in all oonscienoe enough people have 

referred-to it as "imminent", at pretty well all times during this period. 

These eloquent examples have been taken from a time when events are 

generally-agreed to move faster then in ancient times, even than the 

theology and Church liteor the fo urth century. The situation of 

Athanesius, even betw*on 346 and 351, was by no means secure, and, all 

in all, the best date for the De Deoreti. s is in this period,, about 350, 

leaving Contra Arians I"III for the next six or seven years. (It used 

only be said that Athaneaius's nervous anticipation of the future is quite 

compatible with his ooncentration on the pant figures of Arius, ]iusebius 

of Niclmedia,, and Asterius as the outstanding Arians; this is just the 

way people behave in this sort of situation, iioh is so familiar today. ) 

It still remains to put the remainder of the anti-Arian writings of 

Atbenesiua into their correct order. We shall have to lay on one side 

for the moment the "Expoeitio Fidei", as it in of not quite undoubted 

authenticity, and as there are no certain indications as to its date, 

except that, if authentic, it Is probably an early work. It will be 
(96) 

treated later in the Appendix ; even if it Is decided that euch a 

Work is autb. ntie, it is very difficult to use it for a study of the 

(96) 89e below, PD. 
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development of Athenaaian theology. For this. purpose one should, re 

one's primary sources, use only works whose autbenticity and chronology 

can be established, to the satisfaction of-the critic, beyond reasonable 

doubt. The tirst work of this character to come up for major considera- 

tion is the "De Sententia Dionysii" because the eoenty temporal indien- 

tions, suc? as they are, indicate, on belRnee, that this to the eAr1teet 
(97) 

of the major anti-Arien writings. *iontfeueon suggests that this 

Epistle eroae out of the quotntion by the Athaneaiue of extr4+ete from 

Dionyaiua of Alexandria in De Decr. 25, with the AriRne callinpr for 

amplification, later. Robertson accepts this detinp in general, if 
(98) 

not in detail, and also maintains, that the feat that the oontroveray 

was theological suggests the period after, say, 346, sine the Homooueion 

is at issue, which reesonifig we have thoroughly rejeoted. Against this 

is the fact that the controversy concerned a fe15o11s traditional leader 

of the Alexandrian Episcopate who, apparently at least, flatly contradicted 

the Rioene theology so eteunehly supported by the present incumbent, which 

makes it' meire reasonable to assume that this is one of the first forms in 

which the Arien controversy would arise, at least as for as it directly 

effected Atheneslue; this eoneluaion also egreee with the greater 

relative strength and concentration of Arianism in Egypt during the 

earlier days. This leaves the field open to the historical and personal 

indications in the book which -etrongly suggee-t, that it was written during 

the liftime of Arius. The suggestion of 'lontfauoon lea pure speculation 

for which the text of De Deor. 2 and elsewhere provides no real evidence, 

and which reveals)to be perfectly frank, qn almost total leek of sense 

97) Migne, P. O. XIV; oxiv - right eol. - enn. 5MM;, 
98) L. N, P-N. F. Introd. p. l, note 2. 
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of the way in which men's minds really work in situations like the 

Arien controversy. 

The biitoriaal and personal referenoes are as follows: (Ch. l 

beg. ) "You have been tardy in inforning de of the present argument 

between yourself and the enemies of Christ, for even before Your 

Courtesy wrote to ma, I had made diligent inquiries, and had learnt 

about the setter, or which I heard with pleasure (i. e. the refute- 

tion of the Arians by the addressee) ... For whereas their 

heresy has no ground in reason nor express proof from 

Solt' Scripture, they were always resorting to shameless subterfuges 

(i +, a-rig oavillationibus) and plausible fallacies 004s oT'd 

'Fries-vd 1. But they have now also dared to slander the Fathers 

00 ." This is the reference that most strongly suggests a later 

date for this work, especially if we consider that the sophisms and 

subterfuges refer to the activities of the Arian party in the Councils 

and Synods of the late thirties and early forties. But if we follow 

the other line, this passage can readily be regarded as an ironic 

admission that, after a period of palpably false arkumentation, the Arians 

had prima facie scored their first direot hit on the Nicene position, 

and that the situation has in consequence beooms more ohall"nging. 

There are no other bietorioal retorenooe that would be-relevant. 

We now turn to the personal references. We exclude the general 

references to the heretics as "Asians", or other cognate expressions, 

as this is standard in Athanasius, although it is worth noting that they 

are never referred to by any phrase involving Busebius of Nioomedia - an 

indication of the relatively early date of the book, after Mason, but 

probably in the lifetime of Arius and before the political intrigues of 

335 and following years had become the predominant elements in the 

consciousness of Athaneaiue. The direct personal references to Arians 
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etc. are all to Arius bi-, self; they are: ch. 3: P. G. XXV 484E "For 

the Bishop Dionysius did not feel the sentiments of Arius, .. . "; 

ch. ß, beg. -a comparison between the teaching of Dionysiue and Arius, 

who is mentioned alone, three times, an the principal heretic of that 

school. Similarly, 3.2, near beg., oh. 19 beg., ch. 23 near beg., ch. 25 

beg., ch. 24,516B bis bee. These are the sort of instances in which 

the use of the present tense, the prevailing tense here, does not 

necessarily indionte that Arius is still alive, for the reason discussed 

above with reference to the historical references in Contra Arianos I-III. 

The important references are tvaa in number; oh. 23 beg.: "But since in 
(99) 

addition to all his own iniquities Arius has raked up this 
(100) 

expression as from a dunghill, adding ... (the notion that 

the Logos is Logos only by partioipation in the quality Rationality) 

... and ch. 24 beg. "These things Arius either never hears (jgotAm 

or heard and did not understand, the ignorant man! For otherwise 

had he understood, he would not have so grossly misrepresented the 

Bishop, but would have reviled hin just like us, because of his 

hatred of truth. For being an enemy of Christ, he will not 

hesitate to persecute also those who bold the dootrine of Christ 

. ." The future OKvj"Ei may be used for vivid rhetorical effect, 

or it may be used eponyiously, as representing, under the title of Arius, 

the whole race of heretics, But, in the main, these passages : strongly 

suggest that Arius was still alive, or at least, which is if anything more 

important, that he wes the standard opponent and "persecutor" of the 

orthodox doctrines, or at least the standard promulgator of the canard 

against Dionysius of Aiazandrie. An to "perseoution" (Jag ), while 

(99)r, ý-, eý°ýp'LKE v &dv7T. v - perfect tense. 
(100) ¶o 6"T-r t1 y ')v- present indioetive. 
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it need not be taken in its most extreme sense, Arius's notorious 

relations with proletarian mobs and bitter tongue would supply an 

adequate means for a war to the death with orthodoxy. In conclusion, 
(101) 

two arguments of Stuloken are to be rejected First; that aCOX, &, 

4u 
PE 

IS d'TD 1 S' . 
£f! T"i 6 r- r, 

, 
Kdº IPº 

ýw 
v'rd º csvýk O cý. ýv -rte v. 

('- Ký'rE I 6VV dlpi6IS Tim. ºJah, E7s821A) indicates a time or 

pence. The oonte=t indicates that this sentence is purely rhetorical: 

"For they needs must, since they have fallen fron the fbundation of 

the Apostles and have no settled rind of their own, seek some support, 

and if they find none, and by misrepresenting the Fathers. Faut no one 

will believe them a ore even if they, ts oo. hano for the here! 

is condemned on *U aides. Unless perchance they will henceforth speak 

of the devil, for he is their only supporter, .. ." Secondly be claims 

that the summary of passages of Scripture that are spoken of the Humanity 

of Christ exactly duplicates the great exegetical section of "Contra 

ArianOs" I-III (almost the entire work) and it is more likely that the 

former is a summary of the latter than that the letter is a later 

extension of the former; hence, "Contra Arians" I-III was already 

written before "De Sententia Dionysii". On the other hand, these 

conclusions do not necessarily follow, since these passages were all 

standard Arian citations (C. Ar. I: 37 beg. ). It we accept the Ecpoaitio 

Fidel as a genuine early work of Athanasius this type of Athanasian 

exegesis dates from before the earliest possible date for the "Contra 

Arians" even on the theory of 8tülaken and Loots, and 4aroellus of 

Aneyre is known to have adopted the well-known exegesis of Prov. 8: 22, 

forever associated with 0. Ar. II: 18412, in his own writ, ingd, as early 

(101) op. cit. 42-45. 
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as 0.335 (See. Trusebius, of Caesarea, 9001. Theol. III: Oha. 2 and 3. 

The upshot of all this is that, although there is no conclusive 

argument, the weight of evidence suggests that the "Do Sententia" was 
(102) 

probably written about 336 , and was, more certainly, the first of 

the great enti-Arien writings, as some BISS. place it. Incidentally, 

this removes one difficulty of our dating of "Contra Arianos" I-111, 

since the Benedictine dating of "De Sententia" combined with it, 

would produce a congestion of output between 346 and 356. 

The next dogmatic anti-Arian work, in order, appears to be "In 

illud amnia mihilbgdita aunt" ein exegesis of Matt. II: 27 - Luke 10: 22. 

"This memorandum or short article was written, as its first 

sentence shows, during the. lifetime of üusebius of Nieom. dia, and 

therefore not-later than the summer of 342 A. D. The somewhat abrupt 

beginning, and the absence of any exposition of the letter portion of 

the to=t, have led to the inference that the work is a fragment: but 

its conclusion is evidently perfect and the opening words -probably refer 

to the text itself. " (Robertson, L. N. P-N. 1'. , p. 86). In the mein, 

these conclusions are aooepteble. The work begins with a citation of 

Matt. ll: 2? . Lk. 10: 22; - following this,. the first words of Atbanaeius 

himself are t "And from. not perceiving this, they of the sect of Arius, 
(103) 

Eusebius and his fellows indulge impiety against the Lord. " 

In a dogmatic work, it 1s not necessary to deduce from this that Eusebius 

of Niaoadedia was still alive. On the other hand, he was oertalnly the 

prineipal Arien -when this was. written, and this would fix the terminus 

a qua at about 336, " when Anus diem, and -E, usebiue burst into greet 

prominen*e almost simultaneously; this, the sole definite historical 

(142) For'' tbe, ow line of argument and the same conolusion, see stem im, I- Zur PEare 
f'ÄOý o 

i, C, 
V87-9-r*r 

KAl of 6äv d4Tw 
. 
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and/or personal reference contrasts with those in De Sententia Dionysii, 

which are all to Arius; this is an indication that the letter-mentioned 

book is earlier. However, there are additional grounds for regarding 

this ogusculum, if genuine, as quite early, even if "there is no 

eonolusive evidence as to Its dote" (Robertson, loo. oit. ). There are 

many important theologioal differences from the later anti-Arien 
(104) 

treatises, particularly the Contra Arianos Now, the differences 

are of such a character that it is most unlikely that these were written 

at any time near the composition of this work. Thus, if they are early, 

the letter should be late, and if they are assigned to the traditional 

date of 358, the 0"ania 1,4ihi ... is either an early work or a work of 

Athanasiue's extreme old age. We have already provisionally dated the 

Contra Arianos between 351 and 356; even this slightly earlier dating 

would mean that if this were written subsequently after any likely interval 

of time, Arius and Eusebius would alnost certainly not be the only two 

persons wntioned. Thus, we Settle for a time r any " years earlier then 

350, that is the traditional dating of 336-338, the early date being 

confirmed by the fact that, as we shell show, in at least one important 

respeot the type of soteriology in which it differs fron the Contra 

Arianos it agrees-, against them, with the De Inoarnatione 
(105) 

01% C 100, The question of the r IS LAQOd? b(6E1S in eh. 6 P. G. XXV: EEOA, is a 

difficult problem, and leads, for instance, Hose, btudien, p. 51, to 

deny the authenticity of the irk. espeeielly as later in the same 
i, / 

sentence, Ati rieeius speaks of God's /d. ov6r4, ; by contrast, in the 

icter wcºrks (de decrj27: P. G. 3XV: 466E; e. Ar. III 65: P0a. XXVI: 461A-B; 
r/ 

ad Afr. 4: ä=YI: 10$ýOu and u' . 01. i were assimilated. The 

104) s. below, pp. 
105) So* below, pp. 518 a--0l- 1o0q-11 
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argument appears to be the notion that if we find the late-orthodox 

formulation in one or two isolated pleeee, ebong a vast number of 

other formulations that were later not used, it is far more likely then 

anything else to be due to the work's being late end spurious. But in 

this case it is quite possible that Athanesius obtained, by accidental 

oo rbination7 a formula which he did not rota ir. , but which later happened 

to become orthodox. The reason is that Athenaaius is dealing with an 

issue concerning the life and cork and, Above e11, worship, of the 

Church - that is, the Arien clay that the Tr. ishagion is repeated 

diminuendo, ending with a pianisaino, indir. atin¬ e Trinity whose hypostases 

are subordinated ad infinitun as Arius said in the t"Thalia", vide De 

Üyn. lß) . Now, this would tend to rake the writer refer to the 

Triplicity of God, the Three Hypostases, for three distinct reasons. 

First, the siriple fact that the Trishapion -ie, Pfter all "Holy, Holy, 

Holy, .. . '' &eoond, the fact that fee we have noticed above), as 

compared with the conceptual theology of the Church, the liturgy of the 

Church has always e*aphasised the Triplicity of Cod; there is not in 

any creed an Articulum De Deo or De Uta Doi Hseentie, corresponding to 

the normal Locus De Deo in Dognatioe. Third, the feat that in this 

case in particular, where one contestant oeeºteinly, and probably both 

contestants, were Alexandriens, the traditional formula, rpc 
f 

u1 bd-T-. T 
(106) 

of the Alexandrian Church in the previous century would be specially 

important 
5 not to mention the fact that it occurred in Arius's own "Thalia". 

But a defender of the Nicene theology would have to support the Homoousion 

in the Nicene sense; this was also at that time an accepted soolesia- 

stical and credal formula, and, as Athanesius said, the "Lord God of 

(106) That this is the Eastern form is shown by Ad Afros 4; the 
alternative, One Hypostasis, is the translation bank to Greek of the 
Latin, "uns substantia". 
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Hosts" imperatively lariands the alnele Essence, eis does the fact that, 

after all, eaoh ?! ypostasia is "Holy" and apostrophised as %uob. The 

whole pascege runs res follows: "For the Triad, praised, reverenced, 

and adored is one and invisible and 
107) 

"ý /u It is 

united without confusion (olöu0 w5), just as the 'gonad is also 

distinguished without separation (Alr41 rwj) . For the tact that 

these venerable living creatures offer their praises three times, 
r. ci 

saying "Holy, Holy, Holy' proves that the 1DC J' u-rrv6rad ip are 

1-1 perfect, just as in saying 'Lord' they declare the AV o06, 
ý. 

� 

They that depreciate the Only-Begotten £ on of God blaspheme God, 

defa. ning His perfection -end aoousin; :? in of imperfection ... 
For he that blasphemes aty one of the Hypostases shall have 

re*iisrsion neither in this world nor in that which is to come .. ." 
(ob. ß: P. G. XSV: 220A). This is very good Trinitarian theology of 

thedeveloped type, but it is more likely to have been in fact the result 

of a fortuitous oonbination of cL roumstanoes whioh did not-reour, as far 

is Atbanasius"e own life is concerned; and we have indicated bow this 

wou]A. have happened. Thus, we need not assume that it represents a 

deliberate advance to orthodoxy, perhaps deducing from this that it is 

almost Athanesius's last work, but likewise there is here no reason to 

it os spurious. The style and content fit in perfectly with the other 

writings of Äthanaaius. For the sane reason, the emphasis on dTd-alf 

to not such a strong argument for an early dating (on the erou-nda of its 

agreement with the 3rd century Alexandrian tradition) as it is often held 

(107) Not quite "without degrees" (Robertson). The Benedictine 
Latin (M1igne) is accurate, "neo ullam figurer hebet", i. e, is without 
any configuration or schema like the diminuendo scheme postulated by 
the Artans. 
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to be 
(108) 

enough. 

but the other re. naons for pleoine it "nr1y ere strong 

This dating holds in spite of the tendency in lost k. S to 

place it after the Orations apainet the Arisns. K)s evtdenoe is 

seldom deoisive in this connection for e ny scholar. 

. As for the "De Synodic", there is no doubt that it it wes written 

in 359, but that ohs. 51 end 32 date fro' about 381. The Epistles to 

o 
y308) Of the ve! 'y 1 rge literature on the question of the word 

vTrod're.. 6"S in Athanasius, wem can ae]ýe of. Npwman' Exoursue "On the 
Meaning of the Phrase j. hg ovýejp uýºr-o6r�c ' in the Nicene 
Anathema" (in the "Seleot atises of Lt. Athanasius in controversy 
with the Arlene", reprinted in P. N. P-N. F. ). Robertson, L. N. P. F. 
Prolegg. ch. II, seot. 3(2), esp. p. xzxii Newman, "Arians of the Fourth 
Century", (3rd ed. ), pp. 441.453, Prestige, "God in Patristic Thought" 
che. VIII and I. L. 

: 14ost of even these writings do not do justice to the extreme rarity 
of the word in any Trinitarian sense in the writings of Athenasius. It 
does not occur in this way at all in the "Contra Qantas - De Incarnations", 
and the only relevant references until C. Ar. I-III Pre: the one in nuestion 
here, Esp. Fid. 2: 3-o4A (If it be by Atha iue, at ywhatever 

time it may be) 
when Athene_sius or the writer renounces j Sno6-raarýj'ýjuý ýý ý'vdýp - it 
is impossible to say from such a renunci ion of three divided 

hypostases 

what was being accepted, whether it was three undivided hypostases or 
another formulation altogether -" Do or 2?: 465C where Or&gen is cited 
ed eoribing the"Son aa,. to Image fS 1grov K"(1 3ýKdrovo- d. 69rou W. ( s 
et ýC-rrý, ti-ß, v6 ,.., p 7bu 1/drpgf 

, and this is introduced, 4658, by the 
s atement of Atbanesius that Origen wee d enyinp the phrase cited above 
anethemitited at Nioaea. In De Dsor. 26, Dionysius of Rome, in a phrase 
of which the example fror the Fxp. Fid. is a partial quote denies "three 
powers or divided hypostases or ßodhhads" (4W) and oontinuý s (464A) ºhat heretics divide the Godhead into eis ýSºro6r. « gýv p 4, >, 

Ulf 
rT vrr, rddi 

Kkxw s7«Cv4j. In thecC. p. I. -I]I as we shall show later, the whole of 
the still scanty use of un-oo7ra, dls 

to dictated by its use in Heb. 1: 3, 
whisk is quite different from its later 'Trinitarian usage, but which is 
patently behind the reference that Athenaaius cites from Origen. However, 
the worst possible solution would be to may that Athanesius did not say 
Three Hypoetaees in defevenee to Rome and the Western "uns substentie" 
which is the exact etymological equivalent ofýý%, ü-ýýT, ca, p, since he show 
even lese impulse - in fact, absolutely none at oll - to use this than to 
use the Three Hypostases. Probably the best solution is that, by the 
time that Athenesius -concerned himself with Trinitarian problems, he was 
so auch under the influence of Heb. l: 3, which after all gave him his 
favourite analogy, that he used Hypostasis only in that sense. On the 
other hand, what has never been noted, or harSly eves' in such studies, is 
the relative infrequency with which even o0e<rtA, is used in 

ýthis, 
substantialt 

or essentialist way, Athanasiua's preferred use being eAr ova-ºd� , etc., 
and this dynamic rather than static use applies to all the Trinitarian and 
Chrietologicel formal tern., and even to the Humanity and Divinity of Chris 
which Barth (Ch. D. IV: II: 25 f. E. T. ) has oritioiaed Cheloedon for 
interpreting statically. 
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Serapion on the Holy opirit . wir,. as the opening of the Fixet 

Epistle shows, also date froi the Third Exile; they are important in 

this connection, because the sedond is it summary of the enti-Arian 

writings, But the very important question of the chronological 

relation between then eist be shelved for it time, since many of the 

problems in connection with it cannot be appreoiated until a more ez. aot 

doctrinal study has been made; the writer concludes that they ire Etter 

the "De &Synodis". The highly controversial "'fie Incarnstione et Contra 

Arianos", which Roman Catholic scholarship accepts, is far too dubious 

for inclusion in a thesis of this Character, end will be considered in 

the Appendix. If it is by Athanasius, it is probably the latest of all. 

Thus the order of the major anti-Arien writinss is as follows: 

1 (335-36) De entsntia Dionyati 

2 (336-42) In illud, 0: nnia , ihi tr*dite suet 

3 (346-50) De Decretie Mcee/nae ynodi8 

4 (550-56) Orstiones I-III Contra Arisnos 

C (357) Epistola ad Epiacopos Aeeyptee et Libyae 

6 (359-61) 1 Synodie 

7 (after 359) Ep. I-IV (eap. Il) ad Serepionern de ', piritu :: enoto 

The Fourth Oration against the Aritins is E. 1so treated in the Appendix, 

and it iss regsrded by all modern scholarship, including Ronan Catholics, 

as being highly dubious or spurious. 
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THE NATURE AND ORIGIN OF ARIANISM 

A NEW HYPOTHESIS 

It is customary in writing about Athanasius to interpolate at 

this stage an account of the Arian heresy. The author will follow this 

same procedure in this case, not only because it is sanctioned by 

tradition, but because he is convinced that the usual accounts of this 

great heresy are unsatisfactory, and wishes, with the freedom enjoyed 

by those who present new things, to re-examine this question and to 

presents, for what it may be worth, another hypothesis. He is doing 

this with his eyes open and accepts the risk that he may be deemed to 

be anachronistic, perhaps that the charge might be actually true, but, 

as will be shown later, it will be by no means irrelevant to the 

judgment and estimate of the work of Athanasius. 

It would be fair to summarise the general run of interpretations 

of Arianism as follows: The Arians were, in essence, fanatical 

monotheists in the most literal sense, holding that God must be, in every 

possible sense, arithmetically one. Therefore, on that basis, there was 

no room for the Second Person to be anything but a creature, a 

it* Aa fro v) j4. 
(1)' 

whose origin was d d"`r``'ý 2) 
; as for His title of "Son", 

sons normally do not co-exist with their parents, but on the contrary 

it its true about all sons that jV *F c 
o-rv ovK 

ýý (3), 
and OUK)ý 6evi4L 

(1) "Thing made"; passive verbal noun from ; no one good 
guglieh word. 

(2) "ex nihilo", or "from nothing. " 
(3) "There was once when He was not. " 
(4) "He was not before His generation. " Of the last three phrases, the 

first is a stock phrase anyway, the last two are so alliterative 
and assonant that they appear to have been deliberately designe4 
as slogans for the maximum of this effect. Therefore all three 
are normally left untranslated. 
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and, as Arius repeatedly said in the market place, in view of all this, 

what sort of Son is this that Athanasius and his party talk about? In 

so doing, the Arians resurrected the old Gnostic and pagan story of the 

world being unable to abide the presence of its God, and therefore 

needeaj an intermediary for its creation and sustentation. The result 

of all this was an eclectic and internally inconsistent patchwork quilt 

of heresy. To support it, the Arians resorted to a literalistic Biblical 

exegesis and severe sense of the difference between Divine and created 

reality, both of which they learnt from that suspect centre, Antioch; 

in fact, according to most received opinion, not only of Roman Catholic 

scholarship but also of Harnack and his school, the heresy virtually 

derives from Antioch through Lucian the Martyr, under whom both Arius 

and Eusebius of Nicomedia studied and whose memory was appealed to by 

the former in his plea to the latter. In fighting this phenomenon, 

Athanasius experienced a reaction which his enemies regard as the 

rabies theologorum and his friends as exemplary zeal for the Faith, 

which has left its mark on all subsequent Church history. 

Now, it is true that all the arguments detailed above were 

propounded at one time or another by Arians. For instance, to go 

outside the inner circle of Arianism, it is true that 8usebius of 

Caesarea wrote a letter to Buphration in which he was audibly puzzled 

at the idea that the Son could be absolutely co-eternal with the Father 

and still have the degree of subordination implicit in His title. 

Athanaslus' immediate predecessor, Alexander of Alexandria, did write 

in his letter that Arianism appeared to be the bad old theology of Ebion, 

Artemas, and Paul of Samosata, "whose successor Lucian remained 

excommunicated for a long period of years under three bishe! ps. 
(5) 

(5) rrvos 
AovKrý. 

ýq(' o47rojo., S £%ý£f VE '1?, ar 1io 
lc,, 

v l 7%ýºu re is' blou S- rýr 
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(ape Theodoret, Eccl. Hist. I: 3), which Arius had contracted from 

Lucian. On the other hand, we can say right from the start that there 

is something wrong with this picture, since it does not account for the 

atmosphere of fanaticism that always surrounded Arianism; there is no 

reason to assume that the feeling of menace that Is one of the persistent 

impressions of both the anti-Arian dogmatic and historical writings of 

Athanasius was the phantasmagoria of a rabid theologian. No merely 

eclectic and inconsistent belief has the capacity to stir the depths 

of fanaticism; to do this, a heresy must have some sort of perverse 

unity about it, and for a writer to emphasise the inconsistency of 

Arianism simply means that he has not seen what the unifying factor is. 

Nor does this theory explain the other "atmospheric" element that 

pervades the whole of Athanasius, a feeling of the most intense and 

unpleasant shock and surprise that such a doctrine as Arianism is 

possible, even as a heresy* 
(6) 

Athanasius never suggests that Arianism 

is merely a recurrence, with relatively insignificant variations, of a 

stale old phenomenon that has been dismissed a hundred times in the past, 

even though this line would be rhetorically at least as effective as the 

line that he did actually adopt. Arianism is a "new" heresy, even, as 

he does not hesitate to describe it, a good candidate for the Precursor 

of the Antichrist. 
(7) 

The great methodological fault of the traditional 

historians of Church dogma, of all persuasions and all traditions, is 

that they do not see that for evidence of the nature and in particular 

(6) See, 0-9. Co Ar. I: 4, and 5 Init.,, I: 22; I: 35: 8! i : ArC. 
(7) o: C. Ar. I: 4 init. I: 8 spud finem.! ý Is 47 init. (where the 

bas c tenet of Arianism is described as a £dP1pd-, invention). 
i Arianism: be Deer. 5 spud finem. be Sent. 

Don. 27 spud nem. C. Ar. : 1: 13A. 10: 33A. Ep. Encyclo ad 
8pisc. Aeg, et Lib. 8: 536 B. 
RgecgKsor Antichrist, (1TPörPo OS -TvV A, almost a technical term : C. Ar. I: 1: 13A. De PH"- 5, <ggC 

. 
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what must be termed the sub-conscious basis of Arianism, Athanasius 

has absolute priority over any other source, or rather, any other 

orthodox source, in the absence, that is, of any discovery of primary 

Arian literature. After all, Athanasius was the principal antagonist 

of Arianism by a long way, in virtue both of his direct confrontation 

with it and of his own intellectual pre-eminence, his great middle 

writings were directed against Arianism first, foremost, and all the 

time, and he was at just the right distance to form the best judgment. 

Alexander's Letter was a snap judgment at the very outset of what 

might be called the Arian Revolution, and all estimates of this 

character are liable to be inaccurate; in particular, they will interpret 

the new change in terms of the old and familiar, even when the last- 

mentioned does not apply (that is, if the commentator does not lose 

his head altogether); the inertial principle of the psychology of 

revolution again! On the other hand, men like Theodoret and Epiphanius 

were in an even worse position; they wrote in an age which had not 

eeased to be revolutionary, but in which the centre of interest had 

radically shifted, and what is worse still had shifted virtually without 

a lucid interval. All these later authorities were writing from the 

thick of the later Christological controversies and the effective 

polarisation of Christian theology between Alexandria and Antioch, 

which was all too real a feature of that epoch of Church history, 

whatever was the case earlier. When we remember, too, that the 

Antioehene theology has had a much worse "press" than the Alexandrian, 

(among the orthodox representatives, Theodoret is much more suspect in 

"Catholic" circles than Cyril of Alexandria), we can see how the 

Antioehene aetiology of Arianism became the almost naturally accepted 

theory. Among Protestant Liberal scholars, the Hegelian habit of 

thinking in terms of a clean thesis and antithesis would have led in 
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the same direction; Athanasius is indelibly associated with Alexandria, 

so what could be more natural than that his arch-enemy be similarly 

associated with the antithetical Antioch? Harnack, under these 

circumstances, has accepted hook, line and sinker the evidence of the 

Arian historian Philostorgius, who virtually numbers Lucian with the 

Arians; Raven, although he accepts in general the Antiochene theory, 

says that he is "a bad witness unless strongly supported", 
(8) 

and 

points out, correctly, that he would be under great psychological 

pressure to twist the facts to give the Arian creed a martyrology. It 

Is interesting to note that the general presumptions in favour of the 

Lucianic-Antiochene theory would have strongly appealed to the nineteenth 

century (and, perhaps in some ways previous ages), while our presumption 

against it, concerning as it does the revolutionary nature of the period, 

is something that would have almost no meaning for that age, at any rate 

for specialised Church life and theological scholarship, but which we in 

the twentieth century have obtrusively in our field of vision. We may 

be wrong, although the author in all humility thinks that we are in 

fact better qualified for this very reason. But we should certainly 

pay more respect, at least, to the element of doubt, especially as the 

Patristio evidence is contradictory. And in fact, when we look at the 

evidence in Athanasius himself, we find the element of doubt at its 

maximum. The Lucianic hypothesis of the origin of Arianism must be 

treated exhaustively at this stage, not only because it has found 

favour in the immediate past, especially among Roman Catholics, but 

primarily because it involves, in its familiar form, most of the 

possible doctrinal sources and the issues concerning them. 

(8) "Apollinarianiem" p. 13-1i-. 
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A full consideration of scholarly opinion on Lucian of 

Antioch can make sense only after the Patristic evidence has been 

given, but it can be stated at the outset that the hypothesis is 

relatively recent even among Roman Catholics. Among the earlier 

representatives of this tradition, the remarks of Hermant (Paris, 

1672), (9) 
can be considered typical, that even though Arius studied 

under Lucian, it would be unjust to saddle this martyr, so praised by 

John Chrysostom, with the errors of his pupil. About 40 years later, 

Ceillier, the principal Roman Catholic authority in the 18th century, 

took a similar position, as we shall see below. The first scholar to 

have accepted the 
(10) 

hypothesis appears to have been Mahler, in 1II27 

for whom it accounted for both the suddenness of the apparent onset of 

Arianism and the opening lines of the "Thalia", 
01) 

which he took 

circumstantially and literally and not as a piece of sheer impertinence. 

(9) "La Vie de Saint Athanase, Patriarche d'Alexandrie. " I: 12: p. 61: 
Car ils avoient vraysemblement est46' compagnons dann 1'ecole de 
Saint Lucien d'Antioehe, et e'est pour Bela qu'Ariuc appele Eusebe 
un veriteble Coliuctaniste, quoyqu'il soft injure d'attribuer ses 
erreurs a ce gi5nereux Martyr qui a reu taut d'eloges de Saint 
Chryaoatome. " 

(10) Johann Adam Mähler, "Athanasius der Grosse und the Kirche seiner 
Zeit, besonders im Kampfe mit dem Arianismus. " Mainz, let edition 
1827,2nd edition 1844. See p. 173,2nd edition. Möhler denies 
that it has any root in any earlier Father, including Origen; see 
pp* 193-198, and the whole of Book I for a full treatment of the 
earlier Fathers; Origen is strongly defended, 82-96; if only, he 
says (83), Rufinus had not been so indiscreet in his defence of 
Origen and so provoked Jerome. Neither Platonism nor even the 
post-Constantinian influx of paganism could be considered as a 
direct cause (171) except insofar as the latter weakened the Church. 

(11) The relevant extract from the "Thalia" is (Ath. C. Ar. I: 5, aped 
1 hit.: ) 

"According to faith of God's elect, God's prudent ones, 
Holy children, rightly dividing, God's Holy Spirit receiving, 
Have I learned this from the partakers of wisdom, 
Accomplished, divinely taught, and wise in all things, 
Along their track have I been walking, with like opinions,, 
I the very famous, the much-suffering for God's glory, 
And taught of God, I have acquired wisdom and knowledge. " 
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Some years later, Newman, 
(12) 

just before his conversion to Rome, gave 

the hypothesis its full and detailed form, in which the errors of 

Lucian (or at least his potential errors, which finally grew into the 

Arian heresy) were closely associated with a certain Judaic and 

Aristotelian element in the ecclesiastical and intellectual tradition 

of Antioch, along with moral laxity, and - most significant of all - 

with Lucian the Martyr's own record as a critical exegete of Scripture 

and as the founder of the Antiochene exegetical tradition. Theologically, 

Arianism was regarded as in the direct line of descent from the heresy of 

Paul of Samosata, so definitively associated with Antioch, This remained 

the standard position until about 1914. Since then, the tendency has been 

to repudiate the last sentence and to associate Lucian and Arius rather 

with the Origenist opposition which condemned Paul of Samosata, but the 

connection between Lucian the Martyr and Arianism has still been retained. 

These remarks apply in the main to the Roman Catholic position, although 

the even more unreserved acceptance of the Lucianic hypothesis by 

Harnack has prevented a full-scale Protestant counter-attack on it. The 

emphasis on Lucian's importance as a Biblical critic and exegete excites 

the suspicion that one of the aims, or at least subconscious aims, of 

the Roman Catholic scholars has been to attack the Protestant doctrine 

of the primacy of Scripture as against ecclesiastical tradition, and it 

is interesting to note that the apparent originators of this hypothesis 

were the first instances in history of a theological offensive in the 

interests of Romanism from within an intellectual and general environment 

that was stably, and by long tradition, Protestant, or at least inimical 

(12) "The Arians of the Fourth Century", The citations and paginations 
are from the Third Edition, London, 1871; there is almost no change 
from the First Edition, 18339 even some of the early anti-Roman 
passages are left standing, with comment added. For Antioch, see 
pp. 1-25; Judaism and its relation to Antioch 10-25; Sophism, etc. 
and Aristotelianism in relation to Antioch, 25-39. Antiochene 
exegesis as illustrated by Theodore of Mopsuestia (no direct 
Lucianic evidence being available) 413-25. 
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to 8ome. 03) 

The primary Patristic evidence is difficult and contradictory. 

Eusebius of Caesarea, for what he is worth, in his "Ecclesiastical 

History", is warm in his praise; 
(14) 

more significant perhaps is the 

praise of the later and unquestionably orthodox John Chrysostom. 
05) 

In addition, Rufinus, in his Latin translation of Eusebius's "Ecclesias- 

tical history", appends, at the relevant place, a creed attributed to 

Lucian the Martyr which is completely orthodox except for the denial 

of the human soul of Christ. The "Lucianic Creed", presented at the 

Council of the Dedication at Antioch in 341 and which is probably 

genuinely Lucianic, 
(16) 

is reasonably orthodox in its Christology except 

that the iiomoousion is not mentioned; on the other difficult issue of 

the human soul of Christ the nearest that it gets to a specific 

reference is the participial phrase wvv °µCYOV applied 

adjectivally to Christ, but this means that it says no more and no less 

than the Nicaeano-Constantinopolitan Creed. In fact, a we shs11 see 

later, this phrase would count as an excellent summary of the mature 

Chrietoloyr of - Athanasiuc himself, at any rate as in the "Contra 

Arianas" 1-111.0 7) As for the unfavourable evidence, there is, first 

(13) 

(1ii. ) 
(15) 
(16) 

(17) 

The author has not studied Newman in any detail at all, and says this 
therefore with trepidation, but he has never known any commentator to 
notice the pointed resemblance between the theology of these two great 
men. This would be s fruitful subject of research, whether there was 
any connection between them, or whether the resemblance was purely 
generic. 
VIII: 13 and esp. IX: 6. 

ýoný. 
ýºý J- ý--4Cý anum Mür41ruwi. 

See Athanasius, De Synodis 23. Caspari, Alte und Neue Quellen ... 
p. 42, n., says, following Philostorgius apparently, that the creed 
is best considered as Lucianic but with Asterian interpolations. The 
question of the alleged interpolations will be discussed below, to 
the detriment of the supposition in question, With this exception, 
critical opinion generally agrees that there is no good reason for 
denying the Lucianic authorship. 
See pd63i+%741'2and above pp. l94-ý97 aJf 9: ý, - /4r? -j. 1. 
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the statement cited above from the Letter of Alexander of Alexandria 

to his namesake of Constantinople or Thessalonica which describes 

Lucian, or one Lucian, as the succe>sor to Paul of Samosata. At the 

end of the famous letter of Arius to Eusebius of Nicomedia, Arius 

r, 
addresses Eusebius as 6v)ºovKt. vo6 d1 

, 
J' füvc3If 

, the lasttwo 

words, of course, constituting an untranalateable pun* 
(18) 

However, 

it must be borne in mind that the immediate context of this peroration 

is an appeal for support for auld lang syne, to wit, the persecutions 

that they had all shared as followers of Luciana presumably on the 

occasion of his martyrdom in 312. Now, as we know so poignantly to-day, 

solidarity in suffering is a powerful factor in determining actions and 

sympathies, but unfortunately it is for that reason one peculiarly 

liable to abuse. We are all familiar with Communist members of, say, 

the French Resistance Movement, which was non-Communist in its origin 

and inspiration, making just this sort of appeal to their follow-members 

who may in fact not be Communists at all; the same sort of thing is 

endemic in trade unions and is the bane of their lives. Thus, on 

general principles and apart from what we know independently of Eusebius 

of Nicomedia, this peroration should not incriminate even the recipient 

of the letter, and a fortiori not the Lucianie School as a whole. 

The strongest unfavourable primary sources are Epiphanius and 

the Arian historian Philostorgius. The latter, in Photius's Epitome 

of his Ecclesiastical History, M. 13-16, claims Lucian as an Arian 

martyr before Arius, enumerated his followers among the leading Arians, 

including Arius himself (who studied in Antioch in his youths and, 

(18) Opitz. Urkunde I (Theodoret H. E. I: 5 

Epiphanius Haer. 69: 6 (I) 
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among the Asiatics, Eusebius of Nicomedia, Athanasius of Anazarba, 

Paulinus of Tyre, Asterius the Sophist, and others - the great body 

of the Asiatic Arian party. In ch. 15, he actually maintains that the 

pure milk of Arianism was corrupted in the direction of orthodoxy by - 

of all people: - Asterius the Sophist, who inserted the orthodox 
L1rAfo( X K-rof' ýý wcý, V, applied to the Second Person, into the original 

Lucianic Creed at the Dedication in 341 at Antioch. Raven describes 

Philostorgius as a bad authority, unless otherwise corroborated, and 

in this case he would have an obvious motive for at the very least 

stretching the truth. Epiphanius had no such obvious reason for 

falsification, and his evidence is fairly definite, though not as 

definite as that of Philostorgius, but there are certain peculiarities 

about it that make it more dubious than has been usually assumed. 

Epiphanius maintains that Lucian was virtually the originator of 

Arianism, but this statement is not made under Arianism (Heresy No. 69), 

which would be the proper place, and where Lucian is not mentioned, or 

in any separate numbered heresy devoted exclusively to him, but in an 

introductory gloss to No. 143, where he is differentiated from the much 

earlier Lucian the Marcionite, who is the subject of this section. 

There is nothing in Epiphanius corresponding to the definite statement 

of Irenaeus, which in of course in its appropriate place, that Cerdo 

was the genuine, if less celebrated, predecessor of Marcion. 
(19) 

In 

Haer. 76: 3, he says, like Philostorgius, that Asterius was really a 

moderate Arian or even a Semi-Arlan at heart; he is known to have 

attended the Council of the Dedication at Antioch in the company of 

the moderate Dianjue of Caesarea Maraca. The other important reference 

(19} Adv. Haer. Book I: 27: 1 
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is in Ancoratus 33 (see also Haer. 69: 19: 7) to the denial of a human 

soul in Christ by "Lucian and all the Lucianists"; he adds unkindly 

that presumably they do this so as to be able to attribute the human 

statements about Christ to what is normally taken as His Pre-existent 

Deity. Eustathius of Antioch (apud "De Anima, in Theodoret, Dial. 56) 

made an identical charge, but without any reference to Lucian or to 

anything more specific than the Arians as a whole. The opening of the 

Letter of rusebius of Nicomedia to Paulinus of Tyre, which Harnaek takes 

as the final proof of the Lucianic hypothesis, actually does not do so 

at all; it is simply a statement that the Arians constitute a united 

collective group, or if they do not they ought to. This does not mean 

much except insofar as the conclusion of the letter of Arius to 

Susebius of Nicomedia, already cited, indicates that, for better or 

worse, this intense collectivism may have been characteristic of Lucian 

and his tradition. 

The interpretation of the above material has been as various 

and as contradictory as the material itself. As we have seen above, 

Newman, following whether dependently or independently the tentative 

suggestion of Mähler, developed the Lucianic hypothesis to the full* 
(20) 

(p. 6): ". .. (Lucian) may almost be considered to be the author of 

Arianism. " (6-7): "Now Lueian's doctrine is known to have been 

precisely the same as that species of Arianism afterwards called Semi- 

Ariani =" (on the basis of the Lucianie Creed). (p. 9): ... (during 

the controversy) "Antioch is the metropolis of the heretical, as 

Alexandria of the orthodox party. " The evidence is as we have already 

(20) See Note (12) above. 
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cited, together with what Newman regards as the silence of the Catholic 

authorities where they could have defended Lucian. 
(21) 

Newman does not 

doubt that all the references to "Lucian" are to the same person, and 

the conclusion therefore followed that there was an absolutely continuous 

line between the heresy of Paul of 8amosata and Arius. This remained 

the critical position of Roman Catholic scholarship until about 1914, 

as is shown by Le Bachelet, 
(22) 

Tixeront, (23) Lauchert, 
(24) 

and, 

rather more tentatively, Atzberger(25) and Weigi. 
(26) 

The only Greek 

Orthodox writer to which the author has had access, the Archimandrite 

Constantinides, 
(27) 

follows Newman completely, to a degree unusual for 

a book published in 1937. 

In the same type of tradition among Protestants, Harnack 

aoeepted the Lucianic hypothesis even more thoroughly than Newman, 

without the reservation that we have indicated above in the latter- 

(21) Loco cit. P. 7. 
(22) X. Le Baehelet, in "Dictionnaire do Theologie eatholique, " article, 

"Arianisme". Cols. 1779-1863; esp. col. 1791. 
(23) J. Tixeront, "History of Dogmas", E. T. Vol. II: 21-32, on Arianism, 

esp. 21-22. 
(24) Dr. Friedrich Lauchert, "Das Leben des Athanasius des Grossen", 

1911, pp. 20-21. 
(25) Vater Leonhard Atzberger, "Die Logoslehre des hl. Athanasius. . ." 1880, pp. 22-33, esp. 26-28 on Lucian and Antiochene theology 

generally. The most cautious of these accounts. This element 
is treated as one of a number of possible or contributory sources, 
including the Origenist tradition at its worst (214), Philonoam and 
Neo-Platonism (24-26), rationalism of the Aristotelian kind (29-33) 
and a long-standing confusion between creation and generation 
(28-29); there were other less direct contributory factors. 

(26) E. Weigl, "Untersuchungen zur Christologie des hl. Athanasius. " 
1914, pp. 9 f.; also pp. 114 f., where he accepts C. Ar. III: 51: 
129 as indicating the virtual identity of Arianism and Paulianism. 

(27) ý ýN 
ýýý N AY-ý, 

xr Ääi KEN ýrAN"r'i N IýºoY, o MEfAfýIOANAý1vý 
7. The author was at the time head 

priest of the Greek Orthodox Temple of the Holy Wisdom, London. 
Bee pp. 38-39. 
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mentioned's case. 
(28) 

To Harnack, Lucian was "the Arius before Arius"(29) 

the main authority being Philostorgius. Again, "In Lucian's teaching, 

Adoptianism is combined with the doctrine of the Logos as creature, and 

this form of the doctrine is developed by the aid of the Aristotelian 

philosophy and based on the critical exegesis of the Bible. "(30) 

Robertson accepts both Newman and Harnack, the latter rather than the 

former, although his general position in all but Protestantism was far 

closer to Newman. 
(31) 

He builds a picture which is highly speculative 

(he admits that Lucian's relation to Paul of Samosata is "not clearly 

definable") of Lucian accepting the whole of Paul's system with only 

two modifications, a hypostasisation of the Logos which his predecessor 

had regarded as impersonal, and a denial of the human soul of Christ 

which enabled him to ascribe the humble expressions for Christ to the 

pre-existent Logos. He admits that this involved a compromise with 

the Origeniat type of subordination, without realising how serious 

would have been the change involved; actually this speculation amounts 

to the statement that Lucian, in his heretical stage, actually became 

a hyper-Origenist, an extreme representative of the tradition that had 

drummed him out of the Church. Later, Raven remained in the same 

(28) Citations here as elsewhere are, unless otherwise stated! "History 
of Dogma, " being the English translation by Buchanan, Millar, and 
M'Gilchrist of the Third German Edition of the "Dogmengeschiehte". 
Vol. IV, pp. 3-7 on Lucian, and 13-21 on Arianism. 
Incidentally, one point might well be disposed of now,; otherwise it 
might be embarrassing later. Loc, cit. p. 7, Harnack refers to the 
doctrine of Lucian, by which he means Arianism, as a "Technology", 
or a doctrine of the Begotten and the Unbegotten; the same mistake 
is still made in the Fourth German Edition. This is simply a crass 
confusion, which is excusable to an Englishman or a Frenchman, but 
which neither the German Harnack nor any of is presumably Scotytish 
translators had any right to make, between 5ýr1 , skill, and -r vov, 
offspring. The word required was "Teknology . As we shall show, this 
is quite wrong even in its amended form as a description of Arian4sm; 
it is actua)lyp once the confusion similar to that between xc rnf 
and xFwnTYfete. is cleared up, a very good description of the' 
theology of Athanasius; 

(29) loc. cit. P. 4. (30) loc. cit. p. 6. 
(31) Introduction, L. N. P-N. F. -Athanasius, p. xxviii. 
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historical tradition, but was personally favourable to Lucian, 

drawing eloquently a picture of a man who nobly atoned for his past 

errors by his later reconciliation to an Origenist Church of Antioch 

and subsequent glorious martyrdom; 
(32) 

although Newman and Robertson 

both admit his reconciliation, the picture of Raven is overdrawn. 

Recently, Prestige, while not doing anything to alter the historico- 

critical basis, has criticised the whole story, pointing out, rightly, 

tb Robertaon's hypotheses outlined above are too much to assume 
&J ILI 4' 

Earlier, the Luclanic 
(33) 

hypothesis had been criticised also by Cieatkin, 

t4ä first major critic of the hypothesis: "Nor was it even accidental 

that Arianism broke out at Alexandria rather than elsewhere. It is not 

clear that Lucian of Antioch was heretical, whatever his disciples may 

have been, and if Arius carried away questionable opinions from his 

school, so did others. If therefore it was at Alexandria that they 

grew into Arianism, we may suppose that circumstances were more favourable 

to their growth at Alexandria than elsewhere. And this is indeed the 

(32) "Apollinarianism", pp. 72-78. Previously, pp. 41-72, he had given 
an account of the Antiochene background that was entirely in 
agreement with Newman's, and with the same implication, although 
less specifically and polemically drawn, as to its significance 
for the genesis of heresy, and without suggesting that Lucian 
was the quintessence of this bad Antiochene spirit in the way 
that he was for Newman. On the other hand, Raven's bete noir is 
the Alexandrian Christology, to which he regards the Antiochene 
theology, even of the Samosatene type, as a reaction. 

(33) "Studies in Arianism", London, let ed. 1882,2nd ed. 1900. Also 
"The Arian Controversy", London, let ed. 1889,4th ed. 1898, 
later ede* to 1914. Citations are from the Second gdition of 
the former work, The note of Robertson, loc. cite xxviii, n. 1 
(1892) that Qwatkin's omission in the latter wf 
vindication of Lucian made in the forme' 

ý0 
id out to 

be incorrect, since it was left unchanged in the 
second edition, 

after four editions of "The Arian Controversy". The reason for 
the omission was patently that the latter was a shorter work, in 
which there would be justification for leaving out a highly 
controversial issue. 
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case. Origen and Dionysius must be acquitted of heresy, but their 

language leaned to Arianism quite as much as Lucian's. "(34) And again, 

"As the earlier school of Antioch was not the germ of Arianism, so 

neither was the later school in any way its out-growth. Diodore of 

Tarsus and Theodore of Mopsuestia were zealous defenders of the Nicene 

faith, and their followers never had any of the characteristic doctrines 

of Arianism. ... The Antiochenes erred in their sharp separation of 

the Lord's two natures, but the Arians impartially abolished both and 

left an idolatrous abomination in their place. "(35) And again, "Against 

the statement of Alexander of Alexandria (Theod. I: 4) that Lucian 

remained outside the Church for a long time under three successive 

bishops, we may set, (1) his high character with all parties - even 

Athanasius never attacks him - and (2) in particular the creed ascribed 

(it seems rightly) to him at the Council of the Dedication. It is 

substantially as orthodox a creed as could be written without the gift 

of prophecy to foresee the adoption of the word 
c1O J6b°'. (3) The 

reckless tone of Alexander's letter, which throws) serious doubt on 

statements in which he might easily have been mistaken. 

The further charge of Epiphanius, Ancoratus 33, that Lucian 

denied the Lord's human spirit, may refer to his disciples, but there 

is no clear case for a charge of heresy in Lucian's own time. There is 

really nothing against him but the leaning of his disciples to Arianism, 

and we shall see presently that this case can be otherwise explained. 

See infra, ch. III. "(36) We have quoted in extenso from Gwatkin because 

(34) p. 17; pp. 1-32 is a discussion on the nature of Arianism, with 
emphasis on its essentially pagan character. 

(35) p. 19- 
(36) P. 17 n. 
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he is the best representative of the position that will ultimately be 

taken. Unfortunately, in ch. III of his book, his explanation of the 

proneness of Lucian's disciples to Arianism, which is entirely in 

terms of the political state of Asia and the events of the decade 

following Nicaea, is not really satisfactory; the question is difficult 

in any case, but we shall attempt a better explanation. 

A21 the authorities cited so far have this in common, that 

they accept, or at least do not challenge, the traditional idea that 

all the relevant references to Lucian in the Fathers refer to the one 

person. However, more recent scholarship inclines to the view that 

Lucian of Antioch, the martyr and exegete, was actually an Origenist, 

probably of the extreme type, and correspondingly that the Lucian to 

whom Alexander of Alexandria refers as the successor of Paul of 

Samosata was another bearer of what after all was an exceedingly common 

name. Eduard Schwartz(37) led the way with his picture of a (presumably 

Origenist) Lucianic school which was in close alliance with the pro- 

cultural element in the Church of Alexandria which was in line with 

the older tradition of the Catechetical School but under attack from an 

anti-intellectual party which had gained control of the Episcopate; 

among the allies of the latter against the Lucianists was the Eustathian 

party which was now in control of the Episcopate of Antioch. Later, 

Loots developed this type of argument further, and maintained that there 

was another Lucian, who was no lese and no more than the immediate 

successor of Paul of Samosate as Bishop of the heretical Paulianist 

Church of Antioch, which was still important enough to be the object 

(37) Gesammelte Schriften. Bd III9 169-187, esp. 176-180. (= Nachrichten 
Göttingen, 1908,354-9,365-74). 

(38) Paulus von Samosata, 1924,182-186. 
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of conciliar action at Nicaea. What is more, the recipient of Alexander's 

letter, his namesake of Constantinople, was a bishop and would have 

understood the relevant extract in this sense. 
(39) 

The objection to 

this interpretation is that the context of the remark suggests succession 

to heresy rather than merely the institutional succession to an anti- 

episcopate, and, again, why would Alexander have introduced Lucian'e 

name if he had not been a successor primarily in heresy? The passage 

after all does not look like the sort of reference that would be made 

to the second bishop, or anti bishop, of a secession that was still 

current at the time that the letter was written. This question is 

difficult on any theory. 

Loot's completes the picture by pointing out that the orthodoxy 

of Eustathius of Antioch is by no means as certain as has been commonly 

assumed. 
(h) 

This argument has been carried much further in R. V. 

Sellers's definitive book on Eustathius of Antioch. 
(41) The contention 

is that this great defender of Nicaea did not completely and 

unequivocally support the eternity of the Logos, and had tendencies 

(but fortunately no more than tendencies) towards the position usually 

attributed to Paul of Samosata, and afterwards taken by Marcellus of 

(39) O. P. cit. p. 185z "Nach dem Hinweise auf die Abs tz 4e8 
Bischof a Paulus von Samosata, konnte dies iI öv 

di 
JL ký eve? S&> 

von einem Leser, der nicht sofort an Lucian der Märtyr6r 
dachte, nur in dem gew nliel Sinne der bischöflichen 
Amtenaachtolge Verstanden werden. " 

(40) Op. cit., 193-210. 
(41) "Bustathius of Antioch", London, 1928. 
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Ancyra. 
(u2) 

These are, respectively, that the Logos dwelt impersonally 

in God the Father and came down later in its perfection on Jeaus of 

Nazareth at His conception, and that an original Sabellian type of 

monadic "Trinity" became triadic by dilation. Correspondinfly, Sellers 

accepts the Lucianists as extreme Origenists, but even though he denies 

that they can be considered the direct fathers of Arianism, he still 

allows that they were the indirect ancestors par excellence, in their 

capacity as Origenist extremists. 
(43) 

The most interesting example 

of this newer approach is the Roman Catholic G, Bardy. In his earlier 

book, "Paul de Samosate. Etude historique" (1923)(44) he accepts, on 

the basis of C. Ar. III: 51 and Hist. Ar. 71, that Athanasius regarded 

Paulianism as the direct ancestor of Arianism. 
( W 

However, in his 

later work, "Recherahes sur Saint Lucien d'Antioche et son 
Eccle, " 

1937; 146) 
he accepts to a large extent the more modern line on these 

matters, while feeling that Loots's arguments are not strong. He goes 

so far as to say that there must have been two Lucians, 
(47) 

on the 

(42) Op. cit. pp. 82-120. 

For I1arcellus of Ancyra, see, as primary sources, the "Contra 
Marcellum", and "Ecclesiastical Theology" of Eusebius of Caesarea, 
which are ferocious attacks on Marcellus garnished with long 
quotations from his works, which are the main survivals. It is 
generally recognised that the Orat. IV C. Arianos of Athanasius, 
dub., is directed against Mareellus and/or his more extreme disciple, 
Photinus. The definitive monographs on Marcellus are, Zahn, 
"Mareellus von Ancyra". Gotha, 1867, and Qericke, "Marcellus von 
Ancyra, Der Logos-Chrietologe und Biblizist .. . ", Halle, 1940. 
In the latter, the case is made out that the represents a survival 
of the true Hebraic Old Testament doctrine of the Logos as Word, 
proceeding from the Father; the more usual picture, based especially 
on C. Ar. IV, is that the doctrine was one of dilatation of the 
original Monadic Father Into a Trinity, with its assumed subsequent 
diastolic contraction; this would have more affinity with Stoicism. 

(43) Op. cit. j, pp. 2-3. 
(L44) Published in Paris and Louvain. 
(45) Op. cit., P. 23. 
(46) Published by L"Institute catholique de Paris. 
(47) Op. cit.. pp. 46--58. 
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following two grounds, first, that Lucian's alleged subordinationism 

and actual denial of a human soul in Christ brand him as a hyper- 

Origenist, and such a man, on such an issue, could not be a Samosatene; 

second, if Lucian had been a known previous heretic, there would have 

been some obvious difficulty, to say the least, about the recognition 

either of Lucian by the Lucianist bishops, or the recognition of the 

Lucianist bishops by their fellows. This would have preceded, and been 

quite independent of, the Arian issue, since the majority of the 

Lucianists were already safely in their sees before about 320. Bardy 

also points out that the weight of the Patriotic evidence is that Lucian 

the Martyr was never out of the Church. 
(48) 

His study of the question 

of the "Lucianie" Creed of the Council of the Dedication(49) yields the 

conclusion that the verdict is not proven but that the creed is most 

likely correctly ascribed to Lucian. The creed is mainly directed 

against Marcellus of Ancyra, which shows its Origenist provenance. 

Bardy's final statement that the doctrine of Lucian the Martyr and 

exegete is known only through his followers(50) 1s an admission of the 

shakiness of any Lucianic hypothesis, although he still regards him as 

the fairly direct ancestor of Arianism. 
(51) 

It is Interesting to note 

at this stage that, a century before the Lucianic hypothesis in its 

(1e8) p. 91. Cf. also the previous work, pp. 192-194, where he points 
out that the debatable statement of Alexander of Alexandria is 
the only thing that could be taken as Patristic evidence that 
Lucian the Martyr was ever outside the Church; at the earlier 
time, he considered the case not proven, In contrast to his 
later positive conclusion. 

(t. 9) Op. cit., p. 91-1 2. Bardy considers that the external evidence 
is dubious 

(91-119), 
but that the internal evidence shows that 

the creed resembles the rest of what is known of Lucian. 
(50) Op. cit. p. 181. Similar admissions are made by Loofs. PRE (3rd 

ed. ) Pt. II, p. 10 19 and Tixeront, History of Dogmas, E. T. 
Vol. II. p. 22, etc. 

(51) Op. cit. P. 58. 
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familiar form was propounded, Ceillier actually postulated three Lucian, 

the Paulianist anti bishop, the martyr, and the Origenist exegete, which 

is about as sensible an interpretation of the highly dubious material 

as has ever been suggested. 
(52) 

The thing that is common to everybody - one authority might 

perhaps disagree on one of the questions - is that Lucian was an 

Antiochene, a martyr, a great Biblical exegete and scholar, a man of 

suspect theology, and closer to being the ancestor of Arianisr. than 

anyone else. The author feels that if one has to choose between 

Paulianism and hyper-Origenism us the heresy of Lucian the choice should 

be the latter. On the other hand, the possibility that there was one 

Lucian who changed his position during his lifetime, cannot even now be 

excluded. On the other hand, Lucian may have been completely orthodox, 

or as orthodox as any of his contemporaries. But, on the basis that 

Lucian was heretical or suspect, there is another possibility that 

nobody has so far mentioned, that Lucian's heresy or heretical tendency 

may have been of a peculiar character which was not perfectly detected 

or understood by any of his contemporaries. The author, for what it is 

worth, suggests Christological Hegelianism as a possible candidate for 

such a position. Although it is extremely speculative, it fits the 

known facts better than any other hypothesis. The doctrine in question 

is that the absolute identity of human and divine natures, which Hegel 

presented as an absolute truth or ideal truth or perfection(53)9 is the 

actual and empirical truth in Jesus Christ. It would be an obvious 

violation of the Chalcedonian d6ý ýý�f. 
Incidentally, was this adverb 

(52) CeilJlier, R. P. Dom R4my, O. S. B. Re-ijsue, Paris, 1860, of Histoire 
g(nerale des Auteure SaerSe at Ecclesiastiques. Vol. III pp. 73-77, 
on Lucian; see p. 77. 

(53) See, for example, "Lectures on the Philosophy of Religion", E. T. 
Vol. II. p. 3119, and Vol. III, p. 73. 
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inserted merely for the sake of completeness, or was it directed against 

any specific heretical party? The ordinary accounts of Church history 

do not indicate any group whom this particular cap fits. As well at 

Chrietologieal Hegelianism being a violation of this adverb, the 

ýýý( f can only be directed against this particular heresy. As will 

be seen later, the author is perhaps not entirely disinterested in 

raising this hypothesis, but there is a case for it on the known facts 

alone. 

But after this speculation, we must return to more solid 

ground to the significance of what Newman refers to as the silence of 

the Catholic party in defence of Lucian, 
(54) 

and Gwatkin as the fact 

that even Athanasius never attacks him -- in other words the fact that 

his name is never so much as mentioned by Athanasius, even in the 

celebrated catena of the early leaders of Arianism in De Syn. 17. We 

know from the whole character of Athanasius's writings and his treatment 

of personalities that if Lucian had been anything lees than a bigoted 

and fanatical Arlan Athanasiue would have defended him, in the way that 

he frequently defended Eusebius of Caeearea; 
(55) 

after all, Lucian died 

before the Arian issue became acute, whereas Eusebius frequently 

allowed himself to be a fellow-traveller with the heresy, Lucian was 

a martyr, which Eusebius was not, Lucian was never a personal enemy 

of Athanasius, which Eusebiue actually became for a while about 335, 

and finally, Athanasius, from the point of view of the prestige of 

the Patriarchate of Alexandria, may have had little cause to defend 

Lucian, but had at least as little to defend kusebius. This is a 

(54) "The Arians of the Fourth Century", 3rd ed, pp. 6-7. 
(55) Bee above, pp 4and below pp. 318-S 
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most serious objection to the Lucianic hypothesis as postulated by 

Newman, where Lucian appears as an early Semi-Arian rather than a full 

Arian. However, it favours, if anything, the more extreme form which 

we find in Harnack. If Lucian had been, on the other hand, an Arlan 

extremist from the beginning - and it must be understood that nobody 

except Harnack has been prepared to go as far as this - Athanasius 

would have had three choices; he could either have tried to make the 

best case that could be made for him, he could have condemned him as 

unreservedly as he condemned Arius, which would have been following 

his episcopal predecessor's example, if the statement in question had 

referred to the same Lucian, or, on the principle that one should say 

no ill of martyrs, he could have kept silence. There is of course no 

way of estimating the likelihood of each of these possibilities, but 

the last, which is the only one that really fits the Lucianic hypothesis, 

is probably all told not particularly likely in spite of its plausibility. 

Further, all the above depends on the Arians having appealed to Lucian 

from the beginning of their history, and thus leaves open the other 

possibility that no such appeal was actually made at all. And when 

we examine the "silence" of Athanasius further, we find that it is not 

a case of silence pure and simple, but that the omissions, along with 

the whole general character of Athanasius"s theology, are of such a 

character as to cast the gravest doubt on the Lucianic hypothesis in 

any form in which it has ever been, or can ever be, accepted. 

To take the Samosatene form of the hypothesis first, we shall 

at a later stage treat exhaustively Athanasiua's references to Paul of 

Samosata and his doctrine in relation to Arianism, and shall show that, 

as Athanasiue saw it and presumably in fact, the Arians did not regard 

Paul of Samosata as their direct ancestor but rather as someone to be 

avoided, and that where Athanasius insists that the Arians fall into 

Samosatene or Paulianist errors, he simply means that at these points 
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the Arian theology has pulled itself apart. This leaves the hyper- 

Origenist form, Now, two essential and constitutive elements of the 

theory on this basis are, that Lucian denied the human soul of Christ 

and on that basis interpreted all references to Him in Scripture as 

referring to what orthodox theology takes to be His Deity, and that 

Lucian, as in the case of the Lucianic Creed of 341, expressed an 

advanced form of Arianism which was softened by Asterius (: ), by, in 
1) 1-11 / 

the instance in question, the insertion of the Sfl X). LKrVJ' £7KWV 
. 

As we have seen above, this is the position that we meet in various 

ways in Epiphanius, among the orthodox, and the Arlan Philostorgius, 

and it is the direct evidence of these against the circumstantial 

evidence of Athanasius. However, there are several reasons for giving 

far more weight to Athanasius than would appear to be justified. Fraud 

and mendacity were so common at that time that strong circumstantial 

evidence can be frequently held to overthrow direct evidence. Secondly, 

the methodology of Epiphanius is so bad and naive, consisting as it does 

in the simple enumeration of heresies by their ordinal number since 

Jesus Christ, as if he had a perverse delight in accumulating the 

maximum number, that it practically precludes any intelligible account 

of the relation between one heresy and another, or even the raising of 

the question. This, the absolute blind spot of Epiphanius, is one of 

the strongest points of Athanasius, even though it does not declare 

itself on a cursory examination of his writings. Finally, as we have 

Bald, it was after all Athanasius and not Epiphanius or even 

Philostorgius who really know Arianism at first hand, in his case as 

its great antagonist. Thus, we shall now examine Athanasius's treatment 

of the two issues that we have specified. 
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In the first place, it Lucian, on the theory, was the true 

theological progenitor of Arius, Arianism would have included from the 

very beginning, in the theology of Arius and everybody else, in Antioch 

and in Alexandria alike, as an essential and constitutive element, the 

denial of the human soul (4"i1('), or perhaps human spirit (U iF Jam), in 

Christ. In that case, Athanasius would have had to treat this issue 

clearly and unambiguously, in these very exact terms. Instead, we 

find Athanasius using language which at least provides some ground for 

radical Protestant critics assuming that Athanasius himself adopted the 

same proto-Apollinarian type of Christology: Indeed, as we shall see 

at the appropriate place, even the average Roman Catholic writer says 

no more than that Athanasius denied this type of Christology implicitly, 

without denying it explicit , y, 
(56) 

and recently the Roman Catholic 

M. Richard maintained that Athanasius never mentioned the topic 

explicitly at a1A5'hA11 this applies to the period before 362. In 

this context, even the Roman Catholic Interpretation of the 

Christological evidence constitutes a fatal admission. Thus, whatever 

may have been the case at Antioch, the denial of the human soul of 

Christ could not have been a constitutive part of the Arianism that 

Athanasius knew at Alexandria, that is, the Arianism of its eponymous 

founder himself. Indeed, it is in the highest degree improbable that 

it formed an essential part from the beginning even at Antioch, as 

long before 362 Athanasius was familiar with Arianism in all its 

ramifications and at its full extent, including most emphatically 

Syria, Asia Minor, etc.. Of course, it would have been much more 

(56) See above, pp. 1I0.11, and below, pp, /900- /oo3. 
(57) "Saint Athanase at la Psychologie du Christ selo lee Arsens" 

Melanges de Science religieuse. Lille (Facultes Catholiquesý 
1947P p. 6. 
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prominent in the later Arianism, if only because of the emphasis of 

the humanity of Christ in the anti-Arian exegesis of Athanasius, and 

the prominence of this in Eustathius of Antioch and Marcellus of 

Ancyra would have probably meant that the Antiochene form of Arianism 

reached this stage as early as, say, 311.5. Unfortunately, we do not 

know for certain how late is the fragment of Eustathius of Antioch 

which is the first sign of conflict between Nicenes and Arians in the 

field of the human soul of Christ. But even in Antioch it is not likely 

that this became an issue much less than a generation after the 

martyrdom of Lucian, in such a way that Athanasius would have recognised 

it as any sort of element in the struggle, even in spite of the possible 

Paulianist tendencies among the Eustathians. 

Secondly, Asterius. The idea that Asterius was a moderate who 

tended towards what was later known as Semi-Arianism cannot stand up to 

examination, unless we assume that there were two people of that name, 

or that Athanasius not only faked whole passages from his Syntagmation, 

but also managed to surround them by a most peculiar and unmistakeable 

variant of the aroma of the heresy. For Athanasius's estimate of the 
10, 

person of Asterius, see the references to o 
t7u4dej' ßt6 Tf'f oS , Asterius 

who sacrificed, that we have collated above. 
(58 

As to his doctrine, 

the most celebrated passage is as follows: (De Synodis 18, beginning 

at 713C; also partly cited in C. Ar. I: 32, and almost completely in 

C. Ar. II: 38): "For the Blessed Paul said not that he had preached 

Christ, His, that is, God's 'Own Power' or 'Wisdom*, but, without the 

article, 'God's Power and God's Wisdom' (I Cor. 1: 24), preaching that 

the own power of God Himself was distinct, which was con-natural and 

(58) pp. 256.8,26o-I 
, 

2$3. 
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co-existent with Him unoriginately, generative indeed of Christ, 

creative of the whole world, 
(59) 

which he teaches in his Epistle to 

the Romans, thus: "For the invisible things of him from the creation 

of the world are clearly seen, being understood by the things that 

are made, even his eternal power and Godhead. " For as no one would 

say that the Deity there mentioned was Christ, but the Father Himself, 

so, as I think, His eternal power was not the only-begotten God (John 

1: 18)g, but the Father Who begat Him. And He tells us of another 

Power and Wisdom of God, namely, that which is manifested through 

Christ, and made known through the works themselves of His ministry. 

... Although His eternal Power and Wisdom, which truth 

argues to be Unbegun and ingenerate, 
(60) 

would appear to be one and the 

same, yet many are those powers which are one by one created by Him, of 

which Christ is the First-born and Only-Begotten. 
(61 ) 

All however 

equally depend upon their Possessor, and all His powers are rightly 

called His Who created and uses them; for instance the Prophet says 

that the locust, which became a divine punishment of human sin, was 

called by God Himself not only a power of God but a great power 

(Joel 2: 25). And the blessed David too in several of his Psalms 

invites not angels alone but Powers also tp praise God. And while 

He invites them all to the hymn, he presents before us their multitude, 

and is not unwilling to call them ministers of God and teaches them to 

do His will. 

ýx; (; 9x ºý `v ýý ý;., ý' r'v ;d ^ý, d '-mu 
vulwd, xo. ý 

ý 
a(uTLV dý£v TL`v f' IC ; ö! ^ / ý/ 

ý- 
ý fl VNov Öil V tv 

m-t ovufý r< o%F lDu sb w-rD f vý Aovo1 " -fb v. ýTv. 1 d1 

(60) ; ý, v 
-YXC, 

v -rýE 
x. A, '%j /"WC> IS 
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(ch. 19) ... The Son is one among others; for He is the 

first of things originate, and one among intellectual natures; 
(62) 

J 

and as in things visible the Sun is one among phenomena, and it shines 

upon the whole world according to the command of its Maker, so also the 

Son, being one of the intellectual natures, also enlightens and shines 

upon all that are in the intellectual world. 

... And before the Son's origination, the Father had pre- 

existing knowledge of how to generate; since a physician too, before 

he cured, has the power of curing. 

The Son was created by God's beneficent earnestness 
(63). 

and the Father made Him by the superabundance of His power. 

9,. If the will of God pervaded all the works in succession, 

then certainly the Son too, being a work, has at His will come to be and 

been made. " 

To the same section belongs a further extract quoted in 

C. Ar. II: 40 (at and of 232A): "God the Logos is one, but many are 

the things rational; and one is the essence and nature of Wisdom, but 

many are the things wise and beautiful. ... Who are they whom they 

honour with the title of God's children? For they will not say that 

they too are Logoi, nor maintain that there are many Wisdoms. For it 

is not possible, whereas the Logos is one, and wisdom has been set forth 

as one, to dispense to the multitude of children the essence of the 

Logos and to bestow on them the appellation of Wisdom. " This last 

passage is rather obscure, since the lack of context does not permit 

us to see to whom the rhetorical question refers, but Athanasius takes 

it to be the final self-contradiction of Asterius, since he has to 

admit a Wisdom co-eternal and co-unoriginate with God. We shall have 

(62) ii Yoºýrw ̂ ý S6Ewý 
(63) Eý£f E-rI c"ý *1'4 11f . 
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to consider this whole question from the point of view of Athailian 

theology later; in particular, the validity of Athanasius's final 

position. Athanaslus, in the manner of the early Plato, assumes that 

such a Wisdom must be distinct from the Father in the sense that the 

First and Second Persons are distinct, 
(64) 

and as such would have to be 

identical with the Second Person Who was Incarnate in Jesus Christ. 

Asterius would presumably have made no such admission, and the passage 

is patently a further attempt to bolster up the opinion that the Logos, 

in the usual sense, is a creature in exactly the same way as any other 

creature. Incidentally and parenthetically, it is most interesting to 

see Asterius arguing, or attempting to argue, in the same early 

Platonist way 
(65) 

that has often been considered to be antithetically 

characteristic of Athanasius as against the Aristotelianism, alleged 

or real, of his Arian opponents, particularly Asteriua. 

The main passage here cited, Asteriua's exegesis of I Cor. 

1: 24, is certainly among the two or three worst exegeses in history. 

Karl Barth is right in saying that the early Church showed too little 

sense of Paul's theological position, 
(66) 

but the case is far worse 

here; for sheer disregard of the immediate context this exegesis of 

Asterius is absolutely without parallel save only the Arian exegesis 

of Philipp. 2: 9-10. One shudders to think of what St. Paul would 

(64) That is, in the way that a Form must be distinct from the 
Particular. Of course, in this case, Wisdom cannot transcend God. 

(65) That is, that the relation between the archetypical Wisdom which 
existed originally (and presumably impersonally, for Asterius) 
within God, and every-distinct entity which participated in it, 
comprising all wise things and Wisdom as the Second Person as X11, 
is that of Form to Particulars. 

(66) Ch. Dogrn. Vol. IV. Pt. I p. 623. 
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have said to anybody who tried to tell him that he was placing Christ 

Crucified in a class which included men and even locusts. This passage 

shows, as hardly anything else, the lengths to which the Arians could 

go to show that Christ was a creature just like the others, and that 

His very pre-eminence could not mitigate His creaturely status in the 

slightest. It is true that Paul did not use the definite article in 

the Scriptural passages in question, but in view of the plain meaning 

of the context the only possible explanation is that he was using a 

Semitism corresponding to the construct state; on this basis, "Power" 

and "Wisdom" would not have an article because the dependent genitive 

would be deemed to make them definite enough; the corresponding 

indefinite expression, which would be what Asterius wanted, would have 

been'bne of the powers of God". 

The extracts quoted in continuation are further intensification 

and development of the basic position of the absolute creatureliness of 

the Logos. Nith these may be grouped the extract cited in C. Ar. III: 60, 

in which the same point is made with special reference to the Logos-Son 

existing at the will of the Father, as the Arians maintained: "For if 

it be unworthy of the Framer of all to make at pleasure, let His being 

pleased be removed equally in the case of all, that His majesty be 

preserved unimpaired. Or if it be befitting to God to will, then let 

this better way obtain in the case of the First Offspring. For it is 

not possible that it should be fitting for one and the same God to 

make things at His pleasure and not at His will. 
"(67) 

Asterius is 

Simply putting explicitly the Arian position that there can be only 

one type of relationship between God the Father and any other entity, 

(67) -rb e£i1Eº� fýf -ýºwv 70IOcf 
Cvw� 

7/ fvý Kot# Ilý oX f6ýe(. º rrr 
Irv 
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including the Son as personally distinct; therefore, in this case, 

since God made all things by His will, the same must have applied to 

His relation to the Son, and as an act of will is by definition not 

co-extensive in time or eternity with the wilier, it followed there 

was once when the Son was not, that lie was a creature, etc. 
(68) 

To complete the picture as presented by the citations 

specifically of Asterius in the writings of Athanasius, we have two 

on the relation between the creativity of the Father and of the Son: 

(Co Ar, II : 24, spud fin*): "God, willing to make originate nature, 
(69) 

when he saw that it could not endure the untempered hand of the Father 

and creation by Him#(70) makes and creates first and alone One only, 

and calls Him Son and Logos, that through Him as a medium(71) all 

things might thereupon be brought to be. " This doctrine is also 

mentioned, without direct citation, in De Decr. 8, beginning. In each 

place, Athanasius points out that, as the Son-Logos is a creature in 

1-1 the same way as anything else is, the 17 tros argument automatically 

follows to invalidate the reasoning of Asterius, and the Arians 

generally. Still on the same basic topic, Asterius discusses another 

aspect in the following citation: (C. Ar. II: 28: 205C): "But, though 

He is a creature and of things originate, yet as from a master and 

artificer has He learned to frame, and thus ministered to God Who 

taught Him. " 

The last passage that we Shall quote, to complete the 

Athanasian citations of Asterius, is proof of the resolution with which 

(68) See C. Ar. ; II: 58 
(69) -4 v ý�. -- 

ýc; 
ýýý/ . 

(70) -r. ýi -rrZp duTvv 
(71) T, 'Tv 

,r EGaU jjvoiv. t1U... 
ýiýn(UTOV'_ 

_. 
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Asterius pressed the heresy. The greatest defect of the average 

argument from Scripture is that only the favourable passages are used, 

while the problem of the apparently unfavourable passages is shirked. 

Neither Athenasius nor the Arians, including emphatically and perhaps 

supremely Asterius, were ever guilty of this form of cowardice. Here 

is Asterius on John 14: 10, and one must compliment him on facing the 

problem, however impossible his solution: (C. Ar. III: 2, beginning: ) 

"It is very plain that He has said that He is in the Father and Father 

again in Him for this reason, that neither the word on which He was 

discoursing is, as He says, His own, but the Father's, nor the works 

belong to Him, but to the Father that gave Him the power. " A raan who 

would interpret asymmetrically a passage which is most obviously and 

most deliberately symmetrical must have been unusually dedicated to 

his theological cause. 

These passages, taken together, reveal no moderate or semi- 

Arian, but a really fanatical Arian, fully worthy of his reputation as 

one of the three principals of the Arian heresy. 
(72) 

Almost more than 

anyone else, Asterius devoted his great ability to proving that Christ 

must have been a creature in exactly the same way as all other creatures 

were. While this point was affirmed by all Arians, often with great 

emphasis, Asterius took the trouble to prove it and illustrate it with 

minute and circumstantial detail, in the process straining Scripture 

to the limit - in fact, far beyond the limit. It is probably true that, 

owing to his great learning in the ordinary sense of the word, one can 

see more of other systems in his thought than we can in the sheer 

affirmations and negations of Arius himself, and that this might have 

(72) There is very little about Asterius in the literature except as 
a by-product of studies on Arianism. The last chapter of Barfly's 
"Recherches our Saint Lucien d'Antioche ... " is on Asterius. 
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given the appearance of greater moderation, especially to his 

contemporaries (who, after all, we must admit, did have access to a 

wider selection of his works than we have). On this matter, it is 

however striking that the secular system revealed in the extracts 

cited is actually Platonism, in the very respects in which it differs 

from the Aristotelianism traditionally ascribed to Asterius. As far as 

heretical Christian ways of thought are concerned, we can likewise see 

rather more of Gnosticism, that is at any rate, the idea that the world 

could not endure to be created by God and needed an intermediary being, 

and, on the other hand, the system traditionally, and debatably, 

attributed to Paul of Samosata, of an apparently impersonal Logos- 

Wisdom of which Christ was the supreme Partaker, but with the difference 

that in this case the supreme Partaker is not the man Jesus of Nazareth 

who did not exist before He was conceived in the Virgin Mary, but the 

hypothetical purely creaturely Logos-Son Who created and antedated the 

rest of the world. Also, the thoroughness and detail of his argumentation 

meant that he was thrown up against the final difficulties of ": rianism 

more decidedly and more obviously than his fellows. But even with 

these qualifications Asterius is still in essence not a Semi-Arian, 
(73) 

nor $t4ir19 at all by half-measures, but completely and whole-heartedly 

an Arian. Indeed, by far the best analogy to the position of Asterius 

in the Aian 
movement comes from modern times. If Arius can be 

conglidered as the Karl Marx of Arianiam, Eusebius of Nicomedia as its 

Nik01ai Lenin 
with a difference, and perhaps Ulfilas the Goth as Its 

Mao TBe-i 
g, Asterius is beyond all doubt the Friedrich Engels of the 

Thy (73) Usual opinion, following Epiphanius"and Philostorgius, Y=11f. 
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heresy. To return to the matter immediately in hand, the c; tory that 

he inserted the 2'Td(f t' K-rof f(Kwv/ into an otherwise true-blue Arian 

creed of Lucian cannot be true, or if it is true it could only be 

because Asterius already intended some ontological form of the 

epistemological doctrine of the later Anomoeans that all men nad in 

principle perfect knowledge of the Father, 
(74) 

since the Logos as a 

creature did., which is in fact simply the dialectical antithesis of 

the earlier Arian doctrine that the Logos did not have perfect knowledge 

of the Father, since other creatures did not and the Logos was as much 

a creature as they; the conanon element within which this antithesis 

applied was, of course, that the Logos and other creatures were 

creatures in exactly the same way. 

Thus, two most important props of the traditional mature 

form of the Lucianic hypothesis are denied by Athanasius, not explicitly, 

but about is effectively as they ever could be disproved in a court of 

law. It is thus the direct evidence, not of the strongest charScter, 

of hpiphanius and Philostorgius, against the unusually strong 

circumstantial evidence of Athanasius. The author, in this case, 

would certainly accept the evidence of the latter, and come to the 

conclusion that the Arians never appealed to Lucian until a lute stage 

in the controversy, say about 3L5 at the earliest anywhere, and that 

the detailed form of the Lucianic hypothesis is a clumsily contrived 

Arian myth to bolster up a weak case and to acquire am rtyrology that 

was never rightfully theirs. One would wish to conclude that Epiphanius 

borrowed the story from Arian sources. Unfortunately, there is no 

firm evidence of this, since Philostorgius flourished at least a quarter 

(74) c. -», 
4. It, 

- A-A 
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of a century later than rpiphanius. But this still leaven time for 

&piphanius to have borrowed the legend from some late Arian source, 

and it bears all the marks of euch a provenance. 

The only thing that yet remains to be done on the Lucianic 

issue is to explain the apparent proneness of his disciples to become 

Arians. The sort of explanation proposed by Gwatkin, 
(75) 

that it was 

a political reaction against the overbearing triumph of the earlier 

Nicene generation, and that the conservative tendency in the East would 

attach itself to ante-Nicene theology, with the result that it would 

have an equal chance of falling on the Arian or the Nicene side even 

If all things were equal, in the event of being forced to make a choice, 

is not good enough. Perhaps this proneness, as we see it, is in part 

an artefact due to the later tradition that is found in Philostorgius. 

On the other hand, it is evident also from the catena of Arian 

statements and their perpetrators in Athanasius, De Synodis 17. The 

soundest conclusion from this is that Lucian was such an eminent 

figure in Antioch, which was itself after all one of the two great 

Christian academic centres, that anyone of great eminence in that 

region would certainly have studied under Lucian, if he had been alive 

at the right time, or under his successors. The problem thus becomes 

one of accounting for the greater tendency of the Asiatic bishops to 

become Arian. It can be said at once that this is a tendency on which, 

whether by reason of the facts or of Christian charity and the 

preservation of Christian unity, Athanasius never says so much as a 

single word. Nothing was ever further from his mind than the mutual 

recrimination between the two great Patriarchates that began so soon 

(75) "studies in Arianism", Ch. 3. 
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after his death, on the Christological Issue. What is more, the tendency 

probably did not prevail in the earliest days of Arianism, whatever 

emphasis we may choose to lay on the early study of Arius under Lucian 

indicated by the 60XXOL/KoA-vid; 'ýaZ at the end of his Letter to Eusebius 

of Nicomedia. After all, the only two bishops who actually refused to 

sign the Creed of Nieaea were Egyptians; even Eusebius of Nicomedia did 

not manage to go to this extreme. Thus, there is a resemblance between 

this problem and the question of why a German creed like Marxism 

achieved its supreme flowering in Russia; Alexandria was intellectually 

the Germany of early Christian culture and civilisation. Perhaps it 

was the accident; that the opponents of Arius in its original home 

included an Athanasius. Or perhaps even this was not quite accidental; 

it might have been the more rigorous intellectual training and 

dialectic technique that Athanasius learned in Alexandria, since, even 

though other qualities are necessary at a still deeper level, no heresy 

can be countered theologically without a most strict discipline of the 

mind. To put this matter another way, one possible reason, for which 

modern criticism has unearthed firm evidence, is the theological 

incompetence of the Asiatic or Antiochene supporters of Nicaea, as 

compared with Athanasius; the supreme members of this class were 

Eustathius of Antioch and Marcellus of Ancyra; the former was by no 

means free from the taint of Paulianism, and the latter's condemnation 

by his conservative and Arian opponents on the grounds of virtual 

Sabellianism has in general been endorsed by later scholarship. 

To sum ups The possibility cannot be excluded that Lucian was 

in some way or in part heretical, and had infected his scholars with 

some sort of predisposition to heresy, but the evidence is so doubtful 
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and so speculative that nothing can be based on it. The least likely 

hypothesis of all is that Lucian was a direct ancestor of Arianism in 

the sense proposed by Harnack. Thus it is fair to say that the Lucianic 

hypothesis, which has bulked so large in the aetiology of Arianism, 

falls in practice to the ground. With it goes a large part of the 

Roman Catholic view that Arianism was the result of critical exegesis 

of Scripture uncontrolled by Church tradition, which was facilitated 

by Lucian's fame as an exegete, in spite of the complete absence of 

first-hand knowledge of his actual exegesis. We can now continue, 

unimpeded by this very large red herring, to analyse the relationship 

of Arianism to other contemporary heresies and movements of which we 

have some more certain knowledge. In all cases, the unique authority 

will, for reasons explained above, be Athanasius. 

To start with, there is the question of Paul of Samosata. 

Unfortunately, we are immediately confronted with another question on 

which the state of critical opinion is such as to demand imperatively 

further attention at this stage. What was actually the theology of 

Paul of Sarnosata? It is a notorious fact that, in the act of 

condemning Paul as a heretic in 269, the (presumably Origenist) Synod 

at Antioch also banned the term 11µ0OI6 Of , which was a grave 

complication at Nicaea and afterwards, The traditional interpretation(76) 

which is derived from the account of Hilary of Poitiers (the relevant 

Synodal Letter yielding no reliable clues), is that Paul had used the 

term in a quasi-Sabellian sense to describe a Logos Wisdom which dwelt 

eternally in God in an impersonal way, as a pure quality; it was this 

that came upon the man Jesus of Nazareth in a perfect way which was 

(76) Cf. for what follows, Loofs, "Paulus von Samosata, " 449 ff. 
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nevertheless like the way in which it comes upon other men; Christ, in 

the sole sense in which He hypostatically existed, did not exist before 

the Incarnation. 
(77) 

Hilary accepts this on the authority of the 

Sirmian Letter of the Homoiousian Party soon after its formation at 

Ancyra in 358. 
(78) 

But we find in Athanasius an account that is almost 

contradictory, De Synodis 45: 772 C-D, which Athanasius cites as an 

illustration of the need to be sure of the right meaning of technical 

and non-Scriptural terms: "For they who deposed the Samosatene took 

the Iiomoousion in a bodily sense (6wµA, IIKwf), because Paul had 

attempted sophistry in saying, 'Unless Christ has of man become God, 

He would actually be öl, cwoü fof with the Father, and so there would have 

to be three Essences, one essence prior to them, and the two essences 

derived from it. So they rightly were on their guard against the 

sophistry of Paul, and declared that Christ was not Homoousios. For 

the Son is not related to the Father as he imagined. But the Bishops 

who anathematized the Arian heresy saw the craft(79) of Paul, and, 

reflecting that. the word Homoousion did not have this meaning when 

applied to incorporeal things, and least of all to God ... 
(they 

dealt with Arianism and declared the Son Homoousios) .. . ". The 

prima facie meaning of this statement. is that Paul of Samosata 

condemned the Homoousion as much as anybody ever did, on the ground 

that, if it is accepted, there would have to be a third essence at 

least to account for the unity of essence between Father and Son: 

(77) See Hilary, Ep. 81: (After a reference to the authority of the 
Semi-Arians, Hilary states that Paul of Samosata was condemned 
and the Homoousion banned) ... quia per hanc unius essentiae 
nuncupationem solitarium atque. unicum sibi esse patrem et 
filium praedicabat. 

(78) Ep. 82,535A. 
(79) -rr.. vouro Xr v 
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perhaps (although the extract cited does not go as far as this) the 

whole -IP argument. or infinite regress would follow. This appears 

to contradict the argument of Hilary. The only other significant 

Patristic evidence is in the Epistles of Basil (Migne, PG XXXII: 393A), 

where the text in the generally accepted version appears to support 

Athanasius. This would strengthen the case for this conclusion because 

of the Cappadocians' stronger sense of the personal distinction between 

Father and Son, which, other things being equal, would encourage them 

to condemn Paul of Samosata for Hilary's reason. But there is a 

strongly attested textual variant at this point according to which 
! 13 Ile. the Ilomoousion was condemned by "£K£ of ", which Loofa believes can 

refer only to the condemning c ourt, and not to'Paul or even his party 

at all. 
(80) 

Now, a close examination of the evidence of Athanasius gives 

a very interesting result, that is, that all three interpretations are 

represented in his writings. If there is'one thing that Athanasius 

said, or meant to say, in the extract cited above, it is that the 

Bishops in 269 also accepted fully the argument of Paul of Samosata. 

When one reads between the lines of the extract quoted from De Synodis 

45, and the surrounding material in chs. 43-47, especially the 

(80) Loofa follows Hilary's interpretation, accepting the Sirmian 
Letter as the only primary source. Prestige, "God in Patristic 
Thought, " 200-213, rejects Hilary and chooses Athanasius, on the 
ground that the Semi-Arians would have garbled the issue so as to 
involve both Paul of Samoaata and Marcellus of Ancyra with the 

, rejected term Homoousion. Lebon, "Le Sort du 'Consubstantiel' 
niceen, " Revue de 1'Histoire ecclesiastique, LXVII (1952): 3-4, 
pp. 496-502, also accepts Athanasius, and interprets Basil as 
supporting Athanasius to the hilt (the conclusion thus following 
that Basil was not, pace Harnack and others, a virtual Iiomoiousian). 
Kelly, "Early Christian Creeds, 1958, p. 248, accepts Hilary on 
the ground that Athanasius was not a disinterested witness and 
that his account was in accordance with his interest. He refers to Bardy, "Paul de Samosate .. ." 2nd ed., Louvain, 1929. The 
author has not seen the 2nd edition, but in the first edition, 1923, pp. 24-27, the treatment is not so definite. 
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exhortations in chs. 43 and 45: 772 A-B, to treat the Fathers with 

respect, it emerges that, however understandable, pardonable, or even 

expedient their conduct was in the short run, the Bishops at Antioch 

quite literally panicked; they could not see any way to avoid the 

dilemma presented by the accused in support of a doctrine patently 

wrong and heretical, so they had to justify their condemnation by 

extending it also to. the Homoousion. Athanasius is virtually saying 

that the Nicene interpretation of the Homoousion, #aS it could not be 

interpreted in the way which'applies to bodies (or Platonic particulars), 

as we read it in the Letter of Eusebius of Caesarea to his congregation, 

and as it is to be presented much more clearly and definitively by 

Athanasius himself in this very work, especially ch. 51, would itself 

have been completely adequate to dispose of Paul of Samosata, if the 

condemning court had been able to see it thus. As far as Hilary's 

interpretation of the condemnation of Paul of Samosata is concerned, 

there is strong evidence from silence against it, that is, that 

Athanasius, in all his argument against the Two-Wisdom theory of 

Asterius, never once comments on its resemblance to the doctrine of 

Paul of Samosata, or its Sabellian element as interpreted by Hilary. 

Perhaps he regarded the fact that Paul of Samosata referred to the man 

Jesus where Asterius referred to the pre-existent Logos as constituting 

a decisive difference. However, there is one passage in which the 

Arians, but not specially Asterius, are hypothetically mentioned, and 

which provides evidence for Hilary's version of Paulianism: De Decretis 

24: 457D end, and following. Athanasius has been discussing the 

Scriptural metaphor of Light and Radiance 'applied to the relation 

between First and Second Persons respectively, and says that this 

makes nonsense of Arianism and commits one absolutely to the Nicene 

r 
t 
e 
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theology, "unless indeed these perverse men make a fresh attempt and 

say ((b ý, ý S' ) that the Essence of the Logos is one 

thing and the Light which is in Him from the Father is another thing, 

as if the Light in the Son were one with the Father, but He Himself 

is foreign in essence (5£voS Kdi' O-k1i `ý), as being a creature. Yet 

this is simply the belief of Caiaphas and the Samosatene, whom the 

Church expelled but these are now disguising C V( 4 WITO VO 

As a matter of fact, all three interpretations can be 

reconciled and synthesised with the greatest of ease into what, as a 

heresy, is a completely intelligible, credible, and coherent position. 

What Paul of Samosata evidently said was that no two beings could be 

personally distinct - like the Father and Logos, especially in the 

Origenist theology - and at the same time Co-essential, without a 

third antecedent Essence as yet another distinct entity, or perhaps 

more. Therefore, if we speak of a Light, Logos, Wisdom, etc., of the 

Father, it can only have this impersonal, quasi-Sabellian sense. 

Therefore Christ, as a hypostatically or personally distinct being, 

must be purely and simply a man in whom this impersonal Logos dwelt 

supremely, and can only be considered God in the purely adoptionist 

sense. And with the recent example of their fellow-Origenist Dionysiµs 

of Alexandria before them, it was all too easy for the bishops who 

tried Paul to accept the basis of his reasoning and condemn the 

Homoousion instead of his theologically unsatisfactory interpretation 

of it. This is very close to the traditional interpretation; it 

differs, if anything, in a greater emphasis on the adoptionist and 

purely Humanitarian Christology, and less on the Sabellianising 

tendency, which would have been a subordinate feature. This would 
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make it easier to understand the attitude of Athanasius to 'Paul of Id 
,9 

Samosata, since he also takes the Humanitarian Christology as being 

the most important aspect of his theology. Perhaps Athanasius is not 

as good an authority on Paul of Samosata as he is on the Arians, but 

-- r 
it is an eloquent testimony to the intellectually unsatisfactory 

position at the end of the third century that, in spite of his lateness,. 

Athanasius is, even on Paul of Samosata, probably again the best 

authority that is extant. 

Having prepared the way, let us now consider Athanasius's 

own estimate of the heresy of Paul of Samosata. it is nonsense to 

say that there was any affinity between the mature theology of Athana ius 

and the kind of Homoousian theology taught by Paul of Samosata. 
(81ý 

The whole evidence is that Athanasius regarded Paulianism as a 

peculiarly odious and virulent heresy, compared with anything but `l 

Arianism itself. He had not one good word to say of it from start 

to finish. But the real point now is its relation to Arianism. The 

earliest reference, which is not directly relevant, is in Apol. C. 

Ar. 25. The first theologically and critically important references 

are in the "De Decretis". The passage already cited in ch. 24 appears 

at first sight to be a direct charge that the Arians are reintroducing 

the heresy of Paul of Samosata, but it is to be noted that the passage 

is hypothetical in form, in that it indicates the theology to which 

the Arians would be reduced if they really sustained their position in 

the face of the Scriptural analogy of Light-Radiance; unless they took 

the step that Athanasius hypothetically suggested, the concluding words 

(81) We have already cited the incredible statement in this sense made 
by Canon F. W. Green "Essays on the Trinity and Incarnation", p. 257. 
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of the extract cited would be no more than a hyperbole rhetorically 

indicating the end result of their theology. The other extract begins 

at De Deer. 9: 432B: " 'Yes, ' they will say, 'we have found another 

argument (which indeed I formerly heard ýw � gip. say, ) 'on this 

ground do we consider that the Son of God has the prerogative over the 

others(82) and is called Only-Begotten, because alone He partakes of 

the Father, 
(83) 

while all other things partake of the Son' ... 
(ch. 10, 

beg. ) For if He were called God's Son and we the Son's sons, that 

fiction would be plausible, but if we too are said to be sons of God 

Whose Son He is, then we too partake of the Father ... And ... it 

does not matter whether the Son had something more and came to be first, 

and we something less and came to be later, so long as we all partake 

of the same Father and are called His sons. For the more or less does 

not indicate a different nature, but is attached to each according to 

the practice of virtue, 
(84) 

so that one is placed over ten cities and 

another over five; ... With such ideas, however, no wonder they 

imagine that of such a son God was not always Father, and such a son was 

not always in being but came into existence Eý OvK OVTrwJ as a creature, 

and was not before He was generated, for such a one is other than the 

true Son of God. But to persist in such teaching is inconsistent with 

piety, 
(85) 

for it is rather the tone of the Sadduces and the Samosatene, 

.. ." As often happens in the "De Decretis", the argument is not as 

clear as in the "Contra Arianos", but it is fairly easy to follow it. 

It is actually the same argument as is developed with great detail and 

perfect clarity in C. Ar.. II: 18-43 and elsewhere, that all creatures 

(82) -iT% 0Y 'IU. iV . 
(83) ýc C-r- ý -m d of -- aý rý"ý-a-Q. 

(85) ov 'ý ' 
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have the same rank in the sense that none can have the sort of pre- 

eminence postulated by the Arians and required for their 8ystem. 
(86) 

'hat Athanasius is saying is that, for this reason, the efforts of the 

Arians to give a creature such a pre-eminence must fail, and that 

therefore the final result of their theology will be that they will 

have no choice but, against their will, to let the Logos-Son (for 

them a creature), whom they desired to treat as absolutely pre-eminent 

over all creation, fall back to the level of ordinary creatures. 

Therefore, since Christ is known as incarnate, this must mean in 

practice that He would be specifically an ordinary human being 

simpliciter; this is of course the heresy of Paul of Samosata or a 

simple reversion to Judaism. 

Of course, Arianism and Paulianiam have the feature in 

common, that the Second Person, or at least Christ as He is 

hypostatically distinct from the Father, is a creature, to put the 

r 

ih 

I: 

matter at the intensional minimum. Athanasius of course recognises ýý.. ' 

this and says so, and no one can begrudge his right to comment 

accordingly. On the other hand, on the basis of ordinary logic, any 

two entities whatever have some feature or other in common, even if 

it is a feature that can normally be described only as a negative 

term. The only two types of terms that are really intensively 

exclusive ar pairs of logical opposites, as well as such related 

extensively ntersecting intensive exclusives as men and non-poets. 

Thus it may be very misleading to notice resemblances without carefully 

comparing them with the differences. Even in this case where the 

resemblance is quite important, it is not fair to conclude that 

Athanasius stressed it without going into the question of the difference. 

(86) For a full exposition see below pp. 2i- ýt 
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There is some ambiguity in the passages cited from the "De 

Decretia. " There is, none whatever about the passages from the "Contra 

Arianos", which are crystal clear on this point. On the question of 

the sense in which a becoming, or rather a change from non-being to 

being, can be predicated of the Son, Athanasius says, (I: 25 PG XXVI 

640) that the only possible sphere of reference is to the fact that 

"whereas Ile was Son of God, He (sc. the Father) made Him at the 

consummation of the ages also Son of Man, unless forsooth, after the 
Samosatene, they affirm(87) that He did not exist at all, till He 
became man. " The reference in I: 38 is even more important. The 

topic of discussion is. the Arian exploitation of Philipp. 2: 9-10, 

which the Arians interpreted as proving that the Son was a creature. 

He points out that, for one thing,,, they blatantly ignore Philipp. 2: 6, 

and for another thing, if one does ignore-the context, the plain 

meaning of the passage cited would be, on'their basis, that the titles 

of the Son, the Name that is above every name, and all the glory 

connoted thereby, would be the reward of His conduct during His 

earthly life, but eleven generations before the time of whiting, with 

the following absurd consequences: (89C) "What then was He before 
this, if He was exalted, and began to be worshipped, and was called 
Son, when He became man? ... For if the Lord be God, Son, Logos, 

yet was not these things before He became man, either He was something 
else besides these and afterwards partook of these titles owing to 

virtue, as we have said; or they must adopt the alternative (may it 

return upon their heads! ) that He did not exist before that time, but 
is entirely man by nature ( ýG') 

and nothing else. But this is no 
sentiment of the Church, but of the Samosatene and the present Jews. .. 
In II: 13: 173A, Athanasius makes exactly the same point, but rather 

more elliptically, this time with reference to Acts II: 36: "If then 

(87)i. ýC''j% dP, ýL. -- 
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they suppose that the Saviour was not Lord and King even before He 

became man and endured the Cross, but began to be Lord then, let them 
11(88) 

know that they are openly reviving the statements of the Sarnosatene. 

On I: 38, Newman's note is perfectly lucid and absolutely correct, except 

that he does not see its own implications against the Samosatene form of 

the Lucianic hypothesis which he propounded: Now the text in question, 

as it must be interpreted if it is to serve as an objection, was an 

objec tion also to the received doctrine of the Arians. They considered 
that the Lord was above and before all creatures from the first, and 
their Creator how then could He be exalted above all? They surely, as 
much as Catholics, were obliged to explain it of our Lord's manhood. 
They could not then use it, as a weapon against the Church, until they 
took the ground of Paul of Samosata. " The picture presented by 

Athanasius is that the Arians, so far from feeling themselves in the 

direct line from Paul of Samosata, actually wanted to avoid as much as 

possible, even though their methods inevitably drove them back to it 

against their will. There would be two ways in which this would happen, 

each of which is indicated in great detail throughout the whole writings 

of Athanasius; first, general considerations of what may be called 

philosophical theology, that no creature can have the supremacy over 

any other that the Arians ascribe to the Son, since compared with God, 

and even all His activities, all creatures are on the same level (with 

the exception of the paradoxical position of Man, inasmuch as he is a 

creature made in the image of God, but this does not affect the argument 

at all), so that they must finally degrade Him to the human level pure 

and simple; secondly, and even more important, any attempt to prove 

their case from Scripture would have the same result even more 

conclusively, since, as Athanasius proves to the hilt, all the passages 

r 

10.1 7 lo" 
88) i(vwTtý6 Lv O -i -v 
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in which Christ is described in a creaturely way and which they could 

use with any plausibility, really refer to the incarnate life of Christ, 

which took place only eleven generations before the controversy. The 

passages that we have been discussing are by far the most definite 

that Athanasius wrote on the subject of Paul of Samosata. As regards 

later passages in the "Contra Arianos" I-III, in II: 43: 237C, Paul 

of Samosata is simply quoted, along with other heretics, simply as 

another example of a man who used the correct terminology but was in 

fact grossly heretical: "So Manichees and Phrygians, and the disciples 

of the Samosatene, though using the Names (sc. of the Persons in the 
Baptismal formula), nevertheless are heretics, and the Arians follow 
the same course, though they read the words of Scripture and use the 
Names (sc. in Baptism) .. ." No special connection between Paul of 

Samosata and Arius is indicated here, except that both, along with 

many other diverse men and groups, were heretics. There are two 

references to Paul of Samosata embedded in the great section in C. Ar. 

III on the Arian exegesis of the Synoptic passages. III: 26: 377A: 
>p,, / 

"For behold, ... while they hear and see 7 dl rý'A1 '1J of the Saviour 
in the Gospels, they have utterly forgotten, like the Samosatene, 

11 T1_AT f1K J1,1Pý'CJTOS 7V 
ý'OL 

T (sc. - His Godhead which He possesses 
owing to being Homoousios with the Father - Author) ... ." And at 
III: 51: beginning (a favourite passage of those who support the 
Samosatene aetiology of Arianism): "(After quoting Luke 2: 52, Athanasius 

proceeds: ) 
... since they stumble in it, we are compelled to ask them, 

like the Pharisees and the Sadduces, of Whom does Luke speak. And 
the case stands thus. Is Jesus Christ man, as all other men, or is He 
God bearing flesh? 

(89) 
If then He is a common (Kotvo, i') man as the 

reot, 
(90) 

then let Him, as a man, advance; 
(91) 

this however is the 

(89) ýop w 
Ie' (90) K-& rat 

-ro ,r oc\Xccv4' 
r p<.. 

rvv ý' 
it 

(91) F' 
T) rrtý� rýiý' ýcvýýptý ý`ýc"ký T,. ýýýe. let Him be a being that 

progresses by struggle. 
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sentiment of the Samosatene, which virtually ('rý «ý � rrjv -(1i ) indeed 

you entertain also, though you deny it, in name only 
because of men. " Here, Athanasius at least admits definitely 

that the Arians denied that their theology had any affinity to that of 

Paul of Samosata, and it would be arguable that what appears to be a 

denial of the sincerity of their repudiation is actually a rhetorical 

and hyperbolic way of denying its efficacy. Incidentally, the 

translation of Newman and Robertson, as cited here, is somewhat 

misleading, especially in modern English; a better one at the relevant 

point would be, "the dynamic of your theology is such as to carry you 

inevitably to Paulianism", after which Athanasius goes on to say or 

mean that the more their hearts are confronted with this, the more 

strenuously they deny it in public. It must be remembered that in 

these Synoptic passages Christ is presented as soundly and completely 

man; they do not afford the Arians the way of escape in the direction 

of a unique kind of creature that is afforded by, say, Philipp. 2: 9-10 

(without its context! ) or Prov. 8: 22 LXX; therefore, any Arian attempt 

to use them would commit them to Vaul of Samosata far more immediately, 

and in a far crasser way, than their use of the other passages, and 

allowance should be made for this in interpretation of these two last 

extracts quoted from Athanasius. 

The remaining references to Paul of Samosata in Athanasius do 

not really affect the issue. In Epist. ad Episcopos Aeg. et Lib. 4: 

545B. Paul of Samosata is mentioned again, along with all the other 

great heretics, as a perverter of Scripture, without any special 
7 

connection with Arianism; what is described as a denial of . "ýý ` ý' *; "ºýý"ý 

rý - i- º*ý., r.:,,, ý affirmed in both Testaments, presumably means a 

denial that the Being Who was on earth as'Jesus of Nazareth was 
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hypostatically the Present Logos. The reference in Hist. 'Arianorum 71 

is a purely historical reference to the interconnexion among Paul, 

the Jewish party, and Queen Zenobia of Palmyra, alleged by Athanasius 

to be (but probably not) a Jewess and actually as well as allegedly a 

patron of the heresy, but the sole purpose of the reference is to 

contrast the sober and tolerant policy of Zenobia towards the orthodox 

party with the outrages and confiscations of the Arians under 

Constalitius. In "De Synodis", the only references, apart from the 

definitive exposition of his position on the Homoousion, are anathemas 

directed against his doctrine, as a species of Sabellianism, along with 

Marcellus of Ancyra, etc., by Arianizing synods or in Arian or suspect 

creeds: to wit, the concluding anathema in the creed of Theophronius 

(ch. 21. ), and. the Fourth Anathema of the Macrostich (ch. 26). There 

are two references in the "Tomus ad Antiochenes", each dealing with 

the general condemnation of all the important heretics, including 

Sabellius, Paul of Samosata, Arius, the Gnostics, etc., at the Synod 

of Alexandria in 362; the motion is put, 3: PG XXVI 800A, and carried, 

6: 8011A. In Ep. ad Maximum 3, end; "Again, it was consistent that 

when lie went about in a body He should not hide what 
belonged to the Godhead, lest the Samosatene find an excuse to call 
Him man (k as distinct in person from God the Logos 

14AX ,V ýýT +º cp, ý 1) w /j V) ." This, appropriately to the general 

subject-matter of the book, is a reversion to the purely Christological 

side of theology, and confirms the general picture of the theology of 

Paul of Samosata. 

Thus, to summarise, the definite evidence in C. Ar. I-II is 

capable of controlling the interpretation of the other passages, but 

the reverse is not possible, and indeed, when all the extracts are 

talcen together, it will be seen that they collectively corroborate 
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the impression conveyed by C. Ar. I: 38. It is clear that, in the 

main, when Athanasius speaks of the Arians as being virtually committed 

ultimately by their exegetical and other methods and principles to 

Paul of Samosata, he does not regard these developments as the 

revelation of the essential nature of Arianism, stripped of its 

mendacious outward appearance. Rather does he regard it as the 

culmination of what Marxists would describe as a genuine internal 

self-contradiction in Arianism, which is both caused by and is the 

supreme manifestation of its essential theological inviability, a 

seif-contradition that would be the last thing that the Arians would 

desire, the point at which Arianism pulls itself apart. 

We should not be deceived by the incidental resemblance that 

we have already noted between the Paulianist heresy and the Two Wisdom 

doctrine of Asterius the Sophist, which Athanasius denounces in C. Ar. 

1: 30-32, and II: 18-43 and elsewhere, the point at which the similarity 

between the two heresies is at its highest. The great difference is 

that of generality, and in spite of what has been called the scandal 

of particularity in connection with the Incarnation, this distinction 

is of supreme importance, especially to a Greek or a man influenced by 

Greek thought. To Paul of Samosata, the gypostatically distinct Christ 

was a man, but the whole point of the doctrine of Arius and all his 

followers, and this most definitely includes Asterius, is that this 

creature was not just a man, but far more general and universal than 

any man, or even humanity as a whole, whether considered as an 

arithmetical or as an integral sum, comparable only with creation (or 

the rest of it) as a whole, if that. It is the contradiction between 

ascribing this highest level of generality (under God the "Father") 
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to the Logos and the ruthless reduction of Him to the rank'of creatures 

that makes the Arian theology impossible, on the side of philosophical 
1, I 

theology. But even their use of Scripture, as described above, was a 

desperate attempt to do the impossible. In terms of Chalcedon, the 

Arians described the One Eternal Hypostasis of the Logos as a creature, 

which left no room for the other side of the picture, the Anhypostatic ; 

Humanity of Christ, which was yet enhypostatic by reason of the Logos 

and thus personally distinct from other men, and which in that way 

lived a personal and distinct life. On the other hand, this whole 

question of the enhypostatic humanity of Christ is the very thing that 

Paul of Samosata, with however perverse and unfortunate a result, was 

attempting to describe; in fact, Paulianism, in its traditional picture, 

can almost be said to be Chalcedon with the Hypostasis applied to the 

wrong-Nature. And when this is clear, we can see another reason, which 

concerns not so much any one passage but the whole of Athanasius's anti- 

Arian theology and its structure and methodology, for the conclusion 

that neither Athanasius nor the Arians themselves considered Paul of 

, 
Samosata as the ancestor of their heresy, and that these subjective 

opinions corresponded with the objective fact. The very fact that 

Athanasius has to spend five-sixths of Contra Arianos I-III in 

establishing the doctrine of the Humanity of Christ, in intensive 

detail and with the most exhaustive exegesis of Scripture, shows that 

it was not something with which the Arians were familier. Gwatkin's 

statement that the Arians impartially abolished both the Deity and 

Humanity of Christ and substituted an idolatrous abomination, is 

completely true. An answer to Paul of Samosata would have consisted 

of C. Ar. I: 1-37, together perhaps with a fairly brief statement of 
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why Scriptural statements on Christ's Deity would have priority over 

the (as far as it went, correctly interpreted) statements on the 

Humanity of Christ. Thus, the evidence is overwhelming that, for 

Athanasius, for the Arians themselves, and in objective fact, the 

Samosatene type of theology, for all its odious faults, was not guilty 

of being a root or the root of Arianism, rather the reverse. 

For the same reason, we must acquit the characteristic 

theology of Antioch as a. whole of all direct and positive responsibility 

for Arianism, if by this we, mean the sort of theology which in its one- 

sided form produced, Paul of Samosata and others of his type, that is, 

which was concerned for the full and genuine historical humanity of 

Christ. Incidentally, of the other heretics mentioned by Alexander 

of Alexandria, loc, cit., Artemon or Artemas-appears to have had the 

same sort, of theology as Paul of Samosata, while Ebion, if an individual, 

was the eponymous originator of all Adoptionist Christology, and thus, 

in the early Antiochene heretical movement, Adoptionist or Humanitarian 

Christology is more significant than any Sabellian tendency, as we 

have suggested with Paul of Samosata. For the same reason, we must 

acquit also the later Antiochene theology of Eustathius (one of the 

greatest supporters of Nicaea, who rivals Athanasius in steadfastness, 

although at a lower level of theological soundness), Diodore, 

Theodoret, and Theodore of Mopsuestia, who were all rather more suspect, 

the lastnamed being condemned as a heretic in 553; and also the 

heretic Nestorius. This means therefore the whole movement that is 

known in Church history and tradition by the name of Antioch, whether 

in its orthodox, suspect, or overtly heretical form. On the question 

of Antiochene exegesis, we unfortunately have nothing definite concerning 

Lucian, but as for Theodore of Mopsuestia, he cannot be considered as 
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having, in even that respect, any real affinity with Arianism. The 

characteristic of this type of exegesis is its great caution, the 

antithesis of the over-free allegorical extraction of testimonia to 

i' fit rr i Se% $'! Mr üt At ia (b*t not 

41C yº ! te r sad t+ i ft m), * 9 aft an SSMgete 

as Theodore was unwilling to strain the facts by attributing passages 

to Christ, if their prima facie meaning is within the human sphere. 

But this, perhaps excessive, insistence on giving human and other 

creaturely factors, pluralistically considered, their due, is quite 

different from the reckless Arlan exegesis of passages which 

unquestionably refer to Christ, and which resembles nothing so much 

as the old Alexandrian exegetical method stood on its head. In its 

fanatical and monomaniacal insistence on the one creaturely Logos, 

Arianism is quite distinct from the cautious pluralism which is 

perhaps the most questionable element in Antiochene exegesis. 
(92) 

Having considered the theology traditionally associated with 

Antioch, we must now consider the theology traditionally associated 

with the other great centre of Alexandria, by which we mean Origenism 

and the theology of his successors. Perhaps the antithesis has been 

too sharply drawn, in extrapolation from the later Christological 

conflict between the Nestorians and the Eutyehians together with their 

orthodox predecessors like Cyril, which coincided with and exacerbated 

the traditional rivalry between the great Patriarchates. Later 

Origenism spread out to involve people like the Synod in Antioch that 

condemned Paul of Samosata, and such theologians as Eusebius of 

Caesarea, while such later Alexandrians as Peter and Alexander opposed 

(92) For an unfriendly account of the exegesis of Theodore in the 
context, see Newman "The Arians of the Fourth Century" 3rd ed, 
pp. 413--425; for a friendly account, Raven, "Apollinarianism", 
p. 281 ff. 
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him in many ways. A far stronger case can be made out for Origen as the 

ancestor of Arianism than for the heretic Paul of Samosata. Prestige 

describes Origen as "the father alike of Arian heresy and Nicene 

orthodoxy. R(93) He repeatedly used expressions that, in the light of 

later experience, went to the limit of subordinationism in his emphasis 

on the personal distinctness of the Logos from the Father, and one 
(94) 

On fragment, if genuine, describes the Logos actually as KTt, t, 
ýIl.. 

the other hand, In spite of an anti-Origenist tradition that goes back 

to Epiphanius and Jerome, scholarship of all kinds is virtually 
hý 

unanimous in regarding hi6 as in fact innocent of heresy in this regard, 

an opinion in which the author concurs. On the one hand, Origen was 

fully aware of, without being able to solve, the difficulty with which 

Athanasius dealt in Do Deer. 28-31 and C. Ar. I: 30-34, on the question 

of Two unoriginates, 
(95) 

and on the other hand, he was trying to do full 

(93) "God In Patristic Thought", p. 131. 
(94) See Prestige, loc. cit.. Studies of Origen, with special reference 

to this question, are to be found in: Loots, PRB 
(3rd 

ed. ) Pt. II 
col. 9, Prestige, "God in Patristic Thought", pp. 132-138, where, 
in spite of appearances, Origen is to be exonerated; Atzberger, 
"Die Logos-lehre des heiligen Athanasius .. . ", p. 24, where one 
potent factor in the origen of the Arian heresy is said to be the 
Origenist theology uncorrected by the intervention of Dionysius of 
Rome, as narrated by A thanasius, "De Sententia Dionysii", which, 
in spite of an a priori suspicion of Roman Catholic bias towards 
the Roman Episcopate, we have to allow as fair comment; 1öhler - 
see above, no. 10 to this chapter; his subsequent comments on the 
Dionysii, op. cit. 96-100, are that the Alexandrian was trapped by 
the old confusion between creation and generation. Petavius, 
"Do Trinitate", Bk. I ch. 4, in accordance with his general line, 
of which more below, is severely critical of Origen. 

The incriminating examples that iOf s, perhaps o9e-sided. ly quotes 
from Origen, are: The, Logos but n ot . ci-rv 9 oc j De Drina ý: 13)T e Logos iý, EýKývu`d 

, rte roO K 1s 
rs d rp . 'ouörjS ý Cr rev ', -rI, öý1c. ºv (C. Cels. 

Zi57), The_Logos is: ex ipsa subst4ntia Del (Con. in Hebr. ) but 
EI -m u 9CATvS -rvZ nr '1 (yv # 9E i. - (De Prince), 

(95) As Prestige points out, loco cit. p. 138. 
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justice to such passages as Deut. 6: 4 etc., Luke 18: 19, John 5: 19, 

6: 38,7: 16 and 28,14: 24 and 28, and others, the sort of passage which 

Athanasius had to treat in C. Ar. III: 7 ff.. It is generally agreed 

that Origen's doctrine of pre-existent rational natures,, 
(96) 

while it 

blurred the distinction between Creator and creature, at least saved 

him from the worst consequences of his language, whatever might have 

been the case with his successors, who did not have this particular 

doctrine. This of course would have made it more difficult to defend 

Eusebius of Caesarea, who used very similar language, of which his 

Letter to Euphration is the most celebrated example. There is 

surprisingly little study of the theology of Euseblus of Caesarea except 

in the direct context of Arianism, with perhaps unfortunate results for 

one who is probably best considered as ante-Nicene In theology. 
(97) 

(96) This doctrine Is propounded in De Prineipiis Book I: ch. 5, almost 
immediately after the Doctrine of the Trinity. These rational 
natures, which could pre-exist, were almost intermediate between 
God and creatures, and the case has normally been made that once 
this sort of cosmology was abandoned (see Robertson, Inteod. 
xxv-xxvii), the whole system fell apart. Loots, be. cit. 9,11. 
20-26, puts it thus: "Diese Doppelseitigkeit des origenistischen 
Logosbegriffs war nur möglich, well und solange die Logoslehre ein 
integrierender Tell war in einer dynamisch-emanantischen Konstruktion 
der ewigen immateriellen Welt. Fiel die Annahme der Ewigkeit der 
von Gott eausierten immateriellen Welt - und die anti-origenistische 
Polemik sorgte dater, dass diese Annahme bald als unerlaubt galt, 
einfach eren Geisteren war sie ohnedies unvollsiehbar - so musste 
die Logoslehre des Origenes auseinanderbrechen. " 

(97) Apart from the writings cited here, the chief theological studies on 
Eusebius of Caesarea are: S. Lee's Introduction to the English 
translation of the "De Theophania", 1843; Prestige, "God in Patristic 
Thought" pp. 138-146. The former energetically defends him against 
accusations of heresy; the latter, also Anglican apparently, admits 
that he made statements verging on Arianism but was not really an 
Arian, Newman treats him as virtually heretical; he says, in contra- 
diction to the evidence that we have collected above, that "Euseblus 
of Caesarea indeed he (Athanasius) did not favour" (Select Treatises 
in Controversy with the Arians, 1881, Vol. II (notes), p. 52), and 
all his references to Eusebius of Caesarea in his notes to the f. 4s, translations of the anti-Arian writings are similar accusations. T 
Petavius, De Trinitate, Book I. ch. 11, ives an extremely Y m= 
unfavourable account. Mbbhler's account 

(op. 
cit. pp. 318-3143) is 
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Dornar stated that the tendency appears to be for Eusebius to be 

supported by Anglicans and condemned by all others, whether Roman 

Catholics or Lutheran and Reformed. 
(98) 

and this has in general been 

the position, except that a recent Roman Catholic study, by Bardy, 

takes the Anglican type of view that he was very Indiscreet but in 

his heart right. 
(99) 

Unfortunately, In the case of Dionysius of 

Alexandria, we have the famous extract from his Letter to Fuphranor 

and Ammonius which is not only as prima facie Arian as anything could 

be, but could almost be the source of many of the most characteristic 

Arian slogans: (Athanasius, De Sententia Dionysii 4: PG XCV: 485A) 

" 'the Son of God is a thing made and originate and not His own by 
nature, but in essence alien from the Father, just as the husbandman 
is from the vine, or the ship-builder from the boat, since, being a 
creature, He was not before He came to be. 

(100 tq 
Athanasius's 

treatment of this issue, including the hostile intervention of 

Dionysius of Rome and the reaction of Dionysius of Alexandria, is of 

great interest and willbe discussed in full in due course, but the 

of great interest and (as an account by a leading Roman Catholic) 
does not fit into Dorner's scheme. He distinguishes sharply between 
the ante-Nicene period of Eusebius, in which he appears as virtually 
Arian (333) and the poet-Nicene period, in which he ras a great 
opponent of the heresy (336). This interpretation is over-generous 
to him, as it neglects his notorious association with Arians in the 
Marcellan controversy ten years or so after Nicaea. Mahler's final 
judgment is interesting, that the trouble with Eusebius of Caesarea 
is that he had no real sense either of the depth of human sin and 
misery, or of the wonder of grace (338-339). 

(98) "History of the Doctrine of the Person of Christ, " E. T. Div. I 
Vol. II, p. 220; the whole section on Euseblus is on pp. 219-227, 
in which his conclusion is that he is indiscreet and suspect. 

(99) "La Theologie VEuaebe de Ceparee d'apreis 1'HIstoire Ecclesiastique", 
in'Beyte de 1'Histoire Eeeldsiastique, " Vol. L (1955), pp. -21 (periodical published by the Catholic University of Louvain)). 

ff% (100) ir4 
/ 

A, K"lý /'', *bý rdl . rsv öv Tai, ýový ýI iäiov (ý%c 

Evoý KaT'o; 6id. V dü ý; we` 
1 

Eýt'iý oc' wUº. (' 
1° 'ý,, ý 

ct, a'£)1vl KA-, - 6c v. ' u-Trl S ITO f-Ocq"I ws 711 wt'v Ö&1v 
V XCv.? I. 
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the author considers that even the efforts of Athanasius do not succeed 

in presenting the reaction of his predecessor as anything other than 

one of defeat and capitulation. 
(101) 

As far as the reaction of Athanasius to this type of theology 

is concerned, there is a certain difficulty. Athanasius defends with 

great energy all the Alexandrian representatives of this tradition, 

Origen, (102) 
Theognostus, 

(103) 
Dionysius(104) particularly, but it in 

possible to devalue his testimony on the ground that Athanasius, as 

an Alexandrian, is not a disinterested witness. The test case with 

Athanasius is undoubtedly Eusebius of Caesarea, who may have been an 

Origenist, but whose episcopal see was a considerable rival of Alexandria, 

who had fellow-travelled with other rivals in the interests of Arians 

against Athanasius'ý own friends and the Nicene theology, and who had 

made himself, at a late stage in his life at a stage which actually 

left him no time for a regular reconciliation, a personal enemy of 

Athanaslus. Yet, as we have seen, Athanasius in his mature theology 

repeatedly and regularly defends him against the charges of Arianism, 

or rather against Arian attempts to use him as an authority. 
005) 

What is mores, in his sections on the äf v, 7 , De Deer. 28: 31 and 

C. Ar. I: 30-349 where the issue that upset Eusebius of Caesarea and 

all the Origenists is treated, Athanasiue, as already noted, is more 

temperate than anywhere else In his writings, especially in the latter, 

(101) This will be further discussed in our detailed analysis of the 
"De Sententia Dionysii". See also Robertson's introduction to it. 

(102) See De Deer. 27, where Origen described as 
ýý" 

nv ovaS , is quoted 
as an authority for Nicaea. 

(103) See De Decr. 25: 460B-C, where Theognostus is cited for similar 
purposes. 

(104) See De Deer. 25: 461A-B, where Dionysius of Alexandria is cited for B1mflX' Parpoeee, also De Sent. Dion. 14-26. 
(105) See above PP. 265 $ 
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and later$ passage, as if he can see that here was a real difficulty, 

which can only be solved by a new and apparently paradoxical separation 

of what in the Godhead are analogous to the temporal and ontological 

priority that always go together in ordinary causality. 
(106) 

Eusebius 

of Caesarea can be blamed for not trying to grasp this, but nothing 

more. The only thing that remains to be said about him is th.. t he 

actually does not respond, in spite of his suspect statements, to the 

most definitive teat for Arianism; the exegesis of Prove 8: 22 LXX. Any 

principal in the Arian party would have seized the opportunity with 

both hands. Eusebius, on the other hand, almost alone in his day, takes 

the trouble to point out the erroneous LXX translation of the Hebrew, 

and, like any modern exegete, bases his interpretation on the Hebrew, 

which is actually opposed to Arianism. He must be allowed the credit 

for this, even though he Is doing it to oppose the exegesis of Marcellus 

of Ancyra, who referred Provo 8: 22,, of which he accepted the LXX version, 

to the humanity of Christ, presumably to page the way for his Sabellian 

doctrine. 
007) 

This exegesis was followed enthusiastically, for 

different motives, by Athanasius, C. Ar. II: 44-82. The best conclusion 

is that Eusebiua of Casearea was considered by Athanasius to be, and 

actually was, a man who sailed dangerously close to the wind in his 

opposition to Sabellianiam, but he was no Arian, and recoiled from 

Arianism whenever it really mattered. Certainly, he was not a principal 

in the Arian party, and the last word that can be applied to him is 

"Arlomaniac. "(108) Finally, when we come to Athanasius'p treatment of 

(106) See above pp. 3eo-34 

(107) For both Exegeses, see Euseblus, C. Marcell. II: 3, and 
Eccl. Theol. III: 2-3. 

(108) See above, p. 2i49. For the term "Ariomaniac see Newman on 
De Syns 13. 
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the last successors of Origenism, the Semi-Arians - whether or not we 

accept the theory of Zahn(109) and Harnack(110) that they set the tone 

for the definitive settlement - the same applies here too, by general 

agreement. Although much of what is often taken as Athanasiua's 

conciliatory gestures towards this party, in "De Synodic", is in 

reality a stern warning, however polite and fraternal, not to become 

entangled with the Arians or Arian ways of thought, the significant 

fact here is not this, but the fact that Athanasius thought it worth 

while to give such a warning and to differentiate between them and 

the Arians, whose case, barring complete repentance, was hopeless. 
(11l) 

To summarise, Athanasius clearly differentiated in his own mind between 

the Origenist type of theology in all its ramifications, and Arianism, 

and however much we can suspect excessive interest in the prestige of 

the diocese or Catechetical School of Alexandria, he honestly did not 

regard even degenerate Origenism as a direct and positive ancestor of 

Arianism any more than he regarded Paulianism. And this should stand 

as our verdict, especially as it concerns Eusebius of Caesarea. 

Having disposed or the two main streams of contemporary 

theology as direct ancestors of Arianism, we must now consider other 

things that have been so accused, and next on the list is the idea 

that Arianism is the result of the plain man's exegesis of Scripture, 

without the control of Sine Scriptura Traditio, an independent notion 

of "piety",, etc. This is maintained by Newman, virtually passim,, and 

Roman Catholic scholarship generallyp for obvious reasons. 
(112) 

In 

(109) "Marcellus von Ancyra. 11 p. 23 ff., and p. 87 ff. 
(110) "History of Dogma", S. T. Vol. IV, 80 ff. 
(111) See De Synodie 33-54. The issue will be fully discussed in our 

study of this work. 
(112) See above, p. 332.. See also notes on De Deer. 7, C. Ar. I: 37,11: 

1,5#34#35944o, 72; III: 18p58; and De Syn 23; also, in Vol. II of 
"Select Treatises. . . n, 1881 ed., notes on Rule of Faith (250-253). 
Authority of Scripture (261-265), Tradition (311-314)v6'661,400-41i) 

. See also Mähler, op(-cit. 116 note, and 366. 
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the form in which the question was treated in Newman, we find it 

associated with the fact that Lucian, whom Newman considers to be in 

a peculiarly close relation to Arius, was one of the first great 

Biblical critics and exegetes, and the presumption - for, in the 

absence of any positive knowledge of Lucian's exegesis, it can be no 

more - that he followed the sort of cautious, literalistic methods 

associated with his known successors like Theodore of Mopsuestia. By 

Implication, this is an attack, not only on nineteenth-century Biblical 

criticism, but on the whole Protestant principle of the supremacy of 

Scripture over tradition. We have already touched on this matter, and 

our remarks above on the full humanity of Christ are relevant here, 

since this Antiochene characteristic goes together with their sense of 

the latter. There is no better answer to the idea that Arianism is the 

natural result of the plain unvarnished exegesis of Scripture than the 

Arian exegesis of Philippe 2: 9-10, particularly, and similar passages, 

which we have already cited above from C. Ar. I: 38, in the case of the 

famous Philippian passage. 
(113) 

Here, the Arian exegesis could only be 

the result of a crass overlooking or deliberate neglect of the context, 

in this case Philipp. 2: 5-11 as a whole, which makes it clear that the 

whole passage must refer to the incarnate life of Jesus Christ, which 

took place only eleven generations before and had its own immemorial 

B. C., and not to His hypothetical creation before the rest of the world, 

and therefore that the event referred to in Philippe 2: 9-10 must be 

basically connected with the Resurrection. The interpretation of 

Philippe, 2: 9-10 as applying to a hypothetically pre-mundane creation 

and establishment of a ereaturely Logos-Son is not an exegetical variant; 

(113) See above, p. 369 
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it is exegetical insanity, and to attribute this is any way to Lucian, 

say, is simply an insult to what was, by common consent, a great and 

intelligent school of Biblical studies. As far as "Antioch" in general 

was concerned, Athanasius himself, by his statements, implied that 

anyone who adopted Antiochene principles and who had a predisposition 

to heresy would go straight back to Paul of Samosata, or perhaps Ebion. 

The same applies to the other passages which Athanasius discusses in C. 

Ar. I: 37- II: 18. Even worse are the exegeses of Asterius the Sophist 

of I Cor. 1: 24, and John 14: 10 , which we have already cited and 

concerning which we have said enough; the former is an even worse case 

of ignoring the context, and the latter violates the whole form and 

meaning of the original. None of this can belong to any school of 

exegesis worthy of the name whatever. And finally, let us look at 

another specimen of Arian interpretation of Scripture, what is beyond 

all doubt the worst exegesis in all history, which is also of interest 

in that it was perpetrated by Athanasius of Anazarba, generally reputed 

to be a Lucianist: (Do Syn. 17: 712B) "For, writing to Alexander the 

bishop, he had the impudence to say, 'Why complain against Arius and his 
6j .L'ºý TA I, fellows for saying that the Son of God £g OuK ö 

-lut/ Kr ýv 

and is fv ': 
wv T1XvYrv ? For everything that has been made is represented 

in the parable by the hundred sheep, and the Son is one of these. 
Therefore, if the hundred sheep are not creatures or originate beings, 

or if there is something besides the hundred, then let the Son not be a 
creature, or one amongst everything. But If the hundred are all 
originate beings and there exists nothing besides the hundred save God 

alone, what absurdity do the Arians utter when, comprehending Christ 

among the hundred, they say that He is one among others? ' ". What 

could have induced an Arian to perpetrate this fantastic nonsense? In 

the first place, it is the most astounding direct contradiction of 

John 10: 11, and in fact the whole of John 10: 1-18, which cannot be 
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excused on the non-existent ground of any dispute about canonicity. 

With reference to the verse even more directly involved, Matt. 18: 12 = 

Luke 15: 4s the contradiction is not quite so blatant, but is in all 

conscience bad enough. Perhaps the thing most clearly shown by the 

great Patriarch's namesake is a complete lack of feeling for soteriology, 

which is so obvious when one compares his exegesis with the Scriptural 

originals that further comment would be pointless and unnecessary. 

This is positive confirmation of what is otherwise largely an argument 

from silence, that the Arians had no direct soteriological interest at 

all, and that any soteriology would have to be indirect and concealed. 

The exegesis is really so bad that the best that can be said for it is 

that it is an arrant case of petitio principii, of assuming what has to 

be proved, that the Son was actually on the creaturely side, the side 

of the hundred sheep, in the first place, although how this assumption 

could be made in the face of Scripture passes all comprehension. The 

worst is that this argument is a sinister precursor of one of the great 

modern arguments for, not Arianism, but atheism pure and simple, that is, 

the idea that if God exists, He must be the Ground and Creator of all 

th1,8 that exist, but once God As postulated He must be reckoned among 

the "811 things" that exist; therefore, a vicious infinite r egress 

follows, so that the apocryphal child who asked his Sunday school 

teach@r, "Who made God? " showed great philosophical acumen. Incidentally, 

Ath981us not only understood this point, but saw its final result. He 

repeatedly says that if "all things" are created through the Logos, the 

ward "all things", normally -i-dlivi , cannot be interpreted in such a 
ae to include the Logoe. 

(114) 
And he also says again and again 

X1114 )Be 
Do Decr. 30 init., C. Ar. I: 19: 52C, 33: 80A-B, II: 22: 193B, 11: 24: 197B-C, see also II: L. 9 and II: 3-6lß 9n the related questions of. &yý SJwv and w-rvýoKvs Ana 

'y 
respectively. 
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that the way that the Arians are going they will have to deny the 

Father as well as the Son, not in the sense of denying His Paternity, 

but His Deity, because they would have to say the same things about 

the Father as about the Son. This is a specially serious case of the 

truth that, while the ostensible arguments of Arianism, including its 

exegesis, really prove Paulianiem, the real bases of Arian thought 

are ultimately atheistic, in the full modern sense. It Is our 

melancholy privilege to hear with our own ears how amply Athanasius's 

own worst fears have been realised. In conclusion, Arian exegesis, 

at any rate as presented in Athanasius, is not the result of a regular 

critical or hermeneutic principle, but is something that can fairly be 

described as the desperate last throw of a gambler who is trying to 

prove from Scripture something that he already believes on other 

grounds; that is, a belief, accepted blindly, that the Logos must be a 

creature. Even the cases in which the Arians had a case, the 

subordinationist passages in the Fourth Gospel, for example, and 

especially Pray. 8: 22 LXX, do not affect our judgment. We shall consider 

later, in the context of Arian theology, the Arian principle of exegesis, 

such as it was, as well as Athanaslus's refutation of it. But1it 

resembled anything at all in its own environment, It was in fact 

Alexandrian exegesis at Its most extreme, stood on its head. 

Similarly, Arianism cannot be considered to be a Scriptural 

heresy in another sense, that is, it does not concern canonicity or 

the limits of the Canon. Analysis of the exegetical sections of 

Athanasius's anti-Arian writings shows that this question never arose; 

the only possible disagreement, of which there is no sign in fact, would 

have been with the Book of Revelation. With this possible exception, 

all parties used the same passages of Scripture, there was no 
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disagreement on the text, even Prov. 8: 22 LXX, and the texts came 

from a selection of Scripture that was quite representative of the 

whole, that is, everything relevant to Christ, Synoptic Gospels, 

Johannine writings, Acts, Pauline Epistles, Psalms, and other Scripture. 

There is nothing corresponding to the Marcionites' restriction of 

Canonical Scripture to a mutilated version of St. Luke's Gospel and 

ten Pauline Epistles, or the rejection by the Alogi of the Fourth 

Gospel. Similarly, there is nothing in Athanasius corresponding to 

the long sections of the "Adversus Haereses" of Irenaeus, in which 

the canonicity of various Books is maintained. Nor is there, with 

the exception of one citation by Athanasius from the "Shepherd" of 

HermaB, 
0 15) any use of books that are not in Scripture or even which 

are in the Apocrypha on the Protestant reckoning, unless, in the case 

of Baruch, the Song of the Three Holy Children and the History of 

Susanna, which Athanasius regarded as canonical, they had a special 

connection with books of the Hebrew Old Testament*(116) 

We now turn to non-Christian influences, of which the first 

and foremost is Judalsm4 because of its special relation to Christianity. 

Supporters of the Antiochene theory of the aetiology of Arianism have 

always found a considerable place for Judaism, on the ground of its 

great strength in Mesopotamia and the better relations between Jews 

and Christians throughout the region than in Alexandria, where the 

(115) A citation of an Arian citation o the unity of God, in De Decr. 
18, and Ad Afros 5; in the former place he denies that the work 
is canonical, and says that he is simply attacking the Arians 
on their own ground. 

(116) For Athanasius's 11st of Canonical Scripture, see Festal Letter 
XXXIX (367). Baruch is specifically described as, including 
Baruch 6, accompanying Jeremiah; The Song of the Three Holy 
Children forms part of Daniel 3, with which book the History of 
Susanna is also connected. 
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Jewish Politeuma was permanently antagonistic. 
(117) 

But, although a 

strong case can be apparently made out, it loses iLb cogency on closer 

inspection. There is no real evidence for direct Jewish influence, 

as if Arianism were a sort of American Inter-Faith Committee that took 

itself a bit too seriously. The treatment of the Arian heresy by 

Athanasius is quite different from, say, the treatment of the "foolish 

Galations" by St. Paul; Moses and the Law, as well as all the great 

canonical figures, are treated as faithful witnesses to the Coming 

Christ, and where the Law is treated as being inferior to the Gospel 

by Athariasius, the point is not that there was any Arian disagreement 

on this point; the point wus whether the supremacy of the Gospel went 

so far as to be due to the supremacy of the direct and proper Act of 

God over its prototypical shadow given by angels. 
( 118) Conversely, 

when Athanasius denounces the Arians as Judaizers, the typical Jew 

to whom he refers is normally, the Sadduees, those cynics whom Christ 

refuted out of the Old Testament, and Caiaphas, in whom Jewry apostasised 

from its Lord. 
(119) 

Concerning the Arian position proper, no simple 

(117) See again, for instance, Raven, "Apollinarianiam, " pp. 41-72. 
Much of what we have said about the theological connection of 
Arianism with Paul of Samosata also applies here, since, of all 
later Christian heresies, Paulianism is the closest approach to 
the way in which Judaism would have treated Christ, if they had 
had anything to do with Him - and, for that matter, the way the 
Mohammedans actually did later. Several of th extracts cited 
above about Paul of Samosata couple of vii '/Oodc 

ion with him. 
On the other hand, Athanasius usually means something extra when 
he refers to Jews in this context; not only as the Ignorers 
vincibly or invincibly, of the Lord, but as His crucif sera. The 
critics who emphasise Judaism as a factor are normally those who 
attach great importance to Antioch. 

(118) Co Ar. I: 53-64, esp. 55- 
(119) See De Deer. 1 and 2, De Sent. Dion. 3, C. Ar. I: 8,38; II: 1; 

III: 27-28, esp. 28, where Arianism is described as "Judaic after 
the mind of Judas". 

Although Athanasius is always careful to distinguish between these 
two se es of Ju , hi writings ho leave an mpressi 
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Judaizers after the Galatian fashion would have used the New Testament 

so extensively, or for that matter the Old Testament so little, as the 

Arians. Nor would simple Judaizers have used the Logos doctrine in 

such a cosmological way as the Arians, since this doctrine, whatever 

its Philonic origins, was by now thoroughly domiciled for better or 

worse in the Church. (Incidentally, have not modern Johanninc and 

other scholars said far too much about this man? The author has yet 

to see any important reference to him, for good or ill, in any 

Patristic writing. 
(120)) 

Even If we remember his ostentatious 

monotheism, subordinationism, and non-Trinitarianism, he did not 

emphasise these in the Arian way, being in spirit if not in letter 

much closer to Origen and Eusebius of Caesarea than to Arius* 
(121) 

the ravings and massacres of Hitler made it untenable in any 
other quarter. What was the factual basis of the charge In 
each case? It is difficult to examine the latter objectively, 
but it is probably true that Jews did show a significantly 
greater tendency to become Marxist than Gentiles, if other 
things were equal and comparison was made within the same social 
group. On the other hand, the difference, once these controls 
are kept in mind, is no greater than what would be inevitable 
because of the traditional minority status of the Jews, and 
particularly of their almost theological tendency to be, under 
conditions of Christendom, everything that the rest of the 
cosmaunity Is not, e. g. the financiers in the feudal Middle Ages. 
Anti-Judaism is visibly developing in the Soviet pars-theological 
Establishment. As far as we can read the scanty evidence, the 
same sort of thing may have happened in the fourth century. But 
there is nothing in Athanasius that amounts to a firm statement 
of any connection between Judaism and Arianism; least of all, 
as we have said, Hist. Arian. 71. Athanasius probably felt a 
connection which may or may not have gone beyond a simple feeling 
for analogy between Arius and Caiaphas. 

(120) See Prestige, "God in Patristic Thought", p. 124, where it is 
pointed out that he is not mentioned once in the Apostolic 
Fathers, and only once in the Apologists - by Tatfan, the least 
respectable of them. 

(121) For Philo, see article "Logos etc. " in Kittel's "Theologisches 
Wörterbuch zum Neuen Testament", p. 86 ft. and Bibliography 
appended to the article. 
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and the final general point is even more important; if the Arians were 

in any way under Judaistic influence, why is not the theology of God 

the Father more prominent, even if it is purely an apophatic theology? 

From the treatment of Arianism by Athanasius in the "Contra Arianos" 

I-III and elsewhere, it does not look as if Athanaslus is answering 

either a positive or a negative theology of God the Father or of a 

Unitarian God. Of oourse, the Arians did say that God had such a 

character that He could not have direct intercourse with the world to 

be created, 
(122) 

although this was perhaps more characteristic of 

Asterius than of Arius himself; this argument was answered with great 

vigour by Athanasius. For the rest, it was not a case even of the 

Arians saying too little of the Father through mistaken awe; it was 

rather that they said tar too much of the wrong stuff about the Son. 

Athanaslus repeatedly says that the Arians said even-what they did say 

about the Father, not to honour the Father, but to dishonour the Son; 123) 

and, whatever we might think of this sort of statement, the very fact 

that Greek theology, in spite of the Arian controversy, still remained 

weak on the doctrine of the Father, 
(124) 

is the beat possible proof 

that Athanasius was not confronted with a genuine theology of the 

First Person. 

(122) See C. Ar. II: 24 spud finem, also De Deer. 8 snit; the argument 
is answered in the succeeding chapters. 

(123) See expressly De. Deer. 29: 469D and C. Ar. I: 80C, but this 
sentiment is implied in the entire anti Arian writings of 
Athanasius. 

(124) The statement of McIntyre to this effect, Scottish Journal of 
Theology, VII (1954), p. 359, Is evidently meant to apply 
particularly to Athanasius and the Cappadocians (and other post- 
Nicene Fathers), since it occurs in the course of a paper on the 
Holy Spirit in those Fathers. 
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The next pair of factors that have been incriminated as 

fairly direct causes of Arianism are Aristotelianism and Platonism. 

The former charge is fairly general, particularly amongst Roman Catholic 

theologians and also Harnaaks(125) the latter is rather subsidiary. 
( 126) 

As to the former, it is undoubtedly true that Gregory of Nyssa, PG XLV: 

265D, and Socrates, Eccl. Hist. II: 35: 6, complained of the syllogistic 

technique, manifested in a peculiarly aggressive way, of the later 

Arians. But however much this may apply to Aftius and Eunomius, etc., 

(125) Newman and Harnack have already been cited; in addition, Aristotle 
figures prominently in the list of causes of Arianism in Loots: 
PRE (3rd ed. ) Pt. II, p. 10,1.25, which is a rather pointless 
remark about ", Aristotelian aseity" on the grounds of the Arian 
use of the d ctvvl1vV (are not aseity and ultirnacy characteri sties 
of God a ýw ? ), Atzberger, op, cit. 29-30, postulates rationalism 
of the Aristotelian type as one likely factor, it becoming the 
principal factor pp. 62-64; Leuchert, "Leben des Ath. des Grossen", 
pp. 20-21, blames both elements equally in the usual senses. 

(126) See also below moz. Le Bachelet, "Dictionnaire de Theologie 
catholique", I: col. 1790, criticises the Aristotelian theory as 
found in, say, Newman, and then quotes Platonism of the variety 
found in the "Timaeus" and Philo; he concludes (1791): "Ainni 
lshigresie arienne est un syncretism ou Sp rencontrent, revetus 
de is dialectique aristotelienne, des k6ments de provInance 
diverse, surtout philoniens, origenistes et lucianistes. Mais, 
comme on en a fait souvent is remarque, les origins de 
1'arianisme sont avant tout philosophiques, " iiarnack, Hist. 
Dogm. E. T. Vol. IV, p. 1i8, comes to a similar conclusion: "In 
both cases (ac. Arius and Athanasius) the combined Logos doctrine 
of Philo and Origen was the disturbing element. " Atzberger, op. 
cito pp. 24-26, incriminates what he refers to as Philonism and 
Neo-Platonism on account of their demand for a subordinate 
"creator". Two centuries before, Petavius, De Trinitate, Lib. I 
cap. 1, was very severe on Platonism, far more so from this point 
of view than on any other non-Christian force; the others were 
treated in the remainder of ch. I and ch. 2. For Mähler, see 
above. If any pattern is to be discerned here, it is that Roman 
Catholic opinion, during the last century, has tended to swing 
away from a marked anti-Aristotelian bias towards the 
incrimination of the tradition which, as is held, involved the 
Plato of the "Timaeus", Philo, Origen, the Neo-Platonists, and 
"Alexandria" in general. The writer is not competent to speak 
about dhler, but Newman certainly retained his interest in 
Alexandria from his pro-Roman days, and was temperamentally 
always more sympathetic to its outlook than to the later 
Aristotelianism and Thomism. On the contrary, it is highly 
probable that the subsequent change in Roman Catholic thought is 
part of the general Thomist revival which was sanctioned by the 
Encyclical of 1879. 
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the style and content of the earlier Arlan writings does not specially 

show such a logical technique in a special way, any more than the 

arguments of Athanasius; they were mainly assertive, and where they 

are argumentative, the arguments are in apparent form no more "logical" 

and no less literary than those of Athanasius and other opponents, when 

allowance is made for the greater brevity and conciseness of the Arian 

survivals, which are after all embedded as quotations in the writings 

of the orthodox theologians, which have survived complete and which 

therefore would appear to be more literary and diffuse even if this 

had not been actually the case. The value of these charges of 

Aristotelianism is seriously diminished by the fact that there is only 

one case known to the author in which the charge of being unduly 

influenced by non-Christian ways of thought has ever been made, and 

substantiated, against an individual - by Athanasius against Asterius(e127) 

The later Arians may have shown their syllogostic and argumentative 

technique too prominently - since when has there been any genuine 

argumentation, as distinct from assertion or affirmation, that has 

had any other appearance? Even the theological arguments about God 

Who "non est in genere aliquo" must have some analogical resemblance 

to ordinary logical arguments - but there is no firm evidence that 

they ever learned anything material outside the Christian (or early 

Arlan, in the case of the later Arians) tradition as it was understood 

in theirr youth; this is the terrible thing about them. As for 

Platonism as a cause of Arianism, the most that its detractors do is 

(127) See the references to ö8 dýj' ýcollated above, p. 2ý-V; 
that 1aß that Asterius had sacrificed during the Persecution of 
Diocletian, and could not be a clergyman; the insinuation is that 
he overdeveloped the scholastic side of his nature in compensation. 
However, with Arian connivance, he taught as if he were ordained. 
See also above, pp. 26o-1 and 2.63 , and Athanasius, be Synodis 18. 
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to refer to the sort of sub ordinationist Demiurge doctrine in the 

"Timaeus", or to the unitarian element in Pleo-Platonism. But the 

former is, if the "Timaeus" is a genuine work of Plato, on the very 

periphery of his philosophical system, 
(128) 

and, owing to the 

complexity of all issues concerning iýlato's philosophy, it is better 

to consider the contrast between Platonism and Aristotelianism with 

the former considered as a virtue of Athanasius rather than r: s a vice 

of Arianism. 

The Roman Catholic Atzberger makes this contrast most clearly, 

even though it is fairly generally recognised, when he talks about the 

"platonisch-intuitiv" method, which was accepted by Athanaslus and 

the whole Alexandrian school, in contrast with the "supraaristotelische" 

rational argumentation of the Arians. 
(129) 

Unfortunately, the issue is 

not nearly as simple as all that, as Atzberger realises in the 

tantalizingly brief statement that, to complicate the general picture, 

the Arians had many Platonic elements, and their opponents, 

(128) The "Timaeus" Is far more Pythagorean, or perhaps Orphic- 
Pythagorean, than any other philosophical passages in Plato, 
except that the passages on the er that controls sound 
reproduction in "Republic" Book1 T . 13 % . are very similar. On 
the other hand, the Platonic Socrates was always interested In 
mathematics, and the mythical passages in such works as "Phaedo" 
are another point of resemblance to the "Timaeus" which makes 
it difficult to dismiss it as non-Platonic. Perhaps any attempt 
to treat cosmogony must be in that sort of terms. 

(129) Op. cit., 62-61i., where Atzberger points out, most wisely and 
necessarily, that the Arians and Athanasius worked from exactly 
the same materiale, and maintains, less soundly, that the contrast 
was that the Arians worked "durch eine formale Dialektik und 
logisch-reflektierende Verstandesoperation" and Athanasius "durch 
eine ontologisch-intuitive Spekulation" (62-63); later, (6L1), the 
same contrast is repeated, with Athanasius tryinto get the right 
doctrine "durch eine (platoniaehe) Intuition, " while Arius failed 
"dureh eine (supraaristotellsahe) Verstandes-rerlexion". He feels 
that Athanasius would have done better to attack the wrong method 
at once rather than Its results only, and also to argue more 
directly from the right "Begriff" of the Trinity, which essence, 
being God, would have implied existence. 
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Aristotelian. 
(130) 

The author is convinced, in the first place, that 

this contrast, as one between Plato and Aristotle is, at the very best, 

a gross over-simplification, and. t: t any louver level, an error. If the 

intended contrast is between Faith, in whatever is te; keri to be its 

right relation to reason, and Reason which arrogates to itself what 

belongs to faith, this contrast can be understood only on a Christian 

basis, whether we adopt the Reformed, Roman Catholic, or any other 

Christian conception of the relation between faith and reason; therefore, 

it is best to keep Plato out of the argument. The process of 

intellection which, for Plato, was the way of knowing, the Forms, or 

in the case of the monistic and dialectical sections of the "Republic", 

the (One Supreme) Form of the Good, is quite different from faith in 

any Christian sense. But even if we accept intuition in its more 

general sense as being a correct description even of Alexandria's 

theological method, it is far more like vhat is later found in, say, 

the Descartes of the Third Meditation than anything in Plato. A 

better, though still most inaccurate version of the sane contrast 

between Plato and Aristotle is to regard Platonism as concentration 

on the one thing, or at most few things, of ultimate importance, on 

the principle that all the rest will look after themselves on this 

basis, and Aristotelianism as preliminary intensive study of the many 

small things on the principle that the one great thing or thc. few great 

(130) Op. cit. P. 30: "Es findet sich bei den Arianern auch sehr viele 
platonische Elemente, und bei ihren Gegnern aristotelischen. " 
One may make the unkind remark that this was n prize c: say of a 
young priest published in 1880, the year after the Encyclical 
mentioned above, n. 126. But the statement contains an 
important truth that, incredibly, nobody to the author's 
knowledge has developed any further! 
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things will emerge by observation and generalisation. This is almost 

true as far us it concerns Aristotle, although he wwus by no means 

lacking; in metaphysical interest. This fits in with the fact that 

his natural theology is, to such a great extent, of what we have called 

the objective kind, natural theology thus constituting; an exception 

that r: z,,., -nifestl; j proves the rule. But with Plato the cu"-se is much more 

complex. The Theory of Forms in the Platonic Socrates is pluralistic 

compared with r--iost previous systems, and he was likewise concerned far 

more with the details of things as concerns of philosophy; the later 

Plato, for all his concern with Fleaticiem, felt it as an enemy rather 

than as an imr, ýoderate friend, and in his final refutation of it, in 

the "Sophist", moved very close to the sort of logical position later 

associated with Aristotle, though still regarding the Forms as primary 

and still relatively lacking in the observational and analytical 

interest of Aristotle. 
(131) 

But the correct contrast, in terms of 

Greek thought, is probably between the whole of the earlier (and Stoic 

and Neo-Platonic) Greek tradition, with its desire for unity and 

ultimacy, and the analytic element that later attained its definitive 

expression in Aristotle. The best expression of this distinction would 

actually be outside the field of classical philosophy altogether, between, 

to choose modern examples, Hegel and, say, Francis 3&con. Nevertheless, 

in spite of its inaccuracy, this is the best way to understand the 

contrast that most commentators have in mind when they talk in terms 

of the antithesis between Plato and Aristotle. Of course, the main 

practical objection to this interpretation of the antithesis is that 

(131) The "Pttrn: enides" Pt. II and "Sophist" can be understood as being 
together a refutation of Eleaticism - In aoph_'u+1-2Ly$ , 'Lie point 
is actually made that philosophy must account for a plurality of 
chaugin -; things. 
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it is completely exhaustive even if it is interpreted in such a way as 

to be not exclusive, and this would involve describing such r' 

theologian as Karl Barth as a Platonist In virtue of his Christo- 

centrictty, even though it has no real connection with ariythiný 

attributable to Plato at any s;: age of Plato's career. 

What therefore would be, on t, As basis, the cli;. sactcristies 

of Platonic and Aristotelian theology? To take the latter first, it 

is easy to r< cognise Thomas Aquinas as an Aristotelian, as ft? r fjs a 

Christian could be - and the absolute supremacy of God irýpo , ee certain 

severe limitations. This is shown by the extraordinary detail with 

which he treats theological questions, and especially those concerning 

ethics, and also by his emphasis on natural theology 1bein, of tie 

objective kind. Following on from him, the topical method, with its 

almost unlimited subdivisions, which has become traditional in all 

Western theology, is an unmistakeably Aristotelian characteristic. 

The same would have to be said for , "iestern tradition, this titre 

supremely developed in Protestantism, of careful, detailed textual 

exegesis of' Scripture without any a priori whatever - the textual 

sermon of' caricature, at its worst. Essentially the sr-rite would apply 

to Antiochene exegesis, as far as we know it. On the other ha, id, as 

we have already said, for the sake of argument Karl 1'}: rth would have 

to be called a Platonist, since he believes fervently in the unity of 

theology, and one main reason for the inordinate length of the "Church 

DO iiietics" is his attempt to combine the unitary i)riin. ciple witthh the 

tradition .1 topical method. Athanasius is an even. clec i"er exý.: +ple of 

the unitary, or "Platonist" tradition in theology. ;c is, wh£tever, 

else we think of it, traditional Alextnd. risn exegesis, which finds 

Christ in the most unlikely places by the tytLolot icul Where 
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do the Arians stand in this comparison? As we have already said, they 

did not learn their exegesis, with its blatant ignoring of such an 

elementary feature as the context, from Antioch. Nor did they learn 

any such slovenly procedure from Aristotle. Athanasius, as we shall 

see, is in this way far closer to both Antioch and to Aristotle than 

Arianism, whether in the persons of Arius or Asterius or even Eunomius 

ever got. And as we shall see later, their concentration on the one 

proposition, that the Logos is a creature, verges on monomania. There 

may be an implicit Christology or an implicit soteriology in Arianism, 

but these other elements are far more utterly subordinated to the centre 

than they are even in Athanasius, who is generally recognised as being 

a theologian to whom the unitary principle applies, - both statements 

are true regardless of the almost limitless disagreement among scholars 

as to the precise unifying principle. The only valid description of 

Arianism, in the terms of this discussion, is that it follows the 

principle of Platonism, stood on its head(132)_ which is something 

quite different from Aristotelianism; one must not be deceived by the 

common emphasis on creaturely reality which results in each case. 

On the other hand, the one important part of theology for 

the Arians was meant to be precisely a statement about creaturely life! 

Our description of Arianism as Platonism standing on its head is still 

meant to exclude any direct influence of Nco-Platonism in its monistic 

tendencies. The extract from Athanasius De Decr. 28: 468B, which we 

have already cited, is proof against this; at any rate, if Athanasius 
1) 

can say that the Neo-Platonists could apply the term d6£VYJ'W not only 1011, 

(132) If this recalls the well-known statement, in the opposite sense, 
of Marx that in Hegel he found truth standing on its head and was 
going to put it right, the resemblance is intentional. 
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to their first principle but to the next two derived principles in 

order, on what must have been something like Athanasiue's principle 

that Unorigination (that is, in this case, co-ultimacy) in another 

sense could be the cosmnon possession of an ontologically ultimate and 

derived principle, is at least sufficient sign that the Neo-Platonists 

were ambiguous enough to enable Athanasius to make out a case. Newman's 

note on this passage Is as follows: "Montfaucon quotes a passage from 

Plato's "Phaedrus" in which the human soul is called 'unoriginate and 
immortal' (246A), but Athanasius is referring to another subject, the 

Eclectic Trinity. Thus, Theodoret; 'Plotinug and Numenius, explaining 

the sense of Plato, say that he taught three principles beyond time 

and eternal, Good, the Intellect, and the Soul of All. ' De Affect. 

Cur. 22 750. And so Plotinue himself, 'It is as if one were to place 

the Good as the centre, Intellect like an immovable circle around, and 

Soul a movable circle, and movable by appetite. ' Fourth Ennead IV C 16. 

Vid. Porphyry in Cyril, Cont. Julian, viii tom. ult. p. 271 & ibid. 

P. 32, and also Plotinus" Third Ennead V. 2 and 3. Athenaeýus'a 
testimony that the Platonlets considered their three &6Tý0t'J'all 

unoriginate is perhaps a singular one. In Fifth Ennead IV 1, Plotinus 

says what seems contrary to it, c dCýpy Ar speaking of 1- 

Yet Plato, quoted by Theodoret, ibid. P. 749, speaks of 
2.4t Jx. 1V I, 

r 
ýYds 

." In this note, "Eclectic" always means "Neo-Platonic". 

This 
` 

suggests that it was either true, or a widespread interpretation 

of their teaching, that the Neo-Platonists differentiated sharply 

between the relation of their second and third principles to the Origin, 

which they conceived on more or less emanationist lines, and the 

relation of the lower world to these three, and it is on this point 

that the Arians were in most pointed disagreement with them, since the 

great feature of Arianiam was the assimilation of the relation between 

Father and Son to that between God and the world. A similar point may 

be made about any notion of a direct relation between Gnosticism and 
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Arianism, There are certain possible reminiscences, e. g. Arius's 

statement in the "Thalia" that the Son does not even know his own 

essence, may recall the remark of the Gnostic Marcus that the Logos 

was pronounced in four parts containing 4.4,10 and 12 letters 

consecutively, total 30, so that no part knew either its own origin 

or anything about the other parte. 
(133) 

And the statements of Asterius 

about the world not being able to endure the direct hand of God are 

even more directly Gnostic in reminiscence, in the same way that the 

tendency of Teo-Platonism (as compared with, say, Stoicism) to remove 

God to a lonely eminence would have encouraged certain elements in 

Arian thought. But the general tenor of Gnosticism is to postulate 

the emanation of entities from the original god which contained deity 

in a more and more impure form until one had reached an entity which 

could do such a base job as creation. This was the very thing that the 

Arians denied, perhaps deliberately denied. Even Asterius, and above 

all Asterius, was at great pains to show that the very first stage in 

any analogous process was a pure creature, that there was no 

intermediate entity between God and creatures. 

Incidentally, every form of unitarianism, which would include 

Judaism, Nets-Platonism, etc., is a special case of the difficulty 

concerning the 4b(vI''" that we have already discussed. For this 

reason, the opening sentence of be Deer. 28, which we have already 

cited, 
( 134) is of great interest, as, insofar as words have meaning, 

it is a definite statement that the Arians began to exploit this 

argument only after they were put under pressure by the Fathers at 

(133) See Irenaeus, Adv. Heer. _: I'-t. 
(134) Above, p. 2S1f . 
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Nicaea and after. This is of course an exaggeration, as the Letter 

of Lusebius of Caesarea to Euphration indicates that this sort of 

difficulty was widely felt and would have made a fertile field for 

Arian propaganda. But unless Athanasiusts statement has absolutely 

no relation to reality at all, it means that the Arians did not 

primarily resort to arguments concerning the difficulty of a plurality, 

or even a Trinity, of ultimates. 

In conclusion# there are the lese respectäble possible 

sources of Arianism. The suggestion has been made that the Arian 

Second Person was suggested by the mass of inferior deities in the 

pagan world, 
035) 

and that in fact it may correspond to a sort of 

integral summation of these. This may have had some influence with the 

rank and file following of Arianism, especially perhaps in the Gothic 

world in the latest stages of Arianism. But as far as the leaders of 

Arianism are concerned, once again there is only one proved case 

against an individual of excessive influence by non-Christian thought 

and background,, and this case - Asterius - has nothing to do with 

paganism in spite of his sacrifice during the persecutions. Even more 

important, what sort of deity is this, who is described with the 

greatest possible emphasis as a creature, a thing made, ate.? It is 

far more likely that Arianism was the exact opposite, the perverse 

functioning, in the wrong context, of the prohibition against idolatry 

in both Testaments, especially perhaps in the Old Testament. To and 

this survey still in the field of the plain man, but on a nobler note, 

we also have to reject the idea that Arianism was the natural plain 

man's Christian faith as against the unintelligible sophistries of 

(135) This has been contended, e. g. by Cochrane, "Christianity and 
Classical Culture", p. 25'+364. 
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Trinitarianism and what is regarded as the and Hellenic intellectualism 

of Nioaea. However successful it may be, this whole thesis 1s meant 

to be a rebuttal of both sides of this argument, It is true that there 

is just enough in Athanasius to make this charge plausible, but in the 

main intellectualism is in the mind of his Western interpreters rather 

than in Athanastue himself. It is only too true that one of the 

gravest and truest charges against the Western Church as a whole, in 

all its branches, is that it has intellectualised the whole Doctrine 

of the Trinity out of all theological reality. 
(i36) If a "free 

association" psychological test were applied to almost any present-day 

Westerner with the word "Trinity" as its starting point, he would 

instinctively associate into the fields of logic and mathematics, or, 

as an outsider would describe it, illogic and para-mathematics. What 

should be the field of association is the family life of the Father and 

the Son, their mutual love In the Spirit, to accept the Augustinian 

form of the doctrine. We Westerners do not even begin, save in a very 

few cases, to admit the Trinity as the great controlling fact in our 

devotional life. In these regards, the early Fathers, however tainted 

with intellectualism, were infinitely better than us, and in our study 

of Athanasius, we shall thankfully note the signs of the correct 

attitude, however inferior he might have been in this regard to 

Augustine. The point for us is, ultimately, that the Nicene faith is 

absolutely right or it Is absolutely wrong. To equivocate that the 

Trinity is, for example, "a defensive doctrine"(137) (there can really 

(136) Cf. "The Mystical Theology of the Eastern Church", Vladimir Lossky, 
passim, esp. ch. 3. The significant tieing is that for this type 
of theology, the basis of mysticism(! ) is the Trinity! 

(137) As with, e. g. Brunner, "The Christian Doctrine of God", ch. 16 E. T. 
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be no more positive and aggressive doctrine) 

the Doctrine of the Trinity and the Deity of 

plainest and most ordinary sense, Athanasius 

right, he must, in essence if not in all his 

to the hilt, and any ambivalence on this poi 

taeological fate of Lot's wife. 

is beside the point. If 

Christ are wrong, in the 

is anathema; If they are 

details, be supported up 

at will entail the 

Thus, in truth, Arianism is a new creed; it in no part 

whatever of Christian truth, and there is no known movement, either 

Christian or non-Christian, which can be considered as its direct 

ancestor. Rather is there in every case an indirect and paradoxical 

relationship. On the other hand, if there is anything more in the 

Lucianio hypothesis than phantasy and scholastic interest in the 

pejorative sense, we cannot exclude the possibility that Arianism was 

the final product of a sort of witches' brew produced in the great 

quarrel between the Origenist and Antiochene theologies and 

Christologles which was fought out at Antioch in the last four decades 

of the third century, which resulted in the excommunication of Paul of 

Samosata and involved at least one man of the name of Lucian. But 

this is quite different from attributing direct ancestry to either 

the Samosatene or the Origenist theologies, or even to both. But when 

we maintain that Arianism has a paradoxical and indirect relationship 

to every other possible movement, this must be rigorously distinguished 

from the idea that Arianism is in any sense an eclectic heresy. 

Whatever it had or did not have, Arianism had at least a crazy unity 

about it, which glaringly differentiated it from all other movements 

and which gave it a character of its own. No mere eclectic patchwork 

quilt could have scare Athanasius and convulsed the Church like 

Arianism did. Similarly, a plagiaristic revival of Judaism or paganism, 
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etc., would have rated a mention in the exhaustive catalogues of 

heresy that we find in Irenaeus and Epiphanius, and no more. It would 

have been killed stone dead by ridicule, like Irenaeusts treatment of 

all the Gnostic heresies properly so called, 
038) 

or trlested in the way 

that the Council of Sardica is reported by Athanasius to have treated 

Marcellus of Ancyra, that is, by a statement that he put his doctrine 

forward as pure speculation(139) and. withdrew it as soon as it was 

shown that it was untenable. Arianism was a far graver matter. 

Having discussed what Arianism was not, we must now consider 

its positive characteristics. To begin, we shall quote the theologically 

significant portions of the Urkunden as arranged by Opitz, as well as 

other Arian extracts cited in Athanaslus's writings. Many have been 

cited already; those not yet quoted are: 

A large extract from the "Thalia" of Arius (Athanasiua, De Synodis 151140) : 

"God Himself then, in His own nature, 
(141) is ineffable by all men, 

Equal or like Himself or one in glory, He alone has none, 
Arid Ingenerate we call Him because of Him Who is by nature generate, 
We praise Him as without beginning(142) because of Him Who in time 

has come to be, 
The One without beginning established the Son as a beginning of 

things originate, 
And advanced Him as a Son to Himself by adoption. 

(1'43) 

(138) See Adv. Haer. Books I and II passim. 
(139) See Athanasius: Apol. C. Ar. A7 init. Marcellus was said to have 

proposed his doctrines ws' Twv. 
(140) Not kncluded In n OF1tz. " rkunde ... " 

c1i, 1) Aý, ýs vo Cis KAAo &-nv 
14 2) dvdpnv 

= here as generally. 
(1! 3) 'i'LKI 
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He has nothing proper to God by proper subsistence, 
(144) 

For He is not equal, no, nor one in essence, 
(1'45) 

with Him. 
Wise Is God, for He is the teacher of wisdom. 
There is full proof that God is invisible to all beings, 

Both to things which are through the Son and to the Son Is He 
invisible. 

I shall say expressly, how by the Son is seen the Invisible, 
By that power by which God can see, and in His own measure, the 

Sem 

endures to see the Father, as is lawful. 
There is a Triad, not in equal glories; 
Not intermingling with each other are their subsistences; 
One more glorious than the other in their glories ad infinitum. 
Foreign from the Son in essence is the Father, as lie is without 

beginning. 

Understand that the Monad was, but the Diad was not before it 
existed. 

Hence the Son, not being (for He existed at the Paternal Will) 
Is God Only-Begotten, and He is alien from either. 
Wisdom existed as wisdom by the will of the Wise God. 
Hence He is conceived(146) in numberless conceptions; 
Spirit, Power, Wisdom= God's glory, Truth, Image, and Logos. 
Understand that He is conceived to be Radiance and Light. 
One equal to the Son the Superior is able to beget, 
But one more excellent or superior or greater, He is not able. 
At God's will the Son is whatsoever and howsoever great He is, 
And when and since He was, and from the moment that He subsisted 

from God, 
He, being a strong God, praises in His degree His superior. 
To speak in brief, God is ineffable to His Son, 

For He is to Himself what He is, that is, unspeakable, 
So that nothing which is called coraprehensible(147) does the Son 

know to speak about, 

(144) 'v-r°" 11" Subsistence throughout vrrvýT 

(145) öoI. PQ'i o3 . 
(iLj6) ý-n-, 

Vo rL[ 
, indicating the subjective character of the £wlvoidE 

(147) KdTio T£ KdrdA1 ýw. 
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For it is impossible for Him to investigate the Father, Who is 
by Himself. 

For the Son does not even know His own essence, 
For being Son, He really existed at the will of the Father. 

What argument then allows that He Who is from the Father 

Should know His own parent by comprehension? 
For it is plain that for that which has a beginning 

To conceive how the Unbegun is, or to grasp the idea, is not 
possible. " 

All this is a simple affirmation, many times repeated, that 

the Second Person must be a creature, existing at the will of the 

Father. Even where titles such as "strong God" are used, these are 

merely honorific designations radically qualified by the context. For 

the same reason, even where God is said to adopt the Second Person as 

a Son, the emphasis is still on the impropriety of the use of the term, 

the Second Person still being, in origin and in essence, a creature. 

The other great titles of the Son are simply ranked among the numberless 

conceptions in which the Son is said to exist; the Greek plainly 

indicates that these are subjective approximations to the (presumably) 

ineffable and incomprehensible truth, and are not intended to represent 

anything objectively real about the Son. Perhaps the most amazing 

sections, on close analysis, are those in which the Divine Revelation 

in Christ ag treated. Arius starts by saying that it is through Him 

that/tame to be that the Ingenerate, or Unoriginate, is revealed. 

These phrases are a sort of parody of the Euphuistic expressions in 

which, from the time of llelito of Sardis onwards, the Church 

traditionally celebrated the mystery of the Incarnation and the 

Atonement, and rightly so. But they are in themselves excusable since 

they involve what is perhaps the most difficult point in orthodox 

theology itself; how the oreaturehood of Christ can reveal the Deity. 

i 
(148) o'Cr1dv'. 
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But any possibility of a sound approach is annihilated at the end of 

the extract, where Arius denies at great length and with the greatest 

possible emphasis that the Son has any true knowledge of the Father at 

all to pass on to us; at the most, anything that He knows is of the 

same character as our unaided knowledge, whatever that might be. Thus, 

the conclusion is inescapable that Christ is either unnecessary or 

essentially useless. What is worse still, the only significant thing 

for Arius about the Father is His majesty and transcendence. But the 

Son cannot know that, being a creature; therefore, no more can we. We 

cannot know the Father's love and grace; in the long run, the only 

thing that we can know that constitutes religious revelation is the 

bare fact that we are the Father's creatures. It is interesting to 

see what the Arians would have made of, say, John 15: 15; probably 

they would have treated it as further grist to their mill. 

So far, we are apparently in the sphere of a rationalistic 

monotheism of the most arid type. But the case is much worse than 

that. Arius says that even the Son does not know His own essence. 

Now, Arius patently means by "essence" the status of the Son as a 

creaturef perhaps His origination as such; since he expresses the 

absolute difference between the Divine First Person and the creaturely 

Second Person by a denial of the cownunity of essence. Besides, there 

is a sense in which Christians cannot know even their status as 

creatures without some knowledge of God's act of their creation, and 

of His intentions; this means a knowledge of providence, etc.; perhaps 

even of God's predestination, to put it more fundamentally still. 

Thus the conclusion to be drawn from the Arian treatment of revelation 

is that Arius went dangerously close to denying to the Son, and a 
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fortiori to ourselves, the possibility of even that bare minimum of 

knowledge of God that he appeared 

religion it is which affirms that 

are creatures, and denies that evi 

significant fact, that the Father 

stage from atheism. 

to leave open. I* =** 'hat sort of 

all things, including the Logos-Son, 

en the Son can know, as a really 

created Him! This is only one short 

Similarly, if the Son does not even know His own essence, 

that is, as a creature, what comes of all the statements of Asterius, 

for example, that the Son learned to create from the Father, presumably, 

as an apprentice from a master? If the only important thing about the 

Father is that He is creator; in fact, that He created the Son, because 

it was the Son that "created" us; is not this sort of argument excluded 

in advance? Or how could there be any real progress of such a Son, if 

He had nothing of God, either in His knowledge or in His innermost 

heart, that could serve as a teleological pattern? The possibilities 

suggested by these speculation are most diverting. 
049) 

Next, following the order of Opitz, we take the Letter of 

Arius to Eusebius of Nicomedia, the end of which we have already cited 

(Opitz, Urk. It Epiph. Haer. 69: 6 (I), Theod. Eccl. Hist. I: 5). The 

theologically relevant portions arcs "Eusebius your brother of CaeW ea, 
Theodotus, Paulinue, Athanasius, Gregorius, Aftius, and all the bishops 

of the East, have been condemned for saying 4%n ifovw'. i, ý(E io 
(FoS 

-Mv 
vioýüdVJPXIJS " And again: "... (We teach) that the Son is not 
unbegotten, nor in any way a part of the Unbegotten, and not C* 

%, but by will (Niº1Llkn) and counsel He SwoKci voo 
-? 1vor 

subsisted before times and before ages, full of grace and truth, God, 
i 

Only-begotten, Unchangeable (dvdiºýý ^'rD. S ). and that before He was 
begotten (Yvvl% ) or purposed (Sp. d ) or established, He was not. 
For He was not oCJEvv7-n f. " We are following the Opitz text, which 

(149) and will be held over till the appropriate stage of this 
Chapter. 
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reads eýc8£v'vTrof throughout, but the last sentence strongly suggests 

that the correct reading may be dQ'CvjTOT, or at least that Arius 

really had the latter in mind, and used the former only to obfuscate 

or because he was denouncing Gnostic or Manichaean doctrines of the 

Begetting of the Second Person, that is, that the Son was a separable 

part in essence of the First Person in such a way as to imply that 

each part was incomplete after the act of generation, or rather 

separation. 
('-50) 

The other alternative suggested is that the Son is 

from another substrate, so that this is to be classified as one of the 

Arian attempts to prove that any other relation of the Son to the 

Father other than that of creature is absurd. As in the case of the 

"Thalia", the dependence of the Son on the Will of the Father is one 

of the main ways in which He is a creature. As far as the description 

of Unchangeable is concerned, this contradicts the unanimous testimony 

(150) What )he real objection of orthodox theology was to such terms as 
vv. ) , tr? O(3og51 , was that these implied a diminution of the 

source; when tädee concepts are denounced as materialistic, or as 
used in a materialistic way, this is what is meant. See Newman's 
notes on these two words, in Vol. II of "Select Treatises against 
the Arians ,, ." (1881 ed. ), and his notes, in arlier editions 
and Robertson, on De Deer. 11 and De Synodis 16. This sort of 
argument was identical to that of the Arians against their use, 
except that Athanasius insisted that they be analogically purged 
of their objectionable materialistic implications, and that Arius 
and the Arians maintained that this was the only possible sense of 
them, and therefore that the only relationship between Father and 
Bon must be Creator and creature. This diminution and impairment 
and partition of the essence of the Source was one of the most 
prominent characteristics of the Gnostic type of doctrine of 
emanation, and one in which they boasted; see Irenaeus, Adv. Haar. 
Bk. I passim. When Athanasius is held to criticise emanationism, 
It is in this sense, and must be clearly distinguished from the 
sense in which Athanasius's proper theology of the Son (which of 
course involves no diminution, division, or partition of the 
essence of the Fther) is still really an emanationist theology 
like what later became the Doctrine of the Procession of the 
Spirit, rather than being truly filial in, say, the Augustinian 
sense. 
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of the opponents of Arianism, although the testimony is much firmer 

for the word IpEi 'r 
f 

than for dXo wroJ' 
. Possibly, the Arians were 

here wishing primarily to exclude what they regarded as the sort of 

radical change implied, for them, in the change to Aces **peýP(K S 

from 
As4, 

s o1i 
, gIBEr j. To take this line further, this could even be 

an indication that the two terms in question, that are often regarded 

as having the meaning "changeable", are not really synonymous at all, 

but that the meaning of the former should, even more decisively than 

usual, be sought In terms of progress on the one hand, and ethical 

character on the other, than usual. In this sense, a thing can be 

-rpý, r-gis and not aý(, ýºXo wYgY, in the way that a car that is driven up a 

hill with constant gradient can be said to remain in the same state of 

operation, or that a place in a steady succession of cyclonic 

depressions can be said to enjoy settled changeable weather. Perhaps 

the error might have been in the mind of the orthodox critics of 

Arianism in erroneously regarding the two as synonymous, and in thus 

missing the exact subtlety of meaning involved in the Arian doctrine 

that the Bon was 

Urk. II, from a letter of Eusebius of Nicomedia to Arius, 

quoted by Athanasius, De Syn. 17, is: "Since your sentiments are good, 

pray that all may adopt them; for it is plain to any one, that what 
has been made was not before its origination; but what came to be has 

a beginning of being. " It may be unfair to judge the letter on a short 

extract, but the extract as a whole is a gross and blatant case of a 

petitio principii, which characteristic it shares with most Arian 

writings as we have them, including to a certain extent the previous 

extract and that from the "Thalia". 

The important part of the Letter of Eusebius of Caesarea to 
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Euphration (Urk. III) has already been discussed, and the next 

theologically significant extract is from IV B, 
051) 

Encyclical of 

Alexander, Bishop of Alexander, where he gives a summary of Arian 

teaching: "... that God was not always Father, but there was once 
when God was not Father; that the Logos of God was not eternally, but 
there was once when God was not Father; that the Logos ok God was not 
eternally, but Cg ovK öv,,. h� 

f 
s/. For the God Who Is (wV) has made 

'r+ýv 6%-M. C, K. -m3 
ö 

iOS . 

Threfore 

, 1V'rý 
ö? c ovK 9V. For the 

, 
Son is Kr"%A, and That He is neither 1) e Ca-- -. - L (Kes ý, iýi. ý) 'One'- 

, býQ a .. d ,.. i'�ýa lrý ýý' His Trite W1saom, -NG- is' of the things rhdde anýhings originate, 
while He is k1ArA. A f16-C[ "jealled Logos and Wiädom, since He Himself 

was made by God's own Logos and Wisdom which is in God whereby God 

made all things and Him also, Wherefore He is ? pE f Kdý S TL, S 

'*ýY 
vo'ý� 

s as are all rational beings Hence the Logos 
is gF, vos and 'Tand : I. µe eS from the Essence of God and 
the Father is invisible to the Son, 

/ 
Nor does the Logos know the Father 

perfectly and exactly� neither can He perfectly see Him. For the Son 
does not know His own essence, as He is for He has been made 
for our sake (d i'rý1i3) In order that God might create us through Him as 
through an instrument .. ." This is a summary of Arian teaching by an 

enemy, devised so as to include as many of their characteristic slogans 

as possible; it is a fair summary, even though it would not have the 

authority of a direct quotation of an Arian writer. The final statement 

is unique in the summaries of Arian teaching, since it points, to say 

the least, to a conclusion that Athanasius presents as no more than 

something to which the Arians would be driven if they followed the 

logic of their arguments to the limit, the idea of a Logos constituted, 

not absolutely in Himself, but by human need. 
(152) 

Admittedly, the 

Athanasian form of the conclusion is more extreme than anything in 

this extract, and Asteriua, as we have seen, said something very similar, 

(151) Athanasius, Montfaucon I: 397. Migne PG XVIII 548-581. 
(152) See, e. g. C. Ar. 111 30. 
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though not going as far as to use the expression dl -1, 
NUJ but 

n 
probably 

this is a case in which Alexander' s interpretation u wittingly outran 

the stage of Arlan argumentation which they were willing to set down 

in black and white; and it will be treated as such in our study. 

Next, Urkunde 6, the account of the faith of the Arian 

party of Alexandria when challenged by the Bishop Alexander: 

(Athanasius De Syn. 16; Epiphanius, Haer. 69: 7) ". .. We acknowledge 
One God, alone Ingenerate, alone Everlasting, alone without beginning, 

alone True, alone having immortality, alone Wise, alone Good, alone 
Sovereign, Judge, Governor, and Providence of all, Unalterable and 
Unchangeable, just and good, God of Law and Prophets and New Testament, ; 
Who begat an Only begotten Son before eternal times, through Whom He 
has made both the ages and the universe, and begat Him, not in semblance 
but in truth, and that He made Him subsist at His own will, unalterable 
and unchangeable (d+1PfýýV l 6'i d"v ýperfect 

creature of God, 
but not as one of the creatures offspring, but not as one of the 
things that have been begotten; 

653) 

nor as Valentinus pronounced 
that the Offspring of the Father was an issue (ipoß°%º1%ý; nor as 
Maniehaeus taught that the offspring was a coessential portion(' 

54 
of 

the Father; or as Sabellius dividing the Monad speaks of a u#07aAxVF4; 

nor as Hieracas, of one torch from another, or as a lamp divided into 
two; nor hat He Wh3 was before was afterwards generated or newly- 
created into a Son, as thou too thyself, blessed 
hope, (155) 

in the midst of the Church and in session, hast often 
condemned; but, as we say, at the will of God, created before times 
and before ages, and gaining life and being from the Father, Who gave 
eubsistance to His glories together with Him. For the Father did not, 
in giving to Him the inheritance of all things, deprive Himself of 

i 15; ) K? I L iv i ý9v ? 1£r , 
ä[. ýiº1 oüý w` fj 

£v ºv KTrcfý QL-rw v 
ßµw 

r 
dý-iºiº OýX WS ýV _nA/V 'ýf"£This statement 

was cited by Athanasius in C. Ar. II: 18 ff. and its internal 

contradictions exposed. 
154) MP CS S oc%! oV" 

(155) 
%- the usual term of respect for a Bishop of what later 

became a Patriarchal see. 
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what He had ingenerately in Himself; for He is the fountain of all 
things. Thus there are three Hypostases. And God, being the cause 
(ti1)oS) of all things, is without beginning and altogether Sole, but 

the Son, being begotten apart from time by the Father, and being 

created and founded before ages, was not before His generation, but, 

being begotten apart from time before all things, alone was made to 

subsist by the Father. For He is not eternal or co-eternal or co- 
ingenerate with the Father, nor has He his being together with the 

Father, as some speak of relation, , introducing two ingenerate 

beginnings, but God is before all things as being Monad and beginning 

of all. Wherefore also He is before the Son, as we have learned also 
from thy preaching in the midst of the Church. So far then as He has 
being from God, and glories, and life, and all things are delivered 

unto Him, in such a sense is God His origin. For He is above Him, as 
being His God and before Him. But if the terms 'from Him', and 'from 

the womb', and 'I came forth from the Father, and am come', be 

understood by some to mean as if a part of Him, one-in-essence or as 
an issue, then the Father is according to them compounded and divisible 

and alterable ( Eiruf) and a body, suffering the consequences of the 

bodily states 
(16) 

Who is the Incorporeal God. " This passage is really 

an Arian apologetic document, and should be evaluated as such; above 

all, it is apologetic to the Church. It is also an agreed statement of 

a party rather than an exposition of the doctrine by a noted individual 

leader, and therefore is again for that reason far more cautious. It 

is alßo in credal form, or rather in a parody of it. This is probably 

the reason for the emphasis on the theology of the Father which is 

unique In any remains of Arian teaching; if this had been in all 

sincerity a general feature of Arianism, Athanasius would have had 

much more to say than he did about such things as the detailed 

typological exegesis of the Old Testament (vide in this extract, "God 

of Law and Prophets"), which was traditional in Alexandria. Probably 

(156) 1 d. Ko U 
AJ 6wi . cr, 71 WV. r ; i0% 
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the same can be said of the statement that the Son is not only 

ýil%IýoJ' but 'ýEr'TýS' . There is a good deal of rational 

monotheism. But the chief characteristic of this Arian statement of 

faith is that it is an attempt to prove that any attempt to give an 

account of a real filial relation between Father and Son that did 

not reduce Itself to the creaturely relation, would inevitably result 

in heresy of the type that had been condemned ad nauseam as Gnostic; 

it would involve in some way a diminution or partition of the 

indivisible Essence of God, if it were not Sabellian, according to 

the apologetic of the Arians. Fundamentally, it is a reductio ad 

absurdum of the whole notion of Sonship in any real sense as applying 

to God. 

Urkunde 7, from a letter of Eusebius of Caesarea to 

Alexander of Alexandria, 
(157) 

is an attempt to defend the Arians against 

the accusation that they taught that the Son EK 
0 eN 

W' ýS v vTWIJ 
" He undoubtedly did not appreciate the subtleties 

involved in the distinction which the Arians made, that He was "a 

creature but not as one of the creatures", etc., with which Athanasius 

was to deal so effectively In C. Ar. II: 18-43- 

Urkunde 8, the Letter of Eusebius of Nicomedia to Paulinus 

of gyre (Theodorot HE. It 5), is worth a substantial quotation: 

"... We have never heard that there are Two Ingenerates, nor that 

One has been divided into Two, nor have we learned or believed that 
it has ever undergone corporeal affection, but we affirm that the 

Ingenerate Is One, and One also that which exists in truth by Him 
(ür Wv ), 

yet not from His Essence, not at all participating in the 

Nature of the Ingenerate or being from His Essence, but made entirely 

(157) Like the letter to Euphration,, in Acts of the Seventh Oecumenical 
Council. 
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distinct in nature and power, but Tpos 1 Ac'c'-" of4OIO rýrt. both of 
character (d 4i9C and power to the Maker. " Later, it is 

maintained that the only alternatives to this are that the Son is 
1 1-% IN fO U -) c "" 7/ QS dJ J4Y or ý. ý c&nV O ýýS Tr)s cvrs"' S: Is. 1: 2, Deut. 32: 18, 

Job 38: 28 quoted against these. And later: ". .. There is indeed 

nothing EK, 1* jS oü6-1als dvnvu, yet everything that exists has come into 
I 

being 3 ou\' 4Arl A'; ou .'. It No further comment is needed; the 
7 r. 

U 
£rcIIS Ou6IAS , etc., is interpreted as necessarily involving the 

Manichaean or Gnostic type of heresy. 

Urkunde 9, fragments from a Letter of Paulinus of Tyre, 

preserved in Eusebius of Caesarea, C. Marcellum, 
(158) 

are no more 

than an accusation of Sabellianism against Marcellus of Ancyre, while 

No. 11, the letter of Athanasius of Anazarba, has already been quoted 

and discussed. Nos. 12 and 13, from the letters written by George, 

later Bishop of Laodicea, but then a presbyter in Alexandria, to 

respectively Alexander his Bishop, and to his fellow-Arians, are: 

(each from Athanasius, De Synodis 17): "4Do not complain against Arius 

and his fellows for saying, "Once the Son of God was not, " for Isaiah 

came to be son of Amoz, and, whereas Amoz was before Isaiah came to be, 
Isaiah was not before, but came to be afterwards. t ", and, " 'Why 

complain to Alexander, saying that the Son Is from the Father? For you 
too need fear not fear to say that the Son is from God. Por if the 
Apostle wrote, "All things are from God, " and it is plain that all 

I ID things are made Eg 00K, öv-1wvt 
though the Son too Is a creature and one 

of things made, still He may be said to be from God in that way in 

which all things are said to be "from God" t ". This is the same as the 

argument attributed by Athanasius to the Arians on the floor of the 

Council of Nicaea, in De Decretia 18-20, and-which he maintains drove 

the orthodox to reinstate the Homoousion as the only test that would 

(158) I: 4: 18-20 and 49-51. 
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defy all equivocation. But the most significant thing about this form 

of argumentation is that it reveals that the Arians Instinctively gave 

human and creaturely features the priority over God; this is here 

revealed with reference to the vital analogy of sonship; it is human 

and creatnrely sonship that is the norm, to which Divine sonship must 

comply. The doctrine of analogy, as we have already seen, and as we 

shall see much more fully, was always one of the main issues in the 

Arian controversy, although this is almost never recognised. 

Urkunde 114, the Letter of Alexander of Alexandria to his 

namesake of Thessalonica or Constantinopie, 
(159) 

needs more extensive 

citation, We have already quoted his reference to certain humanitarian 

Chrietologiste from Ebion to the Paulianists. We shall now cite more 

extensively the Arian theology proper. The first sentence, since it 

appears to be a pair of Arian slogans depending in part on its 

alliterative and assonant effects, will be left in the original Greek: 
CV ne\ý. c/ C\C "'NV T%Tt 4 I't 001C )V h US i' v 

Oo 
u ICS, VE VvVo Tfkýlrpav/'ý v iýv 

%1ev raý' 
ýEvof 

KM -1101%: ýrll' eieý' KAI rilnf v' I God, they say, 

created all things q and they include in the number of 
creatures both rational and irrational even the Son of God. Consistently 

with this doctrine they, as a necessary consequence, affirm that He 

i pETf-r7 f 
E' 

4/ J' , and capable both of virtue and vine, and thus, 
by their hypo thesis of His having been created C oü, 'o V they 7t 

overthrow the testimony of the Divine Scriptures .... they affirm 
that God foreknew and foresaw that His Son would not rebel against Him, 
and therefore that He chose him in preference to all others. They 
likewise assert that He was not chosen because He had anything 
superior to the other sons of God, for, they say, tlerä is no son of 

any peculiar relation to oz., 
(160) 

God 
1, 

nor anyone with 

(159) Theodoret H. I. 1: 4: 1. 
(16o) We have improved on the translation of Theodoret in L. N. P-N. P. 
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He was chosen, they allege, because though 1p£«-r'JS vOfAjs' , His 

painstaking character suffered no deterioration. " Little special 

comment is necessary, except to point out that here it is definitely 

stated that the Arians believed that the Son was-rp& 
f, the word 

having primarily its ethical connotation. The only other Urkunde of 

Opitz that requires quotation in this connection is No. 21, a letter 

of Eusebius of Nicomedia to the Council of Nicaea, preserved in the 

Latin only in Ambrose, De Fide 159 in which he says, inter alia, "Si 

verum dei filium et increatum dicimus, öo hfo� 
cum Patre incipimus 

confiteri". This shows the odium in which the term was held in 

certain circles since the condemnation of Paul of Samosata, which the 

Arians exploited to the full. 

We shall now consider other passages in Athanasius where he 

appears to quote Arian writings directly. To begin, there are the 

passages in C. Ar. I: 5-6 which are direct quotations from the "Thalia", 

but are not covered by the large extract in De Syn. 15. (At 21A: ) 

" 'God was not always Father ... Once God was alone and not yet a 

Father, but afterwards He became Father .... The Son was not always 
(but, like other creatures) was made 6 OuK 7�-ºrýreM 

oviC'r but He, as others, had an 
1 

origin of creation (13-v For God was alone, and the 

Logos as yet was not, nor the Wisdom. Then, wishing to form us, 
thereupon He made a certain one, (VA, nv -), and named Him Logos and 

Wisdom and Son, that He might form us by means of Him (öi'dýu) 

% 
(Athanasius continues, not in direct quotation, to 

attribute the Two Logos-Wisdom doctrine to Arius and also that the 

Second Person is ! e1r-r S in the ethical sense; thus) ... Therefore, 

as foreknowing that He would be good, did God by anticipation (IF"A. &rv) 

bestow on Him this glory which afterwards, as man, He attained From 

virtue. Thus, in consequence of His works, which God Foreknew, has 

He brought it to pass that He, such as He was, should now come to be 
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... 
(ch. 6) the Logos is not True God ... though He is called God, 

yet He is not true God ... by participation in grace, He, as others, 
is God only in name .. ." (Then follow the Arian doctrine of the 

radical distinction between the Son and God, and the Son's ignorance, 

as at the end of the Quotation in "Do 8ynodis"). " There is a very 

similar passage in Ep. Encycl. ad Eposc. Aeg et Lib. 12, which is not 

described expressly as being quotations from the "Thalia", but which 

is so similar that it needs no further comment. 

Other passages which appear as direct quotations are: De 

Deer. 6, init.: " 'Not always Father, not always Son; for the Son oü K 
iý� vf1v 6vv1 , but He also has come to be g ovºc b'vlwvf, and in 

consequence God was not always Father of the Son, but when the Son 

came to be aýrd was created, then was God called His Father. For the 

Logos is K., and lib .r 44., and foreign and unlike the Father in 

essence; and the Son is by nature (4 l) neither the Father's true 

Logos nor His only and true Wisdom, but being a creature and one of 
the things made, He is irnproperly(i6i) called Logos and Wisdom; for 

by the Logos which is in God was He made, as were all things too. 
Wherefore the Son is not true God. ' " 

De Dear. 7v init.; on the relation between the Logos's 

creaturelineas and ours: " 'We consider that the Son has this 

prerogative over others and is therefore called Only-Begotten, because 
He alone was brought to be by God alone, and all other things were 

created by God through the Son. ' " At the beginning of C. Ar. I: 14, 

there Is a quotation from an Arian work which states that a genuinely 

co-eternal Son would not be Son, but Brother of the Father. There is 

a most important passage in C. Ar. Is 22, where Athanasiue gives an 

account of the arguments that the Arians repeatedly used to the 

,\\\ proletariat in the market place: "' '0 Gv V _MV ova. EK 
ü 1.0- i 1\ \I/' ý` -) ýV To r oV'Tý' -rro K : v, �) -ivy 6vTor ov'ri OuV d. N- 11G-W I KýºýJ 

(161) perhaps "merely by convention of usage. " 
Montt. - non nisi abusione. 
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/A) dv'rdj i '(162) And Again, 'Is the Unoriginate one or two? ' 

and, 'Has he free will so that it is by His own choice that He does 

not alter(163) 
6i&i-rýS 

wVf I/ j? For He is not as stone to remain 
on His own( 

4) immovable. ' and ... 
(to women) 'Hadet thou a son 

before bearing? Now, as thou hadst not, so neither was the Son of God 
before His generation. ' " The argument about free will is again cited 

at the beginning of C. Ar. I: 35, in these words: "Has He free will 
or not? Is He good according to free will, and can He, if He will, 
alter (-týolrri7vols ), -rr , r-r 

5$ ;v Jä 
, �? Or is it that, as wood or stone, 

He has not free choice of movementý165) or inclination to one side or 
the other? " In C. Ar. I: 37: 88C, there is another argument for the 

Logos being TprTr'v , which is introduced as an interpretation of 

Philipp. 2: 9-10 and Ps. L. 5 (Eng. B. ): 7, which "Eusebius and Arius 
have dared to say and even to write"; " 'If it was on account of this 
that Ile was exalted and received grace, and on account of this that He 

was anointed, He received a reward for purpose. 
(166) 

But, having acted 
from purpose, 

(167) 
He is altogether of alterable ('7&r*'jf) nature. " 

162 uontfaucon po tulates, the insertion of aý 
1 or an oJK at £K tv () 

ýWK. or}ý o%/ S. In this care, the translation would 
be, par phrased, "When1He Who Is made Him from what is not, was He 
then not existent, or existent? Therefore, when He made Him, was 
He (previously) existent or non-existent? " On the other hand, it 
is just possible to interpret this passage without the insertion; 
in this case the first question would carry the implication that - 
supposing that the Second Person was "made"-there would be a 
rigorous and complete correlation between the pre-existence of the 
Second Person, or of anything else, and the fact that the process 
of creation would be ex materie, as distinct from ex nihilo, with 
the further insinuation that God's dealings with the Son were 
inferior in character to His dealings with the creation of the 
world. 

(163) Rdovf E'ö'r1rIP Ind i jd 
1 UPoo[. IPEas e, -rP£ ,i The translation of Newman-Robertson has been deliberately altered 

so as to bring out the force of the passage more clearly, 

(164) 1) CCdW, -vü 
(165) ýiS 7v Kj\, C( A. J K r"%\- this infinitive is evidently middle 

voice, in the exadt original classical meaning of doing a thing 
for one's own advantage. 

(166) ý' 

(167) Instrumental dative 
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The passages from ch. 22 are an excellent illustration of the Arlan 

use of analogy, whereby the human examples are absolutely the criterion, 

and the terms as applied to God can only be understood in terms of their 

human use. Even more important are the illustrations of the Arian use 

of the concept -ifrr-ro5. There are two elements in the meaning of this 

word, as illustrated in the Arlan controversy; one is, "ethical in 

character", and the other will not be clear till later. But it is the 

former meaning that is in evidence here. Of course, In one sense, the 

ethical character of the Son was, for the Arians, implied by His 

creatureliness, it being understood in addition that He would 

necessarily be higher than the inorganic or even perhaps the organic 

non-ethical level; again, and this is even more important, oreatureliness 

is implied by ills being an ethical agent. All this, in the Arian terms, 

was accepted rightly by Athanasius as correct. But, with the Arians, 

the only two possibilities were ethical agency so understood, and 

being as wood and stone, that is, membership of the sub-personal sphere 

where complete determinism, in its most immediately obvious form, was 

the absolute rule. If this is literally the only choice, what about 

God Himself? - to make a rejoinder that did not occur to anybody, not 

even to Athanasius, although he used that sort of argument often enough 

In other contexts and may have trusted to its being obvious even here. 

This portion of the Arlan theology is really so bad that the conclusion 

is irresistible that the Arians in fact had in mind some quite novel 

position, for their day, which they lacked the conceptual apparatus to 

put into words. This will be further discussed later. But for the 

present it is sufficient to note that this is an even more serious 

case than the Arian treatment of Revelation in the "Thalia" of an 

argument whose true implication is, not Arianism, but atheism, in the 

most literal sense. 
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The final passage that we shall quote is from Socrates, 

Eccl. Hist. I: 5, which is not formally, but may quite easily be in 

fact, a direct quotation of a piece of Arian reasoning: "It the Father 

generated (C7 j 76) the Son, He who was generated has a beginning of 

existence and it is clear from this that there was once 

when the Son was not. It follows of necessity that He has his 

subsistence ff Onc OVTWV. " This looks at first like the statement of a 

man perplexed by the difficulties of human sonship. On second reading, 

it turns out to be a most impudent attempt to prove that if God has a 

son, He could not have a son: The Arians were deliberately exploiting 

the difficulties about the human analogy of sonahip, whereby a human 

son always post-dates his parents, to go much further and prove that 

the Son of God, since He came from not-existing into a state of 

existing, consists of nothing in the same way as a son consists of the 

essence of his parents! 

We have considered the Arian heresy as it is revealed by a 

fairly cursory examination of the deliberate statements of its 

proponents. Certain other less obvious characteristics, which we shall 

mention later, especially those concerned with what might be called the 

internal and hidden logic of Arianism, can only be revealed by a study 

not so much of what the Arians said, but of the way in which Athanasius 

handles the argument; in some cases, the matter is best left till the 

writings of Athanasius are followed through in full detail. But the 

time has come to summaries our conclusions about the positive 

characteristics of Arianism, as they are visible from the writings of 

its own followers. In this discussion, without quoting Athanasius in 

detail, we shall inevitably be involved in a general way with the 

Athanasian refutation of the heresy. The positive characteristics of 

the Arian heresy are eight in number, as revealed out of their own 

mouths. 
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(1) The Arlan movement was pursued with fanaticism and 

vigour, and was a major disruptive force in the Church. In fact, 

this last statement is almost ludicrously mild. Although there is no 

way of checking this, the author has the strong feeling that a great 

deal of the traditional bitter reaction to heresy in the Church is a 

spill-over from this deadly crisis. People of less theological sense 

than Athanasius gathered that this was the proper reaction to heresy 

in general on the part of the faithful Christian and transferred it to 

heresies which did not have one tenth of the menace of Arianism, and 

which should have been killed stone dead with ridicule, as Irenaeus 

treated the Gnostic systems, or treated according to the amazingly 

modern scientific method adopted - or allegedly adopted, whatever one 

may think of the honesty of a council that was not disinterested - by 

the Council of Sardica in-its dealings with Marcellus of Ancyra; 

according to its own records it treated the doctrines of Marcellus 

as hypotheses for theological investigation by methods appropriate to 

theology, they were scrapped by all concerned, including their 

proponent, when they were found wanting, and all was forgiven. The 

only possible rival to Arianism as a sheer menace was Marcionitism, 

and even this did not 5ca Irenaeus in the way that Arianism scared 

Atharnasius. Even Paulianism, the heresy of Paul of Samosata, the next 

in r9Ia did not have such disastrous effects, and the various other 

types of Sabellianiem ar Adoptioniem were by comparison distinctly mild. 

(2) Arianism cannot be considered as an eclectic creed, or 

even internally inaon®ietent in the normal sense, but rather as a 

heres9 with its own" albeit perverse, logic, unity, and internal 
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consistency. 
(168) 

No merely eclectic creedg, and no stale re-Issue of 

old heresies which had long lost their old vitality and had been long 

refuted by the Church, could have had the characteristics described in 

the last paragraph. Arianism was new, young, vigorous - and a genuine 

unity. The inconsistency and inviability of Arianism were of the sort 

that could only show themselves as internal contradictions revealed by 

dialectical development and conflict with the true Faith; they were 

not joins evident to the merest scrutiny. 

(3) The roots of Arianism were entirely in the Christian 

Church; not the Christian Church as a theological and eschatological 

entity, but the empirical Church of the early fourth century. After 

all, with the possible exception of Astorius the Sophist, all the 

Arian leaders, including Arius himself and Eusebius of Nieomedia, had 

unimpeachably Christian - and orthodox - backgrounds. If it has no 

direct relation to any previous Christian movement, but merely a series 

of indirect and paradoxical relationships, it is even more difficult 

to relate it positively to paganism, or to non-Christian philosophy 

and culture. If there is any such relation, it is through their 

"Christianised" forms, and, again, a relation that is extremely 

paradoxical. If these can be held responsible, the critical 

adulteration of the Faith was done, not under Arius, but long before, 

(168) The eclectic theory is supported, in the most extreme form, by 
Robertson, Introd. (L. N. P-N. F. ) ppe xxix-xxx. To a less extent 
and in a rather different way, Gwatkin, Studies in Arianism, 21-32, 
takes the same line, although it can be more clearly seen from his 
account that the inconsistencies in Arianism as between its 
earlier and later forme were a sort of dialectical result of its 
own inner self-contradiction at least as much as the effect of its 
eclectic sourees, as postulated. There are traces at least of 
the eclectic theory In almost all authors; this can be seen 
particularly In the case of Atzberger, "Die Logoslehre des heiligen 
Athanasius", pp. 22-33 and 62-70, where his methodology and his 
very care in listing all reasonably possible sources of Arianism 
give the heresy an eclectic appearance that was perhaps 
unintentional, but the avoidance of which needs special care. 
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in the ante-Nicene Church. Much of the intense bitterness that 

surrounded the Arian heresy was certainly due to its being an internal 

threat to the Church at least as much as an external threat to 

orthodoxy, Its hold on the fourth-century Church, the difficulty that it 

had in dealing with its the success of the Arians in concealing 

themselves behind other controversies and inventing newer and more 

subtle disguises which would trap people into admitting their position, 

were surely signs that it had caught the theology and life of the Church 

off balance in some vital respect, and it would not be a great 

exaggeration to say that it must have stimulated a theological guilty 

conscience somewhere. We agree with Newman and Mähler in regarding 

Arianism as genuinely and portentously new, but not when they maintain 

that there was a roughly uniform body of ante-Nicene theology which was 

orthodox and free from corruption in roughly the same way - in this 

regard - as the Nicene faith. 

According to the schema that we have provisionally adopted 

for the analysis. of Athanasitn theology, the next topic should be the 

exegetical and other basis for the conclusions, but the character of 

Arianism Is such that it is better to follow on with the outstanding 

characteristic of the developed position. Thus: 

{! ýý The great feature of Arianism, and the unifying factor 

which we have postulated, is simply a fanatical insistence that the 

Second Person, the Pro-Incarnate Lord, is a creature. This also 

appears to be the oria rr aspect of the heresy. 
(169) 

All their 

(169) Apart from the authors that we have cited already, none of whom 
are really important in this connection, there have been various 
attempts to diagnose the fundamental theological Drinoiplp. in the 
systematic, as opposed to the historical, sense, of the Arian 
heresy. The first attempt as far as the author knows, was that 
of M8hler, ON att. p. 176, for whom "Der Charakter des Arianismus 
ist Trennung (separation) der Welt von Gott, M from which all else follows. During the remainder of the nineteenth century, after 
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which this form of scholarship went out of fashion, various other 
answers were given, usually by Protestant rather than Roman 
scholars, the latter preferring to accept heresy as a brute fact, 
or diabolical fact. None of the latter went as far as Newman did, 
by implication, in suggesting a resemblance to Protestantism. 
Later, Baur, criticising Mähler, whom he regarded as having only 
given the negative side, came down in the main on rationalism. In 
one of its respects, Arianism was a vain attempt to clean up the 
difficulties of the earlier theology concerning the unity and the 
difference of Father and Son; it only succeeded in emphasising 
the difference ever more logically and sharply. Nicaea went to 
the other extreme In emphasising the unity, but was nearer the 
truth. (Die christliche Lehre von der Dreieinigkeit und 
Menschwerdung Gottes in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung, 319- 
333)" However, he never properly distinguished this problem from 
that of the relation between the Sternal and the non-eternal 
(presumably creaturely), and - which 1s the same thing - did not 
in the least appreciate the point of Athanasius Contra Arianoe 
Is 3tß., as is shown by the following statement (loc. cit. 326- 
327ý "Der Begriff der ewigen Zeugung schliesst beide Momente 
in sich, sowohl das Endliche und das Unendliche: der Gezeugte ist 
als der Abhängige auch das Endliche, der von Ewigkeit Gezeugte 
demnach sowohl endlich als unendlich". Following this statement, 
he maintains that the conundrum of Paul of Samosata, as we have 
interpreted it, is the truth; either the Son is not personally 
distinct, or there is no Homoousion. His remarks (loc. cit. 333) 
on the basically cosmological character of Arianism are much 
better. On the other side, Baur 1s impressed by the intellectual 
rigour of Arian argumentation, contrasted with the, to him, 
unsatisfactory quality of Athanasius: "According to ancient 
doctors, Arianism had a marked tendency to dialectic ... But 
this charge points to those characteristic qualities of Arianism 
without which it could never have gained such historical 
significance - its methodological procedure, its adherence to 
definiteness of conception, and boldness in accepting legitimate 
conclusions. " (The Church History of the First Three Centuries, " 
H. T. II: 113; see also 112-120). Later, when he gives a positive 
description of the content of Arian rationalism, he is not so 
complimentary: "Der Arianismus ist in seiner letzten Consequenz 
der enteohiedenste Rationalismus, welcher in seinem abstrakten 
Verstandesbegriffen und Kategorien das objective Wesen der Dinge 
selbst zu haben glaubt. Die Religion ist ihm daher vor allem ein 
blosses Wissen, und es muse fir ihn alles, was sich auf das 
Verhöltniss Gottes und des Menschen bezieht, klar und durchsichtig 
sein. Er Ist der Feind von allem Mystischen und Transeendenten, 
von allem, was sich nicht dialektisch definiren und auf bestimmte 
Begriffe bringen lässt .... 

(The relation between God and man) 
nur darin bestehen, dass der Mensch den Willen Gottes kennt und 
befolgt. " (Die christliche Kirche vom Anfang des 4 ten bis zum 
Snde des 6 ten Jahrhunderts ... p. 99, pp. 97-102 for general 
review; Arianism is an abstract separation, Athanasian theology 
a unity (conceived in excessively Hegelian terms) between God and 
man, Sven more to the point, in "Die christliche Lehre von der 
Dreieinigkeit und Menschwerdung Gottes ... ", p. 351i, in 
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etc., are really just corollaries or mutual implicates of the original 

in opposition to Höhlet, he says, "Das endliche Subjeot erweckt 
in sich selbst das Bewusatseyn der Unendlichkeit, freilich nur 
einer solchen, die in der Unendlichkeit der sittlichen Freiheit 
und des sittlichen Strebens besteht, deren Ziel aber zuletzt 
doch nur die Erlangung göttlicher Werde, die Vergottlichung des 
Menschlichen seyn knnn. Dies ist der eigenthtlmliche Standpunct 
des Arius. " 
The lastmentioned citation dates from 1810. For its period, it 
was most remarkably perceptive. Owing to certain experiences of 
history since that time, we should have been able to see certain 
things much more clearly, and it is most unfortunate that nobody 
has followed up this line of attack. Baur of course was also 
inhibited by a fundamental lack of sympathy with Christian 
orthodoxy. What he described in terms of rationalism, clarity- 
and-distinctness h is Descartes, anti-mysticism, etc., is far 
better and far more clearly understood in a more positive and 
less formal way in terms of our Eighth Feature of Arianism, below. 
After all, Athanasius is as cogent In his argumentation, and as 
clear and distinct in the concepts that he uses, as any Arian. 
But the last quotation, in particular, Is a very close 
approximation, for a man who was no more than a contemporary of 
Feuerbach, to the principle that human conceptions have absolute 
priority over anything Divine. The primacy of the ethical, which 
is often seen as Baure principle, is relatively secondary. 
Dorner follows, in a rather different and perhaps excessively 
Hegellh an way, the elements in both Mähler and Baur, and is the 
only authority of the author's acquaintance to have any doubts 
about extreme monotheism as a basic principle of the heresy 
(History of the Development of the Doctrine of the Person of 
Jesus Christ E. T. Div. I, Vol. III 22 -2Z and 286-299 for 
later Arian). Loc. cit. 234; " ... 

(the 
'basic principle) was 

not the unity of God or a strict monotheism, for Arius 
unhesitatingly after his manner set his face against a rigid 
Monotheism. But his conception of God admitted absolutely of no 
distinctions, no self-dwemption, no self-communication. " Again, 
pp. 243-244; "And yet his deistic point of view drives him to 
attribute such an absoluteness to the world, as constitutes it 
in reality a plurality of deities. In the presence of the freedom 
of man, God actually recedes completely into the background. " - 
what we have described as the atheistic consequences of Arianism. 
Later, B8bringer, "Athanasius und Arius .. ." 169-201, gives the 
more usual account in terms of rational monotheism in the more 
usual sense: (we quote the marginal summary on p. 187, ) "oberstes 
Prinzip derselben ist der Idee des absoluten Gottes als des Einen 
... diesem Absolute gegenßber fällt alles, was nicht Er ist, In 
die Reihe des Erschaffenen, auch der Sohn Gottes .... Wenn 
schon aber ein Geschöpf, Ist der Sohn doch nicht wie ein Glied 
in der Reihe der Geschdpfe ... er ist, sittlich ... und mt 

gis (emphasis - Böhringer). .. angesehen, das erste der 
Geschöpfe. . . ". A little earlier, Voigt, who wrote deliberately 
with the intention of presenting Athanasius as an orthodox 
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Protestant (and Lutheran at that), said (Die Lehre des Athanasius 
von Alexandrian ..., 191-249), in the midst of the general 
rationalistic type of account, that Arianism was the result of a 
neglect of Scripture (loo. cit. 192), and (194 ff. ) more or less 
rejected Mähler and Baur, whose version of the principle he saw 
as being that the only unity between God and man was ethical. 
Atzberger (op. cit. 32-33) excludes all these, that is, In his 
own description, Möhler'a "deistische-dialektische Element", and 
Voigt's false principle of knowledge; Baur's combination of 
ethiciem and separation of God from the world in better, but it, 
to Atzberger, reads too much of 18th century rationalism into 
Arius* His positive conclusions (op. cit. 78ff., are that 
Arianism involves a Two-Logos doctrine such as Athanasius 
criticised in Asterius (which the author, disagreeing, feels 
should not be considered a primary element), and that it is due 
to a broach of the necessary organic connection between "die 
Speculative" dad "die Positive" - argued like a good Thomist! 
(p. 80). "Das will ea sagen, wenn man die heidnische Logosidee 
mit dem historischen Christus verband. In der falschen 
Verbindung dieser zwei Elemente wurzelten damals alle HAresien. " 
-a more circumstantial account, though not developed sufficiently. 
The remaining accounts of Arianism all emphasise rational 
monotheism as the constitutive principle. Incidentally, one might 
add, at the very end, that the statement of Mähler, op, cit. 179, 
that Arianism is "notwendig Pelagianismus", is a misstatement 
about an important aspect of Arianism, but it fits in with the 
general picture, and the truth about Arianism at this point is 
one of its most extraordinarily interesting paradoxes, the 
significance of which we are in a position to appreciate now, but 
not the Mohler of 1827 or 1844. 
Interpreted at their worst, all these accounts fundamentally 
adhere to the rationalist and rational monotheist version of the 
basic principle of Arianism. But even when interpreted in 
meliorem partem, the thing that NONE of these accounts do justice 
to is the fact that Arianism was, in a perverse way, actually 
Christoeentrie, or rather Logocentrie (in the sense of the pre- 
existent Christ). This is the terrible thing about it. In a 
movement like Arianism, there is one infallible test. All the 
alliterative and assonant slogans - for that is what they were - 
in Arianism refer, not to the majesty of the Father, but to the 
creaturehood of the Son. This is the real centre of interest, 
and the other sort of argument predominates only in its apologetic 
literature (if anywhere). The contrast with Islam is most striking. 
With the barely possible exception of the greatest instance of all 
(There is One God and Mohammed is his Prophet), all the 
corresponding material refers to Allah alone. 
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here to distinguish the Arians from the people, like say Eusebius of 

Caesarea when he wrote to guphration, who were in genuine 

intellectual difficulties over the notion of sonship, specifically 

the fact that human sons are antedated by their parents. But there 

is all the difference in the world between the audible uncertainty of 

Eussebius of Caesarea, and the brazen attempts of the Ariane to prove 

that the whole notion of a Son of God the Father is absurd. Surely 

the Ariane, if they used the concept of Sonship at all, would have 

known, however dimly,, that a son consists of the essence of his 

parents, in the sense in which something made by those same parents 

might make in their workshop consists of an essence other than that 

of the parents themselves, or the creatures of nothing: Even on the 

difficulty of the analogy between human and Divine Sonship, the Arians 

knew enough about God's ereatio ex nihilo and how radically it differed 

from anything that could be called creation by man: That is, if their 

real difficulty was of this character. This could have impelled to 

the stage of Eusebius of Caesarea, but no further. When it came to the 

point of positively exulting in the absurdity of the idea of a Son of 

the Father, saying with the greatest possible emphasis and publicity 

that "Son" was an empty honorific title that really meant "creature" 

and using all the resources of the jingle slogan and the popular song 

to spread this doctrine, with a thoroughness and an originality that 

are still unique in history, one is really beyond the stage of 

intellectual difficulties. There must have been other factors at 

work. We have already seen that the Scriptural exegesis was of such 

a character as to suggest some irresistible subconscious drive in the 

direction of this heretical conclusion, which carried them to the very 
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edge of atheism. The constitutive feature of Arianism was a blind 

conviction that the Logos was a creature, to which one must add an 

equally blind refusal to listen to any evidence to the contrary, 

including most emphatically Scripture. The only thing that remains 

to be added is that, in spite of wishing to give the Logoe-Son absolute 

pre-eminence, the Arians went so far as to insist that He was a 

creature in exactlv the same w in which other things were creatures, 

which they maintained to the point of pulling their whole system apart. 

(5) This basic Arian position was supported by an extremely 

rational form of monotheism. But it is important to notice again just 

how rationalistic and contentless the Arian form of monotheism is. 

Nothing is more remarkable than the frequency with which Athanaslus 

remarks that the Arians teach the transcendence of the Father, not to 

honour the Father, but to dishonour the 3bsi. Athanasius never appears 

to be answering a respectable theology of the Absolutely Transcendent 

Father, whether of a positive or apophatic nature, and indeed the 

Arlan theology of the Father, as regards content, compares very 

unfavourably with the sort of unitarian theology later elaborated by 

Mohammed. } 
This is a sure sign that the locus theologicus which 

was the real centre of interest of Arianism was the ereaturely Second- 

Person rather than the First. If it had been the First Person, the 

Arians would have developed something much closer to Islas, and, if 

it is objected that this le speculating too much on what was then 

future, they would have had the doctrine of Paul of 8amosata to revive. 

No heretics would have regarded Paullanism with such aversion unless 

their real centre of Interest had been the Pre-Incarnate Second Person. 

Thus, the judgment of Athanasius cited above is not unfair special 

(170) C. a1.2. 
jop -13 A 
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pleading, but the innermost truth about the heresy. 

(6) What was the Arian doctrine of the Second Person? 

There is a widespread idea that the Arians were essentially what 

might be called Son-theologians, with Athanasius remaining on their 

own ground in this regard, and that the appearance of the Arian heresy 

marks, of itself, the watershed between the later Son-theology and the 

earlier Logos-theology which was predominant in the earlier Origenism, 

from Origfn himself to his principal Nicene successor, Eusebius of 

Caesarea, and also, in a different way, in the tradition represented 

by Mareellus of Aneyra. This interpretation was first adopted by 

Gwatkin in his statement that, with reference to the substitution of 

"Son" as the chief title or the Second Person in the final Creed of 

Nieaea, as compared with "Logos" in the Creed of Caesarea, the Council 

of Nieaea, it they had divided on the question, which they did not, 

would have divided in a curious way, with Eusebius of Caesarea and 

Marcellus of Ancyra supporting Logos and Arius and Athanasius (or 

the voting members of their parties) supporting Son. 
071) 

Lately, 

this position has been definitively expressed by T. E. Pollard in the 

paper, "Logos and Son in Oxigen, Arius, and Athanasius", at the 1955 

Patristic Congreas, 
(172) 

being a siaanary of his unpublished doctoral 

thesis at the University of St. Andrew's. The author feels that the 

conclusions of this paper are quite wrong as they affect both Arius and 

Athanasius. The latter, in his final and mature theology, is not a 

"Son" theologian, but in a sort of equilibrium between Logos and Son. 

(171) "Studies in Arianism" p. 45- 
(172) Published (in English) in "Texte und Unterfchungen" 64 (1957) 

pp. 282-288. 
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On the other the case of Arius is much more complex, and the error in 

the position as presented by Pollard and others is most instructive if 

examined carefully. It is true that, in the extract from Arian 

writings cited by Athanasius at the beginning of De Decr. 6, it is 

stated that the Second Person, under the name Son, is only improperly 

or by convention, called Logos and certain other titles, 

as Pollard rightly quotes, building much of his case upon this. 

Sixlilarly, it appears that the sections, De Decr. 15-17 (called by 

Newman in his sectional headings, "Proof of the Catholic Sense of the 

word 'Son' ") and C. Ar. I: 11-22, are what Newman says that the first 

one is, a vindication of the orthodox and for that matter true sense of 

the word "Son" against the Arian sense in which it was merely an 

honorific term for "creature". But one need go no further than Pollard's 

own paper to see the difficulties of this line of approach. He says 

immediately afterwards that the difficulties of understanding the 

matter become immeasurably greater when it is remembered that, not 

only did the Arians say that the Son was only improperly Logos, but 

that his title "Son" was an equally great impropriety. Pollard was 

hasty in not seeing that this difficulty demanded a deeper examination 

of the whole problem, but others, including Gwatkin and Newman, would 

have reached the same impasse if they had concentrated as thoroughly 

and expressed themselves as clearly on this question. The fact that 

this difficulty could arise so readily - and after all Pollard handled 

the evidence with complete fidelity - indicates that the difficulty is 

one in Arianism itself, and that the Arians tangled themselves in it by 

trying to express something which was not immediately obvious or 

expressible in the categories of thought available at the time. 

The solution that is being proposed here is that, if the 
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Arian Name for the Second Person was Son, the Description, in terms 

or Bertrand Russell's logic, (173) is Logos. We have already explained 

why we feel that the Arians were not really interested in the Sonship 

of the Second Person to the Father, and another reason can be added, 

that is, that there is no trace in the Arian controversy of any 

reference to John 3: 16. The Arians did not use it, and the only 

reference in Athanasius Is in Athan, dub. Or. IV C. Ar. 18, where it 

is no more than cited as a Scriptural proof of the formal point of the 

personal identity of the Son and the Logos. This is a clear indication 

that the Arians never used it, since even if the Fourth Oration is 

admitted as genuine, the material in the relevant section is directed 

against Marcellus or his followers. This is a clear indication that 

the Arians never used this text. And the argument that God gave His 

only begotten Son as a sacrifice for us; all sacrifices must be 

creaturely; therefore the Son must be a creature; is so much a trump 

card that it is inconceivable that the Arians would have missed it, 

if the had really had their heart on the title Son as a description 

and not mew as a proper n`. Similarly, if Athanasius had had to 

answer this sort of Arianism, he would have had to produce the full 

Anselmic soteriology and Christology, according to which Christ must 

be God in order to make the sacrifice fully efficacious for the 

enormity of sin, which shares negatively in the very infinity of God; 

therefore, in a real sense, it would have to be God Himself Who was 

sacrificed. There is more of this element, or of tendency in that 

direction, both in the "De Incarnations" and in the'Contra Arianos" 

I-III, but, t Western ears anyway and probably in fact, there is, in 

(173) ýý 
Pý. 

.Q". Sa. 9,0-� 
.. 0º. " Mi; d tgos. 
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the later writing, a perceptible retreat from Anseim in the later 

writings as compared with the early anti-Arian work, even where 

Athanasius is discussing the Passion. Here, the primary interest of 

Athanasiue Is in the Sufferings as a special case of the ýý'º of 

created reality as such. 
(174) 

This may be a sign of a defect in 

Athanasius. It is certainly a sign that Arians had no soteriological 

interest in the sense in which soteriology plays its vital role in 

Christian theology, especially Western theology. It is also an 

additional sign that the Arians had no regular and systematic exegesis. 

On the other hand, the main interest of the Arians, except 

insofar as it was not purely negative, was in the cosmological 

relations of the Logos. When Athanasius is answering the contention 

of$, say, Eusebius of Nicomedia that creation is what it is through 

participation in the Son, while the Son in the same way partakes of 

the Father, 
075) 

or the contention of Asterius, that there must be a 

Mediator, not, be it noted, for salvation, but for creation, and that 

this Mediator must be, not Very God and Very Man, but a special kind 

of creature, or when Athanaeius points out that the whole Arian logic 

falls down on the -r f 
öf 

argument; 
(176) 

or, perhaps most significant 

of all, that all creatures are essentially on the same footing and 

that none of them can have the ultimate supremacy that the Arians 

postulated for the Second Person, 
077) 

he is dealing with extant Arian 

ways of thinking. For that reason, he can restrict himself to pointing 

out the fallacies in their reasoning. These issues are all cosmological 

issues. One should not be deceived by the enormously greater extent 

of the sections on eoteriology, Christologfxegesis which comprise 
A 

the last five-sixths of C. Ar. I-III. What this really shows is that 

(174) C. Ar. III: 54-57. (175) De Deer. 9-10. 

(176) Do Deer. 8 C. Ar. Its 24-26. (177) C. Ar. II: 18-30. 
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Athanasius Is NOT opposing Arian ways of thinking, since he has had 

to develop the subject from the very outset. However, this will be 

further studied in the section below. In conclusion, the real focus 

of interest of the Arians was in the Second Person as Logos, with 

reference to the cosmological relations of the Logos. 

A closer examination reveals that there is sufficient reason 

why the Arians did not use the title Logos but preferred that of Son - 

though not without such ruthless qualifications which amounted to 

butchery. It is that they wanted a title that expressed the relations 

of the Second Person to the Father, which was for them the relation of 

absolute creaturehood. Now, if they had used the title of Logos, the 

inevitable formulation would have been "Logos of God". Perhaps this 

would pass muster on a strictly Philonic interpretation of Logos, but 

there is another Greek tradition, at least as important, according to 

which the Logos of X is more ultimate and more fundamental than X. 
(178) 

For examples there Is the iieraclitean and Stoic Logos, and in fact this 

is the whole basis of the Greek use of Logos for The Ultimate. Perhaps 

the most striking instance of all is at the end of Plato's "Theaetetus" 
(179) 

-a use which goes back to Pythagoras on one hand, and the 

(178) The disagreement with Kittel's "Theologisches Wörterbuch zum 
Neuen Testament, " article Logos, etc., p. 90 f., is deliberate. 
In this portion of the article, the contributor, by assuming 
that ''1'ß. J, that which is at the back of, is etymologically 
related to J? 4, word (= Logos), a step by no means unchallenged 
by scholars, attributes to the Hebrew the notion that theJ2. j 
of a thing is its background, or inner significance. However 
accurate this is for the Hebrew, this view, especially in its 
final form, is very close to what is here presented as an 
important Greek meaning of the word Logos, which, for some 
reason or o er which one hopes is an accidental result of the 
way in which the Dictionary was compiled, never received 
sufficient emphasis in the portions of the article that dealt 
with Classical Greek. 

(179) 181 a4. 
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etymology of Logos on the other, with its basic reference to the act 

of picking things up one after the other, and thence to counting. 
(180) 

The Platonic Socrates proposes an ultimate explanation of knowledge of 

a complex entity in terms of knowledge of its structure in terms of 

simple units, especially numerical units. This breaks down at once on 

the fact that,, on this basis, we cannot have any real knowledge of the 

units themselves, so that we cannot describe false arrangements of 

these units, e. g. false arithmetic of the type., 7f5- 11; 
(181) 

or 

the units must have such things as rules for their use, relations 

among themselves, or even their own structure, which must reintroduce 

the same complexity at that stage. But the point is that this 

structure in terms of units is called the Logos of the thing, and 

whether it is conceived in this etymological, Pythagorean way, or as 

Logos in the sense of explanation, the Logos of a thing was patently 

held to be more ultimate than the thing of which it is the Logos. 

Athanasius quite often argues as if he is using such a point as this, 

which is so obvious that it needs no elaboration. Therefore, although 

there was of course no question of "Logos of God" being more ultimate 

than "God", that is, the Father, this formulation could not have been 

used to describe an entity which was, in the direct sense, less 

ultimate than the Father. Other similar titles, such as Wisdom, would 

not have had the same extreme objection, but its auditors would tend 

to consider it as a Platonic form, and therefore for that reason more 

ultimate than that of which it is Wisdom. Also, these and others, 

like "Power", carried a notion of immateriality, and the close 

association between the distinction Creator-Creature and that between 

(180) See Liddell and Scott, Logos, and Kittel, loc. cit. pp. 76-78. 
(181) loc. cit. 19( 
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Immaterial and Material respectively, would have made all these titles 

doubly difficult. For that reason, the Arians had to take the title 

Son, in spite of all its serious objections, and interpret it in its 

own sense, in spite of the fact that this reinterpretation was in the 

end an even greater act of butchery than it would have been with any 

other term. At least, this title would suggest an entity that was 

not co-eternal with the Father, unless the right analogical correction 

had been made. But this did not affect the fact that for the Arianw 

the content of the Son's title was Logos, cosmologically considered. 

Of course, the reason for all this paradox was that for the whole 

previous six generations of Logos Christology as well as for all non- 

Christian Logos- theologies and philosophies, the Logos had been 

really, in the strict sense, not the Logos of God, but the Logos of 

the Cosmos. In fact, there is no place where this shows more clearly 

than in the objective natural theology of Athanasius's "Contra Gentes" 

and in the tradition which that work reveals. Incidentally, the 

corresponding title "Son of the Cosmos" would have been meaningless to 

a Greek, and if not meaningless to a Jew would have meant something 

different. 
(' 82) One of the main works of Athanasius in his attack on 

Arianism is to break this mischievous correlation between the Logos 

and the Cosmos, and the importance which he attaches to this question 

of correlatlon, 
(183) 

in the exact sense in which this term is used, 

among recent theologians, by Paul Tillich, suggests that this was a 

really serious issue. 

(7) In the above analysis of the true Arian doctrine of the 

Son, we have already touched on - not the deficiency in, but the 

(182) Probably "a worldly man". 
(183) De Decr. 28-31 and C. Ar. I: 30-34; see above pp. 3o-5-(n. 
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virtually complete absence of any other doctrine in Arianism apart 

from those directly connected with the bald assertion that the Logos 

is a creature. Let us take, as the three test cases, the Doctrines 

of the Holy Spirit, Christology, and the Atonement. Arius of course 

said that there were Three Hypostases in the Trinity that differed 

from each other ad infinitum, 
(184) 

which if anything means that the 

Spirit is a creature, or even a creature infinitely subordinated to 

the Son. The late Arian Eunomius (fl. 356+) said the same thing 

(Lib. Apologeticus 25). But it appears that this doctrine played no 

more than a formal part in Arianism, and this is clear by Athanasius's 

handling of It. It will be shown that it almost crept back into 

theology by stealth in Athanasius, and that the context in which it 

did so was the need to account for man's participation in what is 

naturally God's, now that the old correlation between the Logos and 
(185) 

creatures, especially human rationality, had had to go. In other words, 

the cause for all the references to the Spirit before the rise of the 

Tropics, was entirely within the theology that AthanGsius evolved in 

his reply to Arianism, and had nothing to do with Arianism at all. 

Christology is certainly the most striking case of all, In view of 

what is often assumed to be the nature of Arianism. There is a complete 

absence of anything that corresponds to the locus theologicus which 

gave rise to the Apollinarian, Nestorian, and Eutychian heresies, as 

well as to the Council of Chalcedon. We have already discussed in 

full the evidence for and against the absence of the human soul of 

Christ, in the Apollinarian sense, as a constituent feature of 

Arianism, at any rate before a late stage, and come to the conclusion 

(184) See "Thalia" extract in Do Syn. 15- 
( 185) See below, pp. 

6s4-6, (o? Q- iS Do. 
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that it was not such a feature. Similarly, when Athanasius is discussing 

Christology, that is, the Humanity of Christ, in the great section of 

the "Contra Arianos" from 1: 37 to 111: 58, he is not really confuting 

any Arian doctrine. In fact, the very length of this section is 

because he had to elaborate the whole doctrine of the Humanity of 

Christ from A to Z ab ovo, to give the correct theological account of 

the whole group of Scriptural passages which the Arians wasted in their 

vain effort to prove that the Se and Person, as a being of one nature, 

was a creature. The fact that Amte- did so at the very time that was, 

as a brute fact, the great watershed between Arianism and the period 

dominated by the classical Christological heresies, is final proof of 

the significance and originality of this section, and the impact of 

its material on theological thought. Athanasius never had to discuss 

any Christological statement beyond the bald statement that "He is a 

creature, etc. ". The issue of two normally incompatible natures in 

Christ never arose for them; in fact, it could only arise for 

theologians who were absolutely convinced of the absolute gulf 

between God and creaturely reality, and also that Christ is both God 

and Man. For the Arians, He is a creature, and that was the end of it. 

Of course, there was another sense in which the Christological or 

a sort of pare-Christological issue could, and should, yet have arisen 

for them, since there would still be a problem of how the Creator and 

Sustainer of all creation, even if He was a creature, could become 

incarnate in a part, and often a very subordinate part, of creation. 

That is, they did not escape the problem, finitum non capax Infiniti. 

There were three reasons; first, for the reason that we have just 

explained, they did not feel the full piquancy of the paradox; secondly, 

they were so keen on ransacking Scripture for proofs of their own 
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contentions that they did not notice the problems raised by their own 

arguments; and finally, this is the beat proof of all that the Arians 

really gave their minds to the cosmological relationships of the Pre- 

Incarnate Logos to the exclusion of everything else; without this 

last reason the other two would have been ineffective. C. Ar. II: 

1614A is referred to by Robertson in his Notes, not inaptly, as "One 

of the few passages in which Athanasius glances at the Arian Christology. " 

The passage concerned is: "If then indeed the Lord did not become man, 
let the Arians fight about it (sc. exegesis of Heb. 3: 2); but if the 
'Logos became flesh', what ought to have been said about Him when He 

became man, but, 'who was faithful to Him that made Him', .. ." The 

passage In question is about Arlan Christology only in the sense in 

which it has been defined above, and the fact that Robertson chose 

this passage for this note shows that Athanasius never had to deal with 

Arian Christology in any other sense. At the and of the Arian 

controversy. In Ep. ad Adelphium 1, Athanasius refers to a new group 

of heretics whom he describes as having the tenets of the Arians, but 

who have gone one step worse than classical Arianism, in that while 

classical Arianism gave its assent to the Incarnation, they denied not 

only the Deity of the Logos, but also His appearances in the flesh. 

If the classical Arians ever did have a formal doctrine of the 

Incarnation, it must have been very formal and empty, since their 

whole exegesis was based on a wanton ignoring of the distinction 

between the Pre-existent Son and His Flesh or humanity; even their 

use of the Synoptic Texts (no difference can be detected in their 

use of these and of the texts elsewhere, in the treatment of the issues 

by Athanasius), was simply the culminating point of their impudence. 

Thus, there is no Christology in classical Arianism in the usual sense. 
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The same general points apply to soteriology, and indeed they have 

already been made with reference to soteriology. It only remains to 

be added, as evidence, that the Arian catena of Synoptic texts, as in 

C. Ar. III: 26-58, actually stops short of Crucifixion itself, 

extending only up to the Cry of Dereliction; the Arians were perhpas 

fortunate that they did not try to get as far as the Atoning Death on 

the Cross, because any attempt to use this, granted their basic 

premises, would have produced a sheer horror of a theology (? ) which 

would have in comparison made Marcion look like Irenaeus. 

To sum up, it appears that Arianism is quite exceptional, 

even for a unitary creed, even in the age when the method of loci 

theologici had not been invented or was being used only in direct 

expositions of the creeds, in Its complete concentration on the one 

doctrine which, for itself, was the thing that mattered. Indeed, 

its concentration almost approached monomania, and we can tell from 

Athanaslus's treatment that the monomania was really in the mind of 

the Arians and not an artefact produced by any dishonest suppressions 

by the orthodox. If theology is really a unity even when and though 

full justice must be done to its diversity, any error in the place 

where the Arians erred will inevitably produce errors everywhere else - 

as Athanasius says in so many words, In principle. 
(186) 

Thus, it 

would have paid the orthodox theologians either to point out the 

secondary errors in detail, or, If the Arians were by some mischance 

correct in the other places, the absurdity and crass illogicality of 

grafting these secondary truths on to the primary error. The fact 

that arguments of this kind in circumstantial detail almost never 

occur in Athanasius is proof that the Arlan theology is unitary in a 

far more absolute way than, for instance, the theology of Athanasius 

(186) See C. Ar. I: 8, where Athanasius makes the point with reference to a large number of topics, but without giving any Arian examples. 
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himself which is often and correctly taken as one of the supreme 

examples of the unitary principle; in fact, this principle is carried 

in Arianism almost to the point of parody. 

(8) The final positive characteristic of Arianism, which 

we have left to last because it most clearly shows the innermost heart 

and soul of the doctrine, is that it was virtually the only belief, in 

the days before modern atheism, to formulate systematically the idea 

that there were certain statements which were prima facie truths about 

God but which were really truths about creet-: 'res and creaturely 

reality. There were, in the ancient classical world, the instances of 

Xenophanes, with his satirical criticism of traditional Greek 

polytheistic religion, and, in a different way, the criticisms of the 

Platonic Socrates, the Plato of the later books of the "Republic", 

and perhaps the Athenian Sophists against the same target; and there 

was the more definite atheism of Lucretius, as being an extreme case 

of the Epicurean School as a whole. But there are two things which 

are absolutely unique in ancient times; firstly, the systematic way 

in which the principle was applied, and secondly, the fact that it 

was applied in a highly unitary system, and, what is more, applied to 

the entity that was the systematic focus of the unity (or, at least, 

shared the focus with God the Father). This principle was applied in 

two ways, analogy and Scriptural exegesis. We have already seen, and 

we shall see again, that Arian argument, and possibly also the 

innermost logic of Arian thought, was based on the idea that human 

categories are to be applied to God. This waýespecially the case with 

the idea of Sonship, and the human characteristic of the temporal 

priority of Father over son was applied to God even if the cost was 
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the ruination of the whole notion; the second Person can only be the 

Power of God and the Wisdom of God in the same way as men or even 

locusts are the power of God; 
(187) 

the unity of Father and Son cannot 
(Ba 

be greater than that which Christ envisaged between man and God) The 

Arians were not even held up by the logical difficulties of applying 

analogies from plural realities to a unique being, creaturely or 

otherwise. It was the same with Arian exegesis. he have already 

noticed that it can only be explained as the manifestation of some 

perverse principle which drove the Arians to their exegetical 

conclusions regardless of context or even of the plain meaning of 

the words. We can now see that the principle was, here as before, 

the absolute supremacy of creaturely reality over Divine reality as 

a hermeneutic law. It was not even as if they ignored the passages 

Which, by any normal exegesis, referred unquestionably to Christ as 

trod. These were also interpreted as referring to creatures and 

ereaturely reality. We can admire the intellectual integrity of the 

Arians in this respect, but it makes their theological crime 

Immeasurably more serious. The fact that they were prepared to handle 

even the passages of Scripture that were apparently unfavourable to 

them puts to shame the average practitioner of the proof-text method. 

But it means that Athanasius is quite right to point out that if this 

principle is needed in the exegesis of passages concerning God the Son, 

why should it not equally apply to the Father? 
(189) 

In no other respect 

were the Arians so startlingly modern as in their use of the principle 

that what were apparently truths about God are really truths about 

(187) See the citations from Asterius in De Syn. 18-19 and elsewhere. 
(488) See Co Ar. IIIi 10 and following. 
(189) The passages are too numerous to be cited. 
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creatures. 
(190) 

Others might divinise creatures, but it was left to 

the Arians to reduce soundly and completely to the rank of creature One 

Whom earlier theology had always regarded, even &t its most obtuse, as 

being at least very nearly God (for argument's sake). There was 

nothing that closely corresponded to this in classical culture, and 

nothing that corresponded in any way in three centuries; and in terms 

of' what followed the Arians remained absolutely unique for a millennium 

and a half. 

The end result of this survey is that Arianism appears as a 

doctrine that is strongly cosmological and unitary in outlook, but 

which nevertheless maintains, with the most extreme fanLiticiam, that 

the principal cosmological entity is in the most absolute sense a 

creature, as distinct from God; when we come to examine it in 

relation to all its predecessors, not least Christian truth, we find 

that there is no true precursor, but that in all cases there is this 

peculiar indirect and paradoxical relationship. This appears at first 

sight to be absolutely unique in history. But on a further 

examination we find that there is one other doctrine of just this 

character. There is indeed one big difference between this doctrine 

and Arianism, which has hitherto distracted attention from their basic 

resemblance, but the author refuses to believe that this difference is 

of fundamental significance - not on his own authority, but on the 

authority, in advance, so to speak, of Athanasius himself! In some 

respects these two are alike; in others they are dialectically 

antithetical; but the author is convinced now that the resemblances 

and differences together form a most instructive comparison, and if 

(190) In this Fe erbach, Marx, Freud, and Bultmann strikingly agree. 
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both doctrines are studied in relation to each other, a great deal 

about each that is often obscure will come into sharp focus. 

The thesis which the author wishes to maintain is that the 

fundamental impulse of Arianism was identical with that of Marxism, 

that it was the form that Marxism took in an earlier age which was not 

ready for its more startling innovations, that Arianism has its true 

equivalent and culmination in Marxism, that the differences between 

them can be precisely accounted for by the differences in the 

environment, partly the secular environment but principally and 

decisively developments in Christian theology, that each doctrine 

throws light on the other, especially where it is held on ordinary 

reckoning to be contradictory and paradoxical, and, to show that the 

superiority is not all on one side, that there are some interests 

close to the heart of Marxism that are better expressed by Arius than 

by Marx himself; finally, that when Athanasius predicted that the 

Arians would end by denying the Father too, what he saw in his 

nightmares ash not Julian in the fourth century but Marx and Lenin 

in the twentieth; in any case, Athanasius saw, with incredible far- 

sightednessg that any attempt to combine what might be called the 

internal logic of Arianism with the traditional Christian and 

Trinitarian orthodoxy and above all liturgy, would immediately result 

in a position which - on Athanasius's own description of : Lt! *- is 

literally identical with that of Marx, and perhaps even more so, 

Feuerbach. Even if this hypothesis is far-fetched, it is certainly 

true that both Arianism and Marxism are fanatical reactions against 

idealist tendencies in philosophy and religion, especially idealist 

misunderstandings and perversions of the Doctrine of God the Creator - 
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with the exception in each case that the reaction stops short of crude 

materialism, maintaining its impetus and one might almost say, power 

of fascination, by preserving the most important and fascinating feature 

of the position that it attacked, its unitary sense. 

For one thing, there are too many incidental resemblances 

between Marxism and Arianism to be entirely accidental. There is the 

bare fact of history that both movements originated in the centre of 

culture, philosop4y, and especially what may be called Christian 

civilisation - Alexandrian Egypt was the Germany of the Fourth century - 

and spread centrifugally from this centre to, in the case of Arianism, 

finish as the religion of the Teutonic barbarians, a course analogous 

to the spread of Marxism into what was, on the standards of the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the periphery of civilisation. 

Bishop Ulfilas was the Mao Tse Tung of the Arian revolution. The other 

thing is the militant proletarianism of the Arians, and especially 

Arius himself, of which Athanasius complains so eloquently in C. Ar. I: 

22. 
(191) 

In a manner, at any rate, which was felt to be a pointed 

contrast with the tradition of the church, they went out of their way 

to make converts among the proletariat, by methods which appealed to 

their own minds, at whatever cost to reverence or truth, the accosting 

of people in the market place, the earthy analogies so plausibly misused, 

the imitation popular songs like the typical Thalia, the jingle slogans 

(in general, all the Arian statements appear to have been designed for 

the maximum of this effect), probably, the whole atmosphere of the 

slick advertiser or agitator, which the Church found thoroughly novel 

and odious. Above all, there seems to have been a deliberate policy 

of acquiring recruits among the proletariat of the market place. Nhile 

following this line in his dealings, Arius showed a very high level of 

intellectual sophistication, a combination that is one of the rarest in 

(191) See also Newman's notes on this chapter for further historical ParAl% "&AQ _ 
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history at any time before the twentieth century. The only people who 

can be entertained as rivals in this particular are Iamblichus the 

Stoic of Pergamum, the Rousseauists and French Revolutionaries, and 

Karl Marx and his followers; and of these Marx alone can rival Arius 

as a pare-theologian. In fact, the proletarianism or Arius, in many 

ways, makes that of Marx and the Communist movement in general look 

by comparison theoretical, in their own pejorative sense. The latter 

have not, after all, as Arius did, exploited the sexy "pop"-song(192) 

and its rhythms, the sea-shanty, or other similar phenomena, 
093)to 

propagate their views. Arius, in a way still unique, combined the 

atmosphere of Marx with that of the modern rock-'n-roll singer, 

proletarianism at Its best and at its worst. The proletarian movement-- 

in Christianity is a most fascinating study, which will abundantly 

repay much more thorough Investigation than it has received, although 

it would be quite impossible to do that here. There is no doubt that 

there is such a tradition or type of tradition, and, however much it 

is based in the Bible and represents an emphasis that other forms of 

Christianity have culpably neglected, the fact remains that it has 

either been a permanent opposition party within Christianity, or else 

frankly heretical; in fact, since at least Marx it has separated 

altogether from Christianity. After the New Testament anyway, 

proletarianism was first explicitly propounded by Marcion, with his 

doctrine that salvation was to come to Cain, the Sodomites, etc., and 

damnation to the leaders of the Old Testament like Abel, Moses, etc, 
(194) 

(192) This is, after all, what Thalias really were. 
(193) See Philostorgius Its 2. 
(191+) See Irenaeus. Adv. Heer. Book I: eh. 27. 
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Then after a long period underground, probably in various gontanist 

and Manichaean movements, we find the same sort of thing once again on 

the surface in Joachim of Flora and the Fraticelli, a thousand years 

after Marsion, at which stage the tradition becomes traceable with 

suf beiert eontinatty right to the Prench Revolution, Hegel, and 

Maarx. At this point it became separated from its Christian roots, and 

has been the so rge of mankind ever since. It is interesting to 

Observe Arius in the am& line. There does not appear to be any obvious 

necessary connection between Arius and Marcion - unless possibly it 

derives from the fact that this Logos Christology, in its philosophical, 

phil-Hellanis, and idealist form was almost certainly an over-emphasis 

on God the Creator as a reaction against Marcion - something which the 

average theological history strangely neglects - and likewise became 

the favourite doctrine among the intellectual upper class of the Church; 

for both these reasons, anybody like Arius who was militantly reacting 

against this would tend to drop back to Marcionite attitudes. One 

would have to say attitudes rather than ways of thought; as doctrines 

Arianism and Marcionitiam have little in common. 

Before we go any further, we must correct a very common error 
in the interpretation of Marxism, that is, the notion that it was 

merely a species of coon or garden materialism 
ä la Haeckel, a 

misconception that has deceived even such an acute observer as Karl 

Barth. 
(195) 

On this basis, it is impossible to make anything but 

unintelligible nonsense of this most significant philosophy. It can 

only be understood as a paradoxical and indirect continuation of, or 

reaction from, Hegelianism, by way. of that underrated intermediary, 

Feuerbach; the effect was to continue the Hegelian tradition in many 

ways, while in other ways, Hegel was completely inverted. 
(196) 

The 

(195) See Ch. Dogm. Vol. III. Pt. II pp. 387 ff. 
(196) This will be fully treated, with references, in Appx. 
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best place to begin the study of Marxism is not even Hegel's Logic, 

but the Philosophy of Religion. Here, Hegel accepts Christianity as 

the Absolute Religion, or rather, as the de facto religion which, at 

the then present moment, expresses par excellence the Absolute Religion, 

albeit in an imperfect and semi-mythological form. The crown of 

Hegelian religion is in two doctrines; that Absolute Reason (the 

equivalent of God the Father) postulates what He is not and dirempta 

Himself therein, producing as his Antithesis His exact Image (the 

equivalent of the Son, but actually the World; this is the meaning of 

Creatio per Verbum); the Synthesis is Spirit, or Absolute Reality. 

(The whole is, for Hegel, the true and - dare we say it - 

demythologized equivalent of the Doctrine of the Trinity). Secondly, 

and even more important, all faith and all religion culminate and find 

their truth in the absolute identity of human and divine nature; Jesus 

Christ is the person in whom this identity was first manifested in 

perfect self-consciousness . (This is the demythologized equivalent 

of the orthodox Christology). Why Hegel said this is not quite clear, 

but we might hazard a guess that this is the inevitable result of all 

natural theology, of which Hegelianism is the Apotheosis (in a strictly 

derived and non-etymological sense! ); and that God is absolute, 

religiously, by definition, and that Reason (i. e. for Hegel, human 

essence) is also absolute, philosophically, by definition, and if 

anyone objects that one is here identifying Reason as something formal 

with Reason as a sort of pantheistic Substance, the answer is simply 

that Hegelianiam is what one gets when this distinction is ignored, and 

in fact, it depends on this distinction not being made. 
(197) 

The 

resemblance between Hegelianism and the Stoic-Heraelitean Logos doctrine 

(197) As is evident from the very beginning of Hegel's "Logic". 
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is obvious; in fact, Hegelianism is the modern revival of Greek 

philosophy, at a very much higher level of sophistication, complexity, 

and organisation, together with certain elements, like history, which 

were not Hellenic interests but which Hegel owed to the intervening 

Christian Faith. With the situation as it was, it only required an 

almost negligible modification by Feuerbach(198) to institute one of 

the great revolutions in philosophical history. lie only had to point 

out, if there is an ultimate identity between humanity and deity, what 

is "God" but the highest essence of man? And what motive can one have 

for belief in any other sort of god, that is, a god who is in any way 

distinct from man, but man's own imperfection and alienation from his 

own highest essence? These arguments are already present, in only a 

very slightly different form, In Hegel himself. When we bear this in 

mind, we can see that what Marx did was to repeat Feuerbach's rubbing 

off of the top stage, at one stage lower. Feuerbach left the highest 

essence of humanity as the Absolute, in the position occupied by Deity 

in the Hegelian philosophy of religion. What Marx is really saying, in 

the Theses on Feuerbach, the German Ideology, and other similar writings, 

is really that this highest level is likewise only relevant insofar as 

it can be identified with the next lower level - the world of things. 

This is the reason for the emphasis on economics in Marxism - that it 

is the field, par excellence, where the essence of man and the essence 

of things are, in Hegelian terms, absolutely identical, in the same way 

in which, for Hegelianiam, human and divine natures were regarded as 

identical. But, on the other hand, what might be described as the 

Hegelian belief in the Logos is absolutely unimpaired in Feuerbach and 

(198) The most famous work of Feuerbach is his "Wesen des Christentums', 
(E. T. "Essence of Christianity"). 
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certainly in Marx, which accounts for the decisively monistic element 

in Marxism, and also for the persistence and even intensification of 

the Hegelian progressivism and historicism. In fact, the Arian 

statement that the Logos (because, as we have shown above, this is the 

title for the Second Person that was really intended) was a creature 

expresses the heart and soul of Marxism much more clearly than 

anything in Marx or any other Marxist, and in a form which enables 

one much better to make sense of what are usually regarded as the 

paradoxes of Marxism. It is also the exact formal equivalent of ! 1arx's 

combination of atheism and monism. 

The great difference between Arianism, at the stage that we 

know, and Marxism is that the former still took the name of God the 

Father. On the other hand, the practical emphasis was so much on the 

creaturehood of the Son-Logos that we are entitled to ask how significant 

the Father reelly was for them. Nothing is more striking than the way 

in which Athanasius repeatedly minimises the significance of this relic 

of Christian faith. Even when he calls Arianism "Jewish", on the 

strength of this, he always makes it clear that he has in mind not 

Abraham and loses, as if the Arians were comparable with the "foolish 

Galatips", but the Sadducees, those cynics whom our Lord refuted out 

of the Old Testament, and Caiaphae, in whom Jewry apostasised from its 

Lord. He repeatedly says that the arguments for Arianism are properly 

arguments for atheism, and we have seen how that worked out in the case 

of Athanasius of Anaearba; and he predicts, in season and out of season, 

that the Arians will end by denying the Father as well - not only in the 

sense of denying His paternity, but of denying His deity. 
(199) 

With the 

(199) This is rather different from the sort of statement that the 
Arian motive in having a Father in the first place was really 
to dishonour the Son. What Athanasius is saying in the relevant 
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example of modern atheism before us, it is dangerous to dismiss this 

as rabies theologornm. There are several possible reasons for this 

measure of disagreement between Arius and Marx, or rather, why Marx 

and Feuerbach were able to take to completion the process which we 

see, in very imperfect form, in Arius and the Arians. Firstly, as we 

have noticed and shall notice again below, the whole logical system of 

not only Marx but Hegel was so strange that it is not surprising that 

the Arians were slow to grasp it in full. There are two aspects to 

this question. One is the idea that the Absolute can be really 

progressive, the idea that same comparatively easily to Hegel and was 

expressed by the Hegelian doctrine of the Absolute progressively coming 

to self-consciousness. The combination of progressivism and historicism 

in Marx shows that in this regard he was still a Hegelian. As we shall 

show below, this corresponds precisely to the idea that the Logos was 

Now, this idea was shocking for the Greeks, as for almost 

everybody else. For them the Ultimate or Absolute was by its very 

essence unalterable, and any alteration, including progress in our 

modern familiar sense, could only be a property of creatures or 

dependent and non-ultimate realities. This is especially true of the 

passages, C. Ar. (in all cases): It 18: b9A; 25: 643' 29 end: 33: 80C35 
end; 63 beginning, especially; II: 28: 205D-208A (if the Son is a 

creator by skill, one would have to say the same about the Father); 
32 beg.; III: 7 beg .; 63 bet, (especially; the Father would exist 
also by counsel); 66: 464B (if the Son might not have been good, so 
might not the Father); is that the Arians were not denying or 
virtually denying only the Paternity of the Father in such a way as 
to leave the Deity, but the Deity as well, for the express reason 
that Scripture and faith compel us to say the same sort of thing 
about the Father as about the Son. T ere ore (in disagreement with 
Newman's note on be Decr. 1, and onýiý9S in Vol. II of the 1881 
ed. of "Select Treatises .. . ") when Athanasius calls the Arians 
atheists, he means it, not only in the ancient sense of non- 
acceptance of the uua4 gods or of God in the usual way, but that 
it all but applied he most literal modern sense. 
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Socratic dialogues of Plato, which as we have suggested were popular at 

that time. In the last analysis it was this that made the Arians baulk 

at attributing ultimacy to this Logos, and to preserve a "Father" who 

was for them in fact otiose except for being an abstractly unchangeable 

entity. But the fact remains that for the Arians this changeable and 

progressive Logos-Son was the COSMOLOGICAL ultimate, the Absolute 

compared with the cosmos, and it was on this basis that Athanasius 

criticised Arianism in C. Ar. II: 18-44; for this reason it was the 

creaturely Logos-Son that was really the significant Person for the 

Arians. They were, in a perverted sense, just as Christocentric as 

Barth, Calvin, or Athanasius himself ever were or ever claimed to be; 

it was this that made their theology so appalling. But the fact remains 

that, Hellenistic thought being what it was as distinct from modern 

Europe, it would have been impossible for a philosopher or theologian 

even to approach the Hegelian and Marxist doctrine of a progressive 

Absolute until they had already got to the stage of declaring that the 

Logos was a creature; that is, he could not be a Hegelian till he was 

already at the stage of Feuerbach. But Athanasius is intensely and 

unpleasantly surprised that such a doctrine is even thinkable, and 

the remarkable thing is not that Arius failed to anticipate Hegel and 

Marx but that he came as close as he did to doing so. 

The same applies to the other great novelty of Arianism, which 

is very closely related to the above, but which is even more interesting 

and striking to a modern student. We have already analysed passages in 

which the Arians maintained that the Logos wasi1)¬lt'tS in the sense of 

being an ethical entity, and seen that the Arian treatment of this 

issue was so appallingly bad that the suggestion obtrudes itself 

irresistibly that the Arians were trying to express something that was 
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completely novel, and for which the philosophy and theology of their 

day provided no conceptual tools at all. Now, when we analyse C. Ar. 

I: 35, which Athanasius intends to be his definitive treatment of the 

idea of the Logos being -ipCif-ros, and which we shall quote in extenso 
1/ 

below, we find that it concerns itself almost exclusively with -ffCw-mj 

in the sense, and the modern sense at that, of progressive. The author 

feels quite definitely that the thing that the Arians were trying to 

express, and could not, is the idea that a creature, that is, the 

Second Person as such, can be radically progressive. There is no 

doubt that Arius at any rate would have had to understand the progress 

of the Logos in this way. With Asterius, the case is much more 

uncertain; in fact, one of the things that Athanasius is pointing out 

when he attacks the doctrine of Asterius, that the Second Person, as 

Wisdom, was wise through participation in the impersonal Wisdom of God, 

is that this really undercuts this whole notion. It really undercuts 

the whole cosmological absoluteness of the Second Person and reduces 

Him really to the human level. But, to return to the issue at hand, 

no Greek could conceive the idea of radical progress. Change is 

essentially for them change and decay, and the only notion of progress 

was the biological growth which is inevitably followed by irreversible 

senescence and death, or at best one moment in a cyclic change. 

Likewise the idea of true radical progress is not Christian. Progress, 

as we find it in Scripture and in the theology of Irenaeus, is always 

progress and growth into the stature of the Perfect Man, the Humanity 

of Christ Who, being eternally God, has already come as Man in all His 

perfection. We can see then the novelty of the doctrine of radical 

progress in the creature, that is, a creature that progresses through 

something entirely within its own nature which cannot be simply 
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represented as a pre-existence of the perfect state which teleologically 

directs the progress, and once again we have to note the intense 

surprise in Athanasius that such a thing can be even conceived, let 

alone put down on paper. For, in spite of the efforts of Asterius 

and Arius himself to water down the logic of their position, the 

progress of the Logos-Son would have to be radical. They wished to 

have a Person who was a creature, but who progressed towards something 

formally and materially indistinguishable from perfection and tOf 

progreae 
florally, 

ethically, and deliberately, at that. How could 

such progress be anything but radical if he has no real comprehension 

of the essence of the Father or even of his own essence as a creature 

of the Father? The amazing thing, once again, is that the Arians went 

as close as they did to anticipate not only Hegel but post-Hegelian 

evolutionism as we find it in Darwin and his successors. Any difference 

is due to the fact, that& for the reasons that we have given above, a 

Greek thinker could conceive radical progress in the creature as a 

possibility only after he had numbered the Logos-Son in that class, a 

sort of converse of the condition that we postulated in the last 

paragraph. 

So much for the novelty of Arianism. The second possible 

reason for the differences between Arianism and Hegel-Marx is the 

great difference in the general environment of the two ages. It is 

almost a truism that the third and fourth centuries in the Graeco- 

Roman world were a period of a general loss of confidence in things 

human and material. The Roman Empire was in palpable decay, people's 

minds were turning more and more to a transcendent god, whether the 

True God or the gods of the mystery religions, and in philosophy the 

pantheistic and worldly Stoic Logos philosophy had been already 
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replaced by Neo-Platonism with its genuinely transcendent Absolute. 

Under these circumstances, it was only natural for the Arians to keep, 

in a formal way, the doctrine of a transcendent Father-God. On the 

other hand, the nineteenth century was a time of intoxication with 

material progress of science and man's state in the world, and to 

that extent a turning away from the transcendent. But this factor is 

as nothing compared with the differences in the Christian environment. 

In the days of Arius, the theology of the Church was not quite sure of 

the Trinitarian doctrine in its full sense. In the nineteenth century, 

the absolute equality and absolute unity of the Three Persons had been 

read, chanted, and proclaimed every Sunday in every Church for sixteen 

centuries. And what is more important still, it has been proclaimed 

that, in the most literal sense, God was in Christ, reconciling the 

world unto Himself, having taken upon Himself the form of a servant, 

. Under these circumstances, the Arian solution, or rather, the 

position actually reached by the Arians, became obviously impossible. 

A "God" the Father utterly removed from the world had been put right 

out of court. Once the Logos had been accepted as a creature, there 

was no alternative but to go the whole distance to atheism. In this 

way, the various stages in the declension from idealistic Christianity, 

to Marxist atheism happened in a different order in the fourth and 

nineteenth centuries, and at the earlier time what were later the 

first stages could not happen till the last stage had been consuzmnated, 

and there were some stages that were never reached in the fourth 

century, but they are recognisably the same process. 

To confirm this analysis of Arianism, we shall quote two 

lengthy extracts from the Contra Arianos I, which show that, whether 
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the above theory is too far--fetched for the intentions of Arianism or 

not, it is certainly true that Hegelianism and Marxism are what 

Athanasius saw in it, and that what Athanasius saw in his nightmares 

as the ultimate consequence of Arian ways of thought was, in fact, 

this modern foe of Christian Faith in the most literal sense. First, 

ch. 17, beginning at PG XXVI 481 

"Next, let them tell us - or rather, let them see from this the impiety 
(-rvl vd odAPE Jj in saying, ' Once He was not, and, ' He was not before 
His generation, ' - for if the Logos does not co-exist with the Father 

eternally, the Triad would not be eternal, but would be a Monad at 
first, which would later become a Triad by accretion (& i"Kgf), 

and as time went on, our knowledge of theolo y would, according to 

them, have increased and become established. 

t200) 
And further, if the 

Son is not the proper Offspring of the Father's Essence bitt has come 
to be ex nihilo, then 

£g 
O V17 K öv-rzs 

v. ctd'rd l9 Tý 201) 
and there 

was once when the Triad was not, but there was rather a 'Monad; and 

at one time the Triad was deficient (b Lo111Y) and at another time 

complete, that is, deficient before the Son came to be, but complete 

when He was in existence. And henceforth a thing originate is reckoned 

with the Creator, and what once did not exist is deemed to be God and is 

glorified along with Him Who ever is! And what is more serious, the 

Triad turns out to be unlike Itself 0, %µ01 consisting of 
distinct and alien natures and essences. 

(2C2) 
And this is the same as 

saying that the thing that holds the Triad together is in the 

creaturely sphere. 
(203) 

And what sort of religion (®606i# EI-Q Is this 

which manages to be unlike itself, but which is in process of 

completion as time goes on, and is at one time not so, and at another 
time so? For probably it will receive another accession, and so on 

ad infinitum, since right from the very start it was constituted by 
-40 

. 
1C F -14' ÖV'rpS'i1T00 e�ov K -r dar'bvS )L g 

Ia'£ 
k <; i -5-vV£d-1 ý 

ES' 200) lrp! p 1 

(201) "of nothing the Triad consists. " We have left the Greek original 
because modern English misses Its force - the thing that holds 
the Triad together and enables it to stand up is - nothing! 

(202) 4výýl ?£ "0 rd. of Oýi6idw_('" 
ýýr"ýy 

ý� ^ý All ct ýýfra, ý-ý1 i (203) 8ee above, n. -180. This 1w - time we have made the teration in the English, to Newman's 
and Robertson's translation. 
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aceretion(20l). And so undoubtedly it may decrease, since it is plain 

that what is added can be subtracted. " If it is possible to confirm 

that Arianism, at any rate as seen by Athanasius, was really a 

foretaste of Hegel and Marx, this passage does it. What Athanasius 

is saying, with extreme and obvious surprise and sarcasm, is that 

Arius and his followers have found a new and really radical variety 

of progress and development, far better than an organism developing 

according to a pattern present even in the embryo; far better than 

the dilatation and contraction of Stoicism and theologians like 

Marcellus of Ancyra. What this new form of development is, is nothing 

less than progress by a thing taking into itself what it is not, and 

forming a synthesis with it. This is in fact a perfect description 

of the Hegelian logic and ontology. At least Athanasius is saying 

that this is the sort of thing that the Arians must be saying and 

meaning if they do not explicitly reject the Doctrine of the Trinity, 

which, we must always remember, played a vital part in the Church's 

liturgy and liturgical tradition long before it was deliberately and 

theologically articulated. This is another instance of what we have 

noted before; in the field of logic, ontology, and ontogeny too, the 

Hegelian principle, owing to its utter novelty, could not manifest 

itself In ancient times until the idealist axiology had already been 

repudiated: and in this respect the Arians had already arrived at the 

position of Feuerbach. In the nineteenth century these principles were 

able to emerge at a much earlier stage because of the intervention of 

centuries of Trinitarian theology, and especially of Joachim of Flora(205) 

and his successors over a period of 700 years; this latter gave Hegel a 

well-established tradition not only of progressivism but of a triadic 

rhythms in a Trinitarian context too, which ultimately developed into 

the doctrine of Thesis, Antithesis, and Synthesis. But there Is 
(204) & ipr 6ý KOS' ýc cV ! `TTa. 'r � 
(205) Joachim ofl Flora (1130-1202), is famous for his doctrine of the 
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another important point too that Athanasius makes. As long as the 

idealist axiology is accepted, the above system, although it goes 

much too far, is still consistent with one aspect anyway of true 

Christian faith, the elevation of the creature into a genuine sharing 

of the Divine life by grace. Athanaaius is accusing the Arian 

principle of having the opposite consequences, in that it would involve 

God with creaturely life in such a way that the principle of unity in 

the resultant quasi-Trinity would be in the creaturely order. The 

implication of all this is that any further attempt to take the 

Doctrine of the Trinity seriously would simply degrade God the Father 

to the rank of creature, and thus go the whole distance to atheism in 

one blow. The Arians would be unable to avoid the consequences if 

pressed, even though there is no record come down to us of any actual 

hyper-Arian atheism - unless Julian the Apostate was in this class. 

To do so, they would have to restore the axiology of the earlier 

idealist forms of philosophical theology and (as regards the nineteenth 

century) of Hegel, and that would mean that they would lose their 

essential characteristic. Their very raison d'etre was the 

repudiation of all such idealism; the only two possible states were 

God as an abstract Creator and the state of being a creature, and the 

side to which they were overwhelmingly committed, practically, 

emotionally, and existentially, was the latter. They were in no 

position to reply effectively to the charges in the chapter quoted, 

and this whole extract is proof that, as Athanaslus saw it, they had, 

Kingdom of the Father (from Abraham to the Incarnation) 
followed by the Kingdom of the Son (42 generations after the 
Incarnation on analogy of Pratt. 1: 17) followed by the Kingdom 
of the Spirit which he provisionally expected in A. D. 1260, 
taking a generation as 30 years. 
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for all the differences in detail, already taken the decisive step 

identical to that taken later by Feuerbach, and which would, sooner 

or later, give rise to the same explicit conclusions. 

Another section of the C. Ar. I which demands special 

attention in this connection is ch. 35, where 

the Logos is 1p 'r' Jis considered in detail. 
i� &j ö 4o'Oe ? pp , it is superfluous to 

simply to write down what they say, and so to 
irreligion. . ." After putting the question, 

the Arian doctrine that 

"As to their question 

examine it; it is enough 

show their daring 
in the Arlan wry, in the 

passage already cited above, Athanasius continues with his answer; 
"It is just part of their heresy to speak and think this way; for, when ones 
they have concocted a god out of nothing and a created Son, of course 

they will select such terms as suitable to a creature. However ..... 
what can be more loathsome (4 iAfwT(! ) than their doctrine? Is it not 

Vi 
C e.. 
_W 

ACVIý) enough .... to make one 
stop 

one's ears from astonishment (Fj 

at what these people are saying, as he hears novel words(206) which are 
blasphemous in their very nature and expression(207). For if the Logos is 

4E+r i 
and »\c io 

µ£Vo9 how will He stay(208) and ghat will be the 

end of His development? Or how can the -reGW-. v j' be like the 40CAr"? 

And how can he that has seen the Alterable Tf'f; W-rvv ) be deemed to 

have seen the Unalterable? To what state will He have to arrive, for 

one to be able to see the Father In Him(210) For it is clear that one 

would not always see the Father in Him, since the Son is always altering 

and has a changeable ý}r ature(211) . For the Father is unalterable and 

unchangeable (dý/al%%ýýwr), and is always in the same state and is the 

same(212) but if, as they hold, the Son Is alterable, and not always 
the same, but is of an always changing nature, how can such a one be 

the Image of the Father, as He does not have the likeness of His 

ý%4 4c, ß 
K. y i (20k) Mignn' s note "Seguer. Gobler et Felok 1. CWs vO 

,: A Ký�W ,` 
Seguer ^bid dK50wV" Caeteri et editi £ wos it 

, 
ýdL)ºo v61 

, 
FCti' JvToýj. Q.. I výv dKov ý ýý KF. vc. ýv .\\ 

(207 ý( -rzDo svTc�iV alv fý d/ 1T d 

(208) -tß; 
(ýTi b' 0V - in what state - see Migne) j 

(209) rv -rE; 
x0 

, 

.. s f'rrrd 
o ff 

210 Tv 
7t7ý 

bt, Pý 
d(ý £dýv C V) 7-Ot d t<nLr1 . 4lß l öýý 

v�ý c Tý i t. ý re v 

11 jj To d2ý ER'ýöýeýLI 1v ,, cc", V. 'Gýj ý, (ilýolov Ev"ý f' dvTov F ýdý 
(212)s ( 

crd*i wS £ £I ICS t iý Kal 0 Xu roJ' £ tj j 
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unalterableness(213)? How can He be really in the Father, if He can 
choose in either direction? 

(21 ) 
Nay, perhaps, as He is alterable and 

strives day by day, perhaps He is not perfect yet. . ." There is much 

about this section that will have to be studied later, but the important 

point now is the meaning of the word? Evr-ýf, as is revealed by the way 

in which the argument is handled by Athanasius. This word hes been 

either left untranslated, or translated by "alterable", etc., following 

the L. N. F--N. F.; the same applies, mutatis mutandis, to the corresponding 

privative forms. Newman, in his notes on ch. 35, points out thatf 

means, "not 'changeable', but of an ethical nature cnpvble of 
1d`' 'improvement. " and that "changeable" would be, 

_ 
The 

alternatives, "changeable" in the sense of change by pure chance, and 

"changeable" in the sense of being caused to change, cannot be admitted 

here as possibilities. Not even the Arians would entertain the former 

for such a being as their Logos-bon, and the latter is specifically 

what they go out of their way to exclude. Thus, in the Arlan 

understanding of the formula in question, Newman's interpretation is 

certainly correct. 

There are two elements in the meaning of ýfJýg f, the 

ethical character, complete with the possibility of choosing evil, and 

the progressive character. It is noteworthy that here Athanusius does 

not devote a great deal of attention to refuting the purely ethical 

aspect of this Arian doctrine, and that he gives almost all his attention 

to the progressive element, that is, where it is perfectly clear which 

(213) Ae f, 
iov' Sä +raf'- 

(21W )d if %ov ý 
ýrvIr -irr0 rÖ£61v. 

(215) He gives more attention to ethics in C. Ar. 5152, also with 
reference to the idea of the Logos being - it &, but this is 
not the definitive treatment. 
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element is in question. 
(215) This is, in fact pretty well confirmed 

in ch. 36, where Athanasius gives the true doctrine in contrnot with 

the heresy. This shows that when the Arians described the Logos as 

-{PEir3 it was progress that was in their minds, and is yet another 

confirmation of our thesis about the inner basis of Arianism. We 

must observe again, even though we are repeating it ad neueearn, the 

surprise so eloquently expressed by Athanasius that such doctrines are 

even thinkable. The fact that progressivism was the point at issue 

is finally confirmed by the whole tone of the chapter. When we read 

it again, in the twentieth century, it has an ominously familiar ring. 

What Athanasius is talking about is nothing else but the great endemic 

heresy of our age, which finally reached a screaming climax in the 

"German Christian" movement of 1933, the heresy that is otherwise 

virtually peculiar to the last two centuries. It is the idea that 

there is a progressive revelation of God, in the sense that the Agent 

and Instrument of revelation itself develops even to the point of 

contradicting its earlier stages, so that we can expect further more 

perfect manifestations of God and are released in principle from the 

obligation to take the earlier manifestations - concretely, the 

Incarnate Christ - with absolute seriousness. It is another sign of 

the supreme greatness of Athanasius that he foresaw, In so many words, 

the time when people would say that Adolf Hitler, or the spirit of 

modern man and modern science, or the Dialectic of History, would be 

held to be greater than Christ. This is not to say that Athanasius 

actually attributed these views to Arius or to any Arian, but what he 

is saying, with a truly appalling clarity and exactitude, is that this 

sort of position Is implicit in Arlan theology, and only just below the 

surface at that. 
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The fact that the Arians brought up the ethical and 
i "personalist" aspect of the Logos as - fC+rYOs , althou[.; h they did not 

make nearly so much of it as has been often maintained, is at first 

sight an argument against our theory and in favour of the theory that 

the Arians were pure Humanitarian Christologiste, until it is 

reuembered that this exactly corresponds to the most notorious dilemma 

and paradox of Marxism itself, and also of all the other successors of 

Hegel. It is implicit even in the ontogeny of larxiam; the path from 

the Absolute Idealism of Hegel to the monistic dialectical materialism 

of Marx was, as a matter of plain fact, through the pure humanism of 

Feuerbach. Arius would have revelled in the post-Hegelian dispute 

between Lotze and his followers, who maintained that the Absolute was 

personal and on that basis elaborated a philosophy of ethical idealism, 

and his opponents, who contended that the Absolute cannot be personal 

in that sense, and was therefore not in the sphere of ethico. 
(216) 

He perfectly understood the question at issue and in fact raised it 

himself. He would have enjoyed even more the question that is always 

eomin; up in Marxism of what merit can be attached to the actions of 

revolutionary heroes if the fulfilment is certain anyway-, and whether 

there is in fact any stimulus to ethical action under these circumstances. 

Communists have always shown the keenest and most pungent interest in 

the question of revolutionary ethics In the individuu, Jl, and in that 

sense in the ethics of monistic historical nec¬ssity, however 

paradoxical this whole subject must be for them. Probably the answer 

would be that the ultimate ethical subject must be the proletarian 

Marxist revolutionary movement as such, and in that sense the force 

of historical necessity itself, and that goodness in the individual 

(216) For a review of the question and references see Barth, Ch. 
Dog. (E. T. ) Vol. II: Pt. I pp. 291 fl. 
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consists in microcosmic conformity with this macrocosm -a good 

Hegelian answer, incidentally. This subject is too involved to be 

followed out here, but it is not too much to say that the Arian Idea 

of the Logos--Son, as such and in all His relative cosmological 

ultimacy, coming into His own glory as a reward for virtue or on the 

ground of His certain and foreknown constancy in behaviour, resembles 

nothing that has ever been conceived before or since quite as much as 

the Marxist idea of the proletariat being worthy of its glory because 

it would surely remain obedient to its revolutionary task, or the 

Hegelian idea in general of the Absolute being the Absolute and 

deserving the glory of the Absolute because it would come to perfect 

self-consciousness. Both these ideas are nonsensical and paradoxical 

enough anyway, on any other basis, but it is not too much to suggest 

that each can throw light on the other, and indeed that the Arian 

doctrine, with which they were incidentally very free, is in some ways 

once again a clearer statement of the Marxist position than Marx 

himself. 
eAeýtwi 

It only remains to point out that,, there is perhaps no respect 

in which Arianism is so startlingly modeern as in its treatment of ethics; 

even its preoccupation with progress is not quite so novel. The point 

that we are about to make comes out best when we consider simply the 

various correlations of ethics for Arianism rather than make a 

microscopic study of their teachings; perhaps a "free association" 

test, if such a thing were possible, would indicate it even more 

clearly. It is fair to say that, in general, most systems of morality, 

up till about 150 years ago, tended to correlate morality with something 

unchangeable, that is, a fixed moral or ethical code; a person was moral 
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in proportion as he conformed to this code, and any changeability in 

him was a deficiency in ethics and morality, however much, in practice, 

he might be liable to change. However we find in Arianism that the 

very thing that constitutes the ethical and moral character of the 

Second Person is his liability to change, at least! The correlates 

e his and , moralfit do not reside In the 

empiriae change and hangeabil of the moral being meelf. And 

the case is even more interesting than this, if our view is correct 

about the overriding importance of the notion of "progressiveness" 

in the meaning of the word rrDýýrr', 
ý 

, which also indicates the ethical 

nature of the Son. In this case, the ethical nature of the Son would 

actually be constituted by His advance, His progress, His change, in 

other words. This is in accord with much modern thought and sentiment, 

but the only system which has ever succeeded in saying anything like 

this with the clarity of Arianism is Marxism, once again where all 

traces of the rigid standard are regarded as bourgeois reaction and 

thus anathematized; this is precisely one of its most celebrated or 

notorious features, and the one that caused perhaps the greatest scandal 

to its Christian critics a century ago. 

There is a third passage, from C. Ar. II: 29: 209A - 31: 212B, 

in which the same general principle applies in a very unlikely context; 

that of the Arian Idea of the necessity for a cosmic Mediator of 

creation on the ground that creation could not stand God Himself: "If 

God, willing to create originate nature, and deliberating concerning it, 

conceives (ETrWVO¬I) and creates the Son, according to you, so 1 at 
through Him He may frame us, consider how great an impiety 

you have dared to utter. 

30 First, it atpears that the Son has come to be for us 
rather than wo 

So a. ýý�. (on the basis of I Cor. 11: 7-9) we would 
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be made God's Image, and for(217) His glory, but the Son would be our 
image and exist for our glory. And we would have come to be so as to 

exist, but- according to you - God's Logos was made as an instrument 
(6ÄX ýo' ), not that it might be, 

(218) 
but for our need, so that He 

isJ 
(constituted 

from our need, 
(219) 

not we from Him. Are not men who 

even conceive such thoughts worse than mad? For if the Logos had 

come to be for our sake, He would not have precedence over us with 
God, 

(220) 
for He would not have had Him within Him and taken counsel 

concerning us, but would have had us in Himself and, according to 
them, taken counsel concerning His own Logos. But if this is so, 
then perhaps the Father did not really will the Son at all; 

(221) 
for 

it would have been not in willing Him that He created Him, but, 

willing use He would have formed Him for our sake, for He would have 

conceived Him after us; so that, according to these irreligious men, 
in the long run the Son, Who same to be as an instrument, would be 

superfluous, now that they have come to be on behalf of whom He also 
was created. But If the Son alone was made by God alone because He 

could endure it, but we, because we could not, were made by 'Oac + 

gen. ), the Logos, why does He not first take counsel about Him 

but rather about us? ... Or, since He counsels about us first, why 
does He not make us first, since His will is sufficient for the 

constitution (c (di- c%v) of all things? But He would create Him first, 

yet counsel-first about us; and He would will us before the Mediator; 

and while He calls us creatures when He wills to create us and counsels 
about us, He would call Son and Proper Heir Him Whom He frames for our 
sake: But it would be we, for whose sake He made Him, who ought rather 

(217) el S 
(218) Athanasius lays great stress (see C. Ar. II : 51 ff. ) on the fact 

that even creatures are created by God simply to be what they are 
before any sort of relation arises; for a being to be held to be 
essentially constituted by relations would, for Athanasius, be 
an insult. See below, pp. 971-83. 

(219) dlüýv £ K1ý Cý 
WEd j' luv cl -. 6' ý 

(220) O IK & i-" d jciý 
ä£ 

-n (I1v j' Sßµ WV Tipi, 
'. 
ý -tnvU . ot ieV 

ýý d, (221) Tac .L oýid£ 0 
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be Balled sons; the alternative is(222) that He, Who is His Son, is 

rather the object of His previous thoughts and His will, for Whom He 

makes all us .... 
31 (But) ... the Logos was not made on our behalf, but rather 

we on His behalf, and all things were created in Him, For not on account 

of our weakness was He strong and made by the Father alone, that He 

might frame us through Him as through an instrument .... For even 
if it had seemed good to God not to make the things originate, still 
the Logos would have been not less with God and the Father in Him. At 

the same time things originate could not have come to be without the 
Logos; hence they have come to be through Him, and. fittingly. " 

This passage shows what would be the final absurd result of 

combining the basic Arian doctrine that the Logos was a creature with 

acceptance of the Father in any shape or form, and trying to justify 

this systems and give the Father a place, in terms of the stale old 

doctrine that a cosmic intermediary is necessary for creation itself; 

the Logos would take second place to the other creatures, particularly 

man, since He would be created in order that the others should come to 

be! It might appear at first sight that the argument depends on an 

idealistic over-estimate of the significance of creatures existing, 

even before creation, as ideas in the mind of God. But it is clear 

on closer examination that this is not so. Athanasius maintains most 

strongly that the Will of God, simply, and as such, is sufficient for 

the creation of all things, in the material sense, since God creates 

ex nihilo; this does not mean that God cannot postpone the creation 

of what He has planned, but that there can be no material force of 

resistance which delays the execution of God's will. Thus, the other 

creatures would, in a real sense, have temporal priority over the Logos, 

not only rations cogitandi (by God) but rations essendi. The 

(222) 
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consequences of this are expressed so lucidly by Athanasius that any 

paraphrase would be merely turbid. But the main point is that among 

the consequences would be a priority of constitution of the remaining 

creatures over the Logos. This idea of a Logos, or a god, constituted 

of human need, is exactly the view that Feuerbach found as the true 

essence of all religion,. and which he took as his starting point for 

his reduction of it to the field of purely human interests and demands. 

What Athanasius is saying is that the Arians will be unable to avoid 

this as their Logos-doctrine even on their own present express premises. 

Once again, one is astonished at the modernity of the Arians, or the 

prophetic prescience of Athanasius, or both, since, with the possible 

exception of some sceptical Greek circles, Athanasiue is raising an 

issue which, to the author's knowledge, was never raised before in 

this form, and never since until Feuerbach. Of course, by reason of 

the genuinely, if perversely, Logocentric character of Arian theology, 

the position was much more serious than appears at first sight, and 

any attempt to keep the traditional Trinitarian doctrine would lead 

immediately to the full Feuerbaehian position of atheism. 

As a matter of plain fact, these consequences would apply to 

any position of the type that we have called pragmatist, that is, the 

idea that the criterion of the correctness of a theology is that it 

ensures our salvation - including most emphatically the pragmatist 

misinterpretation of Athanasius. The only way out is to insist, once 

again, as Athanasius does at the and of the extract quoted, that the 

Logos-Son existed, and had His full character and relation to the 

Father, eternally before the creation of the world, and quite regardless 

of the creation of the world. This is yet another instance of 

Athanasius's work, which we have seen in De Deer-28-31 and C. Ar. I: 

30-34, in breaking the old correlation between the Logos and the world 
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and establishing that the sole correlates of the Logos are to be found 

within the Trinity Itself. 

Another interesting passage, which is not however directly 

concerned with Marxism, we shall insert parenthetically, because it 

shows once again the almost incredible far-sightedness of Athanasius, 

in that he could see in Arianism errors that are otherwise the exclusive 

preserve of modern theology. We quote from the beginning of C. Ar. II: 

38, the context being the Asterian doctrine that the Second Person is 

Wisdom through participation in an impersonal wisdom as resident as a 

quality in God: 

"Now are they not worthy of 1-4 1l hatred for mer9Ly utteriný 

this? 
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K&r&- voidI" (This elliptical sentence is best paraphrased thus: 

As they hold, He is not Son because of His generation from the Father 

and because He is proper to His essence; on the other hand, they hold 

that fie is called Logos on account of logical things, Wisdom on account 

of things endowed with wisdoms and Power on account of things endowed 

with power. On this basis He must be called Son on account of those 

who are adopted to sonship; perhaps He would even have Being on account 

of the things that are, being, that is, according to notion). And then 

after all what is He? For He is none of them Himself, if they are merely 
His names, and He has but a semblance (+(kV MI of being, being 

decorated with these names on account of us (J1' q). Rather is this 

some recklessness from the Devil, or worse, if They are not unwilling 
7 

that they should truly subsist themselves, but think that the 

Logos of God 
evereVi 00/41 1. It is obvious what is being 

criticised here. It Is the principle of universalisation and 

hypostasisationa of such qualities as wisdom and love, which frequently 

passed for theology in the nineteenth century; auch universalisations 

and hypostasisatione were considered to be God. It is well known how 

thoroughly and effectively Feuerbach and his successors,, particularly 
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Marx, demolished this theology (Y) by showing that this procedure can 

never transcend the created order. Perhaps the Arians were following 

some such sophisticated line. But it is more likely, from their 

ruthlessly blunt language, that they were in effect criticising this 

sort of idealism after the fashion of Feuerbach, in this as in so 

many other respects. Starting from the ancient traditional tendency of 

Alexandrian theology, from Philo onwards, to treat Wisdom in this way, 

Arius and Asterius were simply pointing out with alacrity that this 

principle (which was, in ancient times, applied to the Second Person 

but not to the First as yet) did nothing whatever to cross the chasm 

between Divine and ereaturely being, and therefore that "Wisdom", 

conceived in this way, could be no more than just one of the wise 

beings (univocal predication, of course). On second thoughts, the 

writer would be prepared to maintain that this explanation is the more 

likely one for this element in Arianism than a theory of the simple 

influence of Paul of Samosata. 

It only remains to notice once again that the great exegetical 

and hermeneutic principle of Arianism, that statements of a creaturely 

character about the Logos have an absolute priority over statements 

attributing Deity to the Logos, so that the latter must be interpreted 

or explained away In terms of the former, is yet another respect in 

which the Arians strikingly anticipated modern thought, albeit in a 

sphere not completely general. In the ruthlessly clear and systematic 

way In which it was presented by the Arians, it was quite unique until 

it was revived by Feuerbach in the 1830's, and from him it has become 

the stock in trade of Marx, Freud, and in fact all modern atheists who 

seriously discuss theology; and also, most unfortunately, in a slightly 
different way, of Bultmann. We have already discussed this in full. 
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But it must also be said, in this context, that it is a grave error to 

assume, from a common misinterpretation of Marx's Last Thesis on 

Feuerbach, that Marx had no interest in hermeneutics, exegesis, and 

revelation, or in what he might call the theoretical interpretation 

of religion and Christianity. The very fact that he believed, and said, 

that philosophers have hitherto interpreted the world, but that the 

point is to change it, meant that he had to have some means of 

interpreting what, in the ordinary course of events, would be considered 

as religious statements or as revelations of the Deity; this would be 

an essential first stage in any programme, and is the stock in trade of 

all Marxist propaganda and agitation. Marx had as complete an 

intellectual and theoretical (in its way) apparatus for the'denial 

of revelation as the Church has ever had, on the purely human level, 

for accepting it. All such statements and claims are not only rejected 

as impossible as regards their prima facie meaning, but explained away 

in great detail, and frequently to the accompaniment of great effort and 

detailed research, as mendacious manifestations whose empirical 

equivalent is some completely human and, of course, sinful interest, 

a disguised form of class oppression in the case of Marxists. In this 

regard, they are followed, mutatis mutandis, by Freud and the more 

intellectually formidable modern atheists generally. One may dilate 

too far on this matter, but the point is that this is completely 

different from saying,, as the average logical positivist or atheistic 

linguist philosopher does, that theological statements are literally 

meaningless, To a Marxist or Freudian, theological statements have an 

all too definite meaning; they mean that something is wrong with the 

speaker, and something definite that can be read off in detail by 
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analysis of the statements concerned (and other material). The author 

cannot resist an obiter dictum that Christian thinkers should not 

find it any matter for complacent rejoicing when linguist philosophers 

begin to show an interest in theological or revelatory statements; 

theology may be jumping out of the frying pan into the fire. 

Thus, the contrast is between the Christian doctrine of 

revelation, and the correspondingly well-developed Marxist doctrine 

of what can only be termed anti-revelation. The place of this in 

Arianism is occupied by the rather more restricted hermeneutic principle 

of reduction, and there is little on revelation proper except the airy 

and off-hand statement in the "Thalia" that we know the Ingenerate (or 

un-originate) through Him Who was generate (or originate) by nature. 

It is again perhaps as well for the Arians that they never discussed 

in any detail how such a revelation would be possible, since they would 

certainly have either pulled their own position apart or gone on to 

practical atheism by denying the possibility of revelation at all. It 

is In the Athanasian answer to Arianism that we find the problem of 

revelation craning up as one of the major topics of theology; in fact, 

It had been fully treated in the "Do Incarnation" itself. 
(223) 

His 

solution, that the deeds of Christ are revealed through the flesh but 

are revealed as the deeds of God, may have its difficulties, but this 

is one of the most difficult questions of theology, and the 

obscurities in Athanasius, who at least deserves the great credit for 

tackling the problem clearly, more so than almost any other theologian, 

cannot be compared with the arrant, even if necessary, vacuity of Arius. 

The reason, in a sense, why Feuerbach and his successors were able to 

( 223) Chs. 14-18; see also above, pp" 154 -5 2_ 
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elaborate such a ruthlessly clear doctrine of anti-revelation was that 

they had taken precisely that final step that was beyond Arius - open, 

admitted atheism, a final removal of the encumbrance of the otiose 

Father (f). 

It might be objected that our hypothesis as to the relation 

between Arianism and Marxism does not do justice to the part played by 

humanity, and especially the humanity of Christ, in Arianism, We have 

already attacked this contention from one side in advance, in showing 
that the Arians were quite different from Humanitarian Christologists, 

however much they may have used, not to say exploited, the Humanity of 

Christ in their apologetic. On the other hand, it must now be pointed 

out that Marxism has a far greater connection with Humanity, and even 

the Humanity of Christ, than is obvious from the way in which its 

devotees talk of dialectieal materialism, etc. This can be seen even 
in Engels and Lenin in spite of their occasional excursions into general 

physical and physioo-philosophical theory, and is quite obvious in 

Marx. The values in which Marxists are interested are primarily human 

values, and in a sense they are even justified in looking down on the 

modern capitalistic affluent society as bourgeois materialism, a sneer 

which it returns in the opposite sense with equal correctness, from its 

own point of view. Sven the economics (or science) as valued supremely 

in Marxism is really a human activity. And the road from Hegel to 

Marx lay through the frank humanism of Feuerbach, with his 

reinterpretation of Christianity in terms of humanism. And the 

humanism which Feuerbach used for this purpose was actually the 

humanity cf Christ Himself, Finally, the initial s tage of this process, 
in Hegel's doctrine of the absolute identity of human and divine 

natures, was actually associated closely with a Christological error as 
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well as an associated Trinitarian error, since he took the doctrines 

of the Trinity and the Incarnation to be mythologically particular 

representations of the general truth that he was uttering. The author 

was amazed, even after the hypothesis of the fundamental relation 

between Arianism and Marxism had occurred to him, to read once again 

Feuerbach's "Essence of Christianity". This book, and Athanaoius 

Contra Arianos III: 26-58, on the Arian handling of the Incarnational 

and Synoptic material, fitted like a glove! The material in the latter 

could have been used, exactly as a reply to the magnum opus of 

Feuerbach, with the sole exception that the later writer dealt with 

the Cross and Resurrection in a way that the earlier Arians could not, 

for reasons that we have already stated. 
(224) 

The only general 

difference between the Arians and Feuerbach was that the former were 

treating of Christ in Himself, and Feuerbach of Christ as He is 

significant of humanity and general truth as a whole. This is the 

final confirmation, in apparently a most unlikely place, of the basic 

resemblance between the two positions. 

Along With these resemblances, one must bear in mind three 

most important and significant differences. The first, that Arianism 

still admitted an extremely rationalistic monotheism while Feuerbach 

and all his successors, including supremely Marx, were openly atheistic, 

we have already discussed in full, since it has been the great factor 

that has blinded scholarship so far to the truth of the matter. It 

only remains to query just what is the poasiffiity of this rationalistic 

monotheism anyway. 
225) It may be true - as we have begun to understand 

(224) See above, pp.. 10*O. Feuerbach treats of the Cross and Resurrection 
in, e. g. Pt. It ch. 5, "The Mystery of the Suffering God", and 
Pt. I, ch. 14, "The Mystery of the Resurrection and the Miraculous 
Conception, " 

(225) This subject is , reviewed in $arth, Ch. Dogm. (ET. ) Vol. II, Pt. I, 
pp. 44t, -it6, , 

R.,. ý 1448-S'o a... J 
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in the last century - that the purely rational monotheism familiar 

in the philosophical tradition prior to Hegel must degenerate into 

atheism, in a manner corresponding to the intellectual difficulties 

of Vtonigm. 
(226) 

There is only one Single God, and that is the God of 

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and He is Father, Son, and Holy Spirit: 

Thus, even this apparently decisive difference between the two doctrines 

loses a great deal of its significance. 

Intimately related to this Is the practical difference that, 

as one might say, Arianism and Marxism adopted the opposite and 

dialectically antithetical disguises corresponding to their retention 

and repudiation respectively of rational monotheism. We have already 

suggested that one reason for the first distinction was that the Arians 

would have had literally nowhere else to go; it was not for nothing that 

the outbreak of the heresy was contemporaneous with all the changes 

associated with the Dame of Constantine, including all of the official 

adoption of Christianity, the manifest failure or imminent failure of 

the whole of the ancient culture and thought, including the Roman 

Empire as a political and military entity, and the increasing 

centralisation of control (not ineonsistent with early feudalistic 

tendencies in the country) over city life, the great habitat of the 

ancient liberal tradition. Thus, they had no alternative but to 

shelter under the wing of the Church and to disguise the essential 

atheism of their mode of thought by taking, however, emptily, the name 

(226) For example, the Second Part of Plato's "Parmenides" is actually 
a refutation, by Parmenides' own technique, of Parmenides' type 
of monism; in the solution to the problem, in the "Sophist", Plato 
presents Being, that is, the unitary factor in all things, as being 
relational rather than substantive, coming very near to presenting 
it as, in brief, the logical copula, and in extenso, the whole of 
logic and its laws and relations. The author remembers Professor 
Meintyre, now one of his supervisors, telling him when he was a 
professor in Sydney that A. S. Taylor, the famous authority on Plato? 
used to say that anyone who felt that there were intellectual 
difficulties in the Doctrine of the Trinity ought to read Plato's "Parmenides", Freud took the corresponding line on religion in "Moses and Monotheism". Of course, the most famous refutation of 
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of the Father; the simultaneous exacerbation of the Sabellian question 

was of great assistance to them. All these conditions, as we have 

said, were reversed with Feuerbach and Marx, and, besides, the Arian 

solution was impossible not only in terms of contemporary theology 

but even in terms of the Hegelian philosophy. Thus Feuerbach and Marx 

became frank atheists. The corresponding disguise has been for Marxists 

to stress their atheism and materialism all the more in order to 

disguise the truth that their philosophy is really parasitic on 

Christianity and therefore falls directly under the victorious judgment 

of Christ. This is why Marxists patently talk about one entity, or 

reality as a whole (at ar; y rate human reality as one whole), and yet 

never indicate it by any term which indicates the full concreteness of 

their conception. They never get beyond such terms as historical 

necessity. Of course, the ideal term for the concept with which they 

operate is "Logos" in its Greek sense, appropriately modified by all 

the factors that have emerged since, in the way of a new emphasis on 

dynamic and historical development. Once the Marxists had made this 

clear, even to themselves, they would immediately lay themselves open 

to the sort of refutation that Athanesius made of Arianiom in C. Ar. II: 

18-30. It would also become clear that all their talk about dialectical 

materialism and scientific socialism is so much obfuscation, and that 

what they are really worshipping is a creaturely god that exactly % 

corresponds to the Arian Second Person. This criticism does not apply, 

unfortunately, to much of modern atheism, but it does apply completely 

to classical Marxism, and it will apply as long as it keeps its unitary 

character and monism which is the source of all its real fascination. 

this kind, which was meant to apply to idealism (but not to 
monism) and the religion alike, is the whole philosophy of 
Feuerbach and his successors. 
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It was Athanasius who tore the mask from the Arians' disguisinj: j, to 

reveal their ultimately atheistic implications; what an opportunity 

the Church has missed so far of stripping the disguise of materialism 

that shelters the Marxists from the judgment of Christ! 

The third important difference between Arianism and . iarxism 

is in the field of generality. Arianism is talking of' the Second 

Person as a discrete entity, even where their cosmological interest was 

uppermost, Who became manifest as a reality personally distinct from 

other creatures. On the other hand, Marxism, and also Hegel and 

Feuerbach, are talking about the general laws of creaturely life or 

humanity as a whole, or humanity or reality as a constitutive whole, 

the general as opposed to the individual. This difference is so 

important that it requires most careful evaluation, but we shall 

postpone it to the vary and of this chapter, for a reason that will be 

obvious at that point. 

Having established the general character of the Arlan para- 

theology, we must see if there is any evidence of how the Arians came 

to believe their basic tenet. Unfortunately, a distinction must be 

made, for one thing, between the extremists of Arianism, like Arius 

himself, and the fellow-travellers who were trapped into supporting the 

heresy for other, and perhaps irrelevant, reasons. An even more serious 

difficulty is that there are no scientific scholars among our sources of 

Arianism, who could tell us exactly the stages by which it grew; in a 

certain sense our first knowledge of it is when it is in full flower. 

We are lucky that Athanasius enables us as much as he does to see 

Arianism, so to speak, in depth and in the round. However, we are not 

altogether devoid of hints. The main one we have already notice( in our 

commentary on the Contra Gentes of Athanasius (as a matter of fact, it 

was this that first suggested to the author the hypothesis that he is 

now advancing. ) We have seen how Athanasius, in the later chapters of 
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the work, almost uses the psychological analogy for the relation 

between the Logos and the corporeal world. In fact, he does actually 

use it, although in a subordinate way, and without admitting it into 

the structure of his theology, and there is no doubt that Athanasius'b 

reserve on this matter is associated with the fact that he has been 

com12elled to take seriously the creaturely nature of man even where 

he iss (as the Greeks saw it) at his most exalted - in the sphere of 

human rationality. Now, he is at the time quoting liberally from 

Platonic literature in which, as we have already made clear, this 

analogy Is most important. The psychological analogy has a long and 

honoured history, which nowhere shows itself more clearly than in the 

measure of respect paid to it even by Karl Barth. 
(227) 

A thannsius'e 

use of it in the Contra Gentes(228) is the measure of its great 

popularity in the Alexandria of his youth - as we have already seen, 

theContr. a Gentes is an even better source of Athanasius's theological 

milieu than of Athanesian theology itself. It was in the earn milieu 

that Ar; us grew to maturity. It is as certain as anything can be that 

for every Athanasius who showed the right degree of reserve in this 

matter, there were thousands who used the psychological analogy without 

the caution of their great contemporary. 

Now, what would happen when someone with this typo of 

theology was squarely confronted with the fact that man is utterly a 

creature, even as regards his soul? The Antiochene theology would have 

brought Arius face to face with this during his early studies there, and 

it is in this sense, and this alone, that Arianism can be held to be 

Antiochene. On the other hand, Arius would, on this hypothesis, kept 

all the other elements that he had learnt from Alexandria and which 

belonged there. (If Lucian was in fact a genuine Arian, it would have 

(227) See Ch. Dogm. (E. T. ) Vol. III Pt. II, p. 313 f and 367 P. 
(228) Ch. 43, and see above, pp. 66-1 a -c( 82-5. 
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been because of the same confrontation of theologies affecting him as 

a member of the previous generation; this in any case would not affect 

our conclusion that the Antiochene theology was innocent of being the 

direct ancestor of Arianism. ) The result would be, if he still took 

the psychological analogy seriously - Arianism, pure cnd simple, in 

the complete form which we have described. The argument would go 

something like this: 

The body and soul of man are both creuturea, utterly and 
unreservedly. 
Therefore: The relation between body and soul is not a relation 

that involves crossing of the boundary between Creator 

and creature. 
But: The relation between the corporeal world, whether an an 

arithmetical or as an integral sum, and the Logoc is the 

same as that between body and soul. (The Psychological 

Analogy. ) 

Therefore: The relation between the world and the Logos does not 
involve crossing the boundary between Creator and 
creature. 

But: The world, whether as an arithmetic or as an integral 

sum, is completely within the created order, no less 
than any individual corporeal thing. 

Therefore: The Logos is also completely within the created order, 
and thus is utterly and unreservedly a creature. 

A. E. D. 

If any sceptic maintains in the face of this speculative 

reconstruction that it depends on an abuse of analogy that no Christian 

Can condone, the author is the first to admit this point. But if 

anything this confirms the case. One of the most persistent things 

against which Athanasius always had to struggle was the misuse of 

analogies. This is shown on almost every page of the anti-Arlan 

writings. It was the thing that Arian propaganda systematically and 
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thoroughly exploited. 
(229) 

The tendency made it all too easy for the 

conservatives like Tusebius of Caesarea to be deluded by the Arians, 

and all too difficult for them to resist their plausible arguments. 

It was one of the major, if too little remembered, tasks of Athanasius 

to define accurately the conditions for the proper use of analo6ies 

in theology. This he did, for the first time in theological history, 

and, as we shall show, did it thoroughly and well, even though he did 

not employ the later technical and logical terms. In fact, what is 

usually attributed to Thomas Aquinas is to be found, in perfect form, 

in Athenemus. 

In view of the state of the theology with which Athanasius 

had to cope, it is in the highest degree probable that the psychological 

analogy was abused in the way that we have suggested, with the only 

possible result. This step is Identical with that taken by Feuerbach 

in the precisely corresponding circumstances of nineteenth century 

Idealism, when he likewise pointed out that the Hegelian natural 

theology, in its ascent from the lowest to the Absolute, never really 

reached God at all, but really remained all the time within the created 

order; therefore, the Hegelian Absolute cannot be anything higher than 

the highest essence of man. 

We can approach the same problem in a more general way, from 

the point of view of natural theology as a whole, including the objective 

form. It is a comnonplace, and in any case true, that Ziegel represents 

the culmination, not to say apotheosis, of all natural theology, and 

that therefore the negation in Feuerbach and, following him, in ! iarx, 

Of this whole doctrine of Clod, represents its final nemesis. Is the 

same true of Arianism, that it is the final contradiction of some 

(229) Cf. outstandingly. C. Ar. I: 22. 
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corresponding system of natural theology? There is unfortunately 

insufficient firm evidence to make a definite statement. But we do 

know that there was a highly developed tradition of natural theology 

in a fairly pure fors, especially in Alexandria, and that it was 

probably a development of the last half century before the outbreak 

of the Arlan atmtrow y. 
(230) 

Thus, it is by no means unlikely that 

Arianism is a militant reaction to this tradition comparable with that 

of Feuerbach, and that this natural theology, which we know was there, 

had at least as erwach to do with the origin of Arianism as the straight 

Antiochens or Origenist theologies which are so often invoked in this 

connection.. 

(230) This tradition had affinities with the Stoics. In view of this 
biete is one tantalising passage that we can cite in Athanasius 
from C. Ar. II: 11: 169 B-C; ".... let them find out whether 
it is written anywhere, 'God made Himself a 8on. ' or 'He created 
for Himself a Logos, ' or .... 'The Logos ism d- or 4 rI S7 

But if they can produce nothing of the k114 and only 
catch at such stray expressions as 'He made' and 'He has been 
made. tI fear that, from hearing .. (Gen. 1: 1 etc. ) they 
should come in time to call the Logos the heaven, and the Light that 
came to be on the first day, and the earth, and each thing that was 
made� so as to end in resembling the Stoics, as they are called; 
the cwt extends God Himself into all things, the other co-ordinate 
(6. ºýTýýýý6ýý) the Logos of God with (£S) each thing that was made; 
if they have not almost said something of this sort already, in 
saying that He is one of His works. " In view of our previous 
speculations, it is of great interest that this brief passage is 
an almost exact summary of the conflict between what is called 
Bight-wing and Lett-wing Hegelianism, the latter corresponding to 

he latter interpretation which is presented as the antithesis to 
btoieiasr and which was the line actually followed by the Arians; 
as is well known, Left-wing Hegelianism culminated in Feuerbach 
and Name It is true that this interesting corroboration of our 
theory is only presented hypothetically, but this is the nearest 
that Athanasius gets to an analysis in depth of Arian motives. 
Unfortunately, all the material for an analysis of this is deeply 
saturated with the Arians' own proapaganda, and It Is not 
sufficiently understood that, in a sense, the Arians were aghast 
at their own step and were thus concerned to disguise it as much 
as possible. 
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Although it is our opinion that the Arian controversy ehoald 

not be confused with the later type of Christological issue, it is very 

probable that the sort of confusion that we have suggested above was 

repeated in the sphere of Christology. It must be remembered that, 

until the Arians and Athanasius, theology had not distinguished sharply 

enough between the humanity and the deity of Christ, or at any rate 

not with the clarity of the later Christology. Sven Origen, who 

attempted to do se, tended to obscure this distinction by his doctrine 

of "rational natures". It will be shown that all the fourth and fifth 

century orthodox and heretical Christologies, which are all orthodox as 

regards the Deity of the hypostatic Christ, rest on the work of 

Athanasiua in his answer to the Arcane. But it is certain that, even 

at this early date, there was a Christological controversy in Antioch 

between the later Origenists and the Samosatenes, with the former 

emphasising His subordinate deity and the latter His hypostatic humanity. 

Unfortunately, it was not yet clearly understood that full weight must 

be given to each, without any fusion of them. This also corresponds 

exactly to a certain feature in Hegelianiam. The absolute identification 

of human and divine natures first manifesting itself self-consciously in 

Christ and Christianity, is essentially a Christological heresy as much 

an anything else, and is ultimately due to the neglect of the 
v .. Chalcedoniaa inconfuaej it also confuses Chrietology and cosmology. 

These possible roots of Arianism are all special oases of the 

general principle that Arianism and Marxism are both militant reactions 

from a misguided idealism which had previously corrupted Christianity 

deeply. The author is convinced that this is the real common root, and 

it will be instructive to examine the question from another point of 

view more directly relates to dogmatics. We have already seen how this 

worked in Hegelianism� as the precursor of Feuerbach and Marx. Hegel 
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idealised the true Christian doctrine of God the Creator by his notion 

of reason going out into what it was not, thus reproducing itself in 

toto and identically as the anmuation of the world; ereatio ex nihilo 

was replaced by emanation, procession, or generation, and the distincta 

between the intra-Trinitarian relations and God's creation of the 

world was fatally obscured. His inability to make anything of the 

Christologieal distinction between human and Divine nature, beyond 

denying that it existed at all,, is simply the Christologioal analogue 

and inevitable accompaniment of this error. Once Marx had decided 

that this position represented truth standing on its head, and had "put 

it right"# the result was Marxist atheism. When we examine closely the 

pro-Arlan Patristic doctrine on these matters, we shall see exactly 

the sane errors and ambiguities, as we shall examine in more detail in 

the Appendix. We have already noticed the comparative uncertainty, at 

the best, of the distinction between the humanity and Deity of Christ. 

We have also noticed that in pre--Athanasian theology the title Logos 

for the Second Person really meant the Logos of the world, and the 

disastrous consequences that were inevitable on that view, as well as 

the work of Athanasius in attacking this mischievous correlation. We 

have to observe now, in addition, a tendency to consider that the 

creation of the world is correlated with, or even represented by, a 

change in the intra-Trinitarian state of the Logos, generally from 
X pý 

oý' £va I -mf to 
ýº Stj Of. that is, a generative 

U 
proeessive, or emanative change. This was fairly general in, for 

instance, the Apologists* 
(231) 

It is not that any of them were Arians, 

in spite of the charge, frequently unjust, that they were dangerous 

(231) This point is very clearly brought out by Jules Lebreton, 
"Histoire do Dogme de is Trinite .. ." (French ed. ), PP"443-456. 
The Patristic: excerpts that support this are: Theophilus, Ad 
Autol. II: 10 and (especially) II: 22. Tatian, Disc. 5; Justin, 
Apol. It 21, Apol. II: it 2; 6t 2 (espec. ); 6: 3; Dial, cum Tryph. 61: 1 (espec, ); 100: 4; 105: 1. Athenagoras, Legatio We Hippolytus, C. Noet. 10-11 (gspec. )4 Philosopheumena 10: 33. Tertullian Adv. 
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subordinationiste. Tatian, and Tatian alone, is open to grave 

suspicion on this matter. But the contrary charge is perfectly correct; 

they were responsible for the idealistic confusions which, when opposed, 

produced Arianism. And a yet more serious charge can be brought against 

pre-Arian theology, an excessive fascination with the idea of the 

created world as a copys or a series of copies, of ideas that pre- 

existed in God* To a certain extents this idea does correspond to the 

truth. But on the other hand - and this is something that is normally 

not stated clearly enough, and was not clearly stated by, say, 

Athanasius in the Contra Gentes and De Incarnation - it should never 

be allowed to mean that what is created ex nihilo is merely the 

amorphous 
Als 

materies. What was worse, in the early fourth century, 

this notion co-existed with a revival of the Platonism of the Socratic 

dialogues, according to which the real thing about material entities 

was precisely the Forms or Ideas; the materies was essentially unreal. 

Thus, on that basis too, the important thing about creation would really 

be the emanation of what was previously within God. However much 

theology was then concerned to deny emanationism in its gnostic form, 

the combination of all these above elements would certainly have 

produced a confusion between creation and emanation as potent for evil 

as the formally and materially equivalent confusion in Hegel. 

While the type of theology that we have described above was 

undoibtedly the most culpable, there were other tendencies of a lees 

serious kind that were, nevertheless, by no means tree from blame. 

The Origeniet type of subordinationiem has been often mentioned in this 

connection, but oven more interesting In the type of Logos theology in 

(232) 
DrFor 

a review, 
evalannee in 

with 
theology, see Bartth, Ch* ogm. 

of this idea and its great 

Vol. III Pt. IIr hP" 1 54. N C, -2-0 i-e A* . t, - o &a A 
9 GIw. Iý ýi1ºýv 

F't 
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which the meaning of Logos is held to be "Word", in the ordinary sense, 

that is, the sort of thing that is made, in the human field, of 

syllables. This is normally regarded as the "Biblical" or"Hebraic" 

concept of Logos or '$2e'7. Athanasius repeatedly discusses this concept, 

and rightly points out that the divisibility of the human word into 

letters, phonemes, syllables, etc., and their multiplicity and 

transience, is something that can inevitably have no analogy in the 

Divine Logos, in that it Is caused by the divisible and transient 

nature of man. Unfortunately, the doubts that we are going to raise 

at this point apply independently of the caveat of Athanasius. The 

point is that it is possible, In a certain sense, to regard a man's 

"word" or "words", as expressing his own nature or even his own essence. 

For example, the words of, say, a poet, can be held to be a genuine and 
a. awW ey 

full expression of his essence as bL ruler. It is also possible to 

argue, as Athanasius did, that any difficulties in applying this 

analogy to the Godhead disappear when we remenber that God is not like 

man. But it is also unfortunately true that, from another point of 

view, this sort of "word" is the only analogy that we know in the human 

field to creatio ex nihilo. It is not for nothing that the word 

"creation" and its derivatives are bandied about so much in artistic 

discourse. We are always hearing about Shakespeare's plays as his 

"creations"; this is the standard description of the products of the 

great Parisian fashion designers, and presumably an autocratic king, 

by the word of his authority, can also be said to make or create a 

law, or by extension to malte or create the word which is the substance 

and the authority of the law. 
(233) 

It is interesting to note that a 

Greek thinker would find it particularly easy to look at the matter 

in this second way, since they were completely objective on this issue; 

a word or discourse was always a word or some discourse about someth=; 
p. 33) 
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that is, all the correlations and associations of a "word" in this sense 

would be with the object denoted or the creative activity initiated, or 

something else completely objective; there would be no correlations with 

the subject, the souree of the "word". Thus, the Greeks would have 

faced the identical problem that arose with the cosmological Logos. 

The same result would, in the long run, be obtained with any theory 

which emphasized primarily the communicative aspect of the Logos; after 

all, there =at be a transmitter and a receiver of all communications, 

and if one follows the very tempting line of saying that the Logos 

as Logos Is God's eoauunieation with what is other than Himself, the 

corollary would have to be either pantheistic Hegelianism or Arianism. 

This is very far from saying that the Word concept, in any of the 

above sensee, ought to be scrapped. But it is not too much to say 

that it requires at least as much careful examination and modification 

as the Son coneept, and sie, before it can be applied to the Godhead* 

of itself, it In just an capable as anything else or landing theology 

(233) There is very strong evidence that this was a very real difficulty 
in Greek Patristios. After all, the Greeks were the most art9atic 
people to history, but the word for "poem" was, of course, 1T'oi j, 
literally, a thing made, the very word that wap such a favourite 
with the Arians, and that for a poet was-IrbI1* ', maker. 
More to the point is the actual evidence of Dionysius of 
Alexandria,, in his "Refutation and Defence", as cited in 
Athanesius, De Sententia Dionys, *i. 20: 509C: " 'Far after I said 
that the Father Is Maker (froi1i S as always here), I added, "Neither 
is He Father of the things of which He Is Maker, If He that begat 
is to be understood strictly as Father. " For the wider sense of 
the term "Father" we shall work out in what follows. Neither is 
the Fat4er a maker, if by maker is meant simply manual tradesman 

Far among the Greeks# wise men are called makers 
lrb VT4ý of their ownlºc, rt . And the Apostle speaks of a doer 
T , -Jrn of the Laws for men are called "doers" of inward 

qualities, like virtue vice .. .'". And again, 21s 512A-B: 
" 'For as I do not hold that the Logos is -im. µy , and call God 
not His Maker but His Father, even if I In paasing called God 
Maker while treating of the Son, yet even here a defence can be 
made. For the Greek philpa9phers call themselves makers (TK. ýý ) 
of their own discourses (ýlo "), although their athe ; 
while Divine Scripture des bes us as doers s r., (f even of !he 
motions of our hearts .. .'". The underlining is my own. Author. 
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into the sort of idealistic confusion between creation and generation - 

emanation - progression that was the natural precursor of Arianism. 

Arianism was a. militant reaction against this type of theology. 

Fsmanation, etc., was utterly and ruthlessly rejected, even at the cost 

of throwing out the baby with the bath-water, as the saying goes. The 

only relation that was admitted at all was that of creation, with the 

ex nihilo and all the other logical and theological consequences. Thus, 

the only relation that the Second Person could have to the First was that 

Of being His creature. Even His true filial generation came under the 

bau. In the sense that they went right against Divine and Scriptural 

revelation, the Arians were rationalistic, but it was a sort of 

paradoxical and inverted rationalism, just like Marxism. As such, the 

Arians confronted orthodoxy in the person of Athanasius with an entirely 

new and unprecedented problem, which had not arisen in any previous age, 

and did not have to be faced again for a millennium and a half. 

We have done our best to give, so help us God, a rationale 

of the heresy of Arianism, which the author is satisfied resembles 

nothing else that has ever existed, except the fully developed anti- 

theology of Marx. On the other hand, when all is said and done, there 

remains a lot in both these doctrines which cannot be explained in terms 

of their own internal rationale. On this basis, there will always remain 

something deeply irrational and unnecessary in each case. In a 

profounder sense, both are manifestations of the sheer wrath of God, 

His judgment on the Church for its eine, for its lack of theological 

vision, and, even more important it not directly relevant to this sort 

of dissertation, lark of love. It is only this, in the last analysis, 

that can explain the fanaticism and the vigour of both Arianism and 

Marxism. The stressing and preservation of the absolute distinction 
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between God and creatures, together with the most profound aversion to 

the ascription of Divine h0n0nre to anything not the One God, Living 

end True, is a most vital Christian interest, however perversely it 

motioned in the case of Arianism. In view of the muddle in which 

4heology still is regarding the way in which history is the act of God, 

or of m*ny it would be fair to say that even Marxism is another case of 

the perverse functioning of the same essential part of Christian faith. 

d, from the other side, the real progress and exaltation in Christ 

it it still nevertheless always remains ereaturely, is just as vital 

sChristian interest, since it is the very salvation that has been 

jiven to us. The reference to Marxism, in this case, is obvious. But 

. en with Arianism, it is highly probable that it was the IM211ed 

soteriology that was never expressed in what has cane down to us of 

Arian theology; that is, the exaltation which came to the Logos 

which was a creature, may come to us also, by implication. The older 

Ibeology had in these "garde been weighed in the balance and found 

wanting, as had its 19th century suecessor. 0 and Arianism was the 

judgment. 

Now was Athanasius to deal with this totally unpredictable 

problem, this grave threat to the faith? Firstly, Athanasius had to 

accept in full the strict Arian distinction between created and 

untreated reality. There was no possibility of refuting Arius by 

going back to Origen or Justin. To return to the confusions of this 

earlier period would be simply asking for Arianism all over again. If 

anything, Athanasius actually turned Arius against himself by pointing 

out that, on the basis of his Scripturally correct distinction between 

Creator and creature, no creature could be the Logos: But, for the 

rest,, Athanasius was compelled to attack the assumptions and ways of 
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thought that the Arians and their predecessors had in common, which 

were in fact responsible for all the trouble. The dangerous correlation 

between the Logos and the cosmos had to go, even though creatio per 

Verbum had to stay; henceforth the Logos was unreservedly and absolutely,. 

both explicitly and implicitly, the Logos of God. For this reason, as 

we shall see later, the Holy Spirit once again, for the first time for 

centuries, came into prominence in, Its work of mediation to man. Again, 

although this process was far from complete, the Logos theology itself 

began to be replaced by the Son. theology, as the essential descriptive 

account of the relation between the First and Second Persons. Perhaps 

the most important change, was that the primacy of the Scriptural witness 

to the Deity of Christ had to be maintained completely and rigorously, 

as against the witness to His creatureliness. Therefore, the latter had 

to be interpreted in terms of the former. In doing so, Athanasius, for 

almost the first time, elaborated a complete doctrine of the Humanity 

of Christ Who was hypostatically God, in clear distinction from His 

Deity. By this act, he virtually closed an epoch in theology, and 

initiated an era in which the Christological problem, as we understand 

it, was the chief issue in theology. In the some way, the new emphasis 

on our participation in"the Humanity of Christ as well as sharing His 

Divine grace reinforced the revival of interest in the Spirit. In 

examining the anti-Arian literature of Athanasius, we shall see how 

this was done. 

The Heresy of the Tropici or Pneumatomachi in Relntion to 

As this is a Trinitarian thesis, we must iio'. turn to the 

heresy of the Tropici or Pneumatomachi, who have been celled the '. ri ýý 
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of the Spirit. For the above reasons, and others that will be evident 

later, we use Athanasius as our essential source, in this case the 

Letters to Scrapion. Now, if there is one thing that is certain about 

this heresy, it is that it had some close and intimate relation to 

Arianism, snd that Athanasius was pungently aware of this relation. 

On the other hand, it is not immediately clear what this relation was. 

It is plausible enough at first sight, but the question, on any average 

interpretation, becomes more obscure the more closely it is examined, 

until it appears that Athanasiue's procedure in Ep. II ad Serap. is 

best explained as a case of monomania. Theories are devised which 

meet fatal objections when tested against the rest of the Epistles, 

which cannot be entirely explained away in terms of the rudimentflry 

and confused state of Pneumatic doctrine at the time. It is as if 

there is some major element in-the argument that was so obvious at 

the time that it did not need to be specially mentioned, but which is 

not at all obvious to us. The author submits that the theory of 

Arianism that he has propounded makes the best sense of this matter. 

It is impossible at this stage to say much about the critical 

question of the relation between the opponents of Athanesius and the 

party wnich we know as the t. Iacedonians, who were condemned twenty years 

latcr at Constantinople as "Pneu. matomachi". The issue hris been treated 

very fully by Shapland in the Introduction to his edition of the 

Letters. 
(234 

His conclusion is that the Macedonians were almost 

(234) The treatment of this issue by Shapland in the Introduction to 
his translation of the Letters to Serapion, is so much the 
definitive treatment that it will almost monopolize attention. 
Other authorities, insofar as they treat t ho m"tter at all, are 
fairly routine. The received opinion appears to be that 
Athannsius is writing against the P. ^acedonians, and S: 1a Aland's 
refutation of this theory appears to the author to be decisive. 
Por the remainder of the chapter, Shapland's Translation with 
notes etc., of the Letters will be cited as "op. cit. ". 
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certainly the direct descendants of the Semi-Arians, and, 'more remotely, 

of the old Origenist tradition as represented by, say, Eusebius of 

Caesarea, and Origen himself. 
(235) 

Their position was one of 

conservatism, confusion, and agnosticism rather than that of the 

enemies of Athanasius, who appeared to be in no doubt whatever tnat 

the Spirit was a zuid % (as distinct from the Origenict doctrine that 
i 

the Spirit was a xc. yr0V). They had the same relation to the latter 

theology as the Semi-Arians and the older Eastern conservatives had to 

what Athanasius termed the "Ariomaniacs". One difficulty is that apart 

from these Letters there is no trace of Tropicism or Pneumatomachism 

until about 36L or 370, and they were certainly written before 362. 
(236) 

If we are not deterred by this difficulty, the most probable 

explanation, according to Shapland, is that the movement opposed by 

Athanasius gras almost if not quite certainly a genuine Ariomania of the 

Spirit, so to speak; it took this form because the work of Athanasius 

against Arianism had so effectively reconstructed theology and 

destroyed the old conservative school that what later became the 

Macedonian line was impossible there. (237) 

The following are the references to the Tropicist or 

Pneumatomachist heresy in the Epistles, together with cormnent where 

appropriate: T: PG XXVI: 529A - 532A: "For thou .... (sc. Serapion) 
didst write that certain people-had left the Arians on account of their 
blasphemy against the Son of God, but held opinions opposed to the 
Holy Spirit, saying that He was not only a creature, but actually one 

(235) See 0rigen, Comm. in John 2: 10,75,76, and Eusebius Eccl. Theol. 
3: 6: 1-3. The former, on the basis of John I : A,, says ghat the 
., p1rit is the supreme ev, itv that corres to bet (, *. Too \c1, while Eusebius regards the spir t as not e'oc but as coming fromm the 
presence of God as the supreme Ambassador from a Royal Court. 
For the whole treatment of Macedonianism, see op. cit. 18-34- 

(236) op. cit. p. 25. 
(237) Op. cit. p. 32. 
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of the ministering spirits, and that He differed from the angels only 
in degree. But this is just a sham (TID044ro'1i c) fight against the 

Arians; it is really a denial of faith and piety. For even as the 

Arians, in denying the Son, deny the Father too, so the others, in 

insulting the Spirit, also insult the Son. The two parties have 

divided between them the offensive against the Truth, so that with 

one opposing the Logos and the other the Spirit they both maintain the 

same blasphemy against the holy Triad. " Again, at the beginning of 

ch. 2, after a brief interval, Athanasius continues on the same lines, 
"To the Arians indeed, this way of thinking is not strange. Once 

having denied the Logos of God, they naturally make the same insulting 

statements against His Spirit. ... 
(But, as for the others) .. they 

will not have the Son of God to be a creature - indeed, their views on 
this are quite sound! How then could they endure even to hear the 
Spirit of the Son called a creature? Because of the unity of the Logos 

with the Father(238), they will not have the Son belong to things 

originate, but rightly regard Him as the Creator of things made. " 

Athanasius plungesat once into criticism of the position being examined. 

This criticism recalls C. Ar. X: 17, in that the essential core is that, 

if these heretics had a Triad at all, it would be a Trinity of unlike 

things, God in a Trinitarian association with what He is not. What is 

lacking, compared with C. Ar. I: 17 is the dynamic element. Of course, 

these letters are much more condensed than the Contra Arianos, but this 

does indicate that the dynamic, or proto-Hegelian element, was much 

less in evidence here. The chapter concludes with the statement that, 

by reason of the general perversion of the Trinitarian theology, 

((533B) "while thinking falsely of the Holy Spirit, they do not even 
think truly of the Son.. For, if they thought correctly of the Logos, 

they would think soundly of the Spirit also, Who proceeds from the 
Father(239) and bean ýý 

g proper to the Son (T"T+ý ýoý ýc, J is from Him 

(238) , "t -r v -(To! $ 0 iv orºý r. ý 

( 239) -rl'; kN; Tev J7 Pc; S EK,. c4J Tom, 
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ýý p ntvrývý given to the disciples and all who believe in. Him. Nor, 

erring thus, do they so much as keep a sound faith in the Father. . . ". 

These passages indicate that Athanasius and Serapion were dealing with 

a group of heretics who were orthodox with respect to the Son, but about 

the Spirit they followed a line that was pointedly reminiscent of 

Arianism at its worst. It would be true to say that, with certain 

modifications, the Pneumatic heretics made the same division between 

the Father and Son, on the one hand, and the Spirit on the other, as 

the Arians made between the Father and Son. 

After this introduction, Athanasius introduces a criticism 

of the Tropicist exegesis of their favourite passage, Amos 1.: 13, in 

these words: (3: 536A) ".... The Arians, having misunderstood the 
incarnate presence of the Logos and the things that were said in 

consequence of it, took from them an excuse for their 
heresy .... But whence were you deceived? ... .' 

(Owing to dos 4: 13) 

we believed the Arians when they said that the Holy Spirit is a creature. ' 

So you read the passage in Amos. ... But you explain (Frov. 8: 22LXX) 
in accordance with the truth, in that you do not call the Logos a 
creature. But the passage in the Prophet you do not interpret, but 

when you merely heard 'spirit' you judged that'the Holy Spirit was being 

called a creature. ... But the text .. gives no indication of the 
Holy Spirit; it only speaks of spirit. Why then, although there is a very 
great difference in Scripture in the use of "spirit", and although the 
text can properly be interpreted in an orthodox (öpcfv) sense, do you 

- either through contentiousness or through having been poisoned by the 
sting of the Arian serpent - suppose that it is the Holy Spirit that is 
being referred to in Amos? Only so as not to forget to regard Him as a 
creature. " At first sight, this passage seems to support the conclusion 

that we have rejected above, that Arianism was primarily the result of 

taking Scripture too seriously, to wit, the references to the Incarnate 

Christ. But on closer examination, it need not, and does not, bear this 

interpretation. Athanasius still describes these Scripture passages as 

the Arians' "excuse". The point is in the comparison between the 
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exegetical methods of the Arians and those of the Tropici, to the 

disadvantage of the latter; since Athanasius has already been on record 

as saying that the former are thoroughly bad, even as interpretations of 

their own favourite passages, how much less excusable are the Tropici: 

Once the Arians had made up their mind that the Logos was a creature, 

there was enough material in Scripture to give them some appearance of 

plausibility, however bad their exegesis was on any objective standard; 

on the contrary, the Tropicist exegesis of Amos 4: 13 LXX, which 

Athanasius now proceeds to criticise, is a footling trifle. After all, 

Arian exegesis, as we shall show, required a whole new principle of 

theology to refute it; in comparison, the exegesis under discussion, 

which involved a simple confusion between -TTvEvMa, a common noun, and 

TO IJVFV! ;a definite proper noun with the article, could be refuted by 

the first laws of language which were well known to everybody. This is 

apparently the meaning of this passage. 

Some further passages should be quoted from this section. 

Ch. 7: 5)48B: "The spirit of which the prophet is now speaking has not 
even the definite article to give you an excuse. But it is simply that 
you have dared to invent (8lnva£v - the technical verb for conceiving 

' 

a heresy - see Shapland's note) tropes for yourselves, and to say 'that 
the spirit that is described as created is the same as the Holy Spirit. " 

In spite of the apparent meaning of this sentence, Shapland rejects the 

suggestion of toofs that the word Tropici refers essentially to the 

tendency sPeci: Vically attributed to the later Macedonians, to justify 

their position by inconstant exegesis, on the ground that Athanasius 

himself in Ü°me way hod to do the same thing. In this case the word 

would pr0bab1Y have the same sort of meaning as the related word 

T Sfrr't'J had' one of the classical Arian descriptions of the Logos 

as a coro11a3`3T of their primary contention that He was a creature. 
That is, the Tropics 

were so called because they reg, qrded the Spirit 
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as a creature. The writer thinks that this is the more likely 

explanation, even though, for one thing, he feels that Athanasius's 

exegetical method must be defended as the only right one, and, for 

another thing, the element of teleological direction or progress which 

Athanasius saw so prominently in the epithet when it was applied to 

the Logos is not prominent on the surface in the case of the. Spirit. 

Probably the answer is that we cannot separate the constancy of the 

exegesis from the constancy of the Being Who is revealed by the 

exegesis, which comes to very much the same thing anyway. 

Ch. 9: init.: 552B: " 'But, ' say they, 'since the text makes 
mention of Christ, we must consistently take the spirit to which it 

refers to be none other than the Holy Spirit. ' So you observed that the 
Holy Spirit is named together with Christ! But when did you find him 
distinguished in nature (cf< 1- 

... Tý 
ý 

ý+ ) and estranged from the 
Son, so that, while you say that Christ is not a creature, you say that 
the Holy Spirit is a creature? It is absurd to name together things 

i 
which are by nature unlike. For what community (ý"ý%ýý) or what 
likeness ((Nof orrjS) is there between' creature and Creator? At this 

rate you will number and join together with the Son, as well as with 
the Spirit, the creatures that came to be through Him. " Since the LXX 

says of God, kTº S V' fº1'Fvµd, 1' ' -(If-4- r- 1 -'JV ýý. i , 
4�. fý 

ýr rý ,, ý /ýý \, ) '; 

v *r.. rv , the strictures of Athanasius are not altogether justified, but 

the Tropicist exegesis does indicate a carelessness which, to a certain 

extent, asks for the rebuke. Later on in the same chapter (5533): 

And if, because all things come to be through the Logos, you think 

correctly that the Son is not a creature, then is it not blasphemy for 
i 

you to say that the Spirit is a creature, (Krr2u, w), in Whom the Father 
through the Logos perfects and renews all things? " These two statements 

confirm that the Tropici deliberately and with great emphasis rejected 

Arianism in the usual sense, but used language about the Spirit that 

was indistinguishable from that of Arius concerning the Son. It is 

most important to note clearly that Athanasius and Serapion chartre the 

Tropici with calling the Spirit a This Is a very different word 
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from a ? fit �. jraý, after Origen and Eusebius of Caesarea, etc. This term 

as we have seen before, did not contain the essence of Arianism, but 

was rather one of those conservative ambiguities on which the heresy 

admittedly thrived. If this had been the term used, Athanasius's 

reaction would have been quite different; the point would have been 

" coolly and temperately explained along the lines of De Decretis 28-31 

and C. Ar. T: 30-34. 

In Ch. 10: 556B, Athanasius introduces the Tropicist exegesis 

of I Tim. 5: 21: "But the Tropici, in truth tropici, 'having made compact 

with the Arians (FV*REAC-voi To I AP 
and portioned out with 

them the blasphemy against the Godhead, so that the one may call the 

Son a creature and the other the Spirit - the Tropici, as they themselves 

say, have dared to devise (£c[Lv 7v) for themselves tropes and to pervert 
also the saying of the Apostle .. ." This confirms the conclusions 

that have, been already drawn. The statement that the Tropici have come 

to an arrangement with the Arians is, of course, rhetorical hyperbole, 

as they rejected the'latter's essential doctrine, but it does correspond 

to some essential affinity that has not escaped the notice of. Athanasius.. 

Ch. 15, beginning: ".... But they, persevering in their 

antagonism towards the truth, speak aýain ... 'If he is not a 
nor one of the angels, but proceeds (CK'Tovffrom the Father, then 
He is also a son, and He and the Logos are brothers. And if he is a 
brother, how is the Logos Only-Begotten? How is it, then, that they 

are not equal, but that the one is named after the Fetther and the other 
after the Son? How, if He is from the Father (f-, K 1T' " %ýý"\^�, is Ho not 
said to have been also begotten k¬�vý or to be a son, but 

simply Holy Spirit? But if the Spirit is of the Son (rte simple 
genitive), then the Father is the Spirit's grandfather'. " This is a 

repetitiion, with much'greater emphasis, of the Origenist argument that 

F2Lt©) 
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i 
the Spirit is a"-vy'rV, but with the all-important substitution of the 

/l 
11 concept of ývr l*ý, -"', as we have said above. Shapland's note does not 

appreciate fully the significance of this difference, even if we admit 

that the Origenist doctrine of the Spirit was much more dangerous than 

his cubordinationism of the Son. Once again, we find a combination of 

a keen orthodoxy about the Son combined with what can only be described 

as an outright Arianism of the Spirit. There are two other things that 

need attention. In the first place, their language shows that they had 

not yet differentiated between what were later described ac filial 

generation and procession, and that in all probability theology in 

general was not prepared enough to recoLnise this difference. In the 

second place, over and above. this, they showed themselves determined to 

keep the number of relationships at the barest possible minimum, in a 

manner pointedly reminiscent of the Arians. The Arians would have only 

one relation, that of creation; thus, the "Son" had to be a creature. 

The orthodoxy of the Tropici on this question meant that they had to 

accept, in addition, the relation of filial generation or procession, 

however they might choose to regard it. But they were not going to 

accept any more if they could possibly help it. The Holy Spirit, then, 

had to be another son, or soundly and completely a creature. 

Ch. 17, beginning: ".... it is mani,,, to call him q 
creature. ... For It is enough (((WC, ) to know thr't the Spirit is 

not a creature nor is He to be numbered with thin'-F, oriGinate. For 

nothing foreign ('ýXXrTý°'-_is mixed with the Triad; it is indiv11eibic 

and like. Itself (ý{w+*ý AWT'ý) 
.... Thus far human knoviledge goes. ! '. e 

who seeks and inquires into what lies beyond these thir; r s Sys ' 

who said, '33e not anise in many things, lest thou be confoundcc3.. ' 
.. 

Put if the di-ciples of Arius, because wisdom will not enter into t: hhcir 
evil hearts, are not ablc to believe irtc] li cntl. y in tnc 
indivisible and holy Triad, let them not on that account z)cervert to c 
truth as well, neither let them say that what they cannot undcraatnnd 
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cannot be true .... Because they cannot understand how tine hot ;ý 
Triad is indivisible, the Arians make the Son one with creation 

(GLý1) 

vnd the Tropici, for their part, number the Spirit with the creatures 
They really ought to keep quiet if they do not understand, and not co- 
ordinate the Son in one case and the Spirit in the other with the 

creatures. Or they should acknowledge what is written, and join the 
Son to the Father and not divide the Spirit from the , ion .... (here 

follows an extended warning about asking questions which will not be 

answered) . ." As Shapland points out in his notes on this passage, 

and in Introd. p. 28, the fact that Athanasius can make even a 

rhetorical appeal to silence is proof that the Tropici, as distinct 

from the Macedonians, were positive and not uncertain or sceptical in 

their denial of the Deity'of the Spirit. 

Ch. 21, beginning: "But if the Spirit has the same -r; c. S(� KAI 
(243) c výýJ in relation to the Son as the Son has in relation to the 

Father, will not he who calls the Spirit a creature necessarily hold 
the same to be true also of the Son? For if the Spirit is a -rºý 4ý 
K-n. it would be only consistent for them to say that the Logos 
is a creature of the Father. By such delusions the Arians have fallen 
into Judaism according to Caiaphas. But if those wcio say such things 

about the Spirit protest that they do not hold the opinions of Arius, 
let them avoid his words and keep from impiety towards the Spirit. .. 
As regards the sayings both of the Prophet and the Apostle, by 

perverting whose meaning they have deceived themselves, these 

considerations are enough to refute the insults which derive from the 
ignorance of the Tropici(244) .... (After further consideration of 
the Scriptural evidence) .... perhaps they may be put to shame 
when they learn how far the blasphemous words which they have devised 
are out of harmony with the Divine oracles. " Once again, we see the 

combination of orthodoxy with regard to the Son, and an Arianism of the 

Spirit, which is patently of a positive and not a sceptical character. 

Shapland maintains in his note that Athanasius's use of T "T with 

(241) f' �-.. uý, rý. S rCr F. -, y/ } 
(242) 9uoaerºv 

(243) T"ýö S' -r v 
ýi o 

11ýLý/ 2i4) 
CA " .d 
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reference to the relationship between the Persons of the Trinity refers 

to their co-essentiality rather than to any mutual gradation among them, 

especially as the word 
4tSis 

used with it. Compare C. Ar. III: 9: 

311.0C, where both the Son and the Father are called First, ýý JT`'ý , the 

virtual superlative, without any degrees of comparison arising. All 

the same, there is a much stronger case than Shapland allows for 

interpreting this passage as indicating a linear gradation from Father, 

through Son, to the Spirit. The great difficulty with the Letters to 

Serapion, here as elsewhere, is that it is impossible to decide on this 

point. 

In Ch. 29: 596D, with reference to the fact that the Tropici 

must have an adulterated Trinity and therefore an adulterated baptism: 

the rite of initiation which you perform is not entirely into the 

Godhead. For with the Godhead there is mixed a creature; and like the 
Arians and the heathen, you too confess to be divine (fýEol. o"'ý ) the 

creation, together with God Who made it through His Own Logos. If this 
is your attitude, what hope have you? .... How rash and careless on 

your part to reduce the Father and His Logos to the level of creatures, 
and yet to set the creatures on a level with God! For that is what you 
do when you imagine that the Spirit is a creature and rank Him with the 
Triad. 'that madness too on your part to impute injustice to God,. in 
that only one from among them, rather than all angels and all creatures, 
is reckoned with God and His Logos! .... Such are your rites and those 
of the Arians. ... ." Again, Ch. 30: 600A: ".... This is the 
indivisible unity of the Triad .... But if, according to the new 
discovery that you Tropici have made(245) it is not thus - if you have 

rather dreamed of calling the Holy Spirit a creature - then you no 
longer have one faith and one baptism ... ." Of course in one sense 

the statement that the Arians and the Tropici virtually divinise the 

creation in an illegitimate way cannot be taken quite seriously. 

(245) -1 1; A': ' -r, 00-TrrrcwV 
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Athanasius knows quite well that both heresies depended on a strict 

and severe doctrine of creaturehood. What Athanasius is really saying 

is that the Tropici will be unable to avoid treating the rest of 

creation as being on the same plane as the persons of the Trinity; 

this is worked out exhaustively for Arianism in the Contra Arianos. 

Likewise, if the Doctrine of the Trinity is to have any meaning at 

all, the rest of creation will be treated as being on the same plane 

as the Father Himself. Athanasius specifically proves that a created 

Logos or Spirit cannot have the cosmic dominion that the heretics still 

claim, and that the final result of such heresies will be that they will 

pull themselves apart, and give a general licence for what amounts to a 

return to ancient polytheism, if, that is, there is to be any conception 

left of one thing being greater than another. With reference once again 

to Marxism, its adherents, once they tried to put it into practice, 

have found the "cult (in the most literal sense! ) of personality" an 

endemic nuisance. In more general terms, if the truly Divine Logos 

and Spirit are relegated to the rank of creatures in the most uncom- 

promising way, then, if anything at all is to have any pre-eminence of 

the type which is necessary in any unitary outlook, this entity could 

be literally anything at all. In the specific case of Marxism, where 

we can see the results of this directly, the bigoted rejection of Deity 

ultimately leaves no defence against Stalinism in its crudest form, 

unless one takes the step of denying the monism that is an essential 

thing about Communism, so that one thing is quite literally as good as 

another. 

Ch. 32: 605A: "But the irrational and fabulous invention(21ý6) 

of the Tropici is out of harmony with Scriptures, and harmonises, on 

ý 246) rýÄ 
'00' 7)ý i'fUýICºT1ýaýfýTtrý 1 ll 
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the other hand, with the irrationality of the Ariomaniacs.. It is 

natural for them to pretend in this way, to deceive the simple. But 

.... they have not succeeded in covering themselves by their 

protestations of disagreement with the Arians. They have indeed 

incurred the latter party's hatred, because they only call the Spirit 

a creature and not the Logos as well; and by all men they have been 

condemned, because they are in truth fighting against the Spirit 
( ý. rEVUd. ToýrýX yr and are not far form dead .... ", This 

confirms the conclusions already reached. This is the first appearance 

of-rrvt_"u', «1vU A- i'tv the verb corresponding to the noun TAT�Cljp i-roLA °(, 

which is never used by Athanasius. It is used by Didymus and Basil, 

beginning about 368-370, especially with an Egyptian context. 

We shall jump ahead to Ep. IV: 5: 6Li4D, since the intervening 

passage in Ep. III is so important that it is best left to the end. 

"After this, will anyone dare to say, when he hears the words Son and 
Spirit, 'Is the Father then a grandfather? ' Or, 'Is the Spirit a son? ' 
Yes, they will dare, the Eunomii and the Eudoxii and the Eusebii. ' '. /hen 
once they affect the Arian heresy, they will not keep their tongues from 
impiety. " Eunomius was the principal leader of the second generation 

Arians, about the time of Athanasius's third exile. He formulated an 

Arian theology around the specific use of the term as a 

description of the Second Person in relation to the First. He also was 

the first Arian to extend this theology specifically to the Spirit, 

saying that It was not God, and merely a creature bolo,, -; the rank of the 

alleged creature-Song Eudoxius and Acacius, the successor of Eusebius 

of Caesarea, were the leaders of the extreme Homoean party which allied 

itself with the Anomoeans at Seleucia and thus ensured their victor.,. 

Epiphanius, Haer. LXXIII or LIII: 1, makes, but does not support, the 

assertion that they definitely denied the Deity of the Spirit; other*ri; c, 

there is no real evidence. Eusebius -? Of Caesarea, perahps, bc the 

(247) See Epiphanius, Haereses 76. 
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predecessor of Acacius, and. as a definite exponent of the. Origenist 

doctrine of the Spirit. But we have already given arguments for the 

conclusion that Athanasius would have been far more indulgent to even 

the Pneumatology of Origen, and he had already shown (De Decretis 3) 

that he was not prepared to throw the responsibility for Acacius on 

to his predecessor. Besides, as with Arianism, Eusebius of Caesarea 

does not respond to the decisive test (from the point of view of a 

negative response), as regards the Pneumatic heresy that we meet in 

these Epistles; that is, in his exegesis of Amos 4: 13 IXX. 
(248) 

He 

takes the rrie ICJ- in the Kr#, S-oJ WYEA 2u#-to be the Holy' Spirit, but 

explains K-r j iv' as KdTa u"rOv or KAI! k-rd ^'" Thus, it is most 

likely that the person referred to is the old enemy, Eusebius of 

Nicomedia, and if this is so this passage is a striking commentary on 

the close relationship, 
. 
for Athanasius, between Tropicism and Arien 

extremism. 

To conclude, we must now quote the beginning of Ep. III, 

Ch. 1. Athanasius has promised Serapion an abridgment of Ep. I, but 

Ep. II after the merest introduction, has been entirely a summary of 

the anti-Arian writings of Athanasius, and it is only in this still 

later Epistle that he makes any reference to Tropicism per se at all. 

"Perhaps you will wonder why, when I was charged to abridge and briefly 

explain the letter that I had written concerning the Holy Spirit, you 
firid me .... writing against those who are guilty of impiety towards 
the Son of God and who call Him a creature. But you will not bliune ume 

... When you know the cause. Indeed, when your Piety sees how 

reasonable it is, he will welcome it. Our Lord Himself said that the 
Paraclete 'shall not speak from Himself, but whatsoever things He 

shall hear, these shall He speak .... for He shall take of Eine and 
shall declare it unto you. ' and 'having breathed on them' He gave the 
Spirit to the disciples from (IS) Himself, and in this way the 1-ltithier 

(248) Eccl. Theol. III: 2. 
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poured Him out "upon all flesh, " as it is written. It is f, or that 

reason fitting that I should have spoken and written first about the 

Son, that from the knowledge concerning the Son 
(249) 

we may be able 
to have properly the knowledge concerning the Spirit. For we shall 
find that the Spirit has the same propriety in relation to the Son 

(250) 

as the Son has in relation to the Father. " The problems and ambiguities 

in connection with the Ad Serapionem are at their maximum in this extract 

so that we need not make any special comment. 

We can already see certain conclusions, which look simple on 

the surface, but become more and more complicated and paradoxical the 

more carefully the matter is examined. The Tropics were a group of 

heretics who repudiated Arianism angrily and with great emphasis, but 

had a doctrine of the Spirit that Athanasius, with still greater emphasis 

and anger, denounces as virtually a repetition of Arianism, and which, 

notwithstanding their admitted formal repudiation of this greater 

heresy, will,. according to. Athanasius, inevitably lead them back to it. 

Incidentally, the word -rpe-rrI K Os is, almost certainly, one of the most 

opprobrious epithets which can be applied to a holder of this 

Pneumatology, since it refers back to one of the most odious aspects 

of the Arian doctrine of the Son. 

There are several possible explanations of this, and several 

that are excluded. It might be said, in the first place, that the 

Epistles are, not authentic, or were not written at the time that is 

categorically indicated by the internal evidence - the Third Exile of 

Athanasius. 
(251) 

There is no good reason to doubt either thut they are 

authentic or that they were in fact written between 357 and 362. Or 

249) ýK. 

( 250) rc' io r11- % dS 'try vIi ýv - (251) Epistle I: 1. 
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Or we might decide that Athanasius was afflicted with a severe form 

of the rabies theologorum, and, as, would be quite likely in a somewhat 

fatigued man in his senescence, was now in the state where he saw an 

Arian under every bed. This does not accord with what we know of the 

Athanasius of the recently written Contra Arianos, or, say, the De 

Synodis, almost contemporary 'with the Epistles, or with any of the 

authentic works written during or after 362. In all these, his 

discrimination between one heresy and another is, and remains, abnormally 

acute for his time. He would almost certainly never 'have reacted in the 

way in which he did, and with the vehemence which he showed, if the 

Tropici had not been almost pointedly reminiscent of the Arians. On 

the other hand, there is a, serious objection to the idea that they were 

really seriously influenced by Eunomius and his like; if they had been, 

they would really have been Arian sympathisers, which they ostentatiously 

rejected. Also, and this is at least as significant, they would have 

had a much wider geographical distribution, being presumably coterminous 

with the contemporary Anomoean school. It is most important to remember 

that any influence of Eunomius would be direct rather than indiract, 

since the Epistles were written at the peak of his influence. The most 

tempting hypothesis Is that the Tropici represented a simple reversion 

to Origen. Admittedly, Origen subordinated the Spirit much more than 

he subordinated the Son, and for that reason, this hypothesis is much 

stronger in the case of the Tropici than in the case of Arianism. 

Hoviovcr, on balance it is better rejected, in the first place bect. u^c 

of the marked difference, as noted above, between Tropicism and 

Nacedonianism, which latter was patently a return to Crigcnism. In 

the second place, there is no equivalent in the Epistles to the Do 

Sententia Dionysii, not even one word. There i3 no record that t. c 
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Tropici made a point of quoting Dionysius of Alexandria in su. pýjor t of 

their case, as the Egyptian Arians did, or Origen or any other mc:;, ber 

of that tradition, and Athanasius never had to defend their orthodoxy 

on that point. -We have already indicated that Origen, hoviever suspcct 

he might havo been, was not beyond defence by an expert apologist, and 

the author of the De Sententia Dionysii would have been more than equal. 

to the necessities of the case. 

Perhaps the most difficult aspect of the case to account for 

is the fact that, in spite of the passages which indicate that Arius 

and his followers in aýroutine and off-handed way degraded the Spirit 

to the rank of creature, 'the, first'or almost the first-really serious 

heretics in the matter of the Deity of the Spirit were people who had 

repvdifited the Arians in. the ordinary way. -This exists doubt on the 

tempting hypothesis 'that Tropicism was simply an extension of Arianism 

down one rung of the Trinitarian ladder. 'On the other hand, this would 

be quite a good way, if rather too'extreme, to describe such 

representatives of the Origenist tradition as the ;, Tucedonirns, insoftjr 

as they can be held to be tainted with the extreme forms of heresy. The 

relationship is much more complex than that; it was not simply he 

natural result of the Spirit being in the' third place in the Trini tc)ri vn 

order. Also, Tropicism is correspondingly the final evidence et-, linst 

the opposite theory of the nature and genesis of Arianism, the Iiumc. nitc+r 

Chris-tology; Christ as another man on whom the Spirit of God came. This 

would be a natural development of the heretical hntiochene theoio, -y of' 

Paul of Samosata. It is true that the Arians actually did put for'., -trd 

this argument, quoting the Baptism of Christ in Jordon, : 'sa'lis. -45 
(AV; : 

7 eo 8 and other allied verses; 4thanasius answers these arguments in 

C. Ar. I: 46-52. But once again it is most likely timt our jud�n eist of 

Arian exegesis as a whole applies here too; that is, to finit it bluntly, 
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the Arian texts were pretexts. If it 

principle had seriously been the root 

Arianisin would have made Tropicism im 

Spirit would have to be automatically 

And this is impossible in view of-the 

Athanasius that Tropicism was in some 

had been otherwise, and if this 

of Arianism, the refutation of 

possible, because in that case the 

accepted as God once Christ was. 

Overwhelming conviction of 

sense a repetition of Arianism. 

Finally, we shall have to be able to take into account the 

uncertainties and ambiguities of Athanasius's response to the situation. 

It is held, e. g. , by Shapland, that his doctrine of the Spirit was 

derived from his doctrine of the Son in such a way as to make him a 

Virtual adherent to the later doctrine of the Filioque. 
(252) 

This is 

an obvious interpretation of some of the passages which we have just 

cited. But it has the fatal objection that, as we shall show, Athanasius 

was actually excessively non-committal on this matter, and where he did 

commit himself he followed the later Greek Procession rather than the 

Fili. oque. This indicates that for Athanasius the doctrine of the 

Spirit was an analogous repetition of that of the Son rather than 

anything else. This would explain why Athanasius is content to mace 

the Spirit proceed from the Father alone, as the Son-Logos has Iiis sole 

origin in the Father. It is true that Athanasius often speaks in such 

a way that the Filioque appears to us to be an absolutely necessary 

corollary. For example, there is the closest possible association 

between the identity of nature of Father and Son and the filial 

generation of the Son from the Father; we shall show that the Homoousion 

essentially expresses this linkage. But this proves all the more 

abundantly our doubts about the Filioque. It shows all the more that, 

(252) Op. cit. 34-43, esp. 41-43- 
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in face of this very strong motive for it, the motives against must 

have been all the stronger, and confirms our suggestion that, for 

Athanasius, the actual relation between Spirit and Son was not 

procession but analogy,. or rather the Homoousion interpreted in the 

most purely quasi-qualitative way. But there is still a sense in which, 

for Athanasius, the relation is one of procession, a subordinate sense, 

perhaps, and one not quite-integrated with the rest of his theology. 

These issues are very complex and difficult and will be discussed more 

fully later. But they do suggest that Tropicism presented itself 

primarily as an analogous repetition of Arianism, together with some 

element in it that caused Athanasius to retain. traees of what later 

became the Latin Procession. 
(253) 

To sum up, it appears that Tropicism was an essentially 

Egyptian movement, 
(251) 

and this suggests the. paradoxical hypothesis 

that a movement of this character was in some way connected with the 

work of Athanasius himself, not primarily for the reason proposed by 

Shapland, that Athanasius had. destroyed the conservative theolof; y, but 

in that it actually depended on, the work of the great Patriarch. An 

analysis of the situation shows that this paradoxical situation is in 

fact the truth, and is the only way to account for all the evidence. 

To understand the position, we must go back to the pre-Nicene theology 

of the Spirit. ' At that time, there had been a long period when the 

Holy Spirit had been virtually neglected except for the most formal 

type of affirmation of the baptismal creed; the functions of the Spirit 

were taken over by the Logos, conceived in the most rationalistic way, 

with the Logos being the Person of the Trinity in the direct contact, 

(253) As we shall show in our treatment of the Letters, passim. 
(254) As Shapland says op. cit. 32. 

I 
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par excellence, with creation and the individual creatures, especially 

humanity and human beings. Correspondingly, there was an almost 

complete lack of attention to the Holy Spirit, which is perhaps 

nowhere more strikingly shown in the earlier writings of Athanasius, 

and in the first generation of Arians. The former can get through the 

whole of the De Incarnatione without one reference, and the references 

in Arius, where they were meant seriously (and were not Scriptural 

"pretexts", as was the case with the Baptism in Jordon, etc. ), were of 

an offhand and routine character. It is only at a relatively advanced 

stage of the Arian controversy that Athanasius begins to refer to the 

Spirit in a manner that would be demanded by His place in the Trinity. 

Now, it will be shown later that, -firstly, there is a complete positive 

correlation between the increasing tendency to refer naturally to the 

Spirit and the success with which Athanasius bases his theology on the 

strict connection between the Logos-Son and the Father, repudiating 

and abandoning the former de facto association between Logos and Cosmos; 

secondly, that all the earliest references to the Spirit concern the 

participation by mankind in particular (and also creation generally) 

in the Divine grace which comes from and through the Father and Son. 

Thus the Spirit increasingly came to have the same relation to the 

Father-and-Son, considered together, as the Logos formerly had to the 

Father. This was reinfr*Wced by another tendency which is not quiteeD 

clear as the one that we have just described, but which can be 

recognised with assurance. Athanasius's tremendous work, in C. Ar. I: 

37 - III: 58, in refuting Arian exegesis and in expounding the 

"creaturely language" about Christ in the correct and orthodox sense, 

resulted in, for almost the first time, a completely systen; atic doctrine 

of the Humanity of Christ, as distinct from His Deity (or third state. 
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The Arian doctrine of the nature of Christ must not be held to refer 

to His humanity. ). Now, when we examine these sections of the Contra 

Arianos and compare them with the De Incarnatione, we find a for 

greater emphasis on the active as distinct from the passive humanity. 

Although these concepts are still used, the humanity of Christ is much 

less a "passion" to be endured and abolished so that we can be 

"deified", and much more a new active life that we are to share now 

that it has been established in the humanity of Christ. Following; on 

from this, we can see the beginnings of the idea that our sanctification 

consists in participation in the Humanity of Christ as much as in the 

Deity, and that, as a corollary, the Person of the Trinity Who mediates 

this participation to us must be the Spirit. But, it was this very 

sort-of relationship between the Divine Logos and the world that was 

. 
the villain of the piece as far as Arianism was concerned, that is, 

in the inadequate and confused form of the third and second centuries, 

and as long as the question had not been rigorously clarified with 

reference to the Spirit, it was quite inevitable that somebody would 

sometime apply Arian principles in this field too. Unfortunately, 

this was not yet the Case in the earliest stages of the revival of 

Pneumatology. We can still find the earlier uncertainties and 

confusions of the former Logos doctrine in Athanasius's doctrine of 

the Spirit at the stage of the Contra Arianos; it needed the a-pear: incc 

of the Tropiei to warn him to get on to the right track without del^y. 

The Tropici were, in a perverted sense, Genuine Athanaciano; 

in fact, in the context in which they found themselvco, they could not 

have gone On to the Spirit and given their full attention to that 

Person unless they had first fully accepted the Athanaoian doctrine of 

the Son. But the way was still open for them to use Arian -; rays of 
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thought on the subject of the Spirit. The hypothesis that is being 

defended here is that this is what happened, and the author submits 

that it is the only one, and is the only one together with his 

hypothesis on Arianism, that really explains the character of the 

Tropicist theology or the reactions of Athanasius to the new situ-tion. 
255 

The Tropici said that the Spirit was a creature, not primarily because 

tale 'Spirit was third in traditional rank or because of Orig; eni-"tic 

Scriptural and intellectual doubts (although they brought these forward 

as excuses), but because, in the situation that had been broucht about 

by the work of Athanasius himself, the Spirit was in the place formerly 

occupied by the Logos. This is evidently the reason why Athannsius 

felt Tropicism so strongly to be virtually a repetition of Ari'inism. 

It must never be forgotten that it would not have been at all difficult 

for the Tropici to take this step, in spite of the earlier work of 

Athanasius. One of the main roots of Arianism, the ruthless sense of 

the exclusive and exhaustive distinction between what can be God and 

what is really creaturely reality, and of the humble stutto of the 

latter, and an equally ruthless criticism of anything, savouring in 

the slightest of a confusion between deity and creaturehood, rras, in 

spite of certain survivals from the older terminology, accepted 

wholeheartedly by Athanasius, and more than accepted. On the other 

hand, Athanasius's proof that Arianism did not follow, so far applied, 
in the main, only to the Second Person. And all the elements Of the 

Tropicist theology correspond to uncertainties in Athanasius's earlier 
doctrine. Even in the case of the Tropicist use of the apparently 
Origenist argument that on the Orthodox theology the Spirit would hr. ve 
------------ 

(255) This conclusion is actually a further progress in the direction taken by Shapland. 
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to be either the Logos's brother or the Father's grandson,, the same 

applies. The form of the argument indicates that the corresponding 

orthodox theology had gone a long way towards making the Son title 

normative for the Second Person, but had not yet really distinguished 

procession from filial generation, while its ribald tone points to its 

Arian pedigree. The former is the stage which Athanasius had reached 

at the end of his anti-Arian writings. The Tropici were prepared, at 

a pinch, to accept the relation between the Father and Son, and of 

course they accepted that of Creator and creature, but they were 

determined not to. accept a single type of relation beyond these, and, ha 

ing to choose between the one or the other to explain the as yet uncertai 

relation of the Spirit, they chose the creaturely relation with alacrity, 

This theory accounts for what Athanasius clarified in the 

Epistles; that is, the fact that he repeated, mutatis mutandis, the 

arguments already used against the Arians, this time to prove the Deity 

of the Spirit, and also that he began to make a real distinction between 

filiation and procession. _. But it also accounts for these respects in 

which Athanacius was still uncertain, if not actually mistaken. The 

strong soteriological emphasis of Athanasius, as well as the importance 

which he attached to the humanity of Christ, as we have already discussec 

worked together to direct attention to the relation between the Spirit 

and the Son, and between the Doctrine of the Spirit and the Doctrine of 

the Son, Also, although the Athanasian doctrine of the Homoousion had 

largely lost its original constitutive or quasi-genetical element, 
(256) 

there was still the tradition that absolute likeness among the Persons 

was intimately connected with the origin of the Son and Spirit; thus, 

the absolute identity of the work of the Son and Spirit should h^ve led 

to the Filioque. But this was masked by the fact that the Spirit, for 

(256) See below, pp. Q'4- 1$ 
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reasons which we have indicated, presented itself in the Tropicist 

context as an analogous repetition of the Second Person, and especially 

as a repetition of the Logos in the form in which it was conceived in 

pre-Arian days, and early in the Arian controversy, which was after all 

the theology which Athanasius would have learnt in his early youth. 

Such a Spirit would be naturally held to proceed from the Father alone. 

This consideration would make it easy for Athanasius to stress the 

absolute likeness of the Spirit to the other Persons, and especially 

to the Son, without implying the Filioque. When he says, in Ep. III: 1, 

that we should take our doctrine of the Spirit from that of the Son, 

he is simply asking the reader to proceed from the known ease to an 

unknown but analogous case. ', This would not necessarily be a diriment 

impediment to the Filioque, but it would neutralise the tendencies 

towards this doctrine, and correspondingly give free play to other 

forces which impelled him to what amounted to the Greek doctrine. 

In conclusion, three important points may be raised, in 

increasing ordert. F rstly, one of the clearest differences between 

Arianism and Tropicism, as we can see each from their refutation by 

Athanasius, is the relatively undeveloped character of the latter. 

This is a safe conclusion, even, if allowance has to be made for the 

less favourable conditions under which the Epistles to Ser. -vapion were 

written, during the Third Exile in the Egyptian desert, compared with 

the more leisurely atmosphere at the time of writing of the Orations 

against the Arians, if our chronology is correct, which would have 

allowed a more extended treatment of Arianism, in contrast to the hurry 

which is evident by comparison throughout the Fpi.:, tles. The r^aron for 

this is obvious; the gross neglect of the Doctrine of the Spirit which 

was Increasingly characteristic of theology in prcvi. oie ccnturic; c, ", r^ß c: 

actually reached its nadir in the ante-Nicene %- orl, _, ý of :, t. ". ý naci s 
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himself. As we shall show, Athanasius's theology of the Spirit only 

developed slowly and incidentally before the storm of Tropicism burst 

on him, and, of the other theologians of the fourth century, only 

Cyril of Jerusalem gave anything like a full treatment of the Spirit, 

in his Cutechetical Lectures, before this time. In his case, it is 

fair coinent that, since the Catechetical Lectures were lectures on tiie 

Creed of his church, the inclusion of the Spirit was actually forced by 

the form of the creed, and in fact by the unanimous credal tradition of 

Christianity. Perhaps in a way it was unfortunate for the Church that 

Athanasius aborted the heresy too soon, while he was still fresh 

theologically from his triumph over Arianism; a fully developed 

Tropicist heresy, or, what is more toethe point, its full refutation, 

would have-been most interesting. 

It is even more important to notice the implications of the 

fact that the first stage in the serious development of the theoic y of 

the Spirit was, in fact, this heresy! Let us consider the circuistnnces. 

The Tropicist heresy arose exactly at the. great watershed of 

contemporary t eological history. It is true that in general the 

dividing line can be placed at-about 3611-362, but it arose in Egypt, 

the land which nurtured both Arius and Athenasius, and which would 

certainly have been in advance of the rest of the world cit rill stn", es. 

At this time, the work of Athanasius and orthodoxy generally, aLainst 

the Arians was almost finished. Henceforth the theolo(y of the Second 

Person was to be Christological in the more familiar sense, in thLt it 

concerned the relation between the Deity and the Humanity of Christ, 

the Apollinarian, Eutychian, and Nestorian heresies, the pol, iri. or Lion 

of theology between Alexandria and Antioch, and the orthodoyy of 
Chalcedon. All this theology, whether orthodox or hcreticij, rests on 
the shoulders of Athanasius, and it was his work in tho "Contra 
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that made it possible. The important field of Trinitarian theology 

proper was now the Spirit. What is even more important, Athanasius 

had completely destroyed the old correlation between the Logos and the 

cosmos, and had firmly established that the Logos can only be understood 

as completely within the Trinity. Thus the Person of the Trinity that 

was in direct contact with creatures in general and men in particular 

became the Spirit. If there was any tendency to correlate any Person 

with creaturely existence in the manner that formerly applied to the 

Logos, the Person would have been the Spirit. If our hypothesis of the 

nature of Arianism is correct, it virtually means that Arianism is a 

Jacob's Ladder heresy; that is, there is one Person that is held to be 

in particular and direct contact with creaturely life, and humanity 

especially; previous theology was not careful enough to maintain the 

full Deity of that Person,, but tended to understand Him correlz.. tivcly 

in terms of the creaturely; the nemesis of this is that the heretics 

concluded and proclaimed that that Person was a creature. '4ith the 

predecessors of Arianism and the Arians themselves, the Person Evas the 

Second, as Logos. In the changed conditions after the middle of the 

fourth century, it would be natural to expect a corresponding heresy of 

the Third Person, with both the First and Second Persons in a state of 

virtual otiose isolation, and the Third Person, as the most significant 

Person of 
_ 

the Trinity and, the centre of interest, and the Person in 

direct contact. with man, a creature. The fact that a heresy apparently 

of this nature, occurred, and occurred immediately, is final 

confirmation that the impulse behind Arianism was very powerful and 

pervasive, and had the character that we have postulated. 

The final point has been left to this sto. f"'e, because it turns 

out to be the climax of the whole chapter, and the justification for 
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Treating 
so fully of the relation between Arianism and Marxism in a 

41 
thesis on the Trinitarian theology of Athanasius. We have already noted 
t. 
$hat, in comparison with Arianism, Tropicism, the Arianism of the Spirit 

appears undeveloped. Now, what would a fully developed Tropicism or 
I 
Arianism of the Spirit be like? It is not quite correct to say that 

he relation between the Doctrine of the Son and the Doctrine of the 
jpirit 

is that between objective and subjective revelation. Both are 
Truly 

objective. The objective initiation of the work of Christ in the 
4iracle 

of Christmas has its precise objective counterpart in Pentecost 

tnd also in Ascension, as a reading of that much neglected chapter, 
acts 

It as well as Acts 2, will make clear. The true relationship is 
ghat 

between God's enabling work of reconciliation in one individual, 
Ind 

the spread of that work to include all humanity and all human life. 
4his 

is achieved in the life of the Church and its work of witness. 

fhe only sense in which the Doctrine of the Holy Spirit is subjective 

s that, in the slang phrase, "this is where We come in"; we now have 

the bounden duty, or rather enjoy the glorious privilege, of sharing 
in God's own work of reconciliation, through the Spirit. Therefore, a 

IN11Y developed Arianism of the Spirit would concern itself with such 

things as the work and witness of the church (and the individual 

Christian),, the spread of the Gospel, the growth of Christian humanity 

into the stature of Christ, the interaction of all this with the outer 

world, the teleological direction of history. And the guiding and 

lotivating force behind all this would be a creature and -f' 0S at 
that! This heresy that we have postulated would be quite literally 

Marxism itself, in the sense that even Arianism was not, since it would 

e almost impossibly difficult to maintain any real interest in an 
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otiose Father and Son under these circumstances. We have already noted 

that one of the main differences between the Arian and Marxist doctrines 

is that the former is individual, concerning the individual Second 

Person and the individual Christ, whereas Marxism concerns itself 

with humanity in general. It now appears that the correct way to 

describe this difference is that Marxism is related to Arianism as the 

Third Person (ontologically and especially economically) is related to 

the Second. Perhaps this is an additional hidden reason for such 

things as the Marxists' coyness about giving a definite name to the 

One Reality or One Society about which they have so much to say, for 

it is the characteristic of the Third Person, as distinct from the 

Second, that He does not show His own Person or Hypostasis, but works 

in and through the persons of other men, and even institutions and 

forces. 

We can now see the final theological reason for the 

differences between Arianism and Marxism in these terms. It is simply 

a canard to say that the Church has not developed the Doctrine or the 

Spirit. True, there is something missing yet, but in another sense, 

there is a great deal about the Spirit in the history of theology. The 

much neglected and underrated Filioque question is the most important 

case in point. Of even more direct relevance here is the work of 

Joachim of Flora (1130-1202), whose doctrine of the Three Kingdoms, in 

temporal succession the Kingdom of the Father, the Kingdom of the Son, 

and the Kingdom of the Spirit, is historically of great significance. 

However false and heretical it might be, it Is at least a revival of 

the Biblical doctrine of the Spirit in the proper context, that of 

progress, history, and teleological direction. This doctrine led an 

existence underground in the Fraticelli and other similar movements, 
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occasionally surfacing in times of great stress, as in the 16th and 17th 

centuries, until it finally became the most important constitutive 

factor in the religious philosophy of Hegel and his successors, as is 

shown by the presence in Hegel of three basic characteristics which can 

be traced to Joachim, historicism, the triadic rhythm, and the supremacy 

of the Spirit as shown by the ascription of that title to the highest 

ranking concept, Absolute Reality, in his system. And the influence 

of this Hegelian philosophy on Marx needs no further amplification. 

Thus, even though the author has found Marxism and classical 

Arianism mutually most illuminating, it is impossible to give a full 
'1 q" &AJt' 

theological answer to Arianismdexcept in terms of the Doctrine of the 

Spirit. What is necessary is to study Athanasius's treatment of the 

Arian heresy, and go on from there to see what would be the analogous 

answer to an equally developed heresy of the Spirit, as we have described 

it. For that reason, we shall be particularly careful to note any hints 

that may be present in Athanasius's own writings. It is in this spirit 

that we now turn to the writings of Athanasius in which he refutes in 

the name of his Lord these two great heresies, in the hope that they 

may supply material for one of the great unfinished tasks of the Church 

to-day. 




